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Preface
The use of natural hard waters in industrial water systems (e.g., cooling, boilers, desalination, oil 

production, etc.) can cause severe scaling and corrosion of equipment surfaces, and pose serious 

technical and economic challenges. The scales commonly encountered are sulfates, carbonates, 

and phosphates of calcium, magnesium, and barium. The precipitation and deposition of scales on 

equipment surfaces are infl uenced by various factors, including feed and recirculating water chem-

istry, pH, temperature, fl ow velocity, heat exchanger metallurgy, and the types of additives used in 

the water treatment formulation. Such scale deposits signifi cantly reduce heat transfer effi ciency, 

constrict fl ow, increase the operating pressure of pumps, and enhance the probability of corrosion 

damage. In many cases, the removal of deposits leads to the discontinuous operation of the system, 

resulting in higher operating costs.

The crystallization of sparingly soluble salts is also of primary importance in biological systems. 

Tartar, or dental calculus, primarily consists of salts of calcium, phosphate, and carbonate. Calcium 

oxalates are the main components of pathological deposits in the urinary tract. Calcium phosphate 

deposits have been observed during the pasteurization of milk. Interestingly, calcium oxalates are 

common deposits in the brewing industry. Thus, the physicochemical processes (adsorption, des-

orption, precipitation, dissolution, inhibition, adhesion, kinetics, etc.) involved in water treatment 

applications are similar to those encountered in other industries.

Investigators have proposed several options for controlling scale formation including the use of 

acids, chelants, or the addition of scale inhibitors and dispersants. The most promising method is the 

addition of water-soluble additives at very low concentrations such as few parts per million (ppm). 

Additives commonly used for scale control include phosphonates and homo- and copolymers of 

acrylic and maleic acids. Mineral scale deposits are not the only challenges that adversely affect the 

operation of industrial water systems. Corrosion, suspended matter, and microbiological growth are 

equally important factors that have to be controlled along with scale formation. The deposition of 

suspended matter is typically controlled by the incorporation of a dispersant in the treatment formu-

lation. To prevent the formation of biofi lms and to achieve optimum system effi ciency, microbiologi-

cal growth within the water system must be controlled. Generally, biofi lm formation is controlled by 

the addition of biocides, biostats, and biodispersants to the water system.

Research on understanding the mechanisms of scale formation, corrosion, and biofi lm has attracted 

considerable attention in the past three decades. Additionally, signifi cant progress has been made not 

only in developing new water treatment additives but also in the application of these additives under 

stressed operating conditions, online monitoring of chemicals used, and system parameters. During 

this period, numerous papers have been published in professional journals and trade magazines, thou-

sands of patents have been granted, and a large number of new additives have been introduced in the 

water treatment market.

This book is designed to provide a comprehensive discussion on both the fundamental and prac-

tical aspects of industrial water treatment. The authors were selected from academia and industries 

because they are specialists in their particular fi elds, possessing fundamental and practical expe-

rience, and are able to analyze recent results and relate them to their respective areas of exper-

tise. New information, as well as review of current concepts, generally highlights the individual 

contributions.

The book starts with an overview (Chapter 1) of water chemistry and covers the characteristics 

of commonly encountered mineral scales. Chapters 2 through 11 address both the formation and 

the control of different scales in various systems including cooling, geothermal, oil fi eld, and waste-

water systems. Chapters 12 through 14 cover new developments in membrane-based separation 
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processes followed by a detailed account on the operational challenges of reverse osmosis systems 

and scale control in thermal distillation processes. Chapters 15 and 16 present corrosion control in 

cooling, boiler, geothermal, and desalination systems. Chapter 17 discusses interactions of polyelec-

trolytes with suspended matter.

Microbiological fouling is a frequent cause of performance deterioration in both cooling and 

membrane-based systems and is poorly understood. Chapters 18 and 19 present a comprehensive 

discussion of bacterial species commonly encountered in water supplies, the mechanisms of bio-

fouling, approaches to control biofouling, and criteria for selecting biocides for water treatment 

applications. Chapter 20 deals with Legionella in water systems. Chapter 21 describes the various 

analytical techniques for identifying mineral scales and deposits. Chapters 22 and 23 deal with 

applications of polymers for treating industrial and wastewater systems. Finally, Chapter 24 gives 

an account on analytical approaches to monitor various operational parameters and chemicals used 

to treat industrial water systems.

Considering the general interest in the science and technology of industrial water treatment, this 

book is intended for academic researchers in the fi elds of biology, chemistry, dentistry, geology, 

chemical engineering, environmental engineering, and medicine. It will also be useful for technol-

ogy-focused researchers in the industry whose interests might be directly or indirectly related to 

different types of mineral scales.

It is hoped that this handy reference will prove to be a valuable addition to the library of academic 

researchers. It should also prove useful to scientists, technologists, process and design engineers, 

operations personnel, and plant managers working in the water treatment industry, and to researchers 

in other industries including petroleum, textile processing, high-purity water production, semicon-

ductor, food and beverage production, pharmaceutical, and industrial effl uent cleaning.

I thank the editorial staff at Taylor & Francis for their patience and invaluable help. I also 

acknowledge the support of my colleagues and management at Lubrizol Advanced Materials, Inc., 

Cleveland, Ohio. Special thanks also go to all the contributors of this book not only for sharing their 

extensive expertise but also for patiently enduring the unavoidable delays of a multiauthored book. 

Finally, I want to thank my wife, Rukhsana, who has contributed to the completion of this book in 

more ways than I can mention.

MATLAB® is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc. For product information, please 

contact:

The MathWorks, Inc.

3 Apple Hill Drive

Natick, MA 01760-2098 USA

Tel: 508 647 7000

Fax: 508-647-7001

E-mail: info@mathworks.com

Web: www.mathworks.com

Zahid Amjad
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Water is the wellspring of life. It is the most important liquid in the world for maintaining plant and 

animal life. It fi lls lakes, streams, and vast oceans, and fl ows under the ground. The distribution of 

water on earth is 97.23% in the oceans, 2.14% in ice caps and glaciers, 0.61% in groundwater, 0.01% in 

freshwater lakes, and 0.01% in various other formations. Most of the freshwater is frozen at the North 

and South Poles and about a third of the freshwater is in aquifers, rivers, streams, and springs. It has 

been reported that 99% of all water (oceans, seas, ice, most saline water, and atmospheric water) is not 

available for our uses. And even much of the remaining fraction of 1% is out of reach. On the basis of 

the total water available, it is estimated that surface water sources (such as rivers) constitute only about 

0.0067% of the total water, yet rivers are the source of most of the water that people use.

Pure water (H2O) is colorless, odorless, and tasteless. It is composed of hydrogen and oxygen. 

Because water becomes contaminated by the substances with which it comes into contact, it is not 

available for use in its pure state. To some degree, water can dissolve every naturally occurring 

substance on the earth. Because of this property, water has been termed as the “universal solvent.” 

Although benefi cial to mankind, the solvency power of water can pose a major threat to industrial 

equipments. In virtually all domestic and industrial processes in which untreated water is heated, 

the fouling of equipment is the single-most serious problem encountered. The affected application 

areas include laundry, dairy, dishwashing, cooling, boilers, geothermal, power generation, semicon-

ductor manufacturing, and many other production processes [1]. A signifi cant operating cost factor 

of a reverse osmosis (RO) system is the membranes themselves, a factor often increased unneces-

sarily through fouling by deposits of unwanted materials on RO membrane surfaces [2]. A mineral 

scale is defi ned as a deposit of certain sparingly soluble salts, such as calcium carbonates, calcium 

phosphates, and calcium sulfates, from the process fl uids after precipitation onto the tubing and 

other process surfaces. A deposit generally includes various foulants, i.e., corrosion products and 

microbiological, colloidal, or suspended matter. The fouling of heat exchangers and RO membranes 

is a complex phenomenon involving the deposition of several different, but related types of foulants. 

This chapter addresses the quality of feed water available for industrial applications and the impact 

of water chemistry on system performance. In addition, the causes and types of various mineral 

scales and deposits commonly encountered in industrial water systems are reviewed.

1.2 WATER CYCLE

The water cycle, also known as the hydrologic cycle, includes the processes of condensation, 

evaporation, precipitation, and transpiration. Due to the heat of the sun, water vaporizes (evaporates) 

from lakes, rivers, streams, reservoirs, and oceans into the atmosphere. Plants, too, are heated 
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by the sun, and release water molecules into the atmosphere through their leaves (transpira-

tion). These water molecules form clouds. When millions of vapor particles unite, they form 

droplets of moisture. As these increase in size, they finally become heavy enough to fall to 

earth as precipitation in such varied forms as rain, snow, hail, and dew. This recycling of water—

from surfaces to vapor to falling again—is the hydrologic cycle, and is shown pictorially in 

Figure 1.1. On passing from the liquid state to the vapor state, only water molecules leave the 

surface, leaving most impurities behind. However, when water returns to the earth as rain, it 

comes into contact with not only dust particles but also gases, including carbon dioxide, sulfur 

dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen. These gases when dissolved in water contribute to what is 

known as acid rain [3].

The precipitation that does not quickly evaporate either seeps deep into the soil or fi nds its way 

into lakes and rivers, and eventually fl ows into oceans. Various factors that contribute to the dis-

tribution of water after precipitation include surface topography, porosity of the soil, degrees of 

its saturation at the time of the rainfall, surface vegetation, and atmospheric conditions. Water’s 

solvent action that permits it to have a cleansing action on the atmosphere continues after it 

reaches the earth. A certain percentage of precipitation generates a surface runoff. In this process, 

it acquires further amounts of hardness from minerals in addition to ample quantities of clay, 

silt, and decayed animal and vegetable matter. Further, when water percolates into the ground, it 

loses some of the impurities it absorbed from the air and the ground. But while the soil structure 

fi lters out certain impurities, it provides ample opportunities for water to dissolve large amounts 

of earth minerals. These, of course, increase the hardness and iron content of water, among other 

impurities.

1.3 WATER SOURCES

The sources of water that are potentially useful to humans fall into four categories, namely, oceans, 

lakes, surfaces, and subsurfaces. The water from these sources is used for agricultural, industrial, 

domestic, recreational, and environmental activities. A brief discussion of water sources is pre-

sented below.

1.3.1 SEAWATER

The solids in seawater come from two sources: the chemical weathering of rocks washed into the 

seas by the rivers and water circulation through hydrothermal vents (hot springs). The major dis-

solved constituents of seawater are the same as those encountered in natural waters. The average 
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salinity of seawater is 35%. The gases dissolved in seawater are in constant equilibrium with the 

atmosphere, but their relative concentrations depend on each gas’ solubility, which also depends on 

salinity and temperature.

1.3.2 LAKE WATER

Lakes are a major source of freshwater. They are of particular importance in North America, espe-

cially in the Great Lakes region. The composition of lake water is generally affected by seasonal 

changes and sometimes daily due to variations in weather conditions. Although most of the dis-

solved mineral constituents may not be greatly affected by seasons and weather, various factors, 

such as dissolved oxygen, temperature, suspended solids, turbidity, and carbon dioxide, may be 

infl uenced by biological activity [3].

1.3.3 SURFACE WATER

Surface water is one of the most valuable natural resources. Contaminants in the surface water 

depend on the nature of the terrain over which it fl ows. In areas consisting of hard-packed clay, very 

little water penetrates the ground. In these cases, the water generates a runoff. Several factors can 

affect a surface runoff. The extent of runoff is a function of rock and soil types, climate, precipita-

tion, saturation, vegetation, and time. A porous material (sand, gravel, and soluble rock) absorbs 

water far more readily than does fi ne-grained, dense clay, or unfractured rock. A poorly drained 

material (nonporous) has a higher runoff potential, resulting in greater drainage density. Rivers 

carry the dissolved ions they receive from ground and surface runoff to the sea. These dissolved 

ions include Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, 3HCO −
, 2

3CO −, 
3

4PO −
, and Cl−. Total dissolved solids in rivers 

are about 100 mg/L. Rivers also carry small particles of rock and minerals. Many surface water 

supplies also contain organic materials, which may occur naturally or as a result of human inter-

vention. Tannins and lignins resulting from the decomposition of vegetation are colloidal suspen-

sions and/or dissolved compounds present in surface water. The concentration of these compounds 

 usually  varies seasonally.

1.3.4 SUBSURFACE WATER

Subsurface water, or groundwater, is freshwater located in the pore space of soils and rocks. It 

is generally recognized that underground water usually moves very slowly. Its fl ow is measured 

in feet per year; compare this with surface streams, where velocities are in the feet-per-second 

range. Because of this slow movement, the composition of any one well is usually quite constant. 

Although shallow wells may vary seasonally in temperature, most wells are also constant in tem-

perature, usually in the range of 50°F–60°F (10°C–16°C) [3]. Since the water has passed through 

miles of porous rock formations, it is invariably clear if the well has been properly developed 

to keep fi ne sand from entering the casing. Since the water chemistry is related to the composi-

tion of the geological formations through which the water has passed, water from wells drilled 

into different strata have different chemistries. Some aquifers are so large that they may cover 

several states in their total area, and wells drilled into such aquifers produce water of a similar 

composition. As water fi lters through the ground, soil organisms consume dissolved oxygen and 

produce carbon dioxide, one of the principal corrosive agents in dissolving the minerals from the 

geological structures [4]. It is common to fi nd iron and manganese in waters that are devoid of 

oxygen if they have been in contact with iron-based minerals. Shallow wells containing oxygen 

are generally free of iron. It should be remembered that although the water chemistry of wells 

remains essentially constant, great care, however, should be exercised in mixing waters from 

different wells even in the same vicinity, as water chemistry may vary signifi cantly and cause 

incompatibility issues.
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1.4 WATER CHEMISTRY

Water, being a universal solvent, normally contains many impurities that it picks up from its 

surroundings. These impurities can be classifi ed into fi ve broad categories:

 1. Dissolved inorganic compounds, such as bicarbonates, carbonates, sulfates, and fl uorides 

of calcium, magnesium, barium, and strontium, and small amounts of iron, manganese, 

aluminum, and other substances.

 2. Dissolved organic compounds, such as humic acid, fulvic acid, and tannins; insoluble organic 

matter, such as leaves, dead bacteria, and other biological products and industrial wastes.

 3. Gases, such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfi de, and 

methane, absorbed from the atmosphere and subsurface sources.

 4. Suspended matter, such as clay, silt, oil, fat, and grease.

 5. Microorganisms, such as bacteria, algae, and fungi.

The types and quantities of impurities present determine the quality of water and the subsequent 

problems that can arise from its use in industry [4].

1.4.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The physical characteristics of water include color, detergency, odor, temperature, and turbidity.

1.4.1.1 Color
Dissolved organic materials from decaying vegetation and certain dissolved inorganic compounds 

can cause color in water. Although color itself is not usually objectionable, its presence due to cer-

tain dissolved impurities may interfere with water treatment program.

1.4.1.2 Detergency
Many natural and synthetic substances will cause foam when water is agitated. The major cause 

of foaming is surfactants, which are synthetic chemicals used in detergents. Water with a high 

detergency should be analyzed to determine what treatment is required to discover the origin of 

contamination. Foaming substances may interfere with the performance of chemicals used in water 

treatment formulations. Foaming substances can be removed by a conventional treatment consisting 

of sedimentation, coagulation/fl occulation, and fi ltration, or activated carbon.

1.4.1.3 Odor
Odor in water can be caused by foreign matter such as organic compounds, inorganic salts, and 

dissolved gases. These impurities may come from natural, agricultural, or industrial sources. Water 

should be free from any objectionable color as it may interfere with the analysis of chemicals used 

in water treatment formulations.

1.4.1.4 Temperature
Temperature is important in determining the rate at which scale-forming salts will precipitate on 

heat exchanger, RO membrane, and equipment surfaces, and, thus, to the extent to which these salts 

could become a major fouling problem. In desalination by RO, temperature is important in deter-

mining the pressure drop through the membrane at the intended fl ux rate.

1.4.1.5 Turbidity
Turbidity in water is due to the presence of suspended solids dispersed throughout the water and 

is a measure of the extent to which light is scattered by the suspended solids, such as clay, silt, and 

organic matter, and by plankton and other microscopic organisms that interfere with the passage 
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of light through water. Turbidity is closely related to the total suspended solids, but also includes 

plankton and other organisms, and is measured in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU). The turbid-

ity of natural waters tends to increase during runoffs as a result of increased overland fl ow, stream 

fl ow, and erosion. Turbidity in excess of 5 NTU is easily detected in a glass of water and is usually 

objectionable for aesthetic reasons. Water containing suspended matter is a problem for several rea-

sons, including the following: (a) it protects the microorganisms from chlorine and other biocides, 

(b) it interferes with the test for coliform bacteria, (c) it interferes with the maintenance of residual 

chlorine, and (d) it acts as a food source for microorganisms, allowing them to survive and multiply. 

Excessive turbidity must be removed by fi ltration.

1.4.2 CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The chemical characteristics of water include dissolved minerals, organic substances, dissolved 

gases, and microbiological contaminants [5]. In industrial water applications, the quality of feed 

water is generally expressed as shown in Table 1.1. High-purity water includes ultrapure water and 

pure water. The defi nition of ultrapure water differs from pure water or deionized water. Ultrapure 

water refers to water that is free of “all” impurities. Power plants are the single-largest users of 

high-purity water. Other industrial users of high-purity water include beverage industries, research 

laboratories, microelectronics, and pharmaceuticals. Pure water, on the other hand, refers to the 

water that meets specifi c needs of a given process or product. For example, in textile washing, the 

removal of calcium, magnesium, iron, and manganese is essential, whereas in pharmaceuticals, 

the removal of organisms or pyrogenic substances is of utmost importance.

1.4.2.1 Aluminum
Aluminum-based compounds, such as sodium aluminate and aluminum sulfate, have been used 

for years as coagulant aids to clarify industrial and municipal waters. These fl occulating agents 

hydrolyze to form insoluble hydroxides and neutralize the charge of turbidity particles in water. In 

most cases, these large particles are removed via settling in a clarifi er and are collected as sludge. 

Time-to-time fl uctuations in pH at the water treatment plant, however, cause excessive amounts of 

aluminum to pass into the distribution system, usually in the dissolved form. Under proper circum-

stances, the aluminum precipitates formed in the water treatment plants are completely fi ltered out, 

and thus are not present in the treated water. Aluminum is amphoteric, with Al3+ present at low 

pH values and aluminate anion existing at higher pH values, and exhibits minimum solubility at 

about pH 6.6. Further, if pH adjustment is required to control calcium carbonate scaling, aluminum 

hydroxide may precipitate and deposit on heat exchanger and RO membrane surfaces.

1.4.2.2 Barium
Barium is a divalent ion, which forms insoluble salts with sulfate ions, that is soluble to the level 

of less than 1 mg/L. Like calcium ions, barium ions also form insoluble salts with fl uoride ions.

6 The Science and Technology of Industrial Water Treatment

TABLE 1.1
Classifi cation of Feed Water

Classifi cation Hardness (ppm)
Hardness (Grains per 

U.S. Gallons)

Soft 1–65 0–3.8

Slightly hard 66–125 3.9–7.3

Hard 126–200 7.4–11.7

Very hard >200 >11.7



1.4.2.3 Calcium
Calcium is always present as divalent ions that form insoluble salts with various anions, such as 

carbonate, fl uoride, oxalate, phosphate, and polyphosphate. Further, under certain conditions, cal-

cium ions also form insoluble salts with organophosphonate compounds and acrylic and maleic 

acid-based polymers commonly used to prevent the precipitation of calcium-based salts in industrial 

water systems.

1.4.2.4 Copper
Copper is found in some natural waters, particularly in areas where copper has been mined. The 

presence of copper, especially in recirculating water, may be due to the corrosion of copper and 

copper-based alloys used in pipes.

1.4.2.5 Chromium
Many chromium compounds are relatively water insoluble. The metal industry mainly discharges tri-

valent chromium. Hexavalent chromium in industrial wastewater mainly originates from tanning and 

painting. Chromium in seawater varies strongly, and is usually 0.2–0.5 parts per billion (ppb). Rivers 

contain approximately 1 ppb of chromium, although strongly increased concentrations are possible.

1.4.2.6 Iron
Among the various dissolved impurities in natural waters, iron-based compounds cause the most 

serious problems in the effi cient operation of industrial water systems. In the reduced state, iron (II) 

or ferrous (Fe2+) ions are very soluble and pose no serious problems, especially at low pH values. 

However, upon contact with air, Fe2+ ions are oxidized to a higher valence state (Fe3+) and readily 

undergo hydrolysis to form insoluble hydroxide. Further, iron at low concentrations exhibits a nega-

tive infl uence on the performance of scale inhibitors [6].

1.4.2.7 Magnesium
Magnesium forms sparingly soluble salts, such as magnesium silicate and, under high pH condi-

tions, magnesium hydroxide. Both are common in cooling and boiler systems.

1.4.2.8 Manganese
Manganese is usually present below 0.5 mg/L in public water supplies. Private water supplies often 

contain higher manganese levels, mostly in a dissolved form that precipitates as hydroxides on 

exposure to oxygen. A well water supply containing manganese should be pretreated for manganese 

removal, or steps should be taken to eliminate contact with air or oxidants to assure that the manga-

nese remains soluble. Manganese water chemistry is very complex. Manganese exists in several oxi-

dation states among which Mn2+ and Mn4+ are the most important with respect to water problems.

1.4.2.9 Sodium
Because a sodium ion is monovalent, it forms relatively soluble salts with most anions, including 

bicarbonate, carbonate, sulfate, and chloride, and, thus, seldom presents a scaling problem in desali-

nation and cooling water systems.

1.4.2.10 Potassium
Although chemically similar to sodium, potassium is not likely to be present in appreciable amounts in a 

water supply. No operating or scaling problems are caused by potassium ions in industrial water systems.

1.4.2.11 Silica
Silica very often limits the extent to which water can be used in cooling and RO systems. Although 

the true solubility level of silica is affected by various factors, such as pH, temperature, and TDS, 

the maximum silica concentration is customarily given as 150 mg/L. However, silica in excess of 
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180 mg/L presents a potential problem, especially in the presence of polyvalent metal ions. Silica 

solution chemistry is very complex and diffi cult to predict. In industrial water systems, silica can 

exist in three different forms, namely, dissolved or monomeric silica, polymerized or colloidal sil-

ica, and particulate silica.

1.4.2.12 Selenium
Selenium is a metal found in natural deposits as ores containing other elements. The greatest 

use of selenium compounds is in electronic and photocopier components. The levels of selenium 

in surface water and groundwater vary from 0.06 to 400 ppb and in drinking water supplies are 

usually 10 ppb.

1.4.2.13 Strontium
Strontium is a divalent ion found in some water supplies. Like calcium and barium, it also forms 

insoluble salts with sulfate ions.

1.4.2.14 Zinc
Zinc is found in some natural waters, particularly in areas where zinc has been mined. Zinc at low 

concentrations (few ppm) may not pose any problems, but at higher concentrations, it may delay 

calcium phosphate [7] precipitation and may also form insoluble salts with hydroxide ions [8].

1.4.2.15 Bicarbonate
Bicarbonate ions do not form insoluble salts; however, a portion of bicarbonate on exposure to a 

high pH and temperature, and under conditions of high cycle of concentrations can be converted 

to carbonate ions, resulting in calcium carbonate. Such cases require the addition of an acid or 

a scale inhibitor to prevent the precipitation and deposition of calcium carbonate on equipment 

surfaces.

1.4.2.16 Carbonate
Carbonate forms insoluble salts with calcium and iron ions, which, as discussed above, can pre-

cipitate and form scale deposits on RO membrane and heat exchanger surfaces. Carbonate-based 

deposits are normally controlled by reducing the water pH or adding a scale inhibitor to the feed 

water.

1.4.2.17 Chloride
Most waters contain chloride. It can be caused by the leaching of marine sedimentary deposits and 

by pollution from seawater, brine, or industrial wastes. An increase in chloride content may indicate 

possible pollution from sewage sources, particularly if the normal chloride content is known to be 

low. Chloride is relatively safe—it has neither any negative effect on the life of RO membranes, nor 

does it generate insoluble salts.

1.4.2.18 Fluoride
Fluoride levels in water vary according to the source, with seawater > groundwater > surface water. 

Fluoride ions do not directly affect either an RO membrane or a heat exchanger, but form insoluble 

salts with barium, calcium, magnesium, and strontium. The precipitation of fl uoride-based salts 

should be carried out by adding a scale inhibitor to the feed water.

1.4.2.19 Sulfate
Waters containing high levels of sulfate caused by the leaching of natural deposits of magnesium 

sulfate or sodium sulfate may cause scaling problems due to the formation of insoluble salts with 

calcium, barium, and strontium.
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1.4.2.20 Carbon Dioxide
Carbon dioxide does not play a major role in RO fouling. However, it does pass readily through any 

RO membrane, equilibrating on both sides. Under some circumstances, it is the major dissolved 

constituent of the permeate.

1.4.2.21 Hydrogen Sulfi de
Hydrogen sulfi de is a gas present in some waters. There is never any doubt as to when it is pres-

ent due to its offensive “rotten egg” odor. This characteristic odor is sometimes apparent in 

concentrations below 1 mg/L. Occasionally, the amount goes as high as 50–75 mg/L. Hydrogen 

sulfi de is more common to well waters than to surface water supplies. Under the right conditions, 

hydrogen sulfi de forms sulfur particles and contributes to the fouling of ion exchange resin beds 

and also RO membranes. Further, hydrogen sulfi de promotes corrosion due to its activity as a 

weak acid.

1.4.2.22 Oxygen
Waters void of oxygen are likely to contain soluble iron, manganese, and hydrogen sulfi de. Upon 

exposure of these waters to oxygen, precipitates are likely to form and may cause serious opera-

tional problems.

1.4.2.23 Organic Chemicals
Organic chemicals include pesticides, herbicides, trihalomethanes, and volatile synthetic organ-

ics. Maximum contaminant levels for several common pesticides and herbicides have been 

established.

1.5  IMPORTANCE OF FEED WATER ANALYSIS 
FOR INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

As discussed above, each water source offers a unique water chemistry, and it is, therefore, very 

important to get a complete analysis of the feed water for selecting an appropriate treatment pro-

gram for an industrial water system. For example, maintaining membrane performance guarantees 

in an RO system requires periodic water analyses. Newly installed RO systems require complete 

monthly water analyses. Even older systems, which have a complete performance and operational 

history, can benefi t from frequent water analyses as a method of monitoring changes in the water 

quality. In addition to providing analyses of the feed, the product, and the brine streams, a really 

useful analysis will also compute the rejection and recovery of the principal components (e.g., Ca, 

Mg, Na, Cl, and SO4) and calculate the scaling potential of the brine stream. These parameters are 

essential in predicting the cause of a performance decline in boiler, cooling, geothermal, and RO 

systems. Operators of these systems can benefi t greatly from accurate water analyses of feed and 

recirculating water by tracking the performance of their systems and identifying downward trends. 

Thus, in many cases, the replacement of expensive equipments (i.e., heat exchangers, pipes, pumps, 

and RO membranes) can be avoided [5].

Since different sources of water offer a wide range of potential problems in industrial systems, 

care should be exercised in mixing different feed water sources. If incompatible constituents are 

present in different feed water sources, mixing of these feed waters could lead to new scaling prob-

lems. Temperature changes, turnovers, and intrusions or upsets into water sources, all have an effect 

on the successful operation of the systems. For example, if fl occulants or coagulants of inorganic or 

organic type are used to clarify feed water, it is important to keep the residual clarifying agents to 

very low levels (<0.1 ppm). It has been well documented that trace levels of aluminum, iron, and cat-

ionic polymer exhibit marked antagonistic effects on the performance of deposit control polymers 

used in treatment formulations [6,9]. Similarly, an analysis of recirculating water is important for a 
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complete mass balance and to avoid the precipitation of treatment chemicals with the hardness ions. 

Computer models are presently used by engineers and operators to project fouling tendencies based 

on water chemistry. Water analyses that accurately represent the feed water are imperative to ensure 

the proper use of this valuable tool. Inaccurate analyses or misinformation can be more dangerous 

than a lack of information [5].

The cost of water analysis can vary, based on the number of the constituents to be analyzed 

and the laboratory chosen to perform the analysis. Membrane manufacturers, service companies, 

and chemical supply companies often offer supporting water analysis. Environmental laboratories 

also perform water analyses. The typical cost to perform an individual water analysis varies from 

$250 to $400 per sample. This is a minor cost to ensure the proper operation of the industrial water 

system [5].

1.6 MINERAL SCALES AND DEPOSITS

Foulants commonly encountered in industrial water systems are of two types:

Mineral scales, which are hard, dense, crystalline precipitates of calcium carbonate, • 

calcium sulfate, barium sulfate, calcium fl uoride, calcium phosphate, etc.

Deposits, such as colloidal and suspended matter, biological growth, corrosion products, etc.• 

Understanding the distinction between scaling and deposit formation is very important in choosing 

the water treatment program. A brief discussion of mineral scales and deposits is presented below.

1.6.1 SCALING

The physicochemical prerequisite for the formation of any mineral solid deposit is the excess of 

mineral solubility in the respective fl uid. Mineral scale deposits do form in practically all processes 

using water. Typical examples are boilers; heat exchangers; cooling towers; pipes, especially those 

handling turbulent water; and RO membranes. Figure 1.2 shows typical scale deposits formed in 

a boiler, from the water side. In Figure 1.3, calcium carbonate scale deposits formed in a tubular 

heat exchanger are shown. Ionic salts form most often on layers of miscellaneous deposits, follow-

ing changes either in fl uid fl ow or temperature. The variation of the deposit layers may be seen in 

a deposit formed in PVC pipes by fl owing water mixed with organic waste, as shown in Figure 1.4. 

As can be seen (Figure 1.4), the texture of the deposits is laminar, showing on the external side an 

organic crust followed by formations of calcium carbonate. The identifi cation of the cause of solid 

formations can be done through combinations of analyses of the aqueous phase and of the solid 

deposits.
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FIGURE 1.2 Boiler scale deposits formed on the water side.



1.6.1.1 Calcium Carbonate Deposits
One of the most typical examples of crystallization fouling 

is the formation of crystalline deposits of calcium carbonate. 

The nature of the calcium carbonate polymorphs deposited 

on solid substrates depends strongly not only on the presence 

of inorganic and/or organic ions in the aqueous medium but 

also on other parameters, including solution temperature; 

the fl ow rate and pH are detrimental for the stabilization of 

transient polymorphic phases [10]. Scale deposits formed at 

rather low temperatures consist of calcite, while at tempera-

tures exceeding 50°C, aragonite prevails. Calcium carbonate 

scale deposits are encountered in heat exchangers, cooling 

water towers, water transfer pipes, the low-enthalpy geother-

mal energy fl uid-handling equipment, water desalination pro-

cesses using RO or water evaporation, petroleum production, 

etc. In carbonate-rich geothermal fl uids, the formation of cal-

cium carbonate causes signifi cant problems in the operation 

of pumps or in the clogging of pipes. In Figure 1.5, typical 

aragonite scale deposits from the geothermal fi eld of Soussaki 

are shown. Figure 1.6 presents calcium carbonate deposits 

formed in an ammonia cooling tower at an industrial unit pro-

cessing frozen seafood.

The formation of calcium carbonate deposits also depends 

strongly on the substrate [11,12]. It is interesting that strongly 

adhering calcium carbonate forms even in PVC pipes used for the transport of drinking water, as 

shown in Figure 1.7. The increased calcium and carbonate concentration levels are responsible for 

the formation of scale deposits on the RO membrane fi bers [13], as shown in Figure 1.8.

1.6.1.2 Metal Sulfate Scale Deposits
Sulfate-containing scales formed in the presence of alkaline earth metals include gypsum 

(CaSO4 ⋅ 2H2O), anhydrite (CaSO4), barite (BaSO4), and celestite (SrSO4). These scales are com-

monly encountered in oil fi eld operations [14]. Calcium sulfate can exist in six different solid 

phases: three anhydrites, two hemihydrates, and one dihydrate. Gypsum (CaSO4 ⋅ 2H2O), hemihy-

drate (CaSO4 ⋅ ½H2O), and anhydrite III and anhydrite II can exist at room temperatures, whereas 

anhydrite I only exists above 1180°C [15]. The connate brines present in oil reservoirs are enriched 

in the ions constituting the solid precipitates because of equilibration with their surrounding geolog-

ical formations. Moreover, the activity of sulfate-reducing bacteria enriching solutions with sulfate 
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FIGURE 1.3 Calcium carbonate 

scale deposits formed in a tubular 

heat exchanger.

FIGURE 1.4 Calcium carbonate scale deposits formed in wastewater pipes. Layer overgrowth on slit 

(external black crust).
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FIGURE 1.5 Aragonite scale deposits in pipes handling geothermal water from the Soussaki geothermal 

fi eld, Greece.

FIGURE 1.6 Calcium carbonate deposits in an ammonia cooling tower.

FIGURE 1.7 Cemented calcium carbonate deposits formed in a PVC drinking water transport pipe.



anions has been held responsible for the increased sulfate concentrations of injected water in oil 

wells [16]. Calcium sulfate scaling is also a serious impediment for water desalination with RO sys-

tems [17]. Barium sulfate, on the other hand, is a salt commonly encountered in the production of oil 

in offshore wells [18]. Figure 1.9 shows a barium sulfate scale deposit in an oil fi eld pipeline.

1.6.1.3 Calcium Phosphate Scale Deposits
Calcium phosphates are important from the industrial water systems point of view because they 

occur as deposits on heat exchanger and RO membrane surfaces. In more recent times, the increase 

in phosphate concentrations in lakes and rivers near heavily populated areas has been the major 

factor in the resurgence of interest in the physicochemical processes of precipitation and dissolu-

tion of phosphate salts. Despite the continuous transport of phosphate ions into lakes, the phosphate 

concentration of the lakes does not increase proportionally, indicating that at least some phosphate 

is removed by precipitation.

Calcium phosphates of interest include dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (CaHPO4 ⋅ 2H2O), dical-

cium phosphate anhydrous (CaHPO4), octacalcium phosphate (Ca8H2(PO4)6 ⋅ 5H2O), tricalcium 

phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2), and hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH). Among the various calcium phosphates, 

tricalcium phosphate and hydroxyapatite are the most commonly encountered scales in cooling and 
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FIGURE 1.8 Biofoulants and carbonaceous deposits formed on hollow fi bers used in water desalination.

FIGURE 1.9 Barium sulfate scale deposit in an oil fi eld pipeline.



boiler systems [19]. Calcium phosphate deposits have also been encountered during the pasteuri-

zation of milk. Figure 1.10 shows an apatitic deposit formed in a stainless steel pipe used in the 

pasteurization process of milk.

1.6.1.4 Calcium Fluorides
Calcium fl uoride (CaF2) scale deposits form, although not very often, in RO water treatment sys-

tems when the fl uoride concentration levels in the water are signifi cant. The examination of scale 

deposits in boilers and tubing in coal gasifi cation installations was shown to consist mainly of iron 

sulfi des, sodium chloride, and calcium fl uoride [20]. The CaF2 crystallites may form either by a 

reaction of gaseous HF during coal gasifi cation with volatilized calcium or directly during gasifi ca-

tion. It is interesting to note that calcium fl uoride scale deposits have been found in high-pressure, 

high-temperature oil wells during production using the water-fl ooding approach [21]. In oil wells in 

sandstone reservoirs, acidifi cation is often done using hydrofl uoric acid solutions, which, with the 

dissolving calcium, result in calcium fl uoride formations.

1.6.1.5 Calcium Oxalates
Calcium oxalate forms in three different hydrates: calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), cal-

cium oxalate dehydrate (COD), and calcium oxalate trihydrate (COT), in the order of decreas-

ing thermodynamic stability (increasing solubility). COT hydrolyzes directly to COM, except 

for the case in which certain impurities present stabilize the intermediate COD [22]. Calcium 

oxalate scales (both COM and COD) have been identifi ed in sugar mill evaporators [23]. 

Moreover, the turbidity in white sugar found in beet sugar processing was due to the forma-

tion of thin crystals of COD [24]. Figure 1.11 shows COM crystals formed by spontaneous 

precipitation.

Calcium oxalate scale deposits form in pulp mills because of the use of recycled washer fi ltrates 

implemented to reduce the effl uent volume. Moreover, the use of chlorine dioxide in the fi rst stage 

decreases the ability of the bleach plant to remove calcium and barium. As a result, calcium oxalate 

and barium sulfate scale deposits form in the fi rst chlorine dioxide bleach stage, while calcium car-

bonate deposits form in the fi rst extraction stage. In particularly severe cases, calcium oxalate also 

forms in later bleach stages [25].

1.6.1.6 Silica/Metal Silicates
The markedly different solubilities between amorphous and crystalline silica in neutral pH is the 

main factor responsible for supersaturation with respect to silicate and metal silicate salts [26]. 
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FIGURE 1.10 Apatitic deposit formed in a stainless steel pipe used in the pasteurization process of milk.



The silicate-based scale deposits in cooling water systems consist mainly of silica, calcium, mag-

nesium, and aluminosilicates [27]. If magnesium is present in high-enough concentrations, magne-

sium silicate scaling will occur at a pH of 8.5. Silica-scale formation in water desalination systems 

by RO and also in water treatment processes as silicate ions cannot be removed through an ion 

exchange treatment. The presence of cations like manganese and nickel has been suggested to play 

a catalytic role in the polymerization of silica, resulting in the fouling of RO membranes. The foul-

ing of ultrafi ltration systems used for drinking water purifi cation has been shown to contain scales 

rich in calcium and silicate deposits [28]. Colloidal silica was also responsible for membrane foul-

ing during the RO treatment of municipal wastewater [29]. Figure 1.12 shows the scanning electron 

micrograph of an RO membrane fouled with amorphous silica.
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FIGURE 1.11 COM crystals formed by spontaneous precipitation. Upper bar 10 μm; lower bar 2 μm.

FIGURE 1.12 Scanning electron micrograph of an RO membrane fouled with amorphous silica.



1.6.1.7 Iron-Based Scales
Iron-containing scales are often encountered coupled with the corrosion of metallic surfaces and 

components [30]. Dissolved oxygen in water contributes to the oxidation of ferrous iron (Fe2+) or 

iron scales:

 
2+

2 2 3Fe ¼O ½H O 2OH Fe(OH) (s)−+ + + ↔
 

(1.1)

 

3 2 3 4 23FeCO (s) ½O Fe O (s) 3CO+ ↔ +
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3 4 2 2 34Fe O (s) O 6Fe O (s)+ ↔
 

(1.3)

The rate of corrosion of the iron metal has little relationship to the amount of iron that actually goes 

into the water, primarily due to the deposition of oxidized iron or other compounds into a scale that 

serves as a large reservoir of corrosion by-products. Iron scales are very heterogeneous, consisting 

of a large variety of compounds. Examples of these types of compounds are given below.

1.6.1.7.1 Siderite
Siderite (FeCO3) scales form as a result of the presence of reduced iron species. It is interesting, 

however, to note that siderite provides a more protective scale than oxidized ferric scales, such as 

goethite (FeOOH) and hematite (Fe2O3) [31]. The presence of siderite has been identifi ed in a large 

number of iron scales [32]. However, it is interesting to note a discrepancy regarding siderite in stud-

ies of pure iron in high carbonate solutions (not drinking water). Two such studies concluded that 

siderite was the key to forming a protective scale [33,34].

1.6.1.7.2 Green Rust
“Green rust” is the generic name given to iron compounds containing both ferrous and ferric iron, 

as well as other ions, such as carbonate, chloride, and sulfate [35,36]. Green rusts have been iden-

tifi ed in the corrosion products on iron and steel [37]. The composition of iron-containing scales 

depends on the chemistry of the aqueous fl uids in contact with metallic surfaces. Geothermal fl uids 

for example, in some cases, contain high concentrations of hydrogen sulfi de [38]. The problem is 

attenuated by elevated temperatures and by the presence of chloride and bicarbonate ions. The 

nature, the stoichiometry of the iron sulfi des, and their quantity depend strongly on the opera-

tional parameters of the respective geothermal fi eld [39]. The presence of iron (II) in groundwater 

often causes problems in water treatment using membranes because of precipitation of oxides like 

FeOOH, which, in the presence of chlorine, oxidize and yield hematite, Fe2O3 [40]. Deposits of iron 

sulfi de and copper sulfi de on an RO membrane are shown in Figure 1.13.
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FIGURE 1.13 Deposits of iron sulfi de and copper sulfi de on an RO membrane.



1.6.2 BIOFOULING

Fouling by microbiological slimes is a constant threat to the effi cient operation of cooling water 

and RO systems. Microorganisms, which cause the slime deposits, are living organisms capable 

of exceeding rapid reproduction. Biological fouling can occur when the feed and recirculating 

waters contain suffi cient nutrients to sustain a rapid growth of organisms. Because microorgan-

isms adhere to the RO membrane, heat exchanger, and other metal surfaces, especially in the 

low water fl ow areas, these are ideal conditions for optimum growth. In most recirculating water 

and RO systems, a thin biofi lm is formed on the heat exchanger and RO surfaces that does not 

interfere with short-term performance. However, during long periods of operation, the biofi lm 

accumulates, thereby affecting system performance. In addition, microbiological fouling may 

infl uence under deposit corrosion. Figure 1.14 shows the growth of fungus in a low-fl ow region of 

a scaled RO membrane.

1.6.3 COLLOIDAL FOULING

The fouling of heat exchanger and membrane surfaces by suspended matter (i.e., silt, clay, organic 

debris, etc.) is of critical concern to water technologists and plant operators. Certain feed waters, 

especially surface waters, require a far more extensive pretreatment than other sources, such as deep 

wells. Changes in feed water composition can occur because of seasonal variations in the water 

supply. Feed waters containing suspended matter are typically treated with inorganic and organic 

clarifi cation agents. The effectiveness of a surface treatment to reduce suspended matter is depen-

dent upon the proper selection and concentration of clarifying agents, pH, mixing, and residence 

time. Commonly used water clarifi cation agents include aluminum chloride, ferric chloride, and 

cationic polymers (e.g., diallayldimethyl ammonium chloride and hydrolyzed polyacrylamide). In 

some cases, residual clarifi cation agents have been reported to foul the membrane surface, resulting 

in decreased system performance. Figure 1.15 shows the photograph of an RO membrane fouled 

with colloidal matter (e.g., silt and clay).

1.6.4 CORROSION-RELATED FOULING

Corrosion is defi ned as the deterioration of metal by a chemical or electrochemical reaction with 

its environment. In industrial water systems, the corrosion of metal-based equipment, if not prop-

erly controlled, could lead to several operational challenges. Numerous factors, such as metallurgy, 
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FIGURE 1.14 Fungus growth on an RO membrane.



water chemistry, temperature, pH, and water fl ow rate, infl uence corrosion. Foulants resulting from 

the industrial water system corrosion include oxides of iron, copper, and zinc.

1.7 SUMMARY

Water is used in more processes than any chemical known to man. It is also the most important 

liquid in the world to maintain human, plant, and animal life. Additionally, high population growth, 

rapid urbanization, phenomenal industrial growth, and agricultural development make water one 

of the most precious resources in the world. Water quality plays an important role in the effi cient 

operation of industrial water systems. In many cases, the quality of water available for industrial 

applications is extremely poor. Unfavorable water-quality characteristics coupled with a lack of 

poor system design and inadequate treatment programs often results in the buildup of undesirable 

deposits, such as mineral scales, colloidal matter, corrosion products, and biological growth on 

heat exchanger and RO membrane surfaces, pipes, and pumps. In several instances, the removal of 

deposits leads to a discontinuous operation of the system, resulting in higher operating costs.

Water hardness and alkalinity in combination with elevated temperatures involved in a number 

of industrial processes result in the formation of tenaciously adhering carbonate deposits, consisting 

mainly of calcium carbonate polymorphs associated with other divalent metal carbonates and/or 

silicates. These types of deposits are a serious impediment on the exploitation of geothermal energy 

sources. Treatment of water sources by additives like the successfully employed phosphonic acid 

derivatives may result in the formation of calcium phosphonate scale deposits. The presence of resi-

dent orthophosphates in treated water or during the processing of foodstuff (e.g., milk processing 

and sugar production) results often in the formation of calcium phosphate and calcium oxalate scale 

deposits. Finally, fouling of RO membranes or of equipment used for the treatment of both low- and 

high-enthalpy geothermal fl uids, through the formation of transition metal sulfi des (iron sulfi de, 

copper sulfi de, etc.), is a serious threat for the performance of the respective processes, and calls for 

special attention. Considerable amelioration may be done provided that a good knowledge between 

water chemistry and scale deposits is acquired.
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2 Crystal Growth Inhibition of 
Calcium Sulfate and Calcium 
Oxalates in Aqueous Systems

Mualla Oner

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The crystallization of solid material from solution is one of the most frequently used unit opera-

tion and one of the oldest separation and purifi cation operations employed in chemical industries. 

Crystallization determines chemical purity and physical properties of substances including crystal 

habit, crystal size distribution, crystal structure, and the degree of crystal imperfection. It serves not 

only to separate and purify substances, but also to produce crystals with the required shape. Models 

for the growth of crystals by condensation from the vapor are well established, but crystal growth 

and dissolution from solution is much more complicated. Despite its almost universal applicabil-

ity, the mechanism involved in many crystallization processes is still not completely understood. 

Nevertheless, the elucidation of the mechanisms controlling these reactions is extremely important 

because of their involvement in both industrial and biological processes [1]. Calcium-containing 

minerals are the most abundant because of their relatively low solubility with ions such as oxalates, 

sulfates, phosphates, and carbonates [2]. The precipitation of calcium sulfate onto the walls of 

water-handling equipment, e.g., boilers and heat exchangers, is a serious problem encountered in 

many industrial processes [3a,b,c,d]. These deposits are formed from salts that are dissolved in the 
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process feed water. During the process, the process water becomes supersaturated with respect to 

these salts, which then precipitate out onto equipment walls. The supersaturation of process water 

usually arises from an increase in temperature or from an accumulation of dissolved salts in recy-

cling stream. These deposits lead to a loss of heat transfer effi ciency, to partial or even total blockage 

of water fl ow, and are the cause of boiler cracking and boiler explosions [4].

Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM, CaC2O4 
. H2O), the most thermodynamically stable form 

of calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystals, is the primary constituent of the majority of human kidney 

stones [5]. Although normal urine is often supersaturated with respect to calcium oxalate, human 

kidney stone formation is usually suppressed by urinary inhibitors [6]. On the other hand, COM is 

recognized as a major component of scales formed on the calandria tubes in many cane sugar mill 

evaporators [7]. The formation of these compounds during the concentration of juice reduces the 

heat transfer coeffi cient of the evaporator station.

Several techniques are commonly used to prevent or control scale deposition. These are lower-

ing the pH of the water by adding acids and thus increasing the solubility of scales, pretreating the 

water with ion-exchange resins, or adding certain chemical substances that inhibit the growth of 

scale-forming minerals at very low concentrations, such as organic polyphosphonates, inorganic 

polyphosphates, proteins and polycarboxylates, and polyacrylates [8]. These chemical substances 

are widely used in industry to control scale because they are relatively inexpensive, or very small 

quantities are needed. They prevent the buildup of mineral scales by preventing mineral crystals 

from growing, and therefore are also called inhibitors. This review discusses the principal features 

of crystallization in relation to the controlled scale formation and crystal growth inhibition of cal-

cium sulfate and calcium oxalates in aqueous systems.

2.2 SCALE FORMATION

Scaling may be defi ned as solid layer deposition on a surface that arises primarily from the presence 

of dissolved inorganic salts in the fl owing solution that exhibit supersaturation under the process 

conditions. Scale is formed when hard water is heated or cooled in heat transfer equipment such as 

heat exchangers, condensers, evaporators, cooling towers, boilers, and pipe walls. The type of scale 

differs depending on the mineral content of the available water. Many waters contain alkaline earth 

metal cations (such as barium, strontium, calcium, and magnesium) and anions (such as sulfate, 

bicarbonate, carbonate, phosphate, and fl uoride). When combinations of these anions and cations 

are present in concentrations that exceed the solubility product of the various species, precipitates 

form until the respective solubility products are no longer exceeded. Solubility products exceed for 

various reasons, such as the evaporation of the water phase; change in pH, pressure, or temperature; 

and the introduction of additional ions that can form insoluble compounds with the ions already 

present in the solution. As these reaction products precipitate on the surfaces of the water-contain-

ing system, they form adherent scales. Scaling presents one of the major fouling problems in almost 

all chemical industries such as paper mills, food processing plants, electricity generation plants, etc. 

Water hardness salts such as calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate are the main fouling species 

during water cooling applications. When the hard water is heated inside heat transfer equipment, 

the calcium ions precipitate due to the change in solubility, forming hard scale on the heat transfer 

surfaces and clogging pipes and manifolds [9a,b,c].

In saline water distillation plants, the precipitation of calcium sulfate present in seawater is very 

common. During water desalination by reverse osmosis membranes, calcium sulfate blocks the 

membranes [10]. Even small quantities of these salts in the boiler feed water cause a signifi cant 

increase in power consumption. Scale formation is a big problem in the petroleum industry because 

water constantly dissolves and deposits solids. The economic loss due to fouling is one of the biggest 

problems in all industries dealing with heat transfer equipment [11]. Scales are responsible for many 

equipment failures, production losses, costly repair, and maintenance shutdowns. In some indus-

tries, the periodic cleaning of heat transfer surface is routinely practiced, leading to high operating 
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cost. Periodic descaling has an adverse effect on the process economics and equipment involved. 

Tens of millions of dollars are spent every year to prevent the formation of mineral scales or to 

remove them once they have occurred in the fi eld. Therefore, effective methods of prevention and 

control will require specialized mechanical and chemical treatment techniques and better knowl-

edge of the causes of scaling.

2.2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF INHIBITORS

The crystallization processes are infl uenced by a variety of factors such as the supersaturation, 

solution temperature, stirring rate, and presence of additives. Among the many factors affecting the 

process of crystallization, impurities often exhibit the most pronounced effect. Early studies estab-

lished that although a large number of inorganic and organic compounds have no effect on crystal-

lization, there are several groups of chemicals that are effective in varying degrees. The compounds 

included (a) a few low molecular weight chemicals such as free acids or bases, including boric, suc-

cinic, citric, and tartaric acids (acids or bases most frequently used usually have a common ion with 

the crystallizing substance); (b) inorganic inhibitors such as polyvalent cations (e.g., Fe3+, Cr3+, Al3+, 

Cd2+, Pb2+) and anions (e.g., WO4
2−, PO4

3−); (c) organic additives such as surface-active substances or 

organic dyestuffs; (d) protein-type materials including gelatin and keratin; and (e) long-chain poly-

mers with carboxyl side chains, such as aliginic acid, carboxymethylcellulose, polyacrylic acid, and 

polymethacrylic acid. The charge on the functional groups was discovered to be of key importance. 

Anionic polyelectrolytes were often found to be effective inhibitors, uncharged polymers (such as 

polyacrylamide) much less effective, and cationic polymers completely ineffective [8].

2.3 MECHANISM OF THE INHIBITION OF MINERAL PRECIPITATION

A well-established fact in crystallization is that the presence of additives or some foreign ions and 

molecules can profoundly affect nucleation and measured crystal growth rate, as well as crystal 

morphology, without signifi cant changes in the solubility. Even if the additives are present in such 

low concentrations, their effect may still be signifi cant. It is generally agreed that the presence of 

effective additives tends to reduce the crystal growth rate, and various index faces may be affected 

differently and may lead to a modifi cation of crystal habit. However, the effects of additives on 

crystal morphology and nucleation rate are not easily predictable. In all cases, a required fi rst step 

of interaction between additives and the crystallizing species is the adsorption of the additives on 

the surfaces of crystal or pre-nuclear cluster.

Additives can infl uence the rate of crystal growth in a number of ways. The marked effect of 

inhibitors on the crystal growth from supersaturated solution has been explained in terms of the 

following factors [12a,b,c,d]: (a) They can change solution properties, such as changing of the ionic 

strength of the solution. (b) The equilibrium saturation concentration and hence the supersaturation. 

The inhibitors may form stable complexes with one or more lattice ions of the potential scale-form-

ing salt, thus reducing the effective concentration of free ions necessary for crystallization. This 

mechanism requires relatively large amounts of the inhibitors. (c) The adsorption of the inhibitor 

on the crystal surfaces, either generally or at the growth sites. The characteristics of the adsorption 

layer at the crystal–solution interface affects the integration of growth units. This surface poisoning 

effectively prevents or slows further growth of the crystallites so they never reach critical size and 

consequently will eventually redissolve. (d) The outer crystal surface property if they incorporate 

into the growing crystals.

Generally, the effective crystallization inhibitors retard precipitation by the third process, by 

adsorption. This is shown by the extremely small amounts of these chemicals that are required 

to prevent nucleation and/or growth. It is not necessary for the impurity to cover the whole sur-

face. Large reductions in crystal growth may still occur if these sites are selectively “poisoned” 

by adsorbed impurities. The small degree of crystallite surface coverage by inhibitor molecules 
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for effective inhibition has been documented by Nancollas and Zawacki [2b] who found that 5% 

coverage of gypsum seeds by hydroxyethylidine diphosphonic acid completely prevented growth on 

the seeds. The small amount of additive required to prevent nucleation suggests that sequestering 

is not the inhibiting process because much larger amounts of sequestering agent would be required. 

Experiments have shown that adsorption is often on specifi c sites; for example, experiments with 

calcite growth have shown that growth is completely prevented by inhibitor concentration in which 

less than 1% of the crystal surfaces would be covered by the additive [2a]. Several workers have sug-

gested that additive molecules prevent crystal growth by being adsorbed fi rmly at growth by lateral 

movement. Therefore, very small amounts of strongly adsorbed substances could retard or prevent 

growth by affecting the motion of the growth steps [13].

2.3.1 GROWTH RATE RETARDATION

The effects of additives on crystallization rate are variable. They can retard crystal growth or 

increase crystal growth rates [14]. Furedi-Milhofer and Walton [15] wrote that crystal growth is 

inhibited when the adsorption kinetics are slower than the molecular exchange between the crystal 

and the mother liquor. On the other hand, for weak adsorption, when interaction between the adsor-

bate and the solution is faster than between substrate molecules and the environment, additives do 

not actually block the surface but lower the surface free energy of the nucleus or crystal face. As 

a consequence of lowering surface energy, the activation energy for nucleation or growth should 

decrease and the rate of the respective process increases on additive adsorption. It was reported that 

the additive both promotes growth (at low concentrations) and retards growth (at higher concentra-

tions) in the same system [16]. In most cases, however, the presence of additive reduces the overall 

crystal growth rate.

In three-dimensional nucleation crystal growth is inhibited by additive adsorption because the 

kinetic factors decrease more rapidly than the thermodynamic factors. Additives may also decrease 

the growth of crystal faces by partially blocking the surface and hindering the approach and incor-

poration of growth molecules. While additives may be effective at extremely low concentrations, 

they are generally more effective at increased concentrations and also at decreasing supersaturation 

[17,18].

A way to think about crystal growth rate retardation by additives is to envision the phenomenon of 

surface adsorption of the additives, which reduces the area of crystal surface available for growth. An 

alternative view is that the adsorption of additives on various sites on a crystal face impedes the fl ow of 

growth layers and thus reduces the overall growth rate. The rates of additive adsorption and desorption 

relative to the deposition rate of crystallizing molecules are important considerations when studying 

the retardation effect. The ratio of additive adsorption rate to additive desorption rate is a measure 

of additive affi nity on a particular surface. For relatively weak adsorption, the crystal growth rate is 

retarded, but no additive incorporation occurs according to Mullin [16]. When adsorbed, the additives 

retard crystal growth temporarily, but they soon desorb, and normal growth resumes. This sequence of 

additive adsorption and desorption contributes to intermittent crystal growth retardation.

2.3.2 NUCLEATION DELAY

Impurities may either enhance nucleation or suppress it by interfering with the formation of stable 

embryos. The parameter generally used to quantitate nucleation effi ciency is the nucleation rate. Any 

signifi cant change in the nucleation rate is usually viewed as evidence of additive action. Rodriquez-

Hornedo [19] cites two possible processes by which additives affect nucleation through adsorption. 

Adsorption of additives on the surface of pre-nuclear clusters or embryos reduces the rate at which 

they pass through the critical size barrier, thereby decreasing the nucleation rate. However, adsorp-

tion also reduces the solid–liquid interfacial tension, which enhances the rate of embryo formation, 
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and hence increases the nucleation rate. The presence of foreign particles in a melt decreases the 

free energy of formation of a critical nucleus. As a result, the rate of nucleation should increase [20]. 

It is diffi cult to assess the combined effect of these two processes. Thus, the effect of impurities is 

complex and unpredictable. Several experimental investigations have been undertaken to clarify 

this situation [21] but no quantitative model has been proposed to predict these impurity effects on 

the nucleation process.

The measurement of nucleation rate is diffi cult. A more common method to evaluate the 

effect of additives on nucleation is to measure their abilities to affect the induction period of 

nucleation. Nucleation kinetics is experimentally determined through experimental measure-

ments of nucleation rates, induction times, or metastability zone widths (i.e., supersaturation 

necessary for spontaneous nucleation) as a function of initial supersaturation. There is usually 

a period of time that elapses between the achievement of supersaturation and the observation 

of the fi rst nuclei or crystals, which is often referred to as the induction or the initiation period 

[22]. Crystal nuclei are in the nanometer range, and therefore the precise onset of nucleation is 

diffi cult to detect. Induction time is a measure of the effectiveness of an additive in inhibiting 

crystallization [23].

2.3.3 CRYSTAL MORPHOLOGY MODIFICATION

The ability to produce crystals with the desired morphology is very important in industrial crystal-

lization. Certain characteristics of crystal morphology are considered undesirable for commercial 

purposes due to poor appearance, poor fl ow property, and handling diffi culty. In most cases, crys-

tals possessing granular or prismatic shape are desirable, but occasionally needlelike or platelike 

crystals are wanted. Monitoring the changes in morphology by visual examination can be a power-

ful tool when troubleshooting crystallization problems. The appearance of crystals with a different 

morphology is indicative of changes in the processing conditions such as the degree of supersatura-

tion, rate of heating or cooling, or the presence of impurities.

The observation of crystals grown from solution is often quite different from the prediction 

by the model. For crystals grown in solution, their shape will depend on kinetic factors that are 

affected by crystal defects, surface roughening, solvent type, supersaturation temperature, impuri-

ties in the solvent, and other solution conditions. These environmental conditions affect the growth 

of a given face. The external shape or morphology of a crystal is a consequence of the relative 

growth rates of the faces, and reveals the molecular events occurring at the solid–liquid interfaces 

during growth. The morphological importance of a crystal’s face is inversely proportional to its 

growth rate. Based on these concepts, a standard way of identifying the infl uence of additives on 

nucleation or growth is to investigate the relationship between crystal morphology and the growth 

conditions.

The morphology of some crystals can be modifi ed by introducing selective additives to the crys-

tallizing medium. The basis of the additive action is contingent on the adsorption of the additive 

on specifi c crystal faces that results in growth hindrance of the affected faces. Crystal morphol-

ogy modifi cation can thus be achieved through deliberate growth suppression of selective crystal 

faces. Crystal morphology modifi cation by selective additive adsorption is essentially a surface 

phenomenon. Due to lattice orientation, different crystal faces may possess different surface groups 

that impart different surface properties to each face. Therefore, the adsorption affi nity for an addi-

tive may vary with each face. If an additive or impurity selectively adsorbs to a crystal face, the 

growth rate of that face will be altered, resulting in a change in crystal morphology. There has been 

work exploiting the selective interaction of additives with crystal faces in order to tailor the crystal 

morphology to a more favorable crystal habit [24]. Berkovitch-Yellin et al. [24] used tailor-made 

additives to probe the surface chemical structure of organic compounds by studying their effects on 

crystal morphology.
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The most elegant and thorough studies on this subject were carried out by a solid-state 

group at the Weizmann Institute [25]. A series of small molecule inhibitors were systemati-

cally designed to illustrate the crystal inhibitor recognition at the molecular level. Such inhibi-

tors were adsorbed on specifi c crystal planes at lattice sites where part of the molecule that is 

identical to the substrate molecule could fi t into the regular arrangement of the surface layer 

(Figure 2.1). The remainder of the inhibitor molecule, which did not fi t into the lattice site, 

stuck out of the surface and acted as a barrier to disrupt the regular deposition of the subse-

quent layer, thereby slowing growth in this direction. Since crystal habit is determined by the 

relative growth rates of the crystal along different directions, this provides a powerful way 

to engineer crystal morphology. Conversely, information about the crystal planes specifi cally 

interacting with inhibitors can also be deduced by the analysis of the morphological change by 

the  inhibitors [26].

2.4 THEORY OF CRYSTAL GROWTH INHIBITION

Although the effect of inhibitors on crystal growth has been known for a long time, the theoretical 

framework for the crystal growth inhibition is only slightly developed [16,27]. Few rate laws for 

crystal growth in the presence of inhibitors are actually used by experimentalists to describe their 

rate data. Furthermore, most of the experimental work is qualitative.

In many instances, small amounts of impurities can have dramatic effects on crystal growth, 

morphology, and nucleation. To explain the large effect of some impurities at the part per million 

levels on nucleation and crystal growth, the presence of key growth sites dominating the growth 

process on the surface must be invoked. The process of crystal growth is a phase transition, the ions 

or molecules that the crystal is made of are going from one state (the fl uid phase) where they are 

dissolved in a fl uid to another state (the solid phase) where they are part of the crystal lattice. This 

process takes place at the interface between the crystal and the fl uid, which is called the surface 

of the crystal. Kossel [28] was one of the fi rst investigators to recognize the importance of atomic 

inhomogeneities of crystalline surfaces and its relevance to the growth process. As illustrated in 

Figure 2.2, the Kossel model divides the crystal interface into three regions: (a) fl at surfaces, or 

terraces, which are atomically smooth, the relatively large and fl at areas between steps, (b) steps, 

which are the terminations of one or more monolayers of the crystal lattice on the crystal surface 

and separate terraces, and (c) kinks, which are the terminations of individual rows of lattice ions 

in steps.
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FIGURE 2.1 Effect of additive adsorption on crystal morphology.
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During crystal growth, the lattice ions or molecules (also called growth units) have to undergo 

a sequence of consecutive steps [29]. Dove et al. [30] proposed four mechanisms by which ions or 

molecules can modify or inhibit growth hillocks: (a) kink blocking, (b) step pinning, (c) incorpo-

ration, and (d) step edge adsorption (needs clarifi cation of surfactant). Each of these mechanisms 

shows a characteristic dependence of step speed on supersaturation and impurity concentration.

2.4.1 KINK BLOCKING

Kink blocking occurs when an impurity adsorbs to a kink site, leading to a reduction in kink den-

sity. Kossel hypothesized that kink sites present the most probable position for solute integration 

due to the higher bonding energy associated with integration. The effect is highly dependent on 

step-impurity interactions and can result in a change in crystal shape.

2.4.2 STEP PINNING

The inhibitor molecules or ions adsorb onto terrace sites or directly onto step sites of a growing crys-

tal where they impede the advancement of that step. Steps correspond to the intermediate binding 

energy and terrace the lowest, and as the result are energetically less probable sites for incorporation. 

The step, however, is able to move around and squeeze through neighboring inhibitors as long as the 

distance between adsorbed inhibitors is larger than a critical radius for the step (critical radius in this 

case being the smallest amount of linear area in which the step can continue to grow). Step pinning is 

highly dependent on details of impurity-step interactions. Therefore, ions or molecules that may block 

one step may have no effect on the other steps. It is in this way that step pinning can lead to a drastic 

change in the hillock and overall crystal shape. Since the growth process consists of a surface diffusion 

of solute, diffusion along the step to a kink, and incorporation into the lattice at the kink site, the con-

centration of the kinks and steps become a fundamental quantity in the growth process [31]. It has been 

observed that the sources of steps are nearly always present on the crystal surface when crystals grow 

at exceedingly small supersaturations. This problem of the creation of steps was solved by Burton et al. 

[32] who proposed the existence of crystal dislocations that can provide a continuous source of steps 

on the surface. The resulting layer growth model considers two simultaneous processes at the surface: 

(a) the continuous creation of steps at the source of dislocation sites and (b) motion of steps away from 

the source [31]. Based on the layer growth model, the impurity adsorption, even at low concentrations 

but still high enough to poison kinks, can have a dramatical infl uence on the growth of crystals [23].

2.4.3 INCORPORATION OF IMPURITIES

Impurities adsorbed on the crystalline interface can reduce the growth rate by reducing or hindering 

the movement of steps on the crystal surface. Depending on the amount and strength of adsorption, 

impurities can be completely immobile to completely mobile on the crystal surface. The strength 

Kink

Surface
Surface

Step

Kink

FIGURE 2.2 Kossel’s model of a growing crystal surface showing energetically favorable sites for 

integration.
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of bonds between the lattice molecules and the impurity determines the relative mobility of the 

impurity. In general, strongly adsorbing impurities are expected to have a much greater effect on the 

growth rate of crystals than impurities that tend to be less strongly bound.

Immobile impurities impede the movement of steps and may become incorporated as steps move 

around and pass them. Incorporation occurs when ions or molecules become captured by advancing 

steps or are incorporated into kink sites to become part of a growing crystal. However, incorpora-

tion does not always lead to an inhibition in growth rates; at suffi ciently low concentration, growth 

can be promoted. This is because the impurity always increases the entropy of the solid, making the 

solid more stable and thus decreasing its solubility. Incorporation mechanisms can change crystal 

shapes when they incorporate into adjacent steps at different rates. The result is a crystal with sharp 

divisions in impurity content at the boundaries of two different step directions. These variations 

lead to a lowering of effective supersaturation and thus inhibit growth.

2.4.4 STEP EDGE ADSORPTION

Adsorption of surfactants to the crystal surface can modify many aspects of the crystal surface by 

lowering the interfacial energy between the solid and the surrounding liquid. Impurities that adsorb 

to step edges have similar effects, inhibiting the growth of steps by lowering the step-edge energy. 

Orme et al. [33] showed that the shapes of the growth hillocks are altered in the presence of citrate. 

This result provides evidence for the lowering of interfacial energy. The advent of atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) shows great promise in providing direct insights into crystal growth processes. 

It will provide information needed to refi ne existing theories and lays a foundation for new theories 

based on the experimental observation of actual crystal faces [33]. The classical theory of crys-

tal growth is based on some fundamental ideas advanced several decades ago mainly by Burton, 

Cabrera, and Frank. In spite of the ever-increasing research effort, however, no new basic concepts 

have been introduced since that time. A more detailed description and derivation of this concept can 

be found in Davey [23], Davey [34], Sears [35], and Cabrera and Vermileya [36].

The growth rate in the presence of inhibitors is assumed to be proportional to the number of 

active growth sites that are not blocked. The fraction of growth sites that are blocked by the inhibi-

tor is obtained using the Langmuir isotherm. This approach to describe crystal growth inhibition 

is often used by researchers to model their rate data. The rate of crystal growth in the presence of 

inhibitors thus obtained is

 0 des

0 i ads i
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1
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R R k C
= +

−
 (2.1)

where

R0 and Ri are the growth rates in the absence and presence of inhibitors, respectively

Ci is the inhibitor concentration

kads/kdes can be considered as a measure for the adsorption affi nity of the inhibitor for the crystal 

surface

The rate law for crystal growth in the presence of inhibitors in its simplest form is [36]

 υ ⎡ ⎤= − θ⎣ ⎦υ
1/2

i 1/2
c max

0

1 ( )r n  (2.2)

where

υi and υ0 are the step velocities on the crystal face in the absence and presence of inhibitors

rc is the critical radius of the 2D nucleus and corresponds to the critical distance

nmax is the number of sites available for adsorption per unit area

θi is the coverage of adsorption-active sites and is a function of inhibitor concentration in 

solution
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Variations of crystal growth inhibition can be found in Cabrera and Vermileya [36], Van der Leeden 

et al. [37], Ohara and Reid [38], and Füredi-Milhofer and Sarig [39]. More recently, Kubota and 

Mullin developed a new kinetic model for crystal growth in the presence of impurities [40]. The 

model describes the adsorption of an impurity along steps. It assumes that the step velocity decreases 

linearly with increasing surface coverage by impurities adsorbed on the growing crystal and intro-

duces an impurity effectiveness factor, α, for the impurity adsorption.

In the case of a spiral growth mechanism, the relationship between the relative growth rate, 

Ri/R0, and the fraction coverage, θi, of the surface in the presence of an impurity may be given 

by [40]

 
⎛ ⎞− = α θ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

0 i
i
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n

nR R

R
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The exponent n = 1 represents the case at which impurity adsorption occurs at kinks in step 

edges as in the Kubota–Mullin model and n = 2 represents adsorption on surface terrace as in the 

Cabrera–Vermileya model. θi is the coverage of adsorption-active sites, and may be described by the 

Langmuir adsorption isotherms:
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In Equation 2.4, K is the Langmuir constant given by [41]

 diffexp /K Q RT=  (2.5)

where Qdiff is the differential heat of adsorption corresponding to impurity coverage θi of the avail-

able adsorption sites.

Using Equation 2.3 in combination with the Langmuir isotherm Equation 2.4 we can write the 

following equation, linear in (1/Ci):

For n = 1
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For n = 2
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Recently, the data on the growth kinetics of COM crystals in the presence of polyelectrolytes were 

examined by using Equations 2.6 and 2.7 [42]. It was found that Langmuir adsorption isotherm do 

not differ substantially when impurity adsorption is considered at kinks (Kubota–Mullin model) 

and on the surface terrace (Cabrera–Vermileya model).

2.5 CALCIUM SULFATE CRYSTALLIZATION

The growth of calcium sulfate dihydrate or gypsum is of considerable importance since it is fre-

quently encountered both in nature and in industrial processes. Large quantities of gypsum are 

produced as a by-product in the production of phosphoric acid. The problem of scale formation on 
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the heat exchanger, reverse osmosis membrane surface, and equipment surface is a persistent and 

an expensive problem in cooling water systems, boilers, and secondary oil recovery utilizing water-

fl ooding techniques, desalination by evaporation, and reverse osmosis methods [43]. The effective-

ness of a number of additives in preventing or reducing the crystallization of calcium sulfate from 

supersaturated solution has been the subject of numerous investigations [44,45]. The fi rst recorded 

use of chemicals for calcium sulfate scale suppression was reported by Rosenstein [46]. Some 30 

years later, McCartney and Alexander [47] have examined the number of polyelectrolytes on the 

growth rate of calcium sulfate dihydrate. It was found that polymers containing carboxyl (–COOH) 

groups such as carboxymethyl cellulose, aliginic acid, polymethacrylic acid, and polyacrylic acid 

were the most active inhibitors due to their ability to preferentially adsorb on the active growth sites 

of gypsum crystal faces, while polyacrylamide had little effect, and polycationic additives had no 

effect at all. The precipitation of CaSO4 
. 2H2O in the presence of trace amounts of polyphosphates 

and phosphonates has been studied by Liu and Nancollas [12a]. It was reported that trace amounts 

of phosphonates can stabilize supersaturated calcium sulfate solutions and lengthen the induction 

period before the onset of crystallization. The precipitation of gypsum in the presence of polyglu-

tamic acid (PGA) and polyvinyl sulfonate (PVS) has been investigated by Sarig et al. [48]. These 

authors concluded that PGA was more effective than PVS as a gypsum growth-retarding agent 

because the carboxylic functional groups in PGA is structurally more compatible with CaSO4 
. 2H2O 

than the sulfonic groups in PVS. It was concluded that the most effi cient crystal growth inhibitor 

will be an inhibitor that is structurally well fi tted to the crystal lattice of the growing crystals. 

Subsequent studies on the use of chemical additives for the inhibition of mineral salt crystal for-

mation have demonstrated the relative effi ciency of various polyelectrolytes on the retardation of 

crystal growth. For gypsum it has been measured that a surface coverage of only a few percent 

with phosphonate-inhibitor ions is already suffi cient to achieve total blockage of the crystal growth 

process [49a,b]. Prisciandaro et al. [50a] have studied the effect of nitrilotrismethylene phosphonic 

acid (NTMP) on calcium sulfate dihydrate nucleation at 25°C in a batch crystallizer. They found 

that NTMP is more effective retarding gypsum nucleation than citric acid. Moreover, the addition 

of NTMP modifi es the crystal habit from the needlelike form to a less elongated one. El-Shall et al. 

[51] studied the effect of NTMP on gypsum nucleation and found that NTMP increases the induc-

tion time at all studied supersaturation ratios. A number of papers reported that the calcium sulfate 

dihydrate formation is reduced in the presence of additives such as polyelectrolytes [3a,52], citric 

acid [50b], and organophosphorus compounds [53]. Klepetsanis and Koutsoukos [54] found that the 

rate of precipitation was reduced by 90% at a concentration below 1 μM of organophosphorus com-

pounds. Oner et al. [52a,b] reported that the adsorption of polyelectrolytes depends on the sign of 

the charge on the polyelectrolytes and on the solid surface. The larger number of negatively charged 

functional groups increases the attraction between the adsorbate and the positive sites at the precipi-

tate solution interface. Weijnen et al. [49c] found that the presence of sulfonic or phenylsulfonic acid 

groups in a polymer reduces the inhibitory function of the polyelectrolytes on the crystal growth 

of gypsum.

2.5.1 CALCIUM SULFATE KINETIC MODELS

The kinetics and mechanism of calcium sulfate crystallization have been studied extensively over 

the years by a number of researchers. Despite this growing body of literature there is signifi cant 

uncertainty regarding the order of the crystal growth kinetics. Schierholtz [55] conducted spontane-

ous crystallization studies by mixing equimolar amounts of calcium hydroxide and sulfuric acid at 

10°C, and raised the experiment temperature of the solution to 25°C whereby precipitation occurred. 

Schierholtz reported a fi rst-order growth rate, n = 1, suggesting diffusion controlled growth but 

the plot of his experimental results showed considerable deviations from linearity. McCartney and 

Alexander’s results [47] gave second-order plots for part of the crystallization range. Packter [56] 

conducted homogeneous crystallization experiments using equivalent calcium nitrate solution and 
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sodium sulfate solutions at 0.02–0.24 M under constant stirring at 100 rpm at 22°C and obtained 

a rate order of n = 9–10. Nancollas [57] argued that spontaneous crystallization studies conducted 

using the above method for sparingly soluble salts were diffi cult to reproduce, and demonstrated 

that by using the seeded growth technique for gypsum crystallization, excellent reproducibility was 

obtained suggesting that n = 2. Tadros and Mayes [58] studied the structure of forming gypsum 

crystals with Polaroid photomicrographs, in the presence of carboxylic and phosphonic acid deri-

vates by mixing sodium sulfate and calcium chloride. They concluded that gypsum crystallization 

followed second order with respect to concentration (n = 2), which they suggested was indicative of a 

polynuclear layer reaction-controlled growth mechanism. Klepetsanis and Koutsoukos [59] studied 

the precipitation of calcium sulfate dihydrate at constant activity. The kinetics of precipitation was 

found to be independent of pH, and the order of reaction of n = 4 for the precipitation process was 

found from the kinetics based on the initial rates. He et al. [60] studied the seeded crystal growth 

rate of calcium sulfate dihydrate. They found that the growth followed a second-order parabolic 

rate law. Attempts to model gypsum precipitation, as discussed above, showed that the reaction-rate 

order seemed to be specifi c to the experimental system and the experimental conditions employed 

in the study.

Smith and Sweett [13] studied the bulk crystallization of calcium sulfate dihydrate from aque-

ous solutions at 30°C in the absence of added seed crystals by using a dilatometer, and indicated 

that nucleation was heterogeneous. It was found that the growth rate was proportional to the crystal 

surface area and to the square of the supersaturation. It was observed that nucleation is complete in 

a very short time after solution preparation, which suggests heterogeneous rather than homogeneous 

nucleation. They performed seeded experiments at a range of temperatures from 50°C to 90°C, and 

based on the extracted reaction rate constant results a value of 63 kJ/mol was reported for the activa-

tion energy of crystallization process. They pointed out that in general, whenever the surface area 

of the crystals changes signifi cantly during the growth, it is necessary to incorporate its effect. They 

adopted a model to consider the crystal surface area changes during the crystallization process. The 

model starts with the following equation:

 
2/3

c 0 0( / )S S M M=  (2.8)

where

M and M0 correspond to the mass of crystals at any time t and the initial mass of the crystals, 

respectively

Sc and S0 correspond to the surface area of crystals at any time t and the initial surface area of 

the crystals, respectively

It was assumed that the shape of the growing crystals remains invariant during the growth process. 

They incorporated Equation 2.8 into a variety of kinetic models

The crystallization of calcium sulfates on the addition of seed crystals to stable supersaturated 

solutions has been investigated by Nancollas [57]. It was concluded that a suffi cient number of 

growth sites must be provided initially for uncomplicated second-order growth, otherwise new sites 

must be generated by nucleation. A geometric mean model that is based on the geometric mean of 

the concentrations of the ions was proposed:

 
+ −− = − ′2 1/2 2 1/2 1/2 2

A c R 4 s[Ca ] [SO ]{ }r A k K  (2.9)

where Ac and kR are the total crystal surface area and reaction rate constant, respectively. ′sK , the 

ionic solubility product based on concentration, can be expressed as

 + −= ⋅′ 2 2
s S 4 S[Ca ] [SO ]K  (2.10)
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If depositing species are in stoichiometric proportions, then

 2
A c R A S( )r A k C C− = −  (2.11)

Hasson [61] discussed an ionic product model for calcium sulfate precipitation. The model considers 

the following crystallization reaction:

 2 2
4 4Ca SO CaSO+ −+ ↔  (2.12)

By analogy to an elementary reversible chemical reaction that can be expressed as

 
+ −− = ⋅ − ′2 2

A c R 4 s[Ca ] [SO ]{ }r A k K  (2.13)

when the depositing species are in stoichiometric proportions, then

 2 2
A c R A S( )r A k C C− = −  (2.14)

Konak [62] proposed a different model for surface-reaction-controlled growth of crystals from solu-

tion. It was based on a concept of “traveling” steps instead of surface diffusion of adsorbed growth 

units. He concluded that the growth rate is a function of supersaturation, (CA – CS), rather than of 

supersaturation concentration, CA, itself, and in almost all cases measured growth rates can be sat-

isfactorily correlated by an equation of the form

 = −A SRate ( )nK C C  (2.15)

It was shown how to take into account the mass transfer effects in the general case of solution 

growth. He used a power law model in the form

 A c R A S( )Pr A k C C− = −  (2.16)

where P is an experimentally fi tted parameter, and for calcium sulfate precipitation, it can be 

written as

 2
A c R A S( )r A k C C− = −  (2.17)

which is in agreement with Nancollas [57]. Many researchers have integrated the above expression 

for batch systems, which yields a simple linear relationship between (CA – CS)
−1 and time t, and is 

useful for kinetic parameter evaluation.

2.6 CALCIUM OXALATE CRYSTALLIZATION

Crystallization studies of calcium oxalate (CaC2O4, CaOx) have been of interest to engineers and 

urologists for several years [63]. Its precipitation is of particular dual interest to the biomineraliza-

tion community [64] and also to industrial crystallization applications’ area [65]. Calcium oxalate 

is a naturally occurring mineral found in fossils [66], plants [67], and mammal urinary calculi [68], 

and is a by-product in some processes such as paper [69], food [70], and beverage processing [71]. In 

water-related industries, calcium oxalate forms scale deposits on critical industrial equipment, such 

as heat exchangers, boilers, and reverse osmosis membranes. Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) 

and calcium oxalate dihydrate (COD) are found to be the main components of the composite scale 

formed in the multi-effect evaporator during juice concentration [7].
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Urolithiasis, the formation of urinary calculi, is one of the oldest documented diseases known to 

man. CaC2O4 forms as a crystalline material in the urinary tract, and is the majority constituent in 

kidney, gall, and bladder stones [72,73]. Although normal urine is often supersaturated with respect 

to calcium oxalate, the formation of human kidney stones is strongly prevented by acid-rich urinary 

proteins [74] and naturally occurring citrate [75], magnesium [76], osteopontin [77], Tamm-Horsfall 

protein [78], a plethora of polycarboxylic acids [79], copolymers of polyacrylic acid [80], phospho-

nates [81], or even unidentifi ed biomacromolecules [82].

Calcium oxalate is known to crystallize in three hydrated forms: thermodynamically stable mon-

oclinic monohydrate (COM) (CaC2O4 
. H2O, whewellite); metastable tetragonal dihydrate (COD) 

((CaC2O4 
. (2 + x)H2O, x < 0.5), weddelite); and triclinic trihydrate (COT) (CaC2O4 

. xH2O, 3 > x > 2.5; 

COT). COM is thermodynamically the most stable phase, and has the strongest affi nity for renal 

tubule cell membranes among the three kinds of crystals [83]. COM is easy to form urinary stones 

because it is more diffi cult to be ejected out along with urine than COT or COD. COD is also found 

frequently in kidney stones, plants, and fossils, although usually in lesser quantities [84]. While 

COT has never been observed in a renal stone, it may act as an important precursor-nucleating 

phase for the initiation of calculus formation [85]. The transformation reactions of the metastable 

COD and COT phases into the thermodynamically stable COM may be of extreme importance 

in urolithiasis, since in many cases, kinetic factors, rather than thermodynamic stabilities, deter-

mine the phase that initially precipitates in the solution. Hence, an in-depth understanding of CaOx 

crystallization processes is essential for urologists, and may augment an effort to develop effective 

therapeutic agents against stone formation.

Several studies have shown that COM, COD, and COT differ substantially in solubility, structure, 

morphology, and specifi c surface area [86a,b,c]. COM, or whewellite, is the thermodynamically 

most stable calcium oxalate phase. The hydrate content is fi xed at one water molecule per calcium, 

and is not found to vary in synthetic or natural samples. The crystal habit of the monohydrate is 

given in Figure 2.3. Whewellite crystallizes in a monoclinic structure, space group P21/c. COD, or 

weddellite, is a major constituent of urinary crystallites and calcium oxalate renal calculi [87]. COD 

has a tetragonal structure with a space group of I4/m and a crystal habit that can be best described as 

tetragonal bipyramidal [88]. Crystallographic data indicate that weddellite has a basic hydrate con-

tent of 2 mol of water per mole of calcium [89]. An additional amount of water, up to 0.50 moles (per 

calcium) may be held zeolitically. As a result, the total water content of COD may vary between 

2 and 2.5 per mole of calcium. In comparison to whewellite, calcium is bound to one less oxalate 

group and one more water molecule. If calcium dehydration and the subsequent oxalate coordination 
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are considered as important steps in the calcium oxalate precipitation reaction, then the dihydrate 

could be considered as a precursor to monohydrate, due to its incomplete dehydration. The dihydrate 

is considerably more soluble in aqueous solutions than COM, and forms much smaller crystallites 

during precipitation. In solutions free from inhibitors, COD rapidly undergoes transformation to 

COM. The mechanism of stabilization of weddellite by synthetic and natural inhibitors may be of 

extreme importance in urolithiasis, and is currently the subject of considerable research interest.

A number of natural and synthetic molecules have been shown to promote the precipitation of 

COD from in vitro supersaturated solutions. COT is the least stable hydrate phase of calcium oxalate 

in solution. While COT has never been observed in renal stone, it may act as an important precursor-

nucleating phase for the renal calculi. Many natural and synthetic molecules have previously been 

observed to stabilize COT precipitation in supersaturated solutions in vitro [90]. If COT initiates 

stone formation, it unquestionably transforms to COM rapidly in vivo, thus making its identifi cation 

as a stone precursor diffi cult. The crystal habit of CaOx is given in Figure 2.3.

2.6.1 EFFECT OF ADDITIVES ON CALCIUM OXALATE CRYSTALLIZATION

Earlier work on the kinetics of calcium oxalate precipitation by Nielsen [91] suggested that the 

rate-determining step in the precipitation of calcium oxalate is a reaction in the surface of the 

crystals at a concentration below 1 mM. The reaction order was found to be between 3.0 and 3.5. 

It was reported that the rate is determined by diffusion at a concentration above 1 mM. Nancollas 

[92] studied the growth of COM crystals in stirred suspensions by following the changes in ionic 

conductivity in supersaturated solutions. The quadratic expression for the rate of growth of calcium 

oxalate in supersaturated solutions was used to describe the results of the experiments. Tomazic 

and Nancollas [86b] discussed the kinetics of crystallization of COM, COD, and COT in calcium 

oxalate supersaturated solutions. It was found that the rate of crystallization is proportional to the 

square of the relative supersaturation for all three hydrate phases. Rizkalla and Moawad [93] studied 

the kinetics of precipitation of COM conductometrically for both spontaneous and seeded growth 

systems. It was found that the rate of growth follows a quadratic dependence upon the relative 

supersaturation, which suggests a surface-controlled mechanism. Singh et al. [94] investigated the 

kinetics of crystal growth of COM on seed crystals by using constant composition method. The 

initial linear growth curves were analyzed in terms of a parabolic rate law. It was suggested that the 

applicability of the parabolic rate law indicates a spiral dislocation mechanism.

A large number of reports have appeared in the literature on the effects of various additives on 

calcium oxalate crystallization. These researchers include maleic acid copolymers [95], polyas-

partic and polyglutamic acids [96], acrylic polymers [97], poly-(styrene-alt-maleic acid) [98], tar-

tarates [99], diisooctyl sulfosuccinate [100], uric acid [101], and poly(sodium 4-styrene-sulfonate) 

[102]. The effect of pyrophosphate and phosphonate anions on the spontaneous formation of COM, 

COD, and COT has been studied in supersaturated solutions [103]. The rate of crystal growth in the 

presence of these additives was found to be dependent on the square of the solution supersatura-

tion. The infl uence of histidine, serine, tryptophan glutamic acid, and ornithine on the formation 

and transformation of calcium oxalate crystals has been investigated by Brecevic and Kralj [104]. 

Tryptophan and histidine promote the formation of COD over COM. Manne et al. [105] studied the 

effect of anionic polyelectrolytes on the crystallization of calcium oxalate hydrates. They found 

that regardless of the character of the polyelectrolytes (carboxylate or sulfonate), as the polymer 

concentration increases there is shift from monohydrate to trihydrate and to dihydrate. The effect 

of ethylene diammine tetracetic acid, citrate, and phytate on the growth kinetics of COM has been 

studied by Millan et al. [106]. Phytate has been confi rmed as a powerful inhibitor of COM, EDTA 

acts at the bulk level, and citrate shows weak effect at bulk and crystal surface levels. Öner et al. 

found [107] that the high binding affi nity of the biopolymer molecules resulted in morphological 

transition of COD crystals from tetragonal bipyramids dominated by the (101) faces to elongated 

tetragonal prisms dominated by the (100) faces.
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A number of important observations point to the way carboxylate-containing macromolecules may 

affect CaOx crystallization. Elegant works by Ward et al. (with AFM) [108] and by Kim et al. (with 

scanning electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction) [109] have focused on studying the interactions 

of polymers with pendant carboxylate groups (polyacrylate, polyaspartate, and polyglutamate), with 

various crystallographic planes of COM crystals. These studies revealed the importance of coopera-

tive binding of the polymer carboxylate groups to Ca2+ sites on the crystal surfaces of the “steps.” 

Specifi cally, when growth of the (001) and (021) hillocks was studied, it was documented that the 

ranking of polymeric inhibitors was polyacrylate > polyaspartate > polyglutamate. Polyacrylate was 

also a potent inhibitor of growth on the (021) and 121
− 

) planes. Data also revealed that polyglutamate 

was more effective than polyaspartate for both (021) and 121
− 

) planes. However, polyaspartate was 

more effective than polyglutamate in inhibiting the growth of (010) hillocks. Overall, the binding 

behavior of carboxylate-containing macromolecules to several crystal faces is clearly complex.

2.7 SUMMARY

Additives are a very important and useful independent variable in crystallization. It is clear from 

this review of the infl uence of inhibitors on crystal growth and inhibition that many factors have 

to be taken into account in precipitation. The design of meaningful experiments for the quantita-

tive studies of the additive effects in crystallization is important in order to study factors such as 

growth rates, nucleation rates, the infl uence of supersaturation, the extent of adsorption, and habit 

modifi cation.
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3 Calcium Carbonate Scale 
Control in Industrial 
Water Systems

Peter G. Koutsoukos

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Fouling in water-intensive industrial applications is one of the most severe problem-causing situa-

tions as it often leads to shorter or longer shutdowns of the units with concomitant increase in process 

cost. Several types of fouling have been identifi ed, depending on the respective cause of develop-

ment. Despite the fact that all these types deserve special attention, crystallization fouling is con-

sidered to be most detrimental to the industrial processes worldwide. This type of fouling is defi ned 

as the process in which dissolved ionic components of salts crystallize and eventually deposit at 

the water/solid interface involved in the process. Salts with inverse solubility tend to cause fouling 

of heated metallic surfaces, while more soluble salts crystallize on cold or cooled surfaces. Water-

formed scale deposits, even in cases in which their composition is not complex, depend on a number 

of factors, including the ion speciation in the aqueous medium, the properties and the characteristics 

of the surfaces in contact with the aqueous phase, the fl uid dynamics, and the heat-transfer param-

eters of the process. Calcium carbonate deposits have been identifi ed in water-carrying pipes from 

antiquity, as may be seen from outdoor exhibits at the archeological museum of Naxos, Greece, as 

shown in Figure 3.1.

Because of the polymorphism it exhibits, the system of calcium carbonate shows peculiarities 

upon formation. The three polymorphic phases, vaterite, aragonite, and calcite, in the order of 

increasing thermodynamic stability have different solubility, morphological, and crystallographic 

characteristics [1,2]. Depending on the fl uid conditions (composition, temperature, fl uid dynamics, 

and substrate), less stable polymorphs or hydrated phases may be stabilized and/or converted into 

the thermodynamically most stable calcite. Moreover, the formation of amorphous calcium carbon-

ate has been reported as a precursor phase, forming upon the development of the appropriate condi-

tions (high pH and high calcium and carbonate concentrations) [3,4]. Water used in the industry for 

most of the cases is characterized by increased hardness. Water hardness is mainly due to the pres-

ence of calcium and carbonate ions. The distribution of the carbonic species depends in turn on the 

solution pH. For a system closed to the atmosphere, the carbonate species present include CO2(aq), 

H2CO3, 3HCO −, and 2
3CO −. Over a wide pH range around the neutral, the bicarbonate, 3HCO −, is 
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the dominant species. The formation of calcium carbonate takes place according to Equation 3.1, 

provided that the concentration of the calcium ions present is suffi ciently high:

 
+ − ++ → +2

3 3Ca (aq) HCO CaCO (s) H  (3.1)

According to Equation 3.1, provided that the precipitation of the solid phase is initiated, it shall 

proceed until equilibrium is reached. Examples of calcium carbonate scale deposits are shown in 

Figure 3.2.

Except for the precipitation, during which crystallites of the scale deposits are generated, sec-

ondary processes, including ageing and agglomeration, contribute to the formation of adhering 

deposits. A schematic representation of the physical processes taking place in an aqueous medium 

and leading to the formation of tenaciously adhering calcium carbonate deposits is shown in 

Figure 3.3. It is interesting to note that the calcitic scale was deposited and adhered strongly on a 

polymeric (PVC) tube, as shown in Figure 3.3.

3.2 THERMODYNAMICS OF FORMATION OF SCALE DEPOSITS

The thermodynamic driving force behind the formation of calcium carbonate in a complex aqueous 

medium containing calcium and carbonate ionic species is described qualitatively as the distance 

of this solution from equilibrium. This “distance” may be expressed in a quantitative manner as the 

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.1 (a and b) Scale deposits formed inside ceramic water-carrying pipes, exhibited in the archeo-

logical museum of Naxos, Greece.

~100 μm

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.2 (a) calcium carbonate deposits in a pipeline for the transport of geothermal water in Therma, 

Nigrita, Greece; (b) SEM of scale deposits from the same fi eld. (Courtesy of Prof. N. Andritsos, University of 

Thessaly, Volos, Greece.)
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difference between the chemical potentials of the solute species (calcium carbonate) and the respec-

tive values at equilibrium [5]:

 ±, ±,

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂
Δμ ≡ − = μ − μ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

= − α − α

CaCO ,equilibrium CaCO ,solution3 3

CaCO ,equilibrium CaCO ,solution3 3

equilibrium solution

,,

solution equilibrium{ln ln }

T PT P

G G

n n
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(3.2)

Considering mean ionic activities, the thermodynamic driving force becomes

 

22
3

22+
3

Ca ,solution CO ,solution
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2
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{ }

RT −+

−

α α
Δμ = −
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(3.3)

Aquifer
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walls/surfaces
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Heating
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Formation of
scale deposits
Crystallization
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FIGURE 3.3 Physical processes taking place in industrial operations, leading to the formation of calcium 

carbonate scale deposits.
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where

R is the gas constant

T is the temperature

α is the activities of the respective ions at the state indicated by the subscripts

The numerator in Equation 3.3 is the ion activity product of calcium carbonate in the aqueous 

medium, and the activity product at equilibrium shown in the denominator is the thermodynamic 

solubility product. The ratio in the logarithmic term is defi ned as the supersaturation ratio, S:

 

22+
3

22+
3

Ca ,solution CO ,solution

Ca ,equilibrium CO ,equilibrium

{ }

{ }
S

−

−

α α
=

α α  
(3.4)

The relative supersaturation, σ, with respect to the solid precipitating is

 1/ 2 1Sσ = −  (3.5)

Using Equations 3.3 through 3.5, it is possible to obtain quantitative estimates of the deviation from 

a given value of the equilibrium constant, which is different for every polymorphic phase of calcium 

carbonate. Depending on the deviation from equilibrium, different processes may take place in a 

solution which tends to return to equilibrium (Δμ = 0). These processes are schematically shown 

in Figure 3.4. Positive values of σ correspond to supersaturated solutions and negative values to 

undersaturated solutions. The zero value corresponds to saturation (equilibrium). As may be seen, 

the supersaturation domain includes two regions: the stable and the labile. In the stable region, the 

supersaturated solutions are practically stable (no precipitation is observed for very long periods 

of time). The growth of calcium carbonate with subsequent transition into the saturated state may 

take place upon the introduction of a foreign substrate with specifi c affi nity for this salt. The specifi c 

case in which crystal growth is initiated by seeding the supersaturated solutions with calcium car-

bonate seed crystals is the seeded growth technique, a method used for the preparation of crystals 

or for the investigation of crystal growth processes [6,7].

Alternatively, the presence of foreign substrates that favor the accommodation of the calcium car-

bonate crystallite structures may also result in the formation of mixed substrate-calcium carbonate 
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FIGURE 3.4 Schematic diagram of the processes taking place in an aqueous calcium carbonate solution as 

a function of the relative saturation.
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products. Early studies have presented results in which river clay particles accelerated the rates of 

calcium carbonate scale formation [8]. In the case of crystalline substrates, crystal lattice matching 

is a suffi cient, but not necessary, condition for the oriented overgrowth of calcium carbonate [9–12]. 

On heat-transfer surfaces, calcium carbonate scale formation is believed to be initiated at three 

phases: CO2 gas, metal surface, and water boundary [13,14]. At lower temperatures (below 30°C), 

in the absence of gas bubbles, it was suggested that the calcite crystallites formed adhere onto the 

substrate where they subsequently outgrow, forming compact layers which have a dramatic effect on 

their morphology [15]. In desalination processes, either by thermal methods or using membranes, 

the solution concentration past the solubility limits is the primary cause for calcium carbonate scale 

formation [16,17]. Throughout the relevant literature, there is a general agreement that one of the 

most important factors infl uencing calcium carbonate scale formation is the concentration level 

of the constituent ions [18]. The evaluation of the scaling potential should be done on the basis 

of equations such as Equation 3.3, taking into consideration salinity, activity coeffi cients, and ion 

interactions in the complex ionic media [19–21]. The computation of the activities of the free ions, 

taking into consideration all equilibria involved in a complex system such as the industrial water, 

may be done with free energy-minimization programs [22–24]. In water industry, a number of 

indices are used by technologists for the qualitative evaluation of the scaling potential of the water 

used. These indices are, in essence, thermodynamic but they may be used only for rough estimates 

because the underlying thermodynamics are oversimplifi ed. These indices include the Langelier 

index (LI), the Ryznar solubility index (RSI), and the Stiff and Davis index (SDI). The LI is defi ned 

(Equation 3.6) as the difference between the measured solution pH and the respective value at satu-

ration, denoted by subscript s:

 sLI pH pH= −
 (3.6)

where

 spH pCa pAlk TDS= + +  (3.7)

In equation 3.7:

pCa is the negative logarithm of the calcium hardness

pAlk is the alkalinity

TDS is the total dissolved solids

All terms are expressed as ppm of CaCO3 at the water temperature. The saturation pH value is a 

calculated value.

When the measured pH is equal to the saturation pHs, LI is zero and the water is at a satura-

tion state. As a result, no scale is anticipated while corrosion is expected to be negligible. For 

pH values > pHs, LI > 0, the water is supersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate. On the 

other hand, for pH < pHs, LI < 0, calcium carbonate scale does not deposit, or if present, it shall 

dissolve. However, in this case, water has a tendency to cause corrosion of the metal surfaces 

in contact. Examples of the meaning of the values of the LI in industrial waters are shown in 

Table 3.1.

The RSI is defi ned as

 sRSI 2pH pH= −  (3.8)

The predictive signifi cance of the values for this index is summarized in Table 3.2.

The SDI is a modifi cation of the LI to take into account the effect of high levels of dissolved sol-

ids on the solubility of calcium carbonate. The SDI was developed for use in oil fi elds, where highly 
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saline waters or brines are produced. This index is also useful in cases where recovered wastewater 

is used for makeup water in large quantities. The SDI is defi ned as

 SDI pHp pCa pAlk I= − − −  (3.9)

where I is a constant, dependent on the temperature and the ionic strength of the water.

3.3 KINETICS OF PRECIPITATION

The development of supersaturation is a prerequisite for the formation of calcium carbonate. In a 

supersaturated solution, the nucleation process may be thought as a sequence of bimolecular reac-

tions between growth units, A1, and clusters, Am, made up of m units, according to the scheme
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As shown in the scheme above, during the nucleation stage, the growth unit clusters keep increasing 

until they reach a critical size. The critical size nucleus, *An, once it is formed, grows as a macroscopic 

crystal, which may be characterized by physical–chemical methods [25]. The time needed for the 

TABLE 3.1
Values of the LI and the Respective Meaning 
for Water Used in Industrial Processes

Value of LI Water Characteristics

+2.0 Scale-forming—noncorrosive

+0.5 Slightly scaling and noncorrosive

0.0 Balanced but pitting corrosion possible

−0.5 Slightly corrosive and non-scale-forming

−2.0 Highly corrosive

TABLE 3.2
Values of the RSI and the Respective Meaning 
for Water Used in Industrial Processes

Value of RSI Water Characteristics

4.0–5.0 Signifi cant scale formation

5.0–6.0 Scaling to small extent

6.0–7.0 Little scaling, slightly corrosive

7.0–7.5 Corrosive

7.5–9.0 Intensively corroding

9.0 and higher Destructive corrosion
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formation of the critical nucleus is defi ned as the incubation or the induction time, τ. The nucleation 

process may take place either homogeneously in the bulk solution or heterogeneously on foreign 

substrates which may be particles or surfaces. The latter is the most common in practical cases. It is 

obvious that in the case of heterogeneous nucleation, the energy barrier needed to be overcome for 

the nucleation is lower than the corresponding in the case of homogeneous nucleation:

 heterogeneous homogeneousG GΔ = ϕΔ  (3.10)

where, 0 < φ < 1. The factor φ is related to the wetting of the substrate by the nucleus. The formation 

of the new nucleus is schematically shown in Figure 3.5.

From the vector balance shown in Figure 3.3, contact angle θ is

 

sw cs

cw

cos
γ − γθ =
γ  

(3.11)

The value of the angle θ is a measure of the affi nity of the deposit with the substrate. The induction 

time is interpreted as the time lapsed for the formation of the critical size nucleus and depends on 

the solution supersaturation:
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where, γs is the surface energy of the nucleating solid and the constant B is
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where

β is a shape factor

υ is the molecular volume of the precipitating salt

k is the Boltzmann’s constant

ν is the number of ions in the calcium carbonate formula (=2)

The function f(θ) is
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FIGURE 3.5 Schematic diagram of the partial surface tension vectors for a nucleus formed on a solid surface 

from an aqueous supersaturated solution.
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For a solid phase completely not wet by the overgrowth θ = 180°, f(θ) = 1. For θ < 180°, f(θ) < 1. The 

constant C in Equation 3.12 is a preexponential factor, associated with the nucleation of the solid 

phase. As may be seen from Equation 3.12, the induction time preceding the formation of calcium 

carbonate precipitates on a foreign surface is predicted to be inversely proportional to the solution 

supersaturation. The higher the supersaturation, the shorter the induction times, that is, the time 

periods lapsed before the onset of the calcium carbonate scale formation. A typical profi le of the 

progress of the development of calcium carbonate encrustation is shown in Figure 3.6. The data 

provided are concerned with monitoring a parameter (in this case, the specifi c conductivity of the 

aqueous phase), which changes with the progress of the precipitation process.

In Figure 3.6, three distinct regions may be seen. In region 1, no scale deposit is observed, and the 

specifi c conductivity of water remained practically constant. Past an induction time of approximately 

2 h, however, calcium carbonate scale started to deposit on the stainless steel surface of the labo-

ratory heat exchanger. The mainly linear part of the curve in region 2 corresponds to the growth 

of the crystalline deposit layer, accompanied with solution desupersaturation. This linear growth of 

scale deposits has been reported in the literature [26]. In region 3, the solution desupersaturation 

has suffi ciently advanced and it gradually approaches equilibrium. The dependence of the induc-

tion times preceding the formation of calcitic deposits on heated metal surfaces is demonstrated in 

Figure 3.7 [27].

The predominantly heterogeneous nature of this process is demonstrated in Figure 3.8 in which 

the variation of the induction times depending on the material of the substrate is demonstrated.

As may be seen, the glass-coated substrate yielded the longest induction times and the aluminum 

material the shortest, for each supersaturation tested. This result may be explained by the fact that 

in the presence of chloride, aluminum shows pitting corrosion, resulting in the formation of pits on 

its surface. Sites of this type on a substrate are expected to promote heterogeneous nucleation [28].

Once the nuclei grow to the critical size, they undergo crystal growth through the incorporation 

of growth units in their lattice. As a result, the supersaturation in the mother liquor is reduced 

until the limit of equilibrium is reached. Monitoring the variation of parameters (physical and/or 

chemical) associated with the formation of calcium carbonate scale deposits yields valuable infor-

mation concerning the kinetics of scale formation. It is thus possible to quantitatively evaluate the 

effect of various parameters on the kinetics, including supersaturation, the presence of foreign ions, 

and/or compounds, etc.

The measurement of calcium carbonate kinetics is of paramount signifi cance because of 

the polymorphism of the system. Less stable than calcite phases, it is possible that they stabilize 
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during the course of calcium carbonate scale formation.
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kinetically [29]. Early kinetics studies were done from desupersaturation measurements [30,31]. 

Although it is possible to estimate crystal growth parameters from the desupersaturation curves [32], 

the rapid change of supersaturation may cause fast transformation of the less stable polymorphic 

phases of calcium carbonate into the most stable calcite [33]. Despite the fact that sensitive methods 

based on labeled elements have been developed to monitor scale deposition [34], the determination 

of the initial rates at experimental conditions in which several parameters (e.g., ion concentrations, 

solution pH, particle density, or solid/solution ratio) change during the course of the solid phase for-

mation shows reduced precision. The development of the pH-stat method allowed for investigations 

at constant solution pH, and the precision and reproducibility measurements of the crystal growth 

process were improved [35,36]. A better control of the metastable phases was reported using a 

constant CO2 supply in combination with constant pH [37]. However, the problems associated 
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FIGURE 3.7 Effect of the supersaturation with respect to calcite on the induction time preceding pre-

cipitation of calcium carbonate on stainless steel tube. (Recalculated from Dalas, E. and Koutsoukos, P.G., 

Desalination, 78, 403, 1990.)
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with the rapid changes in the solution supersaturation were overcome at conditions of controlled 

solution supersaturation [38]. At these conditions, it was possible to investigate the process of crystal 

growth, both at very low and even at very high supersaturations where crystallization took place 

upon inoculation with calcite seed crystals and by spontaneous precipitation, respectively [39]. The 

advantage of this methodology is the maintenance of pseudo-steady-state conditions where not 

only the rates of crystal growth can be measured accurately but also the transformation of the 

unstable intermediate polymorphic phases of calcium carbonate may be monitored, mainly through 

the characterization of the solid phase collected at various time intervals. Suffi cient time is provided 

through the maintenance of the solution supersaturation, even if the Ca:CO3 stoichiometry in the 

solid and in the solution do not change. The method was applied successfully in systems in which 

the supersaturated solutions contact heated metal surfaces on which scale is deposited [27]. In this 

case, the supersaturation control is done in the feed solution so that a steady-state supersaturation 

is established on the surface of the heat exchanger or the surface tested for encrustation. The rate 

of calcium carbonate formation has been shown to have a second-order dependence on the relative 

supersaturation with respect to the polymorph investigated [40,41]. The kinetic equation widely 

used in the literature is

 
2

g g ( )R k f A= σ  (3.15)

where, kg is the rate constant and f(A) a function of the active sites of the substrate for the overgrowth 

of calcium carbonate, often taken as equal to the total surface area [for polycrystalline materials, it 

is the mass(g) × BET-specifi c surface area (m2 g−1)]. From the mechanistic point of view, the infor-

mation obtained from the satisfactory fi tting of the measured rates of crystal growth over a range of 

relative supersaturation is that the rate-determining step in the crystal growth process is the surface 

diffusion of the growth units onto the active sites with the least energy. Schematically, the steps 

involved in the growth of a crystal from supersaturated solutions are shown in Figure 3.9. Step 1 

includes the transport of the growth unit to the surface of a crystal with imperfections. The crystal 

imperfections include terraces, steps, holes, and kinks. The surface reaction processes in the case of 

calcite take place at kinks, which are generally characterized by lower energy content [42–44]. The 

presence of kinks is important because the growth units that attach at these sites can make more 

bonds to neighboring units in comparison with the units bound to other types of imperfections. 

The second-order dependence shown in Equation 3.15 was verifi ed both with different seed crystal 
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Step kink 

Solution 
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3

FIGURE 3.9 Steps involved in the crystal growth from solution. Step 1: diffusion from the bulk solution, 

partial dehydration adsorption on a terrace. Step 2: diffusion to a step followed by additional partial dehydra-

tion. Step 3: further dehydration and attachment to a kink site.
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preparations and with fi tting of literature data [38]. However, in cases where the precipitation of 

calcium carbonate takes place spontaneously or in the presence of complex aqueous media, such as 

seawater, apparent orders >2 have been reported [41,45]. This may be interpreted either as a poly-

nuclear mechanism or by the formation of different polymorphic phases at different supersaturation 

values which may develop with pH changes [46]. The transient formation of aragonite and vaterite 

was confi rmed for calcium carbonate by in situ probing using wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) 

at ambient and elevated temperatures [47].

In the case of scale deposition in pipes heated isothermally, the supersaturation in the turbulent 

bulk fl uid is practically constant, and the formation of calcium carbonate may take place either 

spontaneously in the bulk solution (in case where the supersaturation is very high) or on the walls 

by heterogeneous nucleation and crystal growth. Tube walls may provide for the active growth sites 

necessary for the development of new calcium carbonate nuclei. It is thus anticipated that in most 

cases, the precipitates form on the tube walls [48] a supersaturation gradient is established, as can 

be seen in Figure 3.10.

As shown in Figure 3.10, Ci is the concentration of calcium carbonate next to the adsorption layer 

of thickness Δ, corresponding to the thickness of one growth unit, and δ the diffusion layer thick-

ness. When the surface diffusion processes described above are very fast, the rate-determining pro-

cess is anticipated to be the diffusion from the bulk solution to the surface of the substrate on which 

the nuclei grow to macroscopic crystals. The fl ux of the growth unit is related to the concentration 

gradient by Fick’s fi rst law [49]:
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In Equation 3.16, it is assumed that the concentration near the surface may be set equal to the 

surface concentration, provided that surface reactions are suffi ciently fast and
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The constant kd is the convective mass transfer coeffi cient and can be estimated from the Linton–

Sherwood equation:
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FIGURE 3.10 Concentration profi le adjacent to the walls of a tube in which calcium carbonate scale is 

deposited as a function of distance x from its surface.
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where

U is the fl ow velocity

Sc (=νs/D) and Re (=Ud/νs), the Schmidt and Reynolds numbers, respectively

νs is the kinematic viscosity of the fl uid

d is the tube diameter

Since calcium carbonate is an ionic compound, an expression for the rate of scale deposition in 

pipes, which takes into account both diffusion and surface reactions expressed by the respective 

rate, constants kd and kr were developed by Andritsos et al. on the basis of the model developed by 

Hasson et al. [50,51]:
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The rate expression (3.19) was used to fi t the experimental data at high pH (>9) and very high 

supersaturations. It was concluded that at these conditions, there is a mechanism change from sur-

face diffusion, predominant at lower pH values and supersaturations, to bulk diffusion controlled. 

Mechanistic information is of paramount importance for understanding the process operative in 

each case of scale formation. It is very important, especially in the case of calcite scale formation, to 

identify the polymorphs that form at the initial stages of precipitation, not only because of their solu-

bility and morphological differences but also because of differences in surface charge, which in turn 

affect particle adhesion properties. In general, however, the electric charge cancels at equilibrium, 

while in supersaturated solutions calcite and aragonite have been shown to exhibit high negative 

ζ-potential values [52]. It should be noted that the potential-determining ions, Ca2+ and 
2

3CO −
, play 

a dominant role in the value of the electrical charge on the surface of the calcium carbonate crys-

tallites. Moreover, it has been suggested that the presence of ≡ 3CO −
 and ≡ 3CaCO −

 on the surface 

(denoted by ≡) of the substrate catalyzes the precipitation of calcite [53].

3.4 CONTROL OF THE SCALE DEPOSITS

The progressively more intense scarcity of freshwater supplies and the more stringent environmen-

tal regulations have promoted the need for larger number of cycles of water reuse in cooling waters 

involved in numerous processes. The implementation of this task, however, is limited by the pre-

cipitation and scale deposits formation consisting of calcium carbonate. Several methods are used 

for the control of calcitic scale, including pH adjustment, removal or reduction of scale-forming 

species, use of chemical additives acting as inhibitors of scale formation, and removal by mechani-

cal and/or chemical means. Moreover, control methods include the prevention of particle adhesion 

on the walls of the equipment on which deposits are formed. Finally, it should be mentioned that 

there is considerable interest in the application of physical methods, including magnetic and electric 

treatment of water aiming at preventing scale formation [54–56].

The use of mineral acids, under certain circumstances, may be the only method to remove cal-

cium carbonate but the concomitant corrosion problems should be taken care of with the simultane-

ous use of anticorrosion inhibitors. Moreover, acid injection downhole in geothermal wells or with 

formation water in oil production either in the form of mineral acids or as pressurized CO2 [57] 

results in the reduction of the activity of the free carbonate ions and therefore of the supersaturation 

with respect to calcium carbonate. The use of chelants for the removal of calcium carbonate scale 
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deposits is not recommended as they are slow in action while almost stoichiometric quantities are 

needed. The calcium carbonate deposits consist largely of calcite or of aragonite under certain cir-

cumstances, depending on the solution supersaturation and on the presence of magnesium in water 

[58–60]. The most important approach in practice for the prevention and control of calcium carbonate 

scale formation is the use of water-soluble compounds which have the potential of interference with 

the processes of nucleation and crystal growth. Inhibition of the formation of crystals at the nucle-

ation stage due to the presence of additives in the aqueous medium is known as threshold inhibition 

and the respective compounds threshold inhibitors. The fi rst investigations were concerned with the 

inhibition of calcium carbonate in the presence of polyphosphates. Their effect was explained by the 

formation of small nuclei which were unstable and redissolved, thus retarding or canceling nucleation 

and the subsequent crystal growth [61]. In general, scale inhibitors are water-soluble compounds of 

relatively large size in comparison with the small ions, which through the ionizable functional groups 

they possess, are capable of adsorption onto the crystal growth active sites present at the various faces 

of the fi rst crystallites that form once the nucleation barrier is overcome and the nuclei have grown 

over the critical size. Besides their effect on the retardation of kinetics, the presence of inhibitors in 

scale deposits affects the morphology of the crystals forming [62,63]. Besides acting on the retarda-

tion of the onset of precipitation, inhibitors may cause other effects, namely crystal distortion, where 

the effect of the inhibitors is expressed in the development of rounded surfaces with rather poor adhe-

sion on the scaling surfaces. Another mode of action of the inhibitors is dispersion. In this case, the 

presence of the inhibitor results in the development of electric charge on the particles of the same sign 

as the respective charge of the walls. The electrostatic repulsion between the crystals of the same 

charge and the walls results in the reduction of deposition on the surfaces. There are several reports 

of the fact that the presence of additives like organophosphorus compounds and polyphosphates sta-

bilize kinetically transient phases [64]. Finally, inhibitors may act through sequestration or chelation, 

binding calcium and/or other ions to form soluble complexes.

In the case that the rates of crystal growth are determined by the surface diffusion of the growth 

units, adsorption of the inhibitor molecules onto the active sites and more specifi cally at kinks may 

retard or even cancel the crystal growth process by blocking motion of the crystal growth units. The 

presence of metal ions has been associated not only with habit changes but also with retardation 

of the induction time preceding the formation of the calcium carbonate polymorph [65,66]. Based 

on the assumption that at conditions of surface-diffusion-controlled crystal growth processes, the 

inhibitors act by adsorption onto the active growth sites, it is possible to relate the adsorption char-

acteristics with the kinetics of inhibition. The description of adsorption of the inhibitor on calcite by 

a thermodynamic model like the Langmuir model is given by Equation 3.20:
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where

θ is the fraction of the sites on the surface occupied by the additive

Γi and Γm are the surface concentrations of the adsorbate corresponding to the solution conditions 

and at monolayer coverage, respectively

kad and kdes are the specifi c rate constants for adsorption and desorption, respectively

Ceq is the equilibrium concentration in the solution

Equation 3.20 upon rearrangement gives
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The ratio kad/kdes is referred to as the affi nity constant, kaff, and is a measure of the affi nity of the 

adsorbate for the adsorbent [67,68]. Equation 3.20 may be rewritten as

 

aff eqi

affm eq1

k C

k C

⋅Γθ = =
Γ + ⋅  

(3.22)

The rate of crystal growth in the presence of foreign compounds i, Rg,i, is related to the fraction of 

the unoccupied sites on the surface of the growing scale crystals, and to the rate of crystal growth 

in the absence of inhibitors, Rg,0, as shown in Equation 3.23:

 ( )g, g,0 1iR R b= − θ  (3.23)

The rearrangement of Equation 3.23 and substitution of θ from Equation 3.21 yields [67]
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where

b is a constant (0 < b ≤ 1)

Ci the inhibitor concentration in the supersaturated solutions

Equation 3.24 has been widely applied to crystal growth and scale formation kinetics data and despite 

the fact that it is based on oversimplifi cations like the mostly unproven Langmuir-type adsorption, 

it provides a means for the comparison of various inhibitors tested with respect to their effi ciency 

in the retardation of calcium carbonate formation [69]. Intensive research has been addressed to 

the development of novel polymeric products which may act as scale inhibitors. Important aspects 

of their activity include interactions with hardness ions (Ca, Mg, Ba), method of preparation, and 

the physicochemical characteristics of the monomers. It has been reported that terpolymers are 

more tolerant with respect to the hardness ions in comparison with homo- and copolymers [70]. The 

divalent ions may also change the conformation of the polymeric ions and control the morphology 

of the precipitating calcium carbonate [71]. Polymeric compounds with ionizable functional groups, 

including −COOH, PO3H2, −SO3H, and amino groups are the most commonly employed com-

mercial scale inhibitor products. The investigation of a series of polymeric compounds containing 

carboxylic groups (polyacrylic acid, PAA) and carboxyl and amino groups containing poly-aspartic 

acid (P-AS) were shown to retard the onset of spontaneous precipitation of calcium carbonate, as 

can be seen in Figure 3.11 [72].

The presence of phosphonic groups in the water additives inhibited the precipitation of calcium 

carbonate and stabilized the formation of the unstable vaterite, as can be seen in Figure 3.12 [73].

The comparison of a series of phosphonates with respect to their inhibition of calcium carbonate 

has shown that these compounds are both threshold inhibitors, as can be seen in Figure 3.13.

These compounds also act as retardants, decreasing the rates of nucleation and growth of cal-

cium carbonate from supersaturated solutions, as shown in Figure 3.14.

Tomson and coworkers [74] have developed a semiempirical model, based on the nucleation 

theory and experimental observations. A nucleation inhibitor index was thus developed for the pre-

diction of the induction period in the presence of inhibitors. According to this evaluation, 1-hydroxy 

ethylidene-1,1-diphosphonic acid (HEDP) was found to be the most effective inhibitor on the weight 

basis. Provided that the activity of the inhibitors is due to their adsorption onto the developing crys-

tals, both the type of the functional groups (pKs) and their geometry are important factors playing 

decisive role in their effi ciency. Comparison of different polymeric inhibitors with respect to their 
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effi ciency in the retardation of calcium carbonate precipitation has shown that PAA homopolymers 

were more effi cient in comparison with poly(acrylic acid:2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane sulfonic 

acid) (PAS) and even more effi cient than poly(acrylic acid:2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane sul-

fonic acid: sulfonated styrene) (PSS) [75]. Similar correlation of the inhibitory effi ciency has 

also been reported for copolymers that contained maleic acid, the presence of which improved the 

activity of the inhibitor with respect to the nucleation and crystal growth of calcium carbonate [76]. 
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The molecular weight of the polymeric inhibitors is an important issue. Investigations on the effi -

ciency of PAA have concluded that relatively low-molecular-weight polyacrylates are more effi cient 

inhibitors of calcium carbonate formation [77]. The differences obtained were attributed to differ-

ences in the adsorption of the polymers onto the active sites of the growing crystals. Similar results 

have been reported for the inhibition of calcium phosphates by polycarboxylates [78].
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FIGURE 3.13 Effect of the presence of phosphonate inhibitors on the induction time preceding the precipi-

tation of calcium carbonate: 223× calcite supersaturation, pH 9.0, 50°C. (From Amjad, Z. and Zuhl, R.W., 

Kinetic and morphological investigation on the precipitation of calcium carbonate in the presence of inhibi-

tors, Corrosion/2006, Paper No. 6385 NACE International, Houston, TX, 2006.)
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The dissolution of calcium carbonate scale at conditions far from equilibrium is believed to 

follow a mass transport-controlled mechanism. Such conditions are prevalent in the low pH range 

[79]. The dissolution of calcite crystals results in the formation of steps and etch pits which are the 

active sites for dissolution. Typical surface morphology of a natural calcite single crystal is shown in 

Figure 3.15. The picture was taken with an atomic force microscope (AFM) with an open cell under 

fl ow of undersaturated solution (0.66 mL min−1). Deep etch pits and rising steps are clearly shown. 

The application of inhibitors interacts with these sites, resulting in slower step recession.

The work on calcite dissolution published by Plummer et al. [80,81] showed that the surface-

controlled mechanism is important at conditions of higher pH (and closer to equilibrium). In this 

case, the surface activities of species like Ca2+, H+, 3HCO −
, and 0

2 3H CO  play an important role. 

However, the validity of this model was questioned with respect to applicability in natural materials 

for which the rates of dissolution were signifi cantly lower. This effect was attributed to the adsorp-

tion of foreign substances on the active dissolution sites [82]. A comprehensive review on the 

formation and dissolution mechanisms of calcium carbonate has recently been published by Morse 

et al. [83]. The results obtained for naturally occurring samples are very interesting for calcitic scale 

deposits which grow in the presence of impurities included in the aqueous media that include both 

metal ions and ionized organic compounds. A typical demonstration of this fact may be seen in the 

different kinetics obtained in the case of two different calcitic marbles, Pentelic and Carrara. These 

materials consist exclusively of calcite (>98%) but they contain different amounts of manganese and 

magnesium ions, in addition to silica inclusions. The results are shown in Figure 3.16 in which data 

from dissolution experiments in solutions undersaturated with respect to calcite and inoculated with 

powdered marbles of the two types examined are plotted [84,85].

Dissolution of calcite deposited due to contact of water with solid substrates proceeds in a way 

which is the reverse process of the crystal growth. Surface diffusion from the kink sites to steps and 

terraces and fi nally to the bulk solution are the elementary steps of importance to the dissolution 

process of interest to the scale formed from water use in industrial applications. AFM studies have 

shown that the reactivity of the calcite surfaces increases through the increase in the step density 

and in the step edges roughness [42]. Dissolution of calcium carbonate may be promoted by the 

presence of additives which are able to form complexes with the calcium ions on the surface of the 
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FIGURE 3.15 Dissolution of single crystal of calcite under fl ow conditions; pH 8.1, 25°C, 0.66 mL min−1.
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deposits [86]. On the other hand, at low concentrations inhibitors may adsorb onto the active sites of 

calcite for dissolution and thus reduce the rates of dissolution [85,87,88].

It should be noted that surface speciation is important for understanding the effect of the action 

of the water-soluble inhibitors on the kinetics of dissolution. Spectroscopic studies provide evidence 

that the surface calcium and carbonate ions at the calcite/water interface are hydrolyzed, forming 

the species ≡CaOH
0
 and ≡CO3H

0
 (≡represents the calcite surface) with a 1:1 stoichiometry [89–92]. 

The additives present in the aqueous solutions interact with both these surface groups, but there 

are also considerable lateral interactions between the adsorbed molecules, which are located at the 

inner Helmholtz plane of the electrical double layer at the calcite/water interface [93].

The rates of dissolution can be monitored in a similar way as the precipitation rates. A number 

of interesting methods have been suggested for monitoring the deposition and/or dissolution of the 

calcium carbonate deposits based on acoustic and electrochemical methods and/or combinations 

[94]. The rate equations relating the measured rates of dissolution as a function of the relative solu-

tion undersaturation for the various mechanisms possible (surface diffusion and volume diffusion) 

are the same as the respective equations for the crystal growth [49].

3.5 SUMMARY

The formation of tenaciously adhering calcium carbonate scale in installations and equipment in 

contact with water is a persistent problem in the industry. Understanding the mechanism of forma-

tion of calcium carbonate scale is essential, and among the prerequisites to reach this understanding 

is the thermodynamics analysis of the fl uid aqueous phase in contact with water. The ionic composi-

tion of the aqueous medium, including pH and temperature, determines the degree of deviation of 

the system from equilibrium. The thermodynamic driving force for the formation of scale deposits 

can be calculated from the equilibria involved and the mass-balance equations. Kinetics of scale 

formation is a strong function of the driving force but the transient formation of unstable interme-

diate phases complicates the overall picture. In industrial applications, scale formation is hetero-

geneous as a rule and the prevalent mechanism depends on the local conditions of supersaturation 

and fl uid dynamics. Prevention and control of the scale deposits is a challenge, and several attempts 

involving widely different approaches and methods are employed. The most common approach, 

however, is the use of water-soluble inhibitors which interfere either with nucleation or with crystal 
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growth or with both, slowing down the respective processes. Threshold inhibitors extend the induc-

tion times and in some cases cancel scale formation, while in most cases, adsorption of the 

inhibitors on the active sites of the fi rst nucleating crystallites reduces or stops their further growth 

to form undesirable deposits. The surface of the deposits, which depends on the type and concen-

tration of the functional groups present, plays a decisive role in the interactions of the additives 

with the substrates. Kinetic laws are helpful in understanding the deposit formation mechanisms 

and to design the most appropriate scale prevention strategy. Low-molecular-weight inhibitors are 

more effective probably because of their more effi cient adsorption onto the developing crystallites. 

Finally, the dissolution of the calcium carbonate deposits is a process reverse to crystal growth and 

may be described both mechanistically and in terms of rate laws in a similar way as crystal growth. 

The role of additives in dissolution may be dual, either accelerating dissolution through complex 

formation or inhibiting it through the blockage of the active sites for dissolution.
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4 Calcium Carbonate: 
Polymorph Stabilization in 
the Presence of Inhibitors

Peter G. Koutsoukos and Tao Chen

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Calcium carbonate is a common scale component in water-intensive processes primarily because 

of the inverse solubility of this salt [1–3]. The relatively high calcium and carbonate concentration 

levels in natural waters result from the composition of geological formations with the aquifer [3]. 

The calcium carbonate scaling problem depends not only on the solution composition (pH, calcium, 

and carbonate concentrations), but also on the crystal morphology of the precipitated phase. The 

polymorphism of the calcium carbonate system is responsible for the formation of particles of vari-

ous shapes and sizes [4–6]. Some crystal shapes will pack together and form tenaciously adhering 

scale deposits, whereas others can be readily swept away in the stream of salt solution in contact 

with the surface [7]. Depending on the experimental conditions and/or on the presence of foreign 

compounds or metal ions in the aqueous medium in which scale deposits are formed, three calcium 

carbonate polymorphs may be formed: calcite, aragonite, and vaterite [8]. The formation of amor-

phous calcium carbonate has been reported [9,10] in addition to the two hydrate forms of calcium 

carbonate: monohydrate or monohydrocalcite and hexahydrate or ikaite [11,12].

Calcite is the most stable polymorph of calcium carbonate. Calcite is trigonal–rhombohedral, 

though actual calcite rhombohedra are rare as natural crystals. However, they show a remarkable 

variety of habits, including acute to obtuse rhombohedra, tabular forms, prisms, or various scale-

nohedra. Calcite exhibits several twinning types, adding to the variety of observed forms. It may 

occur as fi brous, granular, lamellar, or compact [13–16]. Aragonite is one of the naturally occur-

ring polymorphs of calcium carbonate but also frequently encountered in scale deposits formed 

at temperatures exceeding 50°C [17,18]. Vaterite, like aragonite, is a metastable phase of calcium 

carbonate and forms rather rarely on the surface of the earth at ambient conditions [19], in coal 

liquefaction [20], and in cold waters where it forms cementitious deposits [21]. In scale deposits, 
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vaterite is reported to form as a transient phase, which may be stabilized at specifi c experimental 

conditions, including the application of electric fi eld [22,23], the presence of ions like magnesium 

[24], and various types of organic compounds dissolved in the aqueous medium in which calcium 

carbonate is formed [25,26].

4.2 CALCIUM CARBONATE POLYMORPHS

The main polymorphic crystalline forms of calcium carbonate are presented in Table 4.1. In heteroge-

neous deposition cases, vaterite crystals are generally observed in direct contact with the substrate [27]. 

Only calcite or aragonite crystals were observed on the top layer, depending on the experimental 

conditions. It was found that calcite nucleates either on the substrate surface beside vaterite or on the top 

of the previously formed vaterite crystals [28]. There is considerable evidence that in the calcium 

carbonate system, crystal growth takes place through the formation of metastable intermediates, 

which initially are favored kinetically but which rapidly transform to the thermodynamically stable 

phases typically observed in the fi eld after equilibrium has been reached [29–32].

TABLE 4.1
Crystallographic Description of the Main Polymorphic 
Forms of Calcium Carbonates

Parameter Calcite Aragonite Vaterite

Crystal system Hexagonal–rhombohedral Orthorhombic Hexagonal

α, β, γ ≠90°

α
β a

a

a

γ

a
b

c

a ≠ b ≠ c

a

a ≠ c

c

Unit cell

—

Crystal morphology Cubic to rhombohedral Needlelike or elongated prisms Spherical or disklike

Parameter a = 4.89

c = 17.062

a = 4.9623

b = 7.968

a = 7.147

c = 16.917

c = 5.744

Density (g/cm3) 2.71 2.93 2.66

Note: a, b, and c represent the lattice parameter according to the three spatial directions.
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The thermodynamically unstable vaterite tends to transform naturally into aragonite or calcite. The 

formation of aragonite from the less-stable formations follows a two-step process. First, the unstable 

vaterite kernels undergo a phase transformation to aragonite without change in their external habit. 

In the second step, the characteristic aragonite prismatic crystallites grow on the extremities of the 

kernel. It has been shown that the formation of aragonite on a vaterite crystal is a transformation 

of the vaterite structure and not a further crystallization of this polymorph upon vaterite crystals 

[29–32]. In the presence of fl uid, the polymorph transitions from aragonite to calcite and from 

vaterite to calcite or aragonite are fast [33]. A number of factors play a controlling role in the regu-

lation of the stability of various calcium carbonate polymorphs. Among these factors, the fl uid pH 

[34], temperature [35], supersaturation [29], and the presence of additives are the most important 

[36,37]. It should be stressed, however, that changes in parameters such as temperature, pH, ionic 

strength, and/or concentration of the component ions ultimately affect the solution supersaturation, 

which is the most important factor affecting the formation and transformation of calcium carbonate 

polymorphs.

The polymorphic phase forming on heat-transfer surfaces depends on the degree of supersatura-

tion. Calcite crystals were observed when the supersaturation ratio at the temperature of the heat-

transfer surface was relatively moderate, whereas aragonite was observed when the supersaturation 

was relatively high. There was no sharp boundary between the regimes where calcite and aragonite 

were the dominant crystalline phases [38]. Of particular interest is the effect of the presence of 

impurities on the formation of the various calcium carbonate polymorphs and/or the stabilization 

of transient phases in the presence of either inorganic or organic compounds dissolved in the aque-

ous medium.

4.2.1 SCALE INHIBITORS

The use of scale inhibitors has been a standard industrial practice for the inhibition of calcium 

carbonate scale for several decades already. Inhibitors retard the nucleation and growth of scale, 

depending on their specifi c functionality. The inhibitors are water-soluble compounds and inhibit 

scale formation through their interaction with the developing nuclei at different stages (i.e., nucle-

ation, crystal growth, and/or processes such as ageing, agglomeration, etc.). The infl uence of inhibi-

tors on the formation of various CaCO3 polymorphs has been the subject of numerous investigations. 

Substances that are able to inhibit the formation of calcium carbonate scale include both inorganic 

ions and water-soluble organic and/or polymeric compounds.

4.2.2 EFFECT OF INORGANIC IONS

The presence of dissolved iron ions in a supersaturated solution can considerably affect the 

rate of CaCO3 scaling and the morphology of the deposit. The available data, obtained for the 

most part from studies of CaSO4 and CaCO3 scale formation, suggested that the presence of 

dissolved iron ions may either enhance or reduce the CaCO3 scale deposition process. The pres-

ence of dissolved ions, such as Mg2+ and Zn2+, upon adsorption onto the active crystal growth 

sites of the developing crystals, resulted in a signifi cant reduction in the rates of formation of 

the crystalline deposits. The effect of the magnesium ion on the precipitation of CaCO3 has 

been the subject of intensive research efforts over the past decade. In the presence of magne-

sium ions, the calcite crystal growth rate in supersaturated solutions was greatly reduced, while 

the growth of aragonite was not infl uenced. In the solutions where spontaneous precipitation 

occurred, aragonite rather than the thermodynamically stable calcite precipitated in the pres-

ence of magnesium ions [39]. The presence of magnesium in the bulk solution results in the 

inhibition of the transformation of vaterite and aragonite to calcite [40,41]. This behavior may 

be related to the fact that Mg2+ and Zn2+ ions are rather easily incorporated into the crystal 
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lattice of calcite [42]. Dragonne and Cailleau [43] have shown the transformation from a crys-

talline mixture containing well-formed cubic calcite and vaterite in the absence of Mg2+ to 

needlelike aragonite in the presence of increasing Mg2+ concentration. It has also been reported 

that calcite nucleation was completely suppressed and only aragonite was formed in the pres-

ence of Mg2+ ions at concentrations exceeding 1000 ppm [41,43]. The presence of the larger 

Sr2+, which cannot easily be incorporated into the calcite lattice according to quantum mechan-

ical calculations [42], favors the formation of aragonite in solutions supersaturated with respect 

to the calcium carbonate polymorphs [44]. Clearly, the relative proportion of the foreign ions 

present in the supersaturated solution with respect to the calcium ions is a decisive factor for 

the intensity of the respective effects. In formation and injection waters under downhole condi-

tions in oil and gas production, the Mg/Ca ratio is normally below 0.5. Experiments in which 

this ratio varied between 0 and 0.667 have shown that in all cases the presence of magnesium 

ions in the supersaturated solutions resulted in the inhibition of the formation of deposits, as 

can be seen in Figure 4.1.

It is evident from Figure 4.1 that the amount of surface deposits decreased with increasing Mg2+ 

concentration. The effect of the presence of magnesium ions on the morphology of the precipitated 

crystals is depicted in the micrographs shown in Figure 4.2. The morphology of the CaCO3 crystals 

grown over a time period was monitored by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The deposits 

were collected past 8 h of scale formation.

As can be seen in the micrographs shown in Figure 4.2, two types of crystal morphologies 

were observed: the “apricot” vaterite and the “cubical or rhombohedral” calcite. In the absence 

of Mg2+ ions, the precipitate consisted almost exclusively of vaterite with a few calcite crystals. 

With increasing Mg2+ ions in the bulk solution, the ratio of the amount of vaterite to calcite 

decreased. In the presence of 600 ppm Mg2+, calcite crystals were found as the major constitu-

ent of the solid deposit. The morphology of the vaterite crystals formed in the presence of 

various concentrations of Mg2+ was also affected, as can be seen from the micrographs shown 

in Figure 4.3.

It is evident that the size of the vaterite crystallites formed decreased with increasing magnesium 

concentration, while the surface roughness showed the reverse trend. The presence of magnesium 

in the precipitating fl uid affected the morphology of the calcite crystals formed, as can be seen from 

the series of electron micrographs shown in Figure 4.4.

As shown in Figure 4.4, two distinct forms of calcite crystals were found: the well-shaped 

rhombohedra calcite and distorted crystals. In the absence of magnesium, the calcite crystals were 

well-shaped. The relative amount of distorted calcite crystals increased with increasing magnesium 
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FIGURE 4.1  Effect of Mg2+ on calcium carbonate surface deposition. 25°C, saturation ratio with respect 

to calcite = 17.8. Magnesium concentration: (a) 0 ppm; (b) 200 ppm; (c) 400 ppm; and (d) 600 ppm. (From 

Chen, T., et al., J Cryst Growth, 275, 1343, 2005. With permission.)
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(a) 

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.2 Scanning electron micrographs of scale formed in the presence of different Mg2+ concentrations 

(bar = 100 microns). (a) 0 ppm; (b) 200 ppm; (c) 400 ppm; and (d) 600 ppm. (From Chen, T., et al., Chem Eng Sci, 
61, 5321, 2006. With permission.)

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.3 Scanning electron micrographs showing vaterite scale crystals formed in the presence of 

various Mg2+ concentration levels. (a) 0 ppm; (b) 200 ppm; (c) 400 ppm; and (d) 600 ppm. (From Chen, T., et al., 

Chem Eng Sci, 61, 5322, 2006. With permission.)
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concentration. It is interesting to note that in the presence of 600 ppm Mg2+ the calcite crystals 

formed were distorted. The effect of the presence of increasing magnesium concentration on the 

surface roughness of the calcite crystallites was similar to the respective trend of vaterite, as can be 

seen from the electron micrographs shown in Figure 4.5.

In the Mg-free solutions, the spontaneously precipitated calcite crystals showed a well-shaped 

rhombohedral habit. Adsorption of Mg2+ ions onto calcite, probably due to the incorporation of 

these ions into the calcite lattice [42], promotes the surface formation of magnesian calcites hetero-

geneously [45–47]. It was suggested by Zhang et al. [48] that Mg2+ is incorporated into the calcite 

crystal surface in a nonuniform mode and develops new crystal surfaces, with higher Mg2+ density 

and lower growth rate than that on the original calcite seed surfaces. New faces appeared on the 

edges of rhombohedral calcite seed crystals when Mg2+ was present in the solution. Paquette et al. 

[49] observed similar morphological changes as the result of the presence of Mg2+. Paquette and 

Reeder [50] suggested that the new surface is developed at the corners and edges of calcite seeds. 

Mg2+ has a higher affi nity for some of these sites, and it is adsorption or perhaps dehydration during 

incorporation that preferentially slows down growth in specifi c directions, for example, toward the 

edges and corners. As a consequence of the inhibition by Mg2+, new crystal faces develop, and the 

type of surface sites for which Mg2+ has a higher affi nity dominates these faces, eventually affecting 

the crystal morphology.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.4 Scanning electron micrographs showing calcite crystals in scale deposits in the presence of 

various Mg2+ concentration levels. (a) 0 ppm; (b) 200 ppm; (c) 400 ppm; and (d) 600 ppm. (From Chen, T., et al., 

Chem Eng Sci, 61, 5322, 2006. With permission.)
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4.2.3  EFFECT OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ON THE KINETICS 
AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF CALCIUM CARBONATE SCALE

Organic phosphonates are used extensively in numerous applications, including chemical water 

treatment for the prevention and control of scale deposits consisting of alkaline earth metal insol-

uble salts (phosphates, sulfates, and carbonates) [51–54]. Polyphosphonocarboxylic acid (PPCA) 

and diethylenetriaminepenta (methylenephosphonic acid) (DETPMP) are two common commercial 

scale inhibitors used to control mineral scaling in the oil and gas industry. The effects of these 

compounds on the inhibition of calcium carbonate scale formation at elevated temperature (80°C) 

have been demonstrated [52,53]. PPCA and DETPMP inhibited the formation of calcium carbon-

ate on metal surfaces [55]. The CaCO3 scale formation experiments were carried out at 80°C. The 

composition of the CaCO3 scaling solutions are shown in Table 4.2. The supersaturation ratio (SR) 

of calcium carbonate was calculated equal to 77.6 at 80°C, a value representative of a typical severe 

scaling solution in the oil and gas industry.

The molecular mass of PPCA is 3800 g/mol and the activity is 42%. The molecular mass of 

DETPMP is 573 g/mol and the activity is 45%. The structures of PPCA and DETPMP are shown 

in Figure 4.6. The effect of PPCA on the kinetics of calcium carbonate scale formation is shown in 

Figure 4.7.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.5 Effect of Mg2+ concentration on the surface roughness of the calcite crystals found in the scale 

deposits. (a) 0 ppm; (b) 200 ppm; (c) 400 ppm; and (d) 600 ppm. (From Chen, T., et al., Chem Eng Sci, 61, 5323, 

2006. With permission.)
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As can be seen, complete inhibition was achieved at a concentration of 4 ppm. The effect of 

PPCA on the morphology of the calcium crystals formed in the absence and in the presence of the 

inhibitor tested and for various times of scaling is shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.

It is evident from the micrograph of Figure 4.8a that the surface deposit contained to a large 

extent leafl ike vaterite, cubic calcite, and needlelike aragonite. The size of the vaterite crystals 

was up to 60 microns and the cubic calcite was about 10–20 microns in size. It seems that cal-

cite crystals adhere to the metal surface tightly while vaterite and aragonite crystals seem to 

be attached rather loosely. With the progress of scale deposition (Figure 4.8b through d), the 

deposit was enriched in aragonite and calcite and the vaterite leafl ets were signifi cantly reduced. 

In Figure 4.9a, it may be seen that the deposit consisted of leafl ike vaterite which adheres to the 

surface loosely and of cubic calcite which adheres to the surface tightly. No needlelike aragonite 

crystallites were observed for the fi rst 10 min of scale formation. The sizes of the vaterite and 

calcite crystallites were the same as in the absence of PPCA. At later stages of scale formation 

(Figure 4.9b through d), needlelike aragonite crystallites appeared past 1 h from the onset of 

TABLE 4.2
Composition of the CaCO3 Scaling 
Solutions Used to Study the Effect 
of Inhibitor on Scale Formation

Ca2+ (ppm) HCO3− (ppm) Na+ (ppm) Cl− (ppm)

1,440 2,196 6,873 11,871

SR 80°C 77.6

Note: SR, supersaturation ratio.
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FIGURE 4.6 Molecular formulae for (a) PPCA and (b) DETPMP.
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FIGURE 4.7 Effect of PPCA inhibitor on calcium carbonate scale formation at 80°C (see Table 4.2). Plot of 

the calcium carbonate deposited as a function of time: (a) 0 ppm; (b) 1 ppm; (c) 2 ppm; and (d) 4 ppm.
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precipitation. This polymorph was dominant past 4 h of scale formation on the metal surface. In 

the presence of 2 ppm PPCA past 10 min, the presence of leafl ike, loosely adhering vaterite was 

dominant with a smaller amount of strongly adhering calcite crystallites. Vaterite remained the 

dominant polymorph for the rest of the duration of the scaling process, changing from the leaf-

like habit to kernel-like. The morphology of the crystals of the calcium carbonate scale formed at 

various times is shown in Figure 4.10.

At 4 ppm PPCA, the number of crystals formed was drastically reduced in agreement with the 

kinetics results. The crystals consisted of leafl ike vaterite which changed to kernel-like habit with 

the progress of the scale formation up to 4 h. It is important to note that the presence of the organo-

phosphorus compound, PPCA, not only reduced the rates of calcium carbonate formation but also 

resulted in the stabilization of vaterite, the morphology of which was also affected probably because 

of the selective blockage of specifi c crystal faces of the growing scale crystallites through adsorp-

tion. Molecules like PPCA that contain carboxyl and phosphonic functional groups which are ion-

ized may interact with the positively charged sites of ionic crystals like calcium carbonate and form 

surface complexes [56]. The identifi cation of the mineral phases present in the scale deposits is 

shown in Figure 4.11.

In the absence of PPCA, the crystals consisted mainly of aragonite and calcite. In the presence 

of 1 ppm PPCA, aragonite and calcite were again predominant. A small refl ection at 2θ = 24.9° sug-

gested the presence of vaterite. In the presence of 2 ppm PPCA, vaterite is the main polymorph in 

the scale deposit. The low intensity of the various refl ections in the diffractogram obtained in the 

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.8 Scanning electron micrographs of calcium carbonate deposits formed on metal surfaces 

at 80°C in the absence of PPCA (conditions as in Table 4.2). (a) 10 min; (b) 1 h; (c) 2 h; and (d) 4 h.
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.9 Scanning electron micrographs of calcium carbonate deposits formed on metal surfaces at 80°C 

in the presence of 1 ppm PPCA (conditions as in Table 4.2). (a) 10 min; (b) 1 h; (c) 2 h; and (d) 4 h.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4.10 Morphology of calcium carbonate scale formed in the presence of 2 ppm PPCA at 80°C (conditions 

as in Table 4.2). (a) 10 min; (b) 1 h;
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presence of 4 ppm PPCA is due to the fact that the amount of scale deposited on the metal surface 

past 4 h was not enough for XRD analysis. The results of the mineralogical analysis by XRD of the 

scale deposits formed in the presence of PPCA confi rmed that the presence of this compound in 

the supersaturated solutions suppressed the formation of aragonite and calcite in favor of vaterite. 

The effect of PPCA on the calcium carbonate scale deposited on the metal surface detected by XRD 

was consistent with the morphological analysis.

4.2.4 EFFECT OF DETPMP ON SCALE FORMATION AT 80°C

DETPMP was tested with respect to the kinetics of calcium carbonate scale formation at the same 

conditions as PPCA on the calcium carbonate surface deposition. The results of the kinetics of scale 

deposition experiments are summarized in Figure 4.12.

As can be seen in Figure 4.12, past 2 and 4 h of scale deposition, the inhibition effect in the pres-

ence of 1 ppm DETPMP is practically eliminated. Effi cient inhibition of calcium carbonate scale 

formation was obtained at 2 and 4 ppm concentration levels of the inhibitor. The morphology of the 

crystals of the deposits can be seen in Figure 4.13, for scale deposition duration up to 4 h.

(c) (d)

FIGURE 4.10 (continued) (c) 2 h; and (d) 4 h.
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FIGURE 4.11  X-ray diffraction (XRD) of calcium carbonate scale formed in the presence of PPCA past 4 h 

of scale formation at 80°C (solution conditions as in Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.14a shows an image of surface deposit in the presence of 1 ppm DETPMP inhibitor at 

80°C after 10 min. The surface deposit mainly comprised leafl ike vaterite. In the presence of higher 

concentration (2 ppm) of DETPMP, the scale deposits consisted mainly of agglomerated leafl ike 

vaterite crystals.

In the presence of 4 ppm DETPMP, the number of crystals was very limited and consisted 

as before of distorted and agglomerated vaterite. The powder x-ray diffractogram of the scale 
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FIGURE 4.12 Effect of the presence of DETPMP in solutions (see Table 4.2) on the deposition of calcium 

carbonate scale at 80°C at various DETPMP concentrations: (a) 0 ppm; (b) 1 ppm; (c) 2 ppm; and (d) 4 ppm.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.13 Scale deposits formed in the presence of 1 ppm DETPMP on metal surfaces in contact with 

solutions supersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate (conditions as in Table 4.2) at 80°C. (a) 10 min; 

(b) 1 h; (c) 2 h; and (d) 4 h.
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deposits in the presence of DETPMP is shown in Figure 4.15. In the absence of inhibitor, the 

scale deposits consisted mainly of aragonite and calcite. In the presence of 1 ppm DETPMP, 

the aragonite refl ection at 2θ = 27.2° disappeared and the respective integrated area under the 

refl ection at 2θ = 26.2° decreased. On the contrary, the vaterite refl ections at 2θ = 24.9° and 

27.1° showed up and the integrated area corresponding to the refl ection of calcite at 2θ = 29.4° 

increased. It is clear that the presence of 1 ppm DETPMP in the supersaturated solutions, besides 

their kinetics effect, suppressed the formation of the aragonite crystals in favor of vaterite. At 

concentration levels of 2 ppm DETPMP, vaterite and calcite were the dominant polymorphs. In 

the presence of 4 ppm DETPMP, the amount of scale deposited on the metal surface at 4 h was 

too small for XRD analysis.

The characterization of CaCO3 scale deposits and the mechanism involved in their formation was 

further confi rmed using a novel in situ wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) methodology. WAXS 

measurements were made at the facilities of the Brookhaven National Laboratory in the United 

States. The investigation was done by the development of an appropriate cell in order to conduct 

measurements in situ at 80°C, both in the presence and in the absence of inhibitors. The in situ fl ow 

cell developed may be operated at elevated temperatures up to 250°C and pressures up to 340 MPa 

in conjunction with synchrotron radiation (WAXS). Calcium carbonate was precipitated spontane-

ously in the CaCO3 scale solutions in the in situ cell for WAXS measurements at high temperature 

and pressure, as shown in Figure 4.16.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 4.14 Scale deposits formed in the presence of 2 ppm DETPMP on metal surfaces in contact 

with solutions supersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate (conditions as in Table 4.2) at 80°C. (a) 10 min; 

(b) 1 h; (c) 2 h; and (d) 4 h.
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Calcium carbonate crystals deposit on the surface of capillary cell and precipitate in the bulk 

solution. The high-energy x-ray beamline goes through the calcium carbonate crystal and is dif-

fracted, thus giving structural information on the CaCO3 crystals. The most commonly chosen 

2θ range for calcium carbonate for the X17B1 beamline with a x-ray energy of 67 keV and wave-

length of 0.368 Å is approximately 5°–10.5°, which is equivalent to approximately 18°–45° for 

λ = 1.54 Å. The growth of calcium carbonate crystals at 80°C is shown in Figure 4.17.

The initial phase of crystallization is characterized by instability before 6 min, with individual 

planes from various polymorphs emerging and subsequently disappearing under the hydrody-

namic conditions (i.e., a peak appears and then disappears at the next frame due to crystals in 

bulk precipitate or crystals on the surface being fl ushed away). The majority of these planes can 

be assigned to the aragonite polymorphs. For example, the peak that appears after 4 min at 2θ = 

5.697° is aragonite (110) plane, and the peak that appears after 6 min at 2θ = 6.104° is aragonite 

(111) plane. After the initial unstable phase characterized by the presence of aragonite, the crystal 
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FIGURE 4.15 XRD of calcium carbonate scale formed in the presence of PPCA past 4 h of scale formation 

at 80°C (solution conditions as in Table 4.2).
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planes to attach to the surface and then grow on the surface are the calcite (104) and (110) planes 

past 8 min (i.e., a peak is present and then the intensity and integrated area of this peak increase at 

the next frame due to growth of surface deposit). The next plane to emerge is the (113) plane of cal-

cite after 10 min. Another three peaks attach to the surface and grow on the surface after 14 min, 

which represent for (110) and (112) planes of vaterite and (111) plane of aragonite. As the experi-

ment progresses, the growth of calcite (104), (110), and (113) planes is apparent. The calcite (202) 

plane is observed after 8 min, disappears after 14 min, and appears again after 20 min. It shows an 

unstable adherence. The other calcite planes (102) and (006) are hardly detectable after 20 min. In 

addition, various planes from the vaterite and aragonite polymorphs start appearing again, as in 

the initial stage of the experiment, but they are fl ushed out of the cell or possibly transformed by 

the time. However, after 14 min, the fi rst stable vaterite (110) and (112) planes and aragonite (111) 

plane emerge. This time they stick to a surface rather than being fl ushed out of the cell or trans-

formed into calcite planes.

In the presence of 4 ppm of the inhibitor PPCA, the growth of calcium carbonate crystals moni-

tored by synchrotron radiation (WAXS) is shown in Figure 4.18. The initial phase of crystallization is 

characterized by instability before 8 min, with individual planes from various polymorphs emerging 

and subsequently disappearing under the hydrodynamic conditions. The majority of these planes can 

be assigned to the vaterite polymorphs. For example, the peak that appears after 4 min at 2θ = 8.127° 

is vaterite (016) plane and the peak that appears after 8 min at 2θ = 6.104° is vaterite (022) plane. After 

the initial unstable phase with vaterite, the fi rst crystal plane to attach to the surface and then grow on 

the surface is the (104) plane of calcite after 12 min. Another two peaks attaching to the surface and 

then growing on the surface are detected after 16 min, which represent (110) plane of vaterite and (113) 

plane of calcite. After 24 min, the growth of the (112) plane of vaterite and (110) and (006) planes of 

calcite are observed. The (006) plane of calcite usually gives rise to weak diffractions and is therefore 

not regarded as a major plane. As the experiment progresses, the growth of calcite (104) and (113) 

planes are apparent. The calcite (006) and (110) planes are observed after 24 min. The other calcite 

plane (102) is hardly detectable after 30 min. In addition, various planes from the vaterite polymorphs 

start appearing again, as in the initial stage of the experiment, but they are fl ushed out of the cell or 

possibly transformed by the time. However, after 16 min, the fi rst stable vaterite (110) emerges.
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FIGURE 4.17 The growth of calcium carbonate crystals at 80°C monitored by synchrotron radiation 

(WAXS) in the absence of additives. Peaks for all the three polymorphs are distinguished. V: vaterite; A: 

aragonite; and C: calcite. (From Chen, T. et al., 2008. With permission.)
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The effect of the presence of DETPMP in the supersaturated solutions was also investigated 

with the synchrotron radiation and the scale formation process was monitored, as can be seen in 

Figure 4.19. In the presence of 4 ppm DETPMP, the main peaks of calcium carbonate scale from 

both calcite and vaterite crystals were observed: calcite (104), (110), and (113), and vaterite (110) and 

(030). The presence of 10 ppm DETPMP in the supersaturated solutions resulted in the complete 

suppression of the formation of calcite crystals adhering to the surface. In this case, the formation 

of vaterite was favored.

In the absence of inhibitor, calcite (104), (113), and (110) planes were the main planes observed. 

The cell was blocked after 20 min. In the presence of 4 ppm PPCA and DETPMP, the cell was 
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FIGURE 4.18 The growth of calcium carbonate crystals in the presence of 4 ppm PPCA at 80°C detected 

by synchrotron radiation (WAXS). V: vaterite; A: aragonite; and C: calcite. (From Chen, T. et al., 2008. With 

permission.)
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blocked after 30 min. However, no blockage was found after 60 min for concentration levels 10 ppm 

PPCA and DETPMP. Despite the fact that the two phosphonate compounds tested showed simi-

lar inhibition, the mechanism corresponding to each compound was different. More specifi cally, 

PPCA and DETPMP favor different crystal plane formation at certain concentrations. At 4 ppm, 

PPCA favors the formation of vaterite (110) plane and suppresses the vaterite (112) plane. Vaterite 

(110) is the main plane observed in the presence of 4 ppm PPCA and a small amount of vaterite 

(112) appeared at this condition. However, both vaterite (110) and (112) planes are the main planes 

observed at 4 ppm DETPMP. In the presence of 10 ppm DETPMP past 60 min, the mineral phase 

formed was characterized by instability, with individual planes from various polymorphs emerging 

and subsequently disappearing under the hydrodynamic conditions of the fl ow cell. On the contrary, 

in the presence of 10 ppm PPCA 60 min past the onset of scale deposit formation, the stable crystals 

were observed to stick onto the surface. It was thus concluded that DETPMP was a more effi cient 

inhibitor of the calcium carbonate deposition at 80°C in comparison with the performance of PPCA 

under the same fl uid conditions.

4.3 SUMMARY

Polymorphism of the calcium carbonate system is very important for understanding the mechanism 

of scale formation and adhesion on surfaces. The anhydrous polymorphs of calcium carbonate, 

vaterite, aragonite, and calcite, have different solubility and distinct morphologies. In the absence 

of additives and over a range of temperatures up to 80°C, a mixture of all the three polymorphs is 

obtained. The presence of magnesium ions favors the stabilization of aragonite, while organic com-

pounds, including organophosphorus compounds, besides their retardation effect, tend to stabilize 

the formation of vaterite. Calcite crystals have been shown to adhere tenaciously to metal surfaces 

while vaterite and aragonite are rather loosely held. Organophosphorus compounds with more than 

one phosphonic group in their molecule at concentration levels up to 10 ppm retarded the formation 

of calcium carbonate scale and at concentrations of 4 ppm at 80°C were able to completely suppress 

the mineral deposition. Higher levels of concentration of the additives tested induced increased sur-

face roughness. The stabilization of vaterite in the presence of organic water-soluble compounds and 

of aragonite in the presence of magnesium was confi rmed with powder XRD and SEM. Moreover, 

the scale formation process was monitored by synchrotron radiation, both in the absence and in 

the presence of organophosphorus inhibitors, and the conclusions drawn concerning the stability 

of the transient polymorphs of calcium carbonate were confi rmed. Synchrotron radiation allowed 

for a better time-resolved understanding of the scale formation process and of the adhesion of the 

particles formed on metal surfaces.
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5 Scale and Deposit Control 
Polymers for Industrial 
Water Treatment

Robert W. Zuhl and Zahid Amjad

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The accumulation of unwanted deposits on equipment surfaces is a phenomenon that occurs in vir-

tually all processes in which untreated water is heated. The deposits commonly encountered may 

be categorized into the following fi ve groups: (a) mineral scales (e.g. CaCO3, CaSO4 ⋅ 2H2O, BaSO4, 

Ca3(PO4)2, CaF2, SiO2), (b) suspended matter (e.g. mud or silt), (c) corrosion products (i.e., Fe2O3, 

Fe3O4, ZnO, CuO), (d) microbiological, and (e) metal-inhibitor salts. The deposition of these materi-

als, especially on heat exchanger surfaces in cooling, boiler, geothermal, and distillation systems, 

can cause a number of operational problems such as plugging of pipes and pumps, ineffi cient water 

treatment chemical usage, increased operation costs, lost production due to system downtime, and 

ultimately heat exchanger failure. Greater water conservation has been a driver for operating indus-

trial water systems at higher cycles of concentrations, thereby increasing the potential for deposit 

buildup on heat exchanger surfaces. Operating industrial water systems under stressed conditions 

demands a better understanding of system (feed and recirculating) water chemistry as well as the 

development of new and innovative agents for controlling scale/deposit, corrosion, and biofouling.

Researchers have proposed several chemical addition options for controlling scale formation 

including the use of acids, chelants, or inhibitors. The most promising scale control method involves 
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adding substoichiometric dosages, typically a few parts per million, to the feed water either nonpoly-

meric (e.g., polyphosphates, phosphonates, phosphonocitric acid) or polymeric (e.g., the homopo-

lymers of acrylic acid (AA), maleic acid, aspartic acid, and copolymers containing monomers of 

different functional groups) water-soluble additives.

For carboxylic acid containing polymers, it appears that the precipitation inhibition of scale-

forming salts is dependent on (a) polymer architecture (e.g., ionic charge, monomer size, monomer 

ratio, molecular weight [MW]) and (b) the scaling salt being formed. In addition, various factors 

(e.g., water chemistry; types and concentrations of fl occulants, biocides, phosphonates, and deposit 

control polymers used as components of treatment programs; as well as a deposit control polymer’s 

hydrolytic and thermal stability) also play important roles in the effi cient operation of industrial 

water systems [1–4].

The use of synthetic polymers [e.g., poly(acrylic acids), poly(methacrylic acid), hydrolyzed poly-

acrylamides, acrylic acid/acrylamide copolymers] dates back to the 1950s. Researchers have shown 

that polymer MW is an important consideration relative to performance [5,6]. Eventually, copoly-

mers of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, and/or maleic acid with a variety of other comonomers [e.g., 

sulfonated styrene (SS), 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (SA), acrylamides, acrylate 

esters, and so on] were found to provide improved performance characteristics in various appli-

cations including, boiler, cooling, geothermal, oil fi eld, and desalination (thermal and membrane 

based) processes [7,8].

The impact of solution pH on corrosion rate and scaling tendency has been studied. It is well known 

that alkaline pH and high alkalinity generally reduce corrosion rates. However, a system water pH 

increase, especially in phosphate-based cooling water treatment (CWT) program can increase the 

scaling potential, thereby necessitating the use of a high-performance calcium- phosphate-inhibiting 

polymer. The infl uence of soluble impurities (i.e., Fe3+, polymeric fl occulant, cationic biocides, and 

so on) on the performance of calcium phosphate inhibitors has been investigated. The results of 

these studies reveal that polymeric impurities, when present at low concentration (<1 ppm), exhibit 

antagonistic effect on the performance of calcium-phosphate-inhibiting polymers [9,10]. Other fac-

tors that impact the selection of polymers as scale inhibitor and/or dispersant include compatibil-

ity with formulation ingredients, water hardness, polymer stability under harsh conditions, and 

environmental acceptability. Polymer performance retention under heat-stressed conditions is also 

an important property in high-temperature applications (e.g., geothermal and boiler). The data 

reviewed in this chapter provide water technologists a basis to select deposit control polymers that 

deliver performance under a variety of stressed operating conditions. The chapter is divided into 

two sections: (a) an overview of a deposit control polymer evaluation process and (b) an evaluation 

of deposit control polymer performance data using a variety of laboratory screening tests. Table 5.1 

shows the structures of polymeric and nonpolymeric additives tested.

5.2 DEPOSIT CONTROL POLYMER EVALUATION PROCESS: AN OVERVIEW

A large variety of polymeric and nonpolymeric additives are available to water technologists for 

developing new and improved formulations for handling different challenges in treating industrial 

water systems. Water technologists typically use a combination of laboratory screening, small-scale 

or dynamic pilot testing, and fi eld testing to evaluate and optimize the performance of deposit 

control polymers and/or water treatment formulations. Table 5.2 lists the commonly used meth-

ods to screen deposit control polymers for a variety of properties [e.g., scale inhibition, particulate 

dispersion, metal-ion stabilization, the prevention of scale deposition on equipment surfaced (heat 

exchangers and/or reverse osmosis membranes), the impact of soluble and suspended impurities on 

polymer performance, and the type of metallurgy]. The test methods listed in Table 5.2 provide a 

basis for comparing the performance of competitive polymers.

After selecting the deposit control polymer(s) that provide the best cost performance for a given 

application, the next step in the polymer evaluation process involves pilot testing of formulated 
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TABLE 5.1
Polymeric and Nonpolymeric Additives Tested

Polymer Structure Mol. Wt. Acronym

Poly(acrylic acid) — (CH2 — CH)n —

COOH

— 800 P1

Poly(acrylic acid) — (CH2 — CH)n —

COOH

— 2,000 P2a

Poly(acrylic acid) — (CH2 — CH)n —

COOH

— 6,000 P3a

Poly(acrylic acid) — (CH2 — CH)n —

COOH

— 7,000 P4b

Poly(acrylic acid) — (CH2 — CH)n —

COOH

— 100,000 P5

Poly(acrylic acid) — (CH2 — CH)n —

COOH

— <10,000 P6c

Poly(methacrylic acid)

— (CH2 — CH)n —

COOH

CH3

—
— 5,000 P7

Poly(maleic acid) — (CH  —  CH)n —

COOHCOOH

<1,000 P8

Poly(acrylamide) — (CH2 — CH)n —

CONH2

— <10,000 P9

Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (CH2 — CH)n

ONN

— — PVP P10

Poly(2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane 

sulfonic acid)

—(CH2 — CH)n —

CO

NH

C

CH2SO3H

CH3H3C

7,000 P11

Poly(maleic acid:acrylic acid) (CH  —  CH)n

COOH COOH

(CH2 —CH)m

COOH

<10,000 P12

Poly(acrylic acid:hydroxypropyl 

acrylate)

— (CH2 — CH)n

COOH

(CH2 — CH)m —

CO

CH CH2OHH3C — —

7,000 P13

(continued)
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TABLE 5.1 (continued)
Polymeric and Nonpolymeric Additives Tested

Polymer Structure Mol. Wt. Acronym

Poly(acrylic acid:2-acrylamido-2-

methylpropane sulfonic acid)

(CH2 —CH)m

CO

NH

C

CH2SO3H

CH3H3C

(CH2 — CH)n

COOH

— — <15,000 P14

Poly(acrylic acid:2-acrylamido-2-

methylpropane sulfonic 

acid:sulfonated styrene)

(CH2 — CH)m

CO

NH

C

CH2SO3H

CH3H3C

(CH2 — CH)n

COOH

(CH2 — CH)p

SO3H

— —— —
—

—

—— <15,000 P15

Poly(acrylic acid:2-acrylamido-2-

methylpropane sulfonic acid:t-butyl 

acrylamide)

(CH2 — CH)m

CO

NH

C

CH2SO3H

CH3

(CH2 — CH)n

COOH

(CH2 — CH)p

CO

NH

C

CH3

CH3H3CH3C

— — — — <15,000 P16

Poly(diallyldimethyl ammonium 

chloride)

—(CH2 —CH—CH—CH2) —

H3C CH3

N+ Cl–

CH3H3C

—
—

—
—

—

— 1,000,000 P17

Amino tris (methylene phosphonic 

acid)

CH2PO3H2

N CH2PO3H2

CH2PO3H2

206 AMP

Hydroxyethylidene-1,1-diphosphonic 

acid
PO3H2CH2O3P

CH3

OH 299 HEDP

2-Phosphonobutane-1,2,4-

tricarboxylic acid

H2C C C C  

COOH COOH COOHH

H H

H 

PO3H2 270 PBTC

a Organic solvent polymerized.
b Water polymerized.
c Contains phosphinate group.
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product(s). The pilot testing enables water technologists 

to study the performance of formulated product under 

small-scale simulated fi eld conditions and evaluate poten-

tial operating conditions. Upon completion of pilot testing, 

including performance optimization, water technologists 

select suitable customer sites to conduct fi eld trials to con-

fi rm treatment program performance.

5.3  DEPOSIT CONTROL POLYMER 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.3.1 INHIBITOR INTERACTIONS

5.3.1.1 Calcium–Polymer Interactions
Scale inhibitors (polymeric and nonpolymeric) used in water 

treatment formulations may form insoluble salts with hard-

ness ions under conditions frequently encountered in cooling 

water systems. The trend toward the operation of cooling water 

systems under increasingly severe operating conditions (e.g., 

high hardness, high alkalinity, and higher pH and tempera-

ture) has increased the potential for the formation of insoluble 

calcium-inhibitor salts. For this reason, “Ca ion tolerance” or 

the ability of an inhibitor to remain soluble in the presence of 

high hardness ions is of increasing importance. Ca ion toler-
ance is defi ned as the maximum amount of the deposit control 

polymer that can be added to the water system without the sig-

nifi cant precipitation of calcium polymer salt. When polymers 

form an insoluble salt with Ca ion, it causes both additional 

scaling problems and decreases the effective concentration of 

polymer thereby leading to additional scaling problem.

Figure 5.1 illustrates turbidity (100-%T), where “%T” 

is “% transmittance,” as a function of P3 (polyacrylic 

acid, MW 6000 Dalton, hereafter “Da”) concentration and 

shows good reproducibility (±7%). The infl ection point in 

TABLE 5.2
Laboratory Screening Tests 
for Evaluating Deposit Control 
Polymers

1. Threshold inhibition

a. Calcium carbonate

i. Static moderate conditions

ii. Stirred severe conditions

b. Calcium sulfate

c. Barium sulfate

d. Calcium phosphate

e. Calcium phosphonate

f. Silica polymerization

2. Dispersancy

a. Iron oxide

b. Hydroxyapatite

c. Kaolin clay

3. Metal ion stabilization

a. Iron

b. Zinc

4. Deposit control

a. Calcium carbonate

b. Calcium sulfate

5. Product use considerations

a. Calcium ion tolerance

b. Chlorine compatibility

c. Hydrolytic stability

d. Thermal stability

e. Total solids

Source: Lubrizol Advanced Materials, Inc. 

product bulletin, “Test procedures 

for evaluating deposit control poly-

mers,” CBS-TPEDCPP (Oct. 2007).
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FIGURE 5.1 Calcium ion interactions with poly(acrylic acid), P3. Plots of turbidity versus P3 concentrations 

at pH 9.0, 25°C, and 1000 mg/L Ca.
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the turbidity versus P3 concentration profi le was used to calculate the point of onset of turbidity. 

The tolerance value calculated for P3 is 13 ±1 ppm per 1000 mg/L Ca. Figure 5.2 presents Ca ion 

compatibility data for several homo-, co-, and terpolymers that indicate the following:

The Ca ion compatibility of P-AA decreases with increasing polymer MW.• 

Among homopolymers, P10 (polysulfonic acid, MW 7000 Da) is more tolerant to Ca ion • 

than homopolymers of acrylic acid and maleic acid. This may be attributed to the weak 

interactions of Ca ions with SO3H (SA) group versus COOH group.

Replacing the portion of acrylic acid (AA) with sulfonic acid (SA) results in the improved • 

tolerance of copolymer (e.g., P14).

AA:SA copolymers incorporating either nonionic (P16) or sulfonated styrene (P15) mono-• 

mer groups exhibit excellent Ca ion tolerance.

The calcium ion tolerance of several polymers exposed to thermal stress (200°C, 20 h) is pre-

sented in Figure 5.3. The data presented in Figure 5.3 indicate that the thermal treatment of acrylic 
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FIGURE 5.2 Calcium ion tolerance of homo-, co-, and terpolymers at pH 9.00, 25°C, 1000 mg/L Ca.
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FIGURE 5.3 Effect of heat treatment on calcium ion tolerance of homo-, co-, and terpolymers.
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acid homopolymers (i.e., P2, P3, and P4) does not signifi cantly impact the compatibility of these 

polymers with calcium ion. These data also reveal that all SA containing homo-, co-, and terpoly-

mers are affected by thermal treatment [11]. With the exception of terpolymer P15, all co- and 

terpolymers became signifi cantly less tolerant to Ca. For example, the Ca ion tolerance values 

obtained for both P13 (AA:HPA) and P14 (AA:SA) were >100 ppm polymer/1000 mg/L Ca before 

thermal stress compared to <2 ppm after being subjected to thermal stress (200°C, 20 h). Because 

the resultant polymer is a P-AA, the poor compatibility obtained for both polymers is consistent 

with high MW P-AA [12]. The improved calcium ion compatibility of P15 versus P16 may con-

tribute to the thermal stability of SS in the P16. Thus, from a practical viewpoint, polymers that 

exhibit high Ca tolerance should be favored for use in systems operating under higher cycles of 

concentrations.

5.3.1.2 Calcium–Phosphonate Interactions
Organophosphonate compounds are a broad family of chemicals used in a variety of industrial 

process applications, including crude oil production, pigment dispersion, electroplating, paper and 

pulp slurries, scale removal, and industrial water treatment. Organophosphonates differ structur-

ally from polyphosphates in that they have a P–C bond rather than a P–O bond and these structural 

differences account for the superior stability of organophosphonates versus polyphosphates under 

pH and temperature extremes. In water treatment processes, phosphonates are used for a variety of 

reasons but primarily for inhibiting the formation of scale-forming salts and inhibiting steel corro-

sion (as cathodic inhibitors). Phosphonates are key components of most CWT programs and play an 

important role in protecting heat exchangers from corrosion and calcium carbonate scale formation. 

It is well documented that phosphonates, under stressed operating conditions (e.g., high hardness, 

high pH, and/or high temperature), can react stoichiometrically with the calcium ion leading to 

calcium phosphonate precipitation. In addition, solution phosphonate concentration can be depleted 

due to calcium phosphonate precipitation, thereby causing severe corrosion and calcium carbonate 

scaling [13–15].

Although there are several types of phosphonates available, the three most commonly used phos-

phonates (see Table 5.1) in deposit control water treatment are (a) amino tris (methylenephosphonic 

acid), AMP, (b) hydroxyethylidene 1,1-diphosphonic acid, HEDP, and (c) 2-phosphonobutane-1,2,4 

tricarboxylic acid, PBTC. Figure 5.4 presents turbidity data as a function of various concentrations 

of AMP, HEDP, and PBTC. As illustrated, all phosphonates form insoluble salts with Ca ions. 
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FIGURE 5.4 Calcium ion interactions with phosphonates. Plots of turbidity versus phosphonate concentra-

tion at pH 9.50, 250 mg/L Ca, 25°C.
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Based on the compatibility data (250 mg/L Ca ions, pH 9.50, 25°C, 30 min), these phosphonates can 

be ranked (in the descending order) as follows:

PBTC (98 ppm) >> AMP (26 ppm) >> HEDP (12 ppm)

The infl uence of polymers on the precipitation of Ca-phosphonates has been the subject of numer-

ous investigations. Boffardi and Schweitzer [16] reported that the relatively poor calcium tolerance 

of phosphonates could be overcome by adding an acrylic acid:2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sul-

fonic acid copolymer. Smyk et al. [17], in their investigations, showed that acrylic-based terpoly-

mers performed better than the homopolymers of acrylic acid and a copolymer of acrylic acid and 

hydroxylpropyl acrylate (AA:HPA). Figure 5.5 presents results on the performance of various poly-

mers as Ca-HEDP inhibitors. Under the experimental conditions employed (150 mg/L Ca, 15 mg/L 

HEDP, 10 ppm polymer, pH 8.50, 50°C, 20 h), the data indicate that P2 [2000 MW poly(acrylic 

acid), homopolymer containing COOH group] performs better than other homopolymers containing 

either nonionic groups (i.e., P9 and P10) or a sulfonic group (P11). The data presented in Figure 5.5 

also reveal that terpolymers (i.e., P15 and P16) perform better than copolymers with only two func-

tional groups (i.e., P12, P13, and P14). Based on the inhibition data presented, the polymers can be 

ranked (in terms of descending order) as

Terpolymers > Copolymers > Homopolymers

5.3.1.3 Polymer–Polymer Interactions
Cationic polyelectrolytes have been used for decades as fl occulants/coagulants to isolate and sepa-

rate colloidal particles from water streams. Commonly used polyelectrolytes include aluminum- and 

iron-containing compounds (e.g., alum, ferric chloride, and ferric sulfate). These polyelectrolytes 

hydrolyze to form insoluble precipitates, neutralize the charge of the colloidal particles in the water, 

and entrap additional particles. In most cases, these large particles (fl ocs) are removed via settling 

in a clarifi er and are collected as sludge. Occasionally, clarifi er upsets cause metal containing fl ocs 

to “carry over,” which may lead to the formation of aluminum- and iron-based deposits on heat 

exchangers. Although aluminum- and iron-based compounds can exhibit positive effects in terms 

of clarifying the water, the optimum performance of these compounds is very sensitive to water 

pH and alkalinity. A variety (e.g., linear, branched, and lightly cross-linked) of more versatile syn-

thetic polyelectrolytes (linear, branched, and lightly cross-linked) have been developed. Among the 

commercial cationic polyelectrolytes, a diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride homopolymer (P17) is 

frequently the choice due to its high performance and reasonable cost.
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FIGURE 5.5 Ca-HEDP inhibition by polymers (150 mg/L Ca, 15 mg/L HEDP, 10 ppm polymer, pH 8.50, 
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It has been reported that pairs of opposite-charged polymers typically form complexes (soluble 

and insoluble) in aqueous solution [18,19]. Depending primarily on MW and linear-charge 

densities, these complexes may be amorphous solid or soluble (colloidal) aggregates. The forces 

driving the formation of these complexes are primarily electrostatic, and therefore parameters such 

as polymer charge density, solution pH, and ionic strength are particularly important.

The interactions between anionic polymers (APs) commonly used in water treatment applica-

tions and a cationic polymer (CP, diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride, P17, MW >1 MM Da) were 

investigated using a turbidimetric method. The test conditions employed (100 mg/L Ca, 100 mg/L 

Mg, 110 mg/L Na, 470 mg/L Cl, 150 mg/L SO4, 100 mg/L HCO3, pH 8.0) involved mixing 5 ppm 

CP with 5 ppm APs. The solutions were stirred at 25°C and the progress of reaction was monitored 

by measuring turbidity at 30 min. Higher turbidity indicates the poor compatibility of APs with CP. 

Figure 5.6 presents the compatibility data of CP with APs, leading to the following observations 

regarding anionic polymer: (a) MW: the compatibility of CP with P-AAs depends on polymer MW 

(e.g., low MW P1 is more compatible than high MW P2); (b) ionic charge: among the homopolymers 

tested, P2, P3, and P8 are less compatible than nonionic polymers (i.e., P9 and P10); and (c) compo-

sition: the incorporation of hydrophobic and bulkier groups increases the compatibility of co- and 

terpolymers. It has been shown that polymeric and nonpolymeric scale inhibitors, when present 

at low concentrations in recirculating water, form insoluble complexes/salts with cationic-charged 

polymeric fl occulants/coagulants and/or biocides.

The data presented in Figure 5.6 show that cationic-charged polymeric fl occulants/coagulants 

form insoluble complexes/salts with anionic polymers present at low concentrations in recirculating 

water. The driving forces in the formation of such insoluble complexes between cationic and anionic 

additives are electrostatic in nature. Therefore, water technologists must understand the system 

water chemistry and take appropriate actions to avoid the formation of AP-CP salts in recirculating 

waters. This could be achieved by ensuring that proper pretreatment is applied and the concentra-

tion of CP is maintained extremely low (<0.1 ppm).

As discussed above, water chemistry, formulation components, and polymer architecture all 

impact the deposit control performance in cooling water applications. For example, it was shown 

that the tendency of CWT formulation components (i.e., deposit control polymer and phosphonates) 

to form insoluble salts with Ca ion increases with increasing Ca concentration, increasing pH, and 

increasing temperature [20,21]. In addition, it was also shown that cationic polymeric biocides and 

fl occulating agents form insoluble salts with anionic polymers commonly used in water treatment 

applications.
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FIGURE 5.6 Plots of turbidity for the interaction of anionic polymers (5 ppm) with 5 ppm cationic polymer 

(100 mg/L Ca, 100 mg/L Mg, 110 mg/L Na, 470 mg/L Cl, 150 mg/L SO4, pH 8.0, 25°C).
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5.3.2 SCALE INHIBITION

5.3.2.1 Calcium Phosphate
Over the years, many different treatment programs have been developed for open recirculat-

ing cooling water systems. These treatment programs include (a) “soft” phosphate or dispersant, 

(b) “stabilized” phosphate, (c) “all organic,” (d) molybdate, (e) alkaline zinc, and (f) chromate/zinc. 

The incorporation of multifunctional deposit control polymers is critical to the success of these 

CWT programs. Since the 1960s, molybdates, silicates, polyphosphates/phosphates, phosphonates, 

and zinc salts are among the more environmentally acceptable mild steel corrosion inhibitors that 

have displaced chromates. Phosphates, from the perspective of versatility, cost, and performance, 

have become a new performance standard. However, phosphate-based CWT programs require more 

careful system parameter control than do chromate programs, mainly because they rely on relatively 

high phosphate levels for corrosion protection. These high phosphate levels, and especially cooling 

systems operating at alkaline pH and high calcium hardness water, can lead to calcium phosphate 

precipitation and heat exchanger fouling. The key to the successful use of phosphate-based CWT 

program lies in the proper selection of polymeric calcium phosphate inhibitor that has a dual role: 

(a) controls the thickness of the calcium phosphate fi lm on the metal surface and (b) prevents pre-

cipitation of the calcium phosphate in the recirculating water.

Currently, a variety of deposit control polymers are commercially available for developing water 

treatment formulations. However, it is recommended that water technologists consider the following 

criteria in selecting polymer(s) for optimizing the performance of systems operating under stressed 

conditions: (a) calcium phosphate inhibition, (b) tolerance to hardness ions, (c) compatibility with 

organic cationic fl occulant, (d) tolerance to thermal stress, (e) retention of performance in the pres-

ence of inorganic and organic fl occulant, (f) retention of activity in the presence of cationic biocides, 

(g) environmental acceptability, (h) formulation fl exibility in a wide pH range, and (i) compatibility 

with oxidizing biocides.

5.3.2.1.1 Polymer Composition
Figure 5.7 shows performance data for several deposit control polymers before and after heat 

treatment at 200°C. It is evident from Figure 5.7 that heat treatment exposure has varying effects 

on deposit control polymer performance. For example, the heat treatment of carboxylic acid 
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FIGURE 5.7 Calcium phosphate inhibition by heat-treated and non-heat-treated polymers (140 mg/L Ca, 

9.0 mg/L PO4, 10 ppm polymer, pH 8.50, 50°C, 22 h).
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containing homopolymers (i.e., P2 and P8) shows no negative impact on the performance of 

these polymers, indicating that there is no signifi cant loss of carboxylic acid group. However, 

for the copolymers containing carboxylic acid and either acrylate ester or sulfonic acid groups 

(i.e., P13 and P14), the situation is dramatically different; these copolymers lost ∼90% inhibi-

tory power upon heat treatment. This suggests that the SA and ester components of the AA:SA 

(P14) and AA:HPA (P13) copolymers underwent essentially complete degradation, leading to 

the formation of P-AA. The poor performance (<10% calcium phosphate inhibition) exhibited by 

thermally treated copolymers is consistent with the performance of high (>10,000) MW P-AA [22]. 

Figure 5.7 also presents calcium phosphate inhibition data for the two terpolymers (i.e., P15 and 

P16). As shown in Table 5.1, the primary difference between these two terpolymers is the third 

monomer [i.e., sulfonated styrene (SS) for P15 and nonionic for P16]. It is interesting to note that 

P16 lost more inhibitory power (∼73%) compared to ∼60% loss for P15, indicating that SS is 

more thermally stable than the nonionic monomer present in P16.

5.3.2.1.2 Polymer Dosage
The impacts of thermal stress shown in Figure 5.7 are amplifi ed in Figure 5.8 wherein P15 dramati-

cally outperforms both the P14 copolymer and the P16 terpolymer at the baseline 10 ppm dosage and 

to a greater extent as polymer dosage increases to 20 ppm. The excellent performance shown by the 

heat-treated P15 may be attributed to the superior thermal stability of the SS component.

5.3.2.1.3 Polymer Solution Temperature
Figure 5.9 presents the calcium phosphate inhibition performance data for the two terpolymers (i.e., 

P15 and P16) before and after various levels of thermal stress. As shown in Figure 5.9, P14, com-

pared to P15, is a more effective calcium phosphate inhibitor after heat treatment (at 150°C, 200°C, 

and 240°C).

5.3.2.1.4 Effect of Iron (III)
The presence of iron in the recirculating water, whether originating from the feed water as a 

result of the carryover from the clarifi er operating on iron-based fl occulating agents or as a result 

of the corrosion in the system, may infl uence the performance of calcium-phosphate-inhibiting 

polymer and the CWT program. Figure 5.10 shows results for iron sensitivity testing for several 
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FIGURE 5.8 Calcium phosphate inhibition by thermally stressed (200°C, 20 h) polymers versus dosage 

(140 mg/L Ca, 9.0 mg/L PO4, 10 ppm polymer, pH 8.50, 50°C, 22 h).
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calcium-phosphate-inhibiting polymers in the presence of 0 and 1.0 ppm Fe (III). As shown, 

terpolymer P15 exhibits better tolerance to iron than the terpolymer P16. In addition to inhibit-

ing calcium phosphate precipitation and dispersing iron oxide, the ability to resist the negative 

effects of iron should be a part of the deposit control polymer selection criteria for effective CWT 

programs. Polymer thermal stability is a key consideration to ensure the optimum performance 

of boiler water treatment programs.

5.3.2.2 Calcium Carbonate
Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is one of the most commonly encountered scale deposits. CaCO3 is 

found in different crystalline forms in the following order of increasing solubility: calcite, aragonite, 

vaterite, CaCO3 monohydrate, and CaCO3 hexahydrate. Calcite, the thermodynamically most stable 

polymorph of CaCO3, forms tenaciously adhering, hard mineral deposits. The precipitation and sta-

bilization of CaCO3 polymorphs depend on the precipitation conditions (i.e., supersaturation level, 

pH, temperature, pressure, and the concentration and architecture of the additives).
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FIGURE 5.10 Calcium phosphate inhibition in the presence of 0 and 1 ppm Fe (III) by thermally stressed 

terpolymers (140 mg/L Ca, 9.0 mg/L PO4, 10 ppm polymer, pH 8.50, 50°C, 22 h).
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FIGURE 5.9 Calcium phosphate inhibition by thermally stressed terpolymers (140 mg/L Ca, 9.0 mg/L PO4, 

10 ppm polymer, pH 8.50, 50°C, 22 h).
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The infl uence of polymeric and nonpolymeric additives such as CaCO3 inhibitors has been of 

great interest to both academic researchers and industrial technologists. Common nonpolymeric 

inhibitors evaluated include organophosphonates, polyphosphates, polycarboxylic acids, and ful-

vic acids. It has been reported that these inhibitors, when present at low concentrations, mark-

edly inhibit the CaCO3 precipitation from supersaturated solutions. A surface adsorption method 

involving a simple Langmuir adsorption model has been proposed to account for the inhibition of 

CaCO3 crystal growth. Among the polymeric inhibitors evaluated were P-AA; P-MA; and copoly-

mers comprising AA, MA, and other monomers containing different functional groups. This sec-

tion discusses the performance of various polymers exposed to different heat treatment. In addition, 

results are presented on the effi cacy of polymers, phosphonates, and polymer/phosphonate blends 

as calcium carbonate scale inhibitor under varying calcite super-saturations.

5.3.2.2.1 Polymer Dosage
Figure 5.11 presents CaCO3 % inhibition data as a function of P-AA (P3) dosage [560 mg/L Ca, 

630 mg/L HCO3, 30 mg/L CO3 (all expressed as CaCO3), pH 8.25, 67°C, 24 h]. Figure 5.11 shows 

that adding relatively small amounts of P3 signifi cantly inhibits CaCO3 precipitation: 1.0 ppm inhib-

its precipitation by 35%, increasing P3 to 3 ppm increases inhibition ∼2× (to 67%), and increasing 

the P3 dosage to 5.0 ppm results in a 75% inhibition value.

5.3.2.2.2 Heat Treatment of Homopolymers
Figure 5.12 presents the performance comparison of homopolymers with and without heat treat-

ment at 200°C. It is evident from Figure 5.12 that the exposure of aqueous solutions of carboxylic 

acid containing homopolymers (i.e., P-AAs, P-MAA, and P-MA) to heat treatment has varying 

effects on polymer performance. For example, the heat treatment of polymers (i.e., P3, P6, and P7) 

has no negative impact on their performance, indicating that under the experimental conditions 

employed there is no signifi cant loss of carboxylic acid group. Furthermore, neither of the P-AAs 

(i.e., P3 and P6) made in different solvents (i.e., organic and water, respectively) and with differ-

ent end group (i.e., phosphonate for P6) appears to be impacted by heat treatment. Similarly, no 

signifi cant loss in performance was observed for P7 or the P-MAA whose composition differs from 

the P3 and P6 primary because the hydrogen in acrylic acid was replaced with a methyl group. 

However, for the P-MA (P8), containing two carboxylic acid groups on the adjacent carbons, the 

situation is signifi cantly different; P8 lost ∼12% inhibitory power. This suggests that the maleic 

acid component of P8 underwent more severe degradation than the acrylic acid or methacrylic acid 

in P3 and P7.
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FIGURE 5.11 Calcium carbonate inhibition by poly(acrylic acid), P3 (560 mg/L Ca, 630 mg/L HCO3, 

30 mg/L CO3, pH 8.25, 67°C, 24 h).
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Masler [23], in his investigation on the effect of the thermal treatment (250°C, 18 h, pH 10.5) of 

several homopolymers, reported that P-MAA lost slightly less MW than P-AA which lost consider-

ably less MW than P-MA. In terms of decarboxylation, P-AA decarboxylated less than P-MAA, 

which decarboxylated less than P-MA. In addition, it was reported that P-MA lost ∼40% activity 

as a CaCO3 inhibitor after heat treatment. It is interesting to note that under similar experimental 

conditions, P-AA and P-MAA lost only ∼5% to 8% inhibitory activity, thus suggesting that carboxyl 

content in the polymer plays an important role in inhibiting the precipitation of calcium carbonate. 

The inhibition data presented in Figure 5.12 suggest that there was insignifi cant loss of inhibitory 

activity or carboxyl content for P3 and P6 under the experimental conditions employed in the pres-

ent conditions.

Figure 5.12 also presents inhibition data collected in the presence of 3 ppm P11 (P-SA) and shows 

that P11, without heat treatment, exhibits poor inhibitory activity (<5% inhibition). This suggests 

that SO3H group present in P11, compared to COOH in P3, shows weak interaction with calcium 

ions. However, after heat treatment, the P11 inhibition value increases (from 3% to 36%) may be 

attributed to the formation of P-AA during heat treatment process. The infl uence of polymer MW 

on the precipitation of scale-forming salts has been the subject of numerous investigations [24–26]. 

The results of these studies reveal that especially for P-AA, the optimum performance is obtained 

with ∼2000 MW. The poor performance of heat-treated P11 (36%) compared to P2 (67%), as observed 

in the present investigation, is consistent with previous studies on the infl uence of polymer MW in 

inhibiting calcium carbonate precipitation.

5.3.2.2.3 Heat Treatment of Co- and Terpolymers
Comparative inhibition data on several co- and terpolymers are depicted in Figure 5.12. As shown, 

both the co- and terpolymers in the absence of thermal stress exhibit mediocre (<60%) CaCO3 inhibi-

tion. However, heat treatment (200°C, 20 h) results in varying performance changes. For example, % 

CaCO3 inhibition values obtained for the AA:SA copolymer (P14) before and after heat treatment were 

49% and 55%, respectively. The slight improvement in the inhibitory power of heat-treated P14 may be 

attributed to changes in MW and the loss of SA to form COOH.

CaCO3 inhibition data for terpolymers (i.e., P15 and P16) are shown in Figure 5.12 and indicate 

that both terpolymers in the absence of heat treatment show mediocre (<60%) inhibitory power. It is 

evident from Figure 5.12 that both terpolymers had signifi cant CaCO3 inhibition improvement fol-

lowing heat treatment (200°C, 20 h); % inhibition values obtained for P15 and P16 before heat 
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FIGURE 5.12 Calcium carbonate inhibition by thermally stressed homo-, co-, and terpolymers (560 mg/L Ca, 

630 mg/L HCO3, 30 mg/L CO3, 3 ppm polymer, pH 8.25, 67°C, 24 h).
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treatment were 59% and 52% compared to 72% and 76%, respectively, for heat-treated terpoly-

mers. As shown in Table 5.1, the key structural difference between P15 and P16 is the dissimilar 

third monomer [i.e., sulfonated styrene (SS) in P15 versus nonionic monomer in P16]. From the 

data presented in Figure 5.12, it’s clear that upon subjecting the terpolymers to heat treatment, P15 

and P16 gained more inhibitory power compared to P14. The observed increase in performance 

between these two terpolymers and P14 may be attributed to the difference in MW (<10,000 for 

terpolymers vs. <40,000 for copolymer). It is worth noting that both terpolymers showed perfor-

mance improvement in this testing, whereas these terpolymers have been shown to lose performance 

as calcium phosphate inhibitors when they were exposed to heat treatment (200°C, 20 h).

5.3.2.2.4 Effect of Temperature
The performance data presented in Figure 5.13 illustrate excellent thermal stability for the 

P-MAA (P7) and two P-AAs (i.e., P2 and P3) evaluated at 150°C, 200°C, and 240°C. However, 

for P8, the situation is markedly different. As shown in Figure 5.13, increasing the temperature 

(from 150°C to 200°C to 240°C) results in gradual and signifi cant decrease in P8 performance. 

The drop in inhibitory activity may be attributed to loss in MW and increased decarboxylation 

with increasing solution temperature. Figure 5.13 also shows a comparison of the terpolymers 

that have the same baseline performance before heat treatment. However, as the terpolymers are 

exposed to thermal stress, a marked increase in polymer performance is observed. For exam-

ple, % inhibition values for P15 and P16 without heat treatment are 59% and 55% compared to 

76% and 70%, respectively, for heat-treated (200°C, 20 h) terpolymers. As noted in Figure 5.13, 

increasing the solution temperature from 200°C to 240°C results in further (∼5%) inhibition 

improvement. The performance data presented in Figure 5.13 suggest that essentially all of SA 

and nonionic monomers present in P15 and P16 are degraded to form P-AA or create a copolymer 

of acrylic acid and SS.

5.3.2.2.5 Phosphonates, Polymers, and Phosphonate/Polymer Blends
The performance of phosphonates as CaCO3 inhibitors has been the subject of numerous investi-

gations [27–29]. It is generally agreed that conventional phosphorus-based and polymeric CaCO3 

scale inhibitors are effective up to a maximum of 100× to 125× calcite saturation (equivalent to a 

LSI of +1.9 to 2.2). As previously discussed, phosphonate tolerance to Ca ions plays an important 

role in cooling water systems operating under stressed conditions. Good performance demands that 

phosphonates remain in solution and be available to prevent CaCO3 precipitation and deposition on 

heat exchangers.
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FIGURE 5.13 Calcium carbonate inhibition by thermally stressed (150°C, 200°C, and 240°C) homo-, co-, and 

terpolymers (560 mg/L Ca, 630 mg/L HCO3, 30 mg/L CO3, 3 ppm polymer, pH 8.25, 67°C, 24 h).
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Figures 5.14 and 5.15 present CaCO3 inhibition data in the presence of varying concentrations 

of phosphonates at two different water chemistries (i.e., 180× and 223× calcite saturation). Results 

obtained for both water chemistries (see Table 5.3) suggest that CaCO3 inhibition increases as the 

phosphonate concentration is increased from 5 to 40 ppm. As illustrated, the CaCO3 inhibition is 

rapid up to 5 ppm for both AMP and HEDP, then begins to level off, and fi nally reaches a plateau 

at ≥20 ppm for both phosphonates. However, the PBTC performance increases gradually as the 

concentration of PBTC is increased from 5 to 40 ppm. It should be noted that 100% CaCO3 inhibi-

tion was not obtained for either water chemistry A or B (see Table 5.3) up to 40 ppm phosphonate 

concentrations. The data clearly indicate that the three phosphonates (i.e., AMP, HEDP, and PBTC) 

evaluated cannot completely prevent the precipitation of CaCO3. Based on the results collected 

under both water chemistries A and B, CaCO3 scale inhibition using 5 ppm phosphonate has the 

following order of effectiveness: HEDP ≥ AMP ≥ PBTC. However, at a 40 ppm phosphonate dosage, 

the performance-based ranking changes to PBTC ≥ HEDP ≥ AMP. This trend observed for phos-

phonate as CaCO3 inhibitor is consistent with the trend noted above for phosphonate tolerance to Ca 

ions. Thus, it is clear from the data presented in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 that PBTC performs better 

than both AMP and HEDP in waters containing high calcite saturations.
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FIGURE 5.14 Calcium carbonate inhibition at 180× calcite saturation by varying dosages of phosphonates.
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FIGURE 5.15 Calcium carbonate inhibition at 223× calcite saturation by varying dosages of phosphonates.
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Figure 5.16 shows the CaCO3 inhibition data for several deposit control polymers of varying 

compositions (Table 5.1) commonly used as the components of CWT formulations. It can be seen 

that P3 (P-AA) performs better than P8 (P-MA). Although, P8 contains two carboxylic acid groups 

compared to one carboxylic acid group present in P-AA, the poor performance shown by P-MA 

may be attributed to the lower MW of P-MA and/or the poor Ca ion compatibility of P-MA. Among 

the copolymers tested, P14 (AA:SA) exhibits better CaCO3 inhibition than P12 (AA:MA), which 

may be attributed to the poor calcium ion compatibility of P12. In addition, P15 is a slightly bet-

ter CaCO3 inhibitor than P16 which may be attributed to polymer MW and polymer composition 

differences.

Figure 5.17 shows the performance of polymer/PBTC (3:1) blends as a function of dosage 

(10 to 40 ppm) at 180× calcite saturation as CaCO3 inhibitors. It is clear from Figure 5.17 that the 

performance of PBTC and polymer/PBTC blends increases with increasing inhibitor dosages. 

Among the various polymer/PBTC blends evaluated, the P15/PBTC blend is the most effective.

Figure 5.18 shows the CaCO3 inhibition for several polymer/HEDP (3:1) blends at 30 ppm 

dosage and at 180× calcite saturation and indicates the following order of effectiveness: P15/

HEDP > P16/HEDP > P-AA/HEDP. As illustrated, all of the polymer/HEDP blends provide better 

CaCO3 inhibition than HEDP alone. Consistent with the observations for the P15/PBTC blend, the 

P15/HEDP blend provides the best performance.

TABLE 5.3
Water Chemistries Used in Calcium 
Carbonate Inhibition

Parameter Condition A Condition B

LSI 2.89 2.76

Calcite saturation 223 180

Calcium (mg/L as Ca) 250 210

Magnesium (mg/L as Mg) 75 63

Sodium (mg/L as Na) 240 228

Bicarbonate (mg/L as bicarbonate) 450 380

Carbonate (mg/L as carbonate) 100 100

Chloride (mg/L as chloride) 626 558

pH 9.00 9.00

Temperature (°C) 50 50
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FIGURE 5.16 Calcium carbonate inhibition at 180× calcite saturation by homo-, co-, and terpolymers.
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5.3.2.2.6 Calcium Carbonate Crystal Morphology
Crystals formed during the CaCO3 precipitation experiments in the absence (control) and presence 

of the inhibitor P15/PBTC (3:1) blend are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, respectively. Figure 5.20 

illustrates that CaCO3 crystals are <10 microns and have regular shapes (major: calcite, minor: 

aragonite). Whereas the CaCO3 crystal structures in Figure 5.20 (inhibited system) are fewer in 

number, most are >10 microns, spherically shaped, signifi cantly distorted, and are all calcite.

5.4  POLYMER ARCHITECTURE INFLUENCE ON DISPERSING 
PARTICULATE MATTER

Suspended and colloidal matter causes turbidity in water. The type, size, and concentration of 

particles affect their behavior in the industrial water system. Examples of the types and sources 

of feed water particulates that impact industrial water systems include: (a) inorganic (i.e., silt, 

clay, asbestos, corrosion products, and calcium phosphates), (b) coagulant/fl occulating agents 

by-products, and (c) organic (i.e., humic acid, tannic acid, and debris from dead organisms). 

The suspended particles typically encountered in industrial water applications generally carry 

a slight negative charge. Therefore, anionic polymers that increase negative surface charge and 
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FIGURE 5.17 Calcium carbonate inhibition at 180× calcite saturation by varying dosages of polymer/PBTC 

(3:1) blends.
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keep particle in suspension are normally the most effi cient dispersants. Cationic polymers can be 

used as dispersants, but this requires relatively high polymer concentrations in order to fi rst neu-

tralize the negative surface charges and then to transfer cationic charge to particles for effi cient 

dispersion.

5.4.1 IRON OXIDE DISPERSION

Among many dissolved impurities present in natural waters, the iron-based compounds pres-

ent one of the most serious problems in the effi cient operation of industrial water systems. The 

sources of iron-ion impurities include boiler condensate, corrosion products (from heat-transfer 

equipment, pipelines, pumps, and so on), biological activity (the transformation of iron during 

bacterial processes), and water treatment residuals or by-products (e.g., excess iron-based fl oc-

culating agents). Regardless of the source, soluble iron can and does precipitate under certain 

conditions to form troublesome scales and deposits (e.g., Fe2O3, Fe3O4, Fe(OH)3, FePO4). For this 

reason, deposit control polymers are used to keep iron oxide particles dispersed and transported 

0187 15 KV 10 μm

FIGURE 5.19 CaCO3 (control).

0185 15 KV 10 μm

FIGURE 5.20 CaCO3 in presence of P15/PBTC (3:1) blend.
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in boiler water systems. This dispersion activity results from the adsorption of polymer onto the 

surface of iron oxide particles, thereby changing particle charge characteristics and minimizing 

agglomeration.

Figure 5.21 presents performance data for several polymers under standard test conditions 

(200 ppm iron oxide, 1 ppm active polymer, 3 h, 7.8 pH, 100 mg/L Ca, 30 mg/L Mg, 314 mg/L Na, 

200 mg/L sulfate, 571 mg/L Cl, 60 mg/L bicarbonate, 23°C). As shown, the homopolymers (P3, 

P4, P6, and P7) before thermal treatment provide relatively poor (<45%) iron oxide dispersion. 

Furthermore, the iron oxide dispersion values are very similar for both heat-treated and nonheat-

treated homopolymers. This indicates that thermal stress has a negligible detrimental effect on 

the dispersing ability of these homopolymers. Although the absolute performance levels of these 

homopolymers are poor, it is interesting to note that the solvent polymerized P-AA (P3) performs 

better than the water polymerized P-AA (P4) and is comparable to P6 that is promoted in boiler 

water applications for iron stabilization.

Figure 5.21 also presents comparative dispersion data for several copolymers (P13 and P14) and 

terpolymers (P15 and P16). As illustrated, both the co- and ter-polymers in the absence of thermal 

stress exhibit excellent (>75%) iron oxide dispersion. However, when these co- and ter-polymers 

are exposed to thermal stress (200°C, 20 h), the iron oxide dispersion decreases drastically (by 

a factor 4). For example, % iron oxide dispersion values obtained for P15 and P16 before heat 

treatment were both >85% compared to 26% and 18%, respectively, after thermal stress. The data 

indicate that the performance of heat-treated terpolymers is similar to that obtained for homopo-

lymers. As illustrated in Figure 5.21, the performance of copolymers is drastically affected by 

heat treatment.

5.4.2 IRON (III) STABILIZATION

Iron exists in two oxidation states: Fe2+ (ferrous) and Fe3+ (ferric). The chemistry of iron compounds 

is considerably more complex than carbonate- and sulfate-containing scales. When these two iron 

oxidation states (Fe2+ and Fe3+) combine with the same anion, the result is usually the formation of 

compounds with signifi cant differences in solubility. Iron deposits typically are in the form of FeO, 

FeS, Fe2O3, iron silicate, and so on, and frequently include traces of manganese. Iron-based scale 

deposition on heat exchanger surfaces occurs as a result of corrosion processes throughout the sys-

tems. Thus, it is very important to implement a good corrosion control program. Iron fouling some-

times occurs in cooling waters as a result of high incoming iron levels from the feed water (e.g., some 
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FIGURE 5.21 Iron oxide dispersion by thermally stressed polymers (100 mg/L Ca, 30 mg/L Mg, 314 mg/L Na, 

200 mg/L SO4, 561 mg/L, 60 mg/L HCO3, 200 ppm iron oxide, 1 ppm polymer, 23°C, 3 h).
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well waters or carryover from clarifi ers where iron salts may be used as coagulants). Iron levels ≥2 ppm 

in the recirculating water typically can be controlled through the use of iron dispersants or deposit 

control agents. The use of an iron dispersant is strongly recommended to avoid major equipment fail-

ure problems. In cooling waters, Fe2O3 (hematite) and FeO are the most common deposits. Magnetite 

(Fe3O4) is rarely found in cooling systems; it needs high temperatures and/or anaerobic conditions. 

The formation of iron sulfi de scale on equipment surfaces has been reported during oil and gas pro-

duction from the formations containing large amounts of hydrogen sulfi de. Sulfate-reducing bacteria 

(Desulfovibrio) are a major source of hydrogen sulfi de in natural subsurface water. Iron carbonate or 

siderite is another type of iron scale, which occurs in oil and gas production.

Figure 5.22 compares the performance of homo-, co-, and terpolymers as Fe3+ ions stabilizing 

agents. The stabilization data indicate that performance increases with increasing deposit control 

polymer concentration. It is also evident that sulfonic acid groups (SA or both SA and SS), in combi-

nation with acrylic acid, exhibit a positive infl uence on the performance of co- and terpolymers. For 

example, % stabilization values obtained in the presence of 7.5 ppm P2, P14, and P15 are 6%, 42%, 

and 98%, respectively. Thus, the partly substitution of acrylic acid in P-AA with two sulfonated 

monomers (i.e., SA and SS) markedly improves the performance of terpolymer.

5.5 SUMMARY

Currently, a wide variety of chemicals (e.g., fl occulants, coagulants, scale inhibitors, biocides, cor-

rosion inhibitors, and so on) with different ionic charges and molecular architecture are available to 

water technologists to develop formulations capable of achieving desired performance objectives 

of the water treatment programs. The results reviewed in this chapter show that the performance of 

polymeric and nonpolymeric additives depends on both the water chemistry and inhibitor architec-

ture. It has been shown that deposit control polymer performance as scale inhibitor, dispersant, and 

metal ions stabilization increases with increasing polymer concentration. The calcium ion compat-

ibility exhibited by the polymers tested ranged from poor for the homopolymers to excellent for the 

sulfonic acid containing co- and ter-polymers. However, thermal stress profoundly impacts the cal-

cium ion compatibility of all the copolymers. Test data suggest that the blends of PBTC with a high-

performance terpolymer (i.e., AA:SA:SS, P15) exhibit synergistic infl uence on calcium carbonate 

precipitation inhibition. In addition, when selecting deposit control polymers as a component of boiler 

and cooling water treatment programs, it is important to understand the operating conditions of the 

system, water chemistry, the type and level of impurities, and the thermal stability of the polymers.
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6 New Models for Calcium 
Phosphate Scale Formation 
and Dissolution

Lijun Wang, Patrick P. Emmerling, 
Zachary J. Henneman, and George H. Nancollas

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Scale inhibitors are usually evaluated by performing empirical precipitation tests and by assessing 

the resulting change in the mass of scale formed. Little attention is usually paid to the molecular 

events that result in the observed inhibition with a reduction in the crystal nucleation, growth, or 

dissolution of these sparingly soluble minerals. Recently, there has been considerable activity in 

studies aimed at elucidating the mechanisms of these reactions. Using a thermodynamic approach 

together with atomic force microscopy (AFM), new light has been shed on the ways in which ions 

and water molecules can assemble to form complex crystals. Scale inhibitors may infl uence the 

growth and dissolution of different crystal faces, resulting in marked changes in morphology that 

can infl uence crystal adherence to scaling surfaces. In the dispersal of scale crystals by dissolution, 

a newly developed model reveals that when crystals are suffi ciently small, the surfaces may be 

unable to support etch pits of suffi cient size, thus inhibiting the dissolution process. Crystals then 

resist dissolution even when the aqueous phases are undersaturated. These new models and their 

applicability to scale formation are discussed in this chapter.

6.2 THEORY ON CRYSTALLIZATION/DISSOLUTION

It is well known that both the precipitation and the dissolution of crystals are highly dependent on 

the thermodynamic driving force, usually expressed in terms of supersaturation, S:

 s/S C C=  (6.1)
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where, C and Cs are the solute concentrations and the values in saturated solutions, respectively. 

A typical solubility isotherm for salt AB can be divided into three distinct regions: S > 1, S = 1, 

and S < 1 corresponding to supersaturation, equilibrium, and undersaturation, respectively. The 

supersaturated region can be further divided into metastable (1 < S < SC) and labile (S > SC) parts, 

where SC is the critical supersaturation. In the former, solutions may not precipitate immediately 

unless seeded, whereas in the labile region, spontaneous precipitation may occur. The existence of a 

metastable region has been attributed to the need to provide the interfacial energy of the nucleating 

solid phases [1]. In the nucleation stage, critical-sized nuclei are formed resulting from overcoming 

the nucleation barrier during the fl uctuation and growth of embryos (embryos are metastable clus-

ters of structural units with a broad distribution in size). The molecular process of nucleation can be 

regarded as follows: the constituent atoms or molecules in the ambient phase may, on collision, join 

into assemblies of two or more particles, forming dimers, trimers, tetramers, and so on. Before the 

embryos can reach a critical radius, rc, they are unstable even when a positive thermodynamic driv-

ing force, Δμ/kBT, is applied (Δμ = μf − μs, where μf and μs are the chemical potentials of the solute 

molecules in the fl uid phase and in the solid phase, respectively; kB is the Boltzmann constant; and 

T is the temperature). To reach rc, an energy barrier, the so-called nucleation barrier, ΔG*, must be 

overcome, following which the second stage of the phase transition begins: growth [2].

The above process can be described in terms of the Kelvin–Gibbs equation, expressing the 

dependence of the energy of formation of nucleated droplet radius, r, and surface tension, γSL:

 2
S SL4G rΔ = π γ  (6.2)

where, ΔGS, the excess free energy required for solid/liquid interface formation, is balanced by a 

favorable ΔGV, describing the spontaneous tendency of a supersaturated solution to undergo deposi-

tion. This process reduces the Gibbs free energy of the system, as shown in the following equation:
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πΔ = −
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 (6.3)

where

k is the Boltzmann constant

Ω is the volume occupied by each growth unit

The overall free energy change for nucleation, ΔGN, is the sum of ΔGS and ΔGV, which illustrates 

the free energy balance between the formation of the solid phase and the solution depletion. ΔGN 

passes through a maximum at a critical size, r*, the value of which is determined by differentiat-

ing ΔGN with respect to r, resulting in

 
γ Ω= SL2
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r
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 (6.4)

It follows that spontaneous crystallization does not occur until critical conditions are reached, or the 

driving force (supersaturation) is suffi ciently high (S > SC). Rather, a metastable equilibrium condi-

tion persists during an “induction period,” τ, prior to crystal formation. If the simplifying assump-

tion is made that τ is concerned with classical nucleation, we can use the following equation:
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 (6.5)

in which C1 and C2 are independent constants.
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When S < 1, the solution is undersaturated and, in the traditional theories of dissolution, sponta-

neous reaction should continue until equilibrium is reached or all crystallites are dissolved. It also 

requires that solid solute must be dissolving in this zone, and no solid phase can be stabilized in the 

undersaturated region. These theories assume that dissolution is a process of crystallite size reduc-

tion so that the solid/solution interfacial areas and the corresponding surface energy term, ΔGS, must 

decrease as the reaction proceeds, as well as the value of ΔGV. Thus, there is no energy barrier for 

dissolution similar to the free energy change, ΔGN, for nucleation. These dissolution theories also 

imply that dislocations on the crystal surfaces and the edges of crystals provide natural dissolution 

sites without the necessity to create new active sites to initiate the reaction. Consequently, neither 

critical conditions nor metastable zones are part of the traditional interpretation of dissolution.

6.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Constant composition (CC) crystal growth and dissolution experiments were conducted in 

magnetically stirred double-walled Pyrex vessels. The super/undersaturated reaction solutions 

(200 mL) were prepared by mixing calcium chloride and potassium dihydrogen phosphate with 

sodium chloride to maintain the ionic strength, I, at 0.15 mol L
−1

. The pH was adjusted to the 

desired values, 7.40 for growth and 4.50 for dissolution. Nitrogen, saturated with water vapor at 

37°C, was purged through the reaction solutions to exclude carbon dioxide. The reactions were 

initiated by the introduction of apatite seed crystallites (10.0 mg). Titrant addition was poten-

tiometrically controlled by glass and Ag/AgCl reference electrodes. During growth/dissolution, 

the electrode potential was constantly compared with a preset value and the difference, or error 

signal, activated motor-driven titrant burets. Thus, a constant thermodynamic growth/dissolution 

driving force was maintained.

In situ AFM images of brushite surfaces were collected in contact mode by using a Digital 

Instruments Nanoscope III microscope. All images were acquired in height and defl ection modes 

by using the lowest tip force possible to reduce tip–surface interactions. The crystals were anchored 

inside the fl uid cell and undersaturated solution was passed through while the images were taken.

6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.4.1 NEW DISSOLUTION MODEL: CRITICAL PIT SIZE

The development of AFM has enabled the real-time observation and measurement of both growth 

and dissolution processes for crystals in solution [3], which has enabled crystal growth and dissolu-

tion theories to be developed in terms of molecular events at the crystal surfaces. The demonstrated 

importance of pit formation during dissolution has markedly changed our understanding of this 

process [4]. Microscopic pit formation and the spreading of stepwaves have been studied experimen-

tally at a molecular level. For example, the in situ AFM studies of brushite (dicalcium phosphate 

dihydrate, CaHPO4 · 2H2O, DCPD) dissolution show that the reaction is dominated by the creation 

and development of pits on the crystal surfaces. The immediate appearance of numerous triangular 

pits on brushite (010) faces was observed when seed crystals were exposed to an undersaturated 

solution. These pits provided dissolution sites, and the entire reaction proceeded via nucleation and 

growth of triangular pits accompanying step fl ow. Neither signifi cant dissolution from edges nor 

spiral dissolution was observed directly [5]. Figure 6.1 shows the relationship between the expand-

ing velocities of (201) and (001) steps and their sizes on dissolving (010) brushite faces, as measured 

by AFM [6]. The lines are plotted according to our new dissolution theory. There is a direct rela-

tionship between the dissolution rate and the length of the dissolution step, which is shown at the 

micron level.

Recent CC dissolution studies of synthetic hydroxyapatite (HAP, Ca5(PO4)3OH), a phase 

often involved in scale formation (Figure 6.2), have confi rmed this interesting and unusual 
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behavior in that dissolution rates decreased, eventually resulting in effective suppression, when 

crystal sizes were reduced to a critical length scale—always at the nanoscale [7]. Figure 6.2a 

showed CC plots of titrant volume against time at different undersaturations. The red lines 

indicate the titrant volumes for full dissolution of the added seeds. Only at very high undersatu-

ration (S = 0.02) does the dissolution go to completion. The dissolution rates, represented by 

the slopes of the curves, decrease with time and eventually only a fraction of the added seeds 

undergo dissolution before the rates approach zero. Near equilibrium (S = 0.828), no dissolution 

can be detected in the undersaturated solutions. For the smaller hydroxyapatite seeds (length, 

200–300 nm, and width, 50–80 nm), no CC dissolution can be detected at an even higher under-

saturation of S ≥ 0.720. Figure 6.2b through d showed that SEMs of seed crystals (Figure 6.2b) 

and crystallites remaining at the end of dissolution experiments at S = 0.580 (Figure 6.2c) and 

S = 0.315 (Figure 6.2d).

Clearly, this dissolution termination is a kinetic phenomenon that can be explained in terms 

of a model that incorporates particle size considerations. Analogous to the formation of two-

dimensional nuclei/hillocks for crystal growth, in dissolution, the rate of step movement from a 

pit of radius r can be obtained from treatments similar to the model of Burton, Cabrera, and Frank 

for the corresponding crystal growth processes [8]:
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where r*, the critical radius for the formation of a two-dimensional pit/dissolution step, is given by
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FIGURE 6.1 Step displacement rates as a function of size for (201) and (001) steps at relative undersatura-

tions of σ = 0.060 and 0.172, respectively. The lines are plotted according to our new dissolution theory. There 

is a direct relationship between the dissolution rate and the length of dissolution step, which is observed at the 

micron level.
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where

γSL is the interfacial tension

k is the Boltzmann constant

Ω is the volume per dissolution unit

ΔG is the Gibbs free energy change for dissolution

In Equation 6.6, R∞ is the velocity of dissolution steps as r → ∞. It has been shown that only pits that 

are larger than r* provide the active dissolution sites that contribute to dissolution. When r is closer 

to r*, there is no fast movement of its stepwave and the dissolution rate approaches zero (Equation 

6.6). The critical size of pits, r*, is a function of undersaturation (Equation 6.7). When the dimen-

sions of the crystallites (l) are of the same order as r* during the dissolution (e.g., l becomes less 

than 20 r*), the formation of active pits is more diffi cult since their sizes are restricted to those of the 

small crystallites. As shown in Equation 6.6, R(r) is strongly dependent on pit size. Correspondingly, 

the macroscopic CC dissolution rate decreases with the extent of dissolution. Residues of these 

nanoparticles, collected at the end of dissolution reactions, are stabilized due to the lack of surface 

defects/pits, and are thus able to resist dissolution [9]. In addition, since traditional solution theo-

ries are based on experiments involving soluble salts, these phenomena are not observed since the 
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FIGURE 6.2 In vitro CC dissolution of synthetic hydroxyapatite. (a) CC plots of titrant volume against time 

at different undersaturations. Only at very high undersaturation (S = 0.02) does the dissolution proceed to 

completion, indicated by the dotted line. Dissolution rates, represented by the slopes of the curves, decrease 

with time, and eventually only a fraction of the added seeds undergo dissolution before the rates approach 

zero. Near equilibrium (S = 0.828), no dissolution can be detected in the undersaturated solutions. For the 

smaller hydroxyapatite seeds (length, 200–300 nm and width, 50–80 nm), no CC dissolution can be detected at 

an even higher undersaturation of S ≥ 0.720. (b) SEM micrographs of seed crystals. (c) Crystallites remaining 

at the end of dissolution experiments at S = 0.580 and (d) S = 0.315.
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critical conditions would be outside the range of the experimental techniques employed. If other 

sparingly soluble scale crystals also show this dissolution termination when the sizes are reduced to 

a critical value, scale dissolution and dispersion process will be strongly affected.

6.4.2 INHIBITORS: THE BISPHOSPHONATES

Originally derived from pyrophosphate, bisphosphonates (BPs) have been used to inhibit the pre-

cipitation of scale in washing powders in water and in oil brines. They also bind strongly to calcium 

phosphates (Ca-P) in vivo, infl uencing both the formation and the dissolution of Ca-P crystals in 

ectopic calcifi cation. Unfortunately, the low resistance of pyrophosphate to hydrolytic and enzymatic 

breakdown proved problematic, and this was corrected by the substitution of the P-O-P backbone by 

P-C-P, allowing additional functional groups to be added to increase inhibitory effectiveness.

One of the most widely used BPs for industrial scale prevention has been 1-hydroxyethylidene 

diphosphonic acid (HEDP) and its tetrasodium salt (Figure 6.3). The introduction of the hydroxyl 

group greatly increases the binding affi nity of the molecule, allowing for multidentate chelation 

with cationic species in solution, such as Ca2+, Mg2+, and Ba2+, which are typically found in depos-

ited boiler scale. Strikingly, concentrations as low as 2.5 × 10−6 mol L−1 have been found to cause 

upward of 50% inhibition of scale formation [10].

The popularity of BPs for treating osteoporosis and other skeletal disorders has eclipsed their 

original purpose as antiscaling additives [11]. The substitution of the methyl group for a N-containing 
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side chain has led to the development of alendronate (alkyl primary amine), ibandronate 

(alkyl tertiary amine), risedronate (pyridine), and zoledronate (imidazole), which have proven to 

be 100–10,000 times more effective than HEDP in vivo for inhibiting the progression of osteopo-

rosis. This additional potency has been ascribed to the N-containing side chains, which have been 

shown to adversely infl uence the cellular processes necessary for osteoclast proliferation. It will be 

particularly interesting to investigate the effectiveness of this broader family of bisphosphonates 

as scale inhibitors; Figure 6.4 demonstrates the effectiveness of BPs in inhibiting hydroxyapatite 

growth at pH 7.4, S = 8.40; the control growth rate = 1.28 × 10−7 mol m−2 min−1, which showed them 

to be remarkably effective in inhibiting hydroxyapatite growth from supersaturated solution [12]. A 

molecular picture of their binding to the mineral surfaces will enable tailor-made BP molecules to 

be developed for specifi c scaling problems.

6.5 SUMMARY

The growth and dissolution kinetics of hydroxyapatite, as a model for scale minerals, was investi-

gated using nanomolar-sensitive CC and in situ AFM under simulated scale formation conditions. 

The dissolution rate decreased as the reaction proceeded in accordance with our recently proposed 

crystal dissolution model, resulting in nanosized crystallites that were resistant to further dissolu-

tion. This study showed that CC dissolution of hydroxyapatite in acidic medium follows this new 

model that can be used to mimic scale dissolution. In addition, we discussed the effectiveness of 

bisphosphonates as scale formation inhibitors, and their effectiveness in inhibiting hydroxyapatite 

growth from supersaturated solution.
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7 Design and Applications 
of Cooling Water 
Treatment Programs

Libardo A. Perez, Gary E. Geiger, and Charles R. Ascolese

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Cooling water systems play an important role in keeping industrial plants running continuously and 

at full capacity. Most cooling systems consume large amount of waters, which make this system an 

excellent target for water conservation. As a consequence, the use of poor-quality water, the need for 

increasing cycles of concentrations, and the need to implement water reuse as a culture to conserve 

water have called for improvements on water treatment programs that are able to perform under 

these more stressful conditions.

It has been pointed out that for the proper operation of a cooling system, the focus should be on 

system performance and cost optimization [1] that allows (a) to control problems related to corro-

sion, scale, fouling, and microbiological growth; (b) to maintain proper dosage of chemicals and 

keep all operational parameters in the recommended range (this can be achieved by implementing 

control equipments and software that are able to monitor and manage received data to identify, auto-

matically make corrections, and report any problem affecting system performance); (c) to operate 

the system in a cost-effective manner that takes into consideration both total water system capital 

and operating costs, as well as the impact on plant productivity; and (d) to operate the system in a 

healthy, safe, and environmentally acceptable way.
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The chemical program applied to a system must be online with the four requirements described 

above. It should be recognized that there is no universal treatment program capable of treating all 

the varieties of makeup water sources. Formulations for a given treatment program must take into 

account the actual system conditions as well as the potential problems/contaminations that the sys-

tem may undergo under normal operational conditions.

7.2 DESIGNING A CHEMICAL TREATMENT PROGRAM

In order to design an effective chemical treatment program, the system’s operating parameters, the 

type of metallurgy and other surfaces to be in contact with the cooling water, as well as the water 

quality being used must be taken into account. The use of different sources of water also needs 

to be considered, especially in today’s world in which the types of water that were considered as 

unusable in the past are becoming part of the makeup water for the cooling system as a result of 

water scarcity, water cost, and the trend to save water [2]. The design treatment also needs to be 

environmentally friendly to reduce environmental impact. In addition, the program has to be able to 

control deposition, corrosion, and biological growths, which are the three main problems affecting 

a cooling system’s performance. It is important that all chemical components used in the chemical 

treatment program are compatible among themselves to prevent negative interactions, which could 

result in poor performance.

7.2.1 DEPOSIT CONTROL

The designed chemical treatment program must be capable of controlling deposition under all 

potential scaling and fouling tendencies under the system operating conditions. A poor control 

of deposition could result in lower plant production due to problems associated with reduced heat 

transfer, under-deposit corrosion, and higher cleaning frequency. The formulation of the chemical 

components of the treatment program to be used need to be developed considering the potential 

scaling tendencies of all potential scale former salts; calculation of these tendencies can be achieved 

by using software that are capable of making these predictions combined with expertise on control-

ling the precipitation of all potential scale formers. The type of scale will depend on the chemical 

composition of the makeup water. For this reason, when designing a treatment program it is impor-

tant to conduct a water analysis of all potential sources of waters to be used alone or in combination 

with each other. The most common cooling system scale formers are calcium carbonate, calcium 

phosphate, zinc phosphate, silica, silicates, and iron and manganese oxides.

Deposition due to scaling is normally eliminated/minimized by the use of scale inhibitors, which 

can be simple molecules, for example, phosphonates, to more complex polymeric structures. These 

inhibitors are designed by taking into account parameters such as the ability of the inhibitors to 

interact with the surface-active sites of the potential scale former, the geometry and orientation of 

the inhibitor when approaching the surface, and the inhibitor molecular size [3].

Parameters such as pH, temperature, chlorine levels, calcium concentration, suspended solids lev-

els, and aluminum and iron levels can impact the performance of scale inhibitors. When choosing 

treatment components, the effect of these parameters on the scale inhibitors need to be considered. 

Molecules, for example, the phosphonates, are limited in their performance due to relatively poor 

stability to chlorine levels normally used in cooling systems in addition to other problems associated 

with their tolerance to calcium and iron levels [4]. These limitations greatly reduce the phosphonates’ 

performance and prevent their use when considering increasing cycles of concentrations, or in systems 

where poor water quality may require relatively high levels of continuous chlorination for microbio-

logical control, or in systems in which the characteristic of the makeup source is constantly changing 

the concentration of cations (calcium, iron, aluminum, etc.) and/or suspended solids.

The limitations presented by phosphonates-based treatments to prevent calcium carbonate depo-

sition can be overcome by using an inhibitor that has proven to be stable in the presence of chlorine, 
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and which is able to tolerate high levels of calcium and iron. Recently, a new halogen-stable inhibitor, 

alkyl epoxy carboxylate (AEC) was developed; this new inhibitor is capable of handling higher 

cycles of concentrations under very stressful conditions [5,6]. This inhibitor not only offers the 

stability advantage but also is more environmentally friendly since it does not contain phosphorus 

in its chemical structure as the phosphonates do. In addition, unlike the phosphonates, AEC is very 

calcium tolerant. Typical phosphonates such as the hydroxyethylidendiphosphonic acid (HEDP) and 

other aminophosphonates have relatively low calcium tolerance, and degrade to chlorinated organic 

compounds in the presence of chlorine, which makes them less effective. In addition, the use of 

phosphonates increases environmental concerns due to their eutrophication potential. The AEC’s 

higher performance, even under the most stressful conditions, and its chlorine tolerance has made it 

the industrial standard to prevent calcium carbonate scale formation in water cooling systems.

The presence of phosphate in the makeup water is becoming a more common phenomenon as the 

practice of using reuse water and gray water as makeup in a cooling system increases. This together 

with the necessity to increase concentration cycles in order to reduce water consumption and dis-

charge have resulted in very stressful operating conditions, which has made traditional metal-phos-

phate scale inhibitors not cost effective. A new terpolymer able to control metal-phosphate scale 

inhibition under stressful conditions of cooling system was developed. This new stress-tolerant 

polymer (hereafter referred to as STP) is able to control calcium phosphate under severe conditions 

even in the presence of other metals ions such as iron and aluminum at the normal levels present in 

a cooling system. STP has shown to be twice as effective as traditional commercially available poly-

meric calcium phosphate inhibitors, which makes it cost effective. This cost-effectiveness together 

with its chlorine stability make it possible to run cooling systems at higher cycles even in water with 

high calcium and phosphate concentrations, which results in saving on operation costs [7].

The relative calcium phosphate inhibition performance of STP to commonly used commercial 

copolymers and terpolymers is illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. Figure 7.1 compares 

the relative abilities of the polymers to prevent calcium phosphate precipitation in the cooling water 

in the absence of contaminants. Figure 7.2 shows the performance when low levels of soluble iron 

(3 ppm) are present. Soluble iron is known to “poison” polymeric dispersants causing a reduction in 

precipitation inhibition and particulate dispersion, both of which can lead to increased system foul-

ing. As can be seen from the graphs, the use of an STP provides better overall calcium phosphate 

precipitation inhibition in the presence or absence of soluble iron. This performance advantage can 

reduce both cooling system fouling and the cost associated with the chemical treatment program 

(i.e., lower polymer usage).
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Fouling of cooling system surfaces is the result of the settling of suspended solids. Fouling can 

be prevented by using dispersants and surfactants, which adsorb on the solid surface modifying 

surface charges and causing repulsion among particles. Multifunctional polymers, such as STP, 

have proved to be excellent dispersant agents in addition to being excellent calcium phosphate 

inhibitors. Dispersion of suspended solids such as silt, mud, and corrosion products should be 

considered when designing a cooling water treatment program to ensure fouling is prevented. 

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 compare the effi cacy of STP versus another commercially available sulfonated 

polymer. In these graphs, the polymers tested represent the state-of-the-art calcium phosphate 

inhibitors that have been developed over the past 20 years. SAA is a sulfonated acrylic acid copoly-

mer, and is the most commonly used phosphate scale control. In this dynamic testing, the higher the 

turbidity the better is the dispersion property of the polymer. Having a polymer with higher dispersion 

effi cacy reduces the potential for deposition of suspended solids on the surfaces of the cooling 

system, which improves system reliability.

7.2.2 CORROSION CONTROL

Corrosion can be maintained under control by using inhibitors, which are selected based upon the 

type of metallurgy. All types of metals under stressful operating conditions can be corroded and 

be susceptible to deposition by scale formation, fouling, and microbiological attack. Different 
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types of metals will corrode for different reasons. Because of this, it is important to know the metal-

lurgy present in the system in a way that the designed treatment program contains inhibitors that are 

able to maintain under control all potential corroding surfaces.

Copper and its alloys are susceptible to corrosion from ammonia as well as the high content of 

dissolved solids and deposits that may form on the surface. Ammonia can cause cracking on admi-

ralty brass, severe corrosion on all copper alloys, and contribute to biomass, which can create the 

right conditions for under-deposit corrosion. In the case of copper or its alloys, the most used inhibi-

tor is the tolyltriazole (TTA) followed by benzotriazole (BZT). However, TTA and BZT effi cacy is 

limited by the use of chlorine, which is the most widely used biocide because of its effi cacy and 

low cost. In the presence of chlorine, TTA and BZT degrade, and the protective fi lm formed on the 

metal surface is damaged reducing the capacity to prevent corrosion. Copper corrosion will release 

copper ions into the water, which will induce galvanic corrosion on mild steel surfaces. In addition, 

this degradation increases the chlorine demand, which not only increases costs due to the use of 

larger amounts of chlorine but also increases the corrosiveness in the system.

To avoid problems associated with TTA and BZT degradation, a new family of azoles that do 

not degrade in the presence of chlorine has been reported. One of these new azoles is the HRA 

(halogen-resistant azole, which is a modifi ed azole), which when fed to the cooling system forms a 

stronger fi lm than TTA and BZT. In addition, the fi lm is not damaged by the addition of chlorine. 

Since HRA is not degraded by chlorine, HRA does not increase chlorine demand resulting in lower 

costs than when TTA or BZT is applied as the copper corrosion inhibitor.

From the environmental point of view, HRA also offers advantages in comparison to TTA and 

BZT. Degradation of TTA produces chlorinated compounds, which produce a smell that could 

cause nausea in people close to the cooling system. Furthermore, because of the fact that HRA 

does not degrade and form a stronger fi lm on the metal surface, a lower dosage is needed compared 

to TTA or BZT to obtain similar corrosion inhibition. As a consequence, the amount of chemical 

discharged to the environment is signifi cantly reduced [8,9].

Waters having high total dissolved solids, which is worst when chloride is present at high levels, 

accelerate mild steel corrosion. In addition, any deposit formed on the mild steel surface from 

suspended solids, biomass, scale, and/or any contaminant will also induce mild steel corrosion. 

A common problem could be galvanic corrosion due to copper deposition on the mild steel surface.

Use of an effective water treatment program and operational changes can eliminate or minimize 

mild steel corrosion. Using cathodic and/or anodic corrosion inhibitors normally does control mild 

steel corrosion. Phosphate is widely used as a mild steel corrosion inhibitor. Depending on the 

aggressiveness of the water and the operating conditions, phosphate may be used in combination 

with pyrophosphate or zinc to eliminate/reduce pitting corrosion, which is perhaps one of the most 
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detrimental types of corrosion. Choosing a polymer capable of maintaining the metal-phosphate 

corrosion-protecting fi lm without allowing metal-phosphate scale formation is a key issue in the 

application of phosphate and zinc-based corrosion inhibition. The effi cacy of the polymer to act as 

an inhibitor is associated with the types of functional groups present in the polymer chain, size of 

the polymer, and the geometrical confi guration of the polymer when they interact with the surface, 

rather than if the polymer is a co- or terpolymer.

Stainless steel corrodes at much lower rates than mild steel. However, chloride ions can cause 

stress corrosion cracking or severe pitting. Chloride levels present in the water must be considered 

when selecting the type of stainless steel to be used. Biomass deposits, mainly from sulfate-reducing 

bacteria (SRB) and iron deposit bacteria can very rapidly induce pitting. An effective chemical 

water treatment program can minimize/eliminate the pitting problem.

Microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC) is also one of the types of corrosion that could create 

severe damage to the system metallurgy. Implementing an effective microbiological growth control 

program is a must to prevent MIC.

7.2.3 BIOLOGICAL CONTROL

Effective biological control programs for cooling water systems will (a) treat the system not just 

the water; (b) address the range of organisms posing threats to the cooling system; (c) control both 

planktonic and sessile microbes; (d) treat all areas of the cooling system including key areas such as 

tower deck, tower plenum, tower fi ll, heat exchanger equipment, and bulk water; (e) utilize a range 

of complementary biocontrol agents such as oxidizing biocides, nonoxidizing biocides, and biodis-

persants; (f) be supported by monitoring that tracks bioactivity levels and program performance; 

and (g) be applied consistently with regulations governing product use (e.g., labeling) discharge.

7.2.3.1 The Need for Biological Control
Biological control is as important as corrosion and deposit control for the successful treatment 

and protection of cooling systems. If cooling system biology is not effectively managed, efforts 

to control corrosion and deposition resulting from nonbiological sources will also be compromised. 

Organisms colonizing wetted and submerged surfaces form communities of organisms called bio-

fi lms. A biofi lm is effectively a living tissue consisting of the cells of various organisms and extra-

cellular polymers produced by these organisms. When left uncontrolled, biofi lms form fouling 

deposits on surfaces that reduce heat transfer and increase corrosion rates. The polymers associ-

ated with the biofi lm are hydrated and effectively increase the water fi lm thickness at heat transfer 

surfaces. Since water conducts heat much less effi ciently than metal, heat transfer rates across 

biofouled heat transfer areas suffer compared to rates across unfouled metal surfaces. Polymers 

also adsorb suspended solids from the bulk water thereby increasing the mass of fouling deposits. 

Biofi lms prevent corrosion inhibitors from reaching and protecting colonized surfaces. Further, 

metabolic activity in the biofi lm can generate by-products and create conditions that promote or 

enhance corrosion (i.e., microbiologically induce infl uenced corrosion; MIC).

In addition to their impact on corrosion and deposition, biofi lms can contribute to a higher 

risk for disease by supporting growth of waterborne pathogens, including the bacteria that cause 

Legionnaires’ disease. Cooling water treatment programs designed to ensure biological control as 

well as nonbiological corrosion and deposit control are essential to protect capital equipment, real-

ize unit availability and reliability goals, and to ensure safe, effi cient, and profi table operations.

7.2.3.2 What Are the Organisms That Must Be Controlled?
An enormous range of organisms can be found in cooling water systems. Various mollusks, as well as 

sponges, bryozoa and hydrozoa, are examples of macroscopic life forms that are often encountered—

especially in once-through cooling systems and, in particular, those using seawater. Fouling by these 

larger organisms can block heat exchanger tubes, and reduce or interrupt water fl ow in transfer lines. 

Mollusks such as Asiatic clams and Zebra mussels can occasionally cause mechanical damage.
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Nematodes, protozoa, algae, fungi, and bacteria are but a few of the microscopic forms encountered 

in cooling systems of all sorts. In open recirculating cooling systems, algae, fungi, and bacteria are the 

microbiological foulants that are most commonly of primary concern.

An effective cooling water treatment program must address organisms present in the bulk 

water, but more importantly, the program must address organisms attached to submerged and 

wetted surfaces. These sessile organisms cause the problems associated with biofouling—reduced 

heat transfer, MIC, and increased health risk. The accumulation of biological fouling material 

in fi lm-type tower fi ll can result in weight loads that exceed design specifi cations and lead to 

mechanical failure and collapse of the fi ll.

Planktonic or free-fl oating organisms present in the bulk water refl ect water quality, but targeting 

these organisms alone will not guarantee an effective biological control program. This is not to say 

the control of organisms in the bulk water can be ignored. For example, most community-acquired 

cases of Legionnaires’ disease are associated with the inhalation of contaminated aerosols. While 

a correlation between microbial levels in the bulk water and recovery of Legionella bacteria has not 

been found, it is obvious that effective bulk water treatment is essential to prevent the dissemination 

of Legionella-infested aerosols from the cooling system.

The same types of organisms can be found in either phase (in the bulk water or on surfaces); how-

ever, the signifi cance of these populations will differ. The SRB can be used to illustrate this point. 

These anaerobic organisms are killed by prolonged exposure to oxygen yet can be recovered from 

the fully aerated bulk water of the cooling system. Barring use of a heavily polluted makeup water 

source, fi nding them in the bulk water on a consistent basis suggests there are anaerobic deposits 

in the cooling system. Aerobic organisms in the biofi lm consume oxygen faster than it diffuses into 

the fi lm. The lower regions of the biofi lm become oxygen depleted providing an environment that 

supports growth of anaerobes such as the sulfate reducers. Controlling only bulk water SRB will not 

address the true source of these organisms—the biofi lm. Since the SRB are often associated with 

MIC and severe localized corrosion, the cooling water disinfection program must address sessile 

SRB and the biofi lm supporting them to avoid such damage.

Planktonic organisms typically enter the cooling system with the makeup water or are scrubbed 

out of the air by the cooling tower. Low concentrations (<1.0 ppm free residual as Cl2) of common 

disinfectants such as chlorine are commonly used to control such organisms. Low levels of oxidiz-

ing disinfectants are not always effective in penetrating biofi lms and controlling sessile organ-

isms, however. Organisms in the biofi lm are protected from the effects of disinfectants compared 

to planktonic organisms. The extracellular polymers they produce can act as nonliving demand-

depleting residuals of oxidizing biocides within the fi lm. Metabolic by-products such as reduced 

sulfur compounds and reduced conditions in the fi lm will also deplete oxidizing residuals. Further, 

slow diffusion processes play a greater role in the transport of disinfectants within the biofi lm 

compared to rapid, convective, mechanically aided transport through the bulk water. As a result, 

to effectively control biofi lms, oxidizers should be supplemented with nonoxidizing biocides and/or 

biodispersants.

An effective cooling water treatment program must manage the range of species that represent 

the most signifi cant threat(s) to safe and effi cient operations. Generally, cooling water treatment 

programs should be designed to provide routine, day-to-day control of algae, fungi, and bacteria. 

Some control of macrofouling species may be achieved as a result of this same general, day-to-day 

microbiological control program, but often control of these organisms will require more special-

ized, periodic (e.g., seasonal) treatments.

7.2.3.3 Areas of the Cooling System That Require Special Attention
Bacteria are widespread throughout cooling systems and can be found on most wetted and sub-

merged surfaces. Since bacteria are often the numerically dominant microbial form in biofi lms, an 

effective biological control program must target bacteria and sessile bacteria in particular to protect 

heat exchangers and other critical cooling equipment.
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High effi ciency, fi lm-type cooling tower fi ll deserves special attention since it is very prone to 

biofouling. The coatings used on such fi ll appear to be readily colonized by microorganisms. Once 

colonized, the fi ll accumulates suspended solids due to the “sticky” nature of polymers produced by 

biofi lm organisms. Biofouling will interrupt water fl ow, change the liquid:gas ratio in the tower, and 

reduce cooling effi ciency. Fouling makes it diffi cult to deliver treatment to affected areas since water 

fl ow within the affected area is blocked. In extreme cases, such fouling has led to fi ll collapse.

Owners of cooling towers, especially those using surface water with seasonal, high-suspended 

solids or with processes that contribute suspended solids to the cooling water, are advised to monitor 

fi ll weight on a regular basis. Periodic feed of biocides to tower return risers can be an effective means 

for targeting microbes in the fi ll before they cause problems. Hydrogen peroxide has been found to 

provide advantages over chlorine for mitigating biofouled tower fi ll. A recently available cleaner for 

biofouled surfaces is now available. This non-biocidal agent is to be used with either oxidizing or non-

oxidizing biocides. It is highly effective and provides rapid cleaning of biofi lm and adsorbed solids. In 

addition, compared to other biodispersant-type products previously available, it is non-foaming.

Compared to the bacteria, the nutrient requirements of fungi and algae tend to limit their distri-

bution in the cooling system, yet achieving control of these types of organisms can present special 

problems for the cooling system treatment program. Fungi can attack both the exterior and interior 

of wood tower components. External, surface attack causes soft rot on wet and fl ooded wood sur-

faces. Internal fungal attack causes deep rot, and is the more serious problem. It is harder to detect 

and can result in severe weakening of affected members and tower collapse in extreme cases. Deep 

rot occurs in wood located in non-fl ooded, high-humidity areas of the tower such as the plenum.

Typical low residuals of halogens like chlorine or bromine used for cooling water disinfection 

will be effective against fungi in the bulk water. However, nonoxidizing biocides should be used to 

enhance control of fungi on submerged wood surfaces. Fungi growing in the plenum or on other 

non-fl ooded wood surfaces are not contacted by biocides added to the recirculating water and are 

therefore not controlled by such treatments.

To control organisms in the plenum and elsewhere in the tower, wood that has been pressure 

treated with preservative is often used to construct the tower, but pressure-treating lumber pro-

vides limited protection against fungal attack; temporary protection from surface attack, at most. 

Pressure treating, even if wood is incised, drives the preservative only a few millimeters into the 

wood, and this protection can be breached. Saw cuts, drill holes, or cracks in tower members expose 

unprotected interior wood thereby providing avenues for penetration leading to fungal growth 

inside treated lumber.

Periodic spray application of approved biocides to wood surfaces in the plenum and elsewhere is 

of some limited benefi t. It may be most helpful after repairs have been made in towers that experi-

enced severe fungal attack. A prominent cooling tower manufacturer has advocated this approach 

to reduce residual fungal contamination levels after removal of decayed lumber and to help protect 

newly installed lumber. From a water treatment point of view, little can be done to prevent fungal 

attack in the plenum and other non-fl ooded areas of the tower. Since internal fungal attack can have 

severe consequences, inspections of tower wood should be part of the cooling system treatment 

program. Cooling tower owners are advised to use third party companies to conduct periodic tower 

inspections (e.g., every 3–5 years) and the services of a spray treatment company to apply approved 

biocides perhaps every 1–2 years depending on inspection history.

Algae are photosynthetic organisms. They use light to generate chemical energy required to sup-

port metabolic processes. As a result they are found primarily on sunlit areas of the tower. Algae-

related problems are often due to their growth on the open decks of cross-fl ow cooling towers where 

they can block distribution nozzles, upset water balance, and decrease cooling effi ciency. Algae can 

produce copious amounts of “slime” that helps protect them from oxidizing biocides. Uncontrolled 

algae growth will contribute organics that feed other microorganisms and further deplete oxidizing 

biocide residuals. Algae are associated with the growth of Legionella bacteria, and algae mats can 

provide anaerobic niches for the growth of SRB.
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Algae growths are not well controlled by oxidizing biocides at typical- use levels. Nonoxidizing 

biocides are essential for managing algae in cooling systems. Nonoxidizing biocides based on 

surface-active ingredients have been found to be very effective. As for protection of tower fi ll, 

periodic injection of biocides to the return risers of cooling towers with open decks can enhance 

algae control. Algae control products are available. Such products, known as “algistats,” do not kill 

quickly but rather interrupt photosynthesis and slowly starve algae. An algistat can be highly effec-

tive but requires careful, consistent application over several weeks since a lapse in treatment over 

this time can allow algae to recover.

7.2.3.4 Essential Tools for Biocontrol
Oxidizing biocides like chlorine from gas or sodium hypochlorite (liquid chlorine bleach) should be 

the backbone of an effective cooling system biocontrol program. Chlorine is proven, widely avail-

able, and a very cost-effective disinfectant, especially for cooling system bulk water. It is widely 

recommended for use in Legionella risk-mitigation programs. When biological control achieved 

by chlorine is inadequate, consider bromine. Bromine may enhance biocontrol under conditions 

of high pH (e.g., ≥8.0), especially when contact time is limited, and in the presence of ammonia 

contamination. Since bromine will almost always add to biocontrol costs compared to those of 

chlorine from gas or bleach, it is important to fi rst evaluate results by feeding chlorine at higher 

residuals. The development of halogen-stable cooling water treatment chemicals enables chlorine 

to be safely used at levels higher than historical norms (i.e., 0.5–1.0 ppm free residual chlorine vs. 

0.1–0.5 ppm FRCl2).

Bromine is available in a number of different forms. Liquid sodium bromide salt products are 

the lowest cost sources but must be activated by co-feeding with chlorine. Bulk-storage-related feed 

equipment should be considered when evaluating total costs of this approach. Bromine is also avail-

able in the form of hydantoin-based, solid halogen donor products. These products release active 

bromine when dissolved. Because of the relatively low solubility of hydantoins, specialized feed-

ers are required to apply these products. Liquid, “stabilized” bromine products represent another 

option. These products deliver active bromine as fed, and typically incorporate a small amount of 

sulfamic acid (NH2SO3) as stabilizer. The nitrogen acts as a stabilizer by forming a complex with 

the active bromine based compound. They claimed to extend the life of the halogen residual in the 

cooling water and also enhance product performance. These liquid, active bromine products can be 

fed with a simple chemical pump.

Continuous feed of oxidizing biocides is preferred though not always possible. Continuous feed 

allows for more consistent residual control and provides “infi nite” contact time thereby ensur-

ing good disinfection effi cacy (at least in the bulk water) and unbroken protection. Intermittent 

application may be required to meet discharge requirements or to manage water treatment costs. 

Intermittent feed reduces contact time, and this can compromise protection. Intermittent feed also 

requires more attention to product feed rates. At the start of the feed period the hydraulic and chemi-

cal demand in the system must be met, and this can require an increased feed rate. Once the system 

demand is met, the feed rate must be decreased to avoid exceeding the target control range.

To ensure adequate biocontrol when oxidizers are applied intermittently, use of biodispersants 

or nonoxidizing biocides should be considered. Use of oxidizing biocides can be limited for various 

other reasons. For example, concerns about chloride contribution and potential effects on stainless 

steel may limit the amount of chlorine fed. Chlorine and other oxidizers cannot be used in closed 

cooling systems treated with nitrite for mild steel corrosion protection. In such systems, an oxidizer 

would convert nitrite to ineffective nitrate and eliminate its ability to protect mild steel. Where oper-

ating conditions or system requirements limit oxidizing biocides, nonoxidizing biocides are recom-

mended. Although oxidizers are highly effective against bulk water organisms at low residuals, they 

will not deliver equivalent performance against biofi lm organisms at these same levels (as discussed 

previously). Use nonoxidizers to ensure effective control of biofi lms. The same factors associated 

with biofi lms (diffusion-based transport, reduced conditions, and nonliving chemical demand) 
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that adversely affect oxidizing biocide performance can also be encountered in low-fl ow shell-side 

cooling equipment, in open distribution decks colonized by algae, and in high-effi ciency fi lm-type 

tower fi ll. Nonoxidizing biocides should be used to ensure biocontrol in systems with these condi-

tions and components.

A number of nonoxidizing biocide active ingredients are used for treatment of cooling systems. 

Some examples of the most common types of actives are bronopol, DBNPA, glutaraldehyde iso-

thiazolin, methylene-bis-thiocyanate, and quaternary ammonium salts. Typically, commercially 

available cooling biocide products are formulated with a single active ingredient. There are, how-

ever, various blended nonoxidizing biocides that exhibit synergy, that is, the combination of actives 

produces a reduction in target microbial populations greater than the sum of the reductions pro-

duced by the individual actives applied separately. Identifying synergistic blends require extensive 

developmental research to discover the proper ratio of actives displaying this property. The U.S. 

Patent Offi ce has recognized the uniqueness of certain combinations and awarded patents based on 

a demonstration of synergy. When the nonoxidizing biocide blend is also found to be synergistic 

with oxidizing biocides, a highly effective antimicrobial agent control can be produced. Signifi cant 

benefi ts derived from use of such synergistic blends include (a) better biocontrol at a lower dosage 

and treatment cost; (b) reduced environmental impact; (c) resistant populations are “selected out” 

at a reduced rate; (d) the useful life of the product at a given site is extended; and (e) administrative 

costs associated with management of change processes for biocide “switch outs” are reduced.

Given there are many potential nonoxidizing biocide products that might be used, and since they 

do not demonstrate the same activity against all microbial types, design of the biocontrol segment 

of the cooling system treatment program should include a process to help identify the product best 

suited for use in a given system. This process should cover the following points: (a) consider the type 

of organism to be controlled, such as algae, fungi, aerobic bacteria, and anaerobic sulfate reducers; 

(b) biocide effi cacy is a function of the concentration fed and the contact time with the target popu-

lation; (c) understand various system parameters that will infl uence product performance, such as 

pH, retention time, chlorine compatibility, etc.; (d) evaluate the discharge environment. Will cool-

ing tower blowdown or other treated water go direct to a river, lake, or stream? Or will the treated 

water go to a waste treatment plant, either an on-site or an off-site Publicly owned treatment works 

(POTW)? How will use of a given product affect any government-issued discharge permit? (e) 

check candidate product labels to ensure they are registered for use in the type of water system to be 

treated. Determine whether products have any other necessary government approvals for use in the 

system; and (f) perform a toxicant evaluation. This evaluation will screen the antimicrobial activity 

of candidate products at various dosages against organisms (typically, bacteria) taken from the sys-

tem. It will help identify those products that have the best chance of working in the system. Toxicant 

evaluations can be performed against planktonic bacteria as well as sessile bacteria. Testing against 

sessile bacteria will require use of a specialized sampling device, a “modifi ed Robbins device.” 

Products that deserve further consideration are those effecting a 90% or greater reduction in microbial 

levels compared to untreated controls.

Generally, shot feed (slug) nonoxidizing biocides to the volume of the system. Application of 

biocide to hot return risers can be helpful when combating algae on the tower deck or biofouling 

in the tower fi ll. Continuous low-level applications are less common due to concerns about the effi -

cacy of low nonoxidizer residuals. When shot feeding biocides, product addition should be made 

as quickly as possible to ensure a maximum concentration from a given volume of water, and that 

product is not unnecessarily wasted by discharge with the tower blowdown during a prolonged feed. 

To maximize the concentration achieved and reduce the amount of product required (a) apply biocides 

during periods of low heat load; (b) drop the water level in the tower basin (if this can be done 

safely); (c) reduce cycles; and (d) block in blowdown.

Base dosage and frequency of nonoxidizing biocide applications on the needs of the system 

and biomonitoring results. Factors such as the rate of microbial growth, the system pH, the sys-

tem retention time, and the discharge environment will infl uence the decision. If a choice must 
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be made between dosage and frequency, a high dose applied less frequently is preferable to a low, 

potentially ineffective dose applied more often. Label dosage limits and the potential aquatic 

toxicity in direct discharge situations must be considered whatever decision is made about the 

biocide feed schedule.

Biodispersants represent a third and increasingly useful class of tools for biocontrol. They are not 

substitutes for biocides, but are used with biocides to improve results achieved by a given oxidizer/

nonoxidizer-based biocontrol program. Since biodispersants are not biocides, the improved biocon-

trol they enable is achieved without resorting to higher levels of toxic materials. Their use can help 

reduce the environmental impact of the overall biocontrol program. Biodispersants are commonly 

described as aiding penetration of biocides into biofi lms and into individual microbial cells. Some 

types appear to slow the rate at which surfaces foul. Recently, a new type of cleaner for biofouled 

surfaces has been identifi ed. This material, used in conjunction with other biocides, exhibits an 

unprecedented level of activity removing biological and other foulants from cooling system sur-

faces. A unique feature of this product, compared to conventional biodispersants that are highly 

surface active, is that it does not foul—even if applied at high concentrations.

7.2.3.5 Biomonitoring
Conduct biological monitoring to assess system cleanliness and performance of the biocontrol pro-

gram. A range of biomonitoring tools are available. These can be grouped in three main categories: 

(a) culture based; (b) biochemical markers; and (c) performance indicators.

Culture-based methods rely on growth of organisms on or in nutrient media. These are tradi-

tional methods as exemplifi ed by the Standard Method Plate Count, 3M’s Petrifi lm, Dipslides, and 

serial dilution vials. Serial dilutions of an aliquot of cooling water are applied to the surface of the 

growth medium or injected into nutrient broth. After a period of incubation (2–7 days, depending 

on the type of organism) microbes present in the original sample grow and form visible colonies 

on solid media or turbidity in nutrient broths. Results are expressed as CFU (colony forming units) 

per milliliter, and can be quantitative or semiquantitative. These techniques are commonly used to 

quantify total aerobic heterotrophic bacteria, molds and yeast (fungi), and anaerobic SRB. However, 

no one medium or set of incubation conditions can provide suitable growth conditions for all the 

microbes present in a cooling system. Even using a range of media to detect aerobic and anaero-

bic bacteria as well as fungi, growth-based techniques still grossly underreport total numbers of 

microorganisms in the system. Some researchers believe culture-based methods report as little as 

1% of the total microbes present. Consequently, culture-based methods provide only a very narrow 

and limited window on the total possible range of bioactivity that can be occurring in the cool-

ing system. In addition, because of incubation time requirements, several days will elapse before 

biomonitoring results are available. This greatly delays deciding whether the biocontrol program 

needs to be adjusted.

Biochemical markers such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP), DNA, RNA, or NAD can also be 

used to assess levels of microorganisms in cooling systems. Methods based on tracking such mol-

ecules generally require complex sample processing techniques, sophisticated and relatively expen-

sive lab equipment, and a high level of training for the analyst. In addition, it can be diffi cult to relate 

levels of these biochemicals to actual numbers of viable microbes.

ATP-based biomonitoring represents the exception to these generalizations. ATP is the “energy 

currency” found in all living things. Measuring ATP levels has been greatly simplifi ed over the last 

10–20 years, and the cost for ATP-based biomonitoring systems has decreased as well. Easy-to-use, 

relatively stable pen-based reagent systems based on the same chemistry as found in the fi refl y are 

commercially available. An unknown amount of ATP extracted from organisms in a water sample 

causes light to be produced when mixed with an enzyme/substrate reagent system. A luminometer 

is used to measure the amount of light produced and reports this as “relative light units.” Because 

reagents are in excess compared to ATP, the amount of light released is a function of ATP levels 

that in turn are a function of the amount of biological activity in the water sample. ATP-based 
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biomonitoring has the virtue of providing an assessment of a cooling system’s total bioactivity levels 

in just a few minutes. Since all living things contain ATP, this assessment is not limited to one 

segment of the total population. While some operator training is required, and though ATP from 

nonmicrobial sources (e.g., plants and insects) can complicate interpretation of results, when ATP-

based biomonitoring data is trended and related back to equipment performance, a real-time basis 

for assessing and adjusting the biocontrol program is provided.

Calculate and track performance parameters such as U coeffi cients, approach temperatures, con-

denser backpressure, or chiller effi ciency for key cooling system equipment. Plot biomonitoring 

results based on ATP or culture-based methods against relevant equipment operating parameters. 

This process can help identify correlations between bioactivity levels and effects on system opera-

tions. Use such correlations to interpret biomonitoring data and set action points for managing the 

biocontrol program.

7.3 APPLYING A DESIGNED TREATMENT PROGRAM

7.3.1 CONTROL OF CHEMICAL FEED

Despite the importance of properly functioning cooling tower systems, operational control of cool-

ing water treatment programs frequently is neglected, and thus is the single most common cause of 

program failure. The best possible combination of corrosion, scale, and deposition control chemi-

cals, with effective biocides, is completely worthless if not consistently and correctly applied to the 

cooling water.

Best practice for proper feed control is achieved through an automatic feed control system. The 

controller must (a) provide optimum treatment federates in an automatic and continuous manner. It 

should respond to changes in process conditions in a way that the required chemical active levels 

could be maintained; (b) ensure feed accuracy of each product by automatically verifying the exact 

amount of chemical being fed; (c) be able to accurately feed chemical directly from bulk storage, 

avoiding chemical handling and in this way enhance employee health and safety; (d) provide com-

prehensive information management and reporting capabilities to meet customer needs; and (e) be 

able to control blowdown and monitor makeup in a way that chemicals being fed can be adjusted 

according to changes in blowdown or makeup fl ows.

Controlling feed rate based upon mass balance of each product being fed is the most effective 

form of controlling treatment feed rate. Controlling product feed rate based upon adjustment on the 

monitoring of a tagged component is not enough. Knowing that the tagged component is present in 

the system does not mean that the other components are also present at the required dosage. This 

is true when some of the components may precipitate with calcium or other metal or degrade in the 

presence of halogen, as is the case of the phosphonates and the TTA.

7.3.2 MONITORING SYSTEM

A monitoring and maintenance program is essential to ensure high system performance. A pre-

ventive monitoring and maintenance schedule should be implemented under the supervision of an 

industrial water treatment specialist. There are a number of good reasons for continuous perfor-

mance monitoring of cooling systems including (a) changes in makeup water chemistry; (b) changes 

in temperature due to seasonal variations; (c) changes in system heat load due to production level 

changes; (d) changes in biological control requirements due to seasonal variations; (e) treatment 

chemical quality control problems; (f) system feed and control problems; and (g) system contamina-

tion from atmospheric or process leaks. Routine chemical testing of both recirculating and makeup 

water is important for getting target results. Chemical tests should include but not be limited to total 

and calcium hardness, alkalinity, silica, conductivity, phosphate, zinc, copper, iron, chlorides, pH, 

ammonia, phosphate, and biological activity. Chemical test frequency must be established based 
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upon system operating conditions. Test results must be compared with target conditions as well as 

with past results to be able to evaluate any change that may have happened. Using an online totalizer 

for daily fl ow rate and a rotameter for instantaneous fl ow rate can monitor makeup water volume. 

A magnetic fl ow meter can be used to measure fl ow rate in piping. All of these devices must be 

calibrated to prevent errors. In-line fl ow meters can clog due to deposition and biofouling, and as a 

consequence provide inaccurate fl ow value.

Monitoring units such as DAT and MonitAll [10] units are able to simulate deposition that 

could be occurring in the heat exchangers. However, direct monitoring of the heat exchanger, if 

it is possible, is the best way to know how clean the heat exchanger surface is. Determination and 

follow-up of the U-coeffi cient is a very good way of knowing the heat exchanger performance. 

A newly developed monitoring tool called CheX is a comprehensive tool, which monitors, pre-

dicts, and diagnoses the heat exchanger performance [11]. The unique features of this advanced 

technology include numerous data cleaning steps to improve data quality and isolate a net fouling 

trend, an adaptive model that learns from the past to predict performance 3 years in advance, and 

knowledge-based diagnostics that identify the probable cause(s) of fouling and recommend cor-

rective actions.

Corrosion monitoring employs a variety of techniques to determine how corrosive the environ-

ment is and at what rate metal loss is being experienced. Corrosion measurement is the quantitative 

method by which the effectiveness of corrosion control and prevention techniques can be evaluated, 

and provides the feedback to enable corrosion control and prevention methods to be optimized. The 

rate of corrosion dictates how long any process plant can be usefully and safely operated. The mea-

surement of corrosion and the action to remedy high corrosion rates permits the most cost-effective 

plant operation to be achieved while reducing the life-cycle costs associated with the operation.

Corrosion-monitoring techniques can help in several ways by (a) providing an early warning that 

damaging process conditions exist that may result in a corrosion-induced failure; (b) studying the 

correlation of changes in process parameters and their effect on system corrosivity; (c) diagnosing 

a particular corrosion problem, identifying its cause and the rate controlling parameters, such as 

pressure, temperature, pH, fl ow rate, etc.; (d) evaluating the effectiveness of a corrosion control/

prevention technique such as chemical inhibition, and the determination of optimal applications; 

and (e) providing management information relating to the maintenance requirements and ongoing 

condition of plant,

The following list details the most common techniques that are used in industrial applications:

Corrosion coupons (weight loss measurements)• 

Electrical resistance (ER)• 

Linear polarization resistance (LPR)• 

Electrochemical noise (ECN)• 

Galvanic (ZRA)/potential• 

Hydrogen penetration• 

Microbial• 

Sand/erosion• 

Monitoring techniques to be used depend upon the system operating conditions, system metallurgy, 

and water quality. The ATP method can monitor the levels of microbiological organisms in cooling 

water. This is an easy and quick way to know microbiological activity. ATP measurement offers the 

advantage that is a real-time measurement and allows for immediate corrective actions. Test strips 

and dip slide can also be used; however, these are more time-consuming techniques, and results are 

obtained after several days needed for incubation.

Testing for SRB is essential. SRB are detrimental to all metallurgies since these bacteria can 

induce pitting corrosion. Total bacteria test will not identify Legionella bacteria. It is recommended 

to send cooling water samples to a specialized laboratory for Legionella detection.
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A biofouling tube tracking device is also very important for biofouling monitoring. This is a 

piece of stainless steel tube with pressure-monitoring devices at each end. If biofouling starts to take 

place, a change in pressure can be detected.

7.3.3 DATA MANAGEMENT

A monitoring and diagnostics system that enables effective management of overall plant water and 

process systems’ performance though remote data acquisition and analysis is essential for managing 

the cooling system. The system should have reporting capabilities to allow plant personnel and other 

service teams to focus on maximizing energy effi ciency, production throughput, and equipment life 

expectancy with minimal personnel time.

The system should be able to collect data from (a) chemical feed controllers; (b) plant data system; 

(c) operators logs; and (d) system monitoring tools. In addition, the system should have other capa-

bilities including the following: (a) provide data tables; (b) provide trends of raw data; (c) develop 

technical performance scorecards; (d) be able to perform statistical analysis and process control 

charts; and (e) send electronic alarm notifi cation via e-mail or telephone.

Data management systems, such as GE W&PT Insight system, have proven to be important to 

customers to gather information on multiple systems, locations, and data sources, using a simple 

mechanism via the Web and the e-mail. This allows taking corrective action immediately and keep-

ing people informed on system performance 24 h a day.

7.4 SUMMARY

The function of a cooling water system is to remove heat from a process or equipment. In order for 

the system to be effi cient, all potential problems due to deposition, corrosion, and microbiological 

growth must be maintained under control. Each system requires a unique approach as far as design-

ing a water treatment program capable of maintaining system performance and ensure

Plant reliability• 

Productivity• 

Asset protection• 

Health and safety• 

Profi tability• 

Understanding the mode of action of each component helps in choosing of the cooling program. This 

combined with the knowledge of the system to be treated and its infl uence on the environment permits 

a proper and cost-effective cooling treatment program. When choosing the correct treatment program, 

one must consider the chemical characteristic of the water sources(s) used as makeup as well as the 

type of metallurgy and other surfaces present in the cooling system. Each chemical component of the 

treatment program needs to be checked for its stability under the operating conditions: chlorine, toler-

ance to calcium, pH, compatibility with other components of the treatment program, environmental 

impact, and safety of the people handling the product or that are close to the vicinity of the system. 

Controlling the feed of the program to the system as well as monitoring its performance and managing 

the results is a key to the successful application of any designed treatment program.
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8 Latest Developments in 
Oilfi eld Scale Control

Mingdong Yuan

8.1 INTRODUCTION

There are a number of new developments and trends in the oil and gas industry that impact how 

mineral scales are formed and prevented, namely, (a) the production of oil and gas (and water) from 

deepwater and ultra deepwater, especially from subsea satellite fi elds that are tiebacks to a main 

production platform or a fl oating production, storage, and offl oading (FPSO) vessel; (b) produc-

tion from high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) reservoirs, some of which contain high-salinity 

(HS) formation brines; (c) production from long-reach horizontal wells and complex wells in com-

plex reservoir formations; (d) the minimization of environmental impact from chemical products to 

meet more stringent regulatory requirements; and (e) gas hydrate formation and the use of hydrate 

inhibitors. In response to these operational and environmental challenges, signifi cant technological 

advances have recently been made in oilfi eld scale control. This chapter therefore intends to review 

and discuss some of these major developments and advances in the last few years, namely, (a) the 

use of viscosifi ed fl uids to improve chemical placement into targeted formation zones in horizontal 

wells, complex wells, and complex formations; (b) the use of nonaqueous inhibitor solutions and 

treatment packages to minimize potential formation damages resulting from scale inhibitor squeeze 

treatments; (c) the development and selection of chemical inhibitors that are more environmentally 

acceptable or that are with enhanced functionality or improved secondary properties; (d) alternative 
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approaches to scale inhibition by reducing/removing sulfate ions in the injection seawater; (e) the 

mapping of ions and scale precipitation throughout oil reservoirs; and (f) the impact of gas hydrate 

inhibitors on scale formation and inhibition. Furthermore, this chapter attempts to review some of 

the recent fundamental studies on scale formation, inhibition, and inhibitor–rock interactions, and 

transport. Instead of attempting to critique the soundness and validity of the referenced studies, this 

chapter intends to keep readers abreast of the recent major developments in oilfi eld scale and the 

resulting key fi ndings, and serve as a source of literature references for further reading.

8.2  VISCOSIFIED FLUIDS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF SCALE 
INHIBITOR PLACEMENT

In offshore deepwater production, owing to the high cost of the scale-formation squeeze treatment 

and the signifi cant disruptions to normal oil and gas production, there is an emphasis on improving 

the reliability, the effectiveness, and the treatment lifetime of an inhibitor squeeze application. In 

this regard, inhibitor placement in long-reach horizontal wells, complex wells, and heterogeneous 

formations is a key to ensure the scale inhibitor will be present in the formation zone(s) and produc-

ing wellbore section(s) where there is a potential for waterborne scaling.

With this in mind, there have been a large amount of recent laboratory and fi eld studies that 

have advanced the inhibitor placement technology [1–9]. Chemical diverters have been developed 

or identifi ed to help place the scale inhibitor in the targeted formation zones. The most recent 

developments on scale inhibitor diversion have been focused on self-diversion treatments via bull-

heading by using viscosifi ed fl uids. On the one hand, bullheading of viscosifi ed fl uids is cost 

effective and practical in increasing inhibitor placement into the toe section of the formation. 

On the other hand, they do not usually cause complications to the treatment operation, produc-

tion formations, and scale inhibitor performance. As a viscosifi ed fl uid enters an upper formation 

zone (the heel), the increased fl uid viscosity starts to create resistance to the fl uid penetration and 

further propagation into the formation, which then forces the fl uid (scale inhibitor solution) inside 

the wellbore to be pumped further down to the lower (toe) section and be forced into the bottom 

formation zone [3–5]. Aqueous, homogenous shear-thinning non-Newtonian and linear-viscosity 

Newtonian fl uids as well as emulsifi ed viscous fl uids have been studied and applied in the fi eld as a 

diverter. The additives used to make these viscous solutions are typically synthetic polymers, such 

as polyacrylamide (PAM), or biopolymers such as hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC) and Xanthan and 

Guar gums [1,9].

The recent advances in this area have been achieved through both laboratory experimental  studies 

[1,4,8,9] and computer simulation [2–5] of the effects of viscous fl uids on diverting scale inhibitor 

into multiple heterogeneous formation zones. Shear-thinning fl uids are generally found to be more 

effective than the simple Newtonian fl uids. This is because while being pumped down the wellbore, 

a shear-thinning fl uid at a relatively high velocity has a much lower viscosity, thus allowing it to 

travel further down the wellbore with less resistance, but it becomes increasingly more viscous as 

it enters the top formation zone and propagates further away from the wellbore where the velocity 

dramatically reduces. A viscosifi ed fl uid can be applied as a pretreatment (prefl ush) ahead of the 

scale inhibitor main pill, or the scale inhibitor pill can be viscosifi ed to become self-diverting. In 

addition, overfl ush fl uid may be viscosifi ed to chase the scale inhibitor and reduce viscous fi ngering 

inside the formation of the overfl ush fl uid through the inhibitor solution.

Although it is widely agreed that viscosifi ed fl uids help scale inhibitor placement into formation 

layers of permeability and pressure contrast, there is however a disagreement as how signifi cant this 

effect can be. Whereas one model predicts a very signifi cant positive diverting effect from a viscous 

shear-thinning fl uid [4], a different model indicates such an impact is more moderate in a radial fl ow 

system such as that of a near-wellbore formation [3], and any improvement of shearing thinning on 

viscous Newtonian fl uid in inhibitor placement is marginal [5].
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Several fi eld applications of viscosifi ed self-diverting treatments using shear-thinning fl uids have 

recently been reported [2,4,7,9]. These applications were mostly successful as far as scale inhibitor 

placement and scale inhibitor return are concerned, although two treatments reportedly caused an 

upset to the fl uid separation during initial fl ow backs and one application resulted in well produc-

tivity decline [2,9]. One successful application was a squeeze treatment using Xanthan viscosifi ed 

scale inhibitor solution in a long-reach horizontal well in the Nelson fi eld in the North Sea. This 

treatment resulted in scale inhibitor return at above 10 ppm for more than 5 million barrels of pro-

duced water, which was more than double the treatment lifetimes that were obtained with conven-

tional squeezes in the same well.

8.3 NONAQUEOUS SCALE INHIBITORS FOR SQUEEZE TREATMENTS

Since a squeeze treatment is intended to arrest well production decline that otherwise would occur 

as a result of scale deposition in the near-wellbore formation and/or in the production tubular, any 

loss of well productivity resulting from a squeeze treatment would defeat the purpose of such a 

treatment. Formation damages from wettability change, water blocking, clay swelling, and mineral 

dissolution may potentially arise from a conventional, aqueous squeeze treatment in low water-cut 

and water-sensitive formations. With this in mind, most recent studies and developments in avoiding 

or minimizing squeeze-induced damages have been focused on nonaqueous inhibitor treatments as 

an alternative to the conventional, aqueous treatments [10–20]. There are several types of nonaque-

ous scale inhibitor solutions that have been developed for squeeze applications: (a) truly oil-soluble 

(or completely water free) scale inhibitor solution [10,11,15], (b) oil-soluble scale inhibitor solu-

tion (with the intrinsically water-soluble inhibitor formulated into an oil-soluble solution package) 

[14,16,20], (c) water-soluble scale inhibitor formulated into amphiphilic/mutual solvents [12,14,16], 

and (d) scale inhibitor formulated into oil-continuous emulsions or microemulsions [11,17]. A 

detailed review and description of these different systems can be found in a reference paper [13].

Although many of the nonaqueous squeeze treatments were reportedly successful, causing no 

formation damages or even resulting in increased oil productivity following each treatment [12,13], 

they are however not fool-proof as far as formation damage is concerned. This is because there are 

other damage mechanisms that could be induced by a nonaqueous solution and the additives therein, 

such as emulsion formation or precipitation of the inhibitor and/or additives in situ. For instance, 

two squeeze treatment failures (formation damages) were reported with use of oil-soluble scale 

inhibitors [13], and slight productivity declines were reported following two other squeeze treat-

ments using amphiphilic-solvent-based nonaqueous inhibitor [12].

Most of the nonaqueous squeeze treatments were reported to, when compared to the aqueous 

treatments, have resulted in enhanced inhibitor retention or extended inhibitor squeeze lifetimes at 

a given minimum inhibition concentration (MIC) [11,12,17,18], even though there were also reports 

that nonaqueous squeezes did not provide any improvement in inhibitor return or even gave some-

what shorter treatment lifetimes [16]. In one carefully controlled laboratory experimental study 

[14,16], three inhibitor solutions were formulated by using the same phosphonate scale inhibitor: 

one an aqueous solution, another a mutual-solvent-based nonaqueous solution, and the third an 

oil-soluble solution. These three inhibitor solutions were then applied in three identical core fl oods 

to simulate inhibitor squeeze treatments. Both the mutual-solvent-based and oil-soluble inhibitor 

solutions in these core fl oods resulted in similar inhibitor returns (squeeze lifetimes) to that from 

the aqueous solution core fl ood, as shown in Figure 8.1.

Although a majority of the reported studies on nonaqueous inhibitors focused on practical aspects 

(such as permeability changes and inhibitor returns), a few studies investigated the more fundamen-

tal aspects of these solutions, such as phase behavior, kinetics, and adsorption/desorption processes, 

which were carried out by experiments [13,14,20] as well as computer modeling [14,16,19,20].

When compared to conventional aqueous squeeze treatments, the total number of scale squeezes 

using nonaqueous scale inhibitor technologies are still relatively small [13]. This limited acceptance 
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by the industry is likely due to a multitude of factors, such as relatively higher costs of nonaque-

ous products than aqueous-based products, additional complexity of the treatment procedures, and 

potential product instability that may be associated with some nonaqueous technologies [13,18]. 

Besides, nonaqueous scale squeeze technologies are competing with conventional aqueous tech-

nologies that are suitable for squeezing in a majority of oil and gas wells. Furthermore, there have 

been successful scale inhibitor squeeze treatments in low water-cut and water-sensitive formations 

by combining nonaqueous prefl ush and overfl ush (e.g., mutual solvent or diesel) with aqueous main-

scale inhibitor pill [6,21]. These “hybrid” inhibitor squeezes seem to expand the applicability of 

aqueous scale inhibitors in low water-cut and water-sensitive formations.

8.4  DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF NEW 
CHEMICAL INHIBITORS

A substantial amount of recent advances has centered on the devel-

opment, evaluation, and application of environmentally more accept-

able inhibitor chemistries and products, while other efforts have also 

been made to improve inhibitor functionality (lower MIC and/or 

improved inhibitor retention) as well as their secondary properties 

that enable their use in harsh conditions (e.g., higher thermal stabil-

ity and better brine compatibility).

8.4.1 ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE INHIBITORS

In order to meet more stringent environmental regulations [22–24], 

more environmentally friendly scale inhibitors were developed or 

identifi ed that would minimize their impact when discharged into the 

environment such as the ocean. There have been a number of reports 

of new chemistries and products that are more environmentally 

acceptable and that have been studied in the laboratory and/or applied 

in the fi eld [17,22,24–30]. One particular “green” chemistry class, 

carboxy methyl inulins (CMIs), was widely studied [17,24,26,31]. 

It is reported to be inherently biodegradable [17,26]. Figure 8.2 shows 
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the chemical structure of a CMI. CMIs are found to be effective barium sulfate and calcium carbon-

ate inhibitors, and have good adsorption and desorption properties on limestone substrates. Another 

“green” chemistry that has been widely studied is polyaspartic acids (polyaspartates) [24,26,31]. A 

molecular structure of polyaspartates is shown in Figure 8.3.

A comparative laboratory study was carried out on conventional scale inhibitors and environ-

mentally friendly scale inhibitors (referred to as “green” scale inhibitors or GSIs in the referenced 

paper) [24], and it concluded that (a) “currently available GSIs do work under certain test conditions 

and would be suitable in terms of inhibition effi ciency (IE) to tackle specifi c milder barium sulfate 

scaling problems,” and (b) “the GSIs tested do appear to fi t into the mechanistic schemes proposed 

for conventional scale inhibitors. As expected, they generally lie in the polymer region, and operate 

principally as nucleation inhibition species like PVS and PPCA.”

8.4.2 INHIBITORS WITH ENHANCED FUNCTIONALITY

Several new inhibitor chemistries were reported that provide improvement on inhibitor retention 

in the formations or squeeze lifetimes [29,32–34]. Two of the papers [32,33] reported successful 

squeeze treatments using a new polymeric scale inhibitor in an oilfi eld with severe barium sul-

fate scaling, where the inhibitor squeeze lifetimes almost doubled over the incumbent inhibitors. 

Unfortunately, no details were revealed about this inhibitor chemistry. Two other papers [29,34] 

reported successful squeeze applications of new co-polymer and ter-polymer inhibitors that con-

tain both a carboxylic acid functional group and a quaternary amine monomer. Figure 8.4 shows 

a schematic drawing of such a ter-polymer. It is very interesting and highly uncommon that one 

scale inhibitor molecule contains both anionic and cationic groups, especially considering that 

conventional scale inhibitors are anionic in nature. The authors claim that the positively charged 

amine group would help the inhibitors to adsorb on the negatively charged sandstone formations.

8.5 SULFATE REMOVAL FROM INJECTION SEAWATER

In offshore production, seawater is commonly injected into petroleum reservoirs to maintain or 

increase oil recovery. However, with seawater injection, as soon as the injection water breaks 

through into the production side, barium sulfate scale deposition often becomes a major produc-

tion problem in the near-wellbore producing formations, production tubulars, and fl owlines. This is 
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a result of commingling of formation brines that are rich in barium ions (typically from 10s to 100s 

mg/L) and seawater that contains excessive sulfate ions (in high 2000s mg/L).

Conventionally, scale prevention and, to a lesser extent, scale removal on the production side 

have been the norm of the oilfi eld scale control measures. However, as the consequence of scale-

related operational failure or production loss can be unbearable in deepwater subsea systems and 

scale-related well interventions are disruptive and often cost-prohibitive, sulfate ion removal from 

the source injection water has become a more attractive alternative scale prevention strategy [35–40]. 

Furthermore, the advent in sulfate removal technology has made this alternative strategy more 

economical and effective.

The common sulfate removal or reduction technology is based on nano-fi ltration membranes 

that retain larger ions such as sulfate ions [36,39]. The sulfate-reduced water is then injected into 

the reservoir [36]. Figure 8.5 provides schematic diagrams of the conventional membrane sulfate 

removal process. The other sulfate removal technology is based on a reverse osmotic process, but it 

is more expensive than the membrane technology [36,37].

Since the fi rst commercial implementation of a sulfate removal plant on the Brae fi eld in the North 

Sea in the early 1980s, this technology has been improved over the years in terms of the extent of 

sulfate reduction in the seawater [39]. While the fi rst generation of the sulfate removal technology 

reduced sulfate ions in seawater to about 100 ppm [39], the newer sulfate removal technology on 

several projects under operation reduces sulfate concentration in seawater to about 40 ppm [36,37]. 

Today, the technology can routinely reduce sulfate to 20 ppm [39] and it can go lower further almost 

completely by changing the processing array setup while utilizing the standard membranes [36,39]. 

By removing the vast majority of the sulfate ions from injection seawater, it either eliminates or 

dramatically reduces the supersaturation and deposition of barium sulfate in the mixed injection 
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FIGURE 8.5 Schematic diagrams of the conventional 1-pass SRP nano-fi ltration confi guration (sulfate 

reduction to 40 ppm) compared with 2-pass confi guration to achieve 20 ppm. (From Collins, I.R. et al., sul-

fate removal for barium sulfate scale mitigation in a deepwater subsea production system, Paper SPE87465 

 presented at the SPE International Symposium on Oilfi eld Scale, Aberdeen, U.K., 2004. With permission.)
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water and formation water, and hence the requirement for scale inhibition accordingly. For example, 

a particular formation brine (containing 170 mg/L barium ions) when mixed with seawater without 

desulfation would have a severe barium sulfate scaling potential (a saturation index as high as 1.7 

and precipitation as much as 230 mg/L) [40]. In contrast, when sulfate is reduced to 20 ppm in the 

seawater, barium sulfate would become undersaturated across the entire mixing range between the 

formation brine and seawater.

Modeling and lab studies were carried out to correlate crystal nucleation induction time [39] and 

deposition kinetics [37] with respect to sulfate reduction in seawater. One study, by coupling labora-

tory experiments with modeling of barium sulfate deposition kinetics [37], produced envelopes of 

“safe operation” that correlate the required level of desulfation at any given level of barium ions. 

Such “safe operation” envelopes are illustrated in Figure 8.6. A separate study [39] developed a 

relationship of sulfate reduction required to meet a target induction time at a given level of barium 

ions, with an example shown in Figure 8.7. Although sulfate reduction to a very low level reduces 

barium sulfate scaling tendency signifi cantly, scale inhibition may still be needed, albeit at a much 

lower inhibitor concentration [36,37,39]. One experimental study [39] found that a trace level of 

scale inhibitor might extend the safe range of −2
4SO  in the injection water enormously.

There have been studies assessing the cost-effectiveness of installing and operating a sulfate 

removal facility on an offshore platform or FPSO versus conventional periodic scale inhibition 

treatments [35,36]. For example, for the Greater Plutonio deepwater project offshore Angola, eco-

nomic analysis concluded that it would cost the project less over its lifetime by having a sulfate 

removal plant that reduces seawater sulfate ions to about 40 ppm, and a further economic analy-

sis indicated that by reducing sulfate ions to 20 ppm, it would save the overall project cost by 

another $30  million, because at 20 ppm −2
4SO  it would eliminate all the scale-related well inter-

ventions from the fi eld operating cost [36]. For a specifi c project, whether to implement a sulfate 

removal plant for injection seawater or adopt more conventional scale prevention approach should 
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be determined based on an economic analysis that considers a multitude of factors including fi eld 

confi guration, recovery method, well and fl ow line construction, potential capital and operating 

costs, etc. [35,36,38].

8.6  BRINE MIXING, ION EXCHANGE, AND SCALE PRECIPITATION 
INSIDE OIL RESERVOIRS

Of the recent effort to understand potentials of mineral scaling and their consequences, the most 

insightful work has been the development of an understanding of brine mixing, ion exchange, 

and scale precipitation deep inside the oil reservoirs [6,38,41–43]. In produced water containing 

mixed formation brine and injection water, one would expect the concentration of an ion (e.g., 

barium, sulfate, or magnesium) in it to change with the injection water fraction in the produced 

water, namely, the concentration of a particular ion plotted as a function of the injection water 

fraction would simply following the linear, ideal dilution line from 100% formation brine to 

100% injection water. In reality, concentrations of some ions in a produced water would mark-

edly deviate from the ideal dilution line as injection water fraction increases. Figure 8.8 provides 

a case in point for barium sulfate ions in the produced water from a reservoir formation that 

contains 180 mg/L Ba2+ on average in the native formation water but has since been fl ooded with 

seawater. It is clear that the barium concentration in the produced water was only a small frac-

tion of what would be expected based on the ideal dilution line. It turns out that the reduction of 

barium ions in the produced waters with seawater injection is mainly caused by in situ precipita-

tion of barium sulfate (or barium stripping by sulfate ions) inside the reservoir as the injection 

water mixes with the native formation water on its way to the production side [6,38,41,42]. In 

comparison, sulfate ion concentration change often would simply follow the ideal dilution line, 

which is because 
−2

4SO  in the seawater are usually orders of magnitude higher than [Ba2+] in the 

formation water, and the reduction of −2
4SO  from precipitation with barium hence was often neg-

ligible. However, in a reservoir rich in calcite and with a formation brine high in [Ca2+], the main 

scale can be calcium sulfate and sulfate stripping could occur as a consequence [43]. In such a 

calcium-rich reservoir environment, ion exchange between magnesium ions in the injection sea-

water and the calcium ions on the calcite solid phase in the reservoir may also take place, which 

would then result in the depletion of [Mg2+] and an increase in [Ca2+] in the produced water [43]. 
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This cation exchange may exacerbate the sulfate stripping because it makes additional calcium 

ions available into the aqueous phase. Various computer software programs have been developed 

and/or used to simulate and predict these processes of brine mixing, ion exchange, and scale pre-

cipitation [6,38,41–43]. The simulation studies usually use modifi ed reservoir simulators coupled 

with near-wellbore, localized models to describe the multiphase fl uid fl ow, brine mixing, reac-

tion, and transport of the ions. However, as there are many factors that can affect the accuracy 

of a simulation or prediction, care and caution should be taken in using such data when planning 

scale control options [6,41].

Overall, these recent studies have provided a valuable insight into why scale ion concentrations 

in the production water vary over time and why they often deviate from the expected “norm.” Such 

information is useful in forecasting produced water chemistry change, assessing scale risks, plan-

ning for scale inhibition treatments, and determining minimum inhibitor requirement.

8.7 IMPACT OF HYDRATE INHIBITORS

Gas hydrates often impose a fl ow assurance risk in offshore oil and gas production, and gas hydrate 

formation is often prevented by injecting into the produced fl uids large quantities of thermodynamic 

hydrate inhibitors (THIs) such as methanol and glycols (ethylene glycol and triethylene glycol), or 

low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs) such as anti-agglomerants and kinetic hydrate inhibitors. 

Since THIs are typically dosed at percentage levels (as much as 50%, v/v) in the produced water, 

it is of great interest and importance to know whether these hydrate inhibitors would affect (a) salt 

and mineral scale solubility in the produced waters, (b) kinetics of salt and scale precipitation, and 

(c) scale inhibitor performance against salt and scale precipitation. In the last few years, there has 

been a substantial amount of research work carried out focusing on the effects of THIs, such as 

methanol and glycols [44–48]. Methanol, even at only a few volume percent in an oilfi eld brine, 

drastically reduces the solubilities of common scale minerals, such as barite, calcite, and gypsum 

[44,45,48,49]. It has a similar adverse effect on common salts in oilfi eld brines, such as halite, syl-

vite, and antarcticite [44,45]. In comparison, glycols have less adverse effects on salt and scale solu-

bilities [44–46,48]. Figure 8.9 shows the effects of methanol present in salt solutions on common 

sulfate minerals, and Figure 8.10 compares the effects of methanol and glycols on barite solubility. 
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Figure 8.11 shows the halite solubilities in the presence and absence of methanol over a range of 

temperature. In another study [46], solubilities of calcium carbonate and calcium sulfate (both gyp-

sum and anhydrite) in NaCl solutions were experimentally measured as a function of monoethylene 

glycol concentration.

The recent experimental studies also determined the nucleation induction times of barite scale 

in the presence of methanol and glycols [45,47,48]. As shown in Figure 8.12, barite nucleation 

is signifi cantly accelerated by as little as 5% (wt) methanol, and this effect becomes more pro-

nounced at higher methanol concentrations. Similar to their effects on barite solubility, glycols 

have less adverse effects than methanol on barite induction time. To varied degrees, all the hydrate 

inhibitors reduce barite nucleation time because of the increase in barite supersaturation and a 

change in crystal/solution interfacial energy in the presence of the hydrate inhibitors [45,47,48].

Accompanying the experimental studies, mathematical expressions and/or models were developed 

to calculate or predict the effects of hydrate inhibitors on salt and scale solubilities and precipitation. 
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An activity model was developed to predict salt and mineral solubilities in hydrate inhibitors/water/salt 

solutions, which uses the Pitzer theory of ion interactions to model the salt effect and the Born equation 

to model methanol effect on the salt and mineral solubilities [45,48]. The impact of hydrate inhibitors 

on the nucleation rates of barite can be predicted by semiempirical equations of classical nucleation 

theory [45,47,48]. Another thermodynamic model was developed to predict salt formation in multi-salt 

systems with or without hydrate inhibitors, which is based on the equality of the fugacities of salt in 

solid phase and in aqueous phase where an equation of state is used to calculate the salt fugacities [44]. 

In a separate research study [46], a scale prediction model was upgraded to simulate the effects of eth-

ylene glycol on CO2 equilibria, solution pH, and solubilities of common scales. The model is based on 

a semiempirical approach that combines an ion activity model and curve fi tting of the solubility data.
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Laboratory experiments were also carried out to study hydrate inhibitor’s effects on scale inhibi-

tor performance, as measured by the nucleation induction rates of barite [45,47,48]. Several scale 

inhibitors were examined, including bishexamethylenetriaminepenta (methylenephosphonic acid) 

(BHPMP), nitrilotris (methylenephosphonic acid) (NTMP), and phosphinopolycarboxylic acid 

(PPCA) [45,47,48]. The molecular structures of these common oilfi eld inhibitors are shown in 

Figure 8.13. It was found that scale inhibitor effi ciency was severely impaired by methanol. For 

example, in a 20% methanol solution, the MIC of BHPMP is increased by a factor of 6 when 

compared to its MIC in a methanol-free solution [47]. At high methanol concentrations, due to a 

combination of increased supersaturation and possible formation of phosphonate metal salts, barite 

scale inhibition by phosphonates may become impossible [47,48]. Compared to methanol, glycols 

exhibited less adverse effects on the scale inhibitor performance [45,47,48]. In these studies, the 

authors also used a semiempirical nucleation inhibition model to predict the effects of hydrate 

inhibitors on scale inhibitor effi ciency, expressed in terms of barite nucleation induction time and 

scale inhibitor’s MIC. These research fi ndings highlight a need to consider the potentially dramatic 

impact of thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors on scale formation and inhibition. Neglect or underes-

timate of such effects could have catastrophic consequences [49].

8.8  FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES ON SCALE FORMATION, 
INHIBITION, AND INHIBITOR–ROCK INTERACTIONS

Parallel to developing practical application technologies and inhibitor products, there has been a sub-

stantial amount of fundamental and mechanistic studies over a wide range of scale topics in recent 

years. Of these studies, the majority of the work can be captured in three topical areas: (a) scale 
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formation (nucleation, precipitation, and deposition), (b) scale inhibition, and (c) scale inhibitor inter-

actions and reactions with rock substrates and minerals.

8.8.1 SCALE FORMATION, PRECIPITATION, AND DEPOSITION

A number of researchers have investigated scale nucleation induction, crystal growth and mor-

phology, and various infl uencing factors such as ion composition, supersaturation, and temperature 

[50–60]. Several rather insightful and interesting studies focused on the simultaneous bulk solution 

precipitation and surface deposition processes of scale formation by using two novel and powerful 

techniques. One is based on a rotating disk crystallizer (RDC), which is also called the rotating 

disk electrode (RDE) [50–54], and the other utilizes synchrotron radiation wide angle x-ray scat-

tering (WAXS) technique, which is also referred to as synchrotron XRD (SXRD) [55,57,58,60]. 

The detailed descriptions of the RDC and SXRD instruments and the corresponding experimental 

setups can be found in the referenced papers.

As bulk solution precipitation in a clean, fi ltered brine is a homogeneous process and surface 

deposition is a heterogeneous process where the metal surface acts as the nucleation sites, the recent 

study using an RDC [52] confi rms that bulk solution precipitation and surface deposition have dif-

ferent dependencies on the index of supersaturation. The scale nucleation and crystal growth at low 

supersaturation indexes are found to be rapid on the metal surface, while bulk nucleation and crystal 

growth appear slow. It is also found that submicron-size particles formed in the initial nucleation 

period are the main contribution to the coverage in the initial stages of surface scale formation. 

Crystals formed on the surface are larger than those formed in the bulk solution, as heterogeneous 

conditions promote crystal growth.

Since magnesium ions are a common ion species in both oilfi eld formation waters and injec-

tion waters, studies were carried out to investigate their effect on the precipitation and deposition 

of calcium carbonate scale by using the RDC technique [50,51,53,54]. Several interesting fi ndings 

emerged from this investigation. Mg2+ adsorbs on the deposited scale crystals. Mg/Ca ratio in the 

deposit on the metal surface is proportional to the [Mg2+]/[Ca2+] ratio in the scaling water (as shown 

in Figure 8.14), but the distribution coeffi cient in the surface deposition and in the bulk solution is 

a constant, independent of [Mg2+] in the bulk solution. Magnesium accelerates crystal transforma-

tion from vaterite to calcite. Magnesium ions adsorbed on calcium carbonate crystals increase the 

crystal surface roughness as well as distort crystals (as presented in Figure 8.15). Magnesium ions 

appear to inhibit both bulk precipitation and surface deposition of calcium carbonate, as both the 
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quantity and the number of crystals of scale deposit and bulk precipitate decrease with increase 

of [Mg2+] in the solution, and calcite induction time increases considerably with increased [Mg2+]/

[Ca2+] ratio in the solution.

The SXRD technique allows the study of both bulk precipitation and surface deposition in 

the same system. It takes only about 10 s to analyze a scale sample, thus this technique provides 

a powerful tool for in situ, real-time measurement of crystal nucleation, crystal growth, crystal 

polymorphs, and the evolution of their individual planes. Most of the SXRD study is focused on 

the growth of various calcareous polymorphs and the evolution of their individual crystal planes 

as calcium carbonate scaling brine fl ows through the scaling capillary [55,57,58]. In a silicon 

reaction cell, the initial phase of crystallization of CaCO3 is characterized by instability with 

individual planes from various vaterite and aragonite polymorphs emerging and subsequently 

disappearing (fl ushed out) under hydrodynamic conditions. After the initial unstable phase, vari-

ous calcium carbonate crystal planes (mainly calcite) begin to adhere, then grow on the surface, 

and various planes from the vaterite and aragonite polymorphs appear again as calcite growth 

appears to stimulate the adherence of vaterite and aragonite. Figure 8.16 shows an example of 

SXRD detection of calcium carbonate crystal growth over time. The main planes of crystals are 

found to depend on temperature, as temperature elevation increases the surface growth of calcium 

carbonate crystals.
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FIGURE 8.15 Microscopy of calcite formed under different Mg2+ concentration scale formation solutions 

at 8 h under static conditions with RDE at 20°C: (a) 0 ppm Mg2+; (b) 200 ppm Mg2+; (c) 400 ppm Mg2+; and (d) 

600 ppm Mg2+. (From Chen, T. et al., Chem. Eng. Sci., 61, 5318, 2006.)
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A subsequent study by the same authors used a metal (stainless steel) reaction cell instead of the 

silicon reaction cell [60]. Different results in terms of crystal phases and their stability are found 

between the steel substrate and the silicon substrate. On the steel surface, all the calcium carbon-

ate plane peaks are almost stable from the initial spectra at 2 min, which is contrary to the results 

obtained with the silicon substrate. It appears that the crystals adhere to the stainless steel cell and 

they are stable after very short times. The main peaks are mostly vaterite and aragonite, and only 

one is characteristic of calcite. By comparison, when the silicon substrate was used, the calcite 

planes were the most abundant. One important difference between the silicon and the stainless steel 

substrates is the peak intensity. For example, the greatest intensity is observed with the calcite (104) 

plane on the silicon substrate but with the vaterite (110) plane on stainless steel.

Besides the work using RDC and SXRD techniques, other experimental studies on scale forma-

tion concentrated on the kinetics of barium sulfate (barite) precipitation, deposition, and dissolution 

[56,59]. One study [56] shows that at higher concentrations of both barium and sulfate ions, the bar-

ite precipitate rate is rapid but it slows down considerably as the concentration of one of the ions is 

reduced to a suffi ciently low level. The experimental deposition rate data is broadly consistent with 

a simple rate law. The experiments demonstrate that seeding the tests with barite or sand particles 

accelerates the approach to barite saturation equilibrium, especially in the presence of excess of fi ne 

barite particles. The other experimental study [59] examines the kinetics of both barite precipitation 

and dissolution processes. It is found that, on the one hand, the dissolution reaction is normally very 

fast going from undersaturation to saturation; on the other hand, the precipitation reaction is often 

slow going from supersaturation to saturation.

8.8.2 SCALE INHIBITION

The RDC and SXRD techniques were also used by the researchers to study scale inhibition by two 

common oilfi eld scale inhibitors, phosphinopolycarboxylic acid (PPCA) and diethylenetriaminepenta 
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(methylenephosphonic acid) (DETPMP) as well as their blends [55,57,60–62]. In the study on cal-

cium carbonate inhibition at 80°C using the RDC technique [61,62], PPCA delays the nucleation 

and growth of both bulk precipitation and surface scaling of CaCO3 especially in the initial stages. 

PPCA has a profound effect on the kinetics and morphology of CaCO3 scale formation. PPCA sup-

presses calcite and aragonite crystal formation and results in less-stable vaterite crystals dominating 

the scale. Calcite crystals appear to adhere on the surface tightly while vaterite and aragonite crys-

tals only loosely. Although PPCA inhibits both bulk precipitation and surface deposition, it varies 

from bulk to surface to a different degree. For example, Figure 8.17 shows that, at 4 ppm, PPCA IE 

of surface deposition is greater than that of bulk precipitation, but the opposite is true at 1 and 2 ppm. 

It is proposed that the inhibitor forms a fi lm on the metal surface that prevents the adhesion of scale 

crystals onto the surface. Inhibitors increase the nucleation time of calcium carbonate in bulk pre-

cipitation by the following ranking: PPCA > Blends > DETPMP. The blends, however, have a greater 

inhibiting effi ciency than PPCA or DETPMP alone for surface deposition at the concentrations 

studied (0.02, 0.04, and 0.08 ppm). It is postulated that a combination of larger PPCA molecules and 

smaller DETPMP molecules could form a denser, less porous fi lm on the surface than that formed 

by PPCA alone, which thus provides more effective inhibition of calcium carbonate deposition.

In the calcium carbonate scale inhibition experiments using SXRD [57], PPCA is shown to 

inhibit surface deposition on the silicon substrate. Similar to what is seen on the RDC metal surface 

[61,62], it suppresses calcite formation and results in a vaterite-dominated scale. PPCA has a pro-

found effect on the induction time of surface deposition. The induction time of surface deposition 

increases with an increase of PPCA concentration in the scaling solution. Figure 8.18 illustrates 

the effect of PPCA on the crystal planes. In a parallel study on the effect of DETPMP on calcium 

carbonate scale inhibition [55], DETPMP similarly shows a profound effect on the induction time of 

scale deposit by inhibiting scale crystal adhesion on the surface, even though bulk precipitation is 

occurring. It exhibits different inhibition mechanisms for bulk precipitation and surface deposition 

inhibition. Similar to PPCA, DETPMP suppresses calcite formation and results in the least stable 

vaterite crystal formation on the surface. In a follow-up study using a metal (stainless steel) reaction 

cell [60], PPCA inhibitor is shown to promote the growth in intensity of certain CaCO3 crystal faces, 

which is consistent with what was found on the silicon substrate. While aragonite is the most abun-

dant CaCO3 polymorph on the metallic substrate in the absence of scale inhibitor, the scale formed 

in the presence of PPCA is vaterite/aragonite dominated. In comparison, the scale deposited on the 

silicon substrate was vaterite/calcite (inhibited) and calcite (uninhibited).

Several other studies [63–66] attempted to develop further understanding of scale inhibition mech-

anisms by investigating solution chemistry, scale inhibitor speciation, inhibitor–crystal interactions, 
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and various infl uencing factors such as temperature, solution pH, [Ca2+], and [Mg2+], the key fi ndings 

of which are summarized in the following section.

In one experimental study [63], phosphonate scale inhibitors are found to adsorb similarly on 

scale surfaces regardless of scale mineral type, and the scale inhibitors show similar inhibition effi -

ciencies on different types of scales. It requires 16% surface coverage by a scale inhibitor to reach 

maximum inhibition. Excessive sulfate ions in the solution are seen to drastically reduce phospho-

nate adsorption on barite. These authors propose that scale inhibitor adsorption on a mineral surface 

is driven by the macro-neutral molecule’s hydrophobic repulsion from the solution rather than the 

mineral surface attraction. In a different study [65], however, the researchers observed no direct cor-

relation between scale inhibitor adsorption on barite and their IE. Those researchers instead postu-

lated that scale inhibitor molecules are incorporated into the scale crystal lattice. They also reported 

that only deprotonated scale inhibitor molecules inhibit barite. Furthermore, via a series of static 

jar tests and tube-blocking fl ow tests, they compared three scale inhibitors, DETPMP, PPCA, and 

PVS (polyvinylsulfonic acid), in relation to their relative sensitivities to solution pH, temperature, 

[Ca2+], and [Mg2+]. Their previous fi ndings on how different inhibitors work are reaffi rmed, namely, 

PVS is predominantly a nucleation inhibitor, DETPMP on the contrary is primarily a crystal growth 

inhibitor, and PPCA exhibits an “intermediate” behavior. With respect to temperature, DETPMP IE 

correlates to barite supersaturation ratios at different temperatures (i.e., higher temperatures (faster 

kinetics) → lower supersaturation → higher IE); PVS IE instead follows the nucleation kinetics 

(lower temperatures (higher supersaturation but slower kinetics) → slower nucleation → higher 

IE); and PPCA shows an “intermediate” behavior. Since only the deprotonated inhibitor molecules 

are effective at scale inhibition, PVS will inhibit scale down to a much lower pH than DEPTMP 

does, owing to its having a much lower “mean” pKa (∼3.0) than that of DETPMP (∼4.5). There is 

a signifi cant amount of calcium ion (4%–12%) inclusion in the barite lattice, but there is no mag-

nesium inclusion. Calcium inclusion decreases the lattice parameter (a-axis), which retards the lat-

tice growth or makes growth easier to inhibit. At relatively high [Ca2+]/[Mg2+] ratios, calcium ions 

enhance DETPMP IE by complexing the inhibitor fi rst then incorporating it in the barite lattice to 

disrupt the crystal growth. In contrast, magnesium ions “poison” DETPMP IE as follows: as mag-

nesium ions compete with calcium ions for DETPMP in the solution via complexation, magnesium 

reduces the number of DETPMP molecules available for calcium complexation, hence their subse-

quent inclusion in the barite lattice. Calcium ions only show modest enhancement on barite IE of 
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PVS and PPCA, as these inhibitors mainly operate through nucleation inhibition rather than crystal 

growth retardation. For the same reason, magnesium ions show little effect on PVS and PPCA IE.

Another laboratory investigation examined the effects of PPCA scale inhibitor on barite scale 

bulk precipitation and surface deposition when its concentration in the solution is less than the MIC 

required for bulk precipitation [64,66]. It fi nds that the presence of a scale inhibitor at marginally 

below the MIC actually enhances scale growth on a metal surface over a range of temperatures 

typically encountered in production systems (5°C, 50°C, and 95°C). In other words, this result sug-

gests that inhibitor concentration falling below MIC will still reduce bulk precipitation, but it could 

promote surface scaling. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 8.19.

8.8.3 SCALE INHIBITOR INTERACTIONS AND REACTIONS WITH ROCK SUBSTRATES

Recent studies in this area have focused on calcite and calcite-rich rocks. A series of experiments 

were carried out to investigate reactions between calcite and calcite-rich formation rocks and sev-

eral common phosphonate scale inhibitors, NTMP, DETPMP, and BHPMP, as well as a polymeric 

inhibitor, PPCA [67–71]. The researchers conclude that, other than rock mineralogy, inhibitor and 

solution chemistry is also an important determinant for inhibitor retention and release, and adsorp-

tion/precipitation of phosphonates to calcite-rich formation rock material is essentially identical to 

the adsorption/precipitation of phosphonates to pure calcite after normalizing the rock surface by 

calcium content [68,70]. It is proposed that an acidic scale inhibitor solution goes through a series 

of reactions with calcite: acid dissolution of calcite, phase separation, formation of a crystalline 

Ca–phosphonate layer at the solid–liquid interface, slow dissolution of calcite, and formation of 

several different Ca–phosphonate solid phases [68]. The inhibitor concentrations are determined by 

adsorption mechanisms at low concentrations and precipitations at high concentrations [67]. At low 

inhibitor concentrations (<1 μmol/L NTMP), the reaction proceeds like a Langmuir-type adsorp-

tion, followed by crystal growth of a low-solubility calcium salt at the calcite–water interface (4–5 

layers of Ca–phosphonate solid phase with stoichiometry of Ca2.5HNTMP) [68,69]. At high inhibi-

tor concentrations, the inhibitor/calcite reaction is limited by solution phase [Ca2+] due to surface 

inhibition controlling calcite dissolution. For example, only about 8% of the surface is covered with 

NTMP before reaching maximum adsorption. In the solution the high concentrations of phospho-

nate and dissolved calcium induce the formation of more soluble, less crystalline mixed solid phases 

of Ca–phosphonate salts [68,69]. Apparently the inhibitor adsorption occurs at the kink sites or step 
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FIGURE 8.19 Schematic diagram of surface and bulk scaling scenarios. (From Graham, A.L. et al., SPE 
Prod. Oper., 21, 19, 2006. With permission.)
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edges on calcite solid phase. Figure 8.20 schematically summarizes the key observations on the 

inhibitor/core material reactions. These authors postulate that two reactions are central to inhibitor 

retention in a Ca-rich formation [67]: (a) calcite surface poisoning by Ca-inhibitor coating leading to 

reduction of calcite dissolution, and (b) precipitation of solid with either low or high Ca stoichiom-

etry. For example, an acidic Ca-NTMP salt is formed in a low pH environment, and additionally two 

crystalline phases and one amorphous Ca-NTMP salt may form. It is found that different inhibitors 

at similar weight percent concentrations exhibited different surface poisoning effects, which is 

perhaps responsible for their varied behaviors during inhibitor squeeze applications. Calcite poisoning 

limits the release of base ( 3HCO −
), thus keeping the solution more acidic and allowing more soluble 

Ca–phosphonate solid phase to form.

In a further experimental study of NTMP and calcite reactions in calcite packed columns that 

simulate scale inhibitor squeeze injection and back fl ow, these authors found that three Ca-NTMP 

solid phases, one amorphous and two crystalline, are particularly important for the inhibitor reten-

tion [70]. For an acidic pill, approximately 78% of the phosphonate precipitated mostly near the 

injection port. In contrast, for a neutralized pill, about 50% of the SI precipitated at the rear end of the 

column. Figure 8.21 shows precipitated phosphonate distribution in the column versus inhibitor neu-

tralization. A portion of the phosphonate was retained as a crystalline salt (Ca2.5HNTMP, pKa 24.2) 

and another portion as more soluble salts (pKa 22.6 and pKa 21.3). The long-term phosphonate return 
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was controlled by the pKa 22.6 phase that gives a 23 mg/L return concentration, and the fi nal returned 

phosphonate concentration always drops to 0.3 mg/L, resulting from the pKa 24.2 phase. This study 

proposes that the scale inhibitor forms a monomolecular coverage on calcite, which “poisons” the 

calcite surface and limits calcite dissolution, which is inconsistent to the early fi ndings by the same 

authors that indicate four to fi ve NTMP layers form at the liquid/calcite solid [68,69]. Neither a 

Langmuir-type adsorption (or desorption) at very low inhibitor concentrations was mentioned in 

these more recent studies, as compared to their earlier publications.

Other researchers [72,73] investigated DETPMP inhibitor interactions with carbonate rocks by 

carrying out a series of core fl ooding experiments using consolidated carbonate cores comprised of 

almost pure calcite. One set of the core fl oods [72] used short cores (2.5 in. in length). Into each core, 

more than 10 pore volumes (PVs) of an inhibitor pill (5000 ppm DETPMP in a synthetic seawater) 

was injected that fully saturated the core with inhibitor. After a shut-in, the core was continuously 

injected in the same direction with a synthetic seawater as postfl ush brine until inhibitor residuals 

in the effl uent samples dropped to a low concentration (around 10 ppm). These core fl oods focused 

on the effect of the solution pH on the inhibitor–rock interactions by using three inhibitor/postfl ush 

brine pHs, 5.81, 4.0, and 2.0, respectively. These core fl oods fi nd more carbonate dissolution and 

higher phosphonate retention at pH 4 than at pH 5.81. The effl uent solutions from pH 4 and pH 5.81 

fl oods have become neutralized by carbonate dissolution in the cores, reaching about pH 7. With pH 

2 inhibitor solution and postfl ush brine, a “wormhole” was created throughout the length of the core, 

as a result of dissolution of a large quantity of calcite by the acidic solution.

The same researchers went on to conduct core fl oods in long (12 in. in length) “contained” cores 

[73]. In such a core fl ood, the core was injected with only one pore volume of DETPMP solution 

of 5,000 or 10,000 ppm at pH 4 or 25,000 ppm at pH 2. After a shut-in, the core was injected with 

a pH 6 postfl ush brine in a reversed direction. Compared to the earlier core fl oods with short cores 

with multipore volume inhibitor injection and unidirectional postfl ush, this new experimental setup 

provides better resemblance to an actual scale inhibitor squeeze application. From these core fl oods, 

DETPMP was found to be strongly bound to magnesium and calcium ions. Calcium dissolution 

occurred during inhibitor injection and shut-in, which more than compensated for calcium depletion 

from solution by Ca–phosphonate complexation. Core permeability after fl oods increased as a result 

of calcite dissolution. Phosphonate salts were found in the pore voids, more so at a high inhibitor 

concentration and a lower solution pH.

8.9 MISCELLANEOUS DEVELOPMENTS

Although this review article endeavors to capture as much of the latest oilfi eld scale research and 

development work as possible, the limited knowledge and research of the subject on the author’s 

part has undoubtedly failed to present some other important developments in oilfi eld scale control 

in this chapter. For those readers who would like to explore additional topics, references to some of 

the other new developments are briefl y listed as follows: prevention and control of unconventional 

(exotic) scales [74–80], combination products [22,81,82], scale and inhibitor detection techniques 

[28,83–85], scale prediction [46,86], scale removal [30,77,87], inhibitor tagging [83], and scale 

inhibitors products based on nanotechnology [88,89].

8.10 SUMMARY

Although oilfi eld scale has been a mature production problem, many new developments in the oil 

and gas industry such as deepwater subsea fi elds and complex horizontal wells and the need for 

maximizing production and reducing cost have presented new challenges and opportunities to 

advance mineral scale control products, application techniques, and the fundamental understand-

ing of scale formation, deposition, and inhibition. With this background, this chapter summarizes 

the latest developments in oilfi eld scale control and, in particular their impacts on oil and gas 
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production from offshore deepwater or subsea production systems and/or complex production wells. 

Specifi cally, this chapter reviews the following pertinent areas of recent advances in scale control 

technology, namely, (a) viscosifi ed fl uids for improving scale inhibitor squeeze placement, (b) non-

aqueous scale inhibitor squeeze treatments for minimizing formation damages, (c) new inhibitors 

for enhanced functionality, improved secondary properties or improved environmental profi le, (d) 

sulfate ion removal from injection seawater as an alternate scale control technique, (e) brine mixing, 

ion exchange, and their implications on produced water chemistry and scale deposition, and (f) the 

effect of hydrate inhibitors on scale formation and inhibition. In addition, this chapter also presents 

a review of the recent advances in mechanistic understanding of scale nucleation, precipitation, and 

deposition, scale inhibition, and scale inhibitor–rock interactions.
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9 Control of Silica Scaling 
in Geothermal Systems 
Using Silica Inhibitors, 
Chemical Treatment, 
and Process Engineering

Darrell L. Gallup and Paul N. Hirtz

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Worldwide output from geothermal sources has increased signifi cantly over the past three decades. 

A total of 75% of the worldwide capacity increase is produced from about 20 sites with more than 

100 MWe of installed generating capacity. These geothermal power projects convert the energy 

contained in hot rocks into electricity by using water to adsorb the heat from the rock and transport 

it to the earth’s surface, where it is converted to electrical energy through turbine generators. It is 

estimated that more than 97% of the current geothermal reservoir production is from magmatically 

driven reservoirs. Geothermal reservoirs may also develop outside regions of recent volcanic activ-

ity, where deeply penetrating faults allow groundwater to circulate to depths of several kilometers 

and become heated by the geothermal gradient [1].

More than 90% of exploited fi elds are “liquid dominated” under pre-exploitation conditions with 

reservoir pressures increasing with depth in response to liquid-phase density. “Vapor-dominated” 

systems, such as The Geysers in California, have vertical pressure gradients controlled by the density 

of steam. In vapor-dominated systems, steam is cleaned and then passed directly into low-pressure 

turbines. Typically, water from high-temperature (>240°C) reservoirs is partially fl ashed to steam. 
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Heat is converted to mechanical energy by passing steam through low-pressure steam turbines. A 

small fraction of geothermal generation worldwide is generated using a heat exchanger and secondary 

working fl uid to drive turbines [2].

The development and execution of technology have made it possible to exploit geothermal 

resources that might not have otherwise been accomplished. A major focus of production chemistry 

and engineering in the geothermal energy industry has been to control scale deposits and corrosion 

from the geothermal fl uids. The primary scale encountered in geothermal resource production and 

power generation facilities has been amorphous silica or poorly crystalline silicates. This chapter 

discusses the fundamental and practical aspects of precipitation, dissolution, and inhibition of silica 

and silicate scale.

9.2 THE GEOCHEMISTRY OF SILICA

The concentration of silica (SiO2) in geothermal waters in reservoirs is usually controlled by the 

dissolution of quartz from the geological strata of the reservoirs.

 
0

2(s) 2 4 4(aq)SiO 2H O H SiO+ =  (9.1)

Silica solubility at reservoir temperatures (above about 185°C) is controlled by quartz; solubility at 

surface facility temperatures (usually less than about 185°C) is controlled by amorphous silica or 

metal silicates. The deposition of silica or silicate as a scale, however, is primarily controlled by 

its polymerization and precipitation as amorphous silica or poorly crystalline silicates, vide post, 
which is more soluble than quartz. The solubility of quartz and amorphous silica as a function of 

temperature in pure water is illustrated in Figure 9.1. Equations to calculate the solubility of quartz 

and amorphous silica in pure water are available from various sources [3–5]. Quartz deposition is 

negligible under most geothermal production conditions due to its slow precipitation kinetics com-

pared with amorphous silica or poorly crystalline silicates. The precipitation of silica may occur 

immediately or sometime after cooling depending on the pH and supersaturation ratio, but the pre-

cipitate that forms will be amorphous silica or metal silicates rather than quartz.

Although quartz is thermodynamically more stable than amorphous silica, extreme conditions of 

temperature, pressure, and/or alkalinity are required for the growth of quartz at measurable rates in 

aqueous solutions. The greater solubility of amorphous silica relative to quartz is a distinct advantage 

for geothermal resource production facilities because it limits the precipitation of silica from produced 
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waters. Dissolved salts and pH also affect the solubility of silica in aqueous solutions. Fournier and 

Marshall [6] have developed equations to calculate the solubility of amorphous silica at circum-neutral 

pH from 25°C to 300°C using the concept of effective density of water and the “salting out” effects 

of mixed electrolytes. Cations exhibiting elevated “hydration numbers,” such as the alkaline-earths, 

depress the solubility of amorphous silica more than cations exhibiting low “hydration numbers” due 

to “free” water available for salvation. The effect of NaCl molality and temperature on amorphous 

silica and quartz solubility is shown in Figures 9.2 and 9.3, respectively. The solubility of silica is 

substantially independent of pH until the pH level increases into the alkaline range.

Goto [7] examined the effect of pH on the solubility of amorphous silica from 0°C to 200°C from 

pH 5.5 to 10.0. As expected, the solubility of amorphous silica increased with increasing temperature, 

while solubilities remained relatively constant over the pH range of about 5.5–8.5. Above pH 8.5, 

the solubility increased signifi cantly:

 
4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 2H SiO H SiO H or H SiO OH H SiO H O− + − −= + + = +  (9.2)
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The fi rst ionization constant for monomeric silicic acid is given as K1 = 10−9.7 at 25°C by Wahl [8]. 

The ionization constant can be calculated at higher temperatures using the following equation:

 1

1661
ln 16.76K

T
= − −

 (9.3)

where T is the temperature, K. The effect of pH on the equilibrium solubility of monomeric silica 

is generally of little practical signifi cance under typical geothermal water conditions where the pH 

level usually ranges from 5 to 9.

Non-alkali and alkaline-earth cations present in geothermal conditions may react directly with 

silicic acid to form metal silicates. These silicates are usually poorly crystalline; their x-ray diffrac-

tion patterns exhibit broad humps that are shifted from the normal opal-A hump centered near 23° 

2Ø [9–11]. X-ray absorption spectroscopic studies showed that the silicates exhibit Si–O–M bonding 

and are not simply mixtures of silica and metal oxides/hydroxides. These metal silicates are not as 

soluble in pure water or aqueous solutions as pure amorphous silica as shown in Figure 9.4.

9.2.1 SILICA DEPOSITION

Amorphous silica scale deposition may occur via two mechanisms: the formation and growth of a 

colloid or the direct deposition of a monomer on a surface. Colloidal precipitates are softer and less 

adhesive, while monomer precipitates are very hard, vitreous, and diffi cult to remove. Precipitation 

of amorphous silica is much slower when the silica is in the form of colloids vs. monomers. The 

metal silicates behave similar to monomeric deposition forming quickly in the form of hard, glassy 

solids. For example, a manganese silicate scale adhered extremely tightly to a variety of steels and 

corrosion-resistant alloys, an iron silicate scale adhered tightly to carbon steel, but not to corrosion 

resistant alloys, and a rather pure amorphous silica scale adhered less tightly to carbon steel and not 

at all to alloys [12].

The primary reactions responsible for silica deposition from geothermal waters are the conden-

sation (polymerization) reaction of silicic acid and the reaction of the silicic acid with the silicate 

anion, respectively:

 
= − − +4 4 3 3 22H SiO (OH) Si O Si(OH) H O

 (9.4)
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 4 4 3 4 3 3H SiO H SiO (OH) Si O Si(OH) OH− −+ = − − +  (9.5)

In the case of the metal silicates, a number of reactions may be responsible for deposition, e.g.,

 2 4 3(s) 2Fe(OH) Si(OH) FeSiO 3H O+ = +
 

(9.6)

 
2

3 4 3 2 (s) 2 2(g)Fe(OH) Si(OH) Mg Fe(OH) SiO MgO H O H++ + = ⋅ ⋅ + +
 

(9.7)

 
++ + = ⋅ + +2+

4 2 3 2(s) 2(g)Fe Si(OH) H O Fe(OH) SiO H 2H
 (9.8)

 
+ = ⋅ +0 0

3 4 2 3 2(s) 22Al(OH) Si(OH) Al O SiO 5H O
 

(9.9)

 
− −+ = ⋅ + +0

4 4 2 3 2(s) 22Al(OH) Si(OH) Al O SiO 5H O 2OH
 

(9.10)

9.3 SILICA PRECIPITATION KINETICS

As mentioned above, various factors affect the rate at which silica polymerizes and precipitates 

from solution. The kinetics of silica polymerization is infl uenced by the degree of supersaturation, 

temperature, catalysts (fl uoride), and nucleation site availability. The maximum rate of silica precip-

itation occurs at a temperature of 25°C– 50°C below the silica saturation temperature as geothermal 

water or brine cools by fl ashing steam or by natural heat loss. As a rule, once the supersaturation 

ratio nears 2, silica precipitation commences without delay. Weres et al. [4] postulated that the silica 

precipitation process consists of the following steps:

 1. Formation of silica polymers of less than the nucleus size

 2. Nucleation of an amorphous silica phase in the form of colloidal particles

 3. Growth of supercritical amorphous silica particles by further chemical deposition of silicic 

acid on their surfaces

 4. Coagulation or fl occulation of colloidal particles to give either a precipitate or a semisolid 

material

 5. Cementation of the particles in the deposit by chemical bonding and further deposition 

of silica

 6. Growth of a secondary phase in the interstices between the amorphous silica particles 

(occurs rarely)

A solid surface in contact with a supersaturated solution of amorphous silica may have a layer of 

amorphous silica on it and further deposition may proceed by Step 3 alone. If colloidal amorphous 

silica particles form in the supersaturated solution, these may adhere to the surface (Steps 4 and 5), 

while Step 6 may follow. The formation of amorphous silica colloidal particles from a supersatu-

rated solution is often referred to as homogeneous nucleation, which is the dominant process at high 

initial supersaturation ratios required for rapid polymerization of amorphous silica. Heterogeneous 

nucleation applies to the deposition of amorphous silica on preexisting colloidal amorphous silica 

particles, but it is not actually a nucleation process. Nucleation by other scale particles can also 

occur to provide surfaces for amorphous silica deposition [13].

The nucleation process frequently includes an induction time during which the concentration of 

molecular silicic acid remains constant. After some period of time, the concentration of molecular 
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silicic acid begins to decrease, which indicates that nucleation is occurring. This induction time 

phenomena has been interpreted in two ways. First, the approximate time required for subcritical 

clusters of amorphous silica to grow to critical nucleus size and slightly beyond it is considered to 

be the induction time. The induction time is longer at lower saturation ratios because the critical 

nucleus size is larger at these ratios.

An alternative interpretation views the induction time as simply the length of time required for 

enough particles to nucleate and grow to a point where the concentration of molecular silicic acid 

decreases. Rapid attainment of steady-state nucleation is implicit in this interpretation. Therefore, 

an initially slower nucleation rate may be ignored for practical purposes. This interpretation applies 

to induction times observed for both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. Furthermore, 

a threshold value for amorphous silica supersaturation may be necessary to achieve nucleation. 

Similar to the dissolution of quartz or amorphous silica, temperature, degree of supersaturation, 

pH, dissolved salt concentration, and fl uoride ions can affect the rate of silica nucleation [14]. Both 

Iler [14] and Weres et al. [4] report that the rate of silica deposition is proportional to the sodium ion 

concentration, i.e., dissolved NaCl or other electrolytes may promote a faster solubility equilibrium. 

They also report a 10-fold increase in deposition rates upon increasing the water pH level from 

5 to 6, and that fl uoride catalyses the silica polymerization reaction. Conversely, the kinetics of 

silica deposition slows dramatically as the pH is lowered into the acid range, vide post.

9.4 GENERAL TECHNIQUES FOR SILICA/SILICATE SCALE INHIBITION

Silica deposition is found in almost all high enthalpy, liquid-dominated geothermal operations to 

some extent. Initiation of silica precipitation can occur within minutes or hours after supersatura-

tion is reached [15]. The most common methods used in the geothermal industry to control silica/

silicate scaling include (a) processing water or brine at temperatures at or above silica/silicate 

saturation; (b) diluting brine with freshwater; (c) reducing the pH of the water; (d) treating the water 

with reducing, complexing, and sequestering agents; (e) removing silica from water by lime or 

similar softening; (f) controlled precipitation of silica in water with metals or cationic surfactants; 

(g) controlled precipitation of silica in ponds or crystallizer-clarifi ers; (h) cooling or rapid thermal 

quenching of geothermal brine; and (i) treating the water with silica scale inhibitors/dispersants 

[16]. Combinations of these control methods have also been used and are generally site (reservoir 

geochemistry) specifi c.

A. A few geothermal fi elds fl ash steam from hot water and then dispose of the water at the 

surface. Some fi elds located near coastlines were or are operated with the discharge of fl uids 

into the ocean or other waterways under signifi cant environmental scrutiny [17]. However, this 

practice has potential environmental impacts due to the presence of salinity, heavy metals, and 

other toxic species such as arsenic, boron, and ammonia. Due to environmental concerns, rein-

jection of water/brines, cooling tower waters, and excess steam condensate has been applied. 

The principal advantage of reinjection is that the net withdrawal of mass from the geothermal 

system is greatly reduced. Reservoir pressure is supported, so that production well outputs can 

be maintained for a longer time [2]. The principal disadvantage of reinjection is that the cool 

brine may fl ow directly to certain production wells before it has been in contact with hot rock 

long enough to reheat, causing a reduction in steam output from the production wells. This is 

a common problem and challenge for geothermal energy production because a strong pressure 

difference builds up between the injectors and the producers. The fractured nature of the rocks 

in geothermal systems often allows an unpredictable, highly permeable path from the injector to 

the producer. This problem is usually mitigated by increasing the distance between the injection 

and production wells. A technology that has been successfully employed in fi elds to understand 

the communication between injectors and producers is stable tracers. These tracers may also be 

used to measure fl ow measurements in piping and to monitor brine separators and steam scrubber 

effi ciencies, etc. [18,19].
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B. Some geothermal fi elds utilize the dilution of the silica supersaturated geothermal water/

brine with freshwater to reduce the silica concentration to below the saturation point. Steam con-

densate or potable hot water is typically used in these applications. Although cold dilution water 

may not have a signifi cant net effect on silica saturation due to the opposing effects of cooling and 

dilution, it has been determined that adjusting the pH of the condensate, surface water, or cooling 

tower water to that of the brine will slow the precipitation kinetics suffi ciently to mitigate deposi-

tion [20–22]. Table 9.1 lists the silica saturation as a function of cold condensate (60°C) dilution 

of hot brine (200°C) for a geothermal project in Hawaii. Even a 50% dilution of the brine with 

condensate results in only a minor decrease in silica supersaturation, but in a drop in pH of about 

1 unit. The reduction in salinity and pH provides a substantial reduction in the silica deposition 

rate for this fl uid.

C. Brine pH modifi cation has been utilized at several fi elds to slow the polymerization kinetics of 

silicic acid. The acids that may be used in this application include HCl, H2SO4, H2SO3, HF, organic 

acids, and acid precursors such as urea·acid adducts or chlorinated hydrocarbons. The selection of 

the acid must be compatible with the water/brine to avoid forming by-product scales. One practice 

was to inject liquid acid downstream of the separator to modify brine pH to control silica scaling. 

Chevron® has also used acidic turbine off-gasses to inhibit silica scaling. Gallup [23] reported that 

75–125 ppm HCl reduced the pH level of brine entering a pilot tester with a pH level of 5.8–5.9 at 

above 550 kPa and 170°C to 5.2–5.5, which limited scaling to less than 10 ppm. Below 550 kPa and 

170°C, greater than 150 ppm HCl, which reduced the pH to around 4.6, was necessary to achieve 

acceptable scaling inhibition. The pH of brine typically needs to be lowered to the 5–6 range to slow 

the silica polymerization without detrimentally increasing corrosion.

Gallup [24] also studied the silica inhibition properties of H2SO3 and sulfi te salts up to 392°F. 

H2SO3 inhibits silica scaling by slowing silica polymerization and forming soluble sulfi te–silicate 

complexes, which results in increased amorphous silica solubility. In a comparative test with HCl 

and H2SO4, H2SO3 maintained the highest silica concentration in solution at each interval of the 

72 h test. The use of H2SO4 in brine acidifi cation is typically undesirable because of the secondary 

precipitation of alkaline-earth sulfates. On the other hand, the solubility of alkaline-earth sulfi tes 

increases with decreasing pH levels and the primary product of calcium/bisulfi te interactions below 

a pH level of 5.5 is soluble calcium bisulfate. Consequently, H2SO3 can be used to treat most geo-

thermal brines without the formation of by-product scales. Even though H2SO3 is more expensive 

than HCl or H2SO4, the costs can be mitigated by manufacturing H2SO3 onsite by incinerating H2S 

or S, an easy and cheap process. Enough H2S is available at most facilities to meet all acid require-

ments [25].

Hirowatari and Yamauchi [26] reported on the injection of exhausted gases into the brine to 

decrease the brine’s pH level. The exhausted gases were 70% CO2 and 2% H2S. The pH level of 

TABLE 9.1
Amorphous Silica Saturation Condensate Dilution of Brine

Condensatea 
Fraction

Mixture 
Temperature, °F SiO2 (ppmw)

Mixture SiO2 
Saturation Salinity (ppmw) Final pH

0 405 1130 1.13 19,000 5.14

0.10 380 1017 1.13 17,100 4.66

0.20 354 904 1.13 15,200 4.47

0.30 328 791 1.12 13,300 4.35

0.40 302 678 1.09 11,400 4.26

0.50 275 565 1.05 9,500 4.18

a Condensate temperature = 140°F.
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the brine decreased with increasing liquid to gas ratios up to a ratio of 15 after which the pH level 

remained constant with increasing ratios. Gas was injected at a ratio of 14.5 into Hatchobaru 

brine with a pH of 7. The gas injection lowered the pH to 5.2 and resulted in scale deposition 

approximately 1/30 of that prior to the gas injection. The brine pH level remained relatively 

constant after injection as long as the temperature did not decrease. The effects of the treatment 

are limited by the amount of gas. Only 10% of the brine can be treated with a once-through pass 

of the exhausted gases. However, circulating and reusing the gas can substantially increase the 

volume of treated brine.

The Salton Sea geothermal fi eld suffers from iron-rich silica scaling at rates from 0.5 cm/year in 

production wells to over 50 cm/year in injection wells. Even though the brines contain mostly fer-

rous (Fe2+) iron, the iron in the scales is primarily ferric (Fe3+). A wide variety of commercial silica 

inhibitors have proven to be ineffective. Therefore, Gallup [27] investigated the use of iron-reducing 

agents to convert the ferric ions to ferrous ions, which are more soluble at geothermal temperatures. 

The reducing agents were tested on synthetic brine (pH 5.5) and actual fi eld brine (pH 4.5). The agents 

were added at a several-fold stoichiometric excess, and the tests were carried out at 240°C. Most of the 

agents were effective at pH 5.5. However, only eight agents—sodium thiosulfate, sodium dithionite, 

sodium formaldehyde bisulfi te, thioglycolic acid, ammonium thioglycolate, stannous chloride, iron, 

and aluminum—were effective at pH 4.5. Eight of the more promising and cheaper agents—formic 

acid, sodium formate, potassium iodide, sodium dithionite, thioglycolic acid, sodium thiosulfate, 

corn syrup, and dextrose—were then pilot-tested at Salton Sea. While most of these agents had per-

formed poorly at pH 4.5, they all had over 60% effi ciency at pH 5.5. In all the tests, the agent was 

applied at a threefold stoichiometric excess. Sodium formate, which exhibited the highest reduction 

rate, was selected for additional pilot tests to optimize the dosage for brines with varying scaling 

rates. Increasing the stoichiometric excess improved the inhibition effi ciency for all brines. Due to the 

encouraging results of the sodium formate pilot tests, a 56 day fi eld demonstration test was performed. 

Prior to the inhibitor test, a similar 60 day control test (no agent injection) was carried out. The injec-

tion of sodium formate at a 2.8 stoichiometric excess achieved up to 50% inhibition. Additionally, 

the sodium formate converted up to 99% of the ferric iron into ferrous iron. Gallup also compared 

the effi ciency of HCl/reducing agent mixtures to HCl alone. The tests produced mixed results. 

For some brines, the mixtures increased effi ciency by as much as 50% over the acid alone. In other 

brines, the mixtures were less effi cient. In most cases, the acid alone provided adequate scale control. 

One benefi t of the HCl/reducing agent mixtures, though, was a signifi cant reduction in corrosion [28].

C–E. These scale control methods are relatively similar in that they utilize a controlled pre-

cipitation of silica from geothermal brine by various means. Silica deposition can be controlled 

by operating separators at pressures higher or equal to amorphous silica saturation. However, 

these pressures can often be quite high, which reduces the amount of power generated. Because 

hot injection of brine is less economic, cold injection methods, which control silica deposition 

without pressure modifi cation, have been developed. Since colloidal precipitation is much slower, 

silica deposition can be controlled by placing the brines in storage ponds to allow the dissolved 

monomeric silica to convert to colloids. Candelaria [29] believes that neither adherent gel nor 

solid scale will form if the silica is in colloidal form. The hypothesis relies on the requirement of 

monomeric silica to cement silica colloids together. Application of this procedure at the Botong, 

Philippines fi eld showed that the colloidal silica (30 nm each) formed a gelatinous, fl uffy precipi-

tate that did not settle in the ponds but, rather, was transported into the injection wells. After 3 years, 

though, the precipitate had not caused a serious decline in the injection capacity. Attempts to 

clear the settling ponds of deposited silica by removing baffl es at the ends of the lanes to allow 

fl ow of the silica solids, though, resulted in a substantial decline in injection capacity within a 

week, most likely caused by the plugging of the reservoir formation. This result indicates that 

the effects of precipitate transport are related to particle size. Acid can act as a pseudo-inhibitor 

by delaying the precipitation until the deposition would no longer cause damage. The addition 

of acid to a supersaturated silica solution delays the polymerization by preventing the reaction 
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between ionized and nonionized silicic acid. This delay will allow the silica solution to travel 

long distances into the well bore before deposition occurs. Candelaria [29], believes that silica 

deposition within the huge volume of the reservoir will cause less damage than deposition in the 

wellbore. Additionally, higher reservoir temperatures will increase the solubility of silica, which 

will decrease the ultimate deposition amounts.

The Salton Sea, California fi eld has also been notorious for massive scale deposition. As the 

hypersaline brine was fl ashed to produce steam, numerous scale types were precipitated. These 

included iron silicates, barite, fl uorite, iron and silver antimonides, copper arsenide, heavy metal 

sulfi des, and several other exotic deposits. Production engineering and chemistry efforts led to the 

development of crystallizer-clarifi er technology, where iron silicates were purposely precipitated in 

surface equipment as sludge to prevent the fouling of pipelines, brine- and steam-handling equipment, 

and reinjection wells [30,31]. The crystallizer-clarifi er technology not only precipitated the iron 

silicate, but due to reaching iron silicate saturation at the boiling point of the brine (109°C), Ra-rich 

BaSO4 and CaF2 also deposited. A scale inhibition system was developed to inhibit crystalline 

scale growth without adversely affecting the precipitation of the nanocrystalline hisingerite scale 

[i.e., 2
3Fe +Si2O5(OH)4 · 2H2O] [32].

9.5 CURRENT SCALE CONTROL TECHNIQUES AT HIGH SUPERSATURATION

A major advancement in the exploitation of “liquid-dominated” geothermal fi elds has been the 

application of “bottoming cycle” heat recovery systems to maximize the heat extraction and power 

generation from a given resource. Bottoming cycle heat recovery systems, as defi ned herein, are 

typically binary plants or multifl ash plants. In the case of binary plant cycles, the heat from a single 

phase water/brine is exchanged against a binary working fl uid. This secondary working fl uid is 

fl ashed, passed through a turbine to generate electricity, condensed, and recycled. Some binary 

plants are used as the sole source of electricity production, in which case the hot water, using elec-

tric submersible production well pumps, is maintained under pressure through the entire process 

from production to injection. This process has the advantage of not releasing gases (primarily CO2 

and H2S) into the environment.

Binary bottoming cycles can result in very high levels of amorphous silica supersaturation, where 

the silica saturation index (SSI) is 2 or greater (silica concentration/solubility at given temperature). 

The successful processing of high silica fl uids through binary cycle heat exchangers is attributed 

to the rapid quenching of temperature, which reduces the kinetics of silica deposition. Figure 9.5 
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is a generic thermal stability map for amorphous silica. In this example, the amorphous silica is 

thermodynamically stable above 170°C and only at lower temperatures where the pH level is high 

(pH >8). The brine is kinetically stable at temperatures below about 50°C and when pH values 

are less than about 4 or 5 units. The maximum potential for scale deposition is marked by the 

region in red, which is the typical range of conditions resulting from a second-stage fl ash. 

Thermodynamic stability prevents any possibility of scale deposition, while kinetic stability 

results in an extended period of time before the deposition will occur. It is the kinetic stability that 

allows the successful operation of a binary bottoming cycle by taking advantage of the kinetic 

effects of both thermal quenching (inherent with the binary cycle) and low-pH (augmented by acid 

injection as needed).

The non-release of the acid-gases (CO2 and H2S) in the binary process maintains the brine pH 

at a lower level. Upon cooling in a binary heat exchanger, the brine pH will drop further due to the 

increased acidity of carbonic acid at the lower temperature (Figure 9.6). This often provides an 

advantage in silica scale control for binary cycles since the pH is lower than in a dual-fl ash process 

and the scale is kinetically inhibited to some extent. In other cases, a second fl ash will result in a 

very high pH level (pH 9 or more for dilute, alkaline brines) and the silica becomes thermodynami-

cally inhibited due to the dissociation of silicic acid to the soluble silicate ions (above the blue line 

in the upper right region of Figure 9.5).

Whether a second- or third-stage fl ash system or a binary system is used as a bottoming cycle, 

amorphous silica usually becomes highly supersaturated at the outlet temperature of the process. 

Generally, only single-fl ash plants are operated at or below the silica saturation limit. Historically, 

single-fl ash geothermal plants were built for this reason, to prevent the possibility of silica scale, 

but at the expense of maximum resource utilization. Figure 9.7 shows the solubility of quartz and 

amorphous silica as a function of temperature. Also plotted (heavy red line) is the concentration 

“path” for a brine fl ashed from single-phase reservoir conditions in an equilibrium with quartz at 

300°C to a typical fi rst-stage power plant fl ash condition of 160°C, then in a second-stage to 110°C. 

The dashed blue line shows the path from the fi rst fl ash to subcooling in a binary cycle as an alter-

nate bottoming process to the second fl ash. The binary cycle does not further concentrate the silica 

but may involve cooling to a lower temperature than the second fl ash. Note that the concentration 

of silica in the brine begins to exceed the amorphous silica solubility at just under 200°C. A hybrid 

plant design in Hawaii, fl ashes 300°C reservoir brine to 200°C, where it is slightly undersaturated 
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in silica, then passes that brine through a bottoming cycle where it becomes highly supersaturated 

(SSI ̃  3.5) at about 100°C. The natural brine pH level is 5.5 and reduced to 4.5 with an acid injection 

to control the scale.

Binary bottoming cycle plants may use several types of silica scale control methods. Brine acidi-

fi cation is commonly used to prevent silica deposition in the heat exchanger tubes, the injection 

lines and wells, and the injection formation [33]. The inherent thermal quenching and low pH of 

subcooled brine have resulted in minimal scaling in some binary plants. At the Rotokawa, New 

Zealand fi eld, a hybrid fl ash/binary plant allows the geothermal water to cool from 219°C to 150°C. 

Although silica in the water is supersaturated to an SSI of 1.6, no signifi cant scaling has developed 

in the heat exchanger tubes. Prior to disposal by reinjection, the geothermal water is diluted with 

steam condensate and injected into the reservoir at 130°C. At the Kawerau, New Zealand fi eld, a 

hybrid fl ash-binary process is also utilized. The binary plant rapidly cools the brine from 180°C to 

120°C. Even at an SSI of 1.5, no signifi cant scaling is observed due to the rapid quenching. The Los 

Azufres, Mexico fi eld uses binary plants to generate electricity. The geothermal water is rapidly 

quenched in the binary exchanger from 174°C to 108°C. The heat exchanger tubes are cleaned once 

per year, even though the SSI is 2. At the Svartsengi, Iceland geothermal fi eld, brine is fl ashed from 

6 to 0.3 bar resulting in an instantaneous temperature decrease from 160°C to 70°C. While the silica 

in the brine is highly supersaturated with amorphous silica, the scaling is essentially mitigated by 

the rapid thermal quenching.

In several applications worldwide, binary-type heat exchangers are used for space heating where 

the geothermal hot water or brine is used to heat “clean” potable water for residential and com-

mercial heating and domestic hot water. The hot “clean” water can also be used for deicing and 

agricultural applications [1]. If the geothermal fl uid were used directly in these widely distributed 

applications, “radiator” type piping will eventually foul or corrode as the fl uid cools. The Nesjavellir 

geothermal plant in Iceland cools geothermal water in a heat exchanger bottoming cycle to 55°C in 

the process of heating potable water for the city of Reykjavik. In the process, silica in the geothermal 

fl uid becomes supersaturated to an SSI of 4. Due primarily to the rapid cooling and the low outlet 

temperature of the geothermal water, scaling is minimal and the heat exchanger tubes are only 
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cleaned once per year (Photo 9.1). In the course of processing the geothermal fl uid, it is aged prior to 

injection to control the silica precipitation and is diluted with steam condensate [34].

In the multiple fl ash processes, steam is generated in stages while brine concentrates and the 

fl uid temperature drops in each stage. As described above, the binary cycle does not concentrate 

the brine but usually extracts more heat resulting in a lower outlet temperature. If amorphous silica 

or metal silicate saturation is exceeded, scaling is thermodynamically possible. Depending on fac-

tors such as the fl uid temperature, pH, salinity, and concentration of certain cations (in the case of 

silicates), scale may deposit immediately or be kinetically delayed for a signifi cant amount of time. 

Chemical treatment scale control methods may need to be employed, especially if the brine is to be 

reinjected. Injection pipelines, injection wells, and injection formations may be plugged or damaged 

if silica is precipitating therein (Photo 9.2). In the bottoming cycle, shell and tube heat exchangers 

are utilized; the shell side usually contains the binary working fl uid. As a result, the small diameter 

tubes in the binary heat exchanger may become scaled, causing a drop in pressure and reduced heat 

transfer, if conditions yield silica/silicate supersaturation [2].

The most common chemical treatment option for silica scale control in both binary and multi-

fl ash power cycles is acid treatment, known as “pH-modifi cation” [23]. Although very effective, in 

some cases pH-modifi cation can be diffi cult to control since the target pH is typically at the infl ec-

tion point of the acid titration curve for the brine (pH 4.5–5), where bicarbonate is the dominant 

alkaline species being neutralized in the process. Substantial amounts of dissolved CO2 in the brine 

(>200 ppm CO2) can smooth the pH response curve to acid, resulting in more precise and stable 

pH control. Poor pH control (±0.5 units or worse) can result in the corrosion of carbon steel 

pipelines and inadequate scale inhibition.

PHOTO 9.1 Nesjavellir power plant heat exchangers.

PHOTO 9.2 Dual-fl ash brine injection pipeline.
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Figure 9.8 shows the pH-modifi cation dosing curve for a binary cycle process in Nevada, where 

the brine is pumped from the wells with no fl ashing and all the gases remain dissolved (>1000 ppm 

CO2). The curve is quite fl at near the target pH region where an 85% change in the total acid dosing 

rate only results in a 1 unit pH change. Note also that the outlet brine pH at 80°C is considerably 

lower than the inlet brine at 180°C due to the increased acidity at a lower temperature of the primary 

pH-controlling species; i.e., carbonic acid.

A typical pH-modifi cation curve for a single-fl ash brine is shown in Figure 9.9. In this case, a 

7% change in the total acid dosing rate results in a pH change of 1 unit. This is still a controllable 

process under steady fl ow conditions with accurate online pH monitoring and precise dosing pumps 

for the concentrated acid. Figure 9.10 shows the pH-modifi cation curves for a dual-fl ash process in 

New Zealand. A change of only 1%–2.5% in the acid dosing rate results in a pH change of 1 unit. 
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This is a very diffi cult process to control and is not possible without highly stable brine fl ow. The 

control is more diffi cult when acid is injected upstream of the second fl ash vessel, which results in 

more total CO2 lost from the brine than occurs with injection into the single-phase brine after the 

second fl ash. In many cases, acid must be injected upstream of the second fl ash to prevent the onset 

of rapid silica polymerization.

9.6 CASE STUDY FOR SCALE CONTROL IN A HYBRID PLANT DESIGN

A hybrid single-fl ash steam turbine with a binary bottoming cycle process was designed for a 

geothermal fi eld in Reykjanes, Iceland [35]. The initial heat and mass balance, given in Figure 

9.11, provides a fi rst-stage fl ash and bottoming cycle design that will maintain the silica satura-

tion index at or below 1.0 through the heat exchangers and injection system. The separated brine 

would have an SSI of 0.80, the second preheater outlet brine would have an SSI of 1.03, and the 

brine and condensate injection mixture would have an SSI of 0.96. These saturation indexes 

include the effects of pH on silicic acid dissociation and salinity on the overall solubility of 

amorphous silica. The produced brine pH is neutral to acidic and the salinity is moderately high, 

approximately that of seawater. The wells are produced from a single-phase brine reservoir in the 

range of 290°C–320°C.

This initial design is conservative in that it will thermodynamically prevent amorphous silica 

deposition in the power cycle and injection system by maintaining temperatures at or above the 

silica saturation limits. The preheater outlet brine will be slightly supersaturated (by 3%), but will 

be immediately diluted with condensate to below saturation (Stage 1 Proposed Design).

In order to recommend the optimum process parameters for the Reykjanes binary bottoming 

cycle, a Stage 2 Proposed Design was developed that would kinetically inhibit silica scale deposition 

through maximum heat recovery from the brine and acidifi cation with condensate and noncondens-

able gas. Chemical modeling was performed on the production fl uid to determine the pH and silica 

saturation under various process conditions and to calculate the relative molecular deposition rates 

of silica vs. temperature and pH.

Figure 9.12 shows the heat and mass balance for the Stage 2 bottoming cycle confi guration. At 

the fl ash condition of 220°C (same for Stages 1 and 2), silica is undersaturated by 20% and cannot 

deposit. The brine outlet temperature at the vaporizer is to be reduced to 195°C, where the silica 

is undersaturated by 3% and still will not deposit at this temperature. After the brine exits the 
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vaporizer, it is mixed with steam condensate and gas from the condenser. This immediately reduces 

the temperature to 167°C and the pH to 4.6 units. The silica remains undersaturated (SSI = 0.96) 

at this point due to dilution. The addition of condensate also reduces the salinity, which helps to 

increase the solubility of silica and reduce the kinetics of deposition later in the process. The main 

benefi t of condensate and gas addition is the large reduction in pH. Successful processing of this 

fl uid through the preheaters to low temperatures requires that the pH is reduced to below 5.0 units. 

Addition of the condensate alone without gas will result in a pH of 5.5 units.

In the Stage 2 design, the brine/condensate mixture at the outlet of the second preheater should 

be 80°C or less to maximize heat recovery and minimize scale. At an outlet temperature of 80°C, 

the silica saturation will be 2.5. Due to the thermal quenching effect on silica scale kinetics, an even 

lower temperature would be desirable. At 50°C, the saturation would be 3.8, but the deposition rate 
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is expected to be less than 80°C. With acidifi cation to pH 4.5 or less, and cooling of the mixture to 

80°C or less, signifi cant silica scaling problems are not anticipated in the heat exchangers or injec-

tion pipelines over time intervals in the injection system on the order of 1–2 h.

Figure 9.13 is a thermal and pH stability map for amorphous silica under the conditions pro-

posed for the Stage 2 design. Point 1 represents the separated brine and point 2 represents the 

brine after cooling through the vaporizer. Both points are below saturation. The silica is thermo-
dynamically stable above 190°C, and at lower temperatures where the pH is high (pH >8), as indi-

cated by the SI curves that tend to lower temperatures at a higher pH level. Point 3 represents the 

brine/condensate mixtures at the inlet to the fi rst preheater, which are undersaturated at the lower 

temperature (167°C) due to dilution. Point 4 represents the mixtures exiting the last preheater, 

where the saturation is about 2.5. The brine is expected to be kinetically stable at temperatures 

of about 80°C or less, when the pH level is below about 5 units. Thermodynamic stability can 

be predicted precisely and will prevent any possibility of scale deposition. The limits of kinetic 

stability cannot be predicted precisely, but operating in this region does result in an extended 

period of time before signifi cant deposition will occur. It is the kinetic stability that allows the 

successful operation of a binary bottoming cycle. In Reykjanes, signifi cant silica scale problems 

can be prevented in a binary bottoming cycle by taking advantage of the kinetic effects of both 

thermal quenching and low pH levels.

Figure 9.14 is a plot of relative molecular deposition rates calculated for the Reykjanes brine and 

condensate mixture as a function of temperature. Bulk polymerization of silica can be neglected 

at these lower pH conditions. The maximum deposition rate occurs at a temperature of 100°C, 

and approaches a minimum at 50°C, even though the saturation is over 3.5 at this lower tempera-

ture. The rate is dependent on both saturation and temperature, but temperature overwhelms the 

saturation effect below 100°C. The relative effect of pH is also noted on the fi gure where the brine, 

condensate, and gas mixture are plotted at 80°C and pH 4.5, resulting in a deposition rate almost 

10 times lower than the brine and condensate mixture at the same temperature. Note the Stage 1 
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design brine/condensate injectate mixture plots on Figure 9.14 at 167°C and zero for the deposition 

rate because it will be undersaturated in silica.

The initial Stage 1 design is conservative in that it will thermodynamically prevent amorphous 

silica deposition in the power cycle and injection system. Although the preheater outlet brine will be 

slightly supersaturated (SSI = 1.03), it will immediately be diluted with condensate to below satura-

tion (SSI = 0.96). This is essentially a zero risk design approach to silica scale issues, provided the 

process temperatures are maintained at or above the proposed design values.

As a modifi cation to the initial Stage 1 design, the Stage 2 process would kinetically inhibit silica 

scale deposition through maximum heat recovery from the brine and acidifi cation with condensate 

and noncondensable gas (or sulfuric acid). The Stage 2 design involves the addition of condensate, 

plus noncondensable gas or sulfuric acid, to the brine exiting the vaporizer. This mixture is then 

cooled to 80°C or less through the preheaters.

9.7 SCALE CONTROL USING NEW INHIBITORS AND DISPERSANTS

Ammonia can be used to control silica scaling. Laboratory tests have shown that ammonia, rather 

than inhibiting precipitation, promotes precipitation in solution rather than on equipment walls. The 

scale is then carried out of the wellbore by the produced fl uids without adhering to the downhole 

equipment. The primary disadvantage to this technique is the possibility of metal hydroxide, car-

bonate, and sulfi de precipitation at pH 6–9 [36].

Crane and Kenkeremath [37] reported the results of fi eld testing of non-pH adjusting additives for 

geothermal silica scale control. The tested additives were divided into 11 groups: polyoxyethylenes, 

cellulose derivatives, other polymers, quaternary ammonium, imines, surfactants, organic acids, 

other organics, silanes, proprietary chemicals, and inorganics. Tests were performed at 90°C, 125°C, 

and 210°C. The polyoxyethylenes exhibited the most obvious inhibitive activity. The proprietary 

chemicals, on the other hand, were almost all ineffective. For all additives, inhibition effectiveness 

reduced as temperature increased. Overall, the best additives were the cationic nitrogen-containing 

compounds. No tests were conducted to verify the fi ndings, but these authors suggested that silica 

scaling promotes sulfi de scaling. Therefore, silica scaling inhibition should reduce sulfi de scaling. 

The major uncertainty about the applicability of the tests results is the often unknown ratio between 

monomeric and colloidal silica at geothermal fi eld operating locations.
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9.7.1 EARLY STUDIES OF ORGANIC ADDITIVES

Harrar et al. [38,39] studied the use of organic compounds to stabilize colloidal solids instead 

of acid treatments to delay precipitation. Over 120 compounds were tested that included simple 

and polymeric alcohols, ethers, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, amines, amides, cellulose derivatives, 

detergents, surfactants, coupling agents, inorganics, and chelants. The compounds were tested for 

scale inhibition effi ciency when injected at the front-end of a Salton Sea geothermal fi eld test facil-

ity. Several compounds were immediately eliminated because they either were not suffi ciently water 

soluble or immediately formed precipitates when added to the brine. Further testing was done on 

the compounds that maintained, for at least 24 h, a silica concentration 1.5 times higher than that in 

the HCl-treated brine.

Active compounds included compounds containing polymeric chains of oxyethylene moiety 

and nitrogen-containing cationic-functioning compounds. The cationic-functioning compounds, 

which are entirely hydrophilic, did not become insoluble at high temperatures. The attraction 

between the cationic compound and the silica creates a strong bond that inhibits the precipita-

tion of silica. Most compounds were not reactive—polyacrylates, polymaleic acid, sulfonates, 

lignosulfonates, phosphate esters, phosphonates, nonethoxylated cellulose derivatives, technical 

proteins, and silanes. Unfortunately, none of the compounds reduced scale formation at the high-

est test temperature (220°C); only pH reduction was effective at this elevated temperature at the 

time. The best scale inhibition results were achieved by mixing compounds. The best combina-

tion was one of the active compounds with HCl, especially if the active compound also inhibited 

corrosion. The active compound/HCl combinations did not decrease pH as signifi cantly as acid 

alone, which resulted in less corrosion. The combinations were more effective at removing the 

low temperature scales than the active compound alone.

9.7.2 LATER STUDIES OF ORGANIC ADDITIVES

Organic additives were revisited by Gallup [40] and Gallup and Barcelon [41]. They tested over 50 

organic additives, whose ingredients included phosphonic acids, phosphonates, phosphinocarboxy-

lic acids, acrylate polymers, polyacrylamides, oxyethylenes, poly-maleates, sulfonates, carboxylic 

acids, polyethyleneimines, caustic soda, and quaternary ammonium compounds. They concluded 

that organic additives will likely continue to see limited use in the geothermal industry. Organic 

additives disperse particles and/or modify crystal growth. These control mechanisms do not have a 

large impact on amorphous silica, which is the silica state typically found in geothermal operations. 

Rather, organic additives are more effective at controlling crystalline silicates. Additionally, they 

make the deposits softer and easier to remove, but do not prevent polymerization or increase solubil-

ity. This means that the silica exists in the solution as suspended solids, which have the potential to 

cause damage in the injection wells.

In the fi rst series of tests by Gallup [40], only Geogard SX (GSX) had >50% effi ciency in inhibit-

ing pure amorphous silica scale in a laboratory-simulated tube blocking test. GSX achieved 70% 

effi ciency so long as the dosage remained below 1.5 ppm. The brine displayed fl uffy, dispersed 

silica upon treatment. However, the scope of the fi ndings was limited because most of the additives 

were only tested at the vendor-recommended dosages. Some of the additives that showed moderate 

inhibition effi ciencies might have been better at lower or higher dosages. It was shown that overdos-

ing of the additives led to fl occulation rather than dispersion. In subsequent fi eld tests, none of the 

additives achieved the same effi ciency as acidifi cation (pH modifi cation). Additionally, many of the 

additives that showed some effi ciency in the lab increased scaling during the fi eld tests. However, 

some additives did produce results in agreement with laboratory-determined effi ciencies. Additives 

that were the same or similar to those tested by Harrar et al. [39] generally exhibited lower effi -

ciencies in the laboratory and fi eld tests. Gallup hypothesized that his harsher testing conditions 

of –200°C for 4 h possibly led to the decreased effi ciencies [40].
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Gallup and Barcelon [41] expanded on the original work by testing more organic additives in 

the laboratory tube-blocking protocol. Only six of the additives tested met the 75% effi ciency 

requirement for fi eld testing, which was based on previous experience. Again, many of the 

additives had minimal or even negative effi ciencies. For additives displaying acceptable effi -

ciencies, additional tests were performed to optimize the dosage. At the time of publication, no 

fi eld tests had been performed with the six promising additives. However, lab testing of acid 

effi ciency on the same brines suggested that the additives will not reach the level of inhibition 

activity that can be achieved by brine acidifi cation used in several fi elds around the world. 

Gallup and Barcelon [41] planned to study the effectiveness of acid/organic additive combina-

tions in the laboratory and fi eld.

Since acidifi cation has proven to be one of the optimal silica control methods, Gallup and 

Barcelon [41] also studied acid precursors as possible replacements for strong acid treatments. The 

tested precursors all performed as well or better than the organic additives. Urea-sulfuric acid and 

urea-hydrochloric acid exhibited 92% and 97% inhibition, respectively. Halogenated hydrocarbons 

were also fi eld tested. Carbon tetrachloride reduced the brine pH by 1 unit and reduced scaling by 

75%. Some precursors, such as urea-sulfuric acid and urea-hydrochloric acid, can reduce the envi-

ronmental and handling concerns associated with the use of strong acids. Other precursors, such 

as halogenated hydrocarbons, though would still pose transportation and environmental concerns. 

Furthermore, fl uorocarbons should only be used to treat brines with low calcium concentrations to 

avoid calcium fl uoride precipitations. This concern can be mitigated if calcium fl uoride inhibitors 

are added to the fl uorocarbon treatment. The use of chloro- and fl uoro-carbons to control siliceous 

scales could, however, reduce inventories of compounds known to harm the ozone layer. Table 9.2 

TABLE 9.2
Comparison of Inhibitor Treatment Costs

Inhibitor Unit Price (US$/kg) Dosage (ppmw)
Cost to Treat 1000 t 

of Brine (US$)

Chemlogis #1271 3.78 1 3.78

Chemlogis #1271 3.78 10 37.80

Chemlogis #1272 3.10 1 3.10

Chemlogis #1272 3.10 10 31.00

Chemlogis #1274 5.81 1 5.81

Chemlogis #1274 5.81 10 58.10

Chemlogis #1276 2.40 1 2.40

Chemlogis #1276 2.40 10 24.00

Polyethyleneimine 3.56 1 3.56

Polyethyleneimine 3.56 10 35.60

Wellon #1 3.48 5 17.40

Wellon #2 3.08 5 15.40

Wellon #3 7.08 5 35.00

Wellon #4 3.74 1 3.74

Urea sulfuric acid adduct 0.92 25 23.00

Urea sulfuric acid adduct 0.92 50 46.00

H2SO4 0.25 25 6.25

H2SO3 0.51 40 20.40

H2NSO3H 0.90 40 36.00

31% HCl 0.25 80 20.00

CCl4 0.88 25 22.00

CHCl3 0.92 35 32.20
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lists the approximate treatment costs for these inhibitors and chemical treatments, where chemical 

cost data is available.

Additional recent laboratory studies have been conducted by several companies. Geothermal 

scale inhibitors have been patented for use in the oil fi eld steam fl ooding operations [42] and have 

been examined for controlling silica/silicate scales in reverse osmosis and cooling water applica-

tions [43]. Testing and application of these inhibitors in geothermal operations are limited.

9.7.3 GEOGARD SX AND OTHER INHIBITORS

Research by PNOC (Energy Development Corporation of the Philippines) and Biolab (U.K. water 

additive company) on silica scale inhibitors led to the synthesis of a phosphino carboxylic copo-

lymer, called GSX, in 1995. GSX, designed to control colloidal and monomeric silica deposition, 

is an aqueous solution based on a phosphino carboxylic acid copolymer. It includes a dispersant 

that prevents colloidal silica from agglomerating and a hydrate iron oxide sequestrant that limits 

monomeric silica reaction sites forcing the monomeric silica to polymerize to form colloidal 

silica, whose deposition is then controlled by the dispersant. GSX was tested to determine the 

inhibition effi ciency as a function of dosing concentration at the Malitbog Pilot Test Facility of 

the Lyte Geothermal Power Project in 1995. The effi ciency effects of atmospheric brine fl ashing 

and high fl uid velocities were also tested. Under all conditions, GSX reduced the silica deposition 

with effi ciencies ranging from 38% (5 ppm) to 99% (8 ppm with a topping spool). In 1996, GSX 

was tested at the Botong Pilot Test Facility. Excessive silica deposition stopped the fl ow in the 

untreated pipelines within 12 h. In contrast, a 10 ppm GSX treatment prevented silica deposition 

along the pipelines and in the formation material over the same test interval. GSX was fi rst tested 

in a commercial application in 1998 at the Botong Fluid Collection and Disposal System. The 

inhibitor was injected in the two-phase fl ow line prior to steam separation. Silica deposition in the 

hot sections was minimal after 17 months of operation, but gel-type silica continued to deposit 

in the cold sections. In 2000, GSX was used to treat low-silica brines for the fi rst time. Testing 

occurred at the Southern Negros Geothermal Production pilot test facility. At a dosing level of 

1 ppm, GSX slowed the silica deposition and limited particle size, but was unable to disperse the 

scaling completely. At a dosing level of 0.5 ppm, however, deposition was reduced signifi cantly, 

and the inhibitor had 70% effi ciency [15].

GSX and perturbations of its formulations have been further tested in the fi eld with mixed results. 

Some tests have yielded positive results, while others have dramatically increased silica scale depo-

sition compared with pH modifi cation (see Photos 9.3 and 9.4). Although cleanout of the deposited 

silica is still often required, avoiding high-pressure hydroblasting of deposits in heat exchanger 

tubes and pipelines has been benefi cial [44-46]. Lastly, the authors are in the process of testing 

several new inhibitors in geothermal fi elds. Of four formulations tested to date, none have yielded 

signifi cantly positive results (publication forthcoming).

PHOTO 9.3 HX tubes after 30 day test at Puna, Hawaii PowerChem “CSX 5110” inhibitor.
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9.8 SUMMARY

There is huge potential for geothermal energy development worldwide. Renewable geothermal 

energy is currently used to generate electric power in 24 countries, for a total of 9000 MWe. 

Geothermal energy has the potential to be the world’s primary source of baseload renewable 

power. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 

have concluded that with a reasonable R&D investment, geothermal energy could provide 

100,000 MWe of cost-competitive power for the United States within the next 50 years [47].

Since geothermal energy utilization involves direct heat transfer between water and rock in the 

reservoir, geothermal fl uids are always saturated in silica with respect to the mineral quartz. But 

the kinetics of quartz dissolution/precipitation are slow, so in the time it takes to extract the energy 

on the surface and reinject the fl uids, quartz precipitation does not normally occur. However, amor-

phous silica deposition is possible and does occur once the fl uid is supersaturated due to cooling. 

Fortunately, the kinetics of amorphous silica deposition are relatively slow, but still can easily occur 

within the timeframe of fl uid processing and handling.

In early geothermal development, silica scaling was a signifi cant limiting factor in the amount 

of energy that could be extracted from a resource. Recent production engineering and chemistry 

advances have greatly reduced these barriers by implementing technology to control silica/sili-

cate scaling and corrosion from geothermal produced fl uids. Proven engineering strategies such as 

binary power cycles and pH modifi cation are currently the primary means for mitigating silica 

scale, but few organic inhibitors have been successfully tested at commercial geothermal power 

plants. A wide range of new organic inhibitors and dispersants are available for evaluation, and with 

continued testing it is possible that a cost-effective alternative chemical treatment for silica scale 

will be found soon.
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10 Recent Developments 
in Controlling Silica and 
Magnesium Silicate Foulants 
in Industrial Water Systems

Konstantinos D. Demadis

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Fouling presents an enormous challenge in industrial process waters [1]. Often system operators are 

obligated to discard critical equipment components because of fouling and the inability to remove it. 

Even if mechanical or chemical cleaning are viable options, they require several hours, total system 

shutdowns, and high costs [2]. Foulants could be organic or inorganic, as illustrated in Figure 10.1. 

Organic foulants are a result of poor system biocontrol, or deposition of organic matter brought 

into the system from external sources (e.g., a river or lake) [3]. Inorganic foulants include crystal-

line sparingly soluble salts such as calcium carbonate(s), calcium sulfate(s), barium, and strontium 

sulfates, as well as amorphous and colloidal deposits, such as amorphous calcium phosphate, silica, 

magnesium silicate, and many others, depending on the particular water chemistry [4]. This chapter 

deals with silica and metal silicate scales and deposits (with an emphasis on magnesium silicate).
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Silica and magnesium silicate are poorly studied foulants and established methods for their con-

trol are not satisfactorily developed. Perhaps the reason for that is their scarcity in water systems; 

their presence is rather limited to those waters that satisfy one of the following three conditions: 

(a) contain high levels of silica, (b) contain high levels of magnesium, or (c) operate at high pH regions 

(>8.5). The purpose of this chapter is to review the “state of the art” of the formation and control 

of silica and magnesium silicate and to present efforts for their control using chemical additives. 

Throughout this chapter, the term “soluble silica” means “molybdate-reactive silica.”

10.2 FORMATION AND GROWTH OF AMORPHOUS SILICA

The formation, precipitation, and deposition of amorphous silica in process industrial waters 

have been a subject of intense interest. In parallel, there is also substantial focus on biosilica 

formation, due to the fact that silica is used by nature as a structural material for several organ-

isms, such as diatoms [5]. Silica scale formation is a highly complex process [6]. It is usually 

favored at a pH level of less than 8.5, whereas magnesium silicate scale forms at a pH level of 

greater than 8.5. Available data suggest that silica solubility is largely independent of pH in 

the range of 6–8. This pH region of minimum silica solubility and silicic acid polymerization 

has a maximum rate, as shown in Figure 10.2. Silica exhibits normal solubility characteristics. 

Its solubility increases proportionally to temperature. In contrast, magnesium silicate exhibits 

inverse solubility. Other forms of silica, e.g., quartz (crystalline SiO2) and glass also possess 

“normal” solubility, but they are both less soluble than amorphous silica. This is shown clearly 

in Figure 10.3.

Silica formation is actually a polymerization event. When silicic acid/silicate ions condense and 

polymerize, they form a plethora of structural motifs, including rings of various sizes, cross-linked 

polymeric chains of different molecular weights, oligomeric structures, etc. [7]. The resulting silica 

scale is a complex and amorphous product (colloidal silica)—a complicated mixture of the above 

components. Silicic acid polymerization starts with an attack of a deprotonated, negatively charged 

silicate ion to a silicic acid molecule, yielding an initial “dimer,” which then continues to undergo 

further attack. The initial stages of the silica dimerization/oligomerization/polymerization process 

are shown in Figure 10.4. This results in random polymer chain growth that produces silica nano-

particles. These, in turn, can further grow (by incorporation of silicic acid onto the silica particle 

surface) or agglomerate with other nanoparticles to give larger particles.

Operation in a high-pH regime is not necessarily a solution for combating silica scale. Water 

system operators must take into account the presence of magnesium (Mg2+) and other scaling ions 

such as calcium (Ca2+). As will be discussed later, other metal cations may aggravate metal silicate 

fouling. A pH adjustment to greater than 8.5 might result in the massive precipitation of magnesium 

silicate if high levels of Mg2+ are present or in calcium carbonate (CaCO3) or calcium phosphate if 

high levels of these ions are overlooked.
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FIGURE 10.1 Schematic depiction of industrial water problems. (Reproduced from Demadis, K.D. et al., 

Desalination, 213, 38, 2007. With permission.)
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Silica precipitation can also be aggravated by the presence of metal ions such as iron (Fe2+/3+) or 

aluminum (Al3+) and their hydroxides. Corroded steel surfaces (e.g., on pipes or heat exchangers) 

are prone to silica fouling. Iron oxides/hydroxides act as deposition matrices for silica (either soluble 

or colloidal) deposits.

There are three principal ways by which silica forms [8]: surface deposition, bulk precipitation, 

and in living organisms.

Surface deposition: This occurs as a deposit on a solid surface where silicic acid condenses with 

any solid surface possessing −OH groups. If the surface contains M–OH moieties (M = metal), this 

reaction is further enhanced. Such pronounced silica deposition phenomena in the water treatment 

industry are evident on metallic surfaces that have suffered severe corrosion on a surface covered 

with metal oxides/hydroxides. Once the receptive surface is covered with silica scale, additional 

silica is deposited on an already formed silica fi lm.

Bulk precipitation: This occurs as colloidal silica particles grow through the aforementioned 

condensation reaction. The particles collide with each other and agglomerate, forming larger 

particles.

In living organisms: This form of silica is called biogenic or biosilica and appears in certain 

microorganisms such as diatoms that have the ability to remove and deposit silica from highly 

undersaturated solutions into precisely controlled structures of intricate design [9]. It should be 

mentioned that sessile microorganisms in a biofi lm-fouled heat exchanger can entrap colloidal 

silica. The high affi nity of soluble silica toward extracellular biopolymers such as polysaccharides 

has also been recognized.

10.3 SILICA SCALE CONTROL

The current practices for combating silica scale growth in industrial waters include operation at 

low cycles of concentration (The number of cycles of concentration indicated how many times the 

concentration of a certain water-soluble species has been increased.), prevention of “other” scale 

formation, pretreatment [10], and inhibitor or dispersant use. This section focuses on the inhibition 

of silica polymerization by the use of polymers.

Operation at low cycles of concentration is a common practice, but one that consumes large 

amounts of water. In a cooling tower operating at a pH level of less than 7.5, soluble silica generally 

should be maintained below 200 ppm (as SiO2). For a pH level higher than 7.5, soluble silica should 

be maintained below 100 ppm (as SiO2). One should bear in mind that Mg2+ levels also should be 

taken into account at a pH level greater than 7.5. In this case, the product (ppm Mg as CaCO3) × 

(SiO2 as SiO2) should be below 20,000.

Prevention of “other” scale formation indirectly interferes with the propensity of silica scale 

to co-precipitate with other scales [11]. The method is based on the prevention of other scaling 

species such as CaCO3 or calcium phosphate and indirectly benefi ts the whole cooling tower 

operation. CaCO3 precipitates provide a crystalline matrix in which silica can be entrapped and 

grown. In environments in which CaCO3 or any other mineral precipitate is prevented completely, 

higher silica levels generally are tolerated in the process water as opposed to those environments 

in which other scales are controlled ineffectively.

Pretreatment involves reactive or colloidal silica removal in precipitation softeners through 

an interaction between silica and a metal hydroxide. Both iron hydroxide, Fe(OH)3, and alumi-

num hydroxide, Al(OH)3, have shown silica-removal capabilities, although magnesium hydroxide, 

Mg(OH)2, is considered to be more effective. In addition, silica can be removed through reverse 

osmosis (RO) and ion exchange techniques, as well as desilicizers. RO membranes are not immune 

to silica scale, which forms as a gelatinous mass on the membrane surface. It can then dehydrate, 

forming a cement-like deposit [12].
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10.4 SILICA GROWTH INHIBITION BY THE USE OF CHEMICAL ADDITIVES

The use of inhibitors or dispersants to control silica scale generally follows two approaches: (a) 

inhibition and (b) dispersion. Inhibition is defi ned as the prevention of silicic acid oligomerization 

or polymerization. As a result, silicic acid remains soluble and, therefore, formation of colloidal 

silica is prevented. Dispersion, on the other hand, is the prevention of particle agglomeration to form 

larger-size particles and the prevention of the adhesion of these particles onto surfaces.

A number of products are available commercially for silica scale control in RO, geothermal, and 

evaporative cooling water applications. A detailed discussion of these commercial products is not the 

intent of this chapter. However, some promising chemistries will be discussed herein. Much informa-

tion about commercial silica scale treatment can be found on the Internet through any of the popular 

search engines. In addition, several proprietary technologies can be found in patent literature.

Amjad et al. [13] have tested a number of polymers for silica inhibition with an emphasis on 

reverse osmosis systems. They discovered that a proprietary polymer at a polymer:silica ratio of 1:12 

can maintain ∼500 ppm of soluble silica in a pilot scale RO system for about 5 h. The conditions of 

the study were 600 ppm initial silica, 200 ppm Ca, 120 ppm Mg, and pH 7 at 40°C. A mixture con-

taining molybdate ( −2
4MoO ), phosphonate (diethylenetriamine-penta(methylene-phosphonic acid), 

and a copolymer of acrylic acid and 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (AA:SA) was 

found to be effective in preventing the formation and deposition of silica-containing deposits [14]. 

A carboxylate/sulfonate/balanced terpolymer was tested in the fi eld [15]. This multipolymer contains 

balanced hydrophilic/hydrophobic functional groups that enhance adsorption of the dispersant onto 

colloidal silica and magnesium silicate composite scales when the temperature is raised. In addition, 

the multipolymer contains sulfonate and carboxylate groups that impart tolerance to soluble iron and 

superior dispersancy. The presence of the hydrophilic groups serves to induce steric repulsion between 

silica particles that have polymer chains adsorbed onto them. In another study, a polyanionic/neutral 

polymer at 12.5 ppm maintained soluble silica up to 370 ppm in RO systems [16].

Recent research in our laboratories has shown that “small molecules” (cationic or anionic) are not 

active in silica scale inhibition under conditions and dosages pertinent to water treatment systems 

[17]. Furthermore, anionic polymers have also shown inactivity; one literature example showed that 

modifi ed polyacrylates (at dosages > 1000 ppm) have shown some inhibition [18]. Therefore, poly-

meric additives that contain some degree of cationic charge were sought. The schematic structures 

of some inhibitors are shown in Figure 10.5.

The selected polymers show a variety of structural features. All contain some degree of cat-

ionic charge. Some (PAMAM-1, PAMAM-2, PEI, PALAM, PAMALAM) possess cationic charge 

exclusively. Others (PPEI, PCH) are zwitterionic, i.e., they have cationic and anionic charge on the 

polymer backbone. Some polymers possess a positive charge by virtue of the protonated amine 

groups (PAMAM-1, PAMAM-2, PEI, PALAM), while others have a “pure” cationic charge due to a 

tertiary N group (PAMALAM). These additives have been extensively tested with varying dosages. 

Figure 10.6 presents silicic acid stabilization results with 40 ppm dosage for all polymers.

It is evident from Figure 10.6 that all polymers show inhibitory activity (higher soluble silicate 

levels than the “control” [17]). PAMAM-1 and PAMAM-2 (both have their surface amine groups pro-

tonated at pH 7) are very effective inhibitors at a dosage of 40 ppm. The presence of protonated amine 

groups is not the only necessary condition for good inhibition. Notice that polymers PEI and PALAM 

(also having their amine groups protonated at pH 7) show rather poor performance. This could be 

explained by the fact that excessive cationic charge causes the polymeric additive to be entrapped and 

hence deactivated within the colloidal silica matrix. PAMALAM, which is a polymer that possesses 

a tertiary N group, is a “medium” performance inhibitor. From the zwitterionic polymers (PPEI and 

PCH), PPEI is a very effective inhibitor. In this case, it appears that the negative charge (−PO3H
− for 

PPEI) “balances” the positive charge in such a way that the polymer continues to be active, but inhibi-

tor entrapment and deactivation is stopped. For the PCH polymer, perhaps the anionic charge (due to 

−PO3H
−) is too excessive and the cationic charge (necessary for inhibition) is “neutralized.”
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When the polymer dosage is doubled (an increase from 40 to 80 ppm), a number of interesting 

features appear in the inhibition activity (Figure 10.7). PAMAM-1 retains its inhibitory activity, 

in contrast to PAMAM-2, which substantially drops in performance (from 374 to 238 ppm soluble 

silicate). PEI, PALAM, PPEI, and PCH retain their previous inhibitory activity, with only minor 

alterations. The only polymer that increases its activity is PAMALAM. Further dosage increase, 

however, caused no further solubility enhancement (data not shown).

It is apparent that an increase in inhibitor dosage has detrimental effects on inhibitory activity. 

This has been observed before for other cationic inhibitors [17c]. It can be explained upon the 

examination of the possible silica inhibition mechanism. Experimental results from our group 

have supported the premise that anionic molecules (either monomeric or polymeric) have no 

effect on silicate polymerization [17c]. In contrast, cationic polymeric molecules are effective 

silica scale inhibitors [17]. When silicate polymerization takes place in the presence of a cat-

ionic polymeric additive, there are a number of competing reactions taking place concurrently: 

(a) polymerization of silicic acid. This occurs through an SN2-like mechanism that involves the 

attack of a monodeprotonated silicic acid molecule on a fully protonated silicic acid molecule. 

This pathway generates at fi rst short-lived silicate dimers, which in turn continue to polymerize 

in a random way to eventually yield colloidal silica particles. (b) Silicate ion stabilization by the 

cationic additive. This is the actual inhibition step and occurs presumably through cation–anion 

interactions, and (c) fl occulation between the polycationic inhibitor and the negatively charged 

colloidal silica particles (at pH 7) that are formed by the uninhibited silicate polymerization 

(Figure 10.8).

The cationic inhibitor is trapped within the colloidal silica matrix, based on process (c). This is 

demonstrated by the appearance of a light fl occulent precipitate (or dispersion at times). Inhibitor 

entrapment causes its depletion from solution and its deactivation. Therefore, only a portion of 

the inhibitor is available to continue inhibition at much lower levels than initially added to the 

polymerization medium. Thus, soluble silicate levels continue to decrease because eventually there 

is not a suffi cient amount of inhibitors to perform the inhibition. Inhibitor entrapment is directly 
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FIGURE 10.8 Cationic polymer–induced fl occulation of silica particles that leads to inhibitor entrapment. 

(Reproduced from Ketsetzi, A. et al., Desalination, 223, 487, 2008. With permission.)
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proportional to cationic charge density. For example, PEI (polyethyleneimine), a branched cationic 

polymer with high positive charge density, creates composite precipitates with colloidal silica rap-

idly [17f]. It is now certain that effective silica scale inhibition is dependent on the cationic charge 

on the polymer backbone (in an as of yet insuffi ciently quantifi ed fashion). It has been demonstrated 

that certain cationic polymers are trapped in the colloidal silica matrix by FT-IR spectroscopy and 

elemental analyses [17c].

10.5 MECHANISM OF SILICA SCALE INHIBITION

Amorphous silica formation is governed by several important equilibria. Some of these are given 

in Figure 10.9.

As mentioned above, silica deposition results from silicic acid self condensation. This reaction 

is fi rst order and is catalyzed by OH− in the pH range of 5–10. Reports have shown that the reaction 

yielding a silicic acid dimer is kinetically slow in contrast to the reactions giving a trimer, tetramer, 

pentamer, etc., which are very fast [19]. All these equilibria are sensitive to pH and tend to be accel-

erated by metal ions that form hydroxides, e.g., Fe2+/3+, Mg2+, or Al3+.

Polymerization of silicic acid is believed to occur through a SN2-like mechanism involving 

a deprotonated silicic acid monoanion ( (HO)3Si-O−) and the Si center of silicic acid, Si(OH)4. 

Inhibition of this step should be critical in the inhibition of silica scale formation. Some reports 

indicate that orthosilicates hydrolyze more rapidly than other silicate species such as disilicates, 

chain silicates, cross-linked oligomers, and polymers, suggesting that bridging oxygens are much 

more resistant to attack than non-bridging oxygens. Above a pH of 2, this mechanism involves 

polymerization with condensation, catalyzed by OH−.

One can envision electrostatic interactions between a cationic polymeric inhibitor and 

monodeprotonated silicic acid. These interactions stabilize soluble silicate and prohibit the con-

densation reaction. Alternatively, a cationic polymer whose positive charge is primarily based on 

protonated amine moieties can stabilize silicic acid molecules and/or silicate ions by hydrogen 

bonds. Most likely, a combination of the above interactions occur simultaneously for polymeric 

inhibitors with protonated amine groups, whereas electrostatic interactions are responsible for 

the stabilizing effect for polymers that have no N–H moieties, but possess +− 4NR  groups (e.g., 

PAMALAM).

To prove that cationic charges on the polymer backbone are responsible for the silicic acid 

stabilizing effect, experiments were performed in which a second, anionic polymer was added 

with the cationic polymeric inhibitor. If this second anionic polymer is added in suffi cient 

excess to “blanket” the positive charge of the cationic inhibitor, inhibition performance dete-

riorates to virtually none [20]. This was proven for dendrimers PAMAM-1 and PAMAM-2 

and PCH. The characteristics of the anionic polymer play a profound role in this “inhibition of 

inhibition” event.

The precise mechanism of silica formation is only partially understood. As a consequence, the 

exact mechanism of silica scale inhibition is not fully delineated. However, it is now certain that 

any interference with the condensation reaction could lead to silica scale growth inhibition. A rel-

evant example is silica inhibition by orthoborate, which reacts 

with silicate ions to form borosilicates. These products are more 

soluble in water than are silica/metal silicates [21].

10.6 MAGNESIUM SILICATE IN GEOCHEMISTRY

Examination of the composition of the nine rock-forming miner-

als reveals that they all belong to the silicate group of minerals. 

The basic building unit of silicate minerals is the −4
4SiO  com-

plex ion, the silicon tetrahedron. Oxygen and silicon are the most 

Si(OH)4 [SiO(OH)3]– + H+

Si(OH)4 [SiO2(OH)2]2– + 2H+

2Si(OH)4 Si2O(OH)6 + H2O

[Si2O2(OH)5]– + H2O + H+2Si(OH)4

[Si2O3(OH)4]2– + H2O + 2H+2Si(OH)4

FIGURE 10.9 Silicic acid equilibria 

that occur in aqueous systems.
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abundant elements in the crust and mantle, and they form the strongly coordinating species −4
4SiO  

over a wide range of conditions. This species is even stable in silicate melts, and because more than 

90% of the Earth’s crust is made of these two elements (more than 70% by weight), it is easy to under-

stand why practically all the minerals in the crust (and mantle) are composed of silicate tetrahedra with 

a variety of other elements included among them.

Although the nine rock-forming minerals were mentioned above, they are really families of min-

erals with the same structural styles (in fact three of the rock-forming minerals, albite, orthoclase, 

and plagioclase are all from the feldspar family). In each of these “families” there is a basic frame-

work/geometric arrangement of silicate tetrahedra, and the difference between “family members” is 

primarily in the types and abundances of other chemical elements that participate in the structure. 

Table 10.1 shows the most common magnesium silicate minerals.

10.7 WATER-FORMED “MAGNESIUM SILICATE” DEPOSITS

The term “magnesium silicate” is widely recognized in the water treatment industry. However, its 

defi nition differs from that in geology. In general, a deposit that contains both magnesium and silicon 

is called “magnesium silicate.” In more harsh environments, such as in geothermal applications, the 

effect of high temperature favors the formation of geologically recognized magnesium silicates.

Precipitation of magnesium silicate can cause problems in a number of water treatment applica-

tions from truck radiators to geothermal wells and plants. Figure 10.10 shows a heat exchanger tube 

bundle fouled with magnesium silicate. The magnesium silicate system is highly pH-dependent. 

Below pH 7, there is essentially no chance of precipitation, because the silica exists in an unreac-

tive, non-ionized form. Above pH 9, magnesium silicate is very likely to form because silica forms 

reactive silicate ions. Furthermore, the temperature is extremely important. Precipitation begins at 

a lower pH if the temperature is suffi ciently high.

TABLE 10.1
Names and Compositions of 
the Most Common Magnesium 
Silicate Minerals

Magnesium Silicates Molecular Formula

Chrysotile Mg3Si2O5(OH)4

Clinoenstatite Mg3Si2O6

Enstatite Mg2Si2O6

Forsterite/chrysolite Mg2SiO4

Magnesiosilica MgOSiO2

Olivine Mg1.6Fe2+(SiO4)

Orthochrysotile Mg3Si2O5(OH)4

Parachrysotile/amianthus Mg3Si2O5(OH)4

Pyrope Mg3Al2(SiO4)3

Ringwoodite Mg2SiO4

Saponite Ca0.1Na0.1Mg2.25Fe
2+

0.75 

Si3AlO10(OH)2
.4H2O

Sepiolite Mg4Si6O15(OH)2
.6H2O

Serpentine/clinochrysotile Mg3Si2O5(OH)4

Stevensite Ca0.15Na0.33Mg2.8Fe
2+

0.2 

Si4O10(OH)2
.4H2O

Talc Mg3Si4O10(OH)2

Wadsleyite Mg1.5Fe
2+

0.05SiO4
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Scaling of magnesium silicates has been a problem in some of the Icelandic district heating 

systems [22]. This kind of scaling is not encountered in heating systems utilizing geothermal water 

directly but occurs by heating and deaerating fresh water. Two of the plants have heat exchangers to 

heat fresh water. The water in those systems is also discarded after a single use and not recirculated 

in the heating system. Scaling of a similar type occurred in a few other systems due to the mixing 

of cold water with the geothermal water. Magnesium silicates have low solubility in warm waters at 

a high pH level. The heating of groundwater depletes the magnesium concentration of geothermal 

waters mostly below 0.1 mg/kg. Magnesium silicate is amorphous based on x-ray diffraction (XRD) 

experiments whatever structure and its resembles that of chrysotile. It was also found that the 

Mg:Si ratio is close to 1 with small variations. An FT-IR spectrum of the above magnesium silicate 

deposits is shown in Figure 10.11.

The magnesium silicate sepiolite will precipitate from sea water at low temperatures (down to 

25°C), as the dissolved silica concentration is increased. Increased temperature and high pH levels 

will enhance the rate of precipitation. The magnesium silicate talc will form easily in hydrothermal 

experiments and is frequently formed outside its stability fi eld. Several other magnesium silicates 

such as stevensite, saponite, and chrysotile are known to be formed hydrothermally at relatively 

low temperatures. The heating of fresh water also initiates precipitation and it is well known 

that magnesium is one of the major components in “boilerstone.” The major factors controlling the 

FIGURE 10.10 A magnesium silicate fouled heat exchanger tube bundle.
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FIGURE 10.11 The FT-IR spectrum of a magnesium silicate deposit from Icelandic water used for heating 

applications. (Reproduced from Kristmanndóttir H. et al., Geothermics, 18, 191, 1989. With permission.)
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degree of supersaturation are boiling temperature and pH, which in turn is mainly dependent on the 

deaeration process. Supersaturation is in all cases greater for talc than for chrysotile [23].

Co-precipitation of magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)2, and colloidal silica has also been observed 

[21]. One theory proposes that the formation of Mg(OH)2 occurs fi rst, and then Mg(OH)2 subse-

quently reacts with monomeric silicate and/or polymeric silica to form magnesium silicate [24]. 

Ca2+ and Mg2+ salts were found to catalyze the silica polymerization reaction [25]. Higher concen-

trations of total hardness lead to a faster drop in dissolved silica in solution. In batch runs, Mg2+ was 

found to affect silica concentrations more than Ca2+. For example, runs with a given hardness level 

but with lower ratios of Ca:Mg caused a faster decline in dissolved silica.

Magnesium silicate seems to be a “true” compound according to Young et al. [26]. According 

to their results, fairly consistent amorphous precipitate was obtained. The stoichiometric ratio of 

silicon to magnesium was found to be 1:1. This is the same whether the mother liquor contained a 

1:2 or 2:1 mole ratio of silica to magnesium and whether the precipitation took place at room tem-

perature or 75°C. Some comments on the possible mechanism of formation are warranted. If mag-

nesium hydroxide precipitated out and silica simply absorbed, there should be little effect of silica 

on the precipitation point. By the same reasoning, the “opposite” mechanism of silica precipitation 

followed by magnesium absorption should be independent of magnesium concentration. In fact, 

increasing or decreasing silica concentration has an effect essentially equal to similar increases or 

decreases in magnesium concentration. The precipitate was found to contain signifi cant amounts 

of adventitious water, presumably in the pores of the gel. This magnesium silicate precipitate dis-

solved in acid. Alternatively, ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid chelated the magnesium from the 

precipitate, leaving a loose fl ock of virtually pure colloidal silica, which did not redissolve in acid. 

It can be assumed that the magnesium silicate initially forms a loose, open gel structure with numer-

ous hydroxide bridges. An alternative mechanism of magnesium silicate formation was proposed. 

According to this proposal, formation of magnesium silicate seems to be a two-step process. Under 

relatively high pH conditions, magnesium hydroxide is precipitated. Because magnesium hydroxide 

is inversely soluble with respect to temperature, the precipitation can take place near the surface 

of the heat transfer tubes and the maximum exchanger tube wall temperature should be ∼80°C. 

Temperature has a greater infl uence upon the deposition than any of the variables. It was reported 

that a hydroxylated magnesium silicate forms in seawater in which SiO2 concentration exceeds 

26 ppm at pH 8.1 and clay minerals are found (kaolinite, glauconite, and montmorillonite) [27].

10.8 THE ROLE OF Mg2+ LEVEL, TEMPERATURE, pH, AND SUPERSATURATION

Magnesium silicate exhibits “inverse solubility” properties; its solubility decreases as the tempera-

ture increases [22,28]. The effect of pH is also profound. At pH regions <8, magnesium is rarely 

observed in deposits. This does not imply the absence of Si-containing scale deposits, it merely 

means that magnesium is not incorporated in the deposit structure. Figure 10.12 demonstrates that 

at pH > 8.5, analyses of several deposits showed that the Mg content increased with pH.

Several experiments performed in our laboratories demonstrated that Mg2+ ions actually act as a 

catalyst in silicic acid condensation reaction. In these experiments, the effect of Mg2+ level and pH 

were studied by following soluble levels of silicic acid. Figure 10.13 clearly shows that at pH 8, Mg2+ 

up to 100 ppm has virtually no effect in the silicic acid condensation reaction.

When pH is increased to 9.0 (Figure 10.14), the catalytic effects of Mg2+ start appearing, but Mg2+ 

dosage seems to have no measurable effect.

An increase in the operational pH level to 9.5 has a dramatic change on the catalytic effects of 

Mg2+. Figure 10.15 demonstrates this dramatic effect. Another signifi cant conclusion derived from 

Figure 10.15 is that at pH 9.5, the level of Mg2+ is now measurable and important. There seems to be 

a rapid decrease in soluble silicic acid levels as Mg2+ concentrations increase. At a level of 100 ppm 

Mg2+, soluble silicic acid levels drop ∼100 ppm lower than the “control.” This is convincing evidence 

that Mg2+ is an effective catalyst of silicic acid polymerization at pH regions > 9.0.
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10.9 OTHER METAL SILICATE SCALES

10.9.1 IRON SILICATE

Qualitative evidence for the interaction of silicic acid with metal ions in aqueous solutions was 

observed as early as 1933 by Mattson [29], who suggested the existence of simple Al-silicate 

complexes in order to explain his soil experiments. This was followed by Hazel, who employed 

titrimetric procedures to study metal–silicate interactions with metals such as Al, Fe, and Cr [30]. 

No quantitative relationships were established for any of these interactions until the work of Weber 

and Stumm delineated the formation of a Fe(III)-silicate complex [31]:
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FIGURE 10.12 Magnesium content dependence on operational pH in a magnesium silicate scale deposit from 

pilot cooling tower tests. (Reproduced from Demadis, K.D. et al., Desalination, 179, 281, 2005. With permission.)
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 + + ++ + → +3 2
4 2 3 3Fe Si(OH) H O [FeSiO(OH) ] H O  (10.1)

The experimental pH covered was <3.5, however it is expected that similar interactions take place 

in natural water pH. They found that the stability constant for the Fe(III)-silicate complex is 1.8 × 109. 

Increased silica concentrations accelerated Fe(II) to Fe(III) oxidation in pH ranges 6.6–7.1 [32]. 

Fe(III) has a higher propensity for silicate or colloidal silica than Fe(II). This may create iron (III) 

silicate precipitates. Chan et al. studied the effect of Fe3+ on silica fouling of a pilot heat exchanger 

[33]. Experiments were performed at 125°C–165°C, 1.58 MPa and under turbulent conditions. It was 

shown that the addition of a few ppm Fe3+ into a silica solution was suffi cient to induce coagulation 
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FIGURE 10.14 The effect of Mg level on silica polymerization at pH 9.0.
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and deposition of silica particles. These in turn caused a signifi cant increase in fouling rates. Gallup 

studied iron silicate formation and its inhibition in geothermal systems [34].

10.9.2 ALUMINUM SILICATE

Siliceous scales deposited from geothermal brines often contain co-deposited Fe and Al. Fe and 

Al-rich amorphous silica scales have been reported to form from geothermal brines in Iceland; 

Japan; Greece; Djibouti; Salton Sea, California; Coso Hot Springs, California; and Dixie Valley, 

Nevada [35]. The concentrations of Al and SiO2 in brines depositing scale range from 0.1 to 1 and 

600 to 900 ppm, respectively. The scales consist primarily of Al-rich SiO2. Al/Si molar ratios typi-

cally range from 0.1 to 0.2. Traces of Fe, alkalis, and alkaline earth metals were also found. Based on 

XRD, NMR, and FT-IR measurements, it was concluded that Al is four-coordinate in an opal-like 

framework [36]. Although Al retards silicic acid polymerization, in the near-neutral pH range [37], 

it is observed to concentrate in siliceous geothermal scales [38].

Amorphous aluminum-rich silica has been identifi ed as a primary scale constituent depos-

ited from certain geothermal brines. This scale is a non-stoichiometric compound exhibiting an 

empirical formula approaching Al2O3·(10–20)SiO2, and consists of aluminum incorporated in 

an amorphous silica matrix. Spectroscopic studies indicate that aluminum is coordinated with 

silica in a three-dimensional array of corner-sharing tetrahedra. Aluminum in scale appears 

to derive from brine as a result of a reaction with silicic acid oligomers. There is no evidence 

to suggest that the scale is a simple mixture of amorphous alumina and silica, or a mixture of 

molecularly deposited silica and aluminosilicate minerals transported in brine from the res-

ervoir. The Al-rich scale tends to deposit from brine at a higher temperature than that of pure 

amorphous silica. In laboratory experiments, aluminum reacts with supersaturated silicic acid 

solutions over the pH range 5–9 to precipitate aluminum and silica. The concentrations of 

aluminum and silica in the mixtures reach a minimum at near-neutral pH. Laboratory experi-

ments indicate that aluminum-silica precipitation reactions are inhibited below pH 5 and 

above pH 9. A schematic presentation of the structural details of aluminum silicate is shown 

in Figure 10.16.

Amorphous aluminosilicate is one of the essential components in geochemical processes, 

such as weathering [39] and adsorption phenomena [40]. In natural systems, amorphous alumi-

nosilicates are formed mainly by the co-precipitation of silicic acid and aluminum hydroxide 

[41]. There is a strong pH-dependent reaction between silica sols and Al3+ [42]. For example, 

1 ppm of Al3+ is suffi cient to reduce 45 ppm SiO2 in the sol to 5 ppm in the pH range 4–5. 

Soluble SiO2 requires considerably larger ratios of Al3+ to precipitate the silica at an optimum 

pH of 8–9 [43].
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10.9.3 CALCIUM SILICATE

Calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) is the major product of Portland cement hydration, where it forms as 

an amorphous phase of variable composition. CSH is thought to form a layered structure related to 

tobermorite and jennite [44]. FT-IR of CSH is very similar to that of silica [45].

10.10 EFFECT OF OTHER CATIONS

Studies on the effects of Na+ and K+ on silica fouling of heat exchangers under turbulent fl ow con-

ditions were carried out. It was found that the silica fouling rate in the presence of Na+ is greater 

than that when K+ is present [46]. The effect of cations on decreasing silica solubility follows the 

order Mg2+ > Ca2+ > Li+ > Na+ > K+ [47,48]. At pH 7, Cu2+ ions are absorbed on a SiO2 surface as 

polymeric hydroxide species [49]. The structure of these species is similar to that of the bulk amor-

phous Cu(OH)2. The amorphous state of the supported Cu(OH)2 is caused by a small size (11 Å) of 

the surface particles. In contrast, the overstoichiometric water molecules seem to have an effect of 

making bulk Cu(OH)2 more amorphous.

10.11  MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE AND ITS ROLE IN 
MAGNESIUM SILICATE FORMATION

Our discussion on metal silicates also involves Mg(OH)2. This is because its role has been 

invoked before in the formation and growth of magnesium silicate [50]. The region of Mg(OH)2 

insolubility is from pH 9.2 upward [51]. Aspects of magnesium hydroxide chemistry have been 

utilized in removing silica from process water streams. Other than anion resins, Mg2+ has been 

the most commonly used reagent to remove silica from water [52]. It was shown that for a satu-

rated amorphous SiO2 solution with about 140 ppm silica content, with an equivalent amount 

of MgCl2 added, the maximum precipitation is at pH 11–11.5. About 35 ppm of SiO2 remains 

in the solution [53]. Another report also showed that the addition of 100 ppm of “active” MgO 

can reduce silica content at 93°C from 22 to 1 ppm [54]. However, at 30°C the reduction is 

only 16 ppm. A common method of water “softening” is the hot-lime process in which lime (or 

dolomitic lime) and soda ash are added to water preheated with steam. Such a system is often 

used to remove silica. Temperature has a profound effect on silica removal [55]. A practical 

set of curves from Nordell shows the relation between silica present and magnesium added for 

removal. These curves include a 15% safety factor. Although this method seems to be effec-

tive, there are some disadvantages: (a) high temps are required for effective silica removal, 

(b) circulation of sludge and cold infl uent is required for maximum reaction with silica, and (c) 

high cost.

In the desalination of brackish water, silica is one of the major foulants that forms on the reverse 

osmosis membranes and limits the water recovery. In addition, it is a very adherent scale and once it 

forms, it is very diffi cult to clean and cleaning may damage the membrane. There are also compli-

cating factors affecting silica fouling, such as the presence of cations (e.g., Ca, Mg, etc.) that usually 

promote silica polymerization. Pretreatment is used as a measure to reduce silica levels in the feed and 

hence mitigate silica fouling. Silica removal was also tested in the presence of sodium aluminate, lime, 

and soda ash in laboratory tests using fi eld waters [56].

10.12 EFFECT OF ADDITIVES ON METAL SILICATE SCALE CONTROL

Since waterborne metal silicates are amorphous “binary systems,” the use of “traditional” thresh-

old scale inhibitors is expected to be ineffective. However, control strategies that are based on 

either eliminating the metal cation or stabilizing silicic acid in its soluble form have a realistic 
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chance of being successful. Laboratory studies show that sequestering agents such as citric, 

acetic, and EDTA acids inhibit aluminum silicate scale formation in geothermal water systems 

[35]. Aluminum silicate scale deposition may be controlled at these pH extremes with precaution 

against corrosion and by-product scale formation. Low concentrations of complexing/seques-

tering agents with a carboxylate functionality maintain aluminum and silica in solution. These 

results imply that aluminum silicate scaling may be controlled by the treatment of brine with 

agents that form complexes with aluminum. Bulk silica precipitation can be successfully inhib-

ited by brine pH adjustment alone. When residual aluminum-rich, amorphous silica scaling is to 

be prevented, the treatment of brines with low dosages of aluminum complexing agents may be 

necessary. Combinations of complexing agents and brine pH adjustment or the use of acidic com-

plexing agents may prove useful in controlling amorphous aluminum-rich silica scale deposition 

from geothermal brines.

Magnesium silicate scale control was pursued in our laboratories by the use of EDTA as a Mg 

sequestering agent. Figure 10.17 shows that the addition of EDTA at a ppm level equal to that of 

Mg has no effect on soluble silicic acid. These experiments were performed by monitoring soluble 

silicic acid levels (starting concentration of silicic acid was 500 ppm as SiO2). EDTA was proven to 

be ineffective at the dosages shown. Soluble silicic acid levels were the same as those without the 

presence of EDTA.

When the operational pH was increased to 9.0, the same situation was observed. As illustrated 

in Figure 10.18, no increase in soluble silicic acid levels is observed and these silicic acid values are 

the same as those without EDTA present.

When the pH was increased to 9.5, a profound, dosage-dependent effect of EDTA was observed 

(Figure 10.19). All three EDTA dosages (20, 40, and 60 ppm) caused soluble silicic acid above the 

control. An interesting observation warrants further discussion. The dosage dependence seems to 

have an inverse relationship. The higher the Mg/EDTA combination dosage, the lower soluble silica 

is observed. Therefore, the most effective Mg/EDTA combination for maximum soluble silica is 

20/20 ppm. A possible explanation for this inverse effect may be that at increased Mg/EDTA levels 

(40/40 and 60/60 ppm), the possible precipitation of a Mg-EDTA complex may be occurring. EDTA 

is well known to be an effective chelator of Mg at high pH regions. A Mg-EDTA complex has been 

structurally characterized [57].
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10.13  PRACTICAL GUIDELINES FOR CONTROL 
OF MAGNESIUM SILICATE SCALE

Previously, rough guidelines (summarized in Table 10.2) were based on multiplying the magnesium 

hardness with the silica concentration. If the product was below 20,000, the water was considered 

stable. A more advanced rule of thumb was to set the maximum at 40,000 when the pH was below 

7.5. Even this was only an approximation, and did not account for the temperature effects. The mag-

nesium silicate system is quite complicated. Several solid compounds of different stoichiometries 

and hydration states are well known. Magnesium also forms stable complexes with the (OH)3SiO− 

anion as well as the hydroxide ion. This is an addition to the already complicated chemistry of silica 
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alone. All these factors infl uence the precipitation of magnesium silicate. Guidelines for the proper 

operation of the cooling tower under high concentrations of magnesium and silica have been set 

(see Figure 10.20).

10.14 “METAL SILICATES” IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Calcium and iron are found in mineral phases and biopolymers next to silica within biomineral-

ized structures. Silicon can affect the mineralization of both iron oxide and calcium phosphate 

phases by solution or solid-state interactions. Silicon also appears to have a direct relationship 

TABLE 10.2
Rough Guidelines for Magnesium Silicate Control

pH Region Mga × a
2SiO a

2SiO Comments

<7.5 Mg × SiO2 should be 

below 40,000 ppm2

Reactive SiO2 should 

be below ∼200 ppm

Magnesium silicate usually 

does not precipitate

>7.5–8.5 Mg × SiO2 should be 

below 12,000 ppm2

Reactive SiO2 should 

be below ∼150 ppm

Onset of magnesium silicate 

precipitation possible

>8.5 Mg × SiO2 should be 

below 3,000 ppm2

Reactive SiO2 should 

be below ∼100 ppm

“High-risk” pH region for 

magnesium silicate 

precipitation

a Mg is expressed in ppm as CaCO3 and SiO2 as ppm SiO2.
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with aluminum in mineralized pathological deposits. In summary, it can be clearly seen that 

“silicon”–metal interactions not only occur, but they are an important part of biological pro-

cesses. Signifi cant studies have been published on the molecular nature of the silicon–metal inter-

actions and in particular on which species (silicon-containing and metal-containing) are involved 

in such processes [58]. Results indicated that Al3+ and orthosilicic acid/silica are able to interact 

under conditions relevant to biological systems. The inclusion of aluminum in silica, even at the 

highest Si:Al ratio, also demonstrates the strong affi nity between these elements. This is because 

silicic acid is able to compete successfully with other strong ligands for the metal cation. In a 

different paper, Perry et al. showed that the use of complexing/sequestering agents for aluminum 

to prevent the formation of the aluminum-rich silica scale may not be as feasible an option as 

originally thought [59].

It was reported that the complex formed between aluminum and oligomeric silica has a log 

Keff of 11.70. This affi nity for aluminum is at least 1 million times greater than that for mono-

meric silica). Another important observation is that aluminum stabilizes silica oligomers for 

several days under conditions in which depolymerization would otherwise be complete within 

24 h. In contrast, oligomeric silica diluted in the absence of aluminum, fully deoligomerized 

by 24 h, and lost its aluminum binding capacity. Under physiological conditions, this solu-

ble oligomeric silica competes effectively for aluminum with the endogenous chelator citrate. 

Clearly, the oligomeric-silica/aluminum interaction is of high affi nity, and work demonstrating 

the biological activity of soluble silica should carefully distinguish between monomeric and 

oligomeric forms.

10.15 EPILOGUE

Silica polymerization is governed largely by pH. Unfortunately, silica is a recalcitrant foulant that is 

not easily mitigated by simple operational pH adjustments. For example, CaCO3 scale can virtually 

be eliminated if a cooling tower system is operated at a lower pH. With water containing a high 

concentration of silica, operation at a higher pH generates the problem of magnesium silicate scale. 

Lowering the pH (by feeding acid) does not eliminate the problem, it just shifts the “high risk” from 

magnesium silicate to silica. In contrast to “traditional” mineral scales such as CaCO3, threshold 

inhibitors (usually phosphonates) are not active for silica scale [60].

An added requirement that is recently gaining a lot of attention is that chemical additives for 

scale inhibition must be nontoxic, environmentally friendly, and biodegradable. This approach is 

gaining more governmental and public approval, but is certainly a challenge for chemists and water 

technologies that are active in the fi eld of chemical water treatment. In the quest for the discovery, 

application, and commercialization of new silica and metal silicate scale inhibitors, Nature may 

play an important role in revealing how high levels of silicic acid are stabilized within the diatom. 

New information may lead to novel synthetic polymers in a biomimetic approach [61]. Until then, 

research in this fi eld will be active.
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11 Phosphate-Containing Scale 
Formation in Wastewater

Peter G. Koutsoukos and Aikaterini N. Kofi na

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The presence of relatively high phosphorus concentrations in wastewater is responsible for both the 

deterioration of the water quality of natural water sources and for the formation of insoluble scale 

on the various equipment and parts of machinery used during wastewater treatment processes. 

Soil fertilization and domestic and/or industrial processes are responsible for the accumulation of 

high phosphorus concentrations in wastewater. The lack of water resources has resulted in a need 

for the use of treated wastewater. There are cases, however, in which phosphate levels may be high 

enough to cause the formation of undesirable crystalline scale formed through a combination of 

the orthophosphate ions with metals such as calcium, magnesium, and iron that may be present in 

excess in wastewater. Serious operational problems in wastewater treatment plants that have been 

in operation for a short time have been attributed to the formation of magnesium ammonium phos-

phate hexahydrate (MgNH4PO4 · 6H2O or struvite, heretofore MAP) in pipes and aerators [1].

The presence of metal ions in excess in wastewater, including calcium and magnesium, is respon-

sible for the formation of tenaciously adhering scale forming on various equipment parts (piping, 

pumps, heat exchanger, aerators, etc.). Moreover, the presence of iron or aluminum that is encoun-

tered in high concentrations due to the treatment of wastewater by the addition of sulfate salts of 

these metals as fl occulants results in the formation of iron and aluminum phosphate scale deposits. 

The low solubility of the metal phosphate salts in combination with the formation of a number of 

metal phosphate phases involved in the system contribute to the complexity of the scale formation 

problem. The use of phosphate-containing products for the prevention of corrosion of metallic parts 

may also contribute to the formation of iron phosphate–containing scale deposits. The corrosion 

of metallic parts in wastewater plant equipment in combination with the presence of phosphate 

concentrations are the main factors responsible for the formation of iron phosphates. Carbonate 

and phosphate scale deposits are the most important priority for the maintenance of a wastewater 

treatment plant in the industry, especially in cases where elevated temperatures and alkaline pH are 

involved [2,3].
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On the other hand, in municipal wastewater, the formation of MAP is the predominant problem. 

It is therefore evident that the prerequisite for the prevention of undesirable scale is the thorough 

understanding of the processes taking place in the aqueous phase and at the fouled solid surface/

aqueous phase interface. Knowledge of the solution chemistry makes it possible to calculate the 

thermodynamic driving force for the formation of crystalline solids. These solids may adhere to 

the surfaces they are in contact with, depending on the surface charge of the particles and on the 

surface. Scale deposits of struvite have been reported to depend not only on the nature but also on 

the surface roughness of the substrate [4]. PVC and acrylic materials have been reported to have 

less tendency for the formation of struvite scale deposits [1]. Overall, irrespective of the substrate 

material, surface roughness enhances the deposition of struvite. It is evident from all reports that 

in the control of struvite scale formation the master variable is supersaturation with respect to this 

salt in the fl uid phase. The addition of iron and/or aluminum to avoid struvite formation through the 

complex formation with orthophosphate ions is not always successful, as it results in the formation 

of the respective insoluble salts [5,6].

The kinetics of the formation of struvite or other phosphate-containing scale deposits is also of 

paramount importance for the assessment of the scaling problems encountered in wastewater treat-

ment processes. In aqueous media, the positive supersaturation with respect to more than one salt 

and the presence of dissolved organic, water-soluble compounds poses the very important problem 

of competition of precipitation between the various potential scalants and the differences in the 

relative inhibition in the presence of water-soluble compounds [7–9]. It has been suggested that the 

magnitude of the relative supersaturation with respect to two different salts, which may form in an 

aqueous medium, is a decisive factor for the preferred formation of one crystalline material over 

the other [10,11]. The adsorption of phosphate on suspended particles, clays, and/or complexation 

with dissolved organic matter affects the ion activities of the lattice ions of the crystalline phosphate 

deposits and thus changes the supersaturation with respect to the forming solid [12].

11.2 THERMODYNAMICS

The precipitation of a sparingly soluble salt, including metal phosphates, may be represented as 

follows:

 + −α ν ν+ →m (S)MX H A M A  
(11.1)

where

M is the metal cation of valency m+

A is the anion of valency α−

The supersaturation ratio, S, with respect to the solid forming is defi ned as

 

m

1/

aq aqM A
0
S,M A

( ) ( )
S

K

+ −
+ −α

+ −ν ν

ν
ν ν⎧ ⎫α α⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬

⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭  

(11.2)

where ν = ν+ + ν− and 
0
S,M AK + −ν ν  is the thermodynamic solubility product of the precipitating solid. 

For precipitation to take place, the necessary (but not suffi cient) condition is that S > 1.

The most common metal phosphates identifi ed in scale deposits of wastewater treatment plants 

and the respective thermodynamic solubility products are summarized in Table 11.1.

The solubilities of the scalant salts outlined in Table 11.1 are quite different, as shown in 

Figure 11.1.
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11.3 STRUVITE SCALE FORMATION IN WASTEWATER

The investigation of the conditions for spontaneous precipitation of struvite from aqueous super-

saturated solutions is necessary for the construction of the respective stability diagrams. A series 

of experiments were done in which the working solutions were prepared by rapidly mixing small 

volumes of stock solutions of salts of the lattice ions of the precipitated solid. The onset of precipita-

tion was determined on the basis of the appearance of the fi rst crystallites of the newly formed solid 

[13]. It should be noted, however, that true spontaneous precipitation takes place in absolute pure 

solutions in the absence of any foreign particle or any heterogeneous surface in it. In experiments 

of spontaneous precipitation in a laboratory room atmosphere, the process is heterogeneous due to 

suspended foreign particles and inhomogeneities in the reaction vessel.

In this chapter, the investigation of the kinetics of struvite precipitation was done by moni-

toring the pH value and the chemical composition of the supersaturated solutions. Precipitation 

 experiments, in which no parameter is controlled after the preparation of the supersaturated solutions, 

and the achievement of threshold supersaturation value are known as free drift experiments [14,15]. 

In the case of spontaneous struvite precipitation, the solution pH and the chemical composition of 

TABLE 11.1
Phosphate Salts in Scale Deposits in Wastewater 
Treatment and Their Respective Solubility Products; 
25°C, lonic Strength → 0

Formula Name log K 0
s Ref.

FePO4 · 2H2O Strengite −26.40 [52]

AlPO4 Aluminum phosphate −18.34 [52]

MgNH4PO4 · 6H2O Struvite −13.26 [53]

CaHPO4 · 2H2O Brushite or DCPD −6.62 [52]

Ca4H(PO4)3 · 2.5H2O Octacalcium phosphate, OCP −47.08 [52]

Ca5(PO4)3OH Hydroxyapatite, HAP −58.33 [52]
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FIGURE 11.1 Solubility isotherms of scalants forming in wastewater treatment processes; 25°C, 0.1 M NaCl. 

(From Ketrick, B., Boiler system fl ow diagram, Guardian CSC, York, PA.)
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the reactants (calcium, ammonium, and phosphate) were reduced with time. However, the variable 

supersaturation may result in the stabilization of transient phases [16,17]. An improvement of this 

approach is the pH-stat experiments in which the pH of the supersaturated solutions is maintained 

through the addition of a standard alkali solution [18]. The constant supersaturation method in 

which the solution supersaturation is maintained by the addition of titrant solutions with the stoichi-

ometry of the precipitating salt is a signifi cant improvement of the pH stat method for the quantita-

tive measurement of the precipitation and crystal growth kinetics [19]. The rates of precipitation and 

crystal growth can be accurately measured directly from the volume of the titrant solutions, added 

to maintain the supersaturation. The measurement of the kinetics can thus be done at pseudo steady-

state conditions. The development of the particle number and size can thus be monitored throughout 

the process. The infl uence of other parameters, such as the presence of pollutants, can be measured 

accurately and over extended periods of crystal growth.

The stability domain of the struvite system was investigated at conditions of constant pH. The super-

saturated solutions were prepared in simulated wastewater, with the composition shown in Table 11.2.

It should be noted that the concentration of the glucose included corresponds to a value for the 

chemical oxygen demand (COD) of 100 ppm. Supersaturation was achieved by the addition of small 

volumes of concentrated stock solutions of MgSO4 and NH4H2PO4.

The precipitation of struvite is described as

 
++ − ++ + ⇔ ⋅ ↓2

2 4 4 24 4Mg (aq) NH (aq) H PO (aq) MgNH PO 6H O(s) +2H (aq)
 

(11.3)

The induction time, preceding the onset of precipitation, was calculated from the plot of the added 

alkali volume needed to keep the pH constant as a function of time. The initial precipitation rates 

were calculated from the magnesium-time profi les and the phosphate-time profi les:

 

id d

d d

n C
R V

t t
= =

 
(11.4)

where

V is the total volume of the working solution

Ci is the concentration of total magnesium or phosphate ions

The calculation of 
i

0

d

d t

C

t →
 was determined by the polynomial fi tting into the concentration–time 

profi les.

The driving force for the formation of struvite in aqueous supersaturated solutions is the dif-

ference between the chemical potentials of the salt in the supersaturated solution and the corre-

sponding value at equilibrium. Assuming that the chemical potentials of the standard states in the 

supersaturated solution and at equilibrium are equal, the difference in chemical potentials is

TABLE 11.2
Chemical Composition of Simulated 
Wastewater for the Investigation of the 
Spontaneous Precipitation of Struvite 
at Constant Solution pH

Component Concentration, × 104 M

Glucose 5.17

NaHCO3 178.60

NaCl 100.00

NaNO3 5.88
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where

k is the Boltzmann constant

T is the absolute temperature

Ω is the supersaturation ratio given by the following equation

 

−⋅ ⋅
Ω =

+ 32+
4 4Mg NH PO

0
s

a a a

K  

(11.6)

where 0
sK  is the thermodynamic solubility product of struvite. The relative supersaturation is defi ned as

 
1/3 1σ = Ω −  (11.7)

The concentrations of the ionic species in solution and the supersaturation ratio of struvite were 

calculated by the MINEQL+ software [20], a chemical equilibrium modelling system taking into 

account all chemical equilibrium together with mass balance and electroneutrality conditions. The 

source of magnesium is an issue for the development of the struvite scale. We have investigated two 

reagents as a source for Mg2+ ions: magnesium sulfate heptahydrate (MgSO4 · 7H2O) and magne-

sium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2 · 6H2O).

11.3.1 USE OF MgSO4 · 7H2O AS MAGNESIUM SOURCE

The struvite spontaneous precipitation experiments were carried out at 25°C under conditions with 

constant pH values of 7.00, 8.50, 9.00, and 9.50 from supersaturated solutions prepared in a syn-

thetic wastewater solution. The plots of the induction time as a function of solution supersaturation 

(stability diagrams) are shown in Figure 11.2.

As may be seen from the stability diagrams of struvite, the induction time was found to decrease 

with increasing solution supersaturation. At higher pH values, the spontaneous precipitation of stru-

vite seems to take place at lower solution supersaturation values. The increase of the solution pH 

either by the addition of reactant solutions, aeration, or solution disorder may result in the reduction 

of the measured induction times in real aqueous wastewater solutions [21,22,23]. At lower pH val-

ues, the extent of struvite precipitation is limited [24]. Struvite scale formation is favored at higher 

solution pH values. According to the classical theory of nucleation [13], there is a linear relationship 

between the logarithm of induction time and the inverse of the square of supersaturation. The varia-

tion of the logarithm of induction time log τ, as a function of 1/log2 Ω for the various pH values 

investigated is shown in Figure 11.3. The change of the slope of the straight lines at the correspond-

ing solution supersaturation values is considered to refl ect the transition from the predominantly 

homogeneous to the mainly heterogeneous nucleation process. The threshold supersaturation values 

were found to be Ω = 1.76 for pH 9.50, Ω = 4.11 for pH 9.00, and Ω = 3.21 for pH 8.50.

The dependence of the measured induction time on the solution supersaturation in a logarithmic 

form is given by the expression
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where

A is a constant

γs is the surface energy of the solid that is forming

β is a shape factor for the crystals (=32)

Vm is the molecular volume of the precipitated phase (=7.99 × 10−23 cm3) [25]

The surface energy of the formed solid, γs, was calculated from the slopes of the linear segments at 

the region of higher supersaturation values, corresponding to the mainly homogeneous precipitation 

and according to Equation 11.8. From the experimental results, the values of the surface energy for 

the struvite were: γs = 5.5 mJ · m−2 at pH 9.50, γs = 12.5 mJ · m−2 at pH 9.00, γs = 12.3 mJ · m−2 at pH 

8.50, and γs = 21.8 mJ · m−2 at pH 7.00.

The dependence of the logarithm of induction time as a function of the logarithm of the free 

magnesium ion concentration is shown in Figure 11.4. The expression for the variation of the loga-

rithm of induction time, log τ, as a function of the logarithm of the free magnesium ion concentra-

tion, log[Mg2+] is

 
2log log (1 ) log[Mg ]pk p +τ = + −

 
(11.9)

where

p is a number indicative of the size of the critical nucleus

kp is a constant
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FIGURE 11.4 Plots of the logarithm of induction time, log τ as a function of the logarithm of the free 

magnesium ion concentration, log[Mg2+] for struvite spontaneous precipitation at conditions of constant pH 

in model; pH: 7.00 (▼), 8.50 (▲), 9.00 (●), and 9.50 (■). 25°C, simulated wastewater. (From Ketrick, B., Resin 

beads, Internal Training Program, Guardian CSC, York, PA.)
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As shown in Figure 11.5, a satisfactory linear fi t was obtained for the experimental data according 

to Equation 11.7 and the value of the factor p was about 10 in all cases.

The dependence on the initial rates of the spontaneous precipitation of struvite on the solution 

relative supersaturation may be expressed by a power-law equation:

 sp sp
nR k= σ
 

(11.10)

where

ksp is the apparent rate constant

n is the apparent order of the precipitation

The value of the apparent order of the precipitation is indicative of the mechanism of the precipita-

tion process.

The plots of the initial rates of precipitation as a function of the relative supersaturation showed a 

parabolic dependence over the range of supersaturations investigated, suggesting a surface diffusion 

controlled mechanism for the formation and further crystal growth of struvite.

11.3.2 USE OF MgCl2 · 6H2O AS MAGNESIUM SOURCE

A second series of struvite spontaneous precipitation experiments were done under conditions of a 

constant pH from supersaturated solutions prepared in a simulated wastewater solution using mag-

nesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2 · 6H2O) as the magnesium source.

From the stability diagrams shown in Figure 11.6, the induction time, τ, preceding the onset of 

precipitation was found to be inversely proportional to the solution supersaturation Ω; while increas-

ing the working solution pH decreased the induction times. There was no signifi cant differentiation 

of the solutions with respect to their stability for precipitation at the pH values investigated.

The plots for the logarithm of induction time, log τ, as a function of 1/log2 Ω for struvite sponta-

neous precipitation at the pH values tested is shown in Figure 11.7. The experimental data were fi tted 

into two straight lines with different slopes, from which the supersaturation values were calculated 
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spontaneous precipitation at conditions of constant pH in simumlated wastewater at 25°C; pH: 7.00 (▼), 8.50 (▲), 

9.00 (●), and 9.50 (■). (From Ketrick, B., Resin comparative table, Internal Training Program, Guardian CSC, 
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where the transition from the predominantly homogeneous to the mainly heterogeneous nucleation 

process happened. The supersaturation ratio values were determined to be Ω = 2.60 for pH 9.00 

and Ω = 2.73 for pH 8.50. The surface energy of the precipitated struvite γs was determined from 

the slopes of the linear segments corresponding to the mainly homogeneous precipitation and 

Equation 11.8. The values of the surface energy for the struvite were: γs = 9.2 and 13.7 mJ·m−2 at 

pH 9.00 and 8.50, respectively. The two values did not differ signifi cantly suggesting as expected 

that there is no pH effect on the surface energy of the newly formed nuclei.

Plots for the logarithm of induction time as a function of the logarithm of the free magnesium 

ion concentration are shown in Figure 11.8. The values of parameter p, corresponding to the size of 

the new nuclei were about 8 for both pH values, which again suggested no difference between the 

two pH values tested.

As may be seen in Figure 11.9, the initial rates of precipitation as a function of the relative super-

saturation showed a parabolic dependence for both pH values tested.
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FIGURE 11.6 Plots of induction time, τ as a function of supersaturation, Ω for struvite spontaneous pre-

cipitation in simulated wastewater at constant pH at 25°C; pH: 9.00 (⦁), 8.50 (▪). (From Ketrick, B., Reverse 

osmosis fl ow, Internal Training Program, Guardian CSC, York, PA.)
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11.3.3  COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO MAGNESIUM SOURCES 
(MgCl2 · 6H2O AND MgSO4 · 7H2O)

As shown in the plots in Figure 11.10 for the two pH values tested, it seems that for the same super-

saturation value the precipitation reactions initiate faster when magnesium chloride hexahydrate 

(MgCl2 · 6H2O) is used as a magnesium source. The values of the indicative numbers of the size 

of the critical nucleus and the values of the surface energies are not affected by the magnesium 

source used. On the other hand, the threshold supersaturation values where the transition from 
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FIGURE 11.8 Plots of the logarithm of induction time, log τ as a function of the logarithm of the free mag-

nesium ion concentration, log[Mg2+] for struvite spontaneous precipitation in simulated wastewater at constant 

pH at 25°C; pH: 9.00 (⦁), 8.50 (▪).
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the predominantly homogeneous to the mainly heterogeneous nucleation process takes place were 

determined to be lower when magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2 · 6H2O) instead of magne-

sium sulfate heptahydrate (MgSO4 · 7H2O) was used as a magnesium source.

From the comparison of the kinetics plots shown in Figure 11.11, it is shown that for the two pH 

values tested, it seems that for the same solution supersaturation, the initial precipitation rates were 

higher when magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2 · 6H2O) was used as a magnesium source.

In the literature, the most commonly used magnesium ion sources are magnesium chloride hexa-

hydrate (MgCl2 · 6H2O) [26], which has the advantage of quick ion dissociation resulting in shorter 

reaction times and magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)2 [27,28], which raises the solution pH value. 

Furthermore, many cases reported that instead of magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl2 · 6H2O), 

seawater [29] and bittern (the salt left after seawater evaporation) [30] have been used to test the 

relative ability to cause struvite precipitation.

The characterization of the solid precipitates at a constant pH was done by x-ray powder diffrac-

tion and the analysis of their morphology was done by scanning electron microscopy. The x-ray 

powder diffraction patterns of the spontaneously precipitated solid in simulated wastewater and 

of synthetically prepared struvite [Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards] (File no. 

15-672) are shown in Figure 11.12. As may be seen from the agreement of the refl ections, it may be 

concluded that the spontaneously precipitated solid in simulated wastewater is stoichiometric stru-

vite. It should be noted particularly that in all cases the working solutions were supersaturated with 

respect to struvite, 4 4 2MgNH PO 6H O⋅ , magnesium phosphate, 3 4 2Mg (PO ) , and magnesite, 3MgCO . 

They were, however, undersaturated with respect to newberyite, 4 2MgHPO 3H O⋅ .

The specifi c surface area of the precipitated struvite crystals was measured with the N2 adsorp-

tion BET method and was found to be between 2–4 m2. g−1, regardless of the method of precipita-

tion and the experimental conditions examined. The morphology of the spontaneously precipitated 

crystals in model wastewater at a constant pH for pH values 7.00, 8.50, 9.00, and 9.50 is shown in 

the scanning electron micrographs in Figures 11.13 and 11.14, respectively. As may be seen in all 

received micrographs, slim prismatic crystals were formed with characteristic cracks on their sur-

face and a mean size of approximately 30 μm.

It is interesting that at higher pH levels (pH 9.50), a distinctly different morphology of the pre-

cipitated crystals was observed. In this case, the size of the formed crystals was smaller and their 

shape was plate-like.

The precipitation kinetics and the characteristics of the precipitating solid depend, to a large 

extent, on the presence of organic soluble compounds, which may interact, e.g., through surface 
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adsorption with the solid forming. The problems associated with struvite scale formation may be 

overcome through the use of a specifi c type of compounds that show an enhanced affi nity for this 

solid. The use of inhibitors for scale prevention is widely practiced since the remediation of those 

parts most of the times is a costly and time-consuming process. The inhibition of scale formation 

involves the addition of very low concentrations of compounds in the aqueous medium in which 

scale is deposited, inhibiting the formation of a specifi c type of scale deposits [31–33]. In the present 

work, the effect of a series of compounds possessing carboxylic functional groups on the scale for-

mation of struvite was investigated. At pH > pKa of the corresponding compounds, it is anticipated 

that they interact with struvite. Formic acid has pKa 3.74 for the one –COOH group; for malonic 

acid pKa1 = 2.85 and pKa2 = 5.70 for the two –COOH groups; and for citric the three pKa values are 

3.13, 4.76, and 6.40, respectively corresponding to the three –COOH groups. At pH 8.50, where 

all the experiments were carried out, formic, malonic, and citric acid are fully ionized and possess 

a 1-, 2-, and 3-charge, respectively [34]. Polyacrylic acid [35–37] is the most negatively charged 

because it has the larger number of –COOH groups present in the molecule and is expected to inter-

act strongly with the cationic sites of the struvite crystals.

The compounds tested are shown in Figure 11.15. More specifi cally, formic acid, malonic acid, 

and citric acid were used, having respectively one, two, and three carboxyl groups. A low molecular 

weight polymer (ca. 2000) polyacrylic acid was also tested.

These compounds have been suggested to be effective inhibitors of the crystal growth of several spar-

ingly soluble salts including calcium phosphate (hydroxyapatite and octacalcium phosphate) [38–43], 

calcium pyrophosphate [44], calcium oxalate [45,46], calcite, and gypsum [46,47]. Doyle et al., who 

investigated a number of struvite scale inhibitors, suggested that signifi cant scale formation reduction 

was achieved using chemical reagents with the ability to form strong complexes with ions Mg2+ [48].

In order to examine the effect of the presence of organic soluble compounds on the spontane-

ous precipitation of struvite, two sets of experiments were done: in the fi rst set of experiments, the 

concentration of the organic soluble compound was kept constant for the different working solution 

supersaturation values tested. In the second set of experiments, the effect of increasing organic 

soluble compound concentration was examined at a given supersaturation value of the working 

solution. The concentrations of the tested organic soluble compound in this set of experiments were 

in the range between 1 and 10 μM. The induction times and the initial precipitation rates of struvite 

were estimated from the plots of the added volume of the titrant solutions as a function of time.

The kinetics results were obtained from experiments at conditions of a constant supersaturation at 

25°C and at pH 8.50 from supersaturated solutions with respect to struvite, using the MgSO4 · 7H2O 

solution as a magnesium source and the simulated wastewater solution as the aqueous medium. 

10 μm

FIGURE 11.14 Scanning electron micrographs of struvite crystals precipitated spontaneously at conditions 

of constant pH 9.50 at 25°C in simulated water.
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The induction times preceding the onset of precipitation were found to be inversely proportional to 

the solution supersaturation as can be seen from the plots presented in Figure 11.16. At lower solution 

supersaturation values, all the organic soluble compounds tested inhibit the onset of precipitation, 

while at higher solution supersaturation values the induction times do not present a considerable 

difference. The abatement of the effect from the presence of inhibitors with solution supersaturation 

increase is a general comment which is applied for almost all the salts. The presence of formic acid 

has a lower effect on the time lapsed until the initiation of the precipitation reaction. The effect of 

the presence of the carboxylic acids on the induction times of spontaneous precipitation of struvite 
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FIGURE 11.15 Chemical structures of the organic soluble compounds used for the study of their effect in 

spontaneous precipitation of struvite in simulated wastewater.
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precipitation in simulated wastewater at conditions of constant supersaturation pH 8.50, 25°C in the absence 
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was found to be very small in agreement with reports for their effect on magnesium or calcium 

phosphate salts [49].

From the dependence of the induction times on solution supersaturation, the surface energy, γs, of the 

precipitated solid was calculated to be equal to 16.4, 25.7, 25.1, and 15.0 mJ · m−2 in the presence of 1 μM 

of formic acid, malonic acid, citric acid, and polyacrylic acid, respectively. These values are relatively 

low because of the contribution of heterogeneous nucleation and there is no practical differentiation of the 

values obtained. Moreover, there is no signifi cant differentiation from the respective value (15.5 mJ m−2) 

obtained in the absence of additives. Of more practical signifi cance is the value of the supersaturation 

ratio corresponding to the transition between mainly homogeneous to mainly heterogeneous nucleation, 

which is obtained from plots of the logarithm of induction time log τ, as a function of 1/log2Ω, shown in 

Figure 11.17. These threshold supersaturation ratio values were found to be equal to Ω = 4.60, 6.35, 5.25, 

and 4.48 in the presence of 1 μM formic, malonic, citric, and polyacrylic acids. Since the corresponding 

value obtained in the absence of additives was Ω = 4.78, it seems that only malonic and citric acid had a 

signifi cant effect on the shifting of the threshold to higher supersaturation ratio values.

The dependence of the measured initial precipitation rates of struvite as a function of the relative 

solution supersaturation is shown in the plots in Figure 11.18. In the presence of all carboxylic acids 

tested, with the exception of formic acid, the rates of precipitation measured were lower than in the 

absence of acid compounds. In all cases, the dependence of initial precipitation rates on relative 

solution supersaturation was parabolic suggesting that the rate determining step of the precipitation 

process is the surface diffusion of the growth units.

The presence of the inhibitors tested at different concentrations of the additive organic soluble 

compound on struvite precipitation was investigated. The experiments were performed at the same 

Polyacrylic
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FIGURE 11.17 Plots of the logarithm of induction time, log τ as a function of 1/log2Ω for spontaneous pre-

cipitation of struvite in simulated wastewater at conditions of constant supersaturation for pH 8.50 and at 25°C 

in the presence of 1 μM (a) formic, (b) malonic, (c) citric, and (d) polyacrylic acids.
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supersaturation with respect to struvite, Ω = 4.86, and the concentrations of the carboxylic acids 

tested was in the range of 1 and 10 μM. In all cases, the induction time preceding the onset of stru-

vite precipitation increased with increasing additive concentration, as shown in Figure 11.19.

The acids tested affected not only the induction times but they also resulted in the reduction of 

the rates of precipitation, Rp, as shown in Figure 11.20. The relative inhibition was defi ned as
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FIGURE 11.18 Plots of initial precipitation rate, Rp as a function of relative supersaturation, σ for struvite 

spontaneous precipitation in simulated wastewater at conditions of constant supersaturation at 25°C pH 8.50 

in the absence (■) and in the presence of 1 μM formic (●), malonic (▲), citric (▼), and polyacrylic (♦) acids.
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FIGURE 11.19 Dependence of the induction time, τ preceding spontaneous precipitation of struvite in simu-

lated wastewater on the additive concentration at conditions of constant supersaturation, Ω = 4.86; pH 8.50, 

25°C in the presence of: formic acid (●); malonic acid (▲); citric acid (▼); polyacrylic acid (♦).
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where R, Rinh are the precipitation rates in the absence and in the presence of the inhibitor, 

respectively.

The relative inhibition plot as a function of the inhibitor concentration is shown in Figure 11.21. 

As may be seen, with the exception of PAA, there is a concentration plateau above which the rate of 

struvite precipitation proceeds at a limiting value.
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FIGURE 11.21 Relative inhibition of struvite precipitation in simulated wastewater in the presence of car-

boxylic acids; pH 8.50, 25°C, Ω = 4.86. Citric acid (Δ); malonic acid (○); citric acid (∇); polyacrylic acid (□).
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The reduction in initial crystal growth rates for several sparingly salts has been described by a 

kinetic Langmuir-type adsorption model. The model assumes a steady-state adsorption/ desorption 

in the absence of interactions between growth sites and the Langmuir adsorption isotherm [50]. 

According to this model, plots of R/(Rinh − R) as a function of the inverse of the inhibitor concentra-

tion, 1/Cinh, are expected to be linear. From the slopes of the linear fi t of the data obtained for the 

organic acids tested, the affi nity constants kaff were calculated. They were found to be equal to 

11 × 105, 0.15 × 105, 8.20 × 105, and 1.73 × 105 for formic, malonic, citric acid, and polyacrylic acids, 

respectively. Affi nity constants of the same order of magnitude have been reported for the effect of 

organic soluble compounds on the precipitation of calcium phosphate salts [40,51].

11.4 SUMMARY

The presence of inorganic orthophosphates and polyphosphates that may hydrolyze is responsible 

for phosphate-containing scale formation in equipment designed for wastewater treatment. Scale 

deposits are formed when metal (calcium, magnesium, iron, aluminum, and ammonium) concentra-

tions are suffi ciently high. Struvite formation is the scale deposit most often encountered phosphate 

scale in the domestic wastewater treatment processes. The stability domain and the kinetics of 

precipitation of struvite were investigated from simulated wastewater. The threshold for the spon-

taneous precipitation of struvite was investigated using the pH-stat method at 25°C and pH 8.50. 

The induction times preceding spontaneous precipitation were measured and the threshold for the 

transition from mainly heterogeneous to mainly homogeneous precipitation was determined. At the 

conditions tested, struvite was the only solid forming “winning” the competition over magnesium 

phosphate. The dependence of the rates of precipitation of struvite on the relative supersaturation 

showed that the process was controlled from the surface diffusion of the growth units. The presence 

of carboxylic acids containing one, two, three, and a large number of carboxylic groups resulted in 

the inhibition of the rates of struvite precipitation and in the increase of the induction times preced-

ing the formation of the precipitate. The polymeric acid tested was found to inhibit effi ciently the 

formation of struvite, while all inhibitors tested showed a high affi nity for the solid. It is suggested 

that the ionized carboxyl groups promote adsorption onto the active sites of the crystals forming.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

Water covers almost 75% of the earth’s surface; however, less than 1% of this volume is of a quality suffi -

cient to sustain life and maintain health. Due to the fact that fresh water supplies are unevenly distributed 

throughout the world, and because a fi nancial investment is required to at least disinfect these supplies, 

over 1 billion people, primarily in the developing countries, do not have access to safe water supplies. 

As a result, some 2.2 million people die each year from contaminated water and poor sanitation. It is 

estimated that by 2025, one-half of the world’s population will face serious shortages of potable water.

Water treatment involves the removal of contaminants from water. Whether the requirement is to treat 

a municipal or individual well water supply coming into a facility, or wastewater leaving it, is immaterial; 

the goal is to remove some (or most) of certain (or all) of the contaminants in that particular water stream. 

It is possible to group all of the contaminants into fi ve specifi c classes, as indicated in Table 12.1.

The membrane separation technologies of microfi ltration (MF), ultrafi ltration (UF), nanofi ltration 

(NF), and reverse osmosis (RO) possess characteristics that make them attractive as wastewater reuse 

processes. These include

C• ontinuous process, resulting in automatic and uninterrupted operation

L• ow energy utilization involving neither phase nor temperature changes

M• odular design—no signifi cant size limitations

M• inimal moving parts with low maintenance requirements

N• o effect on the form or chemistry of contaminants

D• iscreet membrane barrier to ensure the physical separation of contaminants

N• o chemical addition requirements

In this chapter, the history of membrane technology is presented, the fundamentals of these tech-

nologies are introduced, engineering design requirements addressed, and testing details described.

12.2 HISTORY

Natural biological processes utilize membrane technologies to transport water and nutritional mate-

rials through cell walls; these technologies have been in use since the evolution of life. The interest 

of man in these processes is evidenced by writings and illustrations found in artifacts tracing back 

to ancient Chinese and early Mediterranean civilizations.

The following chronicles the more notable achievements in membrane technology research:*

1748—Abbe Nollet observed osmosis through semipermeable animal bladders. He placed “spirits 

of wine” in a vessel, the mouth of which was covered with an animal bladder and immersed in 

pure water. The bladder swelled and sometimes burst because of osmosis of water into the wine, 

an indication of semipermeability of the bladder material.

* A number of dates in Section 12.2 are from “Reverse Osmosis Membrane Milestones,” as published in the February 4, 

2008 issue of Water Desalination Report, edited by Tom Pankratz, Global Water Intelligence (http://www.globalwater-

intel.com).

TABLE 12.1
Water Contaminants

Class Examples

Suspended solids Dirt, clay, colloidal materials, silt, dust, insoluble metal oxides, and hydroxides

Dissolved organics Trihalomethanes, synthetic organic chemicals, humic acids, fulvic acids

Dissolved ionics (salts) Heavy metals, silica, arsenic, nitrate, chlorides, carbonates

Microorganisms Bacteria, viruses, protozoan cysts, fungi, algae, molds, yeast cells

Gases Hydrogen sulfi de, methane, radon, carbon dioxide
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1845—Matteuci and Cima noted asymmetric permeability differences. Using animal membranes for 

osmotic studies, they were the fi rst researchers to report on permeability differences related to the 

asymmetry of pores in membranes. They observed higher fl ow rates in one direction than in the other.

1855—Fick developed the fi rst synthetic membrane out of nitrocellulose by dipping ceramic thim-

bles into an ether alcohol solution of cellulose nitrate called collodion. The resulting membrane 

“sacs” were used for dialyzing solutions of biological fl uids. Incidentally, it was also in 1855 that 

Fick published his phenomenological laws of diffusion which are still used today to describe diffu-

sion through membranes.

1887—vant Hoff formulated the osmotic pressure equation.

1906—Bechhold made the fi rst UF membranes, developed the bubble point method for determin-

ing pore size, and produced graded pore sizes by varying collodion concentration. In addition, he 

developed membranes made from formalized gelatin with pore diameters of less than 0.01 microns. 

For these, he coined the term “ultrafi ltration” which has stuck. Bechhold used his membranes to 

separate the mixtures of colloids and prepare sterile fi ltrates and liquids suitable for ultramicro-

scopic work. In addition, he compiled a list of substances in descending size of suspended particles, 

ranging from a true suspension to a real crystalloid.

1907—Bigelow and Gemberling regulated pore size by varying evaporation time. They used the 

ether alcohol solutions of collodion to form membranes suffi ciently strong to be self-supporting by 

pouring a thin layer of the solution onto a leveled glass plate and regulating the pore size by varying 

the evaporation time before immersion into water. It is now clear that many of these early mem-

branes were somewhat asymmetric, with the smallest pores on the air-dried surface.

1911—Schoep regulated pore size with nonvolatile additives in casting solutions. He added glycerol 

or castor oil to the casting solution resulting in larger pores. An extra bonus was the improved fl ex-

ibility of the membrane due to the addition of the plasticizer.

1915–1917—Brown regulated pore size with alcohol in quench water. He controlled the pore size by 

drying the collodion fi lms to a specifi c weight and then immersing them in an alcohol–water solu-

tion. The permeability was a function of the alcohol content in water. Brown was also the fi rst to use 

cellulose acetate in preparing membranes and to recognize the asymmetric pore structure.

1921—Eggerth regulated pore size by varying alcohol/ether ratio in casting solutions. He was able 

to vary the pore size in this fashion while holding the drying time constant. He was also able to 

increase the pore size by adding lactic acid to the casting solution.

1925—Asheshov regulated pore size with volatile additives. He investigated additives such as ace-

tone and amyl alcohol ether solutions of nitrocellulose and found that acetone tended to increase the 

pore diameter whereas amyl alcohol decreased it.

1930—Elford studied gel structure and produced highly permeable membranes using amyl alcohol, 

acetone, acetic acid, and water. He was the fi rst to study the microscopic gel structure of membranes. 

Following the work of Asheshov, he found that acetone and amyl alcohol together were antagonistic, 

tending to precipitate the nitrocellulose. He took advantage of this phenomenon to prepare highly 

permeable membranes (3–10-micron pore size) with good tensile strength.

In the mid-1930s, theories were developed by Teorell, Meyer, and Seavers relating to electrodi-

alysis. Pressure dialysis was fi rst demonstrated by Wilhem Kolff in the 1940s, which led to the 

development of the artifi cial kidney.

World War II saw the initial development of an industry for the manufacture of MF membranes 

by the Germans to monitor drinking water supplies affected by air raids. The interest of the United 

States in these membranes for bacteriological water analysis led to the origins of MF manufacturing 

in the mid-1950s, and the fi eld has grown rapidly since.
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In 1955, Charles E. Reid at the University of Florida investigated cellulose acetate fi lms for desalina-

tion applications. In 1958, Loeb and Sourirajan discovered a method to cast very thin cellulose acetate 

membranes, the fi rst practical RO membranes. In the early 1960s, spiral wound membrane elements were 

developed, followed by the introduction of thin fi lm composite membrane polymers in the early 1970s.

The commercial development of UF membranes follows a path similar to that of RO; however, 

the earliest membrane elements were of either hollow fi ber or tubular construction. NF membranes 

are a later development related to RO membrane activity.

12.3 BACKGROUND

Membrane separation technologies are based on a process known as “crossfl ow” fi ltration which 

allows for the continuous processing of liquid streams. In this process, the bulk solution fl ows over 

and parallel to the membrane surface, and because the liquid is pressurized, water is forced through 

the membrane. The turbulent fl ow of the bulk solution over the surface minimizes the accumulation of 

particulate matter. Figure 12.1 illustrates crossfl ow fi ltration compared to conventional fi ltration.

The crossfl ow membrane separation technologies of MF, UF, NF, and RO are defi ned by some 

membrologists on the basis of pore size. Other experts prefer to use defi nitions based on the removal 

function, as described here.

12.3.1 MICROFILTRATION

MF is utilized to remove submicron suspended materials on a continuous basis. The size range 

is from approximately 0.01–1 micron (100–10,000 Å). By defi nition, MF does not remove dissolved 

materials. MF is illustrated in Figure 12.2.

12.3.2 ULTRAFILTRATION

UF is the membrane process that removes dissolved nonionic solute, typically organic materials (mac-

romolecules). UF membranes are usually rated by molecular weight cutoff (MWCO), the maximum 

Suspended
solids

Macromolecules

Salts

Membrane

Water

FIGURE 12.2 Microfi ltration.

Conventional filtration

Feed Feed

Filtrate Permeate

Concentrate

Crossflow filtration

FIGURE 12.1 Convention vs. crossfl ow fi ltration.
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molecular weight of the compound that will pass through the membrane pores into the permeate stream. 

UF pore sizes are usually smaller than 0.01 micron (100 Å) in size. UF is depicted in Figure 12.3.

The above processes (MF and UF) separate contaminants on the basis of a “sieving” process; that 

is, any contaminant too large to pass through the pore is rejected and exits in the concentrate stream.

12.3.3 NANOFILTRATION

NF can be considered “loose” RO. It rejects dissolved ionic contaminants, but to a lesser degree 

than RO. NF membranes reject a higher percentage of multivalent salts than monovalent salts 

(e.g., 99% vs. 20%). These membranes have MWCOs for nonionic solids below 1000 Da. NF is 

illustrated in Figure 12.4.

12.3.4 REVERSE OSMOSIS

RO produces the highest quality permeate of any pressure-driven membrane technology. Certain 

polymers will reject over 99% of all ionic solids, and have MWCOs in the range of 50–100 Da. 

Figure 12.5 illustrates RO.
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NF and RO membranes reject salts utilizing a mechanism that is not fully understood. Some 

experts endorse the theory of pure water preferentially passing through the membrane; others 

attribute it to the effect of the surface charges of the membrane polymer on the polarity of the 

water. Monovalent salts are not as highly rejected from the membrane surface as multivalent salts; 

however, the high rejection properties of the newer thin fi lm composite RO membranes exhibit 

very little differences in salt rejection characteristics as a function of ionic valance. As indicated 

earlier, this difference is signifi cant with NF membranes. In all cases, the greater the degree of 

contaminant removal, the higher the pressure requirement to affect this separation. In other words, 

RO, which separates the widest range of contaminants, requires an operating pressure typically an 

order of magnitude higher than MF, which removes only suspended solids.

The water passage rate through the membrane to generate treated water (permeate) is known 

as fl ux rate. It is a function of applied pressure, water temperature, and in the case of NF and RO 

(and to a limited extent, UF), the osmotic pressure of the solution under treatment. Flux rate is 

usually measured as GFD (gallons per square foot per day) or LMD (liters per square meter per 

day). Increasing the applied pressure will increase the permeate rate; however, a high fl ow of water 

through the membrane will promote more rapid fouling. Membrane element manufacturers usually 

provide limits with regard to maximum applied pressures to be used as a function of feed water 

quality. Heating the water will also increase the permeate rate, but this requires signifi cant energy 

and is generally not considered practical. Table 12.2 summarizes the various properties and other 

features of these technologies.

TABLE 12.2
Membrane Technologies Compared

Feature MF UF NF RO

Polymers Ceramics

Sintered metals

Ceramics

Sintered metals

Thin fi lm 

composites

Thin fi lm 

composites

Polypropylene Polypropylene

Polysulfone Polysulfone Cellulosics Cellulosics

Polyethersulfone Polyethersulfone

Polyvinylidene fl uoride

Polytetrafl uoroethylene

Polyvinylidene 

fl uoride

Pore size range (μm) 0.01–1.0 0.001–0.01 0.0001–0.001 <0.0001

Molecular weight cutoff 

range (Da)

>100,000 1,000–100,000 300–1,000 50–300

Operating pressure range (psi) <30 20–100 50–300 225–1,000

Suspended solids removal Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dissolved organics removal None Yes Yes Yes

Dissolved inorganics removal None None 20%–95% 95% to 

99% +

Microorganism removal Protozoan cysts, algae, 

bacteriaa

Protozoan cysts, algae, 

bacteria,a viruses

Alla Alla

Osmotic pressure effects None Slight Moderate High

Concentration capabilities High High Moderate Moderate

Permeate purity (overall) Low Moderate Moderate–high High

Energy usage Low Low Low–moderate Moderate

Membrane stability High High Moderate Moderate

a Under certain conditions, bacteria may grow through the membrane.
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12.4 DEVICE CONFIGURATION

To be effective, membrane polymers must be packaged into a confi guration commonly called a 

device or element. The most common element confi gurations are

Plate and frame• 

Tubular• 

Capillary allow fi ber• 

Spiral wound• 

The element confi gurations are described next and illustrated in Figure 12.6.

12.4.1 PLATE AND FRAME

This element incorporates sheet membrane stretched over a frame to separate the layers and facili-

tate the collection of the permeate which is directed to a collection tube. This design is similar to a 

plate and frame fi lter press.

12.4.2 TUBULAR

Manufactured from ceramics, carbon, stainless steel, or a number of thermoplastics, these tubes 

have inside diameters ranging from 1/4 in. up to approximately 1 in. (6–25 mm). The membrane is 

typically coated on the inside of the tube and the feed solution fl ows under pressure through the 

interior (lumen) from one end to the other, with the permeate passing through the wall and collected 

outside of the tube.

12.4.3 CAPILLARY (HOLLOW) FIBER

These elements are similar to the tubular element in design, but are smaller in diameter, and are usu-

ally unsupported membrane polymers or ceramics. In the case of polymeric capillary fi bers, they 
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FIGURE 12.6 Membrane element confi gurations.
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require rigid support on each end provided by an epoxy “potting” of a bundle of the fi bers inside a 

cylinder. Feed fl ow is either down the interior of the fi ber (“lumen feed”) or around the outside of 

the fi ber (“outside-in”).

12.4.4 SPIRAL WOUND

This element is constructed from an envelope of sheet membrane wound around a permeate tube 

that is perforated to allow the collection of the permeate. Water is purifi ed by passing through 

one layer of the membrane and, following a spiral pattern, by having it fl ow into the permeate 

tube. It is by far the most common confi guration in water purifi cation applications, but generally 

requires extensive pretreatment in wastewater applications.

From the perspective of cost and convenience, it is benefi cial to pack as much membrane area 

into as small a volume as possible. This is known as packing density. The greater the packing 

density, the greater the membrane area enclosed in a certain sized device, and generally, the 

lower its cost. The downside of the high packing density membrane elements is their greater 

propensity for fouling. Table 12.3 compares the element confi gurations with regard to their 

packing densities.

12.5 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The vast majority of membrane system failures occur as a result of membrane fouling. This fouling 

is usually caused by one or more of the following mechanisms:

Suspended solids in the feed stream resulting from incomplete feed water fi ltration• 

Precipitation of insoluble salts or oxides resulting from concentration effects within the • 

membrane device

Biofi lms resulting from microbiological activity• 

These mechanisms cause the membrane surface to become coated with fouling materials that build 

up in layers. As the layer thickness increases, the fl ow rate and resulting turbulence across the 

membrane surface (and immediately adjacent to it) is reduced, thereby encouraging more settling of 

suspended solids and increasing the fouling layer thickness, which further slows the rate of perme-

ate fl ow through the membrane—a vicious cycle.

With NF and RO membranes which reject ionic contaminants, fouling usually creates a phe-

nomenon known as concentration polarization. The fouling layers inhibit the free movement 

of contaminants in the feed stream away from the membrane surface via turbulent fl ow, and as 

salts are rejected from the membrane, their concentration at the surface is higher than in the 

TABLE 12.3
Membrane Element Confi guration Comparison

Element Confi guration Packing Densitya Fouling Resistanceb

Plate and frame Low High

Capillary (hollow fi ber) Medium High

Tubular Low Very high

Spiral wound Medium Moderate

a Membrane area per unit volume.
b Tolerance to suspended solids.
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bulk solution (that portion above the fouling layer). Since ionic rejection is always a percentage 

of the salts, concentration at the surface of the membrane, the permeate quality decreases as a 

result of concentration polarization, and this phenomenon may actually indicate the presence 

of foulants before a reduction in permeate rate is detected. The increased salts concentration 

at the membrane surface also promotes the precipitation of those salts whose solubility limit 

is exceeded.

12.6 APPLICATIONS

A largely untapped resource to address water shortages is the reuse of wastewater, both residential/

municipal and industrial. To recover acceptable quality water from these sources, advanced, innova-

tive treatment technologies must be utilized.

12.6.1 MBR TECHNOLOGY

As the newest membrane technology application, and one with huge potential, membrane 

bioreactor (MBR) technology justifies special mention. For wastewaters containing biode-

gradable contaminants, the traditional treatment method is to encourage the use of bacteria 

to break down the contaminant (bioremediation). This encouragement can take the form of 

adding oxygen (in the case of aerobic treatment), a mechanical matrix (for bacterial attach-

ment), mixing, and other approaches intended to maximize the metabolic activity of these 

microorganisms.

MBR involves utilizing an MF or UF membrane to fi lter the treated water to remove particles, 

microorganisms, and perhaps some dissolved organics. The permeate is recovered, and, if neces-

sary, further purifi ed with RO or another polishing process. The concentrate stream is returned 

to the bioremediation tank. Compared to other biological processes, MBR offers the following 

advantages:

High-quality effl uent, almost free from solids• 

The ability to partially disinfect without the need for chemicals• 

The complete independent control of hydraulic retention time (HRT) and sludge retention • 

time (SRT)

Reduced sludge production• 

Process intensifi cation through high biomass concentrations with mixed liquor suspended • 

solids (MLSS) over 15,000 mg/L

The treatment of recalcitrant organic fractions and the improved stability of processes such • 

as nitrifi cation

Ability to treat high-strength wastes• 

The membrane device confi gurations most commonly used today are capillary fi ber and plate 

and frame, although tubular and spiral wound devices are becoming more widely used. The most 

common biological treatment is aerobic and, typically, air is bubbled into the treatment tank. 

A very popular approach is to immerse the membrane element in the treatment tank and either 

allow the hydrostatic head of the solution to provide the driving force or to use a pump to pull 

the permeate through the membrane (or both). In this case, air bubbles are also directed over the 

surface of the membrane (air scouring) in an effort to reduce fouling. Another design involves 

pumping water through the membrane system external to the treatment tank, and yet another 

uses a separate tank for the membrane processing downstream of the biological treatment tank. 

Additional designs and confi gurations are sure to appear as MBR technology becomes more 

widely used. Figure 12.7 illustrates aerobic MBR applications for both “immersed” and “exter-

nal” designs.
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12.7 SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 12.8 is a schematic of a complete membrane processing system (or a single membrane 

element).

Note that the “feed” stream enters the system (or membrane element), and as the stream passes 

along and parallel to the surface of the membrane under pressure, a percentage of the water is 

forced through the membrane polymer producing the permeate stream. Contaminants are prevented 

from passing through the membrane based on the polymer characteristics. This contaminant-laden 

stream exits the membrane system (or element) as the concentrate stream, also known as the brine 

or reject (see Glossary).

The permeate rate of a given membrane element cannot be changed without varying the 

applied pressure or temperature. Recovery, however, can be easily changed by varying the feed 

fl ow rate to the element, and this is one of the variables that is controlled by the system designer. 

The effect of recovery on system performance is important. As recovery is increased, the fl ow 

rate of the concentrate stream diminishes; all contaminants that are rejected by the membrane 

Feed stream Permeate stream

Concentrate stream

QC CC

CPQPQF CF

(Expressed as percent)

Valve

QF—Feed flow rate
CF—Solute concentration in feed
QP—Permeate flow rate
CP—Solute concentration in permeate
QC—Concentrate flow rate
CC—Solute concentration in concentrate

TDS=Total dissolved solids: Usually considered the total of the ionic
             contaminants (salts) in solution.
mg/L (milligrams per liter) is the same as ppm (parts per million)

Recovery =
QP

QF

FIGURE 12.8 Membrane system schematic.
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and concentrated in the concentrate stream become more con-

centrated. The effect of increasing recovery on the concentra-

tion of contaminants in the concentrate stream is illustrated 

in Table 12.4 and Figure 12.9. For wastewater treatment and 

water reuse applications, the minimum recovery is usually 

higher than 80%.

One way to understand concentration factor is to think in 

terms of the evaporation or distillation process. If half of a 

given volume of water is distilled and the condensate recovered 

as pure water (permeate), this is the same concept as operating 

a membrane system at 50% recovery. The evaporation of three-

fourths of the water is 75% recovery, and so on.

The advantages of operating systems at high recoveries 

are that the volume of concentrate is small and the fl ow rate 

of the feed pump is smaller. The potential disadvantages are 

numerous:

 •  The higher concentration of contaminants can result in 

precipitation and greater propensity for fouling.

 •  In NF and RO applications, the concentrated salts will 

result in higher osmotic pressure, requiring a higher pres-

sure pump and a more pressure-resistant system.

Also with RO and NF, as recovery is increased, the ionic purity of the permeate • 

decreases.

As higher recoveries reduce the quantity of concentrate to be discharged, the higher con-• 

centration of this concentrate stream can itself present discharge problems.

The issue of recovery is defi nitely application specifi c: most water purifi cation applications—

those treating raw water to be purifi ed for some downstream applications (drinking, product 

manufacturing, rinsing, and so on)—generally operate at relatively low recoveries, not exceeding 

85%, even for the largest applications. In general, most water purifi cation applications involve 

feed water conductivities that are relatively low so that osmotic pressure does not play a signifi -

cant role; the one exception is seawater desalination. Usually, the larger the system, the higher 

its recovery.

It is possible to completely close off the concentrate line through the use of a valve, thereby 

using the membrane as a conventional or “dead-end” fi lter (forcing 100% of the water through 

TABLE 12.4
Effect of Recovery 
on Concentration

Recovery (%) X

33 1.5

50 2

67 3

75 4

80 5

90 10

95 20

97.5 40

98 50

99 100

Note:
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the membrane), with occasional periods when the concentrate valve is opened to allow the 

crossfl ow feature to reduce the concentration of contaminants at the surface of the membrane. 

Some membrane elements of tubular, capillary (hollow) fi ber, or plate and frame confi guration 

can also be “backwashed,” which involves running permeate (or another high-quality water 

supply) backward into the element to dislodge suspended materials from the surface of the 

membrane.

12.8 TESTING BACKGROUND

It is virtually impossible to accurately design a wastewater treatment or water reuse system utilizing 

membrane technologies without a complete, thorough, and comprehensive testing program. This 

is required to identify the best membrane polymer and element confi guration, and to optimize the 

system design and operating conditions. In general, every stream must be tested to develop the fol-

lowing design factors:

Optimum membrane element confi guration• 

Total membrane area• 

Specifi c membrane polymer• 

Temperature effects• 

Optimum pressure• 

Maximum system recovery• 

Flow conditions• 

Membrane element array• 

Pretreatment requirements• 

Specifi c parameters that infl uence these design factors are discussed next.

12.8.1 FEED WATER CHEMISTRY

The chemical composition of the feed water can affect the membrane element in a number of ways. 

The polymer itself (or components of the membrane element) can be degraded by certain chemicals. 

For example, cellulosic membrane polymers are subject to hydrolysis by high pH, thin fi lm com-

posite polymers are degraded by oxidizing agents such as chlorine, and most of the polymers are 

affected by chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents in concentrations above 5%. Water chemistry can also 

contribute to fouling problems, the bane of all membrane systems. Certainly, the suspended solids 

of any kind represent a potential problem, and the confi guration of the membrane element plays a 

major role in its ability to resist fouling.

The most signifi cant feed water parameters are

Total solids content• 

Suspended (TSS)• 

Dissolved organic (TOC, MBAS, COD, and BOD)• 

Dissolved inorganic (TDS)• 

Chemicals of concern include

Oxidizing chemicals• 

Organic solvents• 

Saturated solutes• 

Surfactants• 
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Other factors include

pH• 

Operating temperature• 

Osmotic pressure as a function of system recovery• 

Variation in feed stream chemistry as a function of time• 

12.8.2 MEMBRANE ELEMENT CONFIGURATION

The particular way that the membrane polymer is confi gured in an element design has a direct bear-

ing on the resistance of the membrane to fouling. It is usually most economical to pack as much 

membrane area into the device as possible without it becoming too large or heavy. Unfortunately, 

the element designs that provide the greatest packing density also have the lowest resistance to foul-

ing as a result of the close spacing required to accomplish the high packing density. The selection of 

the optimum membrane element confi guration is one of the most critical outcomes of testing.

12.8.3 MEMBRANE AREA

In general, the greater the membrane area, the higher the permeate rate, everything else being equal.

12.8.4 MEMBRANE POLYMER

As indicated in Table 12.2, many different membrane polymers are now in the market, with 

new ones frequently becoming available. Obviously, these are the key components with regard 

to effecting the separation, and each polymer has its particular strong and weak points; none is 

perfect. It is essential that the design engineer understands the particular characteristics of each 

polymer well enough to select the one(s) most appropriate for the testing.

12.8.5 TEMPERATURE

Because of its lower viscosity, warm water will fl ow more readily through membrane pores than 

cold water; therefore, as temperature is increased, permeate rate increases. Unfortunately, most 

membrane polymers are thermoplastic, and become more compressible when warmed. The combi-

nation of temperature and pressure can cause irreversible compaction in some polymers, resulting 

in premature failure. Certain plastic polymers as well as virtually all ceramic and metallic mem-

branes exhibit excellent thermal stability and offer signifi cant promise in those applications where 

it is considered desirable to process a stream at elevated temperatures. Each membrane element 

manufacturer provides data on temperature limits and the relationship of temperature to permeate 

rate for its products.

12.8.6 APPLIED PRESSURE

In general, the permeate rate of a membrane element is directly proportional to the net driving pres-

sure. Net driving pressure is defi ned as the total pump pressure minus the osmotic pressure minus 

any back pressure in the permeate line. Net driving pressures range from as low as 30 psi (2 bar) for 

MF systems to as high as 1000 psi (68 bar) for RO systems.

12.8.7 RECOVERY

Of critical importance to solute concentration is the recovery. As defi ned, it is the percentage of feed 

water fl ow that exits the element or system as permeate. The relationship between concentration 
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factor and recovery is illustrated in Table 12.4 and Figure 12.9. As osmotic pressure is directly pro-

portional to concentrate concentration (for polar solutes), this effect becomes critically important in 

many effl uent treatment applications.

12.8.8 FLOW CONDITIONS

It has been shown that membrane elements are much less susceptible to fouling from suspended or 

precipitated solids if all of the fl ows through the element are turbulent. This is indicated by the term 

Reynolds number, which is a dimensionless number defi ned as:

 = ×Reynolds number (diameter massvelocity) viscoscity  (12.1)

By defi nition, Reynolds numbers above 4000 indicate turbulent fl ow, and those below 2000 indi-

cate laminar fl ow. Each membrane element manufacturer has determined the fl ow requirements 

for their elements which result in turbulent fl ow (if allowed), and all systems should be designed 

using these data.

12.8.9 MEMBRANE ELEMENT ARRAY

In order to maintain turbulent fl ow conditions, elements must be grouped according to specifi c 

criteria. Typically, the permeate from each element (or pressure vessel in the case of spiral wound 

confi gurations) is collected separately in a manifold, whereby the concentrate from one becomes the 

feed for the next element (or pressure vessel). Obviously, as permeate is removed from a feed stream, 

the total volume of concentrate available as feed to the next bank of elements decreases, so the total 

number of elements in parallel in each successive bank must decrease. With this design, turbulent 

fl ow conditions are maintained throughout the entire system.

12.8.10 PRETREATMENT REQUIREMENTS

One of the primary reasons for testing is to determine the optimum pretreatment technologies for 

this application.

12.9 TESTING

To generate the necessary design data, several testing options are available.

12.9.1 CELL TEST

Cell test devices are available for purchase (or used by a consulting engineering fi rm skilled in 

the art), which evaluate small sheets of membranes on the stream to be processed. Typically, the 

sheet is placed between two stainless steel plates, and the test stream pumped across the mem-

brane surface at a selected pressure and fl ow rate. The permeate is collected and analyzed for the 

degree of separation, the possible effect of the stream on the test membrane, and other properties 

(Figure 12.10).

The cell test offers a number of advantages:

Only the small areas of membranes are needed; excellent for screening membrane polymer • 

candidates

Can be run on small volumes of test stream• 

Takes very little time• 

Unit is simple to operate• 
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The disadvantages of this testing approach are

Cannot obtain engineering design data• 

Cannot be used for long-term fouling study• 

Is only useful with membranes available as fl at sheet• 

The cell test approach is useful as an initial step, primarily to select one or more membrane candi-

dates for further evaluation.

12.9.2 APPLICATIONS TESTING

Figure 12.11 illustrates an applications test schematic. Applications testing utilizes a membrane ele-

ment in a test unit capable of operating similar to a production unit. Since the data from this testing 

will be used to scale up the design to full size, it is essential that the membrane element manufac-

turer supplies an element capable of this scale-up. The applications testing equipment should be 

designed so that very high recoveries can be achieved without compromising the fl ow rates required 

to produce turbulent fl ow, for example. This requires that the pump be capable of not only producing 

FIGURE 12.10 Cell test unit.
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the desired pressure, but also the fl ow rate to accomplish the minimum crossfl ow velocity across 

the membrane surface.

Because the system must be capable of testing at very high recoveries, the concentrate valv-

ing must be adjustable to accurately produce extremely low fl ow rates. This typically involves 

the assembly of a “valve nest” using micrometer valves. Additionally, the recycle line should be 

equipped with a diaphragm valve for the adjustment of fl ow and pressure. The most important 

feature for applications testing equipment is versatility. Different membrane elements have very 

specifi c operating parameters, and the equipment must accommodate these. To cover the entire 

gamut of membrane technologies, two different pieces of applications testing equipment are 

generally required: one for MF and UF, and the other for NF and RO. The latter must be capable 

of pressures up to 1000 psi (68 bar), and it is virtually impossible to fi nd a single pump capable 

of supplying the fl ows and pressures required for all four technologies. For MF and UF applica-

tions, a variable speed drive centrifugal pump works fi ne, although the variable speed feature 

makes it expensive.

Materials of construction are an important consideration in testing considerations: 316L stain-

less steel (or equivalent) is essential for most applications requiring pressures in excess of 60 psi 

(4 bar); below that, schedule 80 PVC is suffi cient. Applications testing is capable of generating 

complete design data for the full-sized system. An applications test can be run on as little as 50 gal 

(200 L) of test stream, and after setup, can be completed in 1 h or less, for each membrane element 

tested.

A typical applications test is run as follows:

 1. To establish “control conditions,” high-quality water [tap water or water treated with RO 

or deionization (DI)] is run into the system at low recovery to minimize any possible con-

taminant concentration effects. Control data are recorded.

 2. Feed water is then run into the unit set at low recovery, and after stabilization (usually less 

than 5 min), the following data are taken:

 a. Pressures

 i. Prefi lter

 ii. Primary (feed)

 iii. Final (concentrate line)

 b. Flow

 i. Recycle

 ii. Permeate

 iii. Concentrate

 c. Temperature (recycle)

 d. Quality (conductivity)

 i. Feed

 ii. Permeate

 iii. Concentrate

The system recovery is then increased incrementally, while adjusting the recycle valve, to ensure 

that the correct crossfl ow velocity is maintained.

At each recovery, in addition to the collection of the above data, analytical samples should be 

taken for performance evaluation. Of course, the choice of parameters to be measured depends on 

the separation goals of the test. It is unusual for system recoveries to exceed 95%; however, that 

also depends on the goals of the testing, and it is possible to run a well-designed test unit up to 99% 

recovery.

Once the optimum conditions have been established, such as operating pressure and maximum 

system recovery, the normalized performance data will enable the test engineer to determine the 

total membrane area required for the full-sized system.
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Applications testing provides the following advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages:

Fast• 

Provides scale-up data (fl ow, osmotic pressure as a function of recovery, pressure require-• 

ments, and so on)

Can provide an indication of membrane stability• 

Disadvantages:

Does not reveal long-term chemical effects• 

Does not provide data on long-term fouling effects• 

12.9.3 PILOT TESTING

Usually, this involves placing a test machine (such as that used for the applications test) in the 

process, operating continuously on a “side-stream” for a minimum of 30 days.

Advantage:

Accomplishes all of the functions of the applications test plus provides long-term mem-• 

brane fouling and stability data

Disadvantage:

Expensive in terms of monitoring and time requirements• 

12.10 SUMMARY

The opportunities for membrane separations technologies in wastewater reclamation and reuse are 

very bright. To realize this potential, it is imperative that all candidate streams be thoroughly tested. 

This requires knowledgeable, experienced personnel to run and interpret testing on well-designed 

testing equipment. Obviously, it is possible to retain the services of experienced and qualifi ed con-

sulting engineers to accomplish this.

MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY GLOSSARY

Boundary layer: A very thin liquid layer immediately adjacent to the rejecting surface of mem-

branes in which the concentration of suspended or dissolved solids is higher than it is in the 

main body of the water being processed. Also known as gel layer.
Brackish water: Water ranging from about 1000 ppm total dissolved solids to an arbitrary seawater 

concentration. In many cases, this upper level is defi ned as 25,000 ppm.

Brine: See concentrate.

Brine seal: A truncated cone of synthetic rubber attached to the upstream end of a spiral wound 

membrane element. Under water pressure, it forms a seal with the inner surface of the 

pressure vessel in which the element is placed to prevent water from bypassing around the 

outside of the element.

Channel: The opening or spacing between membrane layers, such as inside diameters of tubular or 

hollow fi bers, or that resulting from netting in spirals, and so on. Also known as bore.

Concentrate: The stream exiting the membrane element which has not passed through the mem-

brane, and, ideally, contains all the contaminants removed by the membrane. Concentrate 

is also known as: brine, retentate, reject, effl uent, and waste.
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Concentration factor (CF): Also abbreviated as VCF and VCR, this is the term that quantifi es 

the effect of system recovery on the concentration of the rejected contaminants in a mem-

brane element or operating system. It is mathematically related to recovery by the formula:

 

1
CF

1 recovery
=

−

This equation results from a mass balance based on the assumption that the membrane 

provides complete rejection of the contaminant in question.

Concentration polarization: The formation of a more concentrated gradient of rejected material 

near the surface of the membrane (in the boundary layer), causing either increased resis-

tance to solvent transport or an increase in local osmotic pressure, and possibly a change 

in rejection characteristics of the membrane.

Crossfl ow: The fl ow of solution tangentially or parallel to the surface of the membrane. This contrasts 

with “dead-end” fl ow seen in conventional fi lters, in which the liquid fl ows perpendicular to 

the surface of the fi lter. In crossfl ow, only a fraction of the crossfl ow solution passes through 

the membrane.

Crossfl ow membrane fi ltration: The separation of the components of a fl uid by semipermeable 

membranes through the application of pressure and tangential fl ow to the membrane 

surface. This includes the processes of RO, UF, NF and MF.

Desalination: The general term applied to the removal of salts, particularly sodium chloride 

in seawater desalting applications. In actuality, it describes any act of removing ionic 

contaminants from water.

Diafi ltration: A crossfl ow fi ltration process allowing for the transfer of low-molecular-weight 

species, water, and/or solvents through a membrane without changing the solution vol-

ume, accomplished by adding solvent (usually water) back into the feed. This process 

is used for purifying retained large molecular weight species, increasing the recovery 

of low-molecular-weight species, buffer exchange, or simply changing the properties of 

a given solution.

Effl uent: See concentrate.

Feed: The feed water stream entering the membrane element. It is also known as infl uent or feed 
water.

Filtrate: See permeate.

Flux: The quantity of solution that passes through a unit of membrane area in a given amount of 

time. For example, a membrane element might have a fl ux of 10 LMD.

Fresh water: Water containing less than 500 parts per million (ppm) solids. Water above 1000 ppm 

is not recommended to be used for human consumption.

Infl uent: See feed.

Membrane element: The package containing the membrane and equipped with the necessary 

fi ttings to allow the feed stream to enter, and the permeate and concentrate streams to 

exit. The membrane element enables the membrane to effect separation. Synonyms are 

“membrane device” and “membrane module.” The general categories of membrane ele-

ment confi guration are: “spiral wound,” “capillary (hollow) fi ber,” “tubular,” and “plate 

and frame.”

Molecular weight cutoff (MWCO): Referred to as the molecular weight above which a certain 

percentage (e.g., >90%) of the solute in the feed solution is rejected by the membrane. 

It is typically expressed in units of Daltons and used as an indication of the pore size of 

UF and NF membranes.

Net driving pressure: Applied (pump) pressure minus the sum of all back pressures [osmotic 

pressure, pipe pressure losses, head (elevation) losses, and so on].
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Normalization: The calculations that allow performance data to be compared on a uniform basis. 

For example, fl ux should be corrected to a temperature of 25°C (77°F) and a constant 

pressure.

Permeate: The stream which has passed through the membrane (also known as “product” or 

fi ltrate).

Recovery: That percentage of the feed fl ow rate that passes through the membrane and becomes 

the permeate stream.

Reject: See concentrate.

Rejection rate: When pressure is applied to water in contact with a membrane, water passes through 

the membrane and the solids that were in the water are rejected. The degree to which 

they are repelled is the rejection rate. The overall rejection rate depends on the average 

concentration of dissolved solids in the entire unit, and is calculated from the following 

equation:

 

permeate concentration
% Rejection 100 1

average feed concentration

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠  

Although the average feed concentration is not actually the arithmetic average of the feed 

and the concentrate, but rather the integrated average composition, the arithmetic average 

provides a good approximation.

Retentate: See concentrate.

Seawater: The concentrations of dissolved solids in oceans and seas vary around the world. 

Typically, a level of 35,000 ppm total dissolved solids is considered average.

Specifi c fl ux: Flux rate divided by net driving pressure.

Tangential fl ow fi ltration (TFF): Filtration in which liquid fl ows tangential to (along) the surface 

of the membrane. Synonymous with the term crossfl ow. The sweeping action of fl uid helps 

to minimize gel layer formation and surface fouling. Contrast with “dead-end” fi ltration.

Total dissolved solids (TDS): Although actually a measurement of both dissolved salts and 

organics, TDS is commonly equated with dissolved salts only, and is often expressed as 

conductivity (mmho/cm or ms/cm).

Transmembrane pressure (TMP): The force which drives liquid fl ow through a crossfl ow mem-

brane. In crossfl ow devices, the TMP is calculated as an average related to the pressures of 

the inlet, outlet, and permeate ports. The TMP can be expressed as

 

f c
p

  
TMP

2

P P
P

+⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

where

Pf is the feed pressure

Pc is the concentrate pressure

Pp is the permeate pressure

Waste: See concentrate.
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13.1 INTRODUCTION

Reverse osmosis (RO) has become an important demineralization technique. Since the develop-

ment of the fi rst commercially viable RO membranes in the late 1950s, improvements in perfor-

mance and durability have resulted in membranes that are more effi cient and cost less to operate. 

For example, low-energy membranes have succeeded in delivering high-quality permeate and high 

productivity with low pressure requirements. This advance has allowed RO membranes to operate 

on low-temperature feed water sources that otherwise would require prohibitively high operating 

pressure.

Other advances in membrane technology have addressed membrane fouling. “Low-fouling” 

membranes have been created by modifying surface properties of membranes, such as the charge, 

the hydrophilicity, and the roughness by applying a coating over the membrane and/or by changing 

the membrane polymer. These membranes have been somewhat successful in showing evidence of 

reduced fouling, but they have not completely eliminated the potential, and some come with the 

disadvantage of lower permeability [1,2]. Despite these advances in performance, RO membranes 

still suffer from membrane fouling, scaling, and degradation. Figure 13.1 shows the most common 

foulants and scales that were identifi ed on RO membranes after conducting 150 membrane autopsies 

[3]. Nearly half of the materials found on the membrane were organics, followed by inorganic silica 

(reactive and colloidal), metal oxides, and sulfate and carbonate scales. Additionally, it is safe to add 

that microbes, which feed off organics, have most likely contributed to the fouling of membranes 

that exhibited fouling with organics.

Pretreatment is used along with improved membrane performance to offset fouling, scaling, and 

degradation. The objectives of pretreatment are to prevent or minimize membrane fouling, scal-

ing, and degradation. Figure 13.2 is a process fl ow diagram that shows some of the most common 

mechanical and chemical techniques used to pretreat RO feed water in an effort to minimize mem-

brane fouling, scaling, and degradation. These techniques are discussed later in the chapter after 

detailed discussions regarding the nature of membrane fouling, scaling, and degradation.

13.2 MEMBRANE FOULING

Membrane fouling occurs when suspended solids, soluble organics (including true color), or microbial 

material is deposited on the surface of the membrane or on the feed-channel spacer. The collection 

of foulants on the membrane and feed-channel spacer is primarily a physical fi ltration phenomenon, 

13.8 Case Studies ..........................................................................................................................266
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13.8.2 High-Effi ciency Filtration as RO Pretreatment ........................................................ 267
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FIGURE 13.1 Common membrane foulants and scales identifi ed in 150 membrane autopsies. (Courtesy of 

Engineering Society of Western Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, PA.)
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although other factors such as charge can affect the potential for a species to foul an RO membrane. 

As a result of this physical fi ltration, lead membranes in the fi rst stage of an RO system are generally the 

membranes most affected by fouling. Biological fouling and organics are two exceptions as they both 

can be found in all stages of RO. Original microbial colonies can establish themselves anywhere in the 

membrane system where conditions favor growth. Satellite colonies then break off from the original 

colonies and further distribute microbes throughout the membrane system. Soluble organics will obvi-

ously deposit at any place in the system that they are swept to on the surface of the membrane.

Table 13.1 lists the common species that foul RO membranes [4]. Table 13.1 also lists the gener-

ally accepted feed water quality guidelines established to minimize fouling of membranes with 

these species. As the table shows, there are a variety of species that can foul an RO membrane.

13.2.1 COMMON RD MEMBRANE FOULANTS

13.2.1.1 Colloids
Colloids, such as alumino- and iron-silicates, are suspended solids that are directly fi ltered out by 

the lead RO membranes. When Al3+ and Fe3+ coexist with silica, alumino and iron silicates will 

form even when the concentration of silica is less than saturated [5].

Silt density index: The silt density index (SDI), along with turbidity, is used to measure the poten-

tial for fouling with colloids and other suspended solids. The advantage of SDI over turbidity 

alone is that SDI can be used on relatively low turbidity (<1 NTU) water, and as such, is a fi ner 

measure of suspended solids and colloids in water. The SDI test itself involves measuring the 

rate of plugging of a 0.45 micron fi lter. The test must be conducted online using RO feed water, 
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FIGURE 13.2 Common mechanical and chemical RO pretreatment techniques.

TABLE 13.1
Water Quality Guidelines to Minimize 
Fouling of RO Membranes

Species Measure Guideline

Suspended solids Turbidity <1 NTU

Colloids (e.g., silicates) SDI <5

Microbes Dip slidesb <1000 CFU/mL

Organics TOC <3 ppm

Color Color units <3 APHA

Metals (Fe, Mn, Al) ppm <0.05

Hydrogen sulfi de ppm <0.10

Source: Kucera, J., UltraPure Water, 24, 18, 2007. With 

permission.
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with a slipstream of feed water taken as close to the RO membranes as possible (typically before 

or after the cartridge fi lters). Figure 13.3 shows the equipment required to run an SDI test. The 

procedures are as follows:

 1. Open the ball valve and set the pressure to 30 psig.

 2. Immediately start recording the time it takes to collect a 500 mL sample of water through 

the fi lter. Record this time at ti.

 3. Continue to run the feed water through the fi lter for a total of 15 min. Adjust the pressure 

to 30 psig as needed.

 4. At the end of 15 min, record the time it takes to collect another 500 mL sample through the 

fi lter. Record this time as tf.

 5. Calculate the SDI15 using the following equation:

 15 i fSDI [(1 ( / )) 100] /15t t= − ×  (13.1)

The lower the SDI, the lower the potential for fouling an RO membrane. As part of their 

warranty, membrane manufacturers include conditions that the feed water SDI be < 5. 

(Note that SDI is a dimensionless number.)

13.2.1.2 Organics
Higher-molecular weight, straight-chained organics, such as humic and fulvic acids, are com-

mon foulants found in surface waters. These organics typically “blind” off sections of membrane 

so that water cannot permeate. Furthermore, organics provide nutrients that sustain microbial 

populations.

True color: True color can adsorb onto the polymer chain thereby irreversibly fouling an RO 

membrane.

13.2.1.3 Metals
Elemental metals such as iron and manganese can oxidize from soluble to insoluble forms within an 

RO membrane and precipitate on the membrane, thereby fouling it as a suspended solid. Oxidation 

is exacerbated by air leaking into the RO system, for example, through feed pumps. Aluminum is 

a problem when alum is used to pretreat RO water. Alum is typically overfed and can carry over to 

post-precipitate and foul a membrane as a suspended solid.

Valve

Pressure
regulator

Pressure
gauge

Filter holder

Graduated
cylinder

Stop
watch

FIGURE 13.3 SDI test equipment.
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13.2.1.4 Hydrogen Sulfi de
Hydrogen sulfi de can oxidize and revert back to elemental species, in this case sulfur, a very sticky 

substance that once deposited on the membrane is virtually impossible to remove even with clean-

ing [6]. Oxidation is exacerbated by air leaking into the RO system, for example, through feed 

pumps. Since hydrogen sulfi de is a gas, it readily permeates an RO membrane and can oxidize on 

the permeate side of the membrane. Fouling the backside of the membrane may result in the same 

performance problems as front-side fouling.

13.2.2 PERFORMANCE OF FOULED MEMBRANES

A fouled membrane exhibits two key performance problems: higher than normal operating pres-

sure and higher than normal pressure drop. As the surface of the membrane becomes fouled with 

suspended solids, these solids form essentially another layer through which the feed water must 

penetrate to become permeate (see Figures 13.4 and 13.5). Higher feed water pressure is required 

to force water though this layer of foulants. This higher pressure naturally results in a higher drop 

in pressure. Additionally, the foulant layer, as well as the collection of foulants on the feed-channel 

spacer, increases the resistance to the cross-fl ow of feed water across the membrane. This increase 

in resistance is measured in terms of an additional drop in pressure.

FIGURE 13.4 Fouled membrane.

FIGURE 13.5 Fouled membrane. (From Kucera, J., Ultrapure Water, 22, 37, 2005. With permission.)
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A high drop in pressure results in lower permeate productivity and can, together with high 

operating pressure, result in physical damage to the membranes. Lower productivity is particu-

larly critical at lower feed water temperatures where higher pressure is naturally required to 

maintain productivity (every 1°C drop in feed water temperature leads to a 3% drop in produc-

tivity) [7]. If the pumping capacity of the RO feed water pump is to compensate for membrane 

fouling, there may be little or no capacity available when the feed water temperature decreases. 

Furthermore, there will come a point in time when the increase in pressure caused by fouling 

exceeds the pump capacity and RO will no longer maintain productivity, regardless of the feed 

water temperature. As the operating pressure and pressure drop increase, the drop in pressure is 

translated to an axial force on the membrane module. This physical force can crack the module’s 

fi berglass outer shell and “telescope” the membranes and spacers to the point where the mem-

branes fail, and feed water mixes with permeate (see Figure 13.6).

13.2.3 CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION

Deposition is a function of the feed water concentration of suspended solids and is exacerbated 

under certain operating conditions, such as high-operating fl ux and low cross-fl ow velocity. These 

two conditions result in a phenomenon called concentration polarization, a boundary layer where 

the concentration of solids is higher at the membrane surface than in the bulk solution. In the case 

of high operating fl ux, water is removed through the membrane at a quicker pace leaving more solid-

laden feed water behind in the boundary layer. In the case of low cross-fl ow velocity, the thickness 

of the concentration polarization boundary layer expands. Because the concentration polarization 

boundary layer is characterized as supporting convective fl ow to the membrane, but only diffusional 

fl ow back from the membrane, solids within the boundary layer have more time to settle down on 

the membrane itself [8]. The concentration at the membrane surface becomes greater than the con-

centration in the bulk feed water. Figure 13.7 depicts the concentration polarization phenomenon.

Table 13.2 lists the recommended maximum feed water cross-fl ow velocities as a function of feed 

water quality to minimize fouling of RO membranes [9]. The higher the velocity, the faster the mem-

brane becomes exposed to feed water contaminants, and the quicker the membrane will foul. Table 

13.3 lists the recommended average fl ux as a function of feed water quality to minimize fouling with 

suspended solids [9]. Higher fl ux means that more water with contaminants is being forced to the sur-

face of the membrane, and as more water goes through the membrane, solids are left behind at a faster 

rate. As these two tables show, higher quality feed water allows for operation at more aggressive (e.g., 

higher permeate fl ux and higher feed water cross-fl ow velocity) conditions. In most cases, however, 

RO feed water quality is not ideal and operating in the lower end of the ranges listed in Table 13.3 is 

recommended to reduce fouling potential and to reduce the maintenance of the RO system.

FIGURE 13.6 Telescoped membrane module. (From Kucera, J., Ultrapure Water, 22, 37, 2005. With permission.)
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TABLE 13.3
Recommended Average Flux as a Function of Feed 
Water Quality to Minimize Fouling with Suspended 
Solids

Feed Water Quality Recommended Flux (gfd)a

RO permeate 21–25

Well water 16–20

Surface water, SDI < 3 13–17

Surface water, SDI < 5 12–16

Municipal wastewater, MF pretreatment 10–14

Municipal wastewater, conv. pretreatment 8–12

Source: FilmTec Reverse osmosis membrane technical manual, Dow 

Liquid Separations, Form No. 609-00071-0705, 83, 2007. 

With permission.
a Gallons per square foot per day.

TABLE 13.2
Maximum Feed Flow Rate as a Function of Feed 
Water Quality for 365 and 400 ft2 Membrane 
Modules

Feed Water Quality
365 ft2 Membrane 

Module (gpm)
400 ft2 Membrane 

Module (gpm)

RO permeate 65 75

Well water 65 75

Surface water, SDI < 3 63 73

Surface water, SDI < 5 58 67

Municipal wastewater 52 61

Source: FilmTec Reverse osmosis membrane technical manual, Dow 

Liquid Separations, Form No. 609-00071-0705, 83, 2007. 

With permission.
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Convective flow

Back diffusion

Cb Cs

FIGURE 13.7 Concentration polarization.
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13.3 MEMBRANE SCALING

Membrane scaling involves the precipitation of saturated salts onto the membrane surface and feed-

channel spacer material. Precipitation is a function of the feed water concentration and is controlled 

by the recovery of the RO system. As the percentage of recovery of the RO system increases, the 

feed water becomes more concentrated; in many cases meeting or exceeding the saturation limits 

for several species, which results in the precipitation of these species. The formation of scale on 

an RO membrane is a concentration phenomenon, and therefore occurs at the last stage in the RO 

system where the concentration of salts is the highest. To determine the potential for scaling, one 

needs to compare the ion product of the salt in question (in the concentrate stream) with the solubil-

ity product for the salt under conditions in the concentrate. In general, scaling will occur when the 

ion product is greater than the solubility product. For sulfate-based scales, scaling can occur when 

the ion product is greater than 80% of the solubility product.

Table 13.4 lists the common species that scale RO membranes [4]. Table 13.4 also lists generally 

accepted feed water quality guidelines established to minimize scaling with these species. As the 

table shows, there are a variety of species that can scale a membrane.

13.3.1 COMMON SPECIES THAT SCALE RO MEMBRANES

13.3.1.1 Calcium Carbonate
Calcium carbonate is perhaps the most common scale that affects RO membranes. The potential for 

forming this scale is typically measured using the Langelier saturation index (LSI). A positive index 

favors the formation of calcium carbonate scale.

13.3.1.2 Sulfate-Based Scales
Sulfate-based scales are scales of calcium and trace metals that are typically sparingly soluble. It 

should be noted that sulfuric acid typically used to drop the LSI for calcium carbonate scale will 

exacerbate sulfate-based scales of calcium, barium, and strontium, and this option should be care-

fully evaluated if these cations are present in the RO feed water.

13.3.1.3 Silica
The formation of silica scale is a function of pH and temperature; silica is most soluble at high tem-

perature and at either low (<6) or high (>9) pH levels. Note, however, that as the pH level exceeds 

neutral, silica is present in the form of silicate anion (
−2

3SiO )n, which readily reacts with metals such 

TABLE 13.4
Water Quality Guidelines to Minimize 
Scaling of RO Membranes

Species Measure Guideline

Calcium carbonate LSI <0a

Sulfate-based compounds 

(calcium, barium, strontium)

ppm <0.05b

Silica ppm <200c

Source: Kucera, J., UltraPure Water, 24, 18, 2007. With 

permission.
a Can be up to 1.5 with antiscalant.
b For barium and strontium.
c Measured in the RO concentrate stream—varies with 

temperature and pH.
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as aluminum and iron to form insoluble silicates [5]. Furthermore, it has been shown that silica can 

precipitate as scale at concentrations below saturation in the presence of aluminum or iron [10].

13.3.2 PERFORMANCE OF SCALED MEMBRANES

A scaled membrane exhibits two key performance problems: higher than normal operating pressure 

and low salt rejection. Higher feed pressure is required to force water through a layer of scale, in a 

manner similar to that described for fouled membranes (see Figure 13.8). The interesting feature 

of scaled membranes is that the apparent rejection of the membrane decreases. This is a result of 

concentration polarization, in that the concentration of the scaled species is higher at the membrane 

surface than in the bulk solution. Since the membrane rejection is based on the concentration that 

the membrane actually “sees,” the rejection may still be 98%, but 98% rejection of a higher concen-

tration than compared with the bulk concentration results in more salt passing into the permeate. 

Hence, the rejection appears to go down. The increase in permeate concentration is real and it can 

have many repercussions for downstream processing. For example, polishing of RO permeate with 

a mixed-bed ion exchange will require more frequent regeneration of the ion exchange units, and 

boilers operating on RO permeate will operate at lower cycles of concentration.

As with membrane fouling, concentration polarization plays a role in precipitation. As the recov-

ery of the RO system increases, the concentration difference between that at the membrane surface 

and that in the bulk solution becomes greater. Diffusion within the boundary layer enhances the 

potential for forming scale. Lower cross-fl ow velocity can further enhance the scaling of mem-

branes by affecting the thickness of the boundary layer. Table 13.5 lists the minimum concentrate 

cross-fl ow velocities as a function of feed water quality [9].

13.4 MEMBRANE DEGRADATION

Membrane degradation occurs when the membrane is exposed to water conditions that damage the 

membrane. Hydrolysis and oxidation are the two major causes of membrane failure. While hydro-

lysis and oxidation can affect all membranes in a system, typically, the lead membranes in the fi rst 

stage are most affected by oxidation. This is because the lead membranes are exposed to the oxidizer 

fi rst, and as the oxidizer is itself reduced, it no longer oxidizes the trailing membranes. However, if 

given enough time, the trailing membranes will be exposed and degraded by the oxidizer.

Table 13.6 lists the degradation conditions for RO membranes [4]. Note that temperature is 

included in this table. However, temperature effects are limited to the materials of construction 

for the membrane module rather than related to the degradation of the membrane polymer itself. 

A degraded membrane exhibits two key performance problems: higher than normal water fl ux (after a 

FIGURE 13.8 Scaled spiral wound membrane module feed spacer.
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short initial period of reduced fl ux, in the case of oxidation) and higher than normal salt passage. The 

degraded membrane essentially springs a leak(s), which leads to the higher water and salt passage.

13.5 IDENTIFYING FOULED, SCALED, AND DEGRADED MEMBRANES

There are several techniques that can be used to help identify when membranes are fouled, scaled, 

or degraded. These techniques are discussed in detail.

13.5.1 WATER QUALITY

A comprehensive understanding of RO feed water quality is key to identifying potential foulants, scale 

formers, and agents of degradation in RO feed water. The water analysis can be scanned for species in 

Tables 13.1, 13.4, and 13.6 that are known to foul, scale, or degrade RO membranes, respectively. Table 

13.7 lists the must-have species when requesting a water analysis for potential foulants and scale.

TABLE 13.6
Minimum Concentrate Flow Rate as a Function 
of Feed Water Quality for 365 and 400 ft2 Membrane 
Modules

Feed Water Quality
365 ft2 Membrane 

Module (gpm)
400 ft2 Membrane 

Module (gpm)

RO permeate 10 10

Well water 13 13

Surface water, SDI < 3 13 13

Surface water, SDI < 5 15 15

Municipal wastewater, MF 16 18

Municipal wastewater, conv. 18 20

Source: FilmTec Reverse osmosis membrane technical manual, Dow 

Liquid Separations, Form No. 609-00071-0705, 83, 2007. With 

permission.

Note: MF, microfi ltration pretreatment; conv., conventional pretreatment.

TABLE 13.5
Water Quality Guidelines to Minimize 
Scaling of RO Membranes

Species Measure Guideline

Calcium carbonate LSI <0b

Silica (reactive) ppma 200b

Trace metals (Ba, Sr) ppm <0.05

Other calcium-based scales 

(e.g., SO4, F2)

ppm None established

Source: Kucera, J., UltraPure Water, 24, 18, 2007. With 

permission.
a Measured in RO concentrate stream.
b Limit can change depending on temperature, pH, and anti-

scalant used.
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Projections can be used to determine the potential for scaling an RO membrane within a particular 

system. Projections can take the form of system projections using software provided by the membrane 

manufacturers (e.g., FilmTec™’s ROSA projection program—FilmTec is a trademark of Dow Chemical 

Company, Midland, Michigan). These programs project the potential for scaling based on the specifi c 

feed water analysis for the application in question, and the specifi c system design and operating condi-

tions. There are also chemical projection programs that will project potential for scaling given a water 

analysis and the recovery of the RO system (e.g., Nalco’s RO-12 projection program).

To determine whether a membrane has already been scaled or fouled, a mass balance should be 

conducted around the membrane. Feed, reject, and permeate samples should be taken and each spe-

cies of interest should be analyzed to determine whether some of this species has deposited on the 

membrane. If the mass out through the reject plus the mass out through the permeate is less than the 

mass in through the feed, the remainder has most likely deposited on the membrane as either scale 

or fouling material. The source of the feed water also plays a role in determining the potential for 

membrane fouling, scaling, and degradation. For example, surface water may be more likely to foul 

with suspended solids, microbes, and organics than well water. Well water, on the other hand, may 

be more likely to scale a membrane than surface water.

13.5.2 MEMBRANE OPERATIONS

13.5.2.1 Data Collection
Operation of the membrane system can many times reveal the condition of the membranes. To that 

end, proper collection of data and correct interpretation is a key to understanding the condition of 

the membranes. Table 13.8 lists the essential data points necessary for determining the condition of 

membranes in an RO system [11]. Data are collected from the infl uent to the fi rst stage of the RO 

unit and from the effl uent to the last stage of the unit. Data should also be collected between the 

stages of the RO unit. Inter-stage data can be used to clarify whether fouling is occurring in the fi rst 

stage or scaling is occurring in the last stage. However, many manufacturers of RO equipment fail 

to include the necessary probes to conduct complete inter-stage data collection. Because a loss of 

TABLE 13.7
Species That Should Be Included 
in a Comprehensive Water Analysis

Species Problem

pH Scaling

Conductivity N/A

Alkalinity Scaling

Metals—Ca, Mg, Na, K Scaling

Trace Metals—Al, Ba, Sr, Fe, Mn Scaling, fouling

Fluoride Scaling

Temperature Scaling

TOC Fouling

True color Fouling

Silt density index Fouling

Turbidity Fouling

Anions—Cl, SO4, NO3 Scaling

Phosphate Scaling

Silica Fouling, scaling

Hydrogen sulfi de Fouling
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performance due to fouling can exhibit symptoms similar to scaling, it can be diffi cult to distinguish 

between the two when interstage data is not available. Under these circumstances, operators will 

need to rely upon the other techniques, such as water analysis, mass balances, and projections to 

distinguish between membrane scaling and fouling.

13.5.2.2 Data Normalization
Once collected, the best way to interpret data is to normalize it. Normalized data are the only 

true measures of the condition of the membranes, be they fouled or scaled (or even degraded). 

Normalized product fl ow rate and normalized salt passage, along with pressure drop (feed to con-

centrate side) are the three major performance variables typically tracked to evaluate the true per-

formance of RO membranes. The normalized product fl ow rate is used to track membrane fouling, 

scaling, and degradation; normalized salt passage is used to track membrane scaling and degrada-

tion; and pressure drop is used to track membrane fouling and membrane scaling.

Normalization of data is necessary because performance parameters, such as product fl ow rate 

(expressed in gpm) and salt passage (expressed as a percent), are functions of several variables that 

change with time, thereby making it impossible to compare the actual RO performance at one point 

in time to that at another point in time. For example, RO product fl ow rate is a function of the fol-

lowing variables: water temperature, dissolved solids concentration (as osmotic pressure), operating 

pressure, and the degree of membrane fouling, membrane scaling, and membrane degradation. If 

there is a difference in the product fl ow rate from one point in time to another point in time without 

normalization, it would be impossible to determine if the change is due to membrane fouling, scal-

ing, or degradation or if it is due to a change in the feed water temperature (the fl ow rate increases 

by 3% for every 1°C increase in feed water temperature) or the operating pressure (there is a direct 

relationship between product fl ow rate and applied pressure) [12]. To eliminate the infl uences of 

temperature, concentration, and pressure on membrane performance, actual operating data is stan-

dardized or “normalized” to a given set of operating conditions (temperature, pressure, and osmotic 

pressure at system start-up) so that any changes in “normalized” performance would be due only to 

changes in membrane fouling, membrane scaling, and membrane degradation.

Figure 13.9 shows normalized product fl ow as functions of time and the degree of membrane 

fouling, membrane scaling, and membrane degradation [13]. As the graph shows, a negative slope 

indicates that less water is passing through the membrane than did under initial conditions, thus 

indicating that the membrane is fouling and/or scaling. A positive slope indicates that more water is 

TABLE 13.8
Essential RO System Monitoring Variables 
and Locations

Feed Interstage Product Reject

Pressure X X X X

Flow rate X X X

Conductivity X X X X

Temperature X

pH X X

Chlorine, free X

Source: Kucera-Gienger, J., Successful application of reverse 

osmosis in the chemical process industries, Technical 

Paper, presented at the 1995 AIChE Summer 

National Meeting, Boston, MA, August 1, 1995. 

With permission.
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passing through the membrane than under initial conditions, and is indicative of a membrane that is 

degraded. A neutral slope indicates either nothing is happening (no scaling, fouling, or degradation) 

or that any fouling or scaling is being offset by membrane degradation.

13.5.2.3 Membrane Autopsy
Membrane autopsy, in most cases, offers the defi nitive answer to what is causing a loss in membrane 

performance. Because an autopsy is a destructive test, it should be considered as a last resort when 

other means of investigation have failed to identify the reasons for loss in performance.

The membrane(s) selected for autopsy should be based on a suspicion of what may be causing per-

formance failure. If membrane fouling with suspended solids is suspected, the lead membrane(s) should 

be selected; whereas if scaling is suspected, the last membrane module in the system should be selected. 

Membranes selected for autopsy should be sealed in a plastic bag (preferably the bag the membrane was 

shipped in) and sent in for testing within 48 h of removal from the RO skid. The membrane should not 

be cleaned prior to removal from the skid. No membrane preservatives are needed for shipping.

Several tests are conducted on the membrane to determine the cause of failure. These tests include 

visual inspection, a pressure dye test, the Fujiwara test, spectroscopy, and microbial analysis.

13.5.2.3.1 Visual Inspection
The membrane module is visually inspected upon arrival in the autopsy facility. Cracks in the outer 

fi berglass skin of the module are investigated. Also, the feed and concentrate ends of the module are 

inspected for the accumulation of debris.

13.5.2.3.2 Pressure Dye Test
The pressure dye test is used to determine whether membrane damage by exposure to oxidizing 

chemicals or physical attack has occurred. After the autopsy, a sheet of membrane is placed in 

autopsy fl at-sheet test rig. The feed side of that sheet of membrane is exposed to a solution of meth-

ylene blue. Areas of damage show dye soaking through the membrane to the permeate side.

13.5.2.3.3 Fujiwara Test
This test determines the exposure of a membrane to halogens by measuring the concentration of 

halogenated organics in a membrane sample. This test requires a small piece of suspect membrane 

be placed in a test tube and be exposed to sodium hydroxide and pyridine. The tube is then placed 

in a hot water bath for about 30 s. A positive test for halogenated organics is indicated by the appear-

ance of a red or pink color in the pyridine layer in the tube.
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FIGURE 13.9 Normalized product fl ow as functions of time and degree of membrane fouling, scaling, and 

degradation. (Courtesy of Hydrocarbon Processing, Houston, TX.)
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13.5.2.3.4 Spectroscopy
Several spectroscopy tests are used to identify the nature of species that have fouled or scaled a mem-

brane. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM), along with stereo or standard light microscopes, is used 

to determine the morphology of deposits on the membrane. An energy dispersive x-ray fl uorescence 

(EDXRF) spectroscopy is used to determine which chemicals are in the deposit on the membrane. 

Inductively coupled plasma emission (ICP) spectroscopy and electron spectroscopy for chemical analy-

sis (ESCA) are used to identify impurities that have been organically bound to the membrane surface.

13.5.2.3.5 Microbial Analysis
Slimy deposits removed from the membrane are analyzed for the type of microorganisms present. 

The results of this examination could lead to a chemical program capable of minimizing microbial 

fouling of membranes in the given application.

13.5.2.3.6 Membrance Cleaning
Membrane cleaning studies can also be conducted on sections of autopsied membranes to not only 

help determine what has led to the membrane failure, but also to develop a cleaning protocol to suc-

cessfully clean the membranes out in the fi eld.

13.6 CONTROLLING MEMBRANE FOULING, SCALING, AND DEGRADATION

Once the cause(s) for membrane loss of performance has been identifi ed, it becomes necessary to 

address the set of circumstances that have led to this condition with the intent of minimizing the poten-

tial for continued membrane fouling and/or scaling. If a new installation is being considered, it is pru-

dent to investigate the potential for fouling and scaling prior to deciding on the fi nal system design.

13.6.1 WATER ANALYSIS

The fi rst place to begin investigating the control of membrane fouling and scaling is the water analysis. 

A compressive analysis, including turbidity and silt density index is required to develop a full pic-

ture of potential foulants and scale [14]. Table 13.7 lists the species that should be included in the 

comprehensive water analysis. Once a water analysis has been obtained, it should be compared with 

the generally accepted guidelines for RO systems, as shown in Tables 13.1 and 13.4.

13.6.2 OPERATING CONDITIONS

The conditions under which the RO system is operated can have a signifi cant infl uence on the 

degree of membrane fouling and scaling that may occur. For example, the recovery of the RO has a 

direct impact on the degree of scaling that can be expected.

13.6.2.1 RO System Recovery
Recovery defi nes how much water is removed from the feed stream to become permeate or product. 

As more water is removed or recovered, the remaining water becomes more concentrated in dissolved 

solids. Once the ion product (IP) of a salt equals its solubility constant, Ksp, the salt in question is ready 

to form scale. Note that for some species, such as sulfate salts, scale will form when the IP > 0.8Ksp. 

13.6.2.2 Temperature
The temperature has an effect on the solubility of several species, including silica and calcium carbon-

ate. While the temperature of an RO system is rarely adjusted to accommodate calcium carbonate, it 

is often increased to allow for higher recovery when a higher concentration of silica is present in the 

feed water. The solubility of silica is about 95 ppm at 10°C, while the solubility is about 160 ppm at 

45°C. Continuous operation of up to 45°C at a neutral pH is tolerable for most membranes (check the 

membrane specifi cations for temperature/pH tolerance for specifi c membrane modules).
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13.6.2.3 Velocity
As previously discussed, the feed water and concentrate velocities have signifi cant effects of the 

fouling potential for a given feed water composition (see Tables 13.2 and 13.5 for the recommended 

limits). A higher feed water velocity forces more water to the membrane faster, thereby increasing 

the rate of fouling. A lower concentrate velocity thickens the concentration polarization boundary 

layer, thereby increasing the potential for fouling the membrane.

13.6.2.4 Flux
Membrane fl ux has a great infl uence on the degree of membrane fouling and scaling. Higher fl ux 

means that more water (and solids) are being forced to the membrane more rapidly, as well as 

more water being removed from the feed side of the membrane more rapidly. This results in more 

solids being “trapped” in the concentration polarization boundary layer, increasing the potential 

for  fouling and scaling of the membrane. See Table 13.3 for the recommended fl uxes as a function 

of feed water quality.

13.6.3 MEMBRANES

Low-fouling membranes have been available only since the mid-1990s. There are three primary 

techniques used to create low-fouling membranes: (a) modifi ed membrane surface characteristics 

[15], (b) coating of the membrane [16], and (c) changes in the membrane chemistry itself [17].

The objectives are to change the charge, roughness, and hydrophilicity of the membrane surface. 

Polyamide membranes, perhaps the most common type of RO membrane used commercially, are 

known for negatively charged surfaces and rough surface morphology. The negative surface charge 

attracts positively charged materials, commonly cationic coagulants used to aid in the removal of 

suspended solids from RO feed water. An overfeed of cationic coagulant can lead to irreversible 

fouling of the negatively charged polyamide membranes. Furthermore, the rough surface makes it 

easy for the membrane to trap materials such as microbes, suspended solids, and long-chained dis-

solved organics, resulting in a fouled membrane. While low-fouling membranes have demonstrated 

effi ciency in minimizing membrane fouling, evidence has shown that they can still foul [3]. Hence, 

this type of RO membrane should be used in conjunction with good design and operating methods 

as well as with appropriate pretreatment.

13.6.4 PRETREATMENT

By far the most common way to minimize membrane fouling and scaling involves the proper pre-

treatment of RO feed water, including both chemical and mechanical treatments. While the array of 

unit operations and chemical treatment is vast, the most common treatments are described herein.

13.6.4.1 Mechanical Pretreatment
13.6.4.1.1 Depth Filters
Depth fi lters, also called multimedia fi lters, are used to remove suspended solids, turbidity, and 

species contributing to SDI from RO feed water. Multimedia fi lters contain (from top to bottom) 

anthracite, sand, and garnet with each medium being of a different size. Solids are removed from 

the water using a sieving action; the largest particles are removed at the surface and the smaller 

particles are removed at the bottom of the fi lter bed. Multimedia fi lters should be operated at 5 gpm/ft2 

for optimum performance prior to on RO system.

Polymer coagulants are sometimes used prior to the fi lter to help with “bridging” and removal of 

smaller particles. Dosages of polymers are typically less than 1 ppm. Increasing the dosage and watch-

ing SDI of the fi lter effl uent can determine the optimum dosage. After plotting the SDI as a function 

of the polymer dose, there will be a minimum in SDI at the optimum dosage of the polymer.
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13.6.4.1.2 Carbon Filters
Carbon fi lters are used to remove organics (as TOC) and free chlorine from RO feed water. 

Bituminous carbon is used for industrial RO pretreatment applications. Organics are adsorbed on 

carbon particles for removal from water. Removal of chlorine involves an oxidation/reduction reac-

tion with the carbon particles, where a transfer of electrons occurs from the activated carbon to 

the chlorine (the carbon acts as a reducing agent). Design fl ow rates should be 1 gpm/ft3 for TOC 

removal and 2 gpm/ft3 for chlorine removal when used for RO pretreatment. The expected TOC 

removal effi ciency ranges from 25% to 80%, depending on the nature of the organics. Chlorine can 

be removed to less than 0.05 ppm. Activated carbon can also be used to remove chloramines in the 

same manner as chlorine, however, the contact time must be greater than for chlorine removal. For 

a 12 × 40 mesh carbon, contact times upto 30 min are required. Catalytic activated carbon can also 

be used to reduce the contact time for chloramine removal.

Care should be used when applying activated carbon for chlorine removal only. Because the 

carbon removes organics, there are plenty of nutrients for microbes to grow, and so carbon fi lters 

are known to harbor microbes [18]. Microbes travel with carbon fi nes from the fi lter bed into the 

downstream piping and into the RO membrane modules, thereby inoculating all the piping and the 

membranes. Other means of dechlorination, such as a chemical feed of metabisulfi te, should be 

considered when organic removal is not a priority.

13.6.4.1.3 Iron-Removal Filters
Iron-removal fi lters such as manganese greensand fi lters are used to remove soluble iron and man-

ganese (and some hydrogen sulfi de) from RO feed water. The metals are oxidized to insoluble spe-

cies by the media and then fi ltered out by mechanical fi ltration. Manganese greensand is simply 

glauconite particles coated with manganese oxide and dioxide. This coating acts as a catalyst in the 

oxidation of the iron and manganese. An oxidizer, such as chlorine or potassium permanganate is 

required. If iron alone is present, feed chlorine at a rate of 1 ppm per ppm of iron. If manganese is 

present, potassium permanganate is required at a dosage rate of 1 ppm per ppm of iron plus 2 ppm 

per ppm of manganese. Manganese greensand will remove hydrogen sulfi de from RO feed water, 

but as the compound oxidizes into elemental sulfur, which is a sticky substance, it will coat and 

deactivate the media. The recommended design fl ow rate is 5 gpm/ft2. Better iron removal media 

(BIRM) fi lters are also used to remove iron and manganese from RO feed water. BIRM is a man-

made material consisting of granular zeolite with an inert center and a fi ne coating of manganese 

dioxide on the exterior. BIRM requires the presence of an oxidizer, such as chlorine or potassium 

permanganate. There are a variety of other iron-removal media available that rely on a form of 

manganese dioxide.

13.6.4.1.4 Sodium Softeners
Sodium softeners are designed to remove hardness and trace cations, including iron, from RO feed 

water. Calcium, magnesium, and other cations are removed via “exchange” with sodium sites on 

sodium-form cation resin. For every monovalent cation exchanged, one part of sodium is added 

to the softener effl uent; for every divalent cation exchanged, 2 parts of sodium are added. Thus, 

the overall total dissolved solids (TDS) does not change through a softener, but the hardness can 

be reduced to a few ppm or less (depending on the feed water quality, the amount of regenerate 

used, and whether the bed is regenerated cocurrently or countercurrently). The exchange process 

is reversible. Brine is used to regenerate the resin. Typically, 6, 10, or 15 lb of salt per cubic foot of 

resin is used to regenerate the beds. The resin capacity is about 20,000, 25,000, and 30,000 grains 

per cubic foot for the 6, 10, and 15 lb regenerate used, respectively. The affi nity for various cations 

is shown in Figure 13.10. As the fi gure shows, if sodium were to have an affi nity of 1, softener resin 

has the highest affi nity for barium at 5.8 relative to sodium.
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13.6.4.2 Chemical Pretreatment
13.6.4.2.1 Lime
Lime is used in a lime softening process to reduce hardness, alkalinity, silica, and other constituents 

from RO feed water. Lime and sometimes soda ash together with lime are used to precipitate out 

insoluble species containing hardness and natural alkalinity. Specifi cally, noncarbonated hardness 

is removed chemically with lime and soda ash, along with coagulant and fl occulent. Temperature 

also plays a role in the effi ciency of the lime softening process. Cold lime softening is conducted at 

ambient temperatures, warm lime softening is conducted at 120°F–140°F, and hot process soften-

ing is conducted at 220°F–240°F. Table 13.9 shows the projected effl uent from the lime softening 

process as a function of temperature for cold and hot processes [19].

Silica is very well removed using the hot process softener by adsorption onto the magnesium 

hydroxide precipitate. If there is not enough magnesium hydroxide, magnesium compounds such 

as magnesium chloride, magnesium oxide, magnesium sulfate, magnesium carbonate, or dolomitic 

lime can be used.

13.6.4.2.2 Antiscalant
Antiscalants are used to prevent scaling of RO membranes with species such as calcium carbon-

ate, barium sulfate, and silica. Antiscalants work by crystal inhibition or by surface modifi cation 

of crystals. Crystal inhibition antiscalants prevent the formation of crystals larger than the critical 

TABLE 13.9
Typical Lime-Soda Softener Effl uent Analysis 
for Cold and Hot Processes

CaCO3 (ppm) Raw Water
Cold Lime-Soda 

Softening
Hot Lime-Soda 

Softening

Total hardness 250 81 20

Calcium hardness 150 35 15

Magnesium hardness 100 46 5

P alkalinity 0 37 23

M alkalinity 150 55 40

Silica (ppm as ion) 20 18 1–2

pH 7.5 10.6 10.5

Source: Betz Handbook of Industrial Water Conditioning, 9th edn., Betz 

Publisher, Philadelphia, PA, 1991, p. 41. With permission.
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FIGURE 13.10 Sodium-form cation resin affi nity for various cations.
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size necessary for nucleation. Modifi cation of the surface of crystals that have already grown 

causes the crystal to distort as it continues to grow, thereby slowing or even stopping further 

growth of the crystal.

Antiscalants are composed of polyphophates, phosphonate, and polymers such as polyacrylic 

acid (PAA), polymethacrylic acid (PMAA), and polymaleic acid (PMA) [20]. Polyphophates pre-

vent the precipitation of calcium carbonate scale using what is known as “threshold treatment.” 

Threshold treatment involves scale inhibition at substoichiometric ratios where the inhibitor 

adsorbs onto the crystal, thereby interfering with future crystal growth. Phosphonates are also a 

good inhibitor for calcium carbonate, barium sulfate, and calcium fl uoride. HEDP or 1-hydroxy-

ethylidene-1,1-diphosphonic acid is a common phosphonate used today for threshold treatment. 

However, there is a potential for calcium phosphonate precipitation. Finally, PAA is recognized 

as a good antiscalant for calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, barium sulfate, and calcium fl uoride 

scale control.

Good control of the addition of antiscalant is critical to the success of this scale-prevention tech-

nique. Feeding too much antiscalant can result in fouling of the membrane, particularly if there is an 

overfeed of coagulant to the RO. Overfeed also increases the cost of operations, due to the wastage 

of product and the need to deal with any fouling issues that may arise. An underfeed of antiscalant 

results in scaling of the membrane and contributes to higher operating costs because of the need to 

clean the membrane more often to remove the scale (if it indeed can be removed). Most RO systems 

rely on the feed fl ow rate to adjust the feed rate of the antiscalant. This is an inherently inexact 

technique for feeding antiscalant. The Trasar® technology was developed by a chemical supplier 

in which a fl uoro-marker is bound to the antiscalant, making it possible to actually measure the 

amount of antiscalant being feed. This allows for greater precision in the feeding of antiscalants.

13.6.4.2.3 Acid/Caustic
Acid and caustic can be used to adjust the pH of RO feed water in an effort to make a given species 

more soluble and less likely to scale. Acid is used to lower the pH level making calcium carbonate 

more soluble. Hydrochloric acid should be used preferably over sulfuric acid, as the latter will result 

in enhanced sulfate-based scale. Caustic has been traditionally added to increase the solubility of 

silica. The HERO™ (high effi ciency RO) process relies upon high pH levels together with weak–acid 

cation pretreatment to treat water with high concentrations of silica. Whereas the typical ambient 

saturation of silica at pH 6.5–7.5 is 120 ppm, the HERO process allows for concentrations as high as 

820 ppm at a pH level of 11.0 [21,22].

13.6.4.2.4 Bisulfi te
Sodium bisulfi te is a common reducing agent typically used to reduce free chlorine used for biologi-

cal control in RO feed water into hydrochloric acid. About 1.8 ppm of sodium bisulfi te is required 

for each ppm of free chlorine. Typically, the sodium bisulfi te is obtained by using sodium meta-

bisulfi te. If sodium metabisulfi te is used, a stoichiometric rate of 1.34 ppm is required for each ppm 

of free chlorine. In practice, however, 3 ppm of metabisulfi te is fed per ppm of free chlorine. The 

product used should be feed-grade quality and NOT cobalt-activated (cobalt catalyzes the oxidation 

of the RO membrane). Control is typically attained by oxidation reduction potential (ORP). Each 

system must be calibrated because the background interference varies from water source to water 

source. Sometimes, chlorine monitors are used for control of the bisulfi te feed. Free chlorine should 

be reduced to less than 0.02 ppm, as chlorine will degrade RO membranes. Degradation of more RO 

membranes will occur after 200–1000 ppm/h of exposure to free chlorine [23].

13.6.5 MEMBRANE CLEANING

Membrane cleaning can be an important part of the program to control membrane fouling and scaling. 

Membranes that are cleaned on time will exhibit longer membrane life than they would if there were a 
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delay in cleaning. Cleaning the membranes on time will ensure 

that foulants and scale do not become irreversibly bound to the 

membranes or feed spacers. Membranes should be cleaned when 

the normalized permeate fl ow drops 10%–15% from start-up, or 

when pressure drop (feed to concentrate) increases by 10%–15% 

from start-up.

Cleaning formulas can be categorized as high pH, neutral 

pH, and low pH; each is designed to remove specifi c foulants 

and/or scale. Specifi c recipes are provided by membrane man-

ufacturers and include the following [24]: (a) caustic with tet-

rasodium salt of ethylene diamine tetracetic acid (Na4-EDTA) 

at pH 12, 95°F max. for sulfate scales, (b) caustic with sodium 

salt of dodecylsulfate (Na-DSS) at pH 12, 95°F max for silt, 

silica, biofi lms, and organics, hydrochloric acid at pH 1–2, 

77°F max, for calcium carbonate, and (c) sodium hydrosulfi te 

(Na2S2O4) at pH 5, 77°F for metal oxides.

If multiple foulants and scale are present such that two or 

more cleaning solutions at different pH levels are required, 

the high-level pH cleaner should be used fi rst. This is because acid sets biofi lm, making it virtually 

impossible to remove after acid treatment. 

Recent studies have shown that cleaning solutions are more effective the higher the pH level 

[25,26]. For example, recovery of productivity after biofouling can be up to 10 times greater 

when the membranes are cleaned at pH 12 rather than at pH 11 [26]. However, the pH is also 

temperature dependent. Higher pH levels require a lower temperature to prevent hydrolysis of the 

membranes. In general, cleaning protocols should follow the pH/temperature guidelines listed in 

Table 13.10 to maximize cleaning effi ciency and minimize membrane hydrolysis [27]. It is recom-

mended that RO skids be cleaned one stage at a time. That way, foulants removed from the fi rst 

stage do not contaminate the second stage and scale from the second stage does not contaminate 

the fi rst stage.

Cleaning of the membranes can be conducted in situ (known as clean-in-place or CIP) 

or offsite. Table 13.11 lists the advantages and limitations for each option [28]. Typically, 

smaller installations tend to go with offsite cleaning while larger installations find it easier 

to go with CIP.

TABLE 13.11
The Advantages and Limitations of CIP and Off-Site 
Membrane Cleaning

Advantages Limitations

CIP Onsite Less effi cient cleaning

Fast Capital cost of CIP skid

Chemical handling

Off-site cleaning Expert service More costly per cleaning

Documentation Requires back-up modules

Ability to try various cleaners, 

conditions

Source: Kucera, J., Reverse osmosis operations, Presented at the 65th Annual 
International Water Conference, Pittsburgh, PA, Paper No. 04-39, 10, 2004. 

With permission.

TABLE 13.10
The Relationship between 
Temperature and pH for 
Preventing Hydrolysis of RO 
Membranes

Temperature, °C (°F) pH

25 (77) 10.5

35 (95) 12

45 (113) 13

Source: FilmTec Reverse Osmosis 

Membrane Technical Manual, 

Dow Liquid Separations, Form 

No. 609-961071-0705, 126, 2007. 

With permission.
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13.7  RECENT ADVANCES IN RO PRETREATMENT 
HYBRID MEMBRANE SYSTEMS

Hybrid membrane systems in which RO is preceded by another membrane technique has become 

very popular over the last few years. The most common processes are microfi ltration (MF), ultra-

fi ltration (UF), and nanofi ltration (NF) each followed by RO. Microfi ltration is generally used to 

remove bacteria from RO feed water. Microfi ltration, with membrane pore sizes of 0.1 μm, can pro-

vide 4 log removal of bacteria such as Guardia and Cryptosporidium. Because of this, the MF–RO 

hybrid system is commonly used for municipal drinking water applications and for recovery of 

tertiary effl uent. Microfi ltration also removes suspended solids and has been used in place of clari-

fi cation when the RO feed source is surface water.

UF is a fi ner fi ltration medium than MF, with pore sizes ranging from 0.0001–0.1 microns. 

Hybrid UF–RO systems are typically found in high-purity and food-and-beverage applications, for 

example, or the production of bottled drinking water. UF membranes are used to remove very fi ne 

suspend solids, micro-organisms, and organics from RO feed water.

NF is essentially a “leaky” RO process. NF membranes are characterized in a similar manner to 

RO membranes by offering the removal of dissolved ions and organics. The difference between the 

two technologies is that the rejection of solutes by NF membranes is lower than by RO membranes. For 

example, while the rejection of sodium is on the order of 96%–98% for RO membranes, the rejection 

by NF membranes can be as low as 50%, depending on the polymer used to create the NF membrane. 

However, the rejection of divalent ions, such as calcium and magnesium, is in the mid-1990s, such that 

NF membranes are now used in water “softening” applications for drinking water. Hence, NF mem-

branes are sometimes referred to as “softening” membranes. Nanofi ltration has also shown particular 

abilities to remove color from RO feed water without the fouling that plagues RO membranes.

13.8 CASE STUDIES

13.8.1 DATA NORMALIZATION

This case study involves a power generation facility located on the Delaware River in New Jersey [29]. 

This facility used a combination of cooling-tower blow down and Delaware River water as make up to 

a 2-pass RO system. The pretreatment consisted of lime softening followed by acidifi cation and multi-

media fi ltration, and fi nally sodium softening. Hydrochloric acid was used to adjust the pH. Figure 13.11 

shows the observed product fl ow from the fi rst-pass RO system [29]. The fi rst-pass RO was designed 
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FIGURE 13.11 Observed RO product fl ow rate as a function of time. (Courtesy of UltraPure Water, 

Littleton, CO.)
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to yield 340 gpm of product water. As the fi gure shows, the operators did a good job in keeping the 

observed product fl ow rate right on the design fl ow rate. However, the RO system had trouble keeping 

up with the design fl ow rate, and a higher operating pressure was required to maintain the 340 gpm 

design fl ow rate. The observed fl ow rate, however, gave no hint of the diffi culties with the RO system.

Figure 13.12 shows the normalized product fl ow superimposed on the observed product fl ow 

[29]. The normalized product fl ow curves reveal a different story than the observed product fl ow line. 

From start-up, the system experienced problems. Due to the negative slope of the normalized fl ow 

curve, the membranes were fouling and/or scaling. Subsequent investigations determined that the 

membranes were most likely fouling due to the following issues: (a) carry over of alum and sus-

pended solids from the clarifi er, (b) channeling through the multimedia fi lters, and (c) iron oxide 

products from hydrochloric acid addition into stainless steel piping.

As Figure 13.12 shows, normalized product fl ow dropped off over 10% during the fi rst 30 days of 

operation. Since guidelines call for cleaning after a 10%–15% loss in normalized product fl ow, the 

membranes were cleaned on day 30. Some performance was recovered due to the effi ciency of clean-

ing as well as improvements that were being made to the pretreatment system. However, normalized 

product fl ow continued to drop after the fi rst cleaning, dropping 10% again over the next 29 days. 

Hence, the membranes were cleaned on day 59. After this cleaning, the performance improved sig-

nifi cantly, and it began to stabilize. After about 90 days, the normalized product fl ow and observed 

product fl ow tracked well, indicating that the membranes had been suffi ciently cleaned and the 

pretreatment system improved to the point where there was no loss in normalized product fl ow.

In this case study, the observed product fl ow gave no indication that the membranes were seriously 

fouling. Only by monitoring the normalized product fl ow did the fouling issues become evident. By 

monitoring only the observed product fl ow, it might have taken weeks for the fouling issues to become 

evident. Frequently, the only way fouling is noticed is that the RO feed pumps run out of available 

head, being unable to overcome the additional barrier to fl ow posed by the layer of foulants on the 

membrane. By that time, some of the foulants may already have become irreversibly attached to the 

membrane or feed spacer, hindering performance for the remainder of the life of the membranes.

13.8.2 HIGH-EFFICIENCY FILTRATION AS RO PRETREATMENT

This case study involves a power-generation facility located on the East Coast of the United States. 

Water from an aquifer provided feed water to the system. Pretreatment consisted of 5 micron 
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FIGURE 13.12 Normalized RO product fl ow rate superimposed on observed product fl ow rate as functions 

of time. (Courtesy of UltraPure Water, Littleton, CO.)
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cartridge fi lters and electrodialysis reversal (EDR) membrane equipment. This system worked well 

until 2000–2001, when the chemistry of the aquifer changed resulting in a major increase in iron.

The iron and some other metals were oxidizing to particulates that plugged the cartridge pre-

 fi lters as well as fouled both the EDR and RO membranes. The plugging was so severe that it 

became necessary to change all 32 cartridge fi lters in the system every 18 h. The EDR membranes 

required hand cleaning to remove the iron particulates. Furthermore, the RO system operated at 

very high feed pressure to try to overcome the high degree of iron suspended solids deposited on 

the surface of the RO membranes. Eventually, the RO membrane modules were crushed and the RO 

feed pump failed due to the high pressure required.

The facility evaluated several pretreatment options including iron oxidation and precipitation followed 

by fi ltration with manganese greensand and fi ltration with conventional multimedia fi lters (MMF). The 

facility tried conventional MMF for removal of the iron particulates. The MMF option was plagued with 

a few signifi cant challenges to success including: (a) particle-size analysis of the feed water indicating 

that greater than 99% of the particles in the feed water were smaller than 1 micron in size, while the 

MMF typically offers fi ltration down to about 10 microns without the use of coagulants, (b) the use of 

coagulant would get the removal effi ciency down to about 1–2 microns, but would run the risk of under or 

overfeeding of the product, resulting in no removal or fouling of the membranes with overfed coagulant, 

and (c) the service fl ow rate is 5 gpm/ft2, which would necessitate rather large vessel diameters to meet 

the fl ow 400 gpm demands of the system, and space was a premium at the facility.

Manganese greensand fi lters were not considered for this application due to the need for chemi-

cal addition, the slow service fl ow rate of about 2–5 gpm/ft2, and the plant personnel naiveté with 

operation and regeneration of this type of fi lter. A decision was made after 4 years of plugging car-

tridge fi lters, hand-cleaning EDR membranes, and emergency RO membrane replacements to try 

high-effi ciency fi ltration (HEF). High-effi ciency fi lters are commonly used in side-stream fi ltration 

applications for cooling water systems. They are capable of removing particles down to the 0.25–0.5 

micron level. An additional advantage of the HEF for this application was that the service fl ow rate 

for these fi lters is 10–15 gpm/ft2, meaning that the footprint for the HEF fi lter system would be sig-

nifi cantly smaller than that for either the MMF or greensand fi lter systems.

Figure 13.13 shows the cross section of an HEF. These fi lters operate in a top-over-bottom fl ow 

design. Feed water enters from the side of the bed and an area of turbulence is created over the bed, 

Ultra fine

Support media

FIGURE 13.13 High effi ciency fi lter system.
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with a tangential force supplied by the infl uent water that scrubs the particle off the surface of the bed. 

This tangential force carries particles back toward the fi lter inlet, while at the same time pushing the 

sand toward the fi lter inlet, creating a “camel hump.” Behind this “hump” is an area of low turbulence 

that allows for the deposition of particles that have been scrubbed off the sand. This area behind the 

hump keeps fi lling with particles until they begin to cover the hump and collect on the turbulence-side 

of the hump, adding to the particle loading of the infl uent water onto the surface of the sand. This 

results in an increase in differential pressure through the bed, signaling time to backwash the fi lter.

A pilot test of an HEF was conducted at the facility with the following results: (a) the cartridge 

fi lters exhibited no increase in differential pressure while the HEF was online, (b) the EDR effl uent 

quality improved by 20%, and (c) 60 days after the start-up, the HEF was removing 96%–99% of the 

incoming particulate iron. After a full-scale HEF was installed in March 2006, the cartridge fi lter 

replacement dropped from every 18 h to once per month. As of April 2008, there have been no RO 

membrane replacements since the start-up of the full-scale HEF.

This case study highlights how a new-to-RO pretreatment technology can be used to signifi -

cantly reduce the concentration of suspended solids, in this case particulate iron, in the membrane 

feed water. High-effi ciency fi lters should be considered a viable alternative to multimedia fi ltration 

and manganese greensand fi ltration for removal of small, submicron particles from RO feed water.

13.9 SUMMARY

Proper monitoring and analysis of operating data is critical to determine the health of a RO system. 

Despite advances in the technology, membranes still foul and scale. To meet this challenge, pretreat-

ment and data normalization are critical. Pretreatment is used to reduce or eliminate potential fou-

lants, scale-forming species, and agents of membrane degradation from RO feed water. Normalized 

fl ow and normalized salt passage, along with pressure drop, needs to be tracked as a function of 

time to monitor in real time the condition of the membranes. When the condition of the membranes 

deteriorates to the point where performance begins to decline, it is time to clean the membranes as 

well as investigate more appropriate pretreatment techniques.
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14.1 INTRODUCTION

Water is the most important liquid in the world to maintain human, plant, and animal life. Moreover, 

high population growth, rapid urbanization, phenomenal industrial growth, and agricultural devel-

opment make water one of the most precious resources in the world. Of the entire globe’s water, 

94% is salt water present in the oceans and 6% is freshwater. Of the latter, about 27% is in glaciers 

and 72% is underground. While this water is important for transportation and fi sheries, it is too 

salty to sustain human life or farming [1]. Besides salinity, other impurities in water come from 

many sources. It is important to understand the role of these impurities in desalination processes. 

Water may be purifi ed by a number of desalination techniques in which the dissolved impurities 

are removed from water or pure water is removed from the impurities. The desalination process 

to be employed for given saline water depends on its impurities, level of salinity, colloidal matter, 

biological content, and its economics. Various desalination processes that are commonly in use are 

as follows:

Thermal desalination—multi-stage-fl ash distillation, multi-effect distillation, solar evapo-• 

ration or distillation, crystallization, or freeze distillation

Membrane—reverse osmosis, electrodialysis, membrane distillation• 

Ion exchange• 

The economics of desalination process suggest that the more pure water that can be recovered from 

a stream, the higher the effi ciency of the process. The recovery of pure water from saline water 

results in the increased concentration of brine, thus increasing the potential for fouling due to the 

precipitation of scale-forming salts/coagulation and the deposition of colloidal matter from brine. 

The fouling of heat exchangers and RO membranes is a complex phenomenon involving the depo-

sition of several different types of foulants on the surfaces. The development of such deposits 

on heat exchanger surfaces in distillation plants leads to inferior thermal performance, decreased 

production, unscheduled shutdowns, poor product quality, and premature heat exchanger failure [2]. 

Figure 14.1 shows the fouling of a heat exchanger in a multistage fl ash desalination plant.
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FIGURE 14.1 Fouled heat exchanger.



Commonly encountered foulants in desalination processes fall into the following three basic 

categories: (a) scale, (b) suspended/colloidal matter, and (c) biological matter. This chapter presents 

scale prediction methods and techniques to control scale formation in distillation plants.

14.2 THERMAL DESALINATION SYSTEMS

Thermal desalination processes cover a wide range of processes and are very robust methods of 

producing freshwater from seawater. However, these processes are energy intensive and well suited 

for regions where energy is cheap. Distillation is a process for seawater desalination and is an effec-

tive method of producing freshwater from seawater along with the power commonly known as 

dual-purpose desalination. In this process, most of the constituents are nonvolatile at temperatures 

encountered. The main steps involved [3] in distillation process are (a) the formation of vapor from 

seawater by the addition of heat, (b) the separation of vapor from seawater, and (c) the condensation 

of vapor by the removal of heat. When seawater is heated, the scale formation takes place inside 

the tubes based on the concentration of chemical constituents present in the seawater and prevail-

ing temperature. The popular methods among distillation processes are multiple-effect distillation 

(MED) and multistage-fl ash distillation (MSF).

14.2.1 MULTIPLE-EFFECT DISTILLATION PROCESS

This process consists of two or more evaporator effects, which operate at successively lower tem-

peratures and pressures. The fi rst effect is heated by either exhaust steam or extraction steam from a 

turbine in the case of dual-purpose desalination plants. The heat source may be prime steam also. The 

vapors from the fi rst effect are directed to the second effect and serve as heat input to evaporate the brine. 

In each effect, the vapors are condensed on the shell side of the tubes, and the brine receives the heat 

inside the tubes and evaporates. Brine that is not evaporated is pumped to the next effect for further 

evaporation, and vapors are separated by passing through demisters. The repetition of this process 

several times (4–12) provides MED. A process fl ow diagram of three-effect MED plant is shown in 

Figure 14.2. The detailed description of the MED process is available elsewhere [3,4].

In MED process, scale formation potential depends on the upper limit of the brine temperature. 

This temperature limit can be fi xed based on the scale control treatment methods such as acid 

treatment, low-temperature additives, or high-temperature additives. Limiting the maximum brine 

temperature affects the thermal effi ciency of the desalination plant. It should be noted that, in MED 

process, feed at its lowest concentration encounters maximum temperature, thereby reducing the 

risks of scale formation.

14.2.2 MULTISTAGE-FLASH DISTILLATION PROCESS

In the conventional distillation process, the heating of seawater and boiling takes place in the same 

vessel. In the fl ash evaporation process, seawater is heated in the tubes, and then it passes through a 

number of chambers (or stages) at progressively lower pressures. In each chamber or stage, “fl ash-

ing” occurs instantly by producing vapor due to the sudden release of pressure until the water tem-

perature is again in thermodynamic equilibrium with the vapor pressure in that stage. The brine is 

transferred to the next stage, which is maintained at a lower pressure. When the pressure is reduced, 

the boiling temperature is correspondingly decreased. Flashing occurs again, and the temperature 

of the brine decreases in an amount proportional to the amount of vapor generated, while the salt 

concentration of seawater increases. The pressure in each stage is lower than the pressure in the 

preceding stage. In each stage, distillate is produced and the amount of distillate produced is 

dependent on the following parameters: (a) temperature drop in each stage, (b) total fl ash range, 

and (c) stage heat-transfer coeffi cient. To increase the thermal effi ciency of the process, the number 

of fl ash stages is increased. The effi ciency of the process is defi ned by the performance ratio (PR), 
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which is the distillate (in pounds) produced per 1000 Btu of heat input [3]. Alternatively, gain output 

ratio (GOR) is equal to the amount of distillate produced divided by the amount of heating steam 

supplied to the fi rst effect [4]. The number of stages controls the amount of heat recovery possible, 

and this determines the quantity of external energy required. This process has three main sec-

tions: heat input section, heat recovery section, and heat rejection section. The design and operation 

details of MSF process are presented by several experts [3–5]. A typical process fl ow diagram is 

illustrated in Figure 14.3.

Other important process characteristics are water recovery and brine concentration ratio. The 

water recovery is the ratio of product water quantity to the seawater taken as feed. In Saudi Arabia, 

these values range from 9% to 14%. The brine concentration ratio is simply the ratio of the maxi-

mum brine concentration in the last stage to that of feed water. It usually varies from 1.3 to 2 [4]. 

The scale deposition process is dependent on the concentration ratio and maximum temperature 

selected for the fl ashing brine.

14.3 MECHANISM OF SCALE FORMATION

Scale is defi ned as the deposit of certain sparingly soluble salts from the brine onto the tubing and 

other process surfaces. It is one of the most serious problems in any desalination process, especially 

in distillation. When a suffi ciently large amount of solute is maintained in contact with a limited 

amount of solvent, dissolution occurs continuously till it reaches a state when the reverse process 

becomes increasingly important. This is the return of dissolved species (atoms, ions, or molecules) 

to the undissolved state, a process called precipitation. When dissolution and precipitation occur 

continuously, and at the same rate, the amount of dissolved solute present in a given amount of 

solvent remains constant with time. The process is one of dynamic equilibrium and the solution in 

this state of equilibrium is known as a saturated solution. The concentration of the saturated solu-

tion is referred to as the solubility of the solute in the given solvent. Thus, the solubility of a solute 

is defi ned as its maximum concentration which can exist in solution under a given set of conditions 

of temperature, pressure, and the concentration of solution. A solution that contains less solute than 

required for saturation is called an unsaturated solution. A solution whose concentration is higher 

than that of a saturated solution due to any reason(s), such as change in solvent concentration, tem-

perature, and so on, is said to be supersaturated. When the temperature or concentration of a solvent 

is increased, the solubility may increase, decrease, or remain constant, depending on the nature 

of the system. For example, if the dissolution process is exothermic, the solubility decreases with 

increased temperature; if endothermic, the solubility increases with decreased temperature [6,7]. 

The degree of supersaturation can be defi ned in two ways. One method is to measure the absolute 

supersaturation (AS), which can be represented as

 = − eqAS  C C  (14.1)

where

C is the concentration of the dissolved substances in a given supersaturated solution

Ceq is its normal equilibrium saturation concentration

The other method of expressing the degree of supersaturation is by defi ning in terms of percent 

supersaturation (%PS) as

 = − ×eq eq%PS  [(  )/ ]  100C C C
 (14.2)

and supersaturation ratio as

 = eqSR  /C C  (14.3)
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Solubility data of solutes provide a basis to establish saturation concentration. A convenient method 

of discussing the solubility (S) of a solute is by means of a solubility product (Ksp). Consider the 

addition of a solute MX(s) to distilled water. At the limit of solubility, there is a dynamic equilibrium 

which can be represented as

 +MX(s) M (aq) X (aq)−+�  (14.4)

and the equilibrium constant, o
spK , for the solubility process is given as

 −=o +
sp [ (M ) (X )] (MX)/K a a a  (14.5)

Since the activity of pure solid MX(s) is unity, the equilibrium expression simplifi es to

 o +
sp (M ) (X )K a a −=  (14.6)

o
spK  is known as solubility product or sometimes thermodynamic solubility product, and it is a func-

tion of temperature and invariant with the ionic strength of the solution [8]. In any aqueous solution 

containing M+ and X− ions, as long as the activities a(M+) and a(X−) are such that their product is 

greater than 
o
spK , then some solid MX(s) should precipitate until the product of a(M+) and a(M−) 

becomes equal to o
spK .

For a general case:

 −+�M X (s) M (aq) X (aq)q+ p
p q p q  (14.7)

 o
sp (M ) (X )q p p qK a a+ −=  (14.8)

 o +
sp  [ (M ) (X ) ][ (M ) (X ) ]q p p q q p p qK C C − + −= γ γ  (14.9)

where γ(Mq+)p and γ(Xp−)q are the activity coeffi cients of species M and X. If C(Mq+) and C(Xp−) are 

the concentrations, the mean activity coeffi cient of MpXq is denoted as γ p+q, then

 o +
sp  [ (M ) (X ) ]q p p q p qK C C − += γ  (14.10)

The solubility product expression now can be modifi ed as follows:

 −= +
sp  [ (M ) (X ) ]q p p qK C C  (14.11)

where Ksp is known as the apparent solubility product and is related to thermodynamic solubility 

product as follows:

 o
sp sp / p qK K += γ  (14.12)

If the ionic strength of the aqueous environment is low, the activity coeffi cient (γ) is unity (i.e., the 

ideal behavior of solution is approached, in which activities and concentration can be equated) and 

the above expression reduces to an approximate form.

 o
sp sp K K∼  (14.13)
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 + −
sp ~[ M  (X ) ]( )q p p qK C C  (14.14)

This form is frequently used in practice, in which the true solubility product is expressed simply in 

terms of concentration of the ions. However, it should be noted that in aqueous systems of signifi cant 

ionic strength, the activity coeffi cient is not equal to 1, and thus Ksp is not equal to o
spK . Then Ksp is 

a function of both temperature and ionic strength, while 
o
spK  is invariant with ionic strength. In such 

circumstances, the use of Equation 14.13 is likely to introduce signifi cant errors. The calculation of 

activity coeffi cients (γ±) becomes necessary at higher ionic strengths. A number of correlations are 

available in the literature to estimate activity coeffi cients, and Horvath [9] has given an excellent 

review of these. Pytkowicz [10] suggested the following form for high ionic strength solutions:

 1.5 2
1 2 3log /(1  )     A I Ba I C C I C Iγ = + + + +  (14.15)

where
21/2 i iI m Z= Σ  ionic strength

mi is the molal concentration of ion i in the solution

Zi is the ionic charge of ion i in the solution

a is the ion size parameter

A, B are the Debye–Huckel coeffi cients

C1−C3 are the regression constants

Substituting Equation 14.15 in Equation 14.12, after taking log on both sides and assuming p = q = 1, 

will give the following equation for Ksp:

 o 1.5 2
sp sp 1 2 3log  log  2 /(1 )  2  2  2K K A I Ba I C I C I C I= + + + + +  (14.16)

14.3.1 SOLUBILITY AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN THE PRECIPITATION

The solubility of a salt, as discussed earlier, is defi ned as its maximum concentration which can 

exist in solution under given solution concentration, temperature, and pressure. At this condition 

of saturation, the solution is said to be in equilibrium with respect to the salt. As long as the salt 

concentration in the solution is equal to or below its saturation concentration, it will not precipitate 

out of the solution, and no scale will form. If, however, the concentration of the salt exceeds its 

saturation concentration due to any reason(s), such as change in solution concentration, temperature, 

pressure, and so on, the solution is said to be supersaturated. The excess salt in the saturated solu-

tion tends to precipitate and probably deposit as scale. The higher the degree of supersaturation, 

the greater is the driving force for precipitation to occur. Therefore, the basic condition required for 

scale formation is the attainment of supersaturation [2]. As a consequence of supersaturation, nuclei 

will form and lead to crystal growth and precipitation or scale formation. The solubility of the scale-

forming salts is, therefore, like a border between the scale and no-scale regimes, and its knowledge 

is fundamental to the prediction and control of scale. So, the knowledge of solubility data is of vital 

importance for the prediction of scaling.

14.3.2 MAXIMUM SUPERSATURATION AND SUPERSOLUBILITY

It is important to know the maximum supersaturation of a substance and the stability of the solution 

that can be achieved under given conditions. The maximum supersaturation represents the limit at 

which spontaneous crystallization begins [7]. The value of maximum supersaturation can be measured 

either in terms of absolute supersaturation or percent supersaturation. The value of maximum super-

saturation depends primarily on the nature of solute and the solvent. However, other factors such as 
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temperature, impurities, the rate of cooling of a solution, and various other mechanical effects (fi ltra-

tion, stirring, irradiation with ultrasound, and so on) have a signifi cant infl uence on the value of maxi-

mum supersaturation. In view of the above mentioned factors, the method of preparation of a solution 

and the degree of its purity may be very important in achieving a high level of supersaturation.

The phenomenon of maximum supersaturation is closely related to the stability of supersaturated 

solutions, which is governed by the metastability limit, also known as supersolubility. The super-
solubility represents the maximum concentration, obtained at a given set of conditions of tempera-

ture, ionic strength, and so on, at which spontaneous crystallization begins [11]. The supersolubility 

(metastability limit) separates the region of supersaturated solutions into two parts. The supersatu-

rated solutions with concentrations above the supersolubility limit crystallize instantaneously, while 

those whose concentrations are below the limit can be stored without inducing crystallization for 

sometime. The fi rst mentioned region is known as labile region or unstable zone; the second region 

as the metastable zone, as shown in Figure 14.4 [12].

Miers and Isaac [13] have defi ned the supersolubility as the maximum concentration at which 

large-scale crystallization of a solution begins. The supersolubility curve resembles the solubility 

curve, and the two are usually almost parallel to each other. Tovbin and Kransnova [14] plotted the 

solubility and supersolubility data of three salts, as shown in Figure 14.5. For KNO3 and KClO3, 

these curves are practically parallel while in the case of KCl, the solubility curve is steeper than 

the supersolubility curve. However, the difference between the two curves is relatively small and 

the two curves are in fact straight lines. In contrast to the solubility curve, the supersolubility curve 

does not depend just on the temperature and composition of the solution but also on the elapsed 

time, other conditions being equal. The period during which the concentration of a solution remains 

constant is known as the induction period or latent period [7]. The duration of the induction period 

depends on the degree of supersaturation of a solution, the nature of the solute and the solvent, the 

vigor of stirring of the solution, the presence of impurities, and other factors.

14.4 TYPES OF SCALES

In distillation processes, the scales formed can be divided into two types: (a) alkaline scales—

mainly calcium carbonate and/or magnesium hydroxide, and are soft in nature; and (b) sulfate 

scales—mainly calcium sulfate. Calcium sulfate scales are hard and generally form at temperatures 

above 121°C when higher concentrations of calcium and sulfate ions are prevalent.
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14.5 SCALE PREDICTION

The ability to predict scale formation is essential for its prevention and mitigation. There are a num-

ber of different methods that are used for predicting scale formation. They are generally divided 

into three categories: (a) scaling index determination, (b) scale prediction based on solubility data, 

and (c) chemical equilibrium calculations. These methods ignore the effect of kinetics and trans-

port phenomena and are mainly based on thermodynamic concepts, which merely predict scaling 

tendency. It is not possible to predict how fast scale will form and how much. The scale prediction 

methods developed for predicting scaling potential in oil wells may be utilized for predicting scal-

ing in seawater desalination by distillation method as the concentration and temperature range in 

the desalination plants are within the limits.

14.5.1 SCALING INDEX DETERMINATION

Ryzner [15] presented stability index to predict scaling tendency of CaCO3 for waters at temperatures 

below 200°F (93°C) and low total dissolved solids (TDS). He defi ned the stability index (SI) as follows:

 SI = 2pHs − pHa     >7 Scaling tendency

              <7 Corrosion tendency

where

pHa is the actual pH as determined

pHs is the saturation pH determined by measuring the methyl orange alkalinity, the calcium 

hardness, total dissolved solids, and temperature

Langelier saturation index (LSI) proposed the following model to prevent scale and corrosion in 

municipal water systems:

 SI = pHs − pHa     >0 Scaling tendency

             <0 Corrosion tendency

LSI is applicable for waters with relatively low salt concentrations (around 4000 ppm) and in the 

pH range of 6.5–9.5. Stiff and Davis extended the Langelier equation to waters of TDS up to 
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200,000 ppm, temperatures less than 194°F (90°C), and pH of 5.5–8.5. The Stiff–Davis stability 

index may be defi ned as

 SI = pHa − p(Ca) − p(Alk) − K   >0 Scaling tendency

                 <0 Corrosion tendency

where

pHa is the actual pH as determined

p(Ca) is the negative logarithm of calcium concentration

p(Alk) is the negative logarithm of the total alkalinity (based on bicarbonate content)

K is the constant which depends on temperature and total brine concentration

The detailed procedure of using Stiff–Davis index is presented by Cowan and Weintritt [2]. The 

main limitation of this index is that it does not consider pressure changes in predicting the scaling 

potential. In additive-treated desalination plants, CO2 is not in signifi cant quantities and Stiff-Davis 

index can be used. However, in acid-treated plants where CO2 is released, it might give slight errors 

in predicting scaling potential. Oddo and Tomson [16], Valone and Skillern [17], and Kline [18,19] 

have proposed methods for calculating carbonate scale-forming potential using CO2 partial pressures 

and the rate of precipitation.

14.5.2 SOLUBILITY METHOD

The solubility method is used to predict scaling potential based on the information of the solubil-

ity data of scaling species and its actual concentrations in the brine. This method may be used to 

mainly predict CaSO4 scale formation in distillation plants. Stiff and Davis [20] developed a cor-

relation for the solubility of CaSO4 in a mixture with a view to simulate natural brines:

 S = ST F1 F2 F3

where

ST is the solubility of CaSO4 in water at the given temperature

F1 is a factor to take care of common ion effect (excess of Ca++ or −2
4SO  ions);

4Solubility of CaSO in presence of excess common ion

Solubility in water

F2 is the sodium ion factor; 
Solubility in NaCl

Solubility in water

F3 is the magnesium ion factor; 
2+Solubility in Mg salt

Solubility in water

This correlation has many limitations, the most important being that it is based on the assumption 

that the contributions of excess common ions and ionic strength are independent, and hence can be 

accounted for separately. This correlation may only be used for low ionic strength brines.

The scaling potential of various brines can be determined using the scaling index (SI):

 

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

≤
sp

IP
SI >1 Scaling tendency

1 No scale

K

In general, the solubility of CaSO4 
. 2H2O and CaCO3: (a) decreases with temperature, (b) increases with 

pressure, and (c) increases with salt concentration up to a certain point and then tends to decrease.
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In the case of CaCO3, there is an additional parameter that has a strong infl uence on its solu-

bility—partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2). The CaCO3 solubility increases dramatically with pCO2 

according to the following reaction:

 2+
3 2 2 3CaCO (S) CO (g) H O Ca (aq) HCO (aq)−+ + +�  (14.17)

Unlike CaSO4, the solubility of CaCO3 is very strongly dependent on the 
−− 2

2 3 3CO – HCO – CO  

equilibria. The models that govern its solubility in saline waters are different from those for CaSO4. 

Raju and Atkinson [21,22] proposed empirical correlations to estimate the thermodynamic solubil-

ity product o
spK  and the mean activity coeffi cient γ± for the sulfate-scale-forming compounds. The 

solubility can be determined with the following equation:

 o

sp /S K ±= γ  (14.18)

The estimated solubility can then be used in determining the scaling potential of CaSO4 scale in dis-

tillation plants. Considering MSF plants, the predominant scale is gypsum and the solubility of solid 

CaSO4 · 2H2O (gypsum) in aqueous electrolyte solutions may be related to the following reaction:

 
−⋅ + +� 22+

4 2 4 2CaSO 2H O (s) Ca (aq) SO (aq) 2H O  (14.19)

 − ±= ⋅ ⋅ γ ⋅2+ 2 2
4

o 2 2
sp H OCa SO

K m m a  

 ±= ⋅ γ ⋅
2

o 2 2
sp sp H OK K a  

where 
2H Oa  is the activity of H2O.

Following are the examples of equimolar and nonequimolar systems:

CaSO4-in-NaCl Equimolar system

CaSO4-in-MgCl2 Equimolar system

CaSO4-in-CaCl2 Nonequimolar system

In equimolar systems, the molar concentrations of Ca2+ and −2
4SO  are equal, that is,

 −= 22+
4Ca SO

m m  

and the Ksp is calculated from the solubility (S) data using the following equation:

 Ksp = S2

In the case of nonequimolar system (CaSO4-in-CaCl2), the following condition is applicable:

 −> 2
2+ 4

Ca SO
m m  

and the Ksp is calculated from the CaSO4-in-CaCl2 solubility (S) data using the following equation:

Ksp = (S + X)(S)

where X is the excess common ion given by

 −+= − =22 24
CaClCa SO

X m m m  
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Real brines are the complex mixtures of many salts. It is true that most brines (geothermal, oilfi eld, 

seawater, and brackish waters) are simulated using NaCl to determine solubility data. But there are 

other ions such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ which are present in appreciable quantities and have signifi cant 

infl uence on solubility.

Suitable mixing rules can be used to estimate solubilities. There are many mixing rules available 

[23] for predicting the properties of the mixtures. A reasonable mixing rule to predict solubility in 

mixtures of salts and in the real brines is as follows:

 

1

log log

N
i

m i

i

I
S S

I
=

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑  (14.20)

 sp sp

1

log ( ) log ( )

N
i

i

I
K m K i

I
=

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑  (14.21)

Here, it is assumed that the solubility (or Ksp) in the mixtures of salts can be calculated from the sum 

of ionic strength fractions of single salt solubilities. Assuming the mixture (or brine) to consist of 

mainly three salts, NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2, the above equations can be written as

 
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

1 2 3
1 2 3log [log ] [log ] [log ]m

I I I
S S S S

I I I
 (14.22)

 
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

1 2 3
sp sp sp splog ( ) [log (1)] [log (2)] [log (3)]

I I I
K m K K K

I I I
 (14.23)

where

1 = NaCl

2 = MgCl2

3 = CaCl2

To determine the scaling potential of a particular system of brine, SI can be defi ned for the 

mixture as

 ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦spSI  log ( )/ ( )IP m K m  (14.24)

where IP(m) = the product of ionic species of CaSO4 present in a given mixture or brine

 −= ⋅ 22+
4Ca SO

(e.g., ( ) )IP m m m

Ca2+, −2
4SO  are obtained from the analysis of brine.

To summarize

 

=
=
>

spSI log[ ( )/ ( )] <0 No scale

0 Saturated

0 Scaling tendency

IP m K m

 (14.25)

The models based on solubility data have some limitations. In most cases, the effect of ion pairs 

is not considered, and the solubility data used may be limited to low temperature and in sodium 

chloride solutions. The presence of ions such as magnesium that are known to have signifi cant infl u-

ence on solubility are often ignored. Thus, the models based on solubility data predict only scaling 

tendency and with a high degree of uncertainty. This means that a positive scaling potential does not 
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necessarily imply scale formation. Kinetics and transport phenomena considerations are required to 

predict actual precipitation and deposition.

14.5.3 CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM METHOD

Another method for predicting scale formation is by performing equilibrium calculations for a 

given system of brine. This method uses the analysis of brine, and based on mass balance and mass 

action equations for a set of possible reactions in the brine, equilibrium compositions of various 

species are estimated [24]. These equilibrium compositions will indicate the scaling potential of 

possible compounds. Some computer programs are available in the literature like WATEQ [25] and 

SOLMINEQ [26] that can perform equilibrium calculations by considering the analysis of particu-

lar brine. The basic philosophy is to defi ne a system of reactions for the recycle brine of distillation 

plant. A simplifi ed system for the precipitation of gypsum may be defi ned as

 +
2H O H OH−+�  (14.26)

 
−+ +⋅ 22+

4 2 4 2CaSO 2H O (c) Ca SO 2H O�  (14.27)

 2
3 2 2 3CaCO (c) H O CO  Ca 2HCO+ −+ + +�  (14.28)

 
−+�o 2+ 2

4 4CaSO Ca SO  (14.29)

 
−+�o 2+ 2

4 4MgSO Mg SO  (14.30)

 
− + −+� 2
3 3HCO  H CO  (14.31)

 
− + −+� 2
4 4HSO  H SO  (14.32)

The set of reactions can be increased according to the requirement based on the analysis of the 

brine. The equilibrium constant method can be used to estimate the equilibrium concentrations of 

solute components. The free energy of the formation of all the species present in the above system 

can be estimated using methods available in the literature [27–29]. The activity coeffi cients of vari-

ous species can be calculated using the Bromley or Pitzer method [9].

The mass action equations for the system, the mass balance equations, and the charge balance 

equation need to be written. These equations will form a set of nonlinear algebraic equations that 

can be solved by developing a FORTRAN program or using MATLAB®, and so on. The equilib-

rium composition obtained by solving the above mentioned set of equations will indicate the pos-

sibility of the scale formation of certain species.

14.5.4 KINETICS AND TRANSPORT PHENOMENA CONSIDERATIONS

Scale prediction can be done based on thermodynamics and solubility data. However, these methods 

only predict scaling tendency with high uncertainty. Precipitation may not occur even though the 

solution is supersaturated, as mentioned earlier, in the metastable region. In the metastable supersatu-

ration region, spontaneous crystallization is not likely to occur whereas in labile region, spontaneous 

crystallization is possible. The kinetics of precipitation has to be investigated to determine actual 

precipitation phenomena and the rate of precipitation. Thus, a certain level of supersaturation must 

be exceeded for both thermodynamics and kinetics to result in actual precipitation. Unfortunately, 

the supersaturation level at which spontaneous precipitation occurs is not well defi ned and it is dif-

fi cult to predict as it depends on a number of variables such as temperature, agitation, pH, ionic 

strength, and the presence of suspended matter which can act as nucleation site, and so on [30]. 
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Once precipitation begins, it may or may not deposit. This also depends on the hydrodynamics, 

like velocity and turbulence, temperature, sharp bends, the nature of substrate surface, and surface 

roughness, particularly surface homogeneities—such as grain boundaries, scratches, and regions of 

high residual strain. The corrosion of substrate plays an important role in an early stage of the depo-

sition of precipitate. The mechanism of deposition after precipitation has been discussed by Cowan 

and Weintritt [2] in detail. Figure 14.6 illustrates the steps involved in the scale deposition process 

which are: dissolution of mineral salts in water, supersaturation of dissolved salts, nucleation, pre-

cipitation, adherence, and crystal growth on substrate.

14.6 SCALE CONTROL METHODS

Desalination plants based on distillation process generally use seawater as feed water, with salinity 

around 35,000–50,000 ppm. With appropriate concentration factor, the recycle brine concentration is 

around 1.2–1.5 times that of feed. Its various constituents can cause scaling or corrosion, and hence 

pretreatment is needed to prevent frequent interruptions in plants operation. Pretreatment comprises 

fi ltration, chlorination, dosing of antiscalants, and deaeration/decarbonation. The following paragraphs 

will focus mainly on scale control methods. There are a number of methods to control scale formation in 

desalination plants such as softening, seeding, the use of complexing agents, pH control, and threshold 

agents’ treatment. The widely used methods for scale control are acid treatment or additive treatment.

14.7 ACID TREATMENT

The control of scale by acid treatment method is meant to prevent alkaline scale formation. The 

calcium sulfate scale is usually avoided in this case by operating the plant at temperatures and con-

centrations of brine below its supersaturation limit. Temperatures below 121°C and brine blowdown 

concentrations of 75,000 ppm are regarded as safe operating limits. When acid (HCl or H2SO4) is 
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injected to the makeup of the feed seawater, it kills the alkalinity, the very scale-forming constituent 

(
−
3HCO ) by neutralizing reaction, and CO2 is evolved. To remove this CO2, a decarbonator (DC) is 

installed before the deaerator in the acid-treated distillation plants. In principle, if acid is injected 

strictly according to stoichiometric quantities, scale will not form and thermal performance will 

be maintained for indefi nite period. The correct dosing of acid needs skilled operators with the 

full understanding of the water chemistry of scale formation and prevention. Because the incorrect 

dosing of acid will either lead to scale formation or corrosion, the correct dosing of acid is very 

important and it can be done by two methods.

The dosage of acid does not depend on top brine temperature (TBT), while in additive dose 

plants the additive dosage is dependent on TBT. The additive dose has to be increased sharply with 

increase in TBT.

14.7.1 pH CONTROL METHOD

The pH of makeup feed seawater is adjusted to a predetermined value by acid injection based on 

the alkalinity and pH of feed. pH is measured after feeding acid but before DC to regulate the 

acid-dosing pump. pH meters need to be calibrated frequently to provide reliable readings and 

avoid any malfunctioning of pH meters. pH adjustments are done in different manners: (a) acidi-

fi cation based on stoichiometry to a pH of 4.4. The alkalinity is completely neutralized and the 

CO2 released is removed through DC; however, a small amount of caustic is added to adjust pH; 

(b) overacidifi cation to a pH of 3.8–4.0. Acid injection is more than the stoichiometric quantity 

required and caustic injection is necessary to adjust pH. This method eliminates scale-forming 

constituents completely, but poses the danger of severe corrosion if caustic injection malfunc-

tions; and (c) underacidifi cation to a pH of 5.0. Acid injection is less than the stoichiometric 

quantity required, leaving some alkalinity (15–20 ppm) in the makeup [31]. This method allows 

some scale formation, but the residual alkalinity is considered as buffer against corrosion and no 

caustic injection is necessary.

14.7.2 PROPORTIONAL FLOW CONTROL METHOD

In this method, the acid injection is based on the alkalinity and fl ow rate of makeup feed. Alkalinity 

is assumed to be constant, and acid dosing is regulated proportional to the fl ow of makeup feed so 

as to neutralize the total alkalinity. However, pH is measured regularly to make sure correct acid 

dosing is carried out. Alkalinity also has to be measured to make sure the acid injection is accord-

ing to stoichiometry.

14.7.3 CASE STUDIES

14.7.3.1 Jeddah-I
Jeddah-I is a dual-purpose power and desalination plant with capacity of 2 × 9500 m3/day and 2 × 

25 MW, and started operation in 1970. This plant was the fi rst major MSF plant started in Saudi 

Arabia with little experience. With respect to scaling, Maadhah and Wojcik [32] reported that it suf-

fered from both scaling and corrosion problems in brine heater and fl ash chambers. The reason was 

the incorrect dosing of acid due to inaccurate reading of pH and fl ow rates. Also, the TBT reached 

above design value of 120°C occasionally, which caused the formation of calcium sulfate scale in 

the brine heater tubes. The performance ratio was around 8.3 (designed value 9.5).

14.7.3.2 Jeddah-II
Jeddah-II is also a dual-purpose power and desalination plant, with a total desalination capacity of 

38,000 m3/day and power production of 80 MW, and started operation in 1977. This plant was well 

operated based on acid injection less than the stoichiometric quantity, leaving alkalinity of 15–20 ppm 

in the makeup [31]. The performance ratio was around 9.9 compared to the design value of 9.3.
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14.8 ADDITIVE TREATMENT

The additive treatment or threshold treatment comprises the injection of very small quantities of 

additives to the seawater makeup feed. Elliott [33] has extensively reviewed the early work on 

threshold agents. The mode of action of these threshold agents has not yet been fully explained but 

would appear to be due to the adsorption of the additive on the growing crystal nuclei which inhibits 

growth at the preferred nucleation sites and results in the formation of irregular, distorted crystals. 

Addadi [34] noticed that the required dosages of these additives vary from 5 wt.% in solution for the 

objective of habit modifi cation up to 10 wt.% for total inhibition. Harris [35] discussed the effect of 

various additives in retarding the precipitation of alkaline scale (e.g., calcium carbonate and mag-

nesium hydroxide) and sulfate scale in desalination plants. In the water treatment industry, these 

additives have been used successfully to control carbonate as well as sulfate scales.

14.8.1 LOW-TEMPERATURE ADDITIVES TREATMENT

Among the different types of additives to control scale formation in distillation plants, polyphos-

phates can be used for desalination plants up to the TBT of about 90°C. Above this temperature, 

the thermal degradation of polyphosphates begins and the additive will become ineffective. Proper 

additive dosage has to be determined to be able to utilize it effectively; otherwise lower dosage will 

increase scale problem and excessive dosage will form sludge and impair the thermal performance 

of the heat transfer tubes in the brine heater. However, the polyphosphates are susceptible to hydrolysis, 

and the rate of hydrolysis increases with temperature.

14.8.2 HIGH-TEMPERATURE ADDITIVES TREATMENT

The high-temperature additives (HTA) are organic polyelectrolytes that are stable at higher temper-

atures between 90°C and 112°C. Polymaleic acid (PMA) was found to overcome the disadvantage 

of polyphosphate and has the ability to withstand high temperatures and prevents the formation of 

alkaline scales. Low-molecular-weight polymeric carboxylic acid and phosphorous base alkaline 

antiscalants were developed as HTAs. It has become a common belief that these chemicals distort 

the lattice structure and, when adsorbed on a scale crystal, interfere either with the nucleation or the 

crystal growth process [36]. Polyphosphonate “phosphorous base alkaline group” does not hydro-

lyze as easily as the polyphosphate group due to the greater stability of the c-p bond in phosphonates 

as compared with the p-o bond in phosphates [37].

In a seeded crystal growth study on the evaluation of poly(acrylic acid) PAA of varying molecu-

lar weight, Amjad and Masler [38] reported that the molecular weight of polymers plays an impor-

tant role in the inhibition of gypsum crystal growth from solution. The optimum effectiveness, 

determined by the induction time, occurred with a PAA molecular weight of 2100. Amjad [39], in 

another study, reported that the amount of gypsum scale deposited on the heat exchanger was found 

to be higher in the case of high-molecular-weight polyacrylates (240,000) compared to that obtained 

in the presence of lower molecular weight (2100) PAA.

Although effective in many applications, synthetic polymers such as PAA, PMA, polymethacrylic 

acid PMAA, like other scale control chemicals (e.g., polyphosphates and phosphonates, and so on), 

have low calcium tolerance, that is, they react with calcium ion to form the insoluble calcium-

polymer salt.

14.9 HYBRID TREATMENT (ACID + ADDITIVE)

The hybrid scale control treatment method consists of a combination of acid and additive injection. 

The philosophy is to inject less than stoichiometric amount of acid to neutralize a substantial portion 

of total alkalinity (e.g., 80%–85%) in the seawater makeup feed followed by the appropriate quantities 
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of additive injection to prevent scale formation arising from residual alkalinity as well as from sul-

fates, depending on the TBT. The hybrid method is considered to provide the advantages of both acid 

treatment and additive treatment methods. In hybrid method, the underdosing of acid is employed that 

provides buffering action and protects against corrosion, as discussed earlier. Thus, the threat of cor-

rosion of heat transfer tubes and other steel structures due to the accidental overdose of acid is greatly 

minimized, the chances of serious scale problem are avoided in the case of additive injection pump 

failure accidentally, and the thermal performance is better than additive-only plant and close to acid 

treatment plant. The hybrid method also reduces the frequency of acid cleaning and increases the plant 

life. Cox [40] described the technical and economic benefi ts of hybrid method.

14.9.1 CASE STUDIES OF HYBRID TREATMENT

Spanhaak et al. [41,42] presented the encouraging results of hybrid method at Texel and Terneuzen 

MSF plants. They reported that, at Texel plant, hybrid treatment with acid dose corresponding 

to neutralize 80% alkalinity and 3.5 ppm Belgard EV reduced iron losses by a factor of 10. At 

Terneuzen plant, acid dose corresponding to neutralize 90% alkalinity and 2.5 ppm Belgard EV 

reduced copper losses by a factor of fi ve and iron losses by a factor of seven and operated for 18 

months without any interruption and scaling [43].

Butt et al. [44] performed a systematic hybrid treatment trial on Desal Unit A of Ghazlan Power 

Plant. The units (three units produce 10,000 m3/day) were designed to operate at 112.8°C (235°F) TBT 

and use acid for the control of scale. Due to the nonavailability of well-trained and skilled operators, 

the plant management believed that the use acid might pose the danger of corrosion, so the units were 

switched to additive treatment. However, it took some time and effort, and after testing a number of 

additives, a suitable additive formulation (Albrivap-G) was identifi ed that was successful and effective 

against the relatively high levels of iron in the makeup feed. The TBT temperature was brought down 

to 107.2°C, and Albrivap-G allowed operating the plant for 30 days after which acid cleaning was 

required. On-line acid cleaning was carried out at a recycle brine pH of 6.2–6.5.

The comparative fi eld trials of additive-only and hybrid treatment were conducted on Desal Unit 

A under identical conditions. Albrivap-G trial was initiated using 12 ppm to the makeup feed, while 

hybrid trial used acid injection to neutralize 80% of alkalinity in the makeup along with Albrivap 

DSB at the rate of 3.0 ppm. Both Albrivap-G and Albrivap DSB were polyphosphate-based addi-

tives. Figure 14.7 shows the relative effectiveness of additive-only and the hybrid treatment in terms 

of heater shell pressure.

It can be observed that the scale buildup during additive-only trial was fast and reached the limiting 

value of 37 psia in 19 days. In hybrid trial, dramatic results were observed. The heater shell pressure 

barely reached the design value of 28.8 psia (far below the limiting value of 37 psia) even after 164 days.
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The thermal performance of both the trials is presented in Figure 14.8 in terms of fouling factors 

(FFs). In the case of additive-only trial, the brine heater FF reached design value of 3.9 × 10−4 

m2°C/W, exceeding the design value by a factor of three in just 19 days and the FF of heat recovery 

section exceeded by a factor of two. In the case of hybrid trial, the heater FF increased rapidly in fi rst 

26 days and exceeded the design value. The sudden shutdown on day 27 brought the FF signifi cantly 

below the design value, and further shutdowns intermittently maintained the FF below design value 

even after 164 days. The FF of heat recovery section was also found to be around design value after 

164 days, demonstrating the superior performance of hybrid trial over additive-only treatment.

The hybrid trial provided adequate protection against the corrosion of copper alloy tubes and 

other plant internals as compared to additive-only trial. Upon the inspection of brine heater tubes, 

the soft and nonadherent type of white- to muddy-colored scale was observed which can be removed 

by wiping with fi ngers easily when wet. Beneath the soft scale deposit, a very thin but hard iron-rich 

layer was evident. However, the magnesium-based scale was predominant in the case of additive-

only treatment compared to hybrid trial. The unit chemical treatment cost for hybrid treatment was 

about 50% lower than that of additive-only treatment besides superior thermal performance, result-

ing in the energy cost savings.

14.10 SURVEY ON SCALE CONTROL METHODS

A survey of scale control techniques was performed by contacting consultants, plant suppliers, 

and plant operators in the Arabian Gulf region, and also by searching published literature. A brief 

description of opinions provided by various organizations is presented here.
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14.10.1 INPUT FROM CONSULTANTS

According to Wade [45] of Preece, Cardew, and Rider (PCR), the acid injection permits the TBT 

to be raised to about 115°C, “but at the risk of much greater corrosion rates.” He highlights that 

for a scale-free and corrosion-free operation, the recycle brine pH needs to be maintained in the 

narrow range of 7.7–7.8, which is diffi cult to achieve, “particularly where skilled operators are at 

a premium.” However, the acid-designed plants are thermally effi cient as evident from the fouling 

factor allowance for heat recovery tubes, which is around 0.07 × 10−3 m2°C/W. In the additive-dosed 

plants, the HTA allow the TBT to be raised up to 110°C. The pH of recycle brine is typically in the 

range of 8.5–9.0, resulting in low corrosion rates. Also, the fouling factor for the heat recovery sec-

tion of an additive plant is in the range of 0.1–0.15 × 10−3 m2°C/W. El-Saie [46], a consultant, always 

favors additive injection and he credits himself for having introduced Hagevap (a polyphosphate-

based proprietary scale control chemical) in the MSF plants of Kuwait.

Fichtner Consulting Engineers favors the dual temperature design, such that a minimum produc-

tion can be assured by operating the plant at 90°C, while the advantage of HTA can be realized 

by operating at higher temperatures. In Barba’s opinion [47], both acid and additive treatments are 

the safe and reliable methods of scale control. However, he is concerned about pollution caused by 

additives and corrosion due to dissolved oxygen which should be eliminated from recycle brine. He 

suggests that repeated shutdowns and startups should be avoided to prevent plant corrosion.

14.10.2 PLANT SUPPLIERS

Envirogenics has built several plants, both acid and additive dosed. Based on a survey [48] 

Envirogenics responded that, “as a company we are generally bound by the client or consultants 

specifi cations as to the type of scale control method.” The trend is to specify additive-dosed system 

probably because (a) additives are safe to handle and (b) the plants can operate with the recycle 

brine pH of more than 8, thereby eliminating the threat of corrosion. However, they mentioned that 

if intelligent and concerned operators are available, the acid dosing has the following advantages: (a) 

lower cost, (b) the possibility of operating at higher TBT, and (c) in the case of the malfunctioning 

of additive injection system, some scale will form, but the recycle brine pH can be easily adjusted to 

remove the scale formed in few hours. The preferred method of acid injection is less than stoichio-

metric amount of acid so as to leave 10–15 ppm of residual alkalinity in the makeup. This method 

minimizes chemical injection cost and greatly reduces the risk of plant corrosion.

Sasakura reported an interesting case of switch over from polyphosphate to acid dosing. 

Sasakura built a polyphosphate-dosed 2650 ton/day plant for Matsusima Mine Co. at Nagasaki, 

Japan. The unit was operated for about 2 years and it was observed that the design output and 

GOR could not be sustained and acid cleaning was frequently needed. After installing decarbon-

ator, deaerator, and acid injection system in 1969, the plant was switched to acid-dosing system. 

Sasakura reported that the plant was operated nonstop with only 2 weeks of scheduled shutdown 

every year. Sidem clearly favors additive injection instead of acid-dosing system. Their response 

is as follows: although acid treatment allows a lower investment cost, but it is very diffi cult to 

control proper acid injection. If acid injection is more than stoichiometric amount, serious cor-

rosion problems will be encountered, and if it is less than stoichiometric quantity, serious scale 

problems will occur. The continuous accurate measurement of pH in large fl ows is not easy and 

electrodes are generally not reliable. Additive dosing allows minimizing the risks associated with 

an underdosing or overdosing of acid.

Most of the plants in Italy built by Fraco Tosi are based on acid dosing while those built in the 

Middle East are additive dosed. Franco Tosi believes that if a plant is to be located in an area where 

skilled operators are available, acid treatment is preferable. However, if the skilled operators are 

scarce, and the plant is to be operated at TBT in the range of 90°C–100°C, additive treatment is 

more suitable.
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14.10.3 PLANT OPERATORS

The response received from plant operators based on the survey conducted by contacting agencies 

responsible for the operation and maintenance of thermal desalination plants mainly within the 

Arabian Gulf region [48] is summarized here. The plants in Bahrain, Abu Dhabi, and Kuwait are 

mostly based on low-temperature additive—polyphosphate. The reason for opting additive treat-

ment method is due to safe operation with available operators in the region. Consultant Dr. El-Saie 

has also supported additive treatment for the plants in that region (Arabian Gulf) mainly because of 

the lack of skilled operators and no acid manufacturing facilities. The operation and maintenance 

personnel of Bahrain remarked that the liberal lining of water boxes and fl ash chambers with supe-

rior metals was necessary to ensure trouble-free acid treatment operation. The initial operation of 

MSF plants was on Hagevap at the rate of 4.5 ppm, but the thermal performance was poor. In 1981, 

high-temperature additive Belgard EVN was used that increased the production by 17%. Qatar was 

one of the fi rst Gulf countries to adopt seawater desalination based on MSF process in 1959. The 

two units of capacity 0.15 MIGD (million imperial gallons per day) were based on acid treatment. 

Diamond [49] reported that the handling and dosing of imported acid presented enormous problems 

and caused the serious corrosion of plant internals. The next generation of MSF plants was based on 

polyphosphate injection for the control of alkaline scale. But the polyphosphate operation was also 

found to be unsatisfactory. The units had to be acid-cleaned every 1–2 months which contributed 

to costly tube leakages and plant downtime [49]. In another study, Diamond [50] reported that a 

10-month trial of Belgard EV at 5 ppm dosage was carried out in 1975–1976 at 105°C–110°C in a 

newly installed MSF unit at Ras Abu Fontas and was found to be highly satisfactory. Various addi-

tives evaluated by the team at Ras Abu Fontas station were: Belgard EV-100, Flocon 247, Calgon, 

and Albrivap. At Dubai, the consultant specifi ed Albrivap-A and Belgard EV for low- and high-

temperature operations, respectively, on their Wier-Westgarth units. Albrivap-A at 4.0 ppm gave rea-

sonable performance; however, it was found to have two undesirable features: (1) Albrivap-A being 

in powder form, its mixing was diffi cult and (2) being polyphosphate based, it is good only for low-

temperature operation. In 1982, Albrivap-A was completely replaced by Albrivap DSB. This new 

additive has three advantages: (1) it is in liquid form and therefore easy to inject, (2) at 2.0–2.5 ppm 

dose level, it is competitive with Albrivap-A, and (3) it permits high-temperature operation.

14.11 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON SCALE CONTROL METHODS

Each method of scale control has its own advantages and disadvantages. In the case of acid treatment, 

if the dosage of acid injection is adjusted properly, it neutralizes the total alkalinity and renders the 

operation practically scale free. But additive-alone treatment cannot eliminate scale formation, it can 

only minimize. Since no alkaline scale will form in properly acid-dosed plants, the need for acid 

cleaning is reduced and the thermal performance is improved, consequently lowering the operating 

cost. However, if any malfunctioning of acid-dosed system happens, the plant suffers from serious cor-

rosion. In acid-dosed plants, acid injection can be monitored by measuring the pH of the recycle brine, 

whereas in additive-alone treatment, the monitoring of additive present in the system is diffi cult.

14.12 DEVELOPMENT OF SCALE CONTROL INHIBITORS

The performance of additives in relation to their chemical structure and functional groups has been 

investigated extensively. Buehrer [51] discussed the effect of small quantities of sodium-hexa-meta-

phosphate (SHMP) and mentioned that 2 ppm of SHMP can completely prevent the precipitation of 

200 ppm of calcium carbonate at room temperature. Much work was carried out [52–54] with the 

homo- and copolymers of acrylic acid, which were used for the prevention of scale in industrial 

water recirculation systems. Scale formation was prevented to a certain extent but none of the addi-

tives tested had a greater activity than polyphosphate. Reddy and Nancollas [55] studied several 
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phosphonates to inhibit the crystal growth of calcite in evaporative desalination processes. The 

growth rate of inhibition was found to be a function of phosphonate dosage at levels.

Busch [56] developed a formulation to control scale buildup on metallic surfaces. The principle 

components of the formulation include a chelant, polymeric conditioners, a gluconate, a triazole, and 

sodium sulfate. The relationship between the structure and performance of high-temperature MSF 

plant scale control additives was studied by Walinsky et al. [57]. They evaluated low-molecular-

weight polymers (MW = 500–10,000) of maleic, fumaric, itaconic, methacrylic, acrylic, and vinyl-

sulfonic acid to prevent alkaline scale formation. The major fi ndings are as follows: (a) the overall 

scale control was most effectively demonstrated by low-molecular-weight maleic-based polymers, 

(b) monomeric antiscalants and polyvinylsulfonic acids were mostly ineffective against magnesium 

hydroxide, and (c) hydroxyethylidene diphosphonic acid and polyitaconic acid (MW-7000) formed 

insoluble calcium and sodium complexes which precipitated out from seawater probably due to poor 

compatibility or temperature-dependent solubility in seawater.

Davey [58] presented an excellent review on the role of additives in precipitation processes. He 

pointed out that most of the literature available is regarding the precipitation inhibition of spar-

ingly soluble inorganic substances. He classifi ed the various additives studied into the following four 

groups: (1) low-molecular-weight organic substances, for example, citric, succinic, tartaric acids, and 

nitrilotrimethylene phosphonic acid; (2) low-molecular-weight inorganic materials, such as sodium 

triphosphate and sodium pyrophosphate; (3) long-chain polymeric materials with acidic and hydrox-

ylic side groups, for example, polyacrylic acid, polyglutamic acid (PGA), and alginic; and (4) 

proteinaceous materials, for example, gelatin, statherin, phosphoproteins, and polyribonucleotides. 

He reviewed the effect of various additives (polyacrylic acid, sodium triphosphate, polymethacrylic 

acid, and sodium pyrophosphate) on the precipitation behavior of different supersaturated solutions 

(strontium sulfate, gypsum, and calcium oxalate) and concluded that the active additives invariably 

extend the induction time. He explains that the presence of active additive in the system may result 

in adsorption onto embryos that reduce the speed at which they pass through the critical size barrier, 

and thus reduces the rate of nucleation. Leung and Nancollas [59] reported the results of adsorption 

of nitrilotrimethylenephosphonic acid on barium sulfate crystals and concluded that only 5% surface 

coverage is necessary for the complete inhibition of crystal growth.

Gill and Varsanik [60] pointed out that a close comparison of the inhibitors and the mineral they 

inhibit or regulate shows some structural correlation. Various inhibitors have differing degrees of 

effectiveness even for different hydration forms of the same scale. Two crystallographic forms of 

calcium sulfate, dihydrate, and hemihydrate have been shown to have markedly distinct interactions 

with inhibitors like polyvinyl sulfonate (PVS) and polyglutamic acid (PGA) with respect to the 

change of the crystal habit. PGA is more effective than PVS for dihydrate phase, while the reverse 

is true for the hemihydrate phase. They attributed the changes in morphologies and inhibition to the 

close association of the negatively charged groups on the inhibitor and positively charged calcium 

ions in the crystal lattice of calcium sulfate hemihydrate/dihydrate.

It has been reported that structural matching between the functional groups of the additives and 

the cations at the crystal surface plays an important role in determining the effectiveness of the 

additives [39,58]. The molecular structures of some antiscalants are shown in Figure 14.9.

Amjad [61] examined a variety of polymeric inhibitors to prevent gypsum scale formation on 

heat exchange surfaces. He reported that scale growth experiments in the presence of low levels of 

acrylic acid-based copolymers clearly indicate that acrylic acid copolymer showed excellent inhibi-

tory property compared to acrylic acid/acrylate ester, acrylic acid/2-acrylamido-2-methyl propane 

sulfonic acid, maleic acid copolymer, and maleic anhydride/sulfonated styrene.

Polycarboxyl-type antiscalants, in general, have a tendency to become less effective in the pres-

ence of multivalent metal ions such as Ca++ and Mg++ in sea water. Fukumoto et al. [62] developed 

a new antiscalant AQUAKREEN KC-550 by the copolymerization technology and has much higher 

stability against such multivalent ions. Amjad [63], in another study, presented a comprehensive 

overview of scale inhibition in desalination applications. The study covers a general discussion on 
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major desalination processes, performance comparisons, and problems encountered in each process 

along with advantages and disadvantages. The main focus was on the fouling by mineral scales, 

colloidal matter, and metal hydroxides, and the role of the foulant control agent in the desalination 

industry. He concluded that various types of antiscalants are employed to control fouling such as 

polyphosphates, phosphonates, acrylic, maleic homopolymers, copolymers, and blended products 

containing phosphonates and copolymers. The blended products demonstrated the best overall per-

formance in preventing the deposition of foulants on heat exchanger and membrane surfaces. Gill 

[64] presented a novel chemical, polyamino polyether methylenephosphonate (PAPEMP), an addi-

tive that can reduce or eliminate acid injection and can control both calcium carbonate and calcium 

sulfate scales besides showing effectiveness against fouling by silica and iron hydroxides. PAPEMP 

has also indicated high tolerance for calcium ions.

Benchtop screening tests on various silica inhibition chemistries are reported, with emphasis on 

additives with dendrimeric or polymeric structure and backbone by Neofotistou [65]. The inhibi-

tion performance of STARBURST polyaminoamide (PAMAM) dendrimers of generations 0.5, 1, 

1.5, 2, and 2.5 were studied. Experimental results show that inhibition effi ciency mainly depends on 

structural features of PAMAM’s and dose levels. Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) polymers of a variety of 

molecular weights were also investigated as potential SiO2 inhibitors.

Euvrard et al. [66] discussed the silica formation, deposition, and its inhibition in desalination appli-

cations by conducting the kinetic investigation of silica formation and the morphometric characteristics 

of deposits. The inhibition performance of chemical inhibitors [phospinopolycarboxylic acid (PPCA) 

and diethylenetriaminepentamethylenephosphonic acid (DETPMP)] were investigated. Experimental 

results indicated that the deposition of silica was highly delayed and the morphological characteristics 

of the deposit such as size were affected by the presence of inhibitors. An improved method of inhibit-

ing corrosion and calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate scaling in thermal and membrane desalination 

processes has been invented by Dave et al. [67]. This method includes adding a composition having an 

oligomeric phosphinosuccinic acid to seawater or recirculation brine in a desalting process to produce 

water for drinking and industrial applications. The method also includes adding a composition, includ-

ing mono-, bis-, and oligomeric phosphinosuccinic acid adducts, to the desalting process.

Martinod et al. [68] presented the understanding of scaling phenomena in seawater and the effects 

of green inhibitors. In order to understand the processes occurring at the liquid surface interface, a 

procedure has been developed to follow in situ and in real time the growth of scale particles in the 

micrometer size range and to quantify the effects of inhibitor on the crystal evolution. Experiments 
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were carried out with a green additive, PMA, at a concentration of 1 and 4 ppm and with PPCA (com-

mercial phosphonate inhibitor) used as inhibitor reference. On the one hand, results showed that 

PMA reduces the formation of scale by acting on the nucleation and growth process namely at a 

concentration of 4 ppm. In this study, a comprehensive description of the inhibitor/surface interac-

tions was presented. The role of the green additive in affecting the interface was discussed in rela-

tion to the principal mechanisms by which the inhibitors function.

14.13 SUMMARY

An overview on scale formation and control in thermal desalination processes has been presented. 

It describes the mechanism of scale formation and scale prediction techniques for brines at tem-

peratures encountered in thermal desalination plants such as MSF and MED. The scale control 

methods utilized in the desalination industry were highlighted along with the opinion of different 

stakeholders (like desalination plant operators, consultants, and plant suppliers) on the choice of 

scale control method. Each type of scale control method is discussed with case studies. At the end, a 

brief discussion on the development of scale control inhibitors and their effectiveness with reference 

to thermal desalination systems is presented.
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15 Boiler Water Treatment

Bruce T. Ketrick, Sr.

Boiler water treatment encompasses the benefi cial conditioning, both mechanical and chemical, 

of water used to generate steam or hot water in a boiler. The treatment process begins with the 

initial step of water preparation (pretreatment) and continues up to the fi nal step of condensate 

return blending with makeup water to become feed water. Therefore, the boiler water treatment 

program has to consider the impurities in the water, the design of the boiler system, the pretreat-

ment equipment, the boiler design, the steam purpose, the steam contact, the condensate return 

line system design, the chemical feed system, chemical feed points, chemical treatment products, 

and plant capabilities. All of these come into play in determining the parameters of the boiler 

water treatment program.

Paramount to all of this is economics. The insuffi cient treatment of boiler water is extremely 

costly, both in terms of fuel costs and in equipment maintenance. The two most important economic 

issues for the owner of a boiler are effi ciency (fuel and water usage) and equipment longevity (main-

taining internal surfaces clean of scale, deposits, and corrosion). As the quality of the makeup water 

to the boiler is improved, the potential for the formation of scale and deposits is reduced. This, in 

turn, maintains a cleaner internal surface, which reduces the potential for fuel loss. By minimizing 

corrosion in the system, water loss is also minimized, while maintaining the integrity of the boiler 

system metal. The minimization of scale and corrosion, therefore, equates into maximizing both 

effi ciency and system integrity. This chapter addresses the various aspects of boiler water treatment, 

including pretreatment, treatment programs, and product applications.
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15.1 BOILER SYSTEM

Figure 15.1 shows the fl ow diagram of a typical boiler system. The detailed description of the vari-

ous parts of the boiler system is presented next.

15.1.1 PRETREATMENT

Pretreatment encompasses the process by which the water used as makeup to the boiler is conditioned 

to improve its quality. Therefore, this can include any or all of the following: clarifi cation, fi ltration, 

ultrafi ltration, water softening, dealkalization, reverse osmosis (RO), and demineralization.

15.1.1.1 Clarifi cation
The fi rst step in pretreatment is clarifi cation. Where a municipal water supply is used as the makeup 

water source, clarifi cation is performed by the municipality. As such, this is usually not a concern for the 

boiler water treatment program. However, numerous systems collect makeup water from surface and 

well water sources. These systems may have to consider the use of clarifi cation to remove suspended 

solids from the water. Suspended solids from water that is not clarifi ed will contribute a considerable 

amount of sludge to the boiler. Clarifi cation is usually accomplished by adding a primary coagulant to 

the water that combines with the solids in the water to form either larger particles (fl ocs) or precipitates 

followed by mechanical removal. Table 15.1 lists the primary coagulants used in clarifi cation.

The primary coagulants listed in Table 15.1 combine with suspended solids in the water, which 

then settle out of the water and are mechanically collected in clarifi ers as sludge. This reduces the 

solids loading in the water. Problems with clarifi cation are overfeed of the coagulant and insuffi -

cient solids removal. Overfeed of the coagulant can occur during periods when the water tempera-

ture drops below 50°F. The reaction time for most aluminum salts is directly related to the water 

temperature. When the water temperature drops, the reaction time increases. The usual result is an 

overfeed of aluminum salts in order to achieve the desired water clarity.

Excess aluminum salts can then continue to react as the water travels down the pipes and pre-

cipitate in the lines, eventually either causing fl ow restrictions or sloughing off and creating line 

blockages. Excess aluminum ions can pass through the system to the water softener and bind to the 

resin bead, diminishing ion exchange capacity. Reduced ion exchange capacity is also a problem 

where iron salts are overfed, as iron ions will also attach to the resin bead, blocking sites for the 

desired ion exchange.
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FIGURE 15.1 Boiler system fl ow diagram. (Courtesy of Guardian CSC, York, Pennsylvania, Water 

Processing Training Program.)
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A solution to this problem obviously is not to overfeed the coagulant. However, this may mean 

that the clarity of the water is also compromised. In this case, the addition of a second coagulant 

aid, such as a low-molecular-weight cationic polymer, DADMAC (poly-diallyldimethylammonium 

chloride), or other polymer that can improve clarity in cold water and allow the reduction of the 

primary coagulant feed, is the solution. The key again is to make sure that excess metal ions have 

been reduced in the water. Coagulation does not remove all of the suspended solids in the water. 

Filtration is usually the next step in water preparation.

15.1.1.2 Filtration
Filtration is the mechanical removal of suspended solids from a fl uid by means of a pressurized 

fl ow through a permeable medium. The amount and size of particles removed is based on the type of 

fi ltration media. Consider that clarifi cation takes out the larger solids from the water. Filtration then 

removes more of the remaining suspended solids from the water. The degree of removal of the sus-

pended solids is based on the size, type, and design of the fi lter. Boiler water treatment programs for 

boilers that operate under 300 psi (per square inch) usually only require the removal of suspended 

solids down to between 1 and 5 micron (micron (μ) = 10−6 m). Table 15.2 lists various types of fi ltra-

tion used in boiler pretreatment process.

The selection of the type of fi ltration is based on the remaining solids or water impurities that 

need to be removed. The following section presents discussion on the advantages and disadvantages 

of fi ltration process.

TABLE 15.2
Filtration Types
Types of Filtration

Aggregate: Media is a nonhydrous aluminum silicate.

Multilayered: Multiple layers of media distinctively layered with the coarsest media on the top.

Sand: Sand media where fi ltration is done on the surface.

Carbon: Activated carbon is used as the media for the removal of organics.

Cartridge fi ltration: Cartridge is designed to remove a specifi c size or type of particle.

Cyclonic: Centrifugal force separates solids down to approx. 50 μ.

Source: Ketrick, B., Types of fi lters, Internal Training Program, Guardian CSC, York, PA.

TABLE 15.1
List of Primary Coagulant Used in Clarifi cation

Name Formula Commercial Strength Grades Available

Aluminum sulfate Al2(SO4)3 ⋅ 18H2O 71% Al2O3 (liquid is 17%) Lump, powder, granules, liquid

Sodium aluminate Na2Al2O4 55% Al2O3 Crystals

Ammonium alum Al2(SO4)3(NH4)2SO4 ⋅ 24H2O 11% Al2O3 Lump, powder

Copperas FeSO4 ⋅ 7H2O 55% FeSO4 Crystals, granules

Ferric sulfate Fe2(SO4)3 90% Fe2(SO4)3 Powder, granules

Ferric chloride FeCl3 ⋅ 6H2O 60% FeCl3 Crystals

Magnesium oxide MgO 85% MgO Powder

Bentonite Al2O34SiO2 ⋅ H2O — Powder

Sodium silicate Na2O ⋅ 3SiO2 38° Bé Liquid solution

Source: Cotton, I., Clarifi cation products - AWT TRTM, Rockville, MD, pp. 2–16, 2001.
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Aggregate fi ltration uses a magnesium-silicate-based media. The media is very light and porous. 

It has an appearance similar to a gray pumice. This media is housed in a tank similar to a water soft-

ener. The pros are that the aggregate fi lter is able to remove solids down to 1 μ, takes a small footprint, 

and removes solids over the entire volume of the bed. The disadvantages are that the media is very 

light and can easily be backwashed out of the tank. If the fl ow regulator is removed, the bed can plug 

easily; it does not remove either organics or chlorine and the media will physically break down over 

time, requiring replacement every few years, based on backwash demand cycles. Aggregate fi lters 

are installed instead of or just after raw water clarifi cation and before a water softener. Multilayered 

fi ltration is a series of layers of media, each layer being smaller in size than the layer preceding it. 

This allows a higher fl ow rate than using a single media size for fi ltration. It also allows the fi lter to 

be designed to remove solids down to a specifi c size. Multilayered fi lters perform the same function 

as the aggregate fi lter, but are more expensive to install and require a large footprint.

Sand fi ltration is a common fi lter media. Solids removal is based on the sand size used in the 

fi lter. Some of the pros of sand fi ltration are that the units are forgiving and the sand media is inex-

pensive to replace. The problems with sand fi ltration are fi ltration is only on the surface of the fi lter, 

sand fi lters require a large footprint for the unit, sand is easily fouled by oils and fats, and sand 

does not usually remove solids down to 1 μ in size. Sand fi ltration can be used as initial fi ltration to 

remove silt and debris and then followed by fi ner fi ltration as carbon fi ltration. This is common as 

pretreatment for RO systems.

Carbon fi ltration is used for the removal of (a) chlorine, (b) sediment, and (c) organics, phenols, 

pesticides, surfactants, colors, and so on. The carbon fi lter bed is backwashed with the aforemen-

tioned fi lters to remove suspended solids. The removal of organics that are captured in the carbon 

media requires the application of steam. Steaming the media drives off the organics and extends the 

use cycle of the carbon media. Carbon fi lters are housed in stainless steel, iron, and fi berglass tanks. 

Stainless steel is recommended as the tank media where carbon is to be steamed. Fiberglass cannot 

be used in steaming operations and the iron tanks tend to corrode under steaming conditions, result-

ing in shorter equipment life spans than the stainless steel.

One of the problems with using carbon fi ltration is that it is a good growth media for bacteria. 

When carbon fi ltration is used before RO or demineralization, it is important to run bacteria tests 

on the fi lter effl uent. If bacteria are present, remove the carbon media from the fi lter, disinfect the 

vessel, and use new carbon media as a replacement. Bacteria can attack membranes and resin, caus-

ing media failure and should be avoided. If the carbon media cannot be easily replaced and a quick 

fi x for bacteria is required, the addition of hydrogen peroxide to the system can effectively kill the 

bacteria while doing minimal damage to the carbon media.

Chlorine in the water will damage water softener resin beads. It is a common practice to place 

carbon fi ltration after the media fi lter and before the water softener. Run daily chlorine residual tests 

on the effl uent of the carbon fi lter. When chlorine breakthrough occurs, backwash the unit. If this 

does not reduce the chlorine breakthrough, replace the carbon media. Carbon fi ltration is always 

recommended in front of a RO system. Chlorine can attack membranes similar to the attack on resin 

beads, and organics will foul the membranes.

Cyclonic fi ltration is the least common fi ltration method for boiler water pretreatment. Cyclonic 

fi lters use centrifugal movement to separate solids from the water. Each unit is designed to operate 

between two fl ow rate parameters and at a specifi c pressure drop. If the fl ow to the fi lter is above 

or below the design fl ow rate, the effi ciency of the fi lter is dramatically reduced. Cyclonic fi ltration 

will effectively remove solids that are 75 μ or larger, and is able to remove solids down to 50 μ when 

operating within design parameters. Therefore, it is not effective for the removal of the smaller sus-

pended solids that could result in deposit formation in the boiler if not removed with pretreatment.

A signifi cant benefi t of choosing cyclonic fi ltration is that a cyclonic fi lter has very few, if any, 

moving parts. This means that the fi lter does not require signifi cant maintenance. In regard to appli-

cation, cyclonic fi lters are used to remove high levels of large solids. A fi eld verifi cation method to 

determine if a cyclonic fi lter will perform in the designated application is to run a settling test on 
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the water to be fi ltered. Take a sample of water to be treated and let it sit for 30 s. Cyclonic fi ltration 

should be able to remove the solids in the water down to this level. Follow the cyclonic fi lter with 

either sand, aggregate, cartridge bag, or carbon, and the system should be able to achieve the desired 

water quality.

Cartridge fi ltration is the use of a manufactured cartridge media that fi lters solids down based 

on the micron size specifi c to the cartridge. The cartridge sizing varies, but industry standards are 

1 μ absolute, 0.35, 1.0, 5, 20, 50, 100, and 150 μ. The advantage of using this type of fi ltration is 

that one can fi lter very effectively to the specifi c particle size that is desired for the application. The 

disadvantage is that the fi lter cartridge will have to be replaced on a somewhat frequent basis, and 

that the cartridge must be made of a material that is compatible with the impurities in the water. 

The use of cartridge fi ltration allowed for less than 1-μm quality fi ltration and can be expanded into 

ultrafi ltration and membrane technologies.

As quality water becomes scarce, the use of fi ltration technology will become more important 

for boiler water makeup. Waste streams from plant wastewater systems, cooling tower bleed, and 

contaminated water systems will be conditioned and used for boiler makeup. Suspended solids, 

oils, and other contaminants will be removed with clarifi cation. Organics, surfactants, and volatile 

organic compounds (VOC) will be removed with carbon fi ltration. Ion exchange is now and will be 

used to remove ions that are harmful to the boiler.

15.1.2 ION EXCHANGE

Ion exchange is the substitution of ions in the water for ions that are attached to the resin bead. The 

type of resin bead used in this method of water conditioning dictates the ions that will be available 

in the water that enters the boiler. Figure 15.2 shows beads of ion exchange resin.

The primary ions that ion exchange removes from the makeup water to the boiler are the hard-

ness ions, that is, Ca2+ and Mg2+. The carbonate salts of these cations exhibit inverse solubility 

behaviors with increasing temperature. In short, as the water in the boiler is boiled to make steam, 

these solids will readily precipitate out of the water and form hard scale in the boiler. Hard scale 

acts as an insulator which results in fuel losses and metal fatigue. The removal of these cations is 

important for the prevention of scale in the boiler. The resin used for water softening and exchange 

of calcium and magnesium is strong acid/strong cation resin. Table 15.3 presents applications of 

various ion exchange resins commonly used in boiler water pretreatment process.

The process of ion exchange in water softening is basically: Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions pass through 

the resin bed and are ionically attracted to the sites in the resin beads. Since Ca2+ and Mg2+ have a 

higher charge than the sodium (Na+) ion that is resident on the resin bead, there is a substitute reac-

tion where one ion of Ca2+ and Mg2+ occupies the sites that were occupied by two Na+ ions. The Na+ 

ions are then released into the water as replacement for the Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions. The term soft water 

FIGURE 15.2 Resin beads. (Courtesy of Guardian CSC, York, Pennsylvania, External Water Processing 

Training Program.)
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refers to water where the cations of calcium and magnesium have been replaced by the sodium 

ions. The importance of supplying quality soft water to the boiler is that the potential for scale and 

deposit formation are reduced or eliminated. Therefore, the boiler water treatment program relies 

heavily on the performance of the water softener. With water softener performance in mind, it is 

important to consider the potential issues related to unit operation.

Mechanically, the water softener allows water to pass over the resin bed. As the water passes over 

the resin bed, the ion exchange process occurs; this is called the service cycle. Eventually, the sites 

available for ion exchange on the resin bead are fi lled. At this point, regeneration of the resin bead is 

required. This process backwashes the resin bead to remove solids and broken beads; injects a brine, 

sodium chloride, solution over the resin beads where the calcium and magnesium ions are rejected 

to waste and sodium ions attach to the resin bead sites; and the resin bed is rinsed to settle the resin 

bed down and fl ush off any excess brine.

The steps in the water softener cycle are listed below.

Service• : The unit is in operation. Hardness is being removed from the water as it passes 

over the resin beads.

Regeneration• : The resin is exhausted.

–  Backwash: Initial regeneration step, where the resin is backwashed by the reversal of the 

water fl ow. Resin bed expands up to 50% of its height.

–  Brining: The longest part of the cycle, where the brine solution (salt solution) is slowly 

drawn over the resin beads. This is where the sodium forces the calcium and magnesium 

off the bead.

– Slow rinse: The slow rinsing of the brine solution out of the resin bed, settling the bed.

–  Fast rinse: Rinses the excess brine off the resin beads, after the regeneration of the resin 

bead is completed.

–  Brine refi ll: Water refi lls the brine tank. This allows sodium chloride salt in the brine tank 

to dissolve in the refi ll water and form saturated brine for use in the next regeneration.

– Service: The unit is ready to be returned to service.

The problems that can occur during the mechanical phases of the water softener cycle are as 

follows

Problem: Water softener does not pull brine. With insuffi cient brine draw, the water softener resin 

cannot regenerate. The result is a shortened run time failing to have any ion exchange capacity.

TABLE 15.3
Resin Applications

Resin Types Strong Acid/Strong Cation Weak Acid/Weak Cation

Application Water softener. Cation removal in deionization/demineralization.

Function Due to its ability to convert neutral salts 

into their corresponding acids, this 

resin is called strong acid resin.

Weak acid or weak cation resin is used for removing 

the cations associated with alkalinity (Ca, Mg, 

and Na).

Regeneration Normal regeneration is with NaCl. In 

the hydrogen cycle (using acid for 

regeneration instead of salt), virtually 

all of the raw water cations can be 

removed.

Resin is regenerated in the hydrogen cycle with acid. 

Weak cation resin will regenerate more effi ciently 

than the strong cation resin.

Exchange group This resin uses sulfonic acid as the 

exchange group.

This resin uses the carboxylic group (–COOH) as the 

exchange group.

Source: Ketrick, B., Resin application table, Internal Training Program, Guardian CSC, York, PA.
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Solution: Check brine eduction valve. This valve sees corrosive brine with each regeneration 

and will either fail or build up solids in the educator. Clean the valve or replace it. This is the most 

common part on the unit to fail.

Solution: Check the foot valve in the brine tank. This is a fl oat-activated valve that is used to 

prevent the brine tank from overfi lling during the brine refi ll step. It can become plugged with dirt 

from the brine or hang in the up position. If this occurs, the water softener cannot pull brine, and it 

cannot refi ll to make a saturated brine. Clean or replace the foot valve assembly.

Solution: Manually put the water softener into the brine cycle. Remove the brine suction tube 

where it enters the water softener head. This is the brine educator. Press your fi nger over the hole 

in the educator valve where the tube was attached. If there is signifi cant suction on your fi nger, the 

educator is working properly and the foot valve is the problem. If there is very little or no suction, 

the educator valve is the problem and needs to be replaced.

Problem: Resin is suddenly showing up in the drain after regeneration.

Solution: If the water temperature has suddenly dropped due to cold weather and the resin is 

less than a coffee cupful, then the bed expansion from colder water is the problem. This is only a 

temporary problem and usually will only occur once or twice in cold weather.

Solution: Each water softener has a fl ow-restricting valve or fi xed-fl ow orifi ce that is installed 

in the line that discharges from the water softener head to the drain. This is installed to prevent the 

water fl ow during backwash from fl ushing the resin out of the water softener to the drain. It can 

wear over time and should be replaced every 5–7 years.

Solution: The water temperature, approximately room temperature, and the fl ow restriction valve 

are in place. At this point, if you also see resin in the feed water, the internal distributor is cracked 

and must be replaced. This is done by taking the water softener off-line. Remove the head of the 

water softener. Then pump the resin bed into empty plastic drums; this can be done by educting the 

resin or pulling it out with a wet vac. Pull the distributor and check the laterals on the distributor. 

Replace any part that shows any impairment. Replace the distributor, add the resin back into the 

unit, and reassemble the unit.

Problem: Water is hard when the water softener is put on line, then becomes soft after it runs.

Solution: When you have multiple units and a unit is allowed to sit after regeneration with no water 

fl ow for up to a week, the resin, which is only ever 50% regenerated, will allow all of the sodium to 

migrate to the top resin and all of the remaining calcium and magnesium to migrate to the lower resin. 

Once water begins to fl ow, the ions balance out and the water softener starts to allow ion exchange. To 

prevent this problem, always fl ush at least three times the volume of the water softener tank to drain 

when the unit is to be put on-line and before sending the effl uent from the unit to the boiler.

These are the most common mechanical problems; the ion exchange resin also has to be under-

stood to make sure that the boiler receives quality water.

To start with, the ion exchange occurs on the inside of the resin bead. Looking back at Figure 

15.2, you see a smooth round plastic ball. The reality is that the bead is actually a multitude of 

minute fi bers similar to a ball of yarn. The resin bead is formed by adding divinylbenzene (DVB) to 

the monomers that make up the resin bead. The DVB causes the bead to cross-link. The higher the 

DVB content of the resin bead, the more resistant the bead is to the degradation, but that is traded 

for a tighter bead which has less porosity and less capacity.

The bead being formed by DVB and the structure of the bead cause two potential problems. The 

fi rst is that DVB is susceptible to oxidation. This is usually caused by the chlorine residual in the 

water. As the DVB is broken down, the integrity of the bead is lost. Eventually the bead becomes 

spongelike and soft. At this point, the resin bead is useless for ion exchange. The second problem 

is structure. Ion exchange occurs on the inside of the resin bead. Looking at Figure 15.2 again, you 

notice that in spite of the magnifi cation, the fi bers of the bead are not visible. This means that fi ne 

silt and micron-sized particles can impinge on the resin bead and block the fl ow of water through 

the resin bead. No fl ow, no ion exchange.
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The solutions to these problems are fi ltration and cleaning. Where fi ltration is not installed before 

the water softener unit, fi ne particles impact on the resin bead and the resin bed becomes the fi ltration 

media. When used for this purpose, the ion exchange is affected. So, fi ltration before the water soft-

ener is recommended. Where chlorine is present in the water, carbon fi ltration should be used before 

the water softener. Carbon fi ltration will fi lter the solids and remove the chlorine from the water. This 

protects the resin bed from particle impaction and the breakdown of the DVB cross-linking.

The cleaning of the resin can be done as a part of maintenance or can be accomplished as an off-

line procedure. The maintenance cleaning of the resin bed can be done by adding the resin cleaner to 

the brine tank. Cleaning occurs during the brining cycle of regeneration. Off-line cleaning is usually 

a last effort to save the resin rather than to replace the resin. This process is performed by taking the 

water softener off-line and opening the top of the unit. Resin cleaner is added to the unit. An air lance 

is inserted down to the base of the unit and air is added very slowly. This allows the resin to move and 

contact the cleaner. Too much air will cause excessive foaming, and too little will not allow the resin 

to make contact with the cleaner. This process usually takes 2–4 h to complete cleaning.

There are a number of different types of resin cleaners. The three basic formulas are

10% 1-Hydroxy ethylidene-1,1-diphosphonic acid (HEDP)—good general cleaner• 

–1 quart/10 ft3 of resin as a maintenance dosage

–1 gal for every 10 ft3 of resin for off-line cleanup

Sodium bisulfi te—inexpensive, watch for fumes• 

–1 lb/10 ft3 of resin for maintenance

–1 lb/2.5 ft3 for off-line cleaning

–Be careful where iron is the main contaminant, as this can form with heavy iron to bind 

up the resin bed

10% Citric acid/20% HEDP—most effective general cleaner• 

–0.3–0.6 gal/10 ft3 of resin for maintenance

–0.3–0.6 gal/ft3 of resin for off-line cleaning

Up to this point, ion exchange has focused on water softener resin that removes cations; however, 

salts are formed from both cations and anions. Anions, carbonates in particular, contribute to prob-

lems in the boiler. Carbonates ( 3HCO− bicarbonate, 2
3CO − carbonate) break down in the boiler and 

form carbon dioxide (CO2) which leaves the boiler with the steam and then reacts with the conden-

sate to form carbonic acid (H2CO3). Sulfates (
2
4SO −

) are anions that combine with calcium to form 

hard scale in the boiler. The reduction or removal of anions can be considered where these problems 

are prevalent, or where the cost to treat these problems chemically is suffi cient to justify the cost of 

mechanical removal of the anions with dealkalization.

A dealkalizer used strong base/strong anion resin to remove anions. The unit can be regenerated 

with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) where the hydroxide ion (OH−) is the ion that is attached to the 

resin, or with sodium chloride (NaCl) brine, where the chloride (Cl−) ion is used on the resin. In the 

chloride cycle, the anion removal will only be a maximum of 90% removal from ion exchange. The 

use of the hydroxide cycle is far more effi cient.

Problem: Water softener is leaking hardness, allowing to enter the dealkalizer.

Solution: Bypass the dealkalizer. Calcium hardness entering a dealkalizer with form calcium sul-

fate which will deposit on the resin bead and cannot be removed through regeneration. If hard water 

is allowed to pass into the dealkalizer for any length of time, the resin will have to be replaced.

Solution: The water fl ow should always be through the water softener and then to the dealkal-

izer. Never place the dealkalizer upstream of the water softener.

Problem: Dealkalizer using hydroxide cycle is not regenerating.

Solution: The sodium hydroxide used for regeneration of a dealkalizer has to be textile grade or 

better. Contaminants in less-expensive grades will plug the educator preventing regeneration.
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Solution: 50% Sodium hydroxide will begin to form crystal as the temperature of the solution 

drops to 54°F. These crystals will cause the same fouling problem with the educator as impurities. The 

sodium hydroxide must maintain a temperature above 60°F to prevent this problem from occurring.

Classic pretreatment is fi ltration followed by water softening and then when applicable, dealkal-

ization. The future of pretreatment will also see the widespread use of RO.

15.1.3 REVERSE OSMOSIS

Reverse osmosis is a pressure-driven process used to remove dissolved ions from the feed water by 

the use of semipermeable membrane, as shown in Figure 15.3. The resultant is approximately 98% 

removal of the salts found originally in the water. The permeate is the water that has been processed 

through the RO membrane, which contains approximately 2% of the original solids level. The reject 

is the concentrated solution containing the rejected salts and the quantity of water that did not pro-

cess through the membrane. Note that gases in the water, as oxygen and carbon dioxide, will pass 

through the membrane into the permeate. If the presence of these gases is potentially detrimental 

to the quality of the process water, then they need to be dealt with either through deaeration or gas 

scrubbing.

The components of a RO unit are: prefi lters, high-pressure pump, RO membrane, and storage 

tank. The prefi lters are used to remove suspended solids and contaminants that would cause mem-

brane fouling. This system usually consists of suspended solids fi ltration, either sand, aggregate, or 

cartridge, and carbon fi ltration to remove chlorine and organics. The high-pressure pump is used to 

create the RO process and force the water through the membrane. The membrane is the heart of the 

process. It is a multilayered cartridge that is designed to fi lter out the salts in the water. The storage 

tank is used to store permeate after it has been processed in the RO unit. Since the process is very 

slow, it is prudent to operate the RO unit continuously and to store any excess production for use at 

a later time. The life of the membrane depends on various factors, including operation parameters 

and water chemistry.

Filtration, as mentioned earlier, is used to remove total suspended solids (TSS), which is 

measured as the silt density index (SDI). The fi lter should be 1–5-μ fi lters, and they should be 

capable of reducing the silt index to less than 5 and preferably less than 3. Otherwise, these 

solids can rapidly foul a membrane. RO can remove up to 98% of salts from the feed water, so 

the higher the total dissolved solids (TDS), the greater the potential for forming insoluble salts 

on the membrane surface. For example, 98% removal of 100 ppm produces water with 2 ppm of 

salt content in the permeate, and 98% of feed water containing 400 ppm will produce permeate 

with 8 ppm of salt content.

Semipermeable
membrane

More concentrated
solution 2

Less concentrated
solution 1

Reverse osmosis

Water flow

Pressure

FIGURE 15.3 Reverse osmosis fl ow drawing. (Courtesy of Guardian CSC, York, Pennsylvania, External 

Water Processing Training Program.)
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Chlorine used as a biocide in RO system may damage the semipermeable membrane, a key com-

ponent of RO system. Chlorine attack causes the membrane to break down. Thin fi lm composite 

membranes are not very tolerant to chlorine and have up to 98% rejection rate for salts. Cellulose 

acetate membranes are more tolerant to chlorine, but only have up to 95% rejection rate. Carbon fi l-

tration is therefore important in the pretreatment train to prevent chlorine attack on the membrane. 

The greatest operational problems with RO membrane fouling are: microbiological, mineral scale, iron, 

and suspended solids. These are handled by adding scale inhibitors to prevent mineral scale, bio-

cides for the control of microbiological growth, pH adjustment to remove carbon dioxide, and iron 

and cleaners to keep the membrane surfaces as clean as possible.

Even with proper pretreatment and chemical cleaning, membranes should be cleaned off-line every 

3–6 months. Always perform cleaning if there is a 10%–15% increase in the differential pressure or 

a 10%–15% reduction in the permeate fl ow. Cleaning is performed by acid cleaning the membrane to 

remove mineral scales; this is followed by caustic cleaning to remove organics, biocides, or surfactants 

for microbiological cleaning and chelating agents for special circumstances.

RO should be monitored to verify the water quality. The points to monitor include (a) differential 

pressure between feed, concentrate, and permeate; (b) permeate and concentrate fl ow rates and 

recovery rates; (c) temperature; (d) pH; and (e) SDI. It is important to note that softened water is 

very critical for the proper operation of the boiler. In cases where RO process is used for boiler water 

makeup, the RO unit must be placed prior to water softener.

15.2 BOILER WATER TREATMENT PROGRAMS

15.2.1 FEED WATER SYSTEM

Once the makeup water has been processed in the pretreatment system, it becomes the feed water 

for the boiler. Feed water is the water that is fed to the boiler. It can be a combination of the conden-

sate return and the makeup, or where there is no condensate return, the makeup is the feed water. 

Feed water is heated before it is fed to the boiler. This is done to prevent thermal shock to the boiler 

metal and to reduce the gases found in the makeup water. Thermal shock occurs when cold water is 

fed to a boiler. The temperature difference causes the boiler metal to contract. The process causes 

metal fatigue which reduces the life of the boiler.

By heating up the feed water to prevent thermal shock, we also cause the water to deaerate. As 

water temperature approaches the boiling point, both carbon dioxide and oxygen solubility is dra-

matically reduced. These gases escape from the water and can be vented out of the system. This is 

accomplished with the use of either a feed water tank or a deaerator. The importance of deaeration 

is that as the oxygen in the water is heated, its ability to react with boiler metal to create pitting 

corrosion also increases by doubling every 10°C. If the oxygen in the water is not removed by either 

mechanical and/or chemical means, then rapid pitting will occur in the feed water system. The 

result would be pinhole leaks in tanks and pipes.

15.2.1.1 Feed Water Tank
A feed water tank is most commonly found in use with fi re tube boilers below 500 hp. The feed 

water tank is not a pressurized system and it is open to the atmosphere. Figure 15.4 shows the pic-

ture of a feed water tank. The water in the feed water tank is heated with a steam sparging line that 

feeds steam to the tank based on the setting on a thermal couple. The water temperature should be 

controlled 200°F–205°F to allow as much oxygen release as possible. Operating the feed water tank 

at temperatures above 205°F may cause pump cavitation. Pump cavitation will result in damage to 

the feed water pump. A feed water tank cannot remove all of the oxygen in the water, so a reducing 

agent is added to the water to combine with the oxygen. The addition of suffi cient reducing agent 

to the feed water neutralizes the ability of the oxygen to cause pitting in the feed water system. The 

oxygen solubility as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 15.5.
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Water level

Atmospheric
vent

Open feedwater tank heating

Makeup
H2O

M.U. float valve assy.

Catalyzed
sulfite feed¾ in. steel pipe or copper tubing,

sides perforated ¼ in.

Condensate
returns

Thermometer
insert

5 psi live steam
and control valve

Feedwater
pump

Sketch for automatic steam heating of boiler feedwater, oxygen venting
(Note: Metal tanks should be lined with corrosion resistant material)

FIGURE 15.4 Feed water tank drawing. (Courtesy of AWT, Rockville, MD, Technical Training Course, 

Boiler Water Treatment, Bruce Ketrick.)
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A deaerator differs from a feed water tank in that it uses pressure to raise the temperature of 

the feed water. This improves the effi ciency of oxygen removal. The deaerator is also located at a 

height above the boiler. The elevation of the deaerator creates head pressure (1 psi for every 2.31 ft 

of elevation) which assists in preventing pump cavitation. The effi ciency of the deaerator is based on 

holding the temperature of the feed water within 3°F of the saturation temperature based on the pres-

sure. When the feed water in the deaerator is within 3°F of saturation, the feed water will only hold 

5–7 ppb of dissolved oxygen. Most deaerators operate at approximately 5 psi and 234°F (Table 15.4).

15.2.2 OXYGEN SCAVENGERS

The reducing agents added to the feed water to remove the oxygen are also referred to as oxygen scav-
engers. The most commonly used oxygen scavenger for boilers operating under 300 psi is sodium 

sulfi te. Sodium sulfi te (Na2SO3) combines with oxygen (O2) to form sodium sulfate (Na2SO4). A 

solid combines with a gas to form a solid. The reaction theoretically requires 7.88 ppm of sodium 

sulfi te to react with 1 ppm of oxygen. In practical application, it requires 10 ppm of sodium sulfi te 

to react with 1 ppm of oxygen. The reaction time is reduced dramatically by adding 0.01/100% 

sodium sulfi te of a metal catalyst. The catalyst frequently used is cobalt sulfate. Sodium sulfi te is 

controlled in the boiler 20–60 ppm as sodium sulfi te. Table 15.5 references additional boiler water 

oxygen scavengers.

All oxygen scavengers should be fed to the system at the point that the feed water is initially 

heated. Some installations have a tank installed that mixes the makeup water and the condensate, 

downstream of the deaerator. Where this is the system design, the injection point for the oxygen 

TABLE 15.4
Saturated Steam Pressure versus 
Feed Water Temperature

Pressure, 
lb/sq in.

Temperature of 
Feed Water, °F

Btu per lb 
Feed Water

0 212 180

2 218 187

4 224 190

6 230 198

8 235 203

TABLE 15.5
Oxygen Scavenger

Oxygen Scavenger Feed Rate Control Comments

DEHA, 

Diethylhydroxylamine

1.24 ppm/ppm O2 0.5–1.0 ppm 

in condensate

Strong reducing agent; will volatilize and leave the 

boiler, protecting steam and condensate

Erythorbic acid 11 ppm/ppm O2 30–60 ppm GRAS food grade; used to passivate iron

Hydroquinone 6.9 ppm/ppm O2 0.1–0.3 ppm Works well in cold water; used in high pressure

Carbohydrazide 1.4 ppm/ppm O2 0.05–0.3 ppm Hydrazine substitute

Hydrazine 0.05–0.1 ppm 0.05–0.1 ppm Known carcinogen; good in high pressure

Methylethylketoxime 5.4 ppm/ppm O2 0.8–1.2 ppm Volatilizes with steam, good in long-run systems; 

not for layup

Sodium Sulfi te 10 ppm/ppm O2 20–60 ppm Reacts as a reducing agent to form sodium sulfate

Source: Ketrick, B., Oxygen scavenger, AWT Training Course, Rockville, MD, Boiler water treatment, pp. 47–55, 2009.
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scavenger should be to that tank instead of to the deaerator. Where the mixing of condensate and 

makeup is in the deaerator, the injection should be in the storage section of the deaerator at a point 

that is 6 in. below the operating water level. Injection above that level will cause product waste as 

the product reacts with gases that are being liberated from the feed water.

The injection of oxygen scavengers, in particular sodium sulfi te, should always use a stainless 

steel injection quill. Concentrated treatment products are very erosive and can be very reactive. In the 

case of sodium sulfi te, as the solution is heated, it will react with a black iron injection quill to form 

soluble ferric sulfate. This rapidly eats away the black iron injection quill. Therefore, the injection 

quill, nipple, and valve located at the point of injection should be made of stainless steel. The rest of 

the chemical feed line, where it is not subjected to the heat of the deaeration system, can be made of 

black iron; heat is the driving factor. Table 15.6 presents the properties of oxygen scavengers.

Diethylhydroxylamine, DEHA, is effective at reducing red ferric oxide into passive black mag-

netite in the boiler and the condensate system. DEHA acts as a reducing agent, oxygen scavenger, in 

the boiler. DEHA is also a volatile amine, so a portion of the product fed to the boiler will volatilize 

TABLE 15.6
Properties of Oxygen Scavengers

Oxygen Scavenger
Combined Ratio 

(Practical)
Maximum 

Pressure, psig
Volatility/

Distribution Ratio Passivation Ability

Sodium sulfi te, solid or 10%. 

Catalyst—cobalt or 

erythorbate

10:1 rapid scavenger 950 max. Risk of 

SO2/H2S

Not volatile/

DR = Nil

Limited only over 

300 psig

Sodium bisulfi te, 40% soln. 

Catalyst—cobalt or 

erythorbate

7:1 rapid scavenger 950 max. Risk of 

SO2/H2S

Not volatile/

DR = Nil

Limited only over 

300 psig

Sodium metabisulfi te 100% 

pwdr. Catalyst—cobalt or 

erythorbate

5:1 rapid scavenger 950 max. Risk of 

SO2/H2S

Not volatile/

DR = Nil

Limited only over 

300 psig

Hydrazine, 15 or 30% soln. 

Catalyst—hydroquinone

3:1 rapid scavenger 2,500 + produces 

NH3

Poor volatility/

DR = 0.1

Excellent for all 

systems

Diethylhydroxylamine, 

DEHA, 17.5–30% soln. 

Catalyst—HQ or copper

3:1 rapid scavenger 2,500 + some NH3 Good volatility/

DR = 1.3

Excellent for all 

systems

Erythorbate, 10–20% soln. 

Catalyst—Cu/Ni/Fe

10:1 good scavenger 1,500 + nothing 

harmful

Not volatile/

DR = Nil

OK, but only in the 

boiler

Hydroquinone, 15/25% soln. 

Catalyst—pyrogallol

7:1 scavenger 

enhancer

1,500 + produces 

CO2

Volatile only at 

1500 psig/

DR = 0.15

Acts as an enhancer 

only

MEKO (poor solubility). 

Catalyst—erythorbate

6:1 weak scavenger 1,250 + risk of 

charring

Highly volatile/

DR = 2.2

No true ability to 

passivate

Carbohydrazide, 6.5% soln. 

Catalyst—Cu or Co

1.5:1 slow enhancer 2,500 + produces 

CO2/NH3

Some volatility 

over 130 psig 

DR = 0.0

Excellent, but only 

for utilities

1-Aminopyrolidine, 30% soln. 

Catalyst—hydroquinone

2:1 OK scavenger 1,250 + risk of 

charring

Some volatility/

DR = 0.7

OK, but not special

Tannins, 25–50% soln. 

Catalyst—none

10:1 good for cold 

FW

650 Max. Product 

then fails

Not volatile/

DR = Nil

Excellent, but only 

in the boiler

Source:  Frayne, C. and Ketrick, B., Properties of oxygen scavengers, AWT Training Course, Rockville, MD, Boiler water 

treatment, p. 56, 2009.

Note: CR is for 100% scavenger.
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and leave the boiler with the steam. This allows the product to remove oxygen from the boiler, 

steam, and the condensate system. DEHA residual is measured in the condensate, and as little as 

150–300 ppb has been found effective in protecting metal surfaces from oxygen attack. Note that, 

on a use basis, DEHA is usually less expensive than the use of sodium sulfi te. The downside to 

DEHA is that it is not approved for food contact under 21CFR 173.310.

Erythorbic acid, on the other hand, is generally recognized as safe (GRAS) approved for use 

where there may be food contact. It is an isomer of vitamin C. The areas that erythorbic acid is 

used for oxygen scavenging would be food applications, pharmaceuticals, and where iron corro-

sion byproducts are present in the feed water. Erythorbic acid is effective at transporting iron. The 

problems with this product are that the use rate is 10% higher than sodium sulfi te, and the cost of 

the material is higher than that of sodium sulfi te.

15.3 SCALE AND DEPOSIT CONTROL

Boiler internal treatment, once oxygen has been scavenged, is the prevention of the formation of 

scale and deposit on the boiler surface. Scale is usually described as the formation of calcium-based 

salts on the metal surfaces of the boiler. Deposits are the agglomeration of solids that settle on the 

metal surface. The problem with the formation of deposits is that they are insulative. This prevents 

effi cient heat transfer across the boiler metal to the water that is fed to the boiler to form steam. The 

process also causes the boiler metal to heat to high temperatures. This overheating causes metal 

fatigue and eventual tube loss.

As little as 1/32 in. of calcium carbonate scale deposit can require approximately 8%/5% increase 

in fuel usage to develop the same quantity of steam as a clean boiler. Repeated over the heating of 

the boiler metal causes the carbon in the steal to migrate away from the grain of the metal. This 

results in the metal becoming brittle. Once the metal is brittle, both tube ends and tube sheets will 

form cracks at the points of stress. The end result is extensive repairs or replacement.

Both scale and deposits can be dramatically reduced by the reduction of the calcium and magne-

sium ions that are introduced to the boiler and the reduction of solids to the boiler. The importance 

of pretreatment to fi lter out solids and ion exchange to remove calcium and magnesium ions is as 

important as or more important than the chemistries used to control deposition. If these contami-

nants are removed before the boiler, they are not present to form deposits.

The programs used to prevent scale formation generally fall into three categories: precipitating, 

chelant, and dispersant.

15.3.1 PRECIPITATING PROGRAM

In this approach, phosphates are used to form a desirable precipitate. Phosphate combines with 

calcium to form a soft voluminous particle that can be suspended in the boiler water and removed 

through the blowdown. Table 15.7 lists the types of phosphates used in the precipitating programs. 

The key to this reaction is to have suffi cient alkalinity in the form of the hydroxyl ion (OH–). Where 

the hydroxyl ion is above 200 ppm and preferably 250 ppm, phosphate will combine with the cal-

cium that is in the boiler to form hydroxyapatite [Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2]. This is the preferred chemistry. 

If there is insuffi cient hydroxyl ion present, the calcium reacts with the phosphate to form tricalcium 

phosphate [Ca3(PO4)2]. Tricalcium phosphate is a very dense, hard gray deposit that forms a tena-

cious scale on boiler metal surfaces.

As you can see, having enough hydroxyl ion is important for precipitating chemistry to work. 

Hydroxyl ions are lost when hard water is fed to the boiler. In the case of a water softener failure, cal-

cium can enter the boiler. The calcium will combine with the hydroxyl ion and form calcium hydroxide 

Ca(OH)2. This ties up the hydroxyl ion and it is no longer available for use in forming hydroxyapatite. 

In addition, the calcium combines with the phosphate present and forms tricalcium phosphate. At this 

point, the normal reaction is to see that the phosphate residual is reduced in the boiler and the operator 
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adds phosphate to bring it back up. However, since the hydroxyl ion is not present, the only thing that 

the operator is doing is forming more tricalcium phosphate scale. It is recommended that in the phos-

phate treatment program, if a water softener failure occurs, stop the phosphate feed and add caustic 

soda (NaOH) until the hydroxyl alkalinity is 250 ppm or above. Then begin adding the phosphate 

product. Most importantly, the water softener must be returned to proper operating status.

Phosphate programs should be controlled at 20–80 ppm as orthophosphate (PO4). Below 20 ppm, 

the phosphate is not a primary factor in the formation of hydroxyapatite. Above 80 ppm, the phos-

phate residual will combine with the magnesium in the boiler and form an undesirable sludge that 

will adhere to the tubes. The normal reaction for magnesium in the boiler would be to form mag-

nesium hydroxide or magnesium silicate, both of which are small precipitating particles that do not 

readily form deposits. The overfeed of phosphate interrupts that reaction and forms a magnesium 

phosphate sludge [Mg3(PO4)2]. It is therefore recommended not to ever overfeed phosphate.

15.3.2 CHELANT PROGRAM

This approach differs from precipitating chemistry in that chelant chemistry combines with scale-

forming ions to form a soluble salt instead of a precipitant. This reduces the amount of sludge 

formed; precipitating chemistry increases the amount of sludge. The benefi ts are that with reduced 

sludge, there is a reduced demand for additional dispersant feed and a reduced requirement for 

blowdown. Reducing blowdown reduces fuel loss, water loss, and chemical loss from the boiler.

The chelants most commonly used in boiler water treatment are EDTA (ethylenediaminetetra-

acetic acid) and NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid). EDTA has gained popularity since NTA has been iden-

tifi ed as a potential carcinogen. The primary functional difference between the two chelants is that 

EDTA can attack boiler metal and gouge the metal when overfed, while NTA will not aggressively 

attack boiler metal. EDTA is to be fed to the boiler, using a stainless steel quill, into the feed water 

line preferably or to the boiler if that is not available. When fed to the feed water line, EDTA should 

be fed downstream of the feed water check valve and at least 5 ft upstream of any elbow in the line 

to prevent erosion in the feed water system.

EDTA feed rate is based on the cations present in the feed water. Analyze the feed water for 

calcium, magnesium, and iron. Then multiply the cations in the feed water by the chelating fac-

tors for each: Calcium × 10.59, magnesium × 8.69, Fe2+ × 14.33, and Fe3+ × 25.1. Add the chelant 

demand together and multiply the ppm of chelant demand by the millions of pounds of feed water 

to determine the pounds of EDTA required. To prevent chelant attack, take the EDTA requirement 

and multiply it by 0.8. You are now feeding approximately 80% of the chelant demand. This would 

assist in preventing excess chelant feed. EDTA, as all chelants, will also react as oxygen scavengers. 

TABLE 15.7
Types of Phosphates Used in Precipitating Programs

Phosphates Used in 
Precipitating Programs Formula P2O5% PO4%

Sodium hexametaphosphate (NaPO4)6 68 93

Tetra potassium pyrophosphate K4P2O4 ⋅ 3H2O 36.9 59

Sodium tripolyphosphate Na5P3O10 58 78

Sodium metaphosphate NaPO4 69 94

Tetrasodium pyrophosphate Na4P2O4 52 71

Monosodium phosphate NaH2PO4 58 79

Disodium phosphate Na2HPO4 48 66

Source: Ketrick, B., Types of phosphates, AWT Training Course, Rockville, 

MD, Boiler water treatment, p. 126, 2009.
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Therefore, in order to have the benefi t of the chelant for deposit prevention, it is important to always 

have suffi cient oxygen scavenger in the boiler. Maintain a minimum of 30 ppm of sodium sulfi te as 

sodium sulfi te in the boiler or the EDTA may become tied up in oxygen removal and it will not be 

available for deposit control.

Since EDTA testing is easily interfered within the fi eld, it is diffi cult to adequately measure 

EDTA residual in boiler water. The accepted control range for free chelant in a boiler is 1–3 ppm. 

Considering the diffi culty of running an accurate fi eld test and the low residual control range, it is 

usually easier to feed EDTA based on feed water usage. To check if there is excess EDTA in a boiler 

qualitatively, take a sample of the cooled boiler water and add the hardness buffer and hardness 

indicator to the sample. If the sample turns blue, excess EDTA is present and you should reduce the 

feed rate. If the sample turns purple, excess EDTA is not present.

A common approach to product development where EDTA is to be used in the boiler is to blend 

an orthophosphate-based product with the EDTA and a dispersant. The product level in the boiler is 

controlled using the orthophosphate test, which is accurate and easy to run on-site. This makes test-

ing for the product level easier for the facility. The product can be formulated so that the proper chel-

ant level is achieved with 5–15 ppm of orthophosphate in the boiler water. The wide range makes 

it easy to control the product level. The phosphate residual is below 20 ppm, so there is a minimal 

formation of phosphate sludge. The presence of orthophosphate ion in the boiler water will buffer 

the ability of EDTA to attack boiler metal when the EDTA residual is in excess. This product should 

be fed to the boiler, as the product contains phosphate, which as noted, requires hydroxyl ions to 

form a preferred sludge. The advantages include easy testing and buffering against metal attack. 

However, the disadvantages are increased sludge formation, increase in dispersant requirement, and 

a reduction in the ability for the EDTA to chelate deposit-forming ions.

EDTA can also be used to clean up old deposits in fouled boilers. Analyze the deposit before the 

cleanup and use the composition of the deposit to control the cleanup. Where phosphate is present 

in the scale, initiate EDTA feed at ten times the maintenance level and run orthophosphate residu-

als in the boiler water. As the deposit breaks down, phosphate is liberated, usually only a few ppm. 

Adjust the feed rate of the EDTA as the orthophosphate residual changes. When orthophosphate 

residual is not present, stop EDTA feed for a week and increase the dispersant feed. Since most 

deposits are layered, the program may have encountered a layer with high iron content instead of 

phosphate. Continue the EDTA feed after a week and look for the orthophosphate residual. EDTA 

cleanup in a boiler should be done slowly over months.

15.3.3 DISPERSANT PROGRAM

The program uses dispersant polymers and does not use either EDTA or phosphates. In this 

approach, the constituents in the feed water or in the boiler water side deposit will dictate the type of 

dispersant or types of dispersants that will be used. The program is used based on feed water usage. 

Organic programs can be fed to the deaerator, feed water line, or directly to the boiler. It would 

be recommended to feed the products to the feed water line for the best results. The concept is to 

disperse the solids in the boiler before nucleation (formation of a crystal) can occur. These minute 

particles are then dispersed in the boiler water. Without the ability to agglomerate or form crystals, 

the solids are then removed through blowdown. Organic programs are becoming more popular and 

will become more widely used once there is a quick and accurate method of measuring product 

levels in the boiler water. The key to selecting the type of deposit control program is to realize that 

they are all effective and they can all fail if misapplied.

15.3.4 DISPERSANTS

Dispersant chemistry has been discussed in detail in other chapters, so this section focuses on appli-

cation. The basic function of a dispersant is to use a long-chain organic polymer that is a polyanion 
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to disrupt crystal formation and to change the phase chemistry of the boiler water from cationic 

(+) to anionic (–). Negatively charged polyanions are attracted to the cations in the boiler water 

(calcium, magnesium, iron, and so on). This disrupts the formation of the crystal lattice pattern of 

the corresponding salt, preventing crystal growth. The prevention of crystal growth means preven-

tion of hard scale formation. The polyanion is fed to a slight excess, which results in the colloidal 

particle in the boiler water having a slight negative charge. In that like charges repel one another, 

the electronegative colloidal particles tend to disperse. These dispersed particles are then removed 

from the boiler water with blowdown. Dispersant molecular weight determines the potential particle 

size. A molecular weight of 2000–5000 MW is preferable in a boiler water treatment program. The 

smaller the dispersed particles, the less likely for these particles to form deposit. Polymeric disper-

sants are an integral part of all of the deposit prevention programs. When using a phosphate pro-

gram, it is important to have a substantial amount of dispersant fed to the boiler. This is required to 

offset the high amount of sludge formation found with a phosphate program. When using a chelant 

program, the dispersant requirement is reduced due to the reduction in the formation of sludge. In 

that iron ties up more than 50% more EDTA than calcium, it is prudent to use a sulfonated iron dis-

persant as part of the dispersant product in the program to assist the EDTA. Organic programs are 

all dispersant programs. A dispersant is fed to the boiler system in the same manner as the organic 

program to the feed water line based on feed water usage preferably. If that is not possible, it is fed 

to the boiler and as a last resort to the deaerator.

The caution of feeding dispersant to the deaerator is due to the potential of eliminating the cobalt 

sulfate catalyst from the sodium sulfi te. Dispersants come as a raw material with an acidic pH. 

Either sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide is added to the dispersant with some water to make 

a product with a pH of 10 or above. If a product with a pH above 8.0 is added directly to the sodium 

sulfi te mixture, the cobalt sulfate catalyst will precipitate out. This plugs the chemical feed line and 

affects the ability of the oxygen scavenger to remove oxygen from the system. Whenever adding 

dispersant to the deaerator, do not feed it into the same chemical feed line as the oxygen scavenger; 

feed it to the opposite side of the deaerator as you feed the oxygen scavenger.

15.3.5 CONDENSATE TREATMENT

The boiler is used to make steam for process. Once the steam has been used in the process, it is 

condensed back into water. This water or condensate is then returned to the boiler for use in making 

more steam. This is hot, approximately 190°F–195°F, distilled water. It is valuable in that the more 

condensate a system can return to the boiler, the less makeup water is required. The requirement for 

all of the boiler water treatment products, with the exception of oxygen scavengers, as well as the 

amount of blowdown needed to remove the constituents from the makeup water are based on the 

amount of makeup water used to make steam. Reducing makeup usage reduces chemical, fuel, and 

water usage. So, condensate is very valuable and a system should bring back as much as possible. 

However, there are problems. The problems are carbon dioxide and oxygen. Both are gases and both 

will cause corrosion, metal loss, pipe failure, and excess iron in the boiler water that results in either 

excessive treatment costs or deposition.

The carbon dioxide is formed in the boiler. Carbon dioxide that was dissolved in the makeup water 

is virtually all removed by deaeration. However, hard water entering a water softener enters as calcium 

or magnesium in either the carbonate or bicarbonate form (CaCO3 or MgCO3 carbonate, CaHCO3 or 

MgHCO3). Ion exchange replaces the calcium and the magnesium with the sodium ion (Na+). This 

water enters the boiler and the heat reverts any bicarbonate to a carbonate. The carbonate then breaks 

down to carbon dioxide (CO2), which is a gas that evolves out of the boiler with the steam.

The carbon dioxide travels with the steam and then is converted to carbonic acid when it contacts 

the condensate (CO2 + H2O → H2CO3). Acids are heavier than water, so the acid drops to the bottom 

of the condensate return pipe and corrodes the pipe, eating away the metal.
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The method of treatment for condensate carbonic acid corrosion is to use a neutralizing amine. 

Neutralizing amines are chemicals that are volatile and being amines, they are alkaline in nature. 

The function is for the amine to volatilize with the steam and then to condense with the condensate 

in suffi cient amount to neutralize the carbonic acid. The carbonic-acid-induced corrosion of pipe is 

illustrated in Figure 15.6.

The control of the neutralizing amine is accomplished by running a pH at various points in the 

condensate return system. Control ranges may vary, but usually 7.6–8.4 is the recommended control 

range, with pH of 8.0 being the optimum. At a pH of 8.0, the carbon dioxide in the steam is not free 

to form carbonic acid. A pH controlled above 8.0 can give the system a cushion of safety, but a pH 

above 8.8 is a waste of product. Avoid going above a pH of 9.0. At 9.2, the amphoteric metals in 

the system, as all copper-bearing metals, will begin to solubilize in the condensate. Above 9.5, this 

occurs at a rapid rate.

Measure the pH at different points in the condensate return system. Some condensate return 

systems may have considerable length, referred to as “long runs.” It is not uncommon to fi nd a 

signifi cantly lower pH at the end of long runs than would normally be found in the rest of the 

system. In this instance, it is better to place a small satellite feed system in the low pH area to 

boost the pH of the system than it is to increase the feed rate of the neutralizing amine at the 

initial feed point. It is not recommended to have a pH above 9.0 at the beginning of the system 

in order to protect the end of the system with a pH of 7.6. This practice wastes product and 

will cause copper loss. To protect the system, more than one satellite feed may have to be used. 

The use of satellite system will allow the program to keep the pH more uniform throughout 

the system.

Table 15.8 lists the characteristics of commonly used neutralizing amines. The selection of 

neutralizing amines is also important. Neutralizing amines have different boiling points, which 

result in their ability to travel through the condensate system to also differ. The distribution ration 

is the method used to determine the ability of a neutralizing amine to travel through the system. 

The lower the distribution ration, the shorter the run; the quicker the amine will drop out of the 

steam, the higher the distribution ratio, and the farther the neutralizing amine will carry through 

the system.

The practice of blending two or more amines together so that the product will have the benefi ts of 

each is a common practice. The combination of diethylaminoethanol (DEAE) and cyclohexylamine 

in a ratio of 3:2 is widely used to get both the medium and the long-run abilities of both amines and 

to stay in the 15 ppm:10 ppm range for FDA food contact of steam regulation.

Ammonia as ammonia hydroxide is also used as a neutralizing amine in the food industry. It can 

be used in dairy facilities as well as in other food processing applications. The distribution ratio 

is higher than the distribution ratio for cyclohexylamine, so it is not always effective in short and 

FIGURE 15.6 Carbonic acid corrosion. (Courtesy of Guardian CSC, York, Pennsylvania.)
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medium runs in the facility. The product is also diffi cult to handle both from the point of dermal 

contact and odor. Control is the same as the other neutralizing amines.

The preferred feed point for neutralizing amines is through a stainless steel injection quill 

into the steam header. Neutralizing amines can be fed to the boiler effectively, but some of the 

product is lost as it combines to form a carbonate by-product. Never feed neutralizing amines 

to the deaerator. With boiling points of 205°F and 210°F, respectively, for cyclohexylamine and 

DEAE, feeding them to a deaerator that operates at 234°F would cause a high level of loss of these 

products. Where a feed water tank (operating below 195°F) open to atmosphere is being used, 

neutralizing amines may be added to the feed water tank. Feed to the steam header is always the 

preferred point of application.

Along with carbon dioxide, oxygen can reenter the condensate system. In this case, the neu-

tralizing amines mentioned so far do not have the ability to react with the oxygen. The result of 

oxygen present in a neutralizing amine program is oxygen pitting. Oxygen can enter from leaking 

seals, vacuum breakers on heating systems, or condensate return tanks. The control of oxygen in 

the condensate return system can be accomplished by adding either a fi lming amine or DEHA. 

DEHA, as already discussed, will carry with the steam and is then available to control oxygen in 

the condensate system. This is one of the reasons that the control limit for DEHA is measured in the 

condensate. Residual DEHA in the condensate indicates that there is suffi cient DEHA in the boiler 

and that oxygen is not present in the condensate.

The other alternative is the use of either a primary or a tertiary fi lming amine. These amines are 

long-chain aliphatic hydrocarbons and coat the internals of the pipes. The coating prevents contact 

with either carbonic acid or oxygen.

Octadecylamine (ODA) is the primary amine used in boiler water treatment. The material is 

thick and wax like, making it diffi cult to pump. It must be added to the steam header. In boilers 

operating under 300 psi, it will not volatilize out of the boiler. ODA is fed based on steam load. The 

percentage of makeup or condensate return does not factor into the feed rate.

ODA has both a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic end. The hydrophobic end attaches to the metal 

surface, displacing corrosion byproducts. The corrosion byproducts then carry with the condensate 

back to the feed water system. The overfeed of ODA will cause the condensate return line to close 

off, and the fi lm builds onto itself in layers.

TABLE 15.8
Characteristics of Neutralizing Amines

Common Name Morpholine Cyclohexylamine
Diethylaminoethanol, 

DEAE AMP-95

Boiling point 100% 

amine

264°F 273°F 325°F 329°F

Boiling point amine/

water

Nonazeotrope Azeotrope 205°F Azeotrope 210°F Nonazeotrope

Decomposition 

temperature

644°F 626°F 794°F 660°F

Liquid vapor 

distribution ratio

0.4:1 4.7:1 1.7:1 0.3:1

Comments Min. 40 psig, short 

runs and turbines

Low pressure and 

long run

Medium to long runs Min. 75 psi short to 

med. runs

Regulatory 21CFR 

173.310

Approved to 10 ppm Approved to 10 ppm Approved to 15 ppm Not approved

Source: Ketrick, B., Characteristics of neutralizing amines, AWT Training Course, Rockville, MD, Boiler water treat-

ment, p. 174, 2009.
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For these reasons, whenever an ODA program is initiated, begin at 25% of the maintenance feed 

rate for at least the fi rst 30 days. Once the condensate has cleared, increase the feed rate of the ODA 

to 50% for the next 30 days and so on until the feed rate is at 100% of the recommended mainte-

nance feed rate. It may take up to 6 months to reach the recommended feed rate. Caution: feeding 

the product at a more rapid rate will cause fouling and plugging of traps, strainers, and lines.

The tertiary amines are made from soy bean, tallow, and other organics. They function the same 

as the ODA, but tertiary amines are easier to feed due to a much lower viscosity. Tertiary amines 

carry the same as the primary amines, so they must be fed directly to the steam header. Tertiary 

amines tend to attach with multiple hydrophobic ends, so the attachment to the metal surface causes 

the tertiary amine to lay at an angle. This reduces the potential for the amine to cause line plugging 

the way the ODA does.

Neutralizing amine can be added to a fi lming-amine-treated system and the neutralizing amine 

will act similar to a paint stripper to thin the fi lm. This process is benefi cial where some fouling 

has occurred. A word of warning: the neutralizing amine, if fed at a suffi cient level, can also act as 

a paint stripper. Picture all of the fi lming amine and the corrosion byproducts coming back to the 

feed water system at one time. Always act with caution when using neutralizing amines in a system 

treated with fi lming amines. Keep the pH low (around 8.0), and look for black sticky material 

plugging everything, including the continuous blowdown line.

15.4 CHEMICAL FEED POINTS

The feed point for the boiler water treatment product is as important as the product itself. Figure 

15.7 presents the drawing showing the recommended feed points for the boiler water treatment 

programs discussed in this chapter.

When cold makeup water and condensate mix in a surge tank or feed water 
tank before the DA, add the oxygen scavenger to this tank and maintain the 

temperature in that tank above 190°F to prevent corrosion
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FIGURE 15.7 Chemical feed points. (Courtesy of Guardian CSC, York, Pennsylvania, Boiler Water Training 

Course.)
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15.5 SUMMARY

Boiler water treatment has to be considered as a program. The program consists of how to com-

bine pretreatment, chemical treatment products, and application knowledge. When the program is 

implemented correctly, the result is a clean, fuel-effi cient boiler system. However, boiler failures 

will occur if a mistake is made in any part of the program. Mistakes result in scale, corrosion, fuel 

loss, and mechanical failure in part or all of the boiler system.

Therefore, it is important to understand the relationships between water quality and boiler water 

treatment. The proactive maintenance of pretreatment equipment yields quality conditioned water 

for the boiler. Higher quality water requires less chemical conditioning and allows for reduced 

blowdown from the boiler. The reduction of blowdown reduces fuel usage. Chemical reduction 

reduces costs and minimizes the introduction of chemical back into the environment.

A major portion of this chapter has dealt with pretreatment, the mechanical conditioning of water 

impurities which appears to be the future of the boiler water treatment industry. Water scarcity, 

green technology, and fuel costs are changing the chemical water treatment industry toward mini-

mizing chemical usage. This means that the future of boiler water treatment will see an increased 

use of fi ltration, ion exchange, and membrane technology.

The chemical treatment portion of the program will focus on oxygen scavenging and disper-

sant technology. With improved water purity, boiler scale and condensate corrosion potential will 

be reduced. Application knowledge will then become even more important. With higher quality 

makeup water, there will always be the potential for greater catastrophic failures, should a failure or 

misapplication occur in the pretreatment system.
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16.1 INTRODUCTION

Industrial water systems play a vital role in plant operation by facilitating heat transfer via heat 

exchangers and condensers, and enabling boiler operations to produce steam for process and elec-

trical power generation. In addition to minimizing deposit fouling, avoiding scale buildup, and 

reducing microbiological growth, corrosion control in water systems can be the most important 

factor to avoid premature failure of the heat exchanger, boiler, or process equipment. Desalination 

and geothermal systems also represent unique challenges in controlling corrosion. Unfortunately, 

corrosion in water systems can take many forms, and unless precautions are taken to mitigate the 

potential causes of metal loss in an operating system, premature failure in the form of general 

attack, pitting, cracking, or other specialized degradation mechanisms can create a forced outage 

for repairs.

16.2 CORROSION FUNDAMENTALS

Corrosion can be defi ned as the generalized deterioration of a metal or engineered material in 

reaction with its environment via a chemical, an electrochemical, or a physical process. There are 

several classifi cations for the types of corrosive attack or degradation that can be encountered in an 

industrial water system, which historically have been identifi ed by Fontana as “the eight forms of 

corrosion” [1]. These include

General corrosion• 

Galvanic corrosion• 

Crevice corrosion• 

Pitting• 

Intergranular corrosion• 

Dealloying• 

Erosion corrosion• 

Stress-corrosion cracking• 

16.2.1 GENERAL CORROSION

With industrial water systems, general corrosion is frequently the most common deterioration mech-

anism encountered, with the resultant failure mode in a piece of equipment being manifested as a 

generalized wastage away or thinning via an electrochemical process. A most common example is 

carbon steel that develops a porous, nonprotective rust corrosion product layer on the metal surface 

that increases over time at the expense of the base metal thickness, resulting in general corrosion 

failure via thinning. This process in aqueous environments takes place by the frequent switching of 

anodic and cathodic half-cell reactions on the metal surface, thereby causing an overall even loss of 

metal, as shown in Figure 16.1.

Another example is the generalized thinning of metal surfaces in contact with condensed steam 

containing unneutralized carbonic acid, where metal loss is typically distributed rather evenly 

across the surface wetted by condensate.

16.2.2 GALVANIC CORROSION

Galvanic corrosion, sometimes referred to as dissimilar metal corrosion, involves the direct contact 

of two different metal types in a water system, whereby one of the metals behaves in a preferred 

anodic dissolution region, while the second metal acts as a cathodic area where electron reduction 

reactions occur predominately, as shown in Figure 16.2.
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Whether or not severe galvanic corrosion develops between two dissimilar metals is dependent 

on several factors, including

Relative electrochemical position of the two metals in the galvanic series (Table 16.1).• 

Area ratio defi ned by the relative surface area distribution between an anodic and cathodic • 

metal (or alloy) joined together. For example, severe corrosion may result when a small 

area of an anodic, or less noble, alloy is coupled galvanically to a large area of cathodic, 

or more noble, alloy.

Cathodic polarization effects that can limit or stunt the performance of the cathodic metal • 

to sustain a galvanic cell.

Corrosiveness of the aqueous solution based on the conductivity, presence or absence of a • 

corrosion inhibitor, and so on.

Water (electrolyte)

CathodeElectron
flow

Anode reactions

Chemical oxidation

Cathodic reactions

Chemical reduction

OH–Fe2+

O2

H2O

O2Fe (OH)3

Fe (OH)2

Fe0 Fe++ + 2e
2Fe(OH)2 + 2Fe(OH)3

1
2/ + H2OO2

2OH–1
2/ O2 + H2O + 2e

Anode

FIGURE 16.1 Corrosion cell schematic for steel, with anodic and cathodic reactions indicated. (From Betz 
Handbook of Industrial Water Conditioning, 9th edn., Trevose, PA, Betz Laboratories, 1991.)

Mild steelBrass
Galvanic corrosion

FIGURE 16.2 Galvanic corrosion of steel connected to brass, after the cleaning of corrosion products.
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In water systems, a specialized form of dissimilar corrosion can 

sometimes be termed microgalvanic corrosion, whereby dis-

solved metal cations become reduced on anodic metal surfaces 

[such as copper cations be cathodically reduced on steel, zinc-

plated (galvanized) steel, or aluminum alloys] with severe gen-

eral corrosion or rapid pitting attack developing.

16.2.3 CREVICE CORROSION

During electrochemical corrosion, general dissolution develops 

when anodic and cathodic half-cell reactions are randomized 

on metal surfaces, and gradually switch locations over time. 

However, the localized intensity of corrosion can develop when 

anodic regions reside in discrete locations such as that induced 

by fouling deposits or sedimentation on a metal surface, or under 

gasket joints (as shown in Figure 16.3), or under bolt heads or 

washers, and so on.

This is referred to as crevice corrosion or a crevice concentra-

tion cell. The anodic dissolution process in a crevice is thought to 

initially propagate due to differential concentration cells involv-

ing dissolved gases, such as oxygen, or variable concentration 

of corrosive anions, such as chlorides, for example. Once initi-

ated, a secondary, autocatalytic process can accelerate corro-

sion, whereby the hydrolysis of metal salts formed underneath a 

deposit or occluded (trapped) space on a metal surface produces 

free mineral acidity. This markedly reduces the pH in the bottom 

of a crevice cell site (to less than 3.0).

16.2.4 PITTING

Similar to the localized intensity developed by crevice cell con-

centration effects, pitting can produce perforation and metal 

failure via generation of a hole or cavity that is deeply penetrat-

ing without any appreciable general corrosion. Thus, pitting is 

regarded as one of the most insidious forms of metal deterioration 

(as shown in Figure 16.4).

Because casual observations fail to detect pinholes as they 

develop, and generalized measurements (such as weight loss of 

corrosion coupons) do not adequately monitor the progress of 

pitting attack, leaks in water-based systems due to pitting tend 

to be severe when fi nally discovered. Unfortunately, there are a 

multitude of factors that can stimulate initiation and propagation 

of corrosion pits, which further complicates the predictability of 

whether corrosion pits will form or intensify with time. Because 

pitting tends to be more prevalent in stagnant or low-fl ow condi-

tions and grow where water can pool or debris can build up on 

a surface, some generalizations can be made to reduce the impact of pitting by guiding correc-

tive action. Such corrective actions include keeping metal surfaces clean, evacuating water used 

following the hydrotesting of new equipment, or using a corrosion inhibitor to mitigate corrosion 

pitting tendencies during wet storage or “layup” of equipment.

TABLE 16.1

Galvanic Series of Metals 
and Alloys

Corroded end 

(anodic, or least noble)

Magnesium

Magnesium alloys

Zinc

Aluminum

Cadmium

Aluminum alloys

Steel or iron

Cast iron

Chromium-iron (active)

Ni-resist

18–8 Cr-Ni–Fe (active)

18–8–3 Cr-Ni–Mo-Fe (active)

Lead–tin solders

Lead

Tin

Nickel (active)

Brasses

Copper

Bronze alloys

Copper–nickel alloys

Monel

Silver solder

Nickel (passive)

Inconel (passive)

Chromium–iron (passive)

18–8 Cr–Ni–Fe (passive)

18–8–3 Cr–Ni–Mo–Fe (passive)

Hastelloy C

Silver

Titanium

Graphite

Gold

Platinum

Protected end 

(cathodic, or most noble)

Source:  Betz Handbook of Industrial 
Water Conditioning, 9th edn., 

Trevose, PA, Betz Laborator-

ies, 1991.
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16.2.5 INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

Another form of localized corrosion is intergranular corrosion (as shown in Figure 16.5), which is 

often dependent on the metallurgical condition of the metal or alloy.

A classic example is the sensitization of welded 304-grade stainless steel in the heat affected 

zone (HAZ), which leads to intergranular corrosion due to chromium depletion within grain bound-

ary regions of the metal via chromium carbide precipitation. The use of 304 L (lower carbon grade 

where the carbon content does not exceed 0.03 wt.%) or niobium/titanium additions in austenitic 

FIGURE 16.3 Crevice corrosion on stainless steel, after the removal of rubber gasket.

FIGURE 16.4 Pitting corrosion on a stainless steel tube surface.

FIGURE 16.5 Intergranular corrosion in brass.
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stainless steel alloys helps minimize grain boundary chromium carbide precipitation in welded 

regions, and thereby reduces the susceptibility to intergranular corrosion.

16.2.6 DEALLOYING

Another corrosion mechanism that is dependent on the alloy type being used in a water application 

is dealloying, which is sometimes referred to as selective leaching or “parting” corrosion. Specifi c 

dealloying terms have been used over the years that correspond to certain alloys, for example: dez-

incifi cation for brass (copper-zinc) alloys, denickelifi cation for copper-nickel, graphitic corrosion for 

damage that develops on cast iron alloys, and so on. A common feature of a dealloying mechanism 

is the diffi culty to evaluate the damage based on the visual examination of the deteriorated region. 

This is due to the gradual dissolving and reprecipitation of the various alloy components and/or 

corrosion product. Thus, the part impacted by the dealloying may appear dimensionally intact and 

serviceable until cut and inspected in cross-section (as shown in Figure 16.6).

16.2.7 EROSION CORROSION

The term erosion corrosion is a broad term meant to encompass related metal loss conditions 

that include erosion, impingement, cavitation, and fl ow-accelerated corrosion (FAC). The action of 

water fl ow across a metal surface can produce patterns of directionalized metal loss elongated in 

the direction of fl ow, which can resemble horseshoe-shaped pits or divots (as shown in Figure 16.7). 

The erosive nature of the fl ow may involve excessive fl ow velocity, turbulence, sudden changes 

FIGURE 16.7 Erosion in brass. Note the horseshoe-shaped pits. Flow is from right to left.

FIGURE 16.6 Dezincifi cation corrosion in brass; microscopic cross-section view.
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in pressure that cause vapor-fi lled bubbles (or cavities) to violently collapse, and/or fi lm-strip-

ping of protective oxide layers required to maintain general corrosion resistance in a given water 

environment.

16.2.8 STRESS-CORROSION CRACKING

Stress-corrosion cracking (SCC), sometimes referred to as environmental cracking, involves the 

generation and propagation of cracks on a metal surface, which ultimately results in brittle fracture 

of a component. Classic examples in water systems include “caustic embrittlement” in boilers which 

involves carbon steel under high residual tensile stress in the presence of hot, concentrated caustic 

salts (as shown in Figures 16.8 and 16.9), “season cracking” which involves the cracking of brass 

alloys in stressed regions in contact with ammonia (from heavy “seasonal” rainfall and decomposi-

tion of organic matter), and chloride-SCC of austenitic stainless steel, such as 304 and 316 grades 

(as shown in Figures 16.10 and 16.11).

The theory of why fi nely branched cracks can grow on a metal surface with little to no gen-

eral corrosion or pitting taking place is complex. What is clear is that the process that generates 

SCC damage is electrochemical in nature, with hydrogen evolution at advancing crack tips being 

confi rmed as integral to the embrittlement phenomenon. In addition, only specialized alloy-

environment-stress combinations will yield conditions suffi cient to generate and propagate SCC 

damage. Thus, the ability to predict and protect equipment from SCC can usually be achieved 

through empirical evaluation of water characteristics and alloy/fabrication/material selection 

options.

FIGURE 16.8 SCC due to caustic concentration at a welded steam line fl ange; macro view.

FIGURE 16.9 SCC due to caustic concentration at a welded steam line fl ange; microstructure view.
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A related environmental cracking mechanism is hydrogen embrittlement (or hydrogen-induced 

cracking) in water systems stemming from the absorption of nascent hydrogen in cathodic areas, 

especially in sour-water conditions where hydrogen sulfi de is present. In boiler tubing, cracking 

from hydrogen damage can cause brittle fracture in regions where fi ne cracks grow from subsur-

face fi ssures that develop at the base (or periphery) of localized corrosion gouge sites (as shown in 

Figures 16.12 and 16.13).

FIGURE 16.10 SCC of stainless steel due to chlorides; macro view.

FIGURE 16.11 SCC of stainless steel due to chlorides; microstructure view.

FIGURE 16.12 Hydrogen damage in a boiler tube.
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16.3  WATER-BASED INDUSTRIAL WATER SYSTEMS: COOLING 
AND BOILER SYSTEMS

With the various categories of potential failure mechanism defi ned, the evaluation of practical mea-

sures for corrosion control and prevention can be reviewed. The methodology of corrosion control is 

dependent on the type of water-based operating system being evaluated. For example, cooling water 

usage can be segmented into three broad categories: (a) once-through cooling water, (b) closed 

loop systems, and (c) open recirculating systems that employ a cooling tower for evaporative heat 

rejection. In addition, boiler water and related steam condensate return in utility plants represent a 

large usage of water in an industrial plant, but have different makeup and treatment conditions than 

cooling water. Each of these major areas of water use and treatment to mitigate corrosion will be 

covered in the later sections.

16.4 CORROSION CONTROL IN COOLING WATER

16.4.1 ONCE-THROUGH COOLING WATER SYSTEMS

Assuming ready access to abundant freshwater sources nearby, and limited diffi culties with dis-

charge issues (thermal or chemical pollution from water discharge), there are advantages to routing 

cooling water “once-through” heat exchanger tube bundles for absorbing waste heat. A key advan-

tage of these systems is that little to no chemical treatment is typically required. Some natural water 

sources are not very corrosive in once-through applications, and cleanliness can be high so that 

there is no signifi cant driving force for mineral scale formation, unlike open recirculating cooling 

systems that concentrate the mineral components via cycling. However, in once-through systems, 

consideration should be given to the use of intermittent biocide application to control microbiologi-

cal growth. In once-through systems, more corrosion-resistant alloys such as copper–nickel, tita-

nium, or specialized stainless steel alloys are required because the large volume of water processed 

does not allow for less corrosion-resistant materials of construction to be used for example, it is 

not feasible to feed corrosion inhibitors that lower-cost materials require if they are not retained in 

once-through cooling water system [2].

16.4.2 CLOSED LOOP COOLING WATER SYSTEMS

In contrast to once-through cooling systems, closed loop recirculating systems are operated with a 

high concentration of corrosion inhibitors, as long as system water losses are minimal (i.e., no sig-

nifi cant uncontrolled leaks). This can create a tremendous advantage in terms of corrosion control, 

FIGURE 16.13 Hydrogen damage in a boiler tube; microstructure view.
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with the only signifi cant cost being during the initial commissioning of the system in which the 

inhibitor is dosed.

Conventional water treatment for corrosion control in closed loop systems includes nitrites 

and molybdate-based corrosion inhibitors for steel corrosion control, now that past chromate 

treatments are obsolete due to environmental concern. Most corrosion problems in closed loop 

cooling water systems that employ nitrite or molybdate-based inhibitor chemistry are related to 

dilution of concentration over time (in conjunction with inadequate monitoring), which can be 

critically important as these are both considered to be anodic inhibitors. When anodic corro-

sion inhibitors are not maintained at suffi cient concentrations, the result can be manifested as 

severe pitting corrosion, as not enough inhibition of anodic dissolution sites are achieved, leaving 

unfavorable anode to cathode area effects on the corroding metal surface. In the case of nitrite-

based treatment programs, microbiological activity by nitrifying bacteria can result in nitrite 

depletion via oxidation to nitrate, resulting in the acceleration of corrosion. The addition of a 

biocide may be necessary with nitrite-based corrosion programs or systems subject to organic 

contamination.

16.4.3 OPEN RECIRCULATION SYSTEMS

Open recirculation systems allow a more economic reuse of cooling water to be achieved by heat 

removal via evaporative cooling, ponds, cooling towers, and so on, and employing corrosion inhibi-

tors, deposit control agents, and biocides (chlorine, bromine, and nonoxidizing biocides) to keep 

surfaces clean and free from corrosion. Open recirculation cooling water systems reuse water by 

an evaporation and concentration scheme. As the system evaporates water, the ions in the makeup 

water concentrate. The degree to which the water is concentrated is referred to as cycles of con-
centration, and is a multiple of ion concentration in the makeup water. Whether or not a specifi c 

cycled water source has inherent fouling or corrosive characteristics, based on the concentration 

of dissolved solids, temperature, and so on, it can be evaluated by various indexes, including the 

Langelier saturation index (LSI) or the Ryznar stability index, RSI [3]. These indexes are typically 

based on the relative degree of the supersaturation of the cycled water with respect to the formation 

of calcium carbonate deposits.

To avoid deposition and resultant underdeposit crevice corrosion from water-formed deposits in 

cooling systems, it is essential to understand the limits of the cycle of concentration of the makeup 

water and the impact of treatment chemicals that modify crystalline precipitation reactions in water 

systems. Likewise, attention must be directed at controlling the formation and buildup of microbio-

logical deposits (i.e., biomass formation, algae, fungi, slime, and bacterial species that can metabo-

lize corrosion by-products). In the case of the latter, both aerobic and anaerobic bacteria can be 

problematic, even for corrosion-resistant stainless steels, such as 304SS and 316SS, especially in 

conjunction with stagnant solutions [4]. In open recirculating systems, the buildup of potentially 

corrosive anions due to high cycle operation can also pose the risk of pitting corrosion or stress-

corrosion cracking (i.e., chloride cracking of austenitic stainless steels).

16.5 COOLING WATER TREATMENT

As indicated above, the selection of appropriate water treatment chemicals to achieve corrosion con-

trol depends on the quality of cooling water makeup, the nature of the cooling water usage (once-

through, closed, and open recirculation), and other design/operational parameters (such as cycles 

of concentration, heat load, water velocity, and so on). The goal of corrosion control is to maintain 

a clean surface, thus avoiding underdeposit concentration cells, and having achieved that, working 

toward maintaining a passivation layer on the metal surface via the use of water treatment chemicals 

that optimize passive fi lms or retards dissolution of protective oxide fi lms.
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16.5.1  BARRIER FILM (PRECIPITATING/ CATHODIC) 
INHIBITORS

Steel corrosion protection can be achieved with the applica-

tion of inhibitors capable of forming an inert fi lm on the 

metal surface that retards both the anodic and cathodic reac-

tions. The fi lm is the result of the local precipitation of inor-

ganic compounds at the high pH cathodic sites. Inorganic 

phosphates (orthophosphate, as shown in Figure 16.14, 

and polyphosphate, like hexametaphosphate, as shown in 

Figure 16.15) and zinc salts are the most commonly used 

materials.

The solubility of the salts of the inhibitors (zinc hydrox-

ide, zinc phosphate, calcium phosphate, and calcium car-

bonate) is pH dependent, decreasing with increasing pH. 

The success of this approach depends on limiting fi lm 

formation to the cathodic sites and not allowing uncon-

trolled precipitation that would result in scale formation. 

Although inorganic phosphate acts primarily as a cathodic 

inhibitor, increasing cathodic polarization, it also provides 

anodic corrosion inhibition. High levels of inorganic phos-

phate will passivate steel in the presence of oxygen at near 

neutral pH (pH < 8). Another anodic characteristic is that 

corrosion is localized in the form of pitting when insuf-

fi cient amounts of phosphate are present or high salinity 

conditions exist.

16.5.2 PASSIVATING (ANODIC) INHIBITORS

In addition to precipitating inhibitors, passivating inhibitors (anodic inhibitors) are widely used, 

and include chromate, nitrite, molybdate, and orthophosphate. Although chromate is an excellent 

overall corrosion inhibitor, health, environmental, and regulatory concerns has all but eliminated 

this inhibitor from modern applications. Nitrite is an effective inhibitor at proper dosage levels 

and does not require dissolved oxygen to be present, which makes it ideal for closed systems. The 

downside to nitrite inhibitor usage is the potential to oxidize to nitrate via nitrifying bacteria. Nitrite 

is not utilized for open recirculation system because of both bacterial concerns and its incompat-

ibility with oxidizing biocides use for microbial control. In some circumstances, the use of nitrite 

along with molybdate can be very effective and reduces the cost of the treatment program. With the 

increased cost of molybdate, this can be an important consideration. Lastly, although orthophos-

phate is widely used due to low costs, there can be a tendency to precipitate with calcium hardness 

present in makeup water, which requires the use of specifi c deposition control agents to prevent 

fouling.

16.5.3 ORGANIC INHIBITORS

Organic inhibitors work as a result of adsorption of inhibitor on the entire metal surface. The fi lm 

formed by the adsorption of soluble organic inhibitors is very thin. Cationic organic inhibitors 

carry a net positive charge and anionic organic inhibitors a net negative charge. Organic inhibitors 

are adsorbed according to the ionic charge of the inhibitor and the charge on the metal surface. 

Cationic inhibitors (positively charged), such as amines, or anionic inhibitors (negatively charged), 

such as sulfonates, will be adsorbed preferentially, depending on whether the metal is charged 
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negatively or positively [5]. Very recently, newer programs using 

organic corrosion inhibitors to replace traditional nitrite and 

molybdate treatment programs have been introduced with prom-

ising results [6].

16.5.4 COPPER-BASED ALLOYS INHIBITORS

The most effective corrosion inhibitors for copper and its alloys 

are the aromatic triazoles, such as benzotriazole (BZT) and tolyl-

triazole (TTA) (see Figures 16.16 and 16.17).

These compounds bond directly with cuprous oxide (Cu2O) at 

the metal surface, forming a “chemisorbed” fi lm. In addition to 

bonding with the metal surface, triazoles bond with copper ions 

in solution. Thus, dissolved copper represents a “demand” for tri-

azole, which must be satisfi ed before surface fi lming can occur. 

Although the surface demand for triazole fi lming is generally 

negligible, copper corrosion products can consume a consider-

able amount of chemical treatment, especially if high chlorination 

rates result in “copper throw” and cause a high level of dissolved 

copper to be in the cooling water. In addition, excessive chlorina-

tion will deactivate the triazoles and signifi cantly increase cop-

per corrosion rates. One successful approach to counteract this 

tendency in chlorinated systems is to utilize a halogen-resistant 

azole (HRA), which resists the chemical deactivation of the azole 

by chlorination [7].

16.5.5 TREATMENT FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTROL

Microorganisms that form a biofi lm on a metal surface can block corrosion inhibitor transport or 

create localized corrosion via indirect and direct microbiological growth processes. Some microbes 

in a biofi lm layer can produce waste products such as organic acids and hydrogen sulfi de that are 

directly aggressive to metal substrates or create crevices that can promote localized pitting via con-

centration cell action.

Basic chemical treatment preventative measures to limit bacterial growth and the establishment 

of biofi lms include maintaining a suffi cient residual halogen (chlorine, bromine, chlorine dioxide, 

etc) level and the periodic application of a nonoxidizing biocide or biofi lm detergent. In addition to 

the measurement of residual chemical levels that are required to limit microbiological growth in 

a water system, the presence of microorganisms within the system may be monitored directly by 

enumerating microbes using growth- or culture-based methods. Examples of such methods include 

plate counts, dip slides, or serial dilution vials. The levels of bioactivity can also be monitored indi-

rectly using specifi c biochemical markers [e.g., adenosine triphosphate (ATP)].

16.6 CORROSION CONTROL IN BOILER SYSTEMS

Corrosion control in boiler systems has historically been focused on the methodology to reduce 

explosions and improve reliability. In the 1880s, boiler explosions were so common that one indus-

try journal had a regular column called “The Month’s Accidents” [8]. In addition to manufactur-

ing and construction practices that were conducive to mechanical failure or leaks, boiler water 

chemistry often played a role (albeit unidentifi ed at the time) with the generation and growth of 

stress corrosion cracks from caustic embrittlement at riveted joints or leaking tube joints. Although 
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presently forgotten, boiler explosions due to cracked drums created by caustic embrittlement have 

been largely minimized by modern practices in boiler construction (welding replacing riveted joints) 

and in boiler water treatment (such as the use of sodium nitrite as a SCC inhibitor or coordinated 

pH-phosphate treatment to eliminate free caustic alkalinity in boiler water systems), as well as 

advances in water purifi cation technology, specifi cally ion exchange and more recent membrane 

pretreatment systems.

In reviewing methodologies to control corrosion in boiler systems, the type of approach to miti-

gate attack is dependent on the source water and external treatment characteristics. In most cases, 

the pretreatment of incoming boiler makeup water via softeners, demineralizers, and/or reverse 

osmosis (RO) systems has greatly reduced fouling tendencies in boiler systems, which directly 

impacts underdeposit corrosion tendencies boiler tubing. Unfortunately, softener upsets, demineral-

izer exhaustion, and RO system fouling can promote unexpected boiler feedwater quality upsets, as 

can unanticipated condensate return contamination issues. With the proper treatment and monitor-

ing of boiler feedwater and steam condensate return, boiler water systems can be kept clean, which 

is conducive to minimizing localized underdeposit crevice corrosion tendencies.

16.6.1 GENERAL CORROSION CONTROL IN BOILERS

Unlike cooling water systems that frequently operate with high dissolved gases and high total dis-

solved solids levels, external treatment involving deaeration, softening/demineralization of water 

sources, and other techniques to purify boiler feedwater are typically required for economic boiler 

operation. With suffi cient water purity, the maintenance of appropriate boiler water alkalinity and 

pH, and the elimination of dissolved oxygen, the protective magnetite (Fe3O4) layer on carbon steel 

surfaces typically proceeds. At temperatures below 250°C, the oxidation of iron in water creates iron 

hydroxide, which converts to hematite, and at higher temperatures (250°C–350°C), direct oxidation 

to magnetite occurs [9]. Between an approximate pH of 8.5 and 12.7, the reaction of steel surfaces 

in contact with boiler water rapidly produces a thin, adherent, and highly protective magnetite fi lm 

and is self-limiting [10]. Once established and maintained within a safe pH range, the thickness of 

magnetite fi lm will tend to increase slightly over time, but with a limited transport of contaminants, 

tends to stabilize and protect the steel substrate from general corrosion and pitting.

16.6.2 BOILER CORROSION: ROLE OF DISSOLVED GASES AND DISSOLVED SOLIDS

Dissolved gases (such as dissolved oxygen, carbon dioxide, and so on) can play a key role in boiler 

and steam condensate corrosion. A principal corrosion threat to carbon steel components is dis-

solved oxygen, which becomes increasingly corrosive in closed systems as a function of tempera-

ture. Accordingly, dissolved oxygen in boiler feedwater is typically removed or reduced to low 

parts-per-billion levels through a combination of mechanical and chemical deaeration. Despite 

these precautions to preclude dissolved oxygen in boiler feedwater, the majority of corrosion pit-

ting failures in boiler systems can be attributed to differential oxygen concentration cells that lead 

to perforation, especially in the absence of suitable precautions in the wet storage of units, or from 

inadequate on-line dissolved oxygen control.

In a similar manner to dissolved oxygen control, corrosion control in steam condensate return 

systems can be achieved by reducing carbonate alkalinity in the boiler feedwater makeup or using 

condensate treatment chemicals (such as neutralizing or fi lming amines) to protect equipment from 

low-pH carbonic acid attack. The aggressiveness of low-pH condensate due to the presence of car-

bonic acid is pronounced and should not be overlooked. For example, the mild steel corrosion rate 

induced by a pH of 4.7 carbonic acid solution has the equivalent corrosive effect on steel (30 mils 

per year) as a hydrochloric acid solution at a pH of 2.9. This is attributed to the fact that the carbonic 

acid formed by CO2 is only partially dissociated, and thus its acidic strength is greater than the pH 

reading [11].
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16.6.3 BOILER WATER TREATMENT

There are three general types of internal boiler chemical treatment options to be considered for 

industrial boiler water treatment: polymers, chelants, and phosphates. Polymers control the deposi-

tion of contaminants via complexation, crystal distortion, or dispersion. With complexation, the 

polymer combines with boiler feedwater contaminants, such as calcium, and the resultant polymer-

contaminant complex remains soluble, and is removed via boiler blowdown. With crystal distortion, 

contaminants that form crystalline precipitate phases are the modifi ed (or stunted) interaction of 

the polymer with the growing, or incipient crystals (often called crystal “nuclei”), thereby keeping 

the size of the particle within a range that encourages dissolution. In this mechanism, the crystals 

are maintained in the unstable size range where formation and dissolution are in a proportion that 

favors the latter, namely dissolution. In the dissolution mechanism, stable deposit particles that form 

(like particulate iron oxide that can be transported from the feedwater system, condensate return, or 

corrosion in the preboiler circuit or economizer) are effectively coated by the polymer adsorbing to 

their surfaces. Polymer adsorption enhances the natural repulsive electrostatic surface charges that 

effectively prevent coalescence or agglomeration into larger particles, as well as the attachment of 

particles to boiler internal surfaces (the polymer also adsorbs to internal tube and boiler surfaces). 

The dispersed particles are maintained in colloidal suspension in the boiler water, facilitating their 

removal via blowdown or the bleed of concentrated boiler water.

Chelants, such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), as shown in Figure 16.18, like poly-

mers, can form highly stable complexes with calcium and magnesium contamination in boiler 

feedwater, which prevents the precipitation of these potentially scale-forming constituents. Low-

level chelant additions are usually combined with polymeric dispersants to provide a very effective 

approach to maintaining boiler cleanliness.

Phosphate additions are used to control both deposition and corrosion. For example, with boiler 

water makeup containing hardness salts, inorganic orthophosphate can be used to precipitate feedwater 

calcium in boiler water, and also assists in the precipitation of magnesium contamination, which can 

then be removed from the system as a sludge rather than having calcium and magnesium form harder, 

highly insulating scales in steam generation areas. In higher quality boiler feedwater makeup free of 

calcium and magnesium, phosphate is frequently fed to control corrosion via the application of a “con-

gruent” or “coordinated” phosphate-pH program, which can be especially effective in higher-pressure 

boiler systems. With this phosphate “buffer” approach, coordinated phosphate-pH treatment programs 

can capture or control acidic or alkaline contamination based on control limit guidelines [12].

16.6.4 UNDERDEPOSIT CORROSION

As discussed above, the use of boiler water treatment additives such as polymeric dispersants can 

greatly reduce the buildup of deposits and scale in a boiler. In addition, following good boiler layup 
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practices can reduce the ingress of iron oxides and copper alloy corrosion products from the pre-

boiler circuit in conjunction with an outage [13]. However, when deposit control methods fail, the 

use of deposit-weight density (DWD) calculations to determine the amount of deposit accumula-

tion per surface area, expressed in grams/square foot (or milligrams/square centimeter), is one way 

to quantify the buildup of deposits, sediments, or scales [14]. Of course, when evaluating a boiler 

deposit formation, it is imperative to also record deposit thickness and analyze for elemental weight 

percent composition in order to understand the severity of deposit accumulation and the origin of 

the deposit based on the elemental composition of the various layers that may be present [15].

There are strategies for boiler water chemistry and boiler water alkalinity treatment methodolo-

gies that can limit underdeposit corrosion. The use of a coordinated pH-phosphate control regime 

in higher-pressure boilers allows for the buffering of underdeposit acidic or caustic contamination 

to limit the corrosive impact of off-specifi cation quality boiler feedwater or condensate return. 

For example, assuming an excursion in boiler feedwater or condensate contamination that causes 

chloride intrusion into the boiler water, a coordinated pH-phosphate treatment program would be 

anticipated to be twice as effective in preventing corrosion than a free-caustic control program 

against acid ingress and several orders of magnitude better than an all-volatile treatment (AVT) 

program [16].

Despite the best attempts to keep boiler watersides surfaces clean, boiler tube failure due to 

underdeposit corrosion can develop. During failure analysis, a careful diagnosis of the types of 

deposit layers that form within the corrosion gouge can often point to key causative factors that, 

in turn, can direct corrective action in troubleshooting water chemistry issues, boiler water, or 

steam condensate treatment [17]. For example, acidic underdeposit corrosion tends to leave behind 

distinctive layers as viewed in metallographic cross-sectional analysis, which tend to be absent in 

caustic underdeposit corrosion gouges [18]. In addition, with acidic phosphate corrosion gouging, 

the layers of maricite can be produced that help in identifi cation that the pH range in coordinated 

pH-phosphate treatment program is in the low range of the control box or below the prescribed 

sodium to phosphate ratio [19].

16.6.5 OTHER LOCALIZED CORROSION/CRACKING MECHANISMS IN BOILERS

As indicated previously, the lack of deposit control can lead to various localized failure mechanisms 

in boiler equipment such as underdeposit corrosion, but other localized failure can develop due to 

overheating, hydrogen damage, thermal/corrosion fatigue, or stress-assisted corrosion (SAC) [20]. 

Tube metal overheating is frequently cited as the most common form of boiler tube failure, with 

deposit fouling, excessive heat fl ux, and inadequate circulation being the main causes for creep 

rupture due to overheating. In higher-pressure boilers, fouled regions that develop underdeposit 

concentration cells, can foster conditions conducive to the generation of hydrogen as a by-product of 

the cathodic half-cell reaction. This nascent hydrogen can migrate into the steel in the gouged areas 

to produce brittle fracture by forming a network of intergranular microfi ssures [21].

16.6.6 EROSION CORROSION

The destruction or dissolution of a protective metal oxide resulting in directional metal wastage 

or thinning can be referred to as erosion corrosion (EC) or fl ow-accelerated corrosion (FAC). 

The variance in the terminology is subject to some debate, but generally EC is thought to be more 

dependent on mechanical or impingement action that removes a protective fi lm, whereas FAC is 

more often associated with a chemical dissolution process that thins or destroys the protective 

fi lm on the metal surface, thereby rending the substrate vulnerable to accelerated wastage. Thus, 

the interplay of design and operational characteristics of boiler water chemistry and treatment can 

infl uence the development of EC or FAC. For example, if the design geometry of a bend, tee joint, 

or header connection creates excessive localized velocity or turbulence, the mechanical impact 
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will produce a “wash-out” on the regions subject to the location where the change of fl ow direc-

tion is most pronounced [22]. In most cases, the metal surface left behind will feature sculpted or 

directional wastage patterns, with horseshoe-shaped pits sometimes seen [23]. In some cases, the 

polishing effective of the erosive water fl ow will leave a very thin, black magnetite layer that will 

have a shiny luster.

Although the design of tubing or piping confi gurations versus the water velocity is typically a 

controlling factor, the effect of pH in boiler water and steam condensate systems can also have a 

contribution to EC or FAC deterioration. For example, in boiler tubing, a change in boiler water 

pH from 9 to 10 can produce a 10-fold decrease in erosion corrosion metal loss [24]. In a similar 

fashion, controlling pH above 9.0 in steam condensate systems using a proper blend of neutralizing 

amines, the amount of material wear rate via erosion corrosion can be signifi cantly minimized, but 

may require a computer-based condensate modeling system to account for basicity, neutralizing 

capacity, and distribution ratios [25].

In addition to pH dependence, temperature can have a signifi cant effect on the FAC of steel, with 

the greatest wastage rate observed between 220°F and 320°F (104°C and 160°C) [26]. In situations 

where pH or temperatures are diffi cult to adjust in a particular application, the use of chromium and 

other alloying additions to steel can produce a substantial reduction in EC or FAC tendencies. As 

little as 0.1% Cr can arrest FAC damage, and with 1% Cr addition, the elimination of FAC in steel 

in boiler waterside environments can be achieved [27]. There are occasions where iron transport 

is documented to be high due to erosion corrosion in boiler feedwater systems, and in addition to 

increasing pH, the application of a fi lming polymer or reducing agent can provide other alternatives 

to reduce high feedwater iron contents from entering the boiler system [28].

16.6.7 STEAM CONDENSATE TREATMENT

Dissolved gases in condensed steam, such as oxygen and carbon dioxide (CO2), can be controlled by 

minimizing air ingress into a steam condensate system, but the primary source of aggressive low-

pH condensate related to CO2 is the thermal decomposition in the boiler of carbonate and bicarbon-

ate alkalinity that occurs naturally in the boiler feedwater. The carbon dioxide produced fl ashes off 

with the steam, and at the point of condensation, a portion becomes dissolved in the liquid phase and 

forms a dilute, carbonic acid solution. Reducing the carbonate/bicarbonate alkalinity in boiler water 

makeup streams via external pretreatment processes (i.e., dealkalization, reverse osmosis, demin-

eralization, and so on) can reduce the amount of chemical treatment additive required to control or 

reduce condensate system corrosion [29].

Chemical treatment options for carbonic acid that may be present in condensed steam include the 

use of volatile organic amines, which are commonly referred to as neutralizing amines. Neutralizing 

amines hydrolyze in aqueous conditions and generate the hydroxide ions required for the neutral-

ization of acidic species in the steam condensate, such as carbonic acid. There are several types of 

neutralizing amines used in steam condensate systems, and the ability of a specifi c neutralizing 

amine to protect a system effectively depends on its neutralizing capacity, recycle/recovery ratio, 

basicity, distribution ratio, as well as the thermal stability of the particular amine at the temperature 

and pressure of the system [12].

Another class of corrosion inhibitors, referred to as fi lming amines, work by establishing a pro-

tective monomolecular, barrier-type fi lm. The long-chain aliphatic amines used in a typical fi lming 

application comprises a hydrophilic nitrogen group that absorbs onto the metal surface, and an 

attached hydrophobic, hydrocarbon chain that prevents the condensate and corrosive agents in the 

condensate from contacting the metal surface [30]. When properly applied, fi lming amine corro-

sion inhibitors can be both economical and effective. However, their practical application has been 

greatly limited due to the diffi culty in preparing and injecting viscous feed solutions, as well as the 

tendency of certain fi lming amines to combine with hardness contaminant and/or iron oxide and 

other condensate corrosion products to form tacky or adherent deposits. Under some conditions, 
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these deposits can foul steam-condensate surfaces and components, such as steam traps, pres-

sure control valves, and so on. These deposits can also accumulate in boilers when condensate is 

returned.

More recently, a new generation of nonamine fi lming corrosion inhibitors have been developed 

that overcome a number of the limitations of the older, fi lming amine technology. These products 

are effective corrosion inhibitors, are much easier to feed, and have a much lower tendency to 

combine with contaminants or corrosion products to form deposits. In addition, a newly intro-

duced technology utilizing a unique phospholipid corrosion inhibitor shows signifi cant promise as a 

steam-condensate corrosion inhibitor for use in systems such as applications where steam contacts 

food products, where volatile amines or nitrogen-containing steam treatments are either not permit-

ted by the governing regulatory agencies or not desired by the steam user [31].

16.6.8 STEAM PURITY

Corrosion or metal failure in the steam path will be minimized by strict adherence to water makeup 

and condensate return quality, as well as total dissolved solids (TDS) limits in the steam, in accor-

dance with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) guidelines [32]. Using these 

guidelines as a starting basis, additional consideration should be given to heat fl ux, boiler water 

circulation and load, and consistency for control. Thus, when higher heat fl ux is part of a design or 

operational scenario, the higher-pressure water chemistry guidelines for the boiler system should be 

followed to ensure that proper steam purity is achieved [33].

When proper guidelines are not followed and/or mechanical issues with water/steam separation 

equipment or level control develop, the carryover of water droplets into the steam phase can develop 

that creates severe operational problems in downstream steam lines, superheaters, turbine equip-

ment, and other steam path components. Thus, carryover salts in steam systems can accumulate on 

hot metal surfaces via the evaporation concentration of water droplets, and cause the blockage of 

tubes, corrosion, overheating, and stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) [34]. In some cases, a single car-

ryover upset can rapidly damage stainless steel components within hours or days of the event, and 

cause continued damage to replacement components until the steam system is properly fl ushed out 

of any residual caustic salt contamination in the steam line, header, and so on. [35].

16.7 CORROSION CONTROL IN DESALINATION SYSTEMS

The desalination of seawater accounts for a total global production of 24.5 million cubic meters 

of water per day [36]. There are several large-scale processes that can be employed in desalina-

tion, including multistage fl ash (MSF), multieffect distillation (MED), and seawater reverse osmosis 

(SWRO). The main corrosion control methodology employed in these systems is material selection, 

coordinated with the unique aspects of design and operational challenges in each type and stage of 

the individual desalination process being considered. For example, pitting corrosion has been esti-

mated to account for 41% of all the corrosion failures in MSF plants, with crevice corrosion under 

deposits being most troublesome [37]. Accordingly, efforts to model the corrosion performance of 

a range of alloys in simulated MSF conditions that emulate behavior in both vapor and fully wetted 

conditions at various temperature stages have been attempted to better predict suitability for actual 

fi eld conditions [38]. A variety of stainless steels and corrosion-resistant alloys (CRAs) can be uti-

lized in the construction of desalination plant equipment. These include four major types of stain-

less steels: martensitic, ferritic, austenitic, and duplex. Within these major types, there are higher 

alloy content choices, typically referred to as super-ferritic, super-austenitic, and super-duplex.

Early desalination plants relied upon austenitic stainless steel, such as 316L, as a cost-effective 

material of construction, only to fi nd pitting and severe crevice corrosion in high chloride service 

developing after the fi rst several years of operation [39]. Over time, experience has now shown 

that super-austenitic containing 6% molybdenum (254 SMO, Al-6XN, and so on) and duplex-type 
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stainless steel alloys (that have a mixture of ferrite and austenite in the steel microstructure, such 

as 2205, 2507, Zeron 100, and so on) are more suitable for crevice corrosion and pitting applica-

tions. These alloys can be ranked to identify suitable candidates for the material of construction via 

the pitting resistance equivalent number (PREn), along with critical pitting temperature (CPT) and 

critical crevice temperature (CCT) parameters [40]. In addition, electrochemical polarization stud-

ies to produce values for corrosion and pitting potential via potentiodynamic polarization curves are 

often conducted to supplement PREn, CPT, and CCT test results [41].

Basically, the addition of molybdenum and nitrogen to a chromium-based stainless steel and 

the impact of metal alloy composition on pitting/crevice corrosion can be estimated by PREn, 

defi ned as:

 
PREn = %Cr +3.3%Mo+16%N

 
(16.1) 

In selected alloys, a higher multiple of 30 for nitrogen rather than 16 has been utilized to refl ect a 

greater impact on localized corrosion resistance [42]. These relative performance rankings based on 

PREns of the candidate alloys, while not absolute in predicting actual fi eld performance, can guide 

alternative material selection by approximating anticipated CPT and/or CCT values by the infl u-

ence of alloy content, with a PREn value above 38 as indicative of good resistance to marine 

corrosion [43]. Thus, material selection based on alloy composition, coupled with comprehensive 

laboratory tests on metal samples to evaluate pitting or crevice temperature characteristics, can 

help guide anticipated engineering performance versus chloride concentration and temperature. An 

example of the typical chemical composition, strength, and corrosion performance values for alloys 

used in desalination plants has been recently compiled [44]. Material selection utilizing lower cost 

duplex stainless steels (via lower nickel content and higher strength) with corrosion performance 

that approaches the various austenitic stainless alloys also makes them a cost-effi cient alternative 

to coated carbon steels [45]. In more recent approaches, a dual duplex material approach has been 

advocated to utilize lean duplex stainless steels in the less corrosive parts of the desalination and 

higher alloy duplex stainless steel in areas exposed to more harsh conditions [44]. In this regard, a 

key advantage of the lean duplex grades is the markedly lower nickel content (1.5% Ni), with pit-

ting and crevice resistance on par with 300 series stainless steels, and strength values that could 

allow a reduction in gauge thickness up to 50% in comparison. At the next level, 2205 has similar 

pitting and crevice corrosion resistance to austenitic alloys, like 904L, but is not as resistant as 

super-duplex grades, which have a better performance record in SWRO. For example, the pitting 

corrosion and crevice resistance of the super-duplex, like 2507 approaches that of 254 SMO, with 

PREn values estimated to be equivalent (approximately 43), but having the cost advantage of lower 

nickel content (7% versus 18% Ni) [46].

Other alloys considered to be effective in various components in desalination service include 

copper-based alloys (aluminum brass, copper-nickel, and so on), titanium, super-ferritic stainless 

steels (SeaCure,), and more expensive specialty high-nickel alloys (Hastelloy C-276, C-22, Inconel 

and Incoloy alloys, and so on). The key advantages to copper-based alloys are excellent heat trans-

fer and inherent antifouling characteristics, which must be balanced with the negative impact of 

discharge limitations on heavy metals concentration (as by-products of corrosion), susceptibility to 

erosion corrosion, and sensitivity to ammonia and sulfi de contamination. In certain applications, 

a higher strength alloy (i.e., duplex stainless steel alloys, super-ferritic stainless steel alloys like 

SeaCure, and titanium alloys) can be used with a thinner-wall confi guration as compared to tradi-

tional copper alloys, allowing excellent corrosion resistance and comparable overall heat transfer 

characteristics (due to the thinner wall confi guration). Lastly, nickel-based alloys, although superior 

in performance with regard to pitting, crevice corrosion, and stress-corrosion cracking in seawater 

service, can be cost-justifi ed in only specifi c niche applications, such as bolting/fasteners, pump 

shafts, valve components, and other specialized circumstances.
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Piping components in desalination systems and distribution networks represent a considerable 

proportion of capital expenditure and present frequent challenges in terms of failure prevention 

and inspection/repairs. Connection points in piping can be prone to intense localized corrosion, 

especially in threaded, fl anged, or compression fi ttings (i.e., Victaulic-type) that use O-rings or 

gaskets to effectively seal the joint, but in turn create crevices. In SWRO plants, crevice corro-

sion in piping connections has been documented not only in the lower grade 316L stainless steel, 

but also 317L, 2205, and higher alloy austenitic 904L piping connections [47]. Care also must 

be taken when making connections between dissimilar metal components, because brackish and 

seawater environments can drive the galvanic corrosion of the less-corrosion-resistant alloy in 

the couple [47].

The evaluation of crevice corrosion pitting in marine environments is a function of several 

parameters in the bulk water environment conditions, such as pH levels, deaeration, chloride con-

centration, velocity, temperature, and microbiological fouling tendencies [47]. For example, the 

lower oxygen content in deaerated seawater helps retard the establishment of an oxygen differential 

concentration cell and reduces a cathodic depolarizing reaction, allowing lower alloy content stain-

less steel grades to be used in desalination operations via the use of deaeration [48]. Deaerated 

seawater, reduced from a normal level of 8 ppm down to 10 ppb, will show an order of magnitude 

decrease in anodic dissolution and pitting in stainless steel alloys [49]. However, in practice, deaer-

ated solutions in desalination environments can be diffi cult to maintain in certain stages or loca-

tions, particularly around seals where air ingress can be problematic or in conjunction with outage 

periods during which aeration could develop. Thus, it is advisable to consider the option to drain 

and fl ush with fresh water in conjunction with longer duration outage periods to help mitigate the 

risk of stagnant, aerated brines or seawater solutions causing pitting of 300 series stainless steel 

alloys [50].

In certain areas, bulk water conditions can become more aggressive due to chemical treatment or 

unique operating conditions. For example, the presence of residual chlorination in the pretreatment 

of feed in the low-pressure section of a SWRO plant (as well as in high-pressure piping) can promote 

pitting and crevice corrosion. Also, higher temperatures and higher chloride concentrations found 

in energy recovery systems can cause similar corrosion challenges. The upgrading of piping and 

other components to 6-moly grade stainless steels such as 254 SMO, Al-6XN, or 2507 super-duplex 

stainless steels has proven to be successful in these types of circumstances [46].

16.8 CORROSION CONTROL IN GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS

Similar to corrosion control in desalination systems, material selection guidelines have been devel-

oped in the past for geothermal power systems based on the specifi c resource characteristics [51]. 

Materials of construction (MOC) choices are typically dictated by the presence of key corrosive 

parameters in geothermal fl uids, such as dissolved oxygen, pH, chlorides, sulfates, carbon dioxide, 

hydrogen sulfi de, and ammonia content [52]. In addition, material selection choices (mild/low-alloy 

steels, stainless steels, titanium, nickel-based alloys, copper-based alloys, and other metallic materi-

als) are dependent on the design of the specifi c process that involves either (a) a vapor-dominated 

geothermal resource where dry steam from a geological formation is produced at the wellhead, 

(b) a liquid-dominated water-based system where two-phase fl ow from the wellhead is processed 

via liquid/steam fl ash separators, and so on, or (c) binary systems in which the geothermal liquid 

heats another working fl uid [53].

The individual geothermal process stream characteristics (chemical composition, pH, tempera-

ture, and velocity) can vary, depending on the geographical location of the source and on the point 

within the power generation cycle (from the well bore to collection at the wellhead, transfer pip-

ing, at separators, turbine, condenser, and so on). For example, the previous fi eld studies of various 

alloys in Salton Sea geothermal brines with extreme total dissolved solids content (25–30 wt.%) 

confi rmed the poor performance of copper alloys, aluminum, and ferritic steels with less than 
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18% chromium content, as well as most austenitic stainless steels, but satisfactory performance with 

high chromium/high nickel alloys and titanium [54]. In addition, the prediction of the corrosion 

performance of materials can be further complicated by the formation of scale and the presence of 

noncondensable gases, which varies signifi cantly with the location of the geothermal fl uid source 

and the geological makeup of the formation.

In steam-dominated geothermal systems, the role of noncondensable gases is often the most 

signifi cant factor in evaluating the corrosion potential of system components, with carbon dioxide, 

hydrogen sulfi de, ammonia, and hydrogen chloride gases being the most problematic. Given its rela-

tive abundance, the pH of geothermal fl uids and process streams is largely controlled by CO2, which 

can drive carbon steel corrosion via the formation of carbonic acid. Signifi cant H2S content can 

create conditions conducive to sulfi de stress-corrosion cracking in hardened, high-strength steels, 

as well as promote attack on copper and nickel alloys. In addition, the oxidation of H2S in aerated 

geothermal process streams increases the acidity of the stream. The combination of ammonia and 

hydrochloric gases is thought to drive acid dew-point corrosion via ammonia chloride formation, 

resulting in a pH as low as 3.0 and requiring neutralization approaches with caustic injection near 

the wellhead of these acid-chloride-producing wells [55]. The presence of dissolved gases, along 

with dissolved solids, is thought to provide nutrition to microbiological growth in geothermal-

sourced steam condensate used for cooling water applications, which in turn creates biofi lm fouling 

and corrosion [56].

In direct liquid-dominated geothermal systems, much more complicated process fl uid composi-

tions that provide a multitude of challenges in terms of material selection and corrosion control 

are encountered. With this type of system, the hot liquid is simply separated (fl ashed) to steam 

that spins a turbine that drives a power-plant electric generator. The liquid may also be double-

fl ashed in order to provide additional steam to the turbine and increase effi ciency [57]. Following 

along the fl ash steam path, a key challenge is to minimize erosion/corrosion impact by reducing 

droplet carryover, along with the inherent transport of acid gases (H2S, CO2, and HCl) in the steam 

and steam condensate. These conditions are typically not found in a nongeothermal-sourced steam 

power plant system. Accordingly, specialized methods have been attempted to control corrosion in 

the steam and steam condensing system, including the use of CRAs or more cost-effective mea-

sures such as injection of fi lming amine/corrosion inhibitors, and the use of protective coatings. For 

example, corrosion rate reduction via amine/inhibitor treatment has been estimated to reduce cor-

rosion 90–95% in carbon steel, saving considerable cost avoidance versus utilization of CRAs [58]. 

In addition, coatings utilizing polyphenylene sulfi de (PPS), with proprietary fi llers (marketed under 

the trade name, CurraLon?), have been shown to protect carbon steel in condensed acidic steam in 

geothermal applications. PPS-derived coating formulations also show promise in extremely high-

temperature geothermal brines and/or heat exchanger applications (reducing costs by approximately 

80% compared to high-grade stainless steel or titanium) [59].

The additional materials challenge in a single- or double-fl ash steam power plant operation is 

that the originating geothermal fl uid may be at elevated temperatures (over 200°C) and involve 

concentrated brine solutions that have 11%–15% chlorides, such as that utilized in the Salton Sea, 

California, geothermal brine resource area. In this regard, carbon steel piping was noted to corrode 

at a rate of 410 mils per year (10.4 mm/yr), leading to the evaluation and use of 2507 super-duplex 

stainless steel [60].

In a binary geothermal plant confi guration, use of lower-temperature geothermal systems typi-

cally routes a mixture of corrosive brine, hot water, and/or a water/steam mix from the formation 

into a heat exchanger application. In a binary process, a working fl uid (such as isopentane or 

isobutene) is heated by the geothermal resource, and the heated working fl uid in turn vaporizes 

and expands across a turbine to drive electrical generation. Thus, the geothermal fl uid is not 

fl ashed within this closed system, and is able to be completely reinjected back into the forma-

tion. This reduces corrosive gas release and simplifi es the power generation side of the process in 

terms of materials of construction (MOC) [61].
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16.8.1 CORROSION MONITORING TECHNIQUES/FIELD TESTING

When establishing a baseline to determine the relative corrosivity of an aqueous system, various 

methodologies are available to help quantify the corrosion rate. Once a baseline corrosion per-

formance has been established, corrective action (such as injecting a corrosion inhibitor into the 

stream) can be properly evaluated.

16.8.2 CORROSION COUPONS

Common tools used for corrosion monitoring include corrosion coupons, which are preweighed 

metal strips exposed for a set length of time that is determined to be representative within the 

system. Based on the weight loss of the coupon after the removal of corrosion products, measured 

per surface area and exposure time, a mils per year (MPY) calculation can be used to estimate the 

average thickness loss based on the density of the metal being tested. In addition to weight loss, 

metal coupons can be viewed for the patterns of corrosion (pitting, microbiological corrosion, dis-

coloration related to dealloying, and so on), which can guide corrective actions in terms of corrosion 

inhibitor feed in the fi eld or the adjustment of microbiological control parameters. Corrosion cou-

pons can also be confi gured to evaluate susceptibility to crevice corrosion (CC), or stress-corrosion 

cracking (SCC), based on the manipulation of attachment points to the surface (crevice washers) or 

stresses (U-bend or c-ring coupons).

The disadvantage of using corrosion coupons is the lack of heat transfer on the metal surface as 

compared to an actual heat exchanger in the system. In addition, the fl ow rate in the bypass rack that 

is typically optimized for uniform results and may not actually mimic low-fl ow conditions that may 

be prevalent within the system. In addition, only time-weighted averages are compiled for general 

corrosion and pit rates; there is no ability to ascertain the impact of a single upset or series of upsets 

on the accumulated total metal loss within the exposure period.

16.8.3 INSTANTANEOUS CORROSION RATE METERS

A key advantage of measuring the corrosion rate at any particular moment in time via electrical resis-

tance probe or electrochemical measurements (such as linear polarization) is that sudden changes in 

corrosion propagation in a system can be detected, quantifi ed, and recorded to correlate to episodic 

events in the system being evaluated. For example, the impact of a consistent pattern of repeated 

acid ingress or overdosing during a chlorination cycle in cooling water treatment are upsets that can 

produce signifi cant metal loss that could be detected based on evaluating electrode probe character-

istics in the system. There are many other electrochemical techniques that can be evaluated for the 

real-time estimation of corrosion performance, including potentiodynamic cyclic polarization stud-

ies, electrochemical noise (ECN) monitoring, use of a multielectrode array device, and so on.

16.9 SUMMARY

In summary, corrosion control in heat exchangers and steam generation systems is dependent on 

system design and the cost-effective use of suitable corrosion inhibitors, and keeping cooling water 

and boiler systems free of deposits and scale. In desalination systems, effective corrosion control 

is achieved by the evaluation of the actual process conditions (pH, chlorides, total dissolved solids, 

chlorination, temperature, velocity, the frequency of stagnant conditions, and so on) versus predic-

tive material selection parameters for candidate materials (such as utilizing PREn, CPT, CCT, elec-

trochemical studies, and so on). Lastly, as operating experience in geothermal energy applications 

continues to confi rm advances in scale/corrosion inhibition treatment and materials or coatings are 

optimized for geothermal process fl uids, geothermal power plants are anticipated to demonstrate 

improved reliability and cost-effective operation.
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17 Interactions of Polyelectrolytes 
with Particulate Matter 
in Aqueous Systems

P. Somasundaran and Venkataramana Runkana

17.1 INTRODUCTION

Water is the most precious natural resource as it impacts the health and survival of the people, 

agriculture, industrial productivity, as well as the generation of power. According to estimates, 

more than 1.2 billion people lack access to safe drinking water and nearly 4000 children die 

daily due to diseases transmitted through unsafe water or human excreta [1,2]. Water treatment 

plants have to meet not only stringent regulations on quality of produced water but also chang-

ing demands from consumers in terms of suspended particulate matter, color, odor, taste, and 

residual concentrations of chemicals employed during water purifi cation. Water is also an impor-

tant process medium and a solvent in many industries. For example, practically all industrial 

manufacturing operations require water as boiler feed and all semiconductor fabricators require 

an enormous amount of water for washing silicon. Water is also an essential ingredient in many 

food and beverage products and pharmaceutical formulations [3].

Coagulation and fl occulation are key unit operations in water treatment as effi ciency of subse-

quent clarifi cation and fi ltration steps is linked critically with the manner, effectiveness, and rate of 

fl occulation [4,5]. Polymers and polyelectrolytes have become favorable fl occulation and fi ltration 

aids in water treatment due to several reasons [6]. For example, the required polymer dosage 

is relatively lower than that for the commonly employed inorganic coagulant, alum. The resul-

tant sludge generated is also relatively low and the concentrations of dissolved inorganics such as 

aluminum in treated water are minimal. The strength of fl ocs obtained through polymer-induced 

fl occulation is also high because polymeric fl occulants provide many links between particles due 

to the attachment of a number of segments with surface groups on particles. Moreover, it is not 

always possible to control the stability of colloidal suspensions effi ciently and obtain the desired 
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results by manipulating just pH and concentrations of coagulants such as alum. Even small amounts 

of dissolved electrolyte ions, particularly those of multivalent species, can change the stability of 

a suspension drastically. Similarly, depending on the pH, mineral and metal oxide particles can 

partially dissolve in solution and the dissolved species can adsorb onto particle surfaces and modify 

their electrochemical and other surface characteristics [7,8]. Due to these reasons, polymers and 

polyelectrolytes have become standard favorite fl occulation additives for effl uent treatment. The 

effi ciency of water purifi cation and quality of effl uent water depend strongly on the interactions 

between polyelectrolytes and constituents of raw water such as particulate matter, natural organic 

matter, and dissolved chemical species. Hence, it is possible to control the fl occulation by engineer-

ing the polymer adsorption density and importantly the conformation at the solid–solution interface 

by varying process variables such as pH, ionic strength, polyelectrolyte type, dosage, and tempera-

ture. Indeed, such engineering depends on an accurate understanding of the mechanisms by which 

a polymer adsorbs on particles and affects the interaction between particles.

The focus of this chapter is on interactions of polyelectrolytes with particulate matter that affect 

coagulation and fl occulation. The discussion involves relevant characteristics of particulate matter 

and polyelectrolytes, principles of polymer adsorption on particles, and polymer-induced fl occula-

tion. Mathematical modeling is now an important tool for any new process or product development, 

and for the optimization and control of existing processes. Hence, modeling of polymer adsorption 

and fl occulation is discussed subsequently.

17.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICULATE MATTER AND POLYELECTROLYTES

Water from natural resources such as rivers consists of particulate matter, natural organic matter 

(NOM), dissolved chemical species, and, due to environmental pollution, toxic industrial or domestic 

waste products. Industrial wastewaters too contain similar constituents, in varying proportions. Water 

is essentially a multicomponent mixture of solid and liquid species along with bubbles and droplets. 

The particulate matter includes clay, minerals or metal oxides, metal carbonates, algae, protozoa, 

bacteria, and viruses. The NOM consists of fulvic acids, humic acids, tannins and polysaccharides, 

etc. [9]. The characteristics of NOM are described in detail by Bolto [10]. NOM has a strong infl uence 

on the stability and removal of inorganic particles. It can not only complex with other chemical spe-

cies present in water but also adsorb on particles and drastically change their surface characteristics. 

This will in turn infl uence the effectiveness of the polyelectrolyte used for fl occulation and may lead 

to higher coagulant/fl occulant dosages.

The suspended particulate matter is a critical component of the raw water, as higher concentra-

tions of particles not only lead to high turbidity but also provide high surface area for adsorption 

of dissolved chemical species, micropollutants, pathogens, and natural organic matter. The particle 

size distribution varies from more than 100 μm to less than 10 nm. The solid concentration usually 

ranges from 2 mg/L to more than 200 mg/L, but can go up to more 50,000 mg/L during fl oods [6]. As 

compared to raw water from rivers, municipal wastewater contains a wide variety of contaminants 

and pathogens and has high organic matter content. The metal oxides and carbonates present in 

water include kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4), hematite (Fe2O3), quartz or silica (SiO2), corundum (Al2O3), 

rutile (TiO2), calcite (CaCO3), magnesia (MgO), hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH), etc. The point of 

zero charge (PZC) of these materials has a strong infl uence on operating conditions to be employed 

during coagulation and fl occulation, especially operating pH and the type of polyelectrolytes to be 

employed. Experimental data for PZC as well as zeta potentials of a number of materials can be 

found elsewhere [11,12].

Most commercial fl occulants are polyelectrolytes based on polyacrylamide polymer [13,14]. The 

two most important properties of a polymer as a fl occulant are its molecular weight distribution and 

charge density distribution. As compared to the neutral or nonionic polymers, polyelectrolytes are 

highly soluble in water and adsorb strongly on oppositely charged surfaces. High molecular weight 

polymers that are often used in water clarifi cation can be produced through aqueous polymerization 
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of acrylamide. The charge density of a polyelectrolyte can be modifi ed by introducing anionicity 

through controlled hydrolysis or cationicity through copolymerization of acrylamide with a suitable 

cationic monomer or through incorporation of functional groups. It is dependent on the fraction of 

cationic or anionic groups present. Both natural and synthetic cationic, anionic, and nonionic poly-

mers are used in water treatment as fl occulation and fi ltration aids. Chemical formulae, structure, 

and charge densities of several polyelectrolytes are provided elsewhere [4,10,15]. The structures of 

a few commonly used polyelectrolytes are shown in Figure 17.1. The molecular weights and charge 

densities of synthetic polyelectrolytes can range from a few thousands to more than 106 Da and 

1.2–10 meq/g, respectively [6].

Since it is diffi cult to decipher interactions between different types of metal oxides or carbonates 

and polyelectrolytes in a multicomponent particulate mixture, experimental studies have focused 

mainly on model systems such as kaolin clay [16], hematite [17], alumina [18], calcite [19], and silica 

[20] and their interactions with various types of polyelectrolytes employed for fl occulation. While 

polyelectrolytes are essentially charged polymers and the term polymer refers to neutral or nonionic 

polymers, both are used interchangeably in this chapter. Interactions between polyelectrolytes and 

particles and resultant fl occulation involve adsorption of polyelectrolyte chains and accompanying 

repulsion or aggregation depending on the net energy of interaction between particles covered with 

polyelectrolyte chains.

Flocculation by polymers is a complex phenomenon, which involves several steps or subpro-

cesses occurring sequentially or concurrently. These include (a) mixing; (b) dissolution of polymers 

in the suspension; (c) diffusion of the polymer species to the particle surface; (d) adsorption of poly-

mer chains on the particles; (e) reconformation of adsorbed chains on the surface; (f) desorption/

readsorption of the polymer species; (g) aggregation between primary particles; (h) aggregation 

between primary particles and clusters; (i) aggregation among clusters; (j) restructuring of fl ocs; (k) 

fragmentation/refl occulation of fl ocs; and (l) subsidence, or sedimentation of fl ocs [21,22]. Changes 

in fl occulation and clarifi cation can be brought about effectively by altering polymer adsorption 

and conformation at the solid–solution interface by manipulating a number of variables such as pH, 

ionic strength, temperature, polymer combination, dosage, addition mode, and sequence of addition. 

Many of these events and even scission of polymer chains can be seriously affected by shear applied 

to improve the rate of fl occulation. In any case, the fi rst important step in the overall fl occulation 

process is the interaction between polymers and particles leading to polymer adsorption, which is 

discussed next.

17.3 POLYMER ADSORPTION

Adsorption of polymers at the solid–liquid interface depends on various factors such as polymer 

type (pellets, powder, liquid), mode of addition (continuous or step-wise), concentration in solution 

and at the interface, polymer molecular weight distribution, charge density of the polymer and the 

surface, surface heterogeneity, nature of the solvent, pH, temperature, salinity, and multivalent ions 

in solution [23–25]. Polymer adsorption on particles occurs by collisions between particles and 

polymer chains. These collisions also take place under Brownian motion or due to fl uid velocity 
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FIGURE 17.1 Structures of some commonly used polyelectrolytes in water treatment. PDADMAC, 
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gradients in sheared suspensions. The process essentially involves diffusion of polymer chains 

from bulk solution to the interface, attachment of polymer segments to surface sites and reorienta-

tion of polymer chains at the interface, and possibly desorption and readsorption subsequently. 

Polyelectrolyte adsorption is the result of a subtle balance between electrostatic attraction and repul-

sion. It is promoted by electrostatic attractions between the charged polyelectrolyte segments and 

the surfaces bearing charges and short-range forces of van der Waals attraction, hydrophobic attrac-

tion, and hydrogen bonding. Entropic effects due to the release of counterions from both the surface 

and the polyelectrolyte can also enhance adsorption. On the other hand, there will be electrostatic 

repulsions between charged monomers, which results in chain stiffening, and long-range repulsion 

between similar charges on the polyelectrolyte chain and the surface. Adsorption of polyelectrolytes 

on oppositely charged surfaces is generally fast, strong, and irreversible. Polymer relaxation times 

could, however, range from a few seconds [26] to days and months. It is generally assumed that 

polymer chains attain equilibrium conformation before particles undergo any meaningful number 

of collisions. However, this is not the case always as experimental studies on polymer conformation 

[27] and interparticle forces [28] have indicated that adsorption does not reach equilibrium within 

the time scales of fl occulation/dispersion. There are also other studies which suggest that kinetics 

of polymer adsorption can affect the process and result in nonequilibrium fl occulation [26,29,30]. 

Polymer conformation in solution has an important role in this as diffusion of polymer chains as 

well as collisions between solid particles and polymer chains can depend on the conformation or 

shape of polymer chains. For example, diffusion of a spherical particle is signifi cantly different 

from that of a cylindrical particle. Similarly, the nature and frequency of collisions between two 

spherical particles is different from that between two cylindrical particles or between a spherical 

particle and a cylindrical particle. Moreover, collisions between individual particles and polymer 

chains occur only during the initial stages of fl occulation. As fl occulation proceeds, the collisions 

will mainly involve clusters and polymer chains.

Depending on the affi nity of the polymer to the surface, polymer chains can have any one or a 

combination of the three conformations: trains or thin layers (stretched fl at on the surface), loops 

or coils, and dangling tails that are stretched into the solution, at some angle to the surface [25,31]. 

A schematic representation of different polymer conformations at the solid–liquid interface is 

shown in Figure 17.2. Polymer conformation at the solid–liquid interface is a function of polymer 

adsorption density, charge density of the polymer and particle surface, nature of the solvent, pH, 

salt concentration, etc. The conformation can be determined using fl uorescence and electron spin 

resonance spectroscopy [32]. This involves measuring monomer (Im) and excimer (Ie) emission 

peaks, for example, of the pyrene-labeled polymer. The coiling index, defi ned as the ratio of the 

excimer to monomer peak, Ie/Im, gives a measure of the conformation. A high ratio indicates coiled 

conformation while a low ratio indicates dangling or fl at conformation. Polymer conformation can 

also be estimated by neutron scattering and ellipsometry.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 17.2 Polymer conformation at the solid–liquid interface (a) thin layers, low δ, (b) coils, moderate 

δ, and (c) trains, loops and tails, high δ. δ is the adsorbed layer thickness.
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The two most critical variables that infl uence polymer adsorption and fl occulation are polymer 

concentration and pH. The solution pH infl uences not only the electrochemical nature of particle 

surfaces but also the dissociation of polyelectrolytes and hence their conformation in solution and 

at the interface. Natural waters contain inorganic materials such as hematite and silica, which 

are positively charged below their isoelectric point (IEP) and become negatively charged at a pH 

above the IEP. Similarly, polyelectrolytes remain in compact coiled form below their dissociation 

pH and attain stretched conformation at higher pH due to the repulsion between charged polymer 

segments. For example, polyacrylic acid (PAA) has a relatively high coiling index of about 0.7 at 

pH 4 and a low value of about 0.2–0.3 at pH 10.5 [33]. Polyelectrolyte adsorption is a dynamic 

process and adsorption density and conformation of a polyelectrolyte can be controlled by manipu-

lating pH. For example, adsorption of polyelectrolytes such as polyacrylic acid (PAA), polyacryl-

amide (PAM), and a linear anionic polysaccharide, polygalacturonic acid (PGAU), on hematite 

was found to be high under acidic pH than under basic pH conditions [34–36]. The conformation 

of PAA, represented in terms of coiling index defi ned above, obtained at two different polymer 

concentrations under changing pH conditions is shown in Figure 17.3 [33]. In this study, PAA was 

fi rst adsorbed on alumina at pH 4 and then the pH was increased incrementally. As a result, PAA 

conformation at the alumina–water interface changed from coiled to stretching conformation as 

the pH increased from 4 to 10. The sensitivity to pH shifting was more at the lower PAA concen-

tration than at the higher concentration. This could be because the space available at the interface 

for polymer stretching was lower at higher PAA concentration than that at lower concentration. 

These results clearly indicate the importance of pH control in water purifi cation. The infl uence of 

polymer conformational changes due to perturbed pH on the effi ciency of fl occulation is discussed 

in the next section.

Polymer conformation can also change in the presence of another polymer due to complexation 

[37,38]. Depending on the nature of complexation and application, this could be detrimental or 

benefi cial for fl occulation. The effect of a commercial polymer, Percol, on PAA conformation in 

solution and at the interface is shown in Figure 17.4. The coiling index of PAA in solution increases 

initially with Percol concentration due to charge neutralization of PAA by Percol. But as Percol 
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FIGURE 17.3 Coiling index (excimer-to-monomer ratio, Ie/Im) of polyacrylic acid at the alumina–liquid 

interface as a function of pH (changing pH conditions) and polymer concentration (ionic strength = 0.03 M 

NaCl, S/L = 10 g/200 mL). (Reproduced from Tjipangandjara, K. and Somasundaran, P., Colloids Surf. A, 55, 

245, 1991.)
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concentration is increased further, the coiling index decreases because the complex is now more 

positively charged with the resultant electrostatic repulsion between Percol segments. The mode of 

addition of the second polymer also infl uences polymer conformation. When the two polymers, PAA 

and Percol, are added sequentially, the coiling index decreases with Percol concentration because 

of increased Percol concentration at the interface which causes stretching of the PAA chains. In 

the case of simultaneous addition, the coiling index at the interface does not change signifi cantly 

with Percol concentration because PAA is already complexed with Percol before adsorption. These 

observations have important implications for water treatment. It would be necessary to select a 

combination of polyelectrolytes judiciously to enhance the rate of fl occulation and dewatering, as 

discussed in the next section.

17.4 POLYMER-INDUCED FLOCCULATION

Flocculation of colloidal suspensions is essentially an aggregation process and can be induced by 

adsorbing as well as nonadsorbing polymers. The size distribution and strength of fl ocs produced 

by polymer-induced fl occulation depend on properties of solids (size, shape, apparent density, and 

surface charge density of particles), properties of the system (temperature, pH, solids concentra-

tion, polyelectrolyte concentration, and type and concentrations of multivalent ions and dissolved 

chemical species), properties of polyelectrolyte (average molecular weight or molecular weight 

distribution, charge density distribution, and branching or nature of functional groups) and fl oc-

culation tank, and stirrer geometry (tank shape, height and diameter, number and dimensions of 

baffl es, impeller type and diameter, number of blades/paddles, and impeller speed). Aggregation 

can occur by particle–particle, particle–cluster, and cluster–cluster collisions followed by the 

formation of fl ocs. Collisions take place due to Brownian motion of particles (perikinetic aggre-

gation), fl uid velocity gradients (orthokinetic aggregation), and differential sedimentation of par-

ticles and fl ocs. As aggregation proceeds, fl ocs develop as porous objects with highly irregular 

and open structure. They are usually referred to as fractal aggregates and are characterized by 

their mass fractal dimension because the aggregate mass scales with its size. Highly open and 

branched fl ocs have high porosities and are characterized by low fractal dimensions, and closely 
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packed fl ocs have low porosities and are characterized by high fractal dimensions. The fractal 

dimension is a function of fl occulation process variables like electrolyte concentration, tempera-

ture, pH, and polymer concentration [39,40].

The collision volume of a particle or a fl oc increases due to the adsorbed polymer and its mag-

nitude depends on the adsorbed layer thickness, which is determined by polymer conformation at 

the solid–liquid interface. It is generally accepted that fl occulation by adsorbing polymers occurs 

through one of the three mechanisms: charge neutralization, charge patch neutralization, and bridg-

ing [41]. When an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte is added to a colloidal suspension, it reduces 

or neutralizes the charge density on the particle surface by adsorption and induces fl occulation. 

This is usually the case with simple charge neutralization. Bridging fl occulation occurs when a 

single polyelectrolyte chain adsorbs on more than one particle and induces aggregation. Charge 

patch neutralization takes place when the polyelectrolyte adsorbs in the form of discrete patches on 

the particle surface and the charge density of the adsorbed polyelectrolyte chain is higher than that 

on the particle surface. It is diffi cult to ascertain which mechanism is responsible for fl occulation 

because more than one mechanism may be operational during fl occulation, depending on the nature 

of the particle surface and polymer conformation at the solid–liquid interface. Bridging fl occulation 

by large molecular weight polymers usually results in large as well as strong fl ocs [13]. The rate of 

fl occulation obtained by charge patch neutralization is about two to three times greater than that by 

simple charge neutralization [42], which is comparable to that obtained in the presence of inorganic 

electrolytes [17]. It is essentially a function of the frequency of collisions between particles if the 

forces of attraction dominate those due to repulsion.

The frequency of collisions is a function of the effective collision radii of interacting particles. 

When the polymer adsorbs in the form of trains (stretched in the form of a thin layer on the particle 

surface), the number of contacts between the polymer backbone and the surface is high and the 

thickness of the adsorbed layer is low. Under these conditions, the rate of fl occulation is comparable to 

that obtained with inorganic electrolytes. This is the situation in the case of fl occulation by simple 

charge neutralization. In the case of charge patch neutralization, it has been proposed [20,42,43] that 

the polymer chains adsorb in the form of electrostatic patches of high charge density. The higher 

rate of fl occulation compared to simple charge neutralization was attributed to patchy or mosaic-

type surface charge distribution of polymer-covered particles. In the case of bridging fl occulation, 

which occurs mainly due to the long dangling tails, the adsorbed layer thickness is quite high and 

results in high collision radii and high rates of fl occulation observed with high molecular weight 

polymers [37]. It should be noted that fl ocs obtained with polymers are stronger than those produced 

with salts because the strength of polymer–surface bond is high and also because an adsorbed poly-

mer chain has attachments at multiple sites on the surface.

Polymer conformation can have a strong infl uence on fl occulation. It is possible to control the 

rate of fl occulation by manipulating polymer conformation at the interface, which, in turn, is manip-

ulated using variables such as pH and ionic strength (see Figure 17.3). Results obtained for fl occula-

tion of colloidal alumina suspensions by PAA [33] are shown in Figure 17.5. The percent of settled 

solids increases as the pH is increased at two different polymer concentrations. It is to be noted 

that fl occulation can be affected markedly by perturbing pH during fl occulation. For example, at 

lower pH values, the percent of solids settled under fi xed pH conditions was slightly superior to that 

under shifted pH, after initial fl occulation. At 100 ppm PAA (Figure 17.5b), the percent of solids 

settled was always higher under shifted pH conditions than that obtained under fi xed pH, except at 

high pH. At 5 ppm PAA (Figure 17.5a), fl occulation appears to be occurring in stages. At low pH, 

PAA adsorbs in the coiled form and the surface coverage is low. Flocculation occurs by charge 

neutralization and results in the formation of microfl ocs. As pH is increased, PAA stretches into the 

solution and results in what can be considered as macrofl occulation through bridging. As the pH is 

raised further, PAA conformation does not change as it is already in the stretched form. However, 

because the surface coverage is low, fl occulation progresses further by the bridging of macrofl ocs 

leading to the formation of superfl ocs.
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In certain cases, use of two or three polymers may result in desired fl occulation than with a single 

polymer [27,38,44–47]. It is to be noted that the conformation of a polymer can change in the pres-

ence of another due to complexation between the two [48] and this can result in different degrees of 

fl occulation. Turbidity of alumina suspensions without the addition of any polymer and in the pres-

ence of 5 ppm Percol 757 alone, 5 ppm PAA alone, and their mixtures (Percol and PAA added simul-

taneously or sequentially) is shown in Figure 17.6 [38]. It can be seen that the combination of Percol 

and PAA leads to a larger reduction in suspension turbidity than that with individual polymers. 

Alumina is positively charged at pH 8. Since Percol is also positively charged (80% charge density), 

it does not lead to any fl occulation. On the other hand, PAA is negatively charged at this pH and 

results in better fl occulation than that obtained in the presence of Percol. Flocculation is enhanced 

when both the polymers are used because PAA adsorbs fi rst on alumina and acts as an anchor for 
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polyacrylic acid as a function of pH (fi xed and changing pH conditions) (ionic strength = 0.03 M NaCl, S/L = 

10 g/200 mL). (Reproduced from Tjipangandjara, K. and Somasundaran, P., Colloids Surf. A, 55, 245, 1991.)
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et al., Colloids Surf. A, 162, 141, 2000.)
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Percol, which has a higher capture radius due to its higher molecular weight. Moreover, sequential 

mode of addition seems to be better than simultaneous addition because of both, the complexation 

between PAA and Percol that can modify the PAA conformation and competition between PAA and 

Percol for adsorption sites on alumina.

Dual polymer fl occulation occurs by a combination of two mechanisms: charge or patch neu-

tralization by the oppositely charged polymer followed by bridging by the long chain polymer. 

In the case of sequential addition, the fi rst polymer not only results in the formation of primary 

fl ocs, but also acts as an anchor for subsequent adsorption of the long chain polymer, which can 

lead to enhanced fl oc growth by bridging. Clearly, it is possible to achieve optimum fl occula-

tion performance by choosing a combination of polymers with appropriate charge densities and 

molecular weights judiciously. Lee and Liu [49] have employed two commercial polyelectrolytes, 

cationic KP-201C and nonionic NP-800, for the treatment of waste activated sludge and found that 

dewatering is enhanced by using the same total concentration of polymers that was used with indi-

vidual polymers. They also found that preconditioning the sludge with the cationic polyelectrolyte 

followed by the nonionic polyelectrolyte is more effi cient than preconditioning with the nonionic 

polyelectrolyte followed by the cationic polyelectrolyte.

The water to be treated may also contain surfactants because of their widespread industrial 

and domestic applications. Presence of surfactants in water will infl uence not only the polymer 

conformation and adsorption at the interface but also the degree of fl occulation, which will affect 

the turbidity of suspensions [50]. Similarly, the presence of dissolved ionic species, such as Ca2+, 

Li+, Cs+, Mg2+, will have a profound infl uence on polyelectrolyte adsorption, solid–liquid interface 

potential, as well as electrochemical characteristics of particle surfaces. This will, in turn, affect 

the nature of interactions between particles, NOM, and the polyelectrolytes and hence the rate of 

fl occulation [23,51].

While aggregation is desirable in the case of fl occulation in potable water and wastewater treat-

ment processes, it is undesirable in the case of applications such as cooling, steam generation 

in boilers, distillation processes, power generation, paints, chemical mechanical polishing, and 

detergency. In the case of cooling and boiler applications [52], it is undesirable because particulate 

matter present in untreated water can deposit on equipment surfaces and lead to scale formation 

and fouling, which in turn, can result in poor heat transfer, corrosion and, in some situations, pipe-

line or nozzle blockage. Scale formation will ultimately lead to equipment failure, especially of 

heat exchanger tubes. Hence, natural (for example, starch, sodium alginate, and lignosulfonate) as 

well as synthetic (for example, polyacrylic acid, polymaleic acid, and polyaspartic acid) polymers 

are employed to act as dispersants in these industrial applications to prevent scale formation and 

equipment fouling. The particulate matter consists of mud or silt, microbial mass, mineral scales 

such as CaCO3, CaSO4, and CaF2, and corrosion products such as Fe2O3, Fe3O4, ZnO, and CuO 

[53]. One of the main challenges here is to prevent or reduce the deposition of iron-based foulants 

because dispersion of iron oxide is relatively diffi cult. The polymer molecular architecture, for 

example, the functional groups present, plays a critical role in the dispersion of iron oxide. Amjad 

[54] found that natural additives containing phenolic, carboxyl, and sulfonic acid groups, that is, 

lignosulfonate, fulvic acid, and tannic acid, are better than starch and sodium alginate in dispers-

ing iron oxide. Similarly, it was also found that synthetic copolymers and terpolymers containing 

carboxyl and sulfonic acid groups are better iron oxide dispersants than homopolymers containing 

carboxyl groups. The state of dispersion of iron oxide in the absence of any additive and in the 

presence of a terpolymer made of acrylic acid, sulfonic acid, and sulfonated styrene [55] is shown 

in Figure 17.7. It can be seen that the terpolymer was effective in fi nely dispersing the iron oxide 

particles where extensive aggregation occurs in the absence of the polymer.

Thermal and irradiation degradation characteristics of polymers is another important parameter 

to be considered for high temperature applications as exposure to such environments for prolonged 

periods leads to loss of molecular weight, which will result in poor dispersion effi ciency. It was 

found that both natural and synthetic polymers degrade due to exposure to high temperature and 
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pressure environments. The extent of degradation depends on polymer architecture, temperature, 

pressure, and duration of exposure. Experimental results indicated that deterioration of the perfor-

mance of a dispersant depends more on the degradation of functional groups than on the cleavage 

of the polymer backbone [55].

Depending on the molecular weight, a polyelectrolyte can act as a dispersant as well as a fl occu-

lant. For example, it was found [35] that a low molecular weight (MW) (5000 g/mol) PAA resulted in 

complete dispersion of hematite suspensions over a wide pH range while a high molecular weight PAA 

(106 g/mol) lead to complete fl occulation over the same pH range. Dispersion due to low MW PAA 

occurred mainly because of the coverage of iron oxide particles with PAA and steric repulsion. On 

the other hand, fl occulation by high MW PAA occurred due to charge patch neutralization as well as 

polymer bridging. These results clearly indicate that a polymer can be employed as a dispersant in one 

application and as a fl occulant in another by manipulating its molecular weight and conformation.

17.5  MODELING OF POLYMER ADSORPTION, INTERACTION 
FORCES, AND FLOCCULATION

Mathematical modeling is a proven tool for the simulation, analysis, optimization, and control of 

complex physicochemical and transport-based processes. Mathematical models for polymer adsorp-

tion [25] and fl occulation [56,57] have been developed and tested with experimental data for ideal 

systems under laboratory experimental conditions. Additionally, since interaction forces between 

polymer-covered particles play an important role in many natural and industrial processes, models 

have also been developed for surface forces [58] such as van der Waals attraction, electrical double 

layer repulsion, and forces due to adsorbed polymer chains. However, it must be noted that to date 

no model exists that takes into account all the complex phenomena that occur in real fl occulation 

systems. Polymer adsorption models do not account for the effect of charge density distribution, 

functionalization, polydispersity, relaxation or rearrangement of polymer segments at the solid–

liquid interface, and desorption. More seriously, there will be competition between polymers in 

the case of multipolymer schemes that are used in practical applications. Similarly, in the case of 

fl occulation models, rearrangement, fragmentation or reaggregation, as well as dependence of all 

these adsorption and fl occulation processes on shear or shear gradients are yet to be incorporated. 

Nevertheless, the state-of-the-art models are described here, fi rst for polymer adsorption, followed 

by those for interaction forces and fl occulation.

0.2 mm 0.2 mm
(a) (b)

FIGURE 17.7 State of dispersion of iron oxide (a) in the absence of any additive and (b) in the presence of 

a terpolymer made of acrylic acid, sulfonic acid, and sulfonated styrene. (Reproduced from Amjad, Z., Tens. 
Surf. Deterg., 43, 242, 2006.)
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17.5.1 POLYMER ADSORPTION

Polymer movement in solution is usually modeled as random walks in the continuous space or on a 

lattice. Polymer adsorption models can be broadly classifi ed as [59] models based on conformational 

statistics, which can calculate the contributions of trains, loops, and tails and models starting from 

the overall density profi le, where all the properties of the adsorbed layer are expressed as a function 

of local concentration. The self-consistent mean fi eld lattice model developed by Scheutjens and 

Fleer [60–62] belongs to the fi rst kind whereas the model based on scaling concepts, proposed by 

de Gennes [63–65] belongs to the second kind.

Mathematical models for polyelectrolyte adsorption are generally extensions of the models 

for neutral polymers. van der Schee and Lyklema [66] extended the polymer adsorption models 

of Roe [67] and Scheutjens and Fleer [60,61] to model polyelectrolyte adsorption by including 

an additional term for the electrostatic contribution to the total free energy of the system. This 

model was later extended by Evers et al. [68] and Bohmer et al. [69] for weak polyelectrolytes. 

The model predictions have been tested with experimental data [70], and the features of poly-

electrolyte adsorption predicted by the model are generally in agreement with those observed 

experimentally. This model was later extended for variable charge surfaces [71]. A continuum 

mean-fi eld model was developed by Borukhov et al. [72] for polyelectrolyte adsorption, but this 

model does not take into account the train-loop-tail conformation. Juvekar et al. [73] developed 

a continuum mean-fi eld model for polymer adsorption that is computationally less intensive than 

the Scheutjens–Fleer model. These models assume that polymer adsorption is much faster than 

particle aggregation and the polymer molecule attains an equilibrium conformation. As men-

tioned earlier, adsorption does not reach equilibrium within the time scales of fl occulation [27,28], 

and kinetics of polymer adsorption can affect the process and result in nonequilibrium fl occula-

tion [26,29,30]. Hogg [74] proposed a simple model for polymer adsorption dynamics, treating 

polymer molecules as spherical particles, and suggested collision kernels similar to those used 

for particle–particle interactions. Such an approach would be applicable only when the polymer 

chains are in a coiled or globular conformation. It becomes necessary to modify the theoretical 

treatment of interactions between spherical particles and rodlike polymers and also of the diffu-

sion of cylindrical- or elliptical-shaped polymer chains in solution.

17.5.2 INTERACTION FORCES BETWEEN POLYMER-COVERED PARTICLES

When particles are suspended in solution, they acquire a net negative or positive charge on their 

surfaces due to (a) defective lattice structure, (b) dissolution of surface species, and (c) adsorption of 

specifi c ions, polymers, or surfactants from solution. To maintain electroneutrality at the interface, 

a layer of counterions forms at the interface. The two layers of opposite charges at the interface are 

normally referred to as the electric double layer. There will be an electrostatic repulsion between 

two similarly charged particles due to the presence of this double layer. The electrochemical nature 

of particle surface changes due to the adsorption of polyelectrolytes. The adsorbed polymer chains 

introduce steric and bridging forces in addition to perturbing the van der Waals attraction and elec-

trostatic repulsion. The van der Waals attraction is affected because dielectric constant and refrac-

tive index of the polymer are different from those of the solvent. The surface potential increases 

or decreases depending on polymer charge density distribution. Moreover, the range over which 

particle–particle interaction occurs also changes depending on the thickness of the adsorbed layer, 

especially tail length in the case of dangling polymer chains in the solution. The total interaction 

energy between particles with adsorbed polymer layers is normally computed by applying the usual 

assumption of additivity. It is generally acknowledged that the assumption of each force acting 

individually, neither infl uencing nor getting infl uenced by other forces present, is a gross simplifi ca-

tion. However, in the absence of suffi cient understanding of how the forces infl uence each other, the 

simple addition assumption is generally invoked.
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Vold [75] derived an equation for van der Waals attraction between two identical particles having 

adsorbed layers of the same polymer. Subsequently, Vincent [76] generalized Vold’s expression for 

two dissimilar solids and polymers. The interaction energy due to electrical double layers around 

colloidal particles can be calculated accurately by the rigorous solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann 

equation. Since this is a diffi cult task, approximate expressions have been proposed in the literature 

[77–79]. Either the self-consistent fi eld theory of Scheutjens and Fleer [60–61] or the scaling theory 

[63–65] can be used to calculate forces due to adsorbed polymer. Intermolecular and surface forces 

are described in detail elsewhere [58].

Runkana et al. [80] computed interaction energy profi les (Figure 17.8) for two polymer-covered 

spherical polystyrene latex particles undergoing bridging fl occulation. The interaction energy 

curves are typical of the force–distance profi les measured between polymer-covered surfaces. 

Due to the low electrolyte concentration, the double layer thickness is quite large. However, bridg-

ing attraction is also present due to the adsorbed polymer. It is weakly attractive at long distances 

and becomes progressively stronger as the particles approach closer. The particle surfaces repel 

each other at very short distances due to the compression of the adsorbed layer. Even though 

electrostatic repulsion is present, bridging attraction dominates and results in net attraction. The 

interaction energy–surface separation diagrams are useful to ascertain how various surface forces 

contribute to suspension stability and to determine, at least qualitatively, parameters such as ionic 

strength, polymer molecular weight, and concentration that can lead to net attraction or repulsion 

between particles in the presence of polymers.

17.5.3 POLYMER-INDUCED FLOCCULATION

The effectiveness of coagulation or fl occulation is usually represented in terms of readily measur-

able parameters such as settling rate of fl ocs, percent solids settled, supernatant turbidity, sediment 

volume or weight, moisture content, and strength of fl ocs. These parameters are indirect measures 

of fl occulation effi ciency and a majority of them are actually functions of aggregate or fl oc size 

distribution (FSD), which is the direct and explicit indicator because fl occulation is essentially an 
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aggregation phenomenon. Population balance models have been developed, starting from the clas-

sical work of Smoluchowski [81], to predict the time evolution of aggregate size distribution during 

fl occulation. Since the process is complex, several assumptions are usually made to simplify the 

mathematical treatment [57]. For example, it was assumed earlier that both primary particles and 

fl ocs are spherical in shape. However, with the advent of fractal geometry [82] and the recognition 

that fl ocs are fractal in nature, the open and irregular structure of fl ocs is routinely represented in 

terms of their mass fractal dimension in fl occulation models now. Similarly, kinetics of fl oc frag-

mentation was not included in the population balance initially. However, later models incorporated 

simultaneous colloid aggregation and fl oc fragmentation [56,83,84]. Population balance models were 

also developed for fl occulation of colloidal suspensions encountered in water treatment [85–87].

Apart from polymer adsorption, fl occulation can be visualized as a two-step process: particle 

transport leading to collision and subsequent attachment upon collision. Accordingly, these steps 

are represented by two parameters, the collision frequency factor and the collision effi ciency factor, 

in the population balance model (PBM) for fl occulation. Particle collisions are governed mainly 

by suspension hydrodynamics at the macroscopic level and by short range interaction or surface 

forces on the microscopic scale. However, the majority of fl occulation models either assume that all 

particle collisions lead to aggregation or treat particle collision effi ciency as an adjustable param-

eter. The probability or effi ciency of colloid aggregation upon collision is actually a function of the 

surface forces between interacting particles. Taking note of the various phenomena and the param-

eters that infl uence fl occulation, it can be stated that it is necessary to combine the basic principles 

of chemical engineering with those of surface and colloid science to develop a realistic model for 

fl occulation. Recognizing this, we have incorporated fundamental theories of surface forces into 

the population balance framework to model fl occulation [80,88–91]. The general population bal-

ance framework for fl occulation incorporating simultaneous aggregation–fragmentation kinetics 

and infl uence of surface forces is shown in Figure 17.9. It will be noticed that several phenomena 

related to fl occulation are incorporated except the heterogeneous structure of fl uid fl ow in stirred 
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suspensions and dynamics of polymer adsorption. The model can readily be extended by combining 

a suitable fl uid dynamics model for fl uid fl ow and a model for polymer adsorption dynamics.

Industrial scale coagulation and fl occulation processes involve application of shear as it enhances 

the rate of aggregation, which, in turn, helps in improving the rate of sedimentation of aggregates. 

However, application of shear results in the fragmentation of aggregates concurrently. The popula-

tion balance equation for simultaneous aggregation and fragmentation is given by [92]
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where

n is number concentration of aggregates (or particles)

v and u denote aggregate volume

t is aggregation time

β is collision frequency factor

α is collision effi ciency factor

γ is breakage distribution function

S is specifi c rate constant of fl oc fragmentation

The fi rst two terms on the right hand side account for aggregation. The third term accounts for the 

loss of aggregates due to fragmentation while the last term represents the generation of primary 

particles or smaller aggregates due to breakage or erosion of larger aggregates. The rate of fragmen-

tation has a fi rst order dependence on the solid concentration unlike the rate of aggregation which 

has a second order dependence. Analytical solutions do not exist for the above equation and several 

techniques for its discretization have been proposed in the literature [93]. The discretized population 

balance equation for simultaneous aggregation and fragmentation is obtained by applying discreti-

zation procedures for the aggregation and fragmentation terms separately. The rate of change of 

particle number concentration during simultaneous aggregation and fragmentation is given by the 

following discretized population balance equation [84]:
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(17.2)

where

Ni is number concentration of particles or aggregates in a section i
max1 is maximum number of sections used to represent the complete size spectrum

max2 is the largest section from which aggregates in the current section are produced by 

fragmentation

The fi rst and second terms on the right hand side account for growth while the third and fourth terms 

represent loss by aggregation, respectively. The fi fth and sixth terms represent loss and growth of 

fl ocs by fragmentation, respectively.
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To introduce the effect of polymer adsorption on fl occulation, it is necessary to know the net 

interaction energy between polymer-covered particles, which is a function of adsorption density, 

interface potential, and polymer conformation as well as thickness of the adsorbed layer. These 

parameters can be predicted, in principle, using the polymer adsorption models discussed earlier. 

But the applicability of these models for practical systems has been rather limited because the 

models involve a large number of adjustable parameters and the predictions are sensitive to these 

parameters. However, parameters such as adsorption density and adsorbed layer thickness can 

be measured experimentally. The surface potential is commonly assumed to be close to the zeta 

potential, which can also be measured readily. Hence, if experimental data for these parameters are 

available for a system, one could utilize such data for computing interaction forces between par-

ticles in the presence of polymers without the need for a theoretical polymer adsorption model.

The probability of attachment, when two aggregates collide, depends mainly on the interaction 

between primary particles in the colliding surfaces rather than on particles residing in the interior. 

This is because forces between particles drop rapidly with distance and, as such, the interaction 

between aggregates can be approximated by the interaction between the primary surface particles 

[94,95]. The collision effi ciency factor for aggregates is computed as the reciprocal of the modifi ed 

Fuchs’ stability ratio, W, for two primary particles, k and l [96–99]:
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where

kB is Boltzmann constant

T is temperature

Dk,l is hydrodynamic correction factor [100]

VT is total energy of interaction

VvdW is van der Waals energy of attraction between two primary particles of radii 0k
r  and 

l0r
(assumed spherical)

s is distance between particle centers (
l0 0 0ks r r h= + + )

h0 is distance of closest approach between particle surfaces

Runkana et al. [80,88] developed population balance models (PBMs) for polymer-induced fl occu-

lation by two well-known mechanisms, simple charge neutralization [88] and bridging [80]. They 

assumed that polymer adsorption on oppositely charged particle surfaces is fast and equilibrium 

conformation is achieved before collisions between particles take place. It was also assumed that the 

polymer adsorbs uniformly and polymer surface coverage and adsorbed layer thickness are the same 

for all particles. The composite polymer-coated particle radius was estimated by adding adsorbed 

layer thickness to the solid particle radius. Runkana et al. [88] incorporated Vincent’s expression 

[76] for van der Waals attraction between particles with adsorbed layers into the population balance 

and simulated the aggregation of hematite suspensions in the presence of PAA. In Figure 17.10, 

their simulation results for evolution of mean aggregate diameter with fl occulation time at some 

typical PAA concentrations are compared with the experimental data of Zhang and Buffl e [17]. In 

the cases of aggregation by charge patch neutralization or bridging, it is necessary to include steric 

or bridging forces. Bridging fl occulation takes place when polymer chains adsorb on more than one 

particle and act as bridges. Runkana et al. [80] simulated bridging fl occulation by solving the dis-

cretized population balance equation and assuming the total interaction energy to be a sum of van 

der Waals attraction, electrical double layer repulsion, and bridging attraction or steric repulsion due 
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to adsorbed polymer. Their model was tested with experimental data published by Biggs et al. [101] 

for fl occulation of anionic polystyrene latex particles by a cationic quaternary ammonium based 

derivative of polyacrylamide. Later, Somasundaran et al. [91] extended the model for fl occulation 

by polymers in shear environments. Their model was tested qualitatively with experimental data for 

fl occulation of colloidal alumina suspensions in the presence of PAA and was found to reproduce 

the observed experimental trends [102] reasonably well. Typical simulation results for fl occulation 

kinetics of alumina suspensions in a stirred tank are shown at different values of polymer surface 

coverage in Figure 17.11. The rate of fl occulation increases as polymer concentration increases 

in sheared suspensions also. However, as polymer concentration increases further, the fractional 
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surface coverage increases and results in restabilization (Figure 17.12) as observed experimentally 

in general. This was attributed to the change in net interaction energy between polymer-covered 

particles due to changes in fractional surface coverage.

One of the important issues in modeling fl occulation in shear environments is how to incorporate 

the inhomogeneous nature of fl uid fl ow. In general, the global average shear rate is employed to 

compute the rate constants of aggregation and fragmentation. The local rates of shear are signifi -

cantly different from the global average [103,104] and the local turbulent energy dissipation rate 

depends not only on the impeller type and surface but also on the tank dimensions [103]. Besides, 

the number of impellers and baffl es also affects the shear rate distribution. Complete description of 

fl occulation in turbulent environments requires simultaneous solution of basic balance equations for 

mass, momentum, energy, and concentration of species present along with population balances for 

particles/aggregates of different size classes. Recently, a number of developments have been made 

to couple population balance (PB) model for size distribution with computational fl uid dynamics 

(CFD) model for fl uid fl ow [105–107]. One of the important applications of such coupled PB-CFD 

models is in identifying the correct location for polymer addition, which is otherwise a diffi cult 

task. Secondly, these models will be useful in designing new fl occulation tanks in terms of size 

and shape of the vessel, type and number of impellers to be installed, number of baffl es, etc., which 

have a strong infl uence on effectiveness of mixing polymers and particles and hence on the rate of 

fl occulation.

17.6 SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The suspended particulate matter is one of the key components in natural waters and in industrial 

wastewaters. Interactions between the suspended particles and the natural or synthetic polyelectro-

lytes play a critical role in coagulation and fl occulation as well as in the subsequent clarifi cation and 

fi ltration operations in water treatment processes. Hence, complete characterization of suspended 

particles and natural organic matter is essential not only for understanding the complexity of inter-

actions between polyelectrolytes and particles but also for designing new fl occulants and fl occula-

tion equipment.

Besides the characteristics of particles and polyelectrolytes, water chemistry and other impor-

tant constituents of water, such as natural organic matter and dissolved chemical species, have a 

signifi cant infl uence on the effectiveness of fl occulation. Hence, future research is warranted to 
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develop an understanding of the interactions between complexation of NOM with polyelectrolytes 

in the presence of dissolved chemical species and their effect on polyelectrolyte adsorption and 

fl occulation.

Since it is diffi cult to study interactions between polyelectrolytes and various components of 

the multicomponent system that is water, experimental and theoretical studies have been focused 

mostly on interactions between pure component systems. Although there have been studies on het-

erofl occulation of two component systems and dual polymer fl occulation, more research is required 

on polyelectrolyte adsorption in a multicomponent system of mineral or metal oxide particles and 

subsequent fl occulation.

Mathematical models for polyelectrolyte adsorption, interaction forces between polymer-covered 

particles, and fl occulation of single component systems have been developed. These models require 

extensive testing with data from both laboratory scale and industrial fl occulation units to fi nd practical 

applications. There is a dire need to refi ne current models to take into account various complexities of 

real systems, such as charge density distribution, functionalization, polydispersity, and relaxation or 

rearrangement of polymer segments, desorption, competition between polymers, fragmentation and 

reaggregation of clusters, as well as distribution of shear gradients. Further research is also required 

in this direction for the development of coupled multidimensional population balance—fl uid dynam-

ics models, incorporation of coagulant/fl occulant adsorption dynamics, infl uence of surface forces, 

and the evolution of aggregate structure during fl occulation.
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18 Mechanistic Aspects of Heat 
Exchanger and Membrane 
Biofouling and Prevention

Luis F. Melo and Hans-Curt Flemming

18.1 INTRODUCTION

Microbial fi lms (hydrated layers of microorganisms and their extracellular products) develop in 

practically all natural and engineered aqueous systems. Often they are unwanted and, in such cases, 

the formation of biofi lms is called biofouling. Biofouling is an operational defi nition, referring to 

that amount of biofi lm development that interferes with technical, aesthetic, or economical require-

ments. From the economic and environmental point of view, two of the most important examples of 

industrial biofouling occur in heat exchangers and membrane systems.

Heat exchangers are commonly used in industry (e.g., chemical, food, pharmaceutical, oil refi n-

ing, thermal power plants, nuclear power stations, paper production, and desalination), in buildings 

(e.g., hospitals, hotels, shopping malls, and offi ce buildings), and in transportation vehicles (e.g., 

airplanes, cars, trains, and ships) to cool or heat fl uids to the required process temperatures, recover 

heat from hot fl uids, condense vapors, pasteurize/sterilize food and biological fl uids, refrigerate 

computer systems, and provide proper climatization. Although the following may not be the most 

general defi nition of a heat exchanger, the latter is often seen as an equipment where two fl uids at 

different temperatures, separated by a solid wall, exchange heat. Each fl uid fl ows in its own chan-

nel, tube, or chamber and the wall that separates the two fl uids is usually made of a good thermal 

conducting material (almost always a metal such as stainless steel, copper, copper–nickel alloy, and 

titanium), as thin as possible in order to minimize wall thermal resistance.

In a signifi cant number of processes, water and/or aqueous solutions are used either as process 

or as auxiliary liquids. Sometimes, water is used in the same equipment both as a heat source and 

a cold source, as it occurs in the different sections of plate heat exchanger units where milk is pas-

teurized/sterilized and, subsequently, cooled down to ambient temperatures. Therefore, most heat 

exchangers that process aqueous liquids (including simple water) offer a set of optimal conditions 

for the development of microbial fi lms (biofi lms): surfaces where bacteria and other microbes are 

keen to attach to, temperatures in a suitable range for microbial growth (15°C–40°C), and appropri-

ate nutrients in the water [1]. In heat exchangers, biofi lms are predominantly formed by bacteria, 
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although other types of microorganisms can be present (e.g., algae, fi lamentous fungi, and yeasts) 

together with protozoa.

Membrane technology in water systems is a separation process based on semipermeable sur-

faces that allow water to fl ow through their pores while soluble compounds and suspended solids 

are retained on the membrane surface. The membrane fl ux is enhanced by applying pressure or 

concentration gradients between the two sides of the membrane or, in some cases, by imposing an 

electric potential.

When the goal is to remove larger particles from the water, micro- and ultrafi ltration mem-

branes are used. To remove ions and small molecules, nanofi ltration and reverse osmosis (RO) 

systems are applied with higher pressure gradients. RO is the more commonly used membrane 

technology in drinking water, industrial water, and wastewater treatment systems. However, the 

operating effi ciency of membranes (fl ux and solute rejection capacity) and the integrity of the 

materials that constitute such systems are severely damaged by fouling/biofouling phenomena. 

Biofi lms grow both on the feedwater and the permeate surfaces of RO membranes. In pota-

ble/drinking water production, this contributes highly to the degradation of the water quality. 

Although abiotic layers (scaling, particle deposition) also form on the membrane surfaces, they 

usually come together with biofouling. Studies were carried out on 70 industrial plants where 

more than half of these systems were clearly affected by biofi lm formation, representing nearly 

30% of the plant operating costs [2].

Biofouling is, in fact, a costly problem [3,4]. It causes:

Reduction in heat transfer effi ciency due to the thermal insulating effect that they • 

introduce

Reduction in the membrane fl ux and in the solute rejection effi cacy• 

Increase in the pressure drop across the heat exchanger or the membrane surfaces due to • 

the irregular topography of the biofi lm and the reduction of the fl ow area

Increased corrosion of metallic surfaces due to differential aeration microzones next to • 

the microbial colonies and/or to the acidic metabolites produced by the attached bacteria 

(pitting corrosion)

Contamination of the fl uids fl owing through the tubes/channels by the microbial species as • 

a consequence of biofi lm detachment from the wall

Contamination of potable water produced in membrane systems due to the formation of • 

biofi lms on the permeate side

Increased costs of equipment cleaning and disinfection, which is commonly based on the • 

use of biocides such as chlorine, ozone, and quaternary ammonium salts, together with 

detergents/dispersants

Increased environmental costs associated to the need to treat the wastewater containing the • 

chemicals used in the cleaning processes

Signifi cant costs due to production breaks (product losses, manpower) to perform cleaning, • 

disinfection, and maintenance operations (replacement of membrane modules and of heat 

exchanger tubes)

Radioactive leaks to the water due to corrosion in nuclear power plant cooling units• 

Several estimates for fouling costs (of which biofouling represents possibly 20%–30%) point out to 

0.25% of the GNP (gross national product) in industrialized countries [5]. Biofouling costs in spe-

cifi c cases such as power and desalination plants were calculated as being over $15 billion per year 

[6,7]. In power plants around the world, thousands of tons of chlorine are spent each day to combat 

biofi lms, which amounts to very high values in terms of biocide and wastewater treatment costs. 

Capital costs are also directly affected by the oversizing of the heat exchanger transfer area obtained 

through the introduction of the so-called fouling factor, which is an additional thermal resistance 

due to the unwanted attached layer.
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Data collected from a membrane system at Water Factory 21, Orange County, CA in 1994 [8], 

showed that the biofouling costs by that time were about $750,000 per year, approximately 30% of 

the entire plant operating costs. This estimate considered not only the costs for membrane cleaning 

itself and labor costs, but also for off-time during cleaning, pretreatment costs including biocides 

and other additives, as well as an increased energy demand due to higher transmembrane and tan-

gential hydrodynamic resistance, and shortened lifetime of the membranes. This assessment refl ects 

how complex and essentially arbitrary such numbers are, but it certainly shows that including indi-

rect costs of biofouling reveals surprisingly high overall values.

Collectively, the costs of biofouling are very substantial and support a healthy antifouling indus-

try offering everything from antifouling surfaces and materials to biocides, cleaners, and consult-

ing—this market is worth billions of dollars annually worldwide. Probably the cheapest factor is 

the cost for biocides and cleaners (if cleaners are employed at all). The treatment of wastewater con-

taminated with antifouling additives will represent an emerging cost factor as the release of biocides 

is increasingly restricted and will require more effort in removal—a problem that will come further 

into focus in Europe when new EU guidelines limit the biocide content in effl uents

18.2 BIOFILMS

Microbial fi lms are strategically organized and highly hydrated (often, with 90%–99% of water) 

communities of microorganisms attached to surfaces. These biological structures contain poly-

mers excreted by the microbes, known as extracellular polymeric substances or EPS [9], as well as 

adsorbed molecules and small particles captured from the surrounding liquid. Natural and process 

waters are habitats for a vast number of different microbial species, from heterotrophic bacteria 

and nitrifi ers to algae, fungi, and protozoa. Bacteria usually predominate in biofi lm layers [1,7,8]. 

Some of them are more prone to produce extracellular polymers and easily attach to solid surfaces 

(e.g., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseudomonas fl uorescens, and Escherichia coli); others imbed 

themselves in biological layers formed by the fi rst ones (e.g., Helicobacter pylori in drinking water 

systems). The EPS composition is based on polysaccharides and glycoproteins [9]. The resulting 

biological layer is of viscoelastic (slimy) nature with thicknesses that can vary from a few microns 

to some millimeters or, in less common situations, centimeters. On account of the very large frac-

tion of water present in these biolayers, their density is practically equal to the water density, but 

the EPS produced by the bacteria create a complex polymeric network of pores and channels with 

high tortuosity, which in some cases limit the rate of diffusion of nutrients, metabolites, and toxic 

compounds (e.g., biocides and antibiotics) through the matrix.

Figure 18.1 shows a scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a (dried) biofi lm formed in 

contact with the water fl owing under a turbulent regime, where a signifi cant amount of EPS can be 

seen together with groups of bacteria (here they appear as small round entities just below the sur-

face) imbedded in the polymeric matrix.

The processes involved in the buildup of biofi lms can be divided into two main categories: 

those that promote biomass production and those that tend to oppose the development of such 

biolayers, as shown in Figure 18.2. The former include the transport of bacteria/microorganisms, 

nutrients, and oxygen to the walls of the equipment (during biofouling start-up) or to the liquid–

biofi lm interface (in later stages), the diffusion of nutrients/substrates inside the microbial fi lm, 

and their consumption by the active cells within the biofi lm structure. Mechanistically, these 

phenomena occur in series and, as such, the slowest of them all will control the rate of this set of 

processes [10].

In heat exchangers, due to the relatively high external mass transfer coeffi cients in turbulent fl ows 

(the most common fl ow regime in this type of equipment, at least when operating with Newtonian 

liquids), the processes occurring inside the microbial matrix (diffusion of nutrients/oxygen or the 

internal biological kinetics) are usually the ones that limit the overall rate of biomass production. 

This argument can also be applied to the penetration of biocides to combat biofi lms.
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FIGURE 18.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the surface of a biofi lm formed by Pseudomonas 
fl uorescens in contact with water in turbulent fl ow regime (Reynolds number = 12,000).
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FIGURE 18.2 Main macroscopic processes involved in biofi lm buildup: (1) Initial formation of a condi-

tioning organic layer on the surface; (2) attachment of microorganisms to the deposition surface; (3) produc-

tion of extracellular polymers; (4) mass transfer of nutrients and oxygen to the biofi lm–liquid interface and 

inside the biofi lm layer; (5) consumption of nutrients/oxygen; (6) formation and release of metabolic products; 

(7) removal/detachment of biomass from the biofi lm.
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In parallel, a second type of process (removal of the biofi lm from the surface) is activated when 

some biomass is already adhered to the deposition surfaces. Such processes occur through two 

main mechanisms: erosion, which is basically the continuous detachment of small amounts of 

biomass/cells from the biofi lm surface; and sloughing off, which is the stochastic detachment of 

macroscopic amounts of biofi lm, sometimes leaving the surface locally bare. The removal of bio-

mass is reinforced by the hydrodynamic forces of the liquid fl owing over the biofi lm surface, but 

sloughing-off events can also be observed in stagnant media, possibly due to the formation of thick 

biofi lms that do not allow nutrients to fully penetrate the biological layer and feed the bacteria in 

the deeper zones.

As may be seen in Figure 18.3, the biofi lm tends to reach a maximum thickness that may vary 

from a few microns to some millimeters in heat exchangers and membranes. The balance between 

the two sets of processes (biofi lm production and biofi lm removal) determines the overall rate 

of biofi lm buildup and the maximum thickness reached by the microbial layer. Several authors 

observed that shear stress effects are predominant when the adjacent liquid fl ows at high velocities 

(high Reynolds numbers, usually in the turbulent fl ow regime) over the biofi lm surface, controlling 

the thickness of the microbial layer [1,11]. As such, higher shear stresses lead to thinner and more 

cohesive microbial layers, while lower shear stresses lead to thicker and fl uffi er biofi lms. The reason 

is that only those EPS molecules that are strongly enough connected to withstand the actual shear 

conditions will be retained, which inevitably leads to higher cohesion.

Table 18.1 shows the effects of the fl uid velocity on the amount and structural characteristics of 

a biofi lm attached to a metallic surface, under turbulent fl ow conditions [12]. Increasing the liquid 

velocity, the maximum mass of attached biofi lm decreases, which reveals the dominant effects of 

shear stress. The authors also reported that when the nutrients were totally suppressed from the 

water fl owing in contact with the biofi lm, the fraction of biomass that subsequently detached from 

the surface increased signifi cantly with the liquid velocity to which the biofi lm had been previously 

subjected (see Table 18.1). This suggests that the thinner biofi lms, formed under conditions of higher 

shear stresses, were more dependent on the substrate (glucose in the reported case), that is, were 

almost completely penetrated by the substrate, while the thicker ones were only partially penetrated 

by the substrate.

By extrapolating these fi ndings to the penetration of other chemicals (biocides, detergents), it 

may be concluded that the biofi lm structure formed at higher liquid velocities is not only thinner 

but also allows the penetration of antimicrobial compounds. This explains the “rules of practice” 
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Δ
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FIGURE 18.3 Schematic biofi lm development. Dashed straight line: arbitrary threshold of interference. 

(Adapted from Flemming, H.-C. and Ridgway, H.F., Biofi lm control: Conventional and alternative approaches, 

in Marine and Industrial Biofouling, Flemming, H.-C., Murthy, P.S., Venkatesan, R., and Cooksey, K.C. 

(Eds.), Springer, New York, 2008.)
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applied to the design of heat exchangers, which recommend higher liquid velocities during equip-

ment operation. There are, however, upper limits for the recommended water velocity, which are 

dictated by other type of considerations, such as keeping the pressure drop within an adequate 

range of values, surface material wear (corrosion is enhanced at higher fl uid velocities), and 

allowing suffi cient residence time for the fl uids to heat, cool, or condense according to the process 

requirements.

The understanding of biofi lm phenomena signifi cantly improved in the last decade by novel 

information obtained through the development and application of molecular biology approaches 

that brought important insights into the metabolic and genetic issues related to the growth and 

behavior of these microbial layers.

Biofi lms are now seen as the predominant modus vivendi of bacteria on our planet [4], a kind of 

habitat they build to protect their communities and improve the exchange of useful chemicals/nutri-

ents and information to support microbial development and survival. It has been found that bacte-

ria communicate between them by chemical signaling through molecules such as acyl-homoserine 

lactones (in gram-negative species) and modifi ed peptides (in gram-positive species). They excrete 

these molecules either when they are dispersed in a suspension or more close together in aggregates 

and they use those tools to manage their survival strategy [13–15], because they are able to recog-

nize/detect the much higher concentration levels that such molecules reach inside biofi lms or fl ocs 

(quorum sensum phenomenon), as compared to dispersed aqueous suspensions.

Some researchers [16] sought to explain the effects of increased shear stress on bacterial metab-

olism and biofi lm density, and they reported that such effects were related to the increase in dehy-

drogenase activity within the microbial cells. As a consequence, the translocation of protons to 

the outer wall of the cells is enhanced and the cells become more hydrophobic, favoring their 

mutual adhesion, that is, reinforcing the cohesiveness and mechanical strength of the biofi lm. This 

is in accordance with the experimental data obtained by other authors at the macroscopic level 

[11,12,17] who measured higher densities and resistances to removal by hydrodynamic forces in 

cases where the biofi lms had been previously formed under higher liquid velocities. Enhanced pro-

duction of EPS polysaccharides was shown to be the response of biofi lms when subject to higher 

shear stresses [17].

However, it seems that such a sudden increase in shear stress may have different consequences 

depending on the particular history of formation of each biofi lm. For example, a biofi lm that was 

formed in contact with water fl owing at 0.35 m/s lost 40% of its mass when the fl uid velocity was 

increased up to 1 m/s; however, a biofi lm of the same microbial species formed in contact with water 

fl owing at 0.62 m/s did not lose any mass when the fl uid velocity was changed to 1 m/s [12].

Is there a contradiction between these results and the conclusions drawn from Table 18.1? No, 

because the phenomena under discussion are completely different: in Table 18.1, last column, the 

TABLE 18.1
Effects of External Liquid Velocity and 
Nutrient Depletion on Biofi lm Properties

Liquid 
Velocity 
(m/s)

Maximum 
Biofi lm Mass 

(kg/m2)

Fraction of Biofi lm Mass 
Detached after Nutrient 

Depletion (%)

0.34 2.0 21.4

0.54 1.8 79.4

0.72 1.5 90.7

Source: Melo, L.F. and Vieira, M.J., Bioprocess Eng., 

20, 363, 1999.
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relevant process is the penetration of chemicals (nutrients/substrates or biocides), while the exam-

ples given in the last paragraph are related to the mechanical strength of the biofi lm. The overall 

conclusion is that higher velocities promote the buildup of thinner and more stable biofi lms that, at 

the same time, are more easily penetrated by either nutrients or biocides.

The effects of nutrient type and concentration can be also of some importance due to the 

variety of aqueous solutions that may fl ow through heat exchangers in different processes. Work 

carried out in a paper mill water stream [18] revealed that by increasing nutrient content (nitro-

gen and phosphorous) in a paper mill water stream, the biofi lm amount also increased. Other 

researchers [19] observed also an increase in biofi lm thickness when increasing glucose con-

centration up to a certain limit (around 0.5 g/L), above which an additional increase of substrate 

(e.g., to 1 g/L) resulted in a very thick microbial fi lm that lost its cohesiveness and detached 

easily, reducing the fi nal amount of attached biomass. These authors found also that low nitro-

gen contents favor the regular erosion mechanism, while high nitrogen concentrations promote 

the stochastic sloughing off of macroscopic biofi lm portions. Therefore, it can be said that, in 

general, detachment mechanisms seem to control biofi lm accumulation as regards the effects 

of nutrients or fl uid velocity. However, there is not yet an established in-depth explanation for 

the predominant role of detachment. To reach a better understanding of these phenomena, one 

should look at the principles of transport phenomena, in particular the effects of fl uid veloc-

ity on the various biofi lm formation mechanisms: (a) external mass transfer of nutrients to the 

biofi lm surface increases with the liquid velocity to a power of around 0.8 in turbulent fl ow; (b) 

higher fl uid velocities promote thinner and denser biofi lms that will affect internal diffusion and 

substrate consumption kinetics (the quantitative effects in this case are not clearly determined, 

but they are, acceptably, not higher than the effects on external mass transfer); (c) simulta-

neously, the opposite mechanisms of detachment are regulated mostly by shear stress, which 

increases with the fl uid velocity up to a power of around 2. Since the rate at which the internal 

mechanisms occur prevails within the biomass production processes and, simultaneously, the 

opposite processes (detachment) are much more affected by the fl uid velocity, it is not surprising 

that the effect of velocity on the detachment rate will control the overall processes of biofi lm 

formation.

18.3 HEAT EXCHANGER BIOFOULING

Simple microbial layers containing only one species and no abiotic material are almost never found 

in practical situations outside the research laboratories. In industrial systems, biofouling appears 

together with other types of fouling, namely, inorganic precipitation, particulate deposition, and 

corrosion deposits, which interact with biofi lm formation and properties [20]. Scaling (undesired 

precipitation of inorganic salts) occurs frequently, mainly in those systems using hard waters such 

as those containing high concentrations of calcium and magnesium salts and it depends very much 

on temperature and pH. Calcium cation (Ca2+) is known for its ability to bind proteins [21], which 

contributes to reinforce the cohesion of the gelatinous biofouling layer, particularly in polyanionic 

EPS matrices. Additionally, some microorganisms promote or intensify the nucleation of calcium 

carbonate within the extracellular polymeric matrix, resulting in calcifi cation on the deposition 

surface [22].

Depending on their dimension, concentration, and local hydrodynamic patterns, inorganic parti-

cles (sand, clay) suspended in the water may either reduce biofouling by producing a scouring action 

on the microbial fi lms or become incorporated in the biological matrix and modify its properties 

[23,24]. In particular, the effects of small clay particles (10–20 micron) on the survival of biofi lm 

formed under turbulent fl ow conditions were studied by assessing the thickness of the microbial 

layer after suppressing the substrate (glucose) from the water: biofi lms containing clay material kept 

their thickness constant during 2 to 3 days, while biolayers without any clay particles resisted only 

for 1 day before their structure collapsed [25].
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Both in cooling water systems and in process water streams (e.g., in paper mills), the biofi lm 

matrix (biological layer and abiotic debris) may become thick enough to prevent oxygen to reach 

the deeper layers of the deposit, especially because aerobic organisms in the surface layers consume 

oxygen faster than it can diffuse. Since industrial biofi lms contain mixed microbial populations (and 

may favor the growth of certain species over others, if the proper conditions are established), the 

lack of oxygen promotes the development of anaerobic bacteria in the inner zones of the biofi lm, 

some of which (e.g., sulfate reducing bacteria, SRB) produce metabolites that electrochemically 

attack the metallic surface and cause corrosion as shown in Figure 18.4.

Biofi lms per se are the focus of numerous problems in industry, independent of the presence of 

other types of fouling. One of the more relevant economical impacts of biofouling in heat exchang-

ers occurs in thermal power plants for electricity production. These plants may use steam coming 

from a furnace to impart mechanical energy to the turbines in order to keep them rotating and 

producing electricity. This steam has to be condensed downstream to maintain a low pressure at 

the turbine outlet, since the effi ciency of electricity production relies much upon the pressure dif-

ferential between the inlet and outlet of the turbine (P − P′, in Figure 18.4). The temperatures of the 

cooling water in the condenser may range from 15°C (at the inlet) to 35°C (at the outlet), which are 

quite favorable to microbial growth and, therefore, promote biofi lm formation inside the tubes. As 

a consequence, the condensation rate is reduced due to the additional thermal resistance introduced 

by the attached layer, and the steam pressure at the condenser inlet (turbine outlet) increases, affect-

ing the kinetic energy of the rotating turbine. Electricity production effi ciency is thus reduced in the 

power plant (Figure 18.5).

Biofouling effects on the heat transfer rate are quite impressive in these processes. Considering 

a biofi lm of only 0.1 mm (100 microns), its thermal resistance per unit surface area is 1.7 × 10−4 m2 

K/W (assuming that the thermal conductivity of biofi lms and water are similar and around 0.6 W/m K). 

Since the overall heat transfer coeffi cient in the condenser may be in the range of 2500 W/m2 K 

when the tubes are still clean, the thermal resistance of a 0.1 mm thick biofi lm will cause a decrease 

of this coeffi cient down to 1750 W/m2 K, that is, a 30% loss in the condensation rate. Taking into 

account that such condensers may have 5,000–10,000 tubes and that the total fl ow rate of the cool-

ing water is therefore very large, the occurrence of biofouling represents enormous costs related to 

energy production ineffi ciencies.
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FIGURE 18.4 Simplifi ed biocorrosion mechanism by sulfate reducing bacteria.
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To tackle these problems, biocides (often chlorine compounds) are periodically introduced in 

the cooling water, making the whole process much more expensive and causing environmental and 

corrosion problems. Some condensers contain a mechanical cleaning system (Taprogge System) 

consisting of small rubber balls that are periodically (e.g., once a day) injected through the tubes 

to remove the attached biofi lm by abrasion. This represented at the time an important practical 

advance that reduces the amount of biocides, and, thus, the costs, although it is diffi cult to ensure 

(due to different hydrodynamic fl ow pattern) that the sponge rubber balls pass through all the tubes, 

mainly those that are more distant from the central zone of the tube bundle. Furthermore, above a 

given thickness of the deposit, the sponge balls may remove only part of it and glide on the remain-

ing layer.

Sometimes, improper design of heat exchangers results in quite low water velocity in localized 

zones (dead zones), where the buildup of thick biofi lm layers, often with a rather loose consistence, 

will be favored. Biomass lumps will tend to detach easily from the equipment surfaces at these 

places and promote severe fouling and environmental problems downstream. Additionally, those 

“dead zones” are also diffi cult to reach by biocides carried in the water stream used when cleaning 

and disinfecting the equipment.

When designing heat exchangers, an allowance is always considered in order to compensate 

for the negative impact of biofi lms on the heat transfer rate. This is usually achieved by oversiz-

ing the equipment, that is, by introducing a “fouling factor” (an additional thermal resistance) 

that results in a larger heat transfer area of the exchanger [3]. Therefore, when the operation of 

a clean heat exchanger is started up, the heat transfer rate during the fi rst period will be higher 

than desired, and operators may tend to bypass part of the cooling water stream in order to 

reduce the cooling effect to the desired level. This is not an appropriate solution, because it 

leads to lower water velocities and, consequently, to faster buildup of fouling layers. The recom-

mended operating measure in such cases would be to recycle part of the cooling water at the heat 

exchanger outlet, thereby increasing the inlet water temperature and decreasing the heat transfer 

rate during the initial period of operation. Figure 18.6 presents the adequate approach to over-

come this problem.

The development of novel surface materials to build heat exchangers has been given much 

attention in the last decade [26–28]. The role of the deposition surface on microbial attachment 

is associated with its roughness and with its chemical composition (particularly, its surface ten-

sion). However, apart from high costs, practical problems are still hampering the introduction of 

new materials and coatings, one of them being abiotic fouling that masks original anti-biofouling 
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FIGURE 18.5 Thermal power plant to produce electricity (schematic). Biofouling in the condenser causes 

(a) decrease in condensation rate; (b) increase in pressure P′; (c) decrease in turbine effi ciency and in electricity 

production.
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properties. Some authors concluded that surface topography containing irregularities with dimen-

sions around 5 times the bacteria size favor microbial attachment [29]. Others showed that smooth 

surfaces such as electropolished stainless steel and some polymers were less subject to biofouling 

than 316 stainless steel [30]. A report on biofouling tests carried out with copper–nickel alloy and 

titanium tubes in seawater systems [31] indicates that the former fouled to a greater thickness than 

the latter. However, a major part of the fouling layer on the copper–nickel alloy was composed by 

corrosion products, while the biological material prevailed on the fouled titanium surface.

Clean smooth surfaces as well as materials or coatings containing fl uorinated compounds 

(low surface energy) are known to reduce or prevent fouling [27]. Quite important is the fact 

that the deposits formed on some of these new surfaces were found to be more easily removed 

during cleaning operations [32–35]. This can have a signifi cant impact in reducing the costs of 

cleaning/disinfection operations (less water, less chemicals, less time to clean, less production 

losses).

Although the production of novel antifouling surfaces is one of the most promising develop-

ments to mitigate biofouling effects, preliminary practical studies should be carried out in order to 

answer a few relevant questions: (a) Do these coatings add an unacceptable heat transfer resistance 

that offsets the advantageous effects of reduced biofouling rate? (b) Are these coatings able to resist 

peeling off from the surface during longer periods of operation? (c) How long will such surfaces 

maintain their smoothness in an industrial water environment where deposition of small particles 

or corrosion tend to occur (thereby modifying their roughness and surface tension to the benefi t of 

biofouling)?

18.4 MEMBRANE BIOFOULING

Research on RO membrane biofouling revealed that biofi lms commence development within the 

fi rst moments of operation, thereby contributing to the demise of the separation process without 

any knowledge or forewarning that such processes are at work [36]. Only after observing a certain 

reduced membrane permeability is the “level of interference” passed and biofouling is said to have 

occurred (see Figure 18.3). This motif can be transferred to other water systems—they practically 

all carry biofi lms, but not all of them suffer from biofouling. What are the options to keep biofi lm 

development in a system below the individual level of interference? Basically, the extent of biofi lm 

growth is grossly ruled by the availability of nutrients and the shear forces. Thus, nutrients must be 

considered as potential biomass. This is an important issue as, usually, biocidal approaches do not 

take this aspect into account and do not limit nutrients; on the contrary, some biocides increase the 

nutrient content by oxidizing recalcitrant organics and rendering them more bioavailable. Nutrient 
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FIGURE 18.6 Cooling water recycling to avoid excessive heat transfer rate in the initial period of biofi lm 

formation, after the start-up of a clean heat exchanger.
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limitation has been demonstrated successfully as a countermeasure to biofouling [36]. By using bio-

logical sand fi lters prior to RO membranes, it was possible to suppress the extent of biofi lm growth 

below the threshold of interference although the membrane was not completely free of a biofi lm. 

Figure 18.7a and b show thin cuts of membrane samples before and after the fi lter. Table 18.2 shows 

the fl ux decline data.

Obviously, this approach cannot be applied in all cases. However, there remain still plenty of 

opportunities where it provides a suitable and realistic alternative to adding biocides for the prevention 

of biofouling. This approach would certainly reduce the burden of wastewater with environmentally 

problematic substances and certainly deserves more attention. In the meantime, it is widely applied, 

not only for membrane systems but for others as well, e.g., for heat exchangers. As a consequence, 

we will have to live with the fact that most surfaces can and will be colonized by microorgan-

isms that will cause fouling given the right conditions. Nevertheless, surfaces susceptible to 

biofouling may be “reengineered” to discourage fouling. For example, some authors [37] recently 

demonstrated that thin-fi lm composite RO membranes could be coated with a polyether–polyamide 

(a) (b)

FIGURE 18.7 (a) Micrograph of a thin cut of a reverse osmosis membrane fed with river water after fl occula-

tion and sedimentation; (b) after additional sand fi lter; see decrease of fouling layer. (From Flemming, H.-C. 

and Griebe, T., unpublished data.)

TABLE 18.2
Deposit and Flux Decline Data before and after 
Sand Filter

Parameter Unit Before Filter After Filter

Cell number #/cm2 1.0 × 108 5.5 × 106

Colony-forming units cfu/cm2 1.0 × 107 1.2 × 106

Protein μg/cm2 78 4

Carbohydrates μg/cm2 26 3

Uronic acids μg/cm2 11 2

Humic substances μg/cm2 41 12

Biofi lm thickness μm 27 3

Flux decline % 35 < 2

Source: Griebe, T. and Flemming, H.-C., Desalination, 118, 

153, 1998.
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copolymer (PEBAX 1657), which penetrated deeply into the membrane surface resulting in a smoother 

hydrophilic surface. Compared to uncoated controls, the coated RO membranes displayed a signifi cant 

reduction in fouling by an oil/surfactant/water emulsion in trials lasting more than 100 days.

A more novel approach to designing low-fouling surfaces that is still in its early stages of devel-

opment involves the application of molecular simulations to observe and measure in silico the 

dynamics of surface fouling by macromolecular substances [38]. An example of this approach is 

illustrated in Figure 18.8 in which a hydrated oligomer of bacterial alginate is shown undergoing 

rapid adsorption to the “surface” of an aromatic cross-linked polyamide RO membrane. The system 

potential energy is shown to decline substantially in this molecular dynamics simulation (inset) 

suggesting this type of adsorption interaction is energetically favorable. The aim of such modeling 

exercises is to introduce chemical modifi cations into the (polyamide) surface that will inhibit or 

impede such rapid macromolecular fouling.

The alginate oligomer is positioned initially (at t = 0) above the membrane surface fragment 

(left vertical panel). The t = 0 positions are viewed from three spatial perspectives: side view (top), 

oblique view (middle), and top-down view (lower). Water and sodium counterions have been hidden 

in the t = 0 images to better observe the alginate and membrane atoms. The right-hand side upper 

panel indicates that alginate adsorption occurred relatively rapidly over a period of about 300 ps. 

As indicated by a decline in the system potential energy (inset graph), alginate adsorption was 

thermodynamically favorable. Alginate and membrane bonds are represented as sticks, water atoms 

are given as dark or light gray depending whether they were initially associated with membrane or 

alginate, respectively.
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FIGURE 18.8 Molecular dynamics simulation of bacterial alginate adsorption to a polyamide RO membrane 

“surface” fragment. (From Ridgway, H., AquaMem Scientifi c Consultants and Stanford University, unpub-

lished data; Flemming, H.-C. and Ridgway, H.F., Biofi lm control: Conventional and alternative approaches, in 

Marine and Industrial Biofouling, Flemming, H.-C. Murthy, P.S., Venkatesan, R., and Cooksey, K.C. (Eds.), 

Springer, New York, 2008.)
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18.5  STRATEGIES TO COMBAT BIOFOULING IN HEAT 
EXCHANGERS AND MEMBRANES

It is generally accepted that biofi lms are quite diffi cult to prevent, since they occur even in distilled 

ultrapure water with extremely low levels of nutrients and bacteria. Therefore, most realistically, 

many engineers accept the fact that biofouling will always occur in industrial plants using water and 

in drinking water systems, with very few exceptions. The challenge here is thus to devise appropri-

ate strategies to mitigate the undesired effects of such phenomena, that is, to reduce overall costs 

using environmentally friendly approaches.

At the present moment, the trends in biofouling combat in heat exchangers are focused on a few 

important issues:

 1. Good design, namely, improved hydrodynamic patterns. This means designing the 

exchanger to operate at relatively high water velocities (always above 1 m/s, preferably 

around 1.5–2 m/s) to reinforce the detachment mechanisms over the deposition ones [10] 

and conceiving geometries that avoid or minimize dead zones along the water fl ow path-

way in order to reduce biofi lm development and favor the access of biocide solutions and 

detergents to every spot within the heat exchanger during cleaning/disinfection operations. 

Optimizing the balance between thin biofi lms (that are less deleterious in terms of heat 

transfer effi ciency, but can be more resistant to chemical attack, due to their higher com-

pactness) and biocide/dispersant penetration through the biological matrix is the goal to 

pursue as regards the choice of fl ow velocity.

 2. More effi cient and environmentally intelligent chemicals to inactivate bacteria or break 

down the microbial polymeric matrix. Use of enzymes to hydrolyze proteins and peptides 

or to break down polysaccharides of the EPS matrix can be an important tool in biofi lm 

removal, since they may be able to remove the polymeric slime from the biofi lm and expose 

the microorganisms to biocide attack [35]. Nevertheless, the specifi city and complexity of 

the chemical composition of microbial fi lms may require the use of a cocktail of enzymes 

in order to achieve the desired anti-biofouling goals [39], but such chemical blends are 

usually costly. The application of biocides and dispersants should be optimized taking into 

account each particular case under study, namely, the biocide dose (concentration x time of 

application) [40,41].

 3. Development of antifouling, possibly “self-cleaning” surfaces. An increasing number of 

recent studies has focused on the creation of novel surfaces, often stainless steel modifi ed 

surfaces that seem capable to reduce adhesion of foulants and simultaneously to improve 

cleaning effi ciency [42]. Reports have been published on self-cleaning surfaces [43] such 

as those using titanium oxide coatings activated by ultraviolet radiation, that minimize or 

avoid biofouling. The practical application of such surfaces is still under scrutiny, although 

it seems diffi cult to foresee their use in heat exchanger tubes at short term, mainly those 

that require activation by UV radiation. The consequences of nanostructured surfaces on 

bacterial adhesion and removal are also being studied, and a clear consensus has not yet 

been reached on the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies [44].

 4. Online monitoring tools to control fouling buildup and minimize cleaning cycles and bio-

cide consumption. This is becoming a mandatory approach to optimize biofouling impacts 

in industrial plants. In fact, by monitoring the development of biofi lms on surfaces and/or 

by detecting the cleaning endpoint during disinfection operations, it will be possible to 

assess the effi cacy of antifouling measures during biofi lm growth and to control the clean-

ing cycles in order to minimize the use of anti-biofouling agents, the consumption of 

water, and the production breaks. In industry, biofouling is usually monitored by measur-

ing the pressure drop along tubes or across membranes and, in the case of heat exchangers, 

by following the evolution of outlet temperatures and calculating the decline of the heat 
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transfer rate. These techniques do not have enough resolution to detect biofi lms in the 

early stages of development and, furthermore, they do not distinguish biological from 

abiotic deposits.

In recent decades, many new measurement techniques have been proposed [45,46]. Most of 

the modern online monitoring methods reported in the literature are either too sophisticated 

and expensive or not robust enough for industrial application. Two of them seem to offer some 

practical advantages against the others, on account of their cost and easiness of operation. The 

fi ber-optics sensor (FOS), based on light scattering caused by the contamination of surfaces with 

particles or bacteria, is able to detect small numbers of bacteria adhering on a transparent surface 

[45] and is particularly useful for following the initial steps of bacterial adhesion and detach-

ment in units with low biofouling propensity (e.g., ultrafi ltration membranes in drinking water 

systems). The mechatronic surface sensor (MSS), which measures the effect of the deposited 

layers on nanovibrations induced on the surface [47], can be used to monitor biofi lm buildup 

and removal on practically any type of rigid surface (stainless steel, PVC, copper, etc.) since its 

actuator and sensor are located on the external face (not in contact with the fl owing water) of the 

surface being monitored.

18.6 SUMMARY

Biofouling has been for many decades mainly associated to the important problem of (bio)corro-

sion. Gradually, scientists and engineers became fully aware of the much wider effects of unwanted 

biofi lm formation on the process plant effi ciency (energy costs, contamination risks, etc.) and exter-

nal environmental impacts. The search for solutions to this problem that can be applied to improve 

the operation of heat exchangers, cooling water circuits, RO, and ultrafi ltration membranes is nowa-

days part of a signifi cant business sector. What clearly makes more sense is putting more effort in 

the prevention of biofouling by advanced strategies and moving away from traditional remediation 

techniques that often bring undesirable side effects.

At the moment, scientists are trying to overcome the limitations of the present practices by 

looking at the following.

 1. The deposition surface: How to design new industrial surfaces that reduce the adhesion of 

microbes and nonliving material and facilitate the removal or cleaning of the biofouling 

deposit? How does the initial surface affect the spatial structure and cohesiveness of the 

fi nal biofi lm layer?

 2. The water phase: There is already a well established background on the effects of water 

velocity and hydrodynamic patterns on biofi lm formation and detachment, but better 

insights are needed on the relationships between the history of the biofi lm and the effi cacy 

of disinfection procedures. Novel processes of biofi lm cleaning/disinfection with much 

less environmental impacts (namely, the discharge of biocides) and with acceptable costs 

are still needed.

 3. The biofi lm composition, architecture, and microbial community behavior: In the last 

15 years signifi cant advancements were obtained, through confocal laser microscopy, 

molecular biology, and modeling, on the understanding of the three-dimensional spatial 

distribution of the microbial layers and of the way microbes act/react in aggregates (their 

metabolism). There is still a gap to fi ll in terms of translating such fi ndings to practical solu-

tions, such as controlling/predicting the response of biofi lms to antimicrobial measures.

 4. Online monitoring: This tool is an indispensable complement to the other ones mentioned 

above. The optimization of preventive and cleaning measures, including the need to stop 

operation of heat exchangers, depends much on the availability of sensitive, robust, easy-

to-use and cost-effective monitoring systems.
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19.1 INTRODUCTION

Biocide programs work together with scale and corrosion inhibitor programs to optimize cooling 

system performance. Biocides, for the purpose of this chapter, represent chemical agents and for-

mulations to control harmful microorganisms that colonize industrial cooling systems. Biocides 

function to kill or inhibit the growth of microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, and algae. Left 

unchecked, microbial growth can result in higher energy costs, increased maintenance proce-

dures, shortened equipment life, and increased health risks. The objectives of this chapter are 

(a) reviewing the problems caused by microbial growth, (b) discussing the wide variety of biocides 

available to the industrial water treatment community, and (c) providing guidelines for proper 

biocide selection and application. It is not intended to be a thorough review, but rather to serve as a 

practical guide based on years of direct experience by the authors in the development, application, 

and service of oxidizing and nonoxidizing biocide chemistries. It should be recognized that a good 

biocide program is an important part, but not the sole part, of a cooling system maintenance pro-

gram. Good engineering practices (i.e., minimizing system dead legs and reducing cooling tower 

drift), good water treatment practices (i.e., minimizing scale and corrosion of system surfaces), 

and good preventative practices (i.e., regular inspections and system cleanouts) are also necessary 

to promote effi cient system operation, prolong system service life, and minimize the impact of 

problem microorganisms.

Many common treatment programs employ nonoxidizing biocides in conjunction with standard 

oxidizing biocides for a broad-based approach to microbial control. The overall effi cacy of any 

given treatment program is a function of its activity versus the problem organisms, correct use 

level and dosing strategy, stability under environmental conditions, microbial load, overall system 

dynamics (pH, temperature, and residence time), and compatibility with other cooling water treat-

ment additives[1–3].

19.2 MICROBIAL GROWTH AND BIOFOULING IN INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

Industrial recirculating systems represent an ideal environment for microbial growth. The combi-

nation of warm temperatures, aeration, nutrients, diverse construction materials, and water fl ow 

sets the stage for the exponential growth of microorganisms. The following section reviews the 

key organisms of concern and the problems associated with their growth in both the liquid phase 

(planktonic) as well as when they are attached to surfaces (sessile or biofi lm) [4–9].
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19.2.1 MICROORGANISMS PRESENT IN INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS

The most diverse group organisms in cooling water are bacteria, which include general slime-

forming organisms (Pseudomonas, Enterobacter, Klebsiella, Flavobacterium), health-related spe-

cies (Legionella pneumophila), sulfate reducers (Desulfovibrio, Desfulomaculum), iron reducers 

(Vibrio, Shewanella), acid producers (Thiobacillus, Clostridium, Enterobacter), and fi lamentous 

types (Sphaerotilus, Leptothrix). These bacteria include both aerobic and anaerobic organisms, 

which utilize the organic matter in the water for growth.

Photosynthetic organisms (green algae and cyanobacteria, formerly known as blue-green algae) 

utilize sunlight and CO2 for growth and produce visible amounts of slime visible in cooling tower 

waters. This causes cosmetic issues and also blocks key surfaces on tower decks and the interior 

fi ll. Many genera of cyanobacteria (Phormidium, Anabaena, Oscillatoria, and Anacystis) and green 

algae (Chlorella, Scenedesmus, Chlorococcum, Ulothrix, and Spirogyra) are commonly reported in 

cooling systems. Fungal contaminants (Aspergillus, Saccharomyces, and Rhodoturula) occur less 

frequently, but are still considered problematic in wooden cooling towers. Fungi produce viscous 

slimes and may also cause structural problems by the degradation of the cellulose in the wood, a 

process known as delignifi cation.

Larger (single-cell) life forms such as protozoa are also found in cooling water in instances 

where microbial contamination is more severe. These various types of protozoa include amoe-

bae (Acanthamoeba, Cochliopodium, Hartmannella, Dictyostelium, Naegleria, and Vanella) and 

ciliates (Tetrahymena and Colpoda). These protozoan hosts may provide protection for Legionella, 

allowing for intracellular growth (amplifi cation) and increased resistance to biocides (via poor bio-

cide penetration within the host cell). Due to the prevalence and adaptive nature of microorgan-

isms, it is impractical to maintain industrial cooling systems under sterile or near-sterile conditions. 

Industrial biocide programs necessarily focus instead on the regular control or “knock-down” of 

problem microorganisms. Studies in sterile model cooling towers, for example, indicate that bacte-

ria rapidly recolonize recirculating systems within a few days [10].

19.2.2 PROBLEMS CAUSED BY MICROBIAL GROWTH

Microbial growth is a major concern in water treatment applications affecting a variety of opera-

tional and system problems, including microbially infl uenced corrosion (MIC), reduction in process 

effi ciency (heat transfer and evaporative cooling), system cleanliness, and potential health concerns. 

The various types of microbial groups discussed earlier are well recognized as major causes of 

these problems. Such microorganisms also assemble together into complex communities termed 

biofi lms.

Biofi lm can be defi ned as a collection of microorganisms attached to a surface, the metabolic 

products they produce, and associated entrained debris (silt, scale, iron, and so on) [11]. Figure 19.1 

shows the impact of biocide treatment on a simple, 24 h laboratory-grown biofi lm consisting of 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a common fouling organism in industrial water systems [12]. Note that 

the relatively low levels of hypobromous acid (0.6 ppm residual, as Cl2) effectively deactivate the 

biofi lm organisms, that is, only a few intact microorganisms were observed. High levels of this 

relatively strong oxidizing biocide (5 ppm residual, as Cl2) completely destroy the biofi lm microor-

ganisms, but have little impact on the extracellular material remaining in the biofi lm. Thus, biofi lms 

and associated material, once developed, can be diffi cult to completely remove from the system and 

are best prevented from forming in the fi rst place. Although biofi lms can be benefi cial, as the micro-

bial sludge that breaks down waste material in sewage plants, they are a nuisance in industrial water 

treatment [13]. Problems posed by biofi lms fall into three broad categories: cooling tower effi ciency, 

system integrity, and health risk.

Biofi lms decrease cooling system effi ciency by insulating cooling tower heat exchangers and 

tower fi ll surfaces. The thermal conductivity of a biofi lm can be just 25% that of a calcium carbonate 
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scale of equivalent thickness, giving rise to increased compressor energy consumption [14,15]. In 

addition, biofi lms can entrain silt and other debris, resulting in “astounding” weight gain and even 

plugging of cooling tower fi ll [16].

The colonization of surfaces by microorganisms and the products associated with microbial 

metabolic processes (biomineralization) can compromise the integrity of the cooling system [17]. 

Low oxygen environments at the biofi lm/substrate surface, for example, provide conditions where 

highly destructive anaerobic organisms, such as sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), can thrive. This 

leads to MIC (microbially induced corrosion), a particularly insidious form of corrosion, which can 

result in localized, pitting corrosion rates 1000-fold higher than that experienced for the rest of the 

system [18]. In extreme cases, MIC leads to perforations, equipment failure, and expensive recondi-

tioning operations within a short period of time [19].

As pointed out in a Chapter 20, cooling systems can harbor pathogenic microorganisms such 

as L. pneumophila [20]. This bacterium can infect man-made water systems such as cooling tow-

ers and evaporative condensers, whirlpool baths and spas, domestic hot water/shower systems, and 

grocery misters. Guidelines and recommended practices for biocide application and sampling have 

been published by various industry groups and government organizations [21–27]. In addition, 

summary reports are available on the effi cacy of industrial biocides versus Legionella [10,28,29]. 

Although many outbreaks have been attributed to industrial cooling systems, recent studies have 

shown that building (potable) water distribution systems are considered as the primary sources of 

the disease and that the route of infection is via “aspiration” of this water from the mouth into the 

lungs (not via aerosols directly) [30,31]. As a result, cooling towers may not represent the main 

source for Legionella bacteria associated with the disease [32]. More information on this mode of 

transmission is available online [33]. In addition to Legionella, other pathogenic microorganisms, 

such as nontuberculosis mycobacteria (NTM) may also be found in cooling water systems [34]. 

In summary, the excessive growth of microorganisms in industrial water treatment systems may 

signifi cantly reduce the effi ciency of the specifi c process, shorten equipment life, and result in 

potential health concerns. Several years ago, the economic impact of biofouling in the United States 

alone was estimated at $60 billion dollars [35].

19.3 BIOCIDE REGULATION

The manufacture, storage, and applications of biocides are highly regulated. The typical biocide for-

mulation consists of an active ingredient, for example, the basic chemical entity that possesses the 

antimicrobial activity, together with inert ingredients, for example, additional components added 

for various purposes—enhanced product shelf-life, improved formulation stability, increased tablet 

(a) (b) (c)

Intact cells
5 μm

FIGURE 19.1 Biofi lms of Pseudomonas aeruginosa treated with: (a) no biocide (control), (b) sublethal dose 

of HOBr (0.6 ppm as Cl2), and (c) lethal dose of HOBr (5 ppm as Cl2).
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strength, and so on. Biocide manufacturers must submit a data package to regulatory agencies to 

demonstrate effi cacy against claimed microorganisms at label dosages, disclose information on 

toxic effects, identify degradation products and by-products, and provide procedures (label direc-

tions) for proper biocide application, handling, and storage.

In the United States, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates biocides as pesti-

cides under federal law contained under FIFRA (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide 

Act) [36,37]. The European Union has a different set of regulations, referred to as the Biocidal 

Products Directive (BPD) [38]. In Canada, the Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) of 

Health Canada functions to register and approve products for biocidal uses [39]. EPA, PMRA, and 

the BPD incorporate the concept of reregistration in which biocidal products already in commerce 

must undergo a periodic review. Although somewhat onerous to the manufacturers and formulators 

of biocidal products, such reregistration activity of individual pesticide products and formulations 

provides for a thorough review by all biocide stakeholders (manufacturers, distributors, end-users, 

and the general public) of application and use patterns, environmental fate of active and degradation 

products, and consequences of misapplication and exposure. A very useful Web resource for search-

ing EPA-approved biocide product labels and use directions is available from the National Pesticide 

Information Retrieval System (NPIRS) [40]. Information on the specifi c biocides approved by the 

California Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) is also available online [41].

19.4 BIOCIDE SELECTION—OXIDIZING BIOCIDES

19.4.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW

Biocides are often categorized in two broad classes: oxidizers and nonoxidizers. The mechanisms of 

action, principles of application, monitoring methods, and responses to system contamination differ 

signifi cantly between the two groups.

Oxidizing biocides demonstrate broad-spectrum activity across a wide range of microorganisms 

such as bacteria, fungi, algae, and protozoa. They are typically fast acting and feature multiple 

modes of action for microbial deactivation [42,43]. For this reason, few reported cases of acquired 

microbial resistance (selection for resistant microorganisms through repeated applications) have 

been reported in the annals of the water treatment literature. Slight resistance toward chlorine was 

demonstrated in a 30-generation study of E. coli exposed to low levels (0.2 ppm) at short contact 

time (1 min) [44]. Oxidizing biocides are generally effective at low ppm levels in industrial water 

treatment, which makes them cost effective. They also have proven effectiveness against biofi lms 

and problem microorganisms such as Legionella [10,20,28,45–48].

The disadvantages of oxidizers include susceptibility to system demand and process contami-

nants due to their high reactivity. Corrosion issues may result as well since most of the oxidizers 

result in a signifi cant increase in ORP (oxidation-reduction potential) and slowly degrade certain 

corrosion and scale inhibitor programs, for example, phosphonates, when applied at label dosages 

[49]. Oxidizer formulations for industrial water treatment are also highly reactive so care must be 

taken not to mix or accidentally contaminate them with other chemicals.

Oxidizing biocides come in all forms of matter—solid, liquid, and gas—and specifi c delivery 

systems have been developed for all of the various forms. Generators have also been developed to 

provide for the on-site generation of the active ingredient by various means—chemical reaction, 

electrolysis, plasma ionization, or UV activation.

19.4.1.1 Gas Systems
This category includes gases such as chlorine, chlorine dioxide (generated via chemical reaction 

or electrolysis), and ozone (generated via plasma discharge or UV). In general, the systems in this 

category often require rather specialized equipment and maintenance procedures and are often 
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more appropriate for the heavy industrial setting. In this case, the capital cost of the equipment 

and increased maintenance requirements are offset by the lower costs of raw materials that is, 1-t 

cylinders for chlorine gas, solutions of sodium chlorite and hydrochloric acid for chlorine dioxide, 

and dry air for ozone.

19.4.1.2 Liquid Systems
These systems represent the staple of biocidal systems in the industrial water treatment market. 

Products in this category include industrial bleach, activated sodium bromide (bleach and sodium 

bromide solution), and stabilized forms of bromine (stabilized sodium hypobromite, stabilized bro-

mine chloride). A common method of dosing liquids is via a diaphragm pump. Such pumps are 

readily available, are low in cost, and allow the precise control of product delivery by adjusting 

the stroke length and stroke frequency. Self-degassing designs allow the trouble-free application of 

materials that may off-gas during storage.

19.4.1.3 Solid Systems
Solid biocide products provide a high percentage of active halogen per volume of product. For 

example, a 50 lb pail of solid biocide often packs the same activity as a 500 lb drum of a liquid 

product such as bleach. These products are used to advantage in applications where space is at a 

premium or access is limited, such as cooling towers located on roofs and other diffi cult-to-reach 

areas. Solid biocides also maintain activity for long periods of time (in their dry form) and can 

be compacted into various shapes (pucks, tablets, granules, and so on) to control product delivery 

based on particular application requirements. Solid products are typically dosed using fl ow-through 

feeders but other feed methods include the slow dissolution of pucks or granules into the system via 

fl oaters, mesh bags, or other containment systems.

19.4.2 PRINCIPLES OF CHLORINE CHEMISTRY

Under proper conditions, the addition of chlorine into water leads to the formation of hypochlorous 

acid (HOCl). HOCl is a very effective and economical general-purpose biocide. It is a weak acid 

with pKa = 7.4 [50]. At the alkaline pH conditions generally encountered in cooling towers today 

(pH 8–9 and above), HOCl converts to the hypochlorite anion (OCl−), which is not as effective a 

biocide. Some studies, in fact, indicate that OCl− is 100 times less effective than HOCl [51].

 HOCl  OCl   H− +→ +  (19.1)

At pH 7.5, about equal amounts of HOCl and OCl− are present. At pH 8.5, the split is about 10% 

HOCl–90% OCl− (Figure 19.2). What this means in practice is that a cooling tower operating at 

pH 8.5 may require more chlorine feed to maintain overall cleanliness than a comparable system 

operating at pH 7.5.

Several common cooling system impurities react with HOCl, including nitrogen compounds 

such as ammonia or urea (e.g., fertilizer plants), hydrocarbons such as olefi ns and aromatics (e.g., 

refi neries), iron (especially ferrous form, Fe2+), manganese (Mn2+), and sulfi des (e.g., H2S). Nitrogen 

compounds convert “free” forms of chlorine (HOCl and OCl−) into combined forms (NH2Cl and 

NHCl2). The combined forms are generally less effective biocides by a factor of 10 or more [52]. 

This difference in effectiveness led to the development of simple laboratory and fi eld tests such as 

the diethylphenylene diamine (DPD) method to distinguish between the free and combined forms 

of chlorine.

The high levels of impurities in the system may require the use of less reactive, nonoxidizing bio-

cides for auxiliary treatment during the periods of high chlorine demand to ensure effective biocidal 

control. Other conditions to note include high levels of silt, algae, and slime. Such highly fouled 
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systems may require mechanical or chemical pretreatment. Cooling towers and decks exposed 

to full sunlight may require additional treatment for algae or slime since free chlorine residuals 

degrade rapidly on exposure to UV light and heat [53].

Chlorine species are reactive to common cooling tower treatment chemicals such as phospho-

nates [e.g., aminotris(methylene phosphonic acid) (AMP), 1-hydroxyethylidine,1-diphosphonic acid 

(HEDP)], tolyltriazole (TTA), and some polymeric scale and corrosion inhibitors [54,55]. Several 

halogen-resistant chemistries have been developed to mitigate the impact of reactive chlorine spe-

cies on industrial water treatment programs. These include 2-phosphonobutane-1,2-4 tricarboxylic 

acid (PBTC), and chlorobenzotriazole (CBT) [56].

19.4.3 PROPERTIES OF SELECTED CHLORINE-BASED BIOCIDES

This section presents some of the important properties and chemistries of the individual chlorine-

based biocides available to the industrial water treatment community. Much information is available 

in this area since chlorine is the historic workhorse compound in many areas of water treatment. 

It is recommended to consult Clifford White’s book for details regarding gas chlorine and sodium 

hypochlorite (bleach) and other chlorine compounds [57]. Some of the data presented here fi rst 

appeared several years ago in a more detailed, modular format [58].

Table 19.1 presents the key properties and aspects of individual chlorine-based chemistries. 

Available chlorine (Av. Cl2) represents a method of comparing the activity of different chlorine-

containing biocides on a per-weight basis. The value for chlorine is 100% by defi nition. Note that 

only one of the two chlorine atoms in the chlorine molecule winds up as the biocidally active HOCl. 

The other is essentially wasted as HCl.

The solubility and pH data in Table 19.1 allow selection of biocides based on criteria such as 

water chemistry. For example, gas chlorine leads to a decrease in system pH due to the HCl byprod-

uct. This is normally not a problem in cooling systems with normal levels of alkalinity—above 

40 ppm or so. However, some refi nery cooling systems on gas chlorine using low alkalinity river 

water for makeup have found the need to install caustic addition systems to neutralize the acid by-

product and maintain the system at greater than pH 7. Conversely, the use of sodium hypochlorite 

will provide a slight increase in system pH. Solubility and pH represent distinguishing features 

for the solid chlorine-based biocides as well. Trichloroisocyanuric acid, for example, can decrease 

system pH and saturated solutions (e.g., solutions found in fl ow-through feeders) can have a pH of 3. 

Such a solution may have a distinct chlorine odor.

Although several different forms of chlorine are represented in Table 19.1, it is important to point 

out that, in most cases, free chlorine residuals between 0.2 and 1 ppm continuous or 0.5 and 2 ppm 
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on a slug-dose or intermittent basis often lead to good microbiological control in industrial cool-

ing towers. The biocide dose can be adjusted up or down based on results of visual, chemical, and 

microbiological monitoring methods.

The CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service) number can be searched for more information on the 

basic properties and chemistry of the active ingredients. The EPA chemical code represents a con-

venient entry into the large amount of pesticide data found on the EPA Web site [36]. The individ-

ual pesticide labels, with specifi c dosing instructions, can be retrieved from the National Pesticide 

Information Retrieval System Web site, as indicated previously [40]. Here are some additional 

 features of the chlorine-based biocides.

19.4.3.1 Chlorine Gas
This biocide is low in initial cost but effective application requires specialized equipment (e.g., 

vacuum eductor system), frequent monitoring, and care in handling the product, which is extremely 

irritating to mucous membranes [59].

19.4.3.2 Sodium Hypochlorite (Industrial Bleach)
The common industrial grade contains between 10 and 12.5 wt.% sodium hypochlorite [60]. Thus, 

1 gal of bleach contains about the same amount of active ingredient as 1 lb of chlorine gas. The 

product degrades rapidly (Figure 19.3) and should be consumed within 6 months. Stability issues 

can be avoided by on-site generation via the electrolysis of salt solutions [61].
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TABLE 19.1
Important Properties of Chlorine-Based Biocides

Biocide Gas Chlorine Bleach E-Bleach Dichlor Trichlor Cal Hypo

Formula Cl2 NaOCl NaOCl C3N3O3Cl2Na C3N3O3Cl3 Ca(OCl)2

Mol. wt. 70.91 74.44 74.44 198.0 232.4 143.0

Av. Cl2 100 12 Varies 60 90 70

pH (1% soln.) 1 11 High, varies 6 2.8 10.4

Solubility, % Miscible Miscible Miscible 25 1.2 Miscible

Densitya 11.7 lb/gal 10 lb/gal Varies 55 lb/ft3 64 lbs/ft3

CAS # 7782-50-5 7681-52-9 7681-52-9 2893-78-9 87-90-1 7778-54-3

EPA code 20501 14703 14703 81404 81405 14701

Product forms 1-t cylinders Liquid Batch; in situ Granules Tablets Tablets; granules

a 20°C, 6.9 atm.
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19.4.3.3 Sodium Dichloroisocyanurate (Dichlor) and Trichloroisocyanuric Acid (Trichlor)
These solid biocides are often used in recreational water treatment but enjoy use in smaller indus-

trial cooling systems as well. Dichlor is highly water soluble and suitable for shock dosing. Trichlor 

is relatively insoluble [62]. A by-product of these biocides is cyanuric acid, which functions as an 

effective UV stabilizer [63].

19.4.3.4 Calcium Hypochlorite (Cal Hypo)
This is a popular recreational biocide as well. It is readily soluble but slow-dissolving forms have 

been developed for application using fl ow-through feeders. A by-product is calcium hydroxide that 

can increase scaling potential and generally lead to the increased maintenance of chemical feed 

systems [41].

19.4.4 PRINCIPLES OF BROMINE CHEMISTRY

The addition of bromine into water generates hypobromous acid (HOBr) and hydrogen bromide 

(HBr). Unlike chlorine, elemental bromine is not offered as a biocide. Rather, different product 

forms and delivery systems have been developed that provide convenient access to HOBr for indus-

trial water treatment [64].

 2 2Br   H O  HOBr  HBr+ → +  (19.2)

At the pH conditions generally encountered in cooling towers (pH from 8 to 9+), HOBr shows less 

of a tendency to convert to the less-effective anion (OBr−) than in the case with HOCl (Figure 19.2). 

This is because HOBr is a weaker acid (pKa = 8.7) than HOCl (pKa = 7.5) [65]. What this means in 

practice is that a cooling tower operating at pH 8.5 on activated sodium bromide may require less 

biocide feed to maintain overall cleanliness than a comparable system operating on chlorine.

Many of the same impurities and environmental conditions that reduce chlorine effectiveness 

also impact bromine effectiveness with a few important exceptions. In contrast to chlorine species, 

bromine species typically perform well at elevated pH and in the presence of nitrogen compounds 

such as amines or urea, which produce “combined” forms of bromine [62,66]. It is not usually 

necessary to distinguish between the free (e.g., HOBr and OBr−) and combined (e.g., NH2Br and 

NHBr2) forms. The monitoring of bromine residuals is thus typically accomplished by running the 

total DPD test, which determines all forms of oxidizing bromine species. Bromine residuals in the 

0.5–1 ppm range (continuous application) and 1–4 ppm (slug dose) are typically suffi cient for good 

microbiological control. Some of the stabilized forms have recommended residuals higher than this 

(see the following discussion).

It is important to note that residuals in the case of bromine biocides are variously expressed rela-

tive to chlorine (ppm residual, as chlorine) or relative to bromine (ppm residual, as bromine). The 

residuals are related by a factor of 2.25 (the ratio of the molecular weight of bromine and chlorine). 

That is:

 Chlorine residual,  ppm  2.25  Bromine residual,  ppm× =  (19.3)

Table 19.2 summarizes the key properties and aspects of selected bromine-based biocides. Some 

additional comments are described next.

19.4.4.1 Activated Sodium Bromide
Sodium bromide is not a biocide itself but must be used together with an activating agent such as 

chlorine gas, bleach, calcium hypochlorite, ozone, and so on. A typical installation will feed bro-

mide into the side stream, then oxidant, and then pass the mixture through a static mixer to ensure 

thorough mixing and conversion to HOBr [67]. The sodium bromide to oxidant ratio should be 
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maintained in the range of 0.5:1.0–2.0:1.0 on a molar basis, based on label directions. In practice, 

sodium bromide to oxidant ratios <1 are almost always used. Sodium bromide solutions can also be 

activated by electrolysis [68].

19.4.4.2 Stabilized Bromine Chloride
Stabilized bromine chloride features good storage stability and handling properties. These alkaline 

solutions contain 11% bromine chloride as the active ingredient, equivalent to 15.2% active on a bro-

mine (Br2) basis [69]. Recently, higher active ingredient formulations have been introduced into the 

marketplace [70]. The product is signifi cantly more stable than industrial bleach for long-term stor-

age (Figure 19.3). This means that in many applications, the continual adjustment of biocide feed 

is unnecessary. Stabilized bromine chloride is relatively unreactive toward other water treatment 

chemicals such as phosphonates, triazoles, and polymeric scale and corrosion treatments [71]. These 

treatment chemicals often represent the highest cost of the treatment program. Product application 

consists of shock doses to 4–10 ppm as Br2 total halogen residual (2–4 ppm as Cl2) or continuous 

dosages in the initial range of 4 ppm as Br2. The product is registered as an effective biofi lm control 

agent.

19.4.4.3 Stabilized Sodium Hypobromite
Stabilized sodium hypobromite, like stabilized bromine chloride, enjoys good storage stabil-

ity and handling properties. These alkaline solutions contain sodium hypobromite, derived from 

sodium bromide and sodium hypochlorite, equivalent to 14.3% active on a bromine (Br2) basis [72]. 

Higher active ingredient formulations are also available [73]. Application consists of shock doses to 

4–10 ppm as Br2 as total halogen residual (2–4 ppm as Cl2) or continuous dosages in the initial range 

of 4 ppm as Br2. This product won a Green Chemistry award [74].

19.4.4.4 Bromochlorodimethylhydantoin (BCDMH)
This biocide is a white to off-white solid in both granule or tablet forms. It has been used in indus-

trial water treatment for over 25 years [75]. The specifi c chemical composition varies between 

TABLE 19.2
Important Properties of Bromine-Based Biocides

Biocide Act. NaBr
Stabilized 

BrCl
Stabilized 

NaOBr BCDMH DBDMH Br-isocyanurates

Formula NaBr, 40% Proprietary Proprietary C5H6N2O2BrCl C5H6N2O2Br2 NaBr + iso

Mol. wt. 102.9 115.4 (BrCl) 118.9 

(NaOBr)

241.5 285.9 Variesa

Av. Br2, % NA 15 14 128 111

pH 

(conditions)

7–9 (1:10 

dilution)

12 (1% soln.) 12 (1% soln.) 3.5 (0.2% 

soln.)

6.6 (0.1% 

soln.)

6 (1% soln.); 

3 (1% soln.)

Solubility Miscible Miscible Miscible 0.2% 0.1% 25%; 1.2%

Density 11.8 lb/gal 11 lb/gal 11 lb/gal 57 lb/ft3 68 lb/ft3 63 lb/ft3

CAS # 7647-15-6 13863-41-7 7647-15-6; 

7681-52-9

16079-88-2 77-48-5 NA

EPA code 13907 20504 13907; 14703 6315 6317 13907; 81404; 

81405

Product 

forms

Solutions of 

40%–44%; 

Solid

Solutions of 

15%, 18%, 

21% Av. Br2

Solutions of 

14%, 23% 

Av. Br2

Granules and 

tablets

Granules Tablets

a Two products are available. One is based on NaBr + dichlor; another is based on NaBr + trichlor.
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manufacturers. Several years ago, a gel-type form was introduced [76]. BCDMH is sparingly solu-

ble in water. The chemistry of BCDMH can be described as a facile release of HOBr followed by a 

slow release of HOCl (Figure 19.4). The analysis of BCDMH in demand-free waters by the free and 

total DPD methods indicate that about half of the oxidant value analyzes as free halogen (i.e., free 

HOBr) with the other half analyzing as combined halogen (i.e., combined chlorine as chloro-DMH) 

[77]. It is generally recommended to add product to achieve 1–2 ppm residuals (as Cl2) for shock or 

intermittent dosing or 0.2–0.5 ppm (as Cl2) for continuous dosing. The distinction between free and 

total residual is often not clear with this product based on label directions.

19.4.4.5 Dibromodimethylhydantoin (DBDMH)
DBDMH is a white to off-white solid sold primarily as granules. This product is also sparingly sol-

uble in water. The product contains more bromine activity than bromine itself—111% for DBDMH 

versus 100% for elemental bromine [78]. Almost all of the halogen residual from DBDMH analyzes 

as free as determined by the DPD method, in contrast to other hydantoin products. In many applica-

tions, this property leads to lower relative product consumption than other hydantoin products, and 

thus less product inventory and handling. Another property of DBDMH is that saturated solutions 

are near-neutral in pH and low in halogen odor.

19.4.4.6 Bromine-Releasing Isocyanurate Compositions
Two products are available based on a blend of a solid chlorine source and solid bromide source. 

One product features the combination of sodium dichloroisocyanurate (dichlor) and sodium bro-

mide. A second product is based on the combination of trichloroisocyanuric acid (trichlor) and 

sodium bromide. When either composition is added to water, it effectively generates HOBr through 

the reaction of HOCl (liberated from the chlorinated isocyanurate) and sodium bromide. The appli-

cation of these products with chemical feeders requires special precautions [79].

19.4.5 PRINCIPLES OF CHLORINE DIOXIDE CHEMISTRY

Chlorine dioxide (ClO2) is a yellow-green gas with a pungent, irritating odor similar to that of 

chlorine. ClO2 is readily soluble in water but, unlike chlorine, does not undergo hydrolysis. It is a 

powerful oxidizing agent with 2.6 times the oxidizing ability of chlorine. Unlike chlorine, the bac-

tericidal effi cacy of ClO2 is little affected by changes in pH [80]. See Table 19.3 for the additional 

properties of ClO2.

ClO2 can be a more effective biocide than chlorine. The product can be added directly into 

the cooling tower sump or into a cooling tower side stream. Target residuals of as low as 0.1 ppm 
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continuous or 0.25–5.0 ppm residual on a slug-dose basis have been found to lead to good micro-

biological control in industrial cooling towers. ClO2 does not typically react with nitrogen com-

pounds and organics. It is also effective over a wide pH range. It is thus compatible with the 

following situations: systems containing nitrogen compounds such as ammonia or urea (e.g., fertil-

izer plants), systems containing organics such as olefi ns and aromatics (e.g., refi neries), and high 

pH conditions (>8.0).

ClO2 is subject to UV degradation and is volatile. It is easily lost through evaporation in recir-

culating cooling systems. Several methods exist for the generation of biocidally active solutions 

containing ClO2. The most common precursor material is sodium chlorite (NaClO2). NaClO2 is 

typically sold as a 25% solution, although a wide variety of solutions, packs, and pouches ranging 

from about 0.8% to 80% NaClO2 content are available. Here are brief descriptions of the methods 

used to prepare biocidal solutions from NaClO2 precursors.

19.4.5.1 Machine-Based Activation
Large amounts of ClO2 can be produced via the reaction of NaClO2 with either (a) chlorine alone, 

(b) bleach plus acid, or (c) electrolysis of salt solutions. It is a common practice to employ commer-

cial generators to carry out this activation process. Such generators typically achieve conversion 

effi ciencies of 90%–95%.

19.4.5.2 Acid Activation
Solutions of ClO2 can be generated by acidifying sodium chlorite solutions to pH 2–3, with appro-

priate amounts of organic or inorganic acids such as citric, acetic, phosphoric, sulfuric, or hydro-

chloric. Although it is said that conversions of up to 80% (the theoretical amount) can be obtained 

by this method, this method is generally not indicated to produce large amounts of ClO2. The 

activation process takes time and is dependent on the relative concentrations of NaClO2/acid and 

environmental conditions such as temperature. Some use directions indicate activation periods 

(reaction times before use) of 30 min–15 h. Acid activation can also produce chlorous acid (HClO2), 

also referred to as acidifi ed sodium chlorite. Some suppliers of acidifi ed sodium chlorite actually 

make a point that ClO2 generation between pH 2.3 and 3.2 is very low, in support of the view that 

this technique generates lower levels of ClO2 than the chlorine/bleach/electrochemical methods 

indicated above.

TABLE 19.3
Important Properties of Chlorine Dioxide and Oxygen-Based Biocides

Biocide
Chlorine 
Dioxide

Sodium 
Chlorite

Sodium 
Chlorate

Hydrogen 
Peroxide

Peracetic 
Acid Ozone

Formula ClO2 NaClO2 NaClO3 H2O2 CH3CO3H O3

Mol. wt. 67.4 90.4 106.4 34.0 76.0 48.0

Typical conc., % 100 25, eq. to 

18% ClO2

40, eq. to 

18% ClO2

35 15.2, PAA; 

11.2, H2O2

100%

pH (cond.) 7 (1% soln.) 13 (neat soln.) 7–9 (neat soln.) 5–6 (1% soln.) 2–3 (1% soln.) NA

Solubility Miscible Miscible Miscible Miscible Miscible 0.001% (32°F)

Density NA 10.2 lb/gal 11.6 lb/gal 9.2 lb/gal 9.4 lb/gal NA

CAS # 10049-04-4 7758-19-2 7775-09-9 7722-84-1 79-21-0 10028-15-6

EPA code 20503 20502 73301 595 63201 NA

Product forms Generated 

in situ

Solutions, packs, 

pouches of 

0.8%–80% 

NaClO2

Solutions of 

25%–50% 

NaClO3

Solutions of 

20%–50% 

H2O2

Solutions of 

5%–15% 

PAA (with 

H2O2)

Generated 

in situ
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19.4.5.3 In Situ Chemical Activation
A recent development consists of tablets based on the combination of sodium chlorite and sodium 

dichloroisocyanurate [81]. One product is based on a combination of 20.0% NaClO2 and 8.0% dichlor 

active ingredient. It is recommended to add between 2 and 10 tablets (10 g each) per 10,000 gal of 

system volume to maintain ClO2 residuals between 0.1 and 0.5 ppm.

19.4.5.4 Unactivated Sodium Chlorite
While not technically a chlorine dioxide technology, EPA labels associated with NaClO2 as a pre-

cursor material sometimes include directions for the use of unactivated material for the control of 

algae or the inhibition of slime-forming bacteria. Typical dosages range from 8 to 16 ppm NaClO2.

19.4.5.5 Sodium Chlorate Methods
Another method of chlorine dioxide generation employs sodium chlorate. Sodium chlorate is avail-

able as solutions up to 50 wt.%, although lesser concentrations of 25% are also available. Over 95% 

of the chlorine dioxide produced is actually used for bleaching operations in the pulp and paper 

industry and most of it is generated by this method [80].

19.4.6 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a clear, colorless liquid. Additional properties appear in Table 19.3. 

Hydrogen peroxide enjoys moderate usage in industrial water treatment for the prevention of bio-

fouling and removal and control of biofi lms [82]. Typical label application rates range widely from 

10–500 ppm H2O2 for highly fouled systems to 3–100 ppm levels for cooling system maintenance. 

One study found that the low levels of hydrogen peroxide (2–3 ppm) gave a 2-log reduction in sessile 

bacteria in a laboratory cooling system operating at pH 9 [83]. Interestingly, the effi cacy of hydrogen 

peroxide is not greatly affected by pH. Lab results indicate a slight increase in killing time of 6–8 h 

versus Bacillus spores over the pH range of 3–9 units (1% solution, 50°C) [84].

19.4.7 PERACETIC ACID

Peracetic acid, CH3CO3H, PAA, like hydrogen peroxide, is a clear, colorless solution with an acrid 

odor. It is actually an equilibrium mixture prepared by blending hydrogen peroxide, acetic acid, 

and, optionally, an acid catalyst such as sulfuric acid [64]. Additional properties of peracetic acid 

are shown in Table 19.3.

 + ←> +3 2 2 2 3 3 2CH CO H H O  CH CO H H O  (19.4)

A survey of FIFRA labels indicates several peracetic acid formulations approved for cooling tower 

use that differ in relative amounts of peracetic acid and hydrogen peroxide (Table 19.4). Typical 

TABLE 19.4
Peracetic Acid Formulations for Cooling 
Tower Use

Formulation Peracetic Acid, % Hydrogen Peroxide, %

1 4.5 27.0

2 5.6 26.5

3 15.0 22.0

4 15.2 11.2
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label directions for peracetic acid formulations call for dosing in the range of 2–10 ppm based on 

PAA content. Severely fouled systems may require addition of 5–25 ppm based on PAA. The effec-

tiveness of PAA begins to be impacted at pH 8.0 and is greatly affected at pH 9.

19.4.8 OZONE

Ozone is a bluish gas with a characteristic, pungent odor. The important properties of ozone are 

shown in Table 19.3. Ozone is unstable and reverts back to oxygen. It therefore must be generated 

on-site just prior to use. Two general methods are used to produce ozone: ultraviolet radiation and 

corona discharge [85]. Generation by corona discharge is the preferred method for industrial water 

treatment and consists of exposing dry oxygen or air to a high-voltage or high-frequency electrical 

fi eld. This method produces heat, which can degrade the ozone produced. Commercial generators 

are designed to effi ciently remove heat and ensure high yields.

 2 33O   2O   Heat→ +  (19.5)

Ozone is only partially soluble in water and is volatile [86]. The half-life of ozone in cooling 

tower applications is typically short (5–20 min) due to its reactive nature and volatility. In some 

cooling tower applications, ozone residuals of 0.05–0.2 ppm have proved adequate for microbio-

logical control. To maintain suffi cient residuals, it may be necessary to apply ozone at several 

different points in the cooling system. Ozone is very reactive and can degrade chemicals used 

for corrosion or deposit control (e.g., phosphonates). It is also aggressive to typical cooling tower 

materials (seals, pumps, metals, and so on) so these must be suitable for ozone service. Ozone 

degradation is pH-dependent, being fairly stable under certain conditions at pH 6 and instanta-

neous at pH 10.

19.5 BIOCIDE SELECTION—NONOXIDIZING BIOCIDES

There is a wide range of biocides used in cooling water treatment that are classifi ed as nonoxidiz-

ers [1,2,3,9]. In general, they are broad-spectrum biocides which are effective across the range of 

pH and temperatures typical of cooling water systems. With some exceptions, they are typically 

small organic molecules, compatible with process additives, and less affected by the presence 

of organic matter or system contaminants (relative to oxidizers). Nonoxidizers are generally liq-

uid products, which may be easily metered into systems or dispensed by hand, as needed. The 

products are typically stable, as provided, for 1 year or longer. Some of the limitations of non-

oxidizers may include concerns for effl uent discharge (environmental toxicity), reactivity with 

additives (e.g., cationic biocides), higher use costs, and safe handling of corrosive or sensitizing 

products.

Unlike the oxidizing biocides, these biocides are typically slower killing (hours vs. minutes), 

signifi cantly longer lasting (persistent) in the recirculating water, less corrosive at use levels, and 

contain more complex organic molecules. These biocides typically interact with the metabolism 

of the cell or affect its structural integrity. The various biocides are grouped by basic class and 

described in the following sections. Note that all biocide use levels in the following discussion 

are on an active ingredient basis, since varying concentrations of the different products are often 

available.

A summary of the various nonoxidizing biocide major application areas, effi cacy characteris-

tics, and physical-chemical properties are summarized in Tables 19.5 through 19.7, respectively. 

Individual groups of each class of nonoxidizers are discussed next.
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TABLE 19.5
Major Applications for Nonoxidizing Biocides

Biocide CAS #

Application

Cooling Oilfi eld Paper

Alkyldimethylbenzylammonium chloride 68424-85-1 + + +/−

Didecyldimethylammonium chloride 7173-51-5 + + +/−

Bronopol 52-51-7 + − +/−

CMIT/MIT 26172-55-4 + +/− +

2682-20-4 + +/− +

DBNPA 10222-01-2 + +/− +

DCOIT 64359-81-5 + − +

DGH 13590-97-1 +/− − +

Potassium dimethyldithiocarbamate 128-03-0 + − +

Disodium ethylenebisdithiocarbamate 142-59-6 + − +

Glutaraldehyde 111-30-8 + + +

MBT 6317-18-6 − − +

MIT 2682-20-4 + − −

Poly Quat 31512-74-0 + − −

TBZ 5915-41-3 + − −

TCMTB 21564-17-0 − − +

THPS Quat 55566-30-8 + + +/−

TTPC Quat 81741-28-8 + + +/−

TN 126-11-4 +/− − −

Note: Product rating key: +, primary application; +/−, minor application; −, not signifi cant 

application.

TABLE 19.6
Comparative Effi cacy Properties of Nonoxidizing Biocides

Biocide Bacteria SRBs Algae Zebra Mussels Fungi Quick Kill Long-Lasting Effi cacy

ADBAC Quat + + + + +/− + +

Bronopol + + − ? − − −

CMIT/MIT + +/− + +/− + − +

DBNPA + ? − − − + −

DCOIT +/− ? + + + − +

DGH + ? ? + + ? ?

Dithiocarbamates +/− +/− +/− ? + − +

Glutaraldehyde + + − ? − + +

MBT + ? +/− − +/− − −

MIT + +/− − ? +/− − +

Poly Quat + ? + + +/− + +

TBZ − − + − − − +

TCMTB +/− ? − + + − +

THPS Quat + + + ? − + +

TN + + ? ? − − +

Note: Product rating key: +, high effi cacy; −, low effi cacy; +/−, variable effi cacy; ?, characteristic unknown.
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19.5.1 ALDEHYDES

Glutaraldehyde (1,5-pentanedial) is used for various water treatment applications. It is quick kill-

ing and especially effective versus bacteria, including sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) [87,88]. 

Glutaraldehyde is typically used at 20–100 ppm and is formulated in water at 15% and 45% active 

concentrations. Studies have shown that glutaraldehyde is effective across a pH range of 6.5–9.0, 

readily biodegradable, and effective versus Legionella [10]. It is deactivated by ammonia and pri-

mary amines.

19.5.2 DITHIOCARBAMATES

The two main groups of carbamates products used in cooling systems are potassium or sodium 

salts of dimethyldithiocarbamate (DMDC) and ethylene-bis-dithiocarbamate (EBDC) [1]. These 

biocides are primarily fungicides with some antibacterial activity, especially versus SRBs. They 

are available as standalone products at 20%–25% active or may be blended together. Carbamates 

are dosed at 5–90 ppm in systems at pH 7–8.5. They are not compatible with oxidizers, aldehydes, 

metals, and strong acids. The degradation of EBDC may result in ethylene thiourea.

19.5.3 ORGANOBROMINES

2-Bromo-2-nitropropane-1,3-diol (BNPD; bronopol) is a broad-spectrum bactericide, with effi cacy 

versus aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms, including SRBs [1]. It is formulated in a water-glycol 

mixture and typically used at 20–100 ppm active in system below pH 8.0. Bronopol is deactivated by 

reducing agents. It is available as a solid powder or in a 20%–40% solution. Alkaline decomposition 

can result in formaldehyde release.

2,2-Dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide (DBNPA) is a quick killing and rapidly degrading biocide. 

It is used at 0.24–24 ppm and is primarily effective versus bacteria [1]. Studies have shown that it is 

TABLE 19.7
Comparative Physical and Chemical Properties of Nonoxidizing Biocides

Biocide
Highly Water 

Soluble
No 

Salts
No/Low 

Odor Nonfoaming
Stable 

at pH 8
Compact. with 

Anionics
No 

Formaldehyde

ADBAC Quat + − + − + + +

Bronopol + + + + − + −

CMIT/MIT + − + + + + +

DBNPA + + + + − + +

DCOIT +/− + + +/− + + +

DGH + − + +/− + − +

Dithiocarbamates + + − + + + +

Glutaraldehyde + + − + + + +

MBT − + + + − + +

MIT + + + + + + +

Poly Quat + − + +/− + +/− +

TBZ − + + + + + +

TCMTB + + + + + + +

THPS Quat + − + +/− + +/− −

TN + + + + + + −

Note: Product rating key: +, yes; −, no; +/−, variable feature within the group or condition.
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effective versus strains of Legionella [10]. It is not persistent in alkaline waters above pH 8 (due to 

rapid hydrolysis) and is degraded by reducing agents. DBNPA is available as a solid product, but is 

mainly sold as a liquid at 5%–20% active in a water-glycol formulation.

19.5.4 ISOTHIAZOLONES

Several isothiazolone biocides are used in industrial water treatment applications [1,89]. They are 

slower killing biocides, but rapidly inhibit microbial metabolism within minutes. They are generally 

deactivated by reducing agents, but compatible with other biocides and process additives, including 

low levels of halogens. All isothiazolone biocides are biodegradable and produce nontoxic metabo-

lites that do not persist or bioaccumulate in the environment.

The most widely used isothiazolone biocide is a 3:1 ratio of 5-chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-

one (CMIT) and 2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one (MIT). It is available as a 14% active liquid concen-

trate and formulated at 1.5%–4% levels for end-use applications. CMIT/MIT has broad-spectrum 

effi cacy versus bacteria, algae, and fungi, including various strains of Legionella and associated 

protozoa species [10,89]. It is typically dosed at 1–5 ppm active and has good stability in waters up 

to pH 9.

4,5-Dichloro-n-octyl-isothiazolin-3-one (DCOIT) is used in cooling water as an algicide and a 

fungicide for paper making. It is formulated as a 4.25% microemulsion and is used at 0.25–6 ppm 

active [1,89,90]. The active ingredient, DCOIT, received the fi rst EPA Green Chemistry biocide 

award in 1996 for its use in replacing tin-based antifouling products.

The newest isothiazolone biocide recently approved by EPA for water treatment is MIT alone. 

It is a water-based formulation at 9.5% active and is most effective versus bacteria. It is dosed at 

25–100 ppm active and provides long-term preservative effi cacy in systems with high pH and tem-

perature ranges.

19.5.5 QUATERNARY COMPOUNDS

Various types of quaternary compounds are used in water treatment [1]. As a group, these cationic 

biocides typically show (a) broad-spectrum effi cacy versus bacteria, algae, fungi, and macrofouling 

organisms (Asiatic clams and zebra mussels); (b) varying degrees of foaming; (c) varying reactivity 

with salinity, organics, and anionic scale, corrosion, and surfactant additives; and (d) less infl uence 

by the pH of the cooling water. Effi cacy studies have indicated that quats have poor activity versus 

Legionella [10].

Several types of quaternary ammonium biocides are used in water treatment. The origi-

nal quats were based on alkyldimethylbenzylammonium chloride (ADBAC) with C8-C16 chain 

lengths. Second-generation dialkyl quats have recently been developed, including didecyldimeth-

ylammonium chloride (DDAC). More recently, branched dialkyl quats are used. In general, alkyl 

ammonium quats are used at 5–50 ppm. They are often provided as 50%–80% active water-based 

formulations [91].

Two types of phosphonium quats are used for water treatment. These include tetrakis-hydroxymethyl-

phosphonium sulfate (THPS) and tributyltetradecyl-phosphonium chloride (TTPC) [92,93]. These 

materials are used at 20–100 ppm and 5–30 ppm active, respectively. THPS has been shown to gen-

erate formaldehyde during decomposition in water and may be inactivated by high levels of halo-

gens, iron, or anionics. THPS also received a Green Chemistry award in 1997. Both phosphonium 

quats are highly effective versus anaerobic SRBs. They are available as 50%–75% concentrates and 

5%–50% end-use formulations.

Polymeric quats include the ionene polyquat, poly[oxyethylene(dimethyliminio)ethylene-

(dimethyliminio) ethylene dichloride] [94]. It is used at 1.2–12 ppm active and is signifi cantly less 

foaming than ADBAC quats. Similar levels are used for typical cooling water microorganisms as well 

as macrofouling organisms. The products are typically 10%–60% active formulations in water.
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19.5.6 MISCELLANEOUS TYPES

Dodecylguanidine hydrochloride (DGH) is a broad-spectrum (bacteria, fungi, and algae) cationic 

biocide which is dosed at 5–35 ppm [1]. It is a positively charged, surface-active molecule which can 

react with anionic compounds, including anionic polymers and surfactants, bicarbonates, and so on. 

Typical products are 5%–35% active formulations.

Methylenebisthiocyanate (MBT) is also a broad-spectrum biocide and is used at 2–9 ppm. It is 

not compatible with sulfi des or oxidizing agents and is often used in combination with other bio-

cides [1]. It is produced as a solid and may be formulated as a 10% active dispersion due to its low 

water solubility. Degradation in alkaline water (pH >8) may result in the release of cyanide.

The following is a list of additional biocides which are also used in industrial water treatment sys-

tems: the algicide terbuthylazine (TBZ: 0.5–3 ppm, which is effective when activated with halogens); 

the fungicide 2-(thiocyano-methylthio)benzothiazole (TCMTB: 5–40 ppm); 2-nitro-2-hydroxymethyl-

1,3-propanediol (TN: 50–75 ppm); and tetrahydro-3,5-dimethyl-2H,1,3,5-thiadiazine-2-thione 

(DMTT), both of which release formaldehyde; bis(trichloromethyl)sulfone; β-bromo-β-nitrostyrene 

(BNS); N-coco-trimethylenediamine; and 4,5-dichloro-1,2-dithiol-3-one (dithiol) [1,2,3,9].

19.6 BIOCIDE MECHANISMS OF ACTION AND RESISTANCE

The mode of action of industrial biocides is an important aspect in optimizing their use in systems 

and combating the development of resistance. Traditionally, biocide mechanisms have been classi-

fi ed as either being membrane active or electrophilic [42]. These may be further divided as oxidants 

(extreme electrophiles), electrophiles (moderate), lytic (membrane active) agents, and protonophores 

(affecting membrane energy processes). Nonoxidizers fall into one of the latter three categories [95]. 

The specifi c mechanisms of action and target sites of attack on microbial cells by various biocides 

are illustrated in Figure 19.5 and are discussed next.

The overall rate and extent of damage to the cell is a function of (a) the presence or absence of 

critical sites within an organism, (b) the rate of access of the antimicrobial to critical sites, (c) the 

rate of reaction with the critical site, and (d) the rate of reaction with noncritical sites. The overall 

rate and extent of repair is affected by the rate at which a cell can physically repair the damage or 

synthesize new sites, and the relationship of the site to energy and precursor generation.

Most industrial biocides affect functional groups such as thiols or amines that reside on many 

different types of macromolecules (e.g., proteins and enzymes). Access to critical sites is also an 

important factor that determines the range and types of organisms that are affected by a biocide. 

Differences in the structure of the cell walls in Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria are key 

factors. Generally, because of the presence of an outer membrane and lipopolysaccharide layer in 

Gram-negative bacteria, there is less access for large and hydrophobic antimicrobials to reach criti-

cal sites inside the cell [42,95,96].

19.6.1 ELECTROPHILIC BIOCIDES: OXIDANTS (EXTREME ELECTROPHILES)

Oxidizing biocides that function by halogenating macromolecules within a cell, including chlorine, 

bromine, and many different types of halogenated compounds (e.g., sodium bromide, chlorinated 

isocyanuric acids, stabilized bromine products, and halogenated hydantoins) are widely used in 

industrial water treatment. Other oxidants that do not release active halogens may function by 

generating toxic free radicals within cells (e.g., chlorine dioxide, hydrogen peroxide, and pera-

cetic acid). This class of biocides is very effective against most problem organisms and exhibits 

rapid speed of kill. The moderate-to-high concentrations of oxidants can “burn” through most 

biological material, reacting nonspecifi cally with the nucleophilic functional groups (nitrogen and 

sulfur) on critical cell components, including proteins, lipids, adenosine triphosphate (ATP), carbo-

hydrates, and nucleic acids. Although oxidizing biocides are effective at disrupting the metabolic 
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and biosynthetic machinery of a microorganism, their highly reactive nature also can be a disad-

vantage. To react with the intracellular machinery, the oxidant must pass through the outer layer 

of exopolysaccharide (EPS), cell wall, and internal membrane. Oxidant species will readily react 

with these outer layers of the cell, creating a reaction barrier that prevents penetration of the oxidant 

species into the cell.

19.6.2 ELECTROPHILIC BIOCIDES: MODERATE ELECTROPHILES

Most of the nonoxidizing biocides fall into this category. Isothiazolones are perhaps the best-stud-

ied electrophilic biocides with respect to the mechanism of action. They interact primarily with 

thiol groups in proteins and critical enzymes. Isothiazolones inhibit dehydrogenase enzymes in the 

respiratory pathways that affect metabolism and growth. Cell respiration is rapidly inhibited after 

treatment with isothiazolone, and the microorganism begins to die after several hours. During this 

period, intracellular thiols are destroyed and radicals are formed which contribute to the cidal effect 

of the biocide [97].

Formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde, formaldehyde-releasers, and formaldehyde condensates are mod-

erate electrophiles that react nonspecifi cally with cellular nucleophiles. In the case of formaldehyde-

releasers, the active electrophile is typically formaldehyde; however, some of the antimicrobial 

activity of bronopol has been attributed to the bromine functional group. Glutaraldehyde contains 

two aldehyde groups that can interact with amino groups in proteins, causing cross-linking within 

and between proteins [98].

Less is known about the mechanism of other electrophilic, nonoxidizing biocides such as 

DBNPA, bronopol, and MBT. Generally, the mechanism of action described earlier also pertains to 

Oxidants
Cl2, Br2, O3, ClO2, H2O2

Electrophiles
Isothiazolone, aldehydes,

carbamates, DBNPA, BNPD, Ag+
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FIGURE 19.5 Schematic view of biocide mechanisms of action and sites of interaction with microbial cell 

components.
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these biocides with regard to reactivity with thiols and radical formation. However, some biocides 

exhibit more than one mechanism of reaction with intracellular macromolecules. For example, MBT 

and carbamates may react specifi cally with the metal-containing (Fe) centers of some coenzymes, 

destroying their functionality within the cell.

19.6.3 MEMBRANE ACTIVE—LYTIC BIOCIDES

The cytoplasmic membrane, or cell membrane, is an attractive target for membrane-active biocides. 

The examples of membrane-active, lytic biocides include quaternary ammonium compounds, poly-

meric quats, phosphonium quats, and biguanides. These biocides disrupt the structure and function 

of the cell membrane, leading to changes in membrane permeability, leaking of intracellular mate-

rial, osmotic lysis, and the inhibition of membrane-associated metabolism. Lower concentrations 

can cause the leakage of cellular components and disrupt metabolic functions, and higher concen-

trations can cause a lysis of the entire cell [42,96].

The membrane-active biocides interact with cell membranes as a function of their amphiphilic 

structure. The presence of a positive electrostatic charge and hydrophobic functional groups enables 

these chemicals to pass through the cell wall and interact with the cytoplasmic membrane. After 

penetration through the cell wall, membrane-active biocides associate with negatively-charged 

phospholipids in the cell membrane, followed by insertion of the hydrophobe. As more and more of 

these molecules insert themselves into the membrane, the structure of the membrane becomes more 

disturbed until it loses integrity.

19.6.4 MEMBRANE ACTIVE BIOCIDES—PROTONOPHORES

Protonophores interact with components of the cell wall and cell membrane, but generally do not 

cause a rapid catastrophic lysis of the cell at use levels. They act as proton conductors, which dis-

sipate the transmembrane proton-motive force and affect the gradient of protons (H+) across the 

cytoplasmic membrane involved in energy (ATP) generation. When the proton-motive force is dis-

rupted, the cell cannot produce enough energy to maintain its functions. Once the energy reserves 

within the cell are exhausted, the microorganism will begin to die [42,96]. These biocides are typi-

cally not used in water treatment, because of their slow speed of kill, high use level, use at low pH, 

and poor activity against Gram-negative bacteria. Some examples of this class of biocides include 

parabens and weak acids such as benzoic acid, citric acid, and sorbic acid.

19.6.5 RESISTANCE TO BIOCIDES

It is well known that microorganisms have developed the potential to become resistant to antibiot-

ics and many commonly used industrial biocides. Biocide resistance can be defi ned as a reduction 

in the susceptibility of an organism to an antimicrobial agent as a result of physiological or genetic 

changes. Thus, a previously effective level of biocide no longer provides the same level of biological 

control. Microorganisms do have the innate potential to develop resistance to any biocide, although 

this is largely a function of the use rate, environmental conditions, and microbial population density. 

Resistance is most likely to occur as a result of underdosing biocides at levels below the minimum 

effective dose, poor stability of the biocide, extensive biofi lm development, cross-contamination by 

resistant strains, and effi cacy gaps against certain groups of microorganisms [42,95,96,98,99–101].

Overall, antimicrobial resistance can be separated into two major types: acquired and intrin-
sic. Acquired resistance is a decrease in susceptibility or the lack of susceptibility due to specifi c 

changes in the genetic composition of the cell through natural mutation or the transfer of genetic 

elements (plasmids) from one organism to another. Intrinsic resistance, a more common occur-

rence, involves a decrease in susceptibility or a lack of susceptibility to an antimicrobial by an 

already existing or inherent property of the organism. This may be permanent, as in the case of 
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the Gram-negative bacteria where the natural cell wall provides inherent resistance to quaternary 

biocides, or temporary, due to adaptation to the low levels of biocide, the development of biofi lms, 

growth phase, and inoculum level.

Antimicrobials with the documented instances of resistance are shown in Table 19.8 and include 

hypochlorite, hypobromite, quaternary ammonium compounds (quats), glutaraldehyde, chlorhexi-

dine, formaldehyde, chlorine, peroxide, thiones, hydantoins, parabens, bronopol, carbamates, triaz-

ines, alcohols, organic acids, pyrithiones, DBNPA, and isothiazolones. Antimicrobial resistance is 

typically due to modifi cations in the uptake of the biocide by the cell. The mechanisms of inherent 

resistance are known to occur in microorganisms and include altering in the permeability of the cell 

wall or membrane to prevent the biocide from entering the cell (e.g., loss of porin proteins), deacti-

vation or degradation of the antimicrobial agent by biochemical reactions (e.g., catalase degrading 

peroxide), and transport of the agent outside the cell (via multidrug effl ux pumps).

If true resistance is observed in use, remedial treatments may include: (a) applying the biocide 

at the maximum dose level and frequency of addition, (b) adding an additional biocide to broaden 

the spectrum of effi cacy and/or provide different mechanisms of action, (c) switching or alternat-

ing to another product, and (d) adding an adjuvant material (e.g., chelator or surfactant) which may 

improve biocide penetration and effi cacy [97].

For water treatment service companies and end-users, the mechanism of biocides should be 

considered along with other properties when determining the best and most cost-effective biocide 

treatment program for a given system. A greater understanding of the mechanism of action can lead 

to more effective programs to control biofouling and prevent resistance from developing.

19.7 STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL BIOCIDE APPLICATION

The correct use of industrial biocides is critical to the performance of successful water treatment pro-

grams to reduce microbial populations on surfaces and in the recirculating bulk water. Optimizing 

and improving biocide programs will allow the most effi cient use of the products to gain the highest 

degree of microbial control. Many treatment programs typically employ the routine use of oxidizing 

TABLE 19.8
Biocides Reported as Resistant to One 
or More Microorganisms

Benzalkonium chloride Imidazolidinyl urea

Benzisothiazolone Iodine

Benzoic acid Methylenebischlorophenol

Bromonitropropanediol (bronopol) Methylchloro/methyl isothiazolone

Chloroallyltriazine-azoniadamantane Methyl paraben

Chlorhexidine Orthophenylphenol

Chlorophenol Phenoxyethanol

Dibromonitrilopropionamide (DBNPA) Phenylethyl alcohol

Dibromodicyanobutane Phenylmercuric acetate

Dimethyloxazolidine Propyl paraben

Dimethyldithiocarbamate Povidone iodine

Dimethyloldimethylhydantoin Quaternary ammonium compounds

Formaldehyde Sorbic acid

Glutaraldehyde Tetrahydrothiadiazinethione

Hexahydrotriethyltriazine Triclosan

Hypochlorite/chloramine Trifl uoromethyl dichlorocarbanilide

Hypobromite
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biocides as the primary product and supplement periodic dosing with nonoxidizers to achieve a 

broad-based approach to microbial control. Using this dual biocide dosing provides a very complete 

program. The correct choice of the individual biocides will depend on the spectrum of organisms 

of interest, environmental variables, system dynamics, and process concerns. The biocide selection 

criteria must include compatibility with scale and corrosion additives, system pH and temperatures, 

residence times in the water circuit, process leaks and other sources of contaminants, and discharge 

limitations. The choice of a biocide for a particular application can depend on a number of factors—

cooling system design, cooling system location, water chemistry, operating conditions, environmen-

tal factors, system contaminants, and potential upset conditions [1–3].

19.7.1 COOLING SYSTEM DESIGN

The basic design of the cooling system can greatly impact biocide performance. Although system 

design is generally outside the scope of the water treatment professional, here are a few factors to 

consider.

It is important to minimize low fl ow areas or “dead legs” in cooling systems. Laboratory studies 

and fi eld experience indicate that high fl ow rates increase the susceptibility of microorganisms to 

biocides, that is, enhance biocidal activity. Interestingly, biofi lms grown under high fl ow rates are 

also inherently more susceptible to biocides. The effect of fl ow is generally attributed to better mass 

transport of the biocide into the biofi lm. Several examples of improved effi cacy with peracetic acid 

or glutaraldehyde with high fl ow have been reported [88,102]. Lower rates of fl ow or shear can lead 

to inherently tougher, more diffi cult to control biofi lms [103].

The effect of temperature appears more complex than fl ow velocity. Warm temperatures tend to 

promote microbial activity while at the same time tend to promote biocidal effi cacy. It is probable 

that the impact of temperature is that systems under a poor biocide program tend to spiral out of 

control more quickly at higher operating temperatures where bacterial metabolism and popula-

tions are at their peak. Also, keep in mind that higher operating temperatures and environmental 

temperatures place additional stresses on the biocide delivery system and lead to decreased biocide 

shelf-life and residence time in the cooling system. Laboratory studies indicate that microbial popu-

lations and metabolic activity peak in the range of 30°C–40°C (86°F–104°F). Specifi c examples 

demonstrating this concept for Legionella, total bacteria, protein, and carbohydrate in biofi lms have 

been reported [72,104,105]. Other investigators have shown that the effi cacy of chlorine compounds 

and peracetic acid increased with temperatures for various microorganisms [102,106,107].

The cycles of concentration can impact biocide performance. High cycles result in longer resident 

times (increased half-life) for all treatment chemicals, including biocides, and increased impurities 

in the system (higher system demand, see later). Long residence times (half-life) in such systems may 

favor the use of slower-acting oxidizing or nonoxidizing biocides. The increased concentrations of 

salts and organic matter may negatively affect certain biocides, such as quats.

19.7.2 WATER QUALITY

Water quality plays a big role in biocide selection. The different biocides, both oxidizers and non-

oxidizers, often have a pH range for optimum effi cacy. In the case of chlorine or bromine chemistry, 

pH impacts the relative amount of hypohalous acid available—the protonated form (HOX)—which 

is more effective at microbial deactivation than the nonprotonated form (OX−) [108]. In the case of 

nonoxidizing chemistries, some of the active ingredients, such as DBNPA and MBT undergo appre-

ciable decomposition above pH 7.5 [109].

Oxidizing biocides are also sensitive to many extraneous components present in cooling systems. 

Ozone, due to its highly reactive nature, is greatly impacted by system impurities such as organic 

matter. Impurities have much less effect on the performance of chlorine dioxide. Chlorine and bro-

mine represent the intermediate case relative to reactivity.
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The high level of cooling tower impurities may require the use of less reactive, nonoxidizing 

biocides for treatment during periods of high chlorine demand to ensure effective biocidal control. 

Other conditions to avoid include high levels of silt, algae, and slime. Such highly fouled systems 

may require mechanical or chemical pretreatment. Cooling towers and decks exposed to full sun-

light may require additional biocide treatment for algae or slime. Nitrogen-containing impurities 

can impact the effi cacy of chlorine treatment relative to bromine chemistry. Nonoxidizers are gener-

ally less affected by nitrogenous contaminants, with the exception of glutaraldehyde, which may be 

deactivated by free ammonia or complexed amines.

Reduced sulfur species (sulfi des) may be encountered in industrial water treatment systems from 

process leaks or anaerobic bacteria (SRB). Sulfi tes may also be encountered through process con-

tamination. Reduced sulfur compounds will deactivate all of the oxidizing biocides and many of the 

nonoxidizers, including DBNPA, isothiazolones, bronopol, MBT, glutaraldehyde, and so on [1].

19.7.3 USING COMBINATIONS AND SYNERGISTIC BLENDS FOR INCREASING BIOCIDE EFFICACY

Individual biocides cannot always provide complete control of microorganisms, even at high use 

concentrations, due to weak activity against certain microorganisms or chemical compatibility. The 

combinations of different microbicides are often used to provide the overall control of microor-

ganisms in industrial water treatment systems. Cooling water systems will often use an oxidizing 

biocide supplemented with a nonoxidizing biocide as the standard treatment program. In some situ-

ations, only one type of product may be used, due to either cost, environmental, or other factors. 

Other systems may employ rotation or combinations of nonoxidizers.

Using combinations of biocides may provide different types of antimicrobial effects on micro-

bial populations. These may be measured as inhibition (of growth or activity) or kill (cell death). 

One desired effect of biocide combinations is termed synergy, where the effect of two biocides is 

greater than the sum of the activity of both products alone. This results in enhanced effi cacy and 

improved control for the system. Synergy may be measured mathematically, as described by Kull 

et al., by the use of the standard biocide effi cacy measurement techniques [110]. The synergistic 

effect of two biocides acting together is often a result of two different mechanisms of action attack-

ing the cell. For example, biocides that act on the cell membranes (quats, alcohols, and aldehydes) 

would be good candidates when combined with biocides that function by interacting with the cells 

enzymatic (metabolic) activity (isothiazolones, bronopol, carbamates, and DBNPA). A key to using 

biocide combinations is to assure the products are compatible. For example, do not use oxidizers 

with reducing biocides, such as carbamates or thiones, and do not dose oxidizers and nonoxidizers 

in the same location at the same time.

Numerous examples of synergistic combinations of two or more biocides have been described 

over the past 25 years for industrial water treatment applications, including chlorine, bromine, per-

oxides, isothiazolones, glutaraldehyde, bronopol, DBNPA, carbamates, thiones, quats, peracetic 

acid, chlorine dioxide, and others [111–118]. These combination treatments may provide effective 

and benefi cial treatment programs to improve the spectrum of activity of each biocide, provide dif-

ferent modes of action, and prevent resistance from either biocide alone.

19.7.4 ENHANCING BIOCIDE EFFICACY WITH ADJUVANTS AND BIODISPERSANTS

A variety of different classes of compounds have been used in water treatment as biodispersants 

or adjuvants to enhance the activity of biocide for microbial control and biofouling on surfaces. 

Surface-active materials which have been used as biodispersants to reduce microbial fouling 

include ethylene oxide-propylene oxide block copolymers, fatty acid amides, sulfosuccinates, ter-

penes, linear alkylbenzene sulfonates, alkylphenolethoxylates, modifi ed polyethoxylated alcohols, 

alkylthioamines, alkylpolyglycosides, and enzymes [119–122]. Surfactants are known to affect the 

integrity of bacterial cell wall/membrane complex by interfering with the structure and function 
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of the various lipids and fatty acid components of the membrane, thus increasing the uptake of 

the biocide into the cell [89]. Cationic materials also destabilize bacterial cell walls and mem-

branes of microorganisms, which may improve microbial control. Limitations with certain classes 

of biodispersants or surfactants involve foaming and charge. Low foaming products are available, 

and defoamers may be employed as needed. Surfactants may include nonionic, anionic, and cationic 

varieties so that interactions with anionic system additives, such as acrylates, phosphonates, and 

so on, need to be taken into account. In addition, the compatibility of amine-based additives with 

halogens should be understood prior to use.

19.7.5 BIOCIDE AND MICROBIOLOGICAL MONITORING

Biocide performance is critically dependent on accurate dosing, which in turn relies on knowing 

the total volume, recirculation rate, and half-life for a given system. Monitoring the level of biocides 

can optimize treatment programs to prevent overdosing and underdosing, and assuring that the right 

frequency of biocide addition is occurring. Monitoring is also an important tool in troubleshooting 

problems or for starting up new systems.

Oxidizing biocides are routinely measured in the fi eld directly using DPD-based colorimetric 

test kits or indirectly using oxidation-reduction (redox) electrodes. It is a common practice to moni-

tor chlorine residuals using the “free” DPD test, which is specifi c for the uncombined forms of 

chlorine residuals (HOCl and OCl−). Bromine residuals are most commonly monitored using the 

“total” DPD test, which measures contributions from both the free (HOBr and OBr−) and combined 

(haloamine) forms [123]. Residuals for other oxidizing biocides can be determined via modifi ca-

tions of the DPD test and other colorimetric methods. Lab-based methods for oxidizers include 

amperometric or iodometric titration [124].

Nonoxidizers are most accurately measured using complicated lab methods involving high-

pressure liquid chromatography or gas chromatography. These are not suitable for use in the fi eld 

and require trained personnel to operate. Colorimetric fi eld test kits are available for nonoxidizers, 

including glutaraldehyde, quats, bronopol, DBNPA, and isothiazolone.

Biofi lm growth, activity, and system cleanliness have been measured by a variety of methods, 

including (a) viable counts of total bacteria, fungi, and algae; (b) photosynthetic pigments such as 

chlorophyll a; (c) total and volatile dry solids; (d) adenosine triphosphate (ATP); (e) total protein; 

(f) total carbohydrate; and (g) specifi c bacterial populations, such as Legionella, sulfate reduc-

ers, slime formers, and iron-reducing bacteria [45–47,105,109,118,125–128]. Methods such as ATP 

monitoring have the advantage of providing rapid (minutes) results of microbial populations in the 

fi eld. Many of the fouling and corrosion monitoring devices may be coupled with online access so 

the system may be monitored from remote locations in real-time and treatment programs may be 

automatically or manually adjusted to refl ect the status of the systems [129,130]. The integration 

of the concepts of monitoring biocide concentrations and the parameters of system performance 

(effi cacy) will continue to provide new insights into approaches to improve and optimize biocide 

treatment programs for various industrial applications.

19.8 SUMMARY

Much knowledge has been gained over the past 20 years to improve and optimize biocide perfor-

mance in water treatment systems, and many approaches have been utilized. Many new oxidizing 

biocide products have emerged, with a major focus on bromine chemistry. New products based 

on nonoxidizing biocides have also been introduced for water treatment for both niche and broad-

spectrum microbial control. The use of biodispersants or biopenetrants has become a common 

practice for improved killing of planktonic bacteria and biofi lm control. Many different types of 

materials have been evaluated and implemented, demonstrating the value of this type of improved 

treatment program.
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Enhanced microbial control may also be achieved by the combinations of certain biocides that 

display a synergistic effect on the mixed populations of organisms. These combinations have gained 

acceptance over the years, with blends of actives including halogens, glutaraldehyde, quats, bro-

nopol, isothiazolones, MBT, and others. Studies have also shown the benefi t of rotating or alternat-

ing biocides for overall microbial control and to prevent the development of resistant organisms, 

which may develop following the use of low doses of a single biocide.

Other approaches to provide additional knowledge on biocide dosing and microbial control may 

be achieved through the use of model biofi lm systems designed to simulate key environmental 

parameters of industrial systems. Many variations of biofouling models have been used to evaluate 

biocide dosing strategies; however, these systems are complicated and time-consuming to oper-

ate. Newer methods using microtiter plates and drip-fl ow reactors are available for evaluating bio-

cide effi cacy against biofi lm populations on surfaces.

Future biocide development in water treatment will likely encompass the use of advanced moni-

toring systems for online feedback and control, combination products, novel delivery systems, and 

enhanced microbial detection for common microorganisms and pathogens. A better knowledge of 

biofi lm structure and function and new methods for biofouling control will provide improved opera-

tion and effi ciency for a wide variety of industrial water treatment applications.
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20 Legionella in Water Systems

Yusen E. Lin

20.1 INTRODUCTION

Safe water is taken for granted in Western industrialized societies. The right to a safe and  abundant 

supply of drinking water for all U.S. communities is ensured in the Safe Drinking Water Act. 

The monitoring of microbiological and physicochemical quality indicators according to the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or other standards provides the certainty that the water 

has suffi cient quality for human consumption. This standard for drinking water quality remains 

unchallenged until recently, when drinking water was linked to outbreaks of infectious diseases. 

Man-made water systems have created public health problems, such as the sick building syn-

drome and Legionnaires’ disease. Numerous studies suggested that large plumbing fi xtures found 

in hospitals, offi ce buildings, apartment complexes, and hotels, provided a reservoir with favorable 

growth conditions for waterborne pathogens. As water quality and distribution systems deteriorate, 

on-site supplemental disinfection systems may be required. Environmental engineers are often in 

a position to design disinfection processes for institutional water systems. This is a challenge for 

environmental engineers, and will require cooperation between engineers and facility managers 

for the successful control of these waterborne pathogens.

Since its discovery, Legionnaires’ disease has been in the headlines of news media and draws 

extensive public attention. Extensive research efforts have been invested in cooling towers’ 
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disinfection and maintenance, and the effi cacy of biocides has been documented elsewhere [1–4]. 

Thus, this chapter focuses on Legionella in potable water systems that now appears to have more 

clinical signifi cance.

20.2 LEGIONELLA AND INFECTION

20.2.1 SOURCE OF LEGIONELLA INFECTION

Legionnaires’ disease (Legionellosis) is a lung infection, or pneumonia, caused by a bacterium 

named Legionella pneumophila. The name L. pneumophila was derived from the original out-

break at the 1976 American Legion Convention in Philadelphia [5]. Legionella is an aerobic Gram-

negative bacterium. The colony is usually glistening and transparent with an internal structure that 

resembles a moldy cotton ball, and has a cut-glass appearance (Figure 20.1). The rod-shaped cells 

can be observed under a fl uorescent microscope using direct fl uorescent antibody (DFA) stain-

ing (Figure 20.2). Several studies have ranked Legionella among the top four microbial causes 

of community-acquired pneumonia [6]. Moreover, Legionella is responsible for 10%–50% of 

hospital-acquired pneumonia when a hospital’s water system is colonized with the L. pneumophila 

FIGURE 20.1 Legionella morphology under 10× microscope.

FIGURE 20.2 Legionella under DFA stain.
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bacteria [7]. Cases associated with traveling and long-term care facilities are increasingly reported 

worldwide [8–10]. Community-acquired Legionnaires’ diseases have also been described, but the 

risk of contracting Legionnaires’ disease in this setting seems to be very low [6]. Aspiration is 

now known to be the major mode of transmission, although aerosolization may also occur [7]. The 

risk factors of acquiring Legionnaires’ disease include cigarette smoking, receipt of immunosup-

pressive therapy, receipt of prior antibiotics, and receipt of a transplant organ. Underlying diseases 

include chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases.

Legionnaires’ disease is not contagious. No special precautions for care providers are necessary. 

The disease is transmitted via contaminated water, not by infected individuals; unlike SARS and 

infl uenza, where masks must be worn. Many antibiotics are highly effective against Legionella 

infection. The two most potent classes of antibiotics are macrolides and quinolones [11,12].

20.2.2 MINIMUM CONTAMINANT LEVEL FOR LEGIONELLA

The minimum contaminant level (MCL) for Legionella has been proposed by various agencies. 

For example, the United Kingdom and Netherlands posted a target limit of 100 cfu/L in potable 

water. Germany and France posted a target limit of 1000 cfu/L in potable water systems for general 

public. However, there is no clear-cut MCL or infective dose of Legionella in humans. For cooling 

towers, no such dose has been validated based on evidence-based studies. Currently, neither the U.S. 

CDC nor the U.S. EPA specifi es an MCL for Legionella. For water distribution systems, the quanti-

tative counts of Legionella (i.e., cfu/mL) from the distal fi xtures (faucets) do not correlate with the 

incidence of the disease in hospitals [13,14]. On the other hand, several studies have found that when 

distal site positivity is 30% or higher, cases of hospital-acquired Legionnaires’ disease are likely 

to occur [15,16]. The complete eradication of Legionella from the water system is not necessary to 

eliminate cases of Legionnaires’ disease [16].

20.2.3 GROWTH-PROMOTING CONDITIONS FOR LEGIONELLA

Legionella can be found in natural environments [17–20] and man-made environments [17, 21–32]. 

Water systems in hospitals [27,29,32–40], hotels [41], nursing homes [42], industrial plants [43–45], 

and homes [20,46,47] have been linked to disease. Although cooling towers were initially reported 

to be an important reservoir, virtually all of those reports were published in an era prior to the dis-

covery that potable water could also be the source [48].

Legionnaires’ disease emerged because of the human alteration of the environment, since 

Legionella species are found in aquatic environments, and grow in warm water and warm, damp 

places, such as cooling towers and hot water recirculating systems. Legionella organisms are read-

ily found in natural aquatic bodies, and some species have been recovered from soil [49]. The 

organisms can survive in widely varying conditions, including temperatures of 0°C–63°C, a pH of 

5.0–8.5, and dissolved oxygen concentrations as low as 0.2 ppm in water. Temperature is a critical 

determinant for Legionella proliferation. Colonization of hot water tanks is more likely if tempera-

tures are between 40°C and 50°C (104°F–122°F). Legionella and other microorganisms become 

attached to surfaces in an aquatic environment forming a biofi lm. Legionella has been shown to 

attach to and colonize various materials found in water systems, including plastics, rubber, and 

wood. Organic sediment scales and inorganic precipitates provide Legionella with a surface for 

attachment and a protective barrier.

20.2.4 LEGIONELLA IN BIOFILMS

Legionella and other microorganisms can attach to surfaces submerged in an aquatic environment, 

which forms a biofi lm. The biofi lm facilitates nutrient and gaseous exchange, and protects micro-

organisms not only from biocides but also from periodic increases in temperature and attempts at 
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physical removal, especially in areas where surfaces are scaled or corroded. These biofi lms are 

found on the surface of pipes, distal sites, and stagnant areas of any water distribution system. 

Legionella has been documented to colonize the surfaces of plumbing materials in concentrations 

up to 105 cfu/cm2 [50]. A disruption to the biofi lm after water pressure changes associated with 

construction may cause brown water and dramatically increase the Legionella concentration [51]. 

In addition to facilitating growth, the presence of a biofi lm can also interfere with the disinfection 

process. Bacteria in biofi lms are more resistant to biocides than planktonic (freely suspended) bac-

teria. For example, Legionella attached to a stainless-steel surface were 135 times more resistant to 

iodine than freely suspended Legionella, and 210,000 times more resistant than agar-grown strains 

[52]. Biofi lms can also protect microorganisms from disinfectants and harsh environmental condi-

tions, such as elevated water temperatures. Some chemical disinfectants such as chlorine are even 

rendered inactive by the organic constituents of biofi lms. The presence of Legionella in the biofi lms 

throughout building water systems may explain the rapid recolonization despite the application of 

the superheat-and-fl ush procedure or shock hyperchlorination [53].

20.2.5 WATER CONSTITUENTS AND PLUMBING MATERIALS

The presence of Legionella in hot water systems has been associated with the physicochemical 

constituents of the water and certain plumbing materials. Higher concentrations of calcium and 

magnesium in water, the main components of scales and sediments, were found to be associated 

with the presence of L. pneumophila in hot water tank samples in a prospective study among 

15 hospitals [54]. Higher iron concentration is also associated with lower Legionella colonization 

from a 16-hospital study [23].

Various materials found in water systems may support or promote the growth of Legionella. Shock 

absorbers installed within water lines can be a reservoir for Legionella. After removal of these shock 

absorbers, the percent of tap water samples that were positive for Legionella dropped from 20% to 5%. 

Investigators suggested that the presence of L. pneumophila in hot water distribution systems was due 

to the designs of shower and tap fi ttings, which allowed water to be trapped behind rubber washers and 

gaskets. These rubber fi ttings were shown to support the growth of Legionella [55]. The replacement 

of these rubber materials with suitable alternatives was reported to have eradicated Legionella from 

the fi ttings [55]. In a model cooling tower system, higher counts of biofi lm-associated Legionella were 

recovered from galvanized steel surfaces than plastic polymer surfaces [56].

However, there are reports that contradict these fi ndings. Biofi lm formation would eventually 

build up on the surfaces where microorganisms are not affected by the surface of the materials. 

For example, Legionella was still recovered in a water system that replaced rubber washers with 

nitrile washers [57]. It is unclear that the simple removal of rubber washers or gaskets or a change of 

plumbing materials can eliminate the growth of Legionella, since Legionella can colonize a variety 

of plumbing materials, including plastics such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC); stainless steel; wood; 

and, to a lesser degree, copper [50]. The maximum accumulation of Legionella occurred on plastics 

at 40°C [50].

20.2.6 LEGIONELLA IN HOT WATER STORAGE TANKS

Early investigations found higher concentrations of Legionella in hot water lines compared to cold 

water lines. The highest concentrations of Legionella were recovered from water collected from the 

bottom of hot water storage tanks [54]. This led to the early investigation of Legionella in hot water 

storage tanks. Since then, various factors were defi ned that promoted the growth of Legionella in 

water distribution systems, including hot water temperatures less than 60°C, physicochemical fac-

tors, water system materials and design, and commensal microfl ora. Since the current understand-

ing now includes the concept of biofi lms, hot water tanks are only one component of a distribution 

system, which is a niche for many microorganisms, including Legionella.
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The large water distribution systems and high-volume hot water storage tanks of hospitals pro-

vide Legionella with optimal conditions for growth: warm temperatures, nutrients in the form of 

sediments and biofi lms, and commensal microorganisms. In vivo studies using a model plumbing 

system, L. pneumophila was able to survive and/or grow at temperatures of 20°C, 40°C, and 50°C, 

but was not recovered at 60°C [58]. Plouffe et al. found that hot water tank samples with tem-

peratures of 50°C or less were signifi cantly more likely to be positive for Legionella [59]. Similar 

associations with temperatures less than 60°C were also demonstrated in surveys of hospitals in 

Quebec [60] and western Pennsylvania [54]. These studies suggested that the average hot water 

storage temperature (45°C–50°C) in hospitals is ideal for L. pneumophila colonization.

The confi guration of hot water storage tanks has also been predictive of L. pneumophila contam-

ination. Vertical tanks were more likely to be contaminated than horizontal tanks; 79% of vertical 

hot water tanks were contaminated with L. pneumophila while only 29% of horizontal tanks were 

contaminated with L. pneumophila [54]. Furthermore, older tanks were found to be contaminated 

with L. pneumophila while newer tanks (less than 5 years) were generally free of L. pneumophila 

[54,60]. This may be the result of the accumulation of scales and sediments in the older systems 

after years of service. However, cases of Legionnaires’ disease have also been diagnosed in newly 

constructed hospitals [61].

20.2.7 LEGIONELLA AND AMOEBAE

Other bacteria and protozoa also colonize plumbing surfaces, some of which have been shown to 

promote Legionella replication. Rowbotham was the fi rst to report the relationship between amoebae 

and Legionella [62]; it has subsequently been confi rmed that Legionella are facultative intracellular 

parasites. Amoebae and other ciliated protozoa are natural hosts for Legionella [63]. Legionella 

are known to infect fi ve different genera of amoebae, most notably, Hartmanella vermiformis and 

Acanthamoeba spp. Legionella can also multiply within the ciliated protozoa Tetrahymena spp. 

[64]. Bacterial species that appear to provide Legionella with growth-promoting factors include 

Pseudomonas spp., Acinetobacter spp., Flavobacterium, and Alcaligenes spp. Amoebae also help 

to protect Legionella from the effects of biocides [65] and heat eradication [66].

20.3 CONTROL OF LEGIONELLA COLONIZATION IN WATER SYSTEMS

20.3.1 WATER SAFETY PLAN

If cases of Legionnaires’ disease can be epidemiologically linked to a source of Legionella, the 

control of Legionella in such a source can prevent further cases. The World Health Organization 

(WHO) [67] and the U.S. CDC [68] both provide guidelines on preventive measures for Legionella 

control. WHO promotes the idea of water safety plan (WSP) [69]. WSP is an approach to manage 

specifi c health risks due to exposure to Legionella from water systems. This plan includes the fol-

lowing three components [69]:

 1. Assessment: to determine whether the water supply chain (up to the point of consumption) can 

deliver water of a quality that meets health-based targets. This also includes the assessment of 

the design criteria of new systems.

 2. Monitoring: to identify the control measures in a drinking water system that will col-

lectively control identifi ed risks and ensure that health-based targets are met. For each 

control measure identifi ed, the appropriate means of monitoring should be defi ned (e.g., 

biocide levels, temperature, and pH), which ensure that any deviation from the required 

performance is rapidly detected.

 3. Management: to list the actions to be taken during routine operation or incident condi-

tions, and for documenting the system assessment (including upgrading and improvement), 

monitoring and communication plans, and supporting programs.
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The primary objectives of a WSP are the minimization of contamination of source waters, the 

reduction or removal of contamination through treatment processes, and the prevention of contami-

nation during storage, distribution, and handling of drinking water. The Allegheny County Health 

Department, Pennsylvania, provides the most comprehensive guidelines, which are a template for 

many state guidelines [70]. In a study of 110 hospitals and long-term care facilities in western 

Pennsylvania, investigators found a signifi cant decrease in the number of health care–acquired 

cases between the pre-guideline (33%) and post-guideline (9%) periods in hospitals [71].

20.3.2 CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A DISINFECTION METHOD

Using the evidence-based approach, Stout and Yu have postulated the evaluation criteria for rec-

ommending the disinfection methods. The criteria include: (a) demonstrated effi cacy of Legionella 

eradication in vitro using laboratory assays, (b) anecdotal experiences in preventing Legionnaires’ 

disease in individual hospitals, (c) controlled studies in individual hospitals, and (d) validation in 

confi rmatory reports from multiple hospitals for a prolonged time [72]. These objective criteria 

for the demonstration of effi cacy will assist building engineers and facility managers in making 

cost-effective choices based on scientifi c criteria.

20.3.3 MONITORING CONTROL MEASURES

Routine environmental surveillance for Legionella is the only method to determine if a con-

trol measure for Legionella eradication is successful. A number of methods have been used 

to detect Legionella in the environment. These include culture on selective media with or 

without acid pretreatment, DFA, enzyme immunoassay (EIA), immunochromatographic test 

(ICT), and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Culture has been shown to be the most sensitive 

method for the detection of Legionella in environmental samples. One apparent disadvantage 

of DFA, EIA, ICA, and PCR tests is that they detect both viable and nonviable Legionella bac-

teria. These tests can be positive even though the Legionella bacterium has been inactivated 

by chemical biocides or heat [73,74]. False-positive readings could lead to the implementation 

of unnecessary and expensive emergency decontamination procedures by the engineering and 

management staff.

20.4 DISINFECTION METHODS FOR LEGIONELLA IN WATER SYSTEMS

Four major disinfection methods for Legionella in potable water systems, as summarized in Table 20.1, 

are discussed in this section in the chronological order of their application. These methods provide 

residual protection throughout the water system. They are superheat-and-fl ush, hyperchlorination, 

copper–silver ionization, and chlorine dioxide.

20.4.1 SUPERHEAT-AND-FLUSH

Superheat-and-fl ush was the fi rst documented method used for the eradication of Legionella in 

water systems. This method requires no special equipment, so it can be conducted as an emergency 

decontamination procedure in an outbreak situation. Disinfection is only temporary, and the recolo-

nization of Legionella has been reported followed by new cases of Legionnaires’ disease [75,76].

Superheat-and-fl ush requires that hot water tank temperatures be elevated to 70°C (158°F), 

followed by fl ushing of all water outlets, faucets, and showerheads with a hot water temperature 

of ≥60°C for a minimum of 30 min to kill Legionella [77]. If this temperature is not achieved and 

maintained, the procedure is likely to fail. After the fl ush, selected sites are required to re-culture 

to validate the effi cacy; if no L. pneumophila is recovered, the procedure is considered completed. 

If L. pneumophila is isolated, the entire heat and fl ush protocol needs to be repeated. Scalding can 
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occur with hot tap water at 60°C, although it has not been reported by hospitals using this method. 

Posted signs and newsletters may prevent scalding incidents.

Maintaining the hot water temperature at 60°C after the superheat-and-fl ush disinfection has 

been successful in minimizing Legionella recolonization with a subsequent disappearance of hos-

pital-acquired Legionnaires’ disease. Two hospitals reported that after maintaining the hot water 

temperature at 60°C, only two cases of hospital-acquired Legionnaires’ disease were diagnosed in 

the subsequent 2 years [78,79]. A follow-up study showed that maintaining the hot water tempera-

ture above 55°C was satisfactory in controlling hospital-acquired Legionnaires’ disease; only four 

cases of Legionnaires’ disease were diagnosed over a 10 year prospective surveillance [80]. Some 

states regulate the temperature for water discharged from the hospital and prohibit water tempera-

tures above 43.3°C (110°F) at the outlet. Institutions should consult local and state water authorities 

before implementing this method.

20.4.2 HYPERCHLORINATION

Hyperchlorination is a method recommended by the U.S. CDC to control Legionella [68]. Chlorine 

is a strong oxidizing agent that has been successfully used for a number of years as a disinfec-

tant for controlling pathogens in domestic drinking water. Two approaches have been applied 

with regard to Legionella disinfection: shock hyperchlorination and continuous hyperchlorination. 

Shock hyperchlorination is used by a pulse injection of chlorine in water to achieve a concentration 

of chlorine at 20–50 ppm throughout the system [81]. After a period of time, the water is drained 

and the system is mixed with the incoming water so that the residual chlorine level returns to its 

normal concentration (0.5–1 ppm). Continuous hyperchlorination is accomplished by a continu-

ous injection of additional chlorine, which may be introduced via calcium hypochlorite, sodium 

hypochlorite, or gas chlorination. Residual chlorine levels will fl uctuate because of changes in the 

TABLE 20.1
Summary of Disinfection Methods for Legionella in Potable Water Systems

Hyperchlorination Condition
Superheat-and-

Flush
Copper–Silver 

Ionization Chlorine Dioxide

2–4 ppm as free 

chlorine

Concentration 60°C for 30 min Cu = 0.2–0.8 ppm

Ag = 0.02–0.08 ppm

0.5–1 ppm as ClO2

Residuals decrease as 

temperature increases

Water temperature Not applicable Residuals unaffected Residuals decrease as 

temperature increases

Elevated pH (>8.0) 

affects effi cacy

pH No effect Elevated pH (>8.5) 

may affect effi cacy

No effect

Trihalomethanes 

(THMs)

Disinfection 

by-product

None None known Chlorate and chlorite

Yes Taste and odor No None Minimal at high 

concentrations

Carcinogenic 

by-products

Environmental and 

health concerns

Scalding possible Resistance to ionsa High chlorite may cause 

congenial defects

Corrosion control, 

chlorine storage, 

concentration control 

and monitoring

Maintenance 

issues

Labor intensive Scale control, routine 

electrode cleaning, 

routine ion monitoring

Concentration control, 

chlorate and chlorite 

monitoring

a Mietzner, M. et al., Reduced susceptibility of Legionella pneumophila to the antimicrobial effects of copper and silver 

ions. In: 45th Interscience Conference on Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy, Washington, DC, 2005.
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incoming water quality and fl ow rate variation. If the system has areas of stagnation or low usage, 

or if there are recirculation problems within the water distribution system, chlorine will not inacti-

vate Legionella in these areas. Qualifi ed maintenance personnel are needed to conduct monitoring 

programs and perform residual disinfectant analysis.

However, continuous hyperchlorination has been used with variable success to control the 

growth of Legionella [76,82]. Legionella attached to a pipe surface are more resistant to chlorine. 

Inactivation and suppression of L. pneumophila requires chlorine levels of greater than 3 ppm, 

while the residual level in domestic water is usually less than 1.0 ppm [58]. In addition, chlorine 

is unstable at elevated water temperatures and undergoes spontaneous decomposition to chloride 

ions. The major disadvantage of hyperchlorination is that chlorine is highly corrosive and causes 

signifi cant pipe damage (Figure 20.3). The average number of pipe leaks can increase from 30 

times pre-chlorination to 3 years post-chlorination [82]. Although the rate of pipe leaking can be 

lowered by chemically coating all hot water pipes with a sodium silicate precipitate, the initial and 

yearly maintenance costs are high (e.g., $10,000/year). Furthermore, leaks continued to occur at a 

rate of one to three leaks per month even after the pipes were coated with silicates at a university 

hospital in Iowa [82].

In addition, high residual chlorine may react with organic materials and accelerate the produc-

tion of trihalomethanes and other disinfection by-products, some of which are known carcino-

gens. Numerous epidemiological studies found a positive association between the consumption of 

chlorinated water and cancer. For example, results derived from 10 epidemiological studies [83] 

show a higher risk estimate for cancer with exposure to chlorinated water as compared to controls. 

These studies also showed a signifi cant association between neoplastic diseases and consumption 

of water containing chlorination by-products. In summary, hyperchlorination may not be an ideal 

disinfection method for Legionella in water systems.

20.4.3 COPPER–SILVER IONIZATION

Copper–silver ionization is the only disinfection method with documented consistent effi cacy from 

multiple fi eld evaluations. The effi cacy of copper–silver ionization in eradicating Legionella from 

hospital water distribution systems has been documented by numerous investigators worldwide [72]. 

The ions are generated from a fl ow cell containing copper–silver alloy electrodes. The fl ow cells 

are usually installed in the hot water return line proximal to the hot water tank for hot water treat-

ment, or in the cold water storage tank for both hot and cold water treatments. The concentration of 

FIGURE 20.3 Pipe corrosion due to hyperchlorination.
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copper and silver ions (Cu = 0.2–0.8 mg/L; Ag = 0.02–0.08 mg/L) is controlled by a programmable 

power supply. A minimum quarterly maintenance of fl ow cells is required to remove scales from the 

electrodes for optimal performance (Figure 20.4).

The fi rst controlled evaluation in a water distribution system was in a hospital in Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania [84]. When copper and silver ion concentrations were above 0.4 and 0.04 mg/L, 

respectively, the distal site colonization of Legionella declined to zero within 3 months; however, 

lower ion concentrations have been effective, as documented by other investigators [85,86]. A 

16-hospital survey also documented the long-term effi cacy and the robustness of copper–silver 

ionization with 5–11 years of experience [72]. After the installation of ionization systems, distal 

site positivity was well controlled and no new cases of hospital-acquired Legionnaires’ disease 

had occurred in any of these hospitals since 1995. Furthermore, the effi cacy of ionization has 

also been documented in a long-term care facility [61], an offi ce building [87], and an apartment 

building [88]. Today, more than 200 hospitals worldwide have adopted copper–silver ionization as 

the primary Legionella disinfection control measure. Thirty-two percent (12/38) of the 1998 U.S. 

National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance hospitals had instituted ionization as a disinfection 

measure [89].

The EPA has a maximum containment level for copper in drinking water of 1.3 mg/L. Silver 

has a secondary (nonenforceable) limit of 0.1 mg/L. Monitoring for ions on a prescribed schedule 

has been mandated by the State of Texas. Furthermore, a recent ruling by the U.S. EPA requires 

the manufacturers of copper–silver ionization systems to “register” the ions as an approved biocide 

for use in potable water [90]. The EPA will allow ionization manufacturers to continue to offer the 

system while waiting for the approval [90].

20.4.4 CHLORINE DIOXIDE

Chlorine dioxide is a soluble gas and a known biocidal disinfectant against waterborne pathogens. 

Unlike chlorine, its low oxidation potential allows chlorine dioxide to penetrate biofi lms without 

loss of biocidal activity. The use of chlorine dioxide for the control of Legionella in hospital water 

systems is relatively new. Although chlorine dioxide has been used for potable water treatment 

in Europe since the 1940s, it was not widely adopted because the generation of chlorine dioxide 

involved the mixture of chlorite (as NaClO2), and a strong acid (HOCl), which posed a danger of 

explosion as it quickly dissociates into chlorine gas, oxygen gas, and heat. Since the 1990s, a new 

electrolytic process has allowed the on-site generation of chlorine dioxide to be safe in smaller 

FIGURE 20.4 Scale built up on copper–silver electrodes in a poorly maintained fl ow cell.
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quantities. More recently, alternatives to on-site generation of chlorine dioxide are available for 

direct injection. Consequently, disinfection of water systems using chlorine dioxide has now become 

a viable option and is being increasingly applied worldwide.

The fi rst controlled evaluation of chlorine dioxide in the United States to control L. pneumophila 

was conducted in a hospital that had cases of hospital-acquired Legionnaires’ disease [91]. Chlorine 

dioxide was injected into a 500,000 gallon reservoir that provided water to 23 adjacent buildings. 

A period of 1.7 years was necessary to demonstrate complete eradication of L. pneumophila. 

Residual chlorine dioxide in the hot water was below the concentration required for effi cacy; the 

average residual chlorine dioxide in hot water taps (0.08 mg/L) was signifi cantly less than that mea-

sured in the reservoir (0.68 mg/L). Nevertheless, no new cases of hospital-acquired Legionnaires’ 

disease were detected [91].

Based on studies from Europe and the United States, complete eradication of Legionella (0% 

site positivity) has not been reported when the study duration was less than 6 months [92–94]. Two 

studies, with longer periods of use (3–6 years), also failed to eradicate Legionella from the water 

distribution systems [95,96]. It is clear that maintaining a suffi cient residual concentration of chlo-

rine dioxide (ClO2) in hot water systems is challenging. Elevated water temperatures accelerate the 

conversion of chlorine dioxide to chlorite (ClO2 to −
2ClO ) by reactions with organic compounds in 

the water system, as observed in a control study.

The use of chlorine dioxide in potable water is highly regulated because chlorine dioxide and 

its disinfection by-products, chlorite ( −
2ClO ) and chlorate ( −

3ClO ) ions, may pose a health risk to 

consumers. Chlorite may cause congenital cardiac defects and hemolytic anemia through oxidative 

damage to the red blood cell membrane. The U.S. EPA has set the maximum residual disinfectant 

level (MRDL) for ClO2 of 0.8 mg/L and the MCL for −
2ClO  of 1.0 mg/L [97]. Chlorate is currently 

not regulated due to the lack of health data to set the MCL. The United Kingdom Drinking Water 

Inspectorate specifi es a maximum value of 0.5 mg/L for the total oxidants in drinking water that is 

the combined concentration of chlorine dioxide, chlorite, and chlorate. Chlorine dioxide is consid-

ered a safe and promising method; however, it has not yet fulfi lled all the four criteria required for 

the validation of effi cacy [72,98]. Based on numerous studies, a minimum chlorine dioxide residual 

of approximately 0.5–0.8 mg/L must be maintained throughout the water systems to effectively 

control Legionella.

20.5 SUMMARY

Prevention of Legionnaires’ disease can be achieved by disinfecting water systems. A success-

ful WSP can assist facility managers to assess, monitor, and manage the risk associated with 

Legionella in water systems. If disinfection is necessary, copper–silver ionization appears to be 

the best available technology today given its documented effi cacy. Chlorine dioxide is undergoing 

multicenter evaluation for Legionella eradication, and may be promising. Superheat-and-fl ush can 

be used in outbreak situations to halt the nosocomial transmission. Hyperchlorination is no longer 

the preferable method due to its various limitations, as discussed in this chapter.
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21 Analytical Techniques 
for Identifying Mineral 
Scales and Deposits

Valerie P. Woodward, Robert C. Williams, and Zahid Amjad

21.1 INTRODUCTION

In many industrial processes, the feed water used contains mixtures of dissolved ions that are unsta-

ble with respect to precipitation. Various factors such as pH, temperature, the type and concentra-

tion of dissolved ions, fl ow velocity, equipment metallurgy, and so on contribute to the precipitation 

and deposition of sparingly soluble salts on equipment surfaces. The class of crystalline and amor-

phous compounds formed in industrial water systems, generically known as scale and deposits, has 

a widespread importance across a variety of disciplines, as can be seen from other chapters in this 

book and from other books [1–3]. Scale is defi ned as the deposit of certain sparingly soluble salts 

such as calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, calcium oxalate, magnesium hydroxide, and cal-

cium sulfate from the process fl uids after precipitation onto the tubing and other process surfaces. 

The commonly encountered deposits in industrial water systems include carbonates, sulfates, and 

phosphates of alkaline earth metals, silica, magnesium silicate, corrosion products, microbiological 

mass, and suspended matter. These deposits, especially on heat-transfer surfaces in thermal dis-

tillation, cooling, and boiler systems, lead to overheating, loss of system effi ciency, unscheduled 

shutdown, and untimely heat exchanger failure. In desalination by reverse osmosis (RO) process, 
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the deposition of unwanted precipitates may result in poor water quality and premature membrane 

failures. The deposition of scale in some cases may be benefi cial as in the case of drinking water 

transmission lines wherein the layer of scale deposit protects the piping from corrosion by isolat-

ing it from the water. However, in most cases, scale is undesirable as it adversely affects the overall 

effi ciency of the process.

Over the last three decades, considerable experience has been gained through the examination 

of failed heat exchangers and RO membranes; in that process, deposit characterization has been 

performed on the heat exchangers of different metallurgies and nearly every type of RO mem-

branes, including spiral-wound, tubular, and hollow fi ber confi gurations. In addition, the autopsies 

of the membranes of different compositions such as cellulose acetate, cellulose triacetate, and thin-

fi lm composite polyamide have been carried out using different analytical techniques for identify-

ing the possible cause(s) of membrane failure and deposit composition. The information collected 

through deposit characterization has enabled the academic researchers and industrial technologists 

to develop new scale inhibitors, dispersants, and membrane cleaners. This chapter addresses the use 

of several analytical techniques to characterize the type, crystalline structure, and the composition of 

mineral scales and deposits. In addition, these techniques can also be used to identify the cause(s) 

of heat exchanger and membrane failures in the industrial water systems.

21.2  ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR IDENTIFYING 
MINERAL SCALES AND DEPOSITS

A number of methods may be employed to characterize mineral scales (i.e., calcium carbonate, 

calcium sulfate, barium sulfate, calcium fl uoride, and so on) and deposits (i.e., rust, clay, zinc oxide, 

and so on). Some of these methods are listed in Table 21.1, along with the type of information and 

their advantages and disadvantages.

TABLE 21.1
Analytical Methods for Water Treatment Precipitates and Deposits

Technique Information Advantages Disadvantages

Optical microscopy M Cost, time Limited information

Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM)

M, S Time, sample size Cost

Inductively coupled plasma E LDL Sample size, prep time

Infrared C LDL, time, cost Interpretation

 Transmitted C LDL, time, sample size Prep, sample must be 

homogenous

 Refl ected C Time, sample prep Flat smooth surfaces, must 

be homogeneous

Energy dispersive x-ray 

spectrometry (EDS)

E Time, sample size LDL

X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS)

E, C LDL, surface sensitivity, 

chemical states

Cost, interpretation

Wide angle x-ray diffraction 

(WAXD)

C Time, phase identifi cation Cost, sample size

Particle size analysis (PS) S Time, cost Size range limitations per 

instrument type, particles 

must stay suspended

Note: E, elemental; M, morphology; C, composition; S, size; LDL, lower detectable limit.
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The following sections discuss various analytical techniques used to characterize commonly 

encountered scales and deposits. There is also a brief description of the other methods used in sup-

port of the deposit characterization, although it will not be as extensive as those listed above. These 

analytical techniques include:

Optical microscopy• 

Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray (SEM/EDS)• 

Wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD)• 

Particle size analysis• 

Infrared spectroscopy• 

21.2.1 OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

Optical microscopy can be used to obtain color, size, crystalline structure, refractive index, and 

other information about water-formed deposits. The sample can be examined using a stereomicro-

scope or a compound optical microscope, both of which can have transmitted and refl ected light 

sources. One of the most powerful tools in optical microscopy is polarized light illumination for 

particle classifi cation. Many materials have distinct properties in polarized light—color, brightness, 

refractive index, and crystalline habits are only a few. These properties can be unique to specifi c 

materials and can serve as benchmarks for the experienced microscopist. Figures 21.1 and 21.2 

illustrate the unique appearance of calcium carbonate and iron oxide. The brightness (birefrin-

gence) and high refractive index of calcium carbonate and the color of iron oxide are distinctive 

benchmarks that can guide the microscopist in identifying deposits.

Transmitted light observation can also be used to do microchemical spot tests to identify cations 

and anions if one does not have immediate access to SEM/EDS. A very common test for calcium 

carbonate is the addition of a droplet of 10% aqueous hydrochloric acid to a dry deposit sample to 

determine the presence of carbonate salts. The carbon dioxide evolution from carbonates occurs 

in the form of bubbles. Some disadvantages of optical microscopy include limited depth of focus, 

especially in refl ected illumination, magnifi cation limitations (∼1 μm resolution), and lack of direct 

elemental information. When these limitations are encountered, SEM/EDS is the next step in the 

analytical scheme. Currently, most optical microscopes are equipped with digital cameras spe-

cifi cally designed for microscopic use. The cameras are accompanied by powerful capture and 

processing software, making acquisition, manipulation, storage, and usage of high-quality photo-

micrographs rather commonplace.

50.0 μm

FIGURE 21.1 Transmitted polarized light micrograph of calcium carbonate (nominal 130×).
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21.2.2 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is the next logical tool in the microscopy analysis 

scheme after optical microscopy. The SEM provides an excellent depth of fi eld, a very large mag-

nifi cation range, several detection modes and fl exible analysis environments, as well as a means 

to elemental analysis. Particle size, shape, crystal habits, packing tendencies, and the degree of 

agglomeration are all characteristics that can be elucidated via SEM imaging. A particularly 

informational usage of the SEM is tracking the morphology changes of mineral scale such as cal-

cium carbonate. A series of standalone deposit particles or particles collected on fi lters during the 

laboratory evaluation of water treatment products can be compared for all of the previously noted 

attributes as well as for changes in particle population. Figures 21.3 and 21.4 are typical second-

ary electron images of Ca-containing deposits formed in the absence and presence of inhibitor. 

0.2 mm

FIGURE 21.2 Transmitted polarized light micrograph of iron oxide (nominal 130×).

(a) (b)

0025 15 kV 10 μm WD38 0000 15 kV 10 μm WD38

FIGURE 21.3 SEM micrographs of two different calcium carbonate polymorphs; (a) vaterite and 

(b) calcite.
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Figure 21.3a and b is an example of two different CaCO3 polymorphs, namely, vaterite and cal-

cite. Figure 21.4a and b shows the different morphologies of calcium oxalate crystals resulting 

from the absence or presence of an inhibitor. In the absence of an inhibitor, the crystals formed 

are calcium oxalate monohydrate (CaC2O4·H2O); however, the presence of 1 ppm Carbosperse™ 

K-732, a low-molecular-weight poly(acrylic acid), favors the formation of calcium oxalate dihy-

drate (CaC2O4·2H2O). Calcium oxalate scale, also known as “beerstone,” is generally encountered 

in the brewing industry.

Current SEMs are entirely digital and allow the simple acquisition and storage of electronic 

images. Electronic image formats also allow ease of postprocessing, embedded annotation, and 

simple transfer to electronic documents. Another important aspect of the digital SEM is that the 

majority or all of the operations are performed via software. Until about 15 years ago, commercial 

SEMs were only available in the high-vacuum mode. High-vacuum SEMs required that the samples 

were dry and coated with a conductive metal or carbon to prevent charging (the poor conduction of 

the electron beam). Current SEMs are also available in high-pressure modes (also called variable 

pressure, low vacuum, and so on, depending on the manufacturer) and “environmental” modes (abil-

ity to image liquid water at room temperature). Both of these modes allow the analyst to observe 

uncoated samples or materials that are not completely dry.

SEM imaging and EDS elemental analysis are made possible by the interaction of a high-

energy electron beam with a sample. Numerous types of interactions occur, mostly in the top-

most 10 or so micrometers (μm) of a sample in 3D. The interactions of importance are those 

which allow the emission of secondary or backscattered electrons (imaging and atomic number 

contrast) and primary x-rays (elemental analysis). Most morphology imaging is performed in the 

secondary electron (SE) mode. The actual depth of penetration of the electron beam is depen-

dent on the accelerating voltage of the electron beam and the atomic number of the specimen, 

with higher accelerating voltage and lower specimen atomic number yielding greater depth of 

penetration. The accelerating voltage relationship can be exploited to obtain surface information 

(lower voltage) or subsurface information (higher voltage). Secondary electron imaging can be 

performed in high-pressure modes as well as high vacuum with the advent of improved detectors 

made specifi cally for the collection of secondary electrons in the high-pressure environment. The 

majority of the images presented in this chapter were obtained between 15 and 25 kV accelerat-

ing voltage on metallized specimens in a high-vacuum mode.

10 μm 10 μm

(a) (b)

FIGURE 21.4 SEM micrographs of calcium oxalate monohydrate (a) and calcium oxalate dihydrate (b) crystals 

formed in the absence and presence of inhibitor.
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The backscattered electron (BSE) mode provides information from depths below that from 

which secondary electrons are generated and is sensitive to the average atomic number of the 

specimen if there is not much surface topography. BSE mode can be helpful in imaging samples 

that charge in high vacuum even when coated, and in locating higher atomic number particles 

on lower atomic number substrates. The former use of BSE is not so important if one has a 

high-pressure microscope. The latter method is extremely helpful when attempting to locate 

small particles in a low concentration on fi lters. Many times, the particles of interest and fi ltra-

tion debris cannot be distinguished from each other morphologically and can only be confi rmed 

using energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDS); however, performing EDS analysis on a num-

ber of tiny particles can be tedious. In the BSE mode, S-, Ca-, and Fe-containing particles will 

present themselves as brighter spots or areas on the darker fi lter background and make isolation 

for EDS analysis rather facile. Figure 21.5 illustrates typical BSE imaging of the mixed par-

ticles of calcium carbonate and iron oxide on a fi lter for the purpose of particle location. There 

are times when particle populations are quite sparse and manually searching the fi lter surface 

in the SE mode is time consuming. Using BSE to “light up” the particles that have signifi cant 

average atomic number differences from the fi lter allow the analyst to go directly to a brighter 

spot and then spend quality analysis time to determine the particle morphology and elemental 

composition.

21.2.3 ENERGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY SPECTROMETRY ANALYSIS

One of the more valuable assets of the scanning electron microscopy is the ability to obtain elemen-

tal composition information from materials. Characteristic x-rays from elements are generated at a 

depth below that from which backscattered electrons are generated; as in the imaging method, that 

depth can be affected by the accelerating voltage of the electron beam and the density of the speci-

men. EDS analysis can be used to obtain compositional information on quasi-bulk specimens (low 

SEM magnifi cation and high accelerating voltage) or on specifi c particles, morphologies, or isolated 

areas on fi lters or within deposits.

Historically, detectors were protected from the SEM chamber environment with a thin window 

of beryllium, which limited the detection of elements to atomic number 10 (sodium) and above. 

Most current EDS detectors are able to detect boron, and in some cases beryllium, by the use of 

a thin polymer window between the chamber environment and the detector crystal. In addition to 

qualitative identifi cation of the very low atomic number (low Z) elements, the thin window detectors 

also allow improved quantitative analysis of elements such as sodium and magnesium by virtue of 

50.0 μm

FIGURE 21.5 SEM micrograph in backscattered electron contrast (BSE) mode to facilitate locating small 

particles on fi lter substrate.
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improved signal-to-noise ratio in that area of the spectrum. Detection and quantifi cation of lower 

atomic number elements can also be improved by the use of lower accelerating voltages, which 

confi nes excitation to elements in that range of energies. Figures 21.6 and 21.7 are typical EDS 

spectra and accompanying SEM images of CaCO3 and SiO2 collected with a thin window detector. 

Figure 21.6 illustrates CaCO3 with a very crystalline morphology and its typical EDS spectrum at 

20 kV accelerating voltage. Figure 21.7 illustrates an amorphous SiO2 and its typical EDS spectrum. 

The ∼200 nm primary particle size of the SiO2 particles is the contributing factor to the amorphous 

nature of the material. In both EDS spectra, the peak intensity for oxygen is not intuitively as high 

as one would conjecture, considering that oxygen is ∼48 wt.% of CaCO3 and ∼53 wt.% of SiO2; 

however, the x-ray yield for very low-Z elements is low. If one were doing quantitative analysis, the 

algorithms used would take into account the x-ray line properties and the SEM conditions to correct 

for the low-Z yield.

Under certain conditions, EDS analysis can be quantitative as well as qualitative. For routine use, 

those conditions include homogeneous specimens, specimen thickness that is “infi nite” to the beam 

penetration, relatively fl at surfaces, and beam geometries that favor optimum collection of x-rays 

by the EDS detector. SEM column conditions are used by the EDS analysis programs in the cor-

rection algorithms; modern EDS analyzers can be integrated with digital SEMs so that information 

can be collected and stored automatically with the spectra; older instruments require the analyst to 

store the acquisition information manually with the spectra. There are also special conditions and 

programs that are required for quantitative analysis of individual particles, extremely small phases, 

and thin fi lms, but those are not typically used in the characterization of water treatment precipitates 

and deposits.

5 μm

FIGURE 21.6 Typical EDS spectrum of calcium carbonate and SEM micrograph of sample from which 

EDS spectrum was generated.

5 μm

FIGURE 21.7 Typical EDS spectrum of silica and SEM micrograph of sample from which spectrum was 

generated.
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21.2.4 WIDE ANGLE X-RAY DIFFRACTION

While EDS analysis in the SEM can provide elemental information about scales and/or deposits, 

there are times when it is necessary to know the form in which the materials exist. As an example, 

an EDS spectrum alone can indicate that there is C, O, and Ca in a deposit; however, it is necessary 

to know whether that is CaCO3, CaO on carbon, or even an organic salt of Ca. WAXD of deposits, 

either removed from heat exchanger or RO membrane or on fi lters collected during precipitation 

experiments, provides crystalline phase information about those materials.

The theory of WAXD is based on the interactions of x-rays with the crystalline planes in materi-

als. X-rays are generated. The resulting pattern takes the form of peaks of varying intensities, with 

the x-axis measured in either analysis angles (degrees 2θ) or d-spacing (Å) and the y-axis measured 

in counts per second. A typical crystalline low-background WAXD pattern for CaSO4 · 2H2O is 

shown in Figure 21.8, and a typical noncrystalline, mostly amorphous pattern, for silica is shown in 

Figure 21.9. A crystalline WAXD pattern, as illustrated in Figure 21.8, typically allows the analyst 
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FIGURE 21.8 Low-background WAXD pattern of crystalline calcium sulfate.
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FIGURE 21.9 High-background WAXD pattern of amorphous silica.
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to obtain a rather unambiguous identifi cation of phase(s) using search-match programs with a high 

degree of certainty, given the pattern’s well-formed refl ections, excellent resolution, and low back-

ground. On the other hand, an amorphous pattern, such as that illustrated in Figure 21.9, makes 

phase identifi cation nearly impossible; the best that can be achieved on this type of pattern is to 

determine the d-spacings of the approximate centroids of the broad refl ections and to combine the 

EDS information with the d-spacings to manually search for sensible matches. The broad refl ections 

can also be caused by very small (submicrometer) particle size; in this case, the material was the 

∼200 nm SiO2.

Current WAXD acquisition is entirely computer-based and essentially automated. The sample 

preparation is the most labor-intensive portion of the analysis; if working with freestanding par-

ticles, they must be placed in the sample holder in a way that does not impart preferential orienta-

tion, and if working with particles on fi lters, the fi lters must be mounted in or on a holder in a way 

that does not change the sample height with respect to the incident x-rays. Preferred orientation 

can change a pattern such that it may not match known references, and the sample height above or 

below the incident beam level of the sample holder can lead to 2θ shifts in refl ection positions. Both 

of these pattern changes can confuse the computer-based interpretation of the patterns and must be 

considered.

WAXD application programs are also completely computer-driven and their operations range 

from the basic marking of refl ections to full quantitative analysis. Phase identifi cation can be per-

formed manually or automatically. Manual identifi cation requires a general idea of phases that may 

be present in a material and the use of commercially available databases that one can search by 

chemistry, strongest refl ections, phase name, and so on. Once reasonable candidates are identifi ed, 

they can be visually applied to a pattern to check for fi t. Automatic phase identifi cation also uses the 

databases, but allows the analyst to tailor the searches for chemistry, statistical fi t, preferred orienta-

tion, and many other aspects.

One of the more common applications of WAXD in the study of mineral scales and deposits is 

the determination of the polymorphs of CaCO3. The polymorphs of most interest are the calcite, 

vaterite, and aragonite forms of the calcium carbonate. These forms have distinct WAXD patterns 

whose strongest refl ections are well resolved from each other. Figure 21.10 illustrates a typical 

WAXD pattern of CaCO3 with the different polymorphs indicated.
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aragonite.
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If deposits are directly on fi lters, it is important to acquire a reference pattern of an unadulterated 

fi lter under identical conditions to the deposits. The reference fi lter pattern can be used for qualita-

tive comparison to (via overlays) or quantitative subtraction from the analysis patterns. A type of 

semiquantitative analysis of crystalline patterns can be accomplished if the phase identifi cation is 

robust, the strongest refl ections for those phases are well resolved from each other, and the back-

ground can be reasonably removed. For each element in the periodic table, mass absorption coef-

fi cients for various x-ray sources have been determined and are available in various reference tables. 

To determine the mass absorption coeffi cient of a compound, the elemental fractional composition 

of the compound is determined, each fraction is multiplied by the mass absorption coeffi cient for 

that particular element, and those products are summed to obtain the compound coeffi cient. The 

exercise for determining the mass absorption coeffi cient for CaCO3 using Cu K-α radiation is illus-

trated as follows:

 1. Determine weight fraction ( f) of elements in CaCO3:

MW (CaCO3) ≅ 100(1 mol Ca × 40 g/mol) + (1 mol C × 12 g/mol) + 3 mol O × 16 g/mol)

Wt. fraction Ca ≅ 40/100 = 0.40

Wt. fraction C ≅ 12/100 = 0.12

Wt. fraction O ≅ 28/100 = 0.48

 2. Mass absorption coeffi cients μ/ρ for elements Ca K-α (see note in optical microscopy 

microchemical tests section):

μ/ρ Ca = 162

μ/ρ C = 4.60

μ/ρ O = 11.5

 3. Mass absorption coeffi cient μ/ρ for compound CaCO3 is shown in Table 21.2.

Once the mass absorption coeffi cients are determined for the compounds of interest, the next 

step in the semiquantitative analysis is to determine the net (background-subtracted) counts 

in the strongest refl ections for each compound. The modeling of backgrounds and their sub-

sequent subtraction and the determination of the net counts are reasonably facile procedures 

in current WAXD interpretation programs. Then, the net counts for each compound are mul-

tiplied by the mass absorption coeffi cient for the compounds and those products are summed. 

Finally, the individual products are divided by the sum and compositional fractions are obtained 

for a well-resolved, robust mix of CaCO3, CaSO4, and CaO, as illustrated in Table 21.3. If the 

pattern consists of the polymorphs of the same compound, there is no need to incorporate the 

mass absorption coeffi cients as they will be the same for each polymorph. In that case, a simple 

determination of the fractions based only on the net counts in the strongest refl ection for each 

polymorph is indicated.

TABLE 21.2
Mass Absorption Coeffi cient 𝛍/𝛒 
Calculation for Compound CaCO3

Element Wt. Fraction (f) 𝛍/𝛒 f × 𝛍/𝛒

Ca 0.40 162 64.80

C 0.12 4.60 0.55

O 0.48 11.5 5.52

Compound

 CaCO3 70.87
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21.3 PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS

For particles deposited on fi lters or substrates, SEM or refl ected light optical microscopy can be used 

to obtain various size measurements, including average size and size distribution. For the suspension 

of particles (i.e., calcium carbonate, iron oxide, and clay) in aqueous medium, automated particle 

analyzers are commonly used to provide many types of particle information. The modern analyzers 

are of several types, including x-ray sedimentation, electrical sensing zone, and laser light scatter-

ing. The particle size ranges and the analytical basis for each method are listed in Table 21.4.

Figure 21.11 illustrates the typical output from a laser light scattering instrument, with particle 

diameter on the x-axis and volume % on the y-axis. Figure 21.12 presents an excellent example of 

the particle size distribution of iron oxide in the absence and presence of a polymeric dispersant. As 

may be seen, the presence of 1 ppm Carbosperse™ K-781 exhibits a signifi cant effect on the particle 

size distribution and causes a reduction of larger particles to smaller size particles. This type of 

information is useful in benchmarking the dispersants of different polymer architecture.

21.4 OTHER ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Inductively coupled plasma, or ICP, analysis is a wet-chemical method for the quantitative deter-

mination of most metallic elements from the percent level to parts per trillion (ppt). This method 

requires that the sample can be taken up in a solution (some samples may require ashing and/or 

acid digestion) so that it can be aspirated into a plasma. The resulting atomic vapor emits light that 

is detected; the wavelengths are element-specifi c so that their intensities are proportional to the 

amount of analyte in the liquid sample. The method requires the analysis of the standard concentra-

tions of the analytes in matrix-matched solutions to determine the response of the detection system. 

This method is particularly helpful when it is necessary to determine very low concentrations of 

metals in solutions from water treatments.

TABLE 21.3
Determination of Approximate Phase Composition in a WAXD 
Pattern Using Net Areas under the 100% Refl ections and 
Compound Mass Absorption Coeffi cients

Compound 𝛍/𝛒 (Rounded) Net Counts 𝛍/𝛒 × Net Counts
~Fraction 

Compound

CaCO3 71 15,000 1,065,000 0.3

CaSO4 74 24,000 1,776,000 0.5

CaO 118 6,200 731,600 0.2

3,572,600 (total)

TABLE 21.4
Particle Size Analysis Ranges for Three Most Common Techniques

Technique
Particle Size Range 

(𝛍m) Theory

X-ray sedimentation 0.1–300 Natural size separation upon settling; mass fractions sensed by soft 

x-ray absorption

Electrical sensing zone 0.5–1000 Electrical signal proportional to volume of particles swept through 

an orifi ce; counts particles and determines concentration

Laser light scattering 0.02–2000 Mie and Fraunhofer theories to determine particle size distribution 

from a light-scattering pattern
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS (or colloquially ESCA, electron spectroscopy for chemi-

cal analysis), is a surface-sensitive elemental analysis technique. Electrons are ejected from inner or 

outer shells when excited by x-rays (the converse of EDS analysis, whence electron excitation causes 

ejection of x-rays). Each element has a specifi c binding energy that is affected by its atomic number 

and its coordination with other atoms. The position of the resulting peaks and their shifts from 

literature values aid the analyst in determining what analytes are present and if (and how) they are 

bonded to other atoms. XPS is sensitive to the fi rst 10–50 Å of a surface and is particularly valuable 

when analyzing the thin deposits of the fi lms of materials on substrates.

21.5 INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy provides information that is complementary to the other methods that 

have been discussed. As the previous examples have illustrated, optical microscopy provides infor-

mation on morphology, while ICP and the x-ray methods generally provide elemental informa-

tion. However, with the exception of WAXD and XPS, none of these other methods provide any 
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information about chemical bonding or the specifi c chemical formula (although joint element map-

ping can sometimes provide some inferential information). Because IR spectroscopy usually detects 

bonds between atoms in a molecule, IR can often provide information regarding various functional 

groups in, and the chemical structure of, the analyte. However, just as the other methods have some 

limitations, so too does IR. Specifi cally, IR is the most sensitive to highly polar molecular bonds, 

is insensitive to nonpolar bonds between like atoms in diatomic molecules such as N2, O2, and Cl2, 

and so on, and is relatively insensitive to molecular sulfur (S8) and similar materials. Moreover, IR 

cannot usually detect materials based on purely ionic bonds, including many of the common, two-

element salts, especially the common metal halides. Although a detailed discussion of the physics 

of IR and the associated instrumentation is beyond the scope of this chapter, the references include 

several works that do an excellent job of this [4–9].

However, the common IR limitations are really quite minute, when compared with the overall 

power of the method. IR can provide a “fi ngerprint” from pure materials, and a list of functional 

groups in mixture spectra from which the total composition can often be inferred. Moreover, the 

cost of a modern, benchtop IR is generally signifi cantly lower than many of the SEM, x-ray, and ICP 

instruments; sample preparation issues are minimal; and results can be obtained very quickly. For 

these reasons, IR is often the fi rst technique used, after initial microscopic screening, in the analysis 

of boiler scale deposits.

As was noted above, IR spectroscopy is complementary to the x-ray/ICP methods. In particular, 

IR is sensitive to and can usually identify organic components to which these other techniques are 

largely insensitive. In addition, it can often see the “other half” of some inorganic materials contain-

ing constituents to which the x-ray/ICP methods are blind. One such example is calcium carbonate, 

a commonly observed boiler scale material. Although the other methods can detect the calcium 

component, they are usually blind to the carbonate anion, and as was previously noted, even when 

all the elements are detected, it is still diffi cult to unambiguously determine the molecular formula. 

Conversely, the carbonate anion is unequivocally identifi ed by IR, but this technique is relatively 

insensitive to the metal cation component, due to the ionic nature of the metal carbonate bond. 

The specifi c cation can often be inferred from the positions of several of the carbonate bands, but 

a confi rming metals analysis is usually necessary for absolute certainty. In addition, because IR 

spectroscopy is sensitive to molecular bonds, it can often yield an indication of chemical changes in 

the analyte material, as will be shown in later examples. For the most part, these chemical changes 

might only be hinted at by changes in morphology in microscopic observation, and would not be 

detected at all by most x-ray and ICP methods.

The two most commonly used IR spectroscopic techniques in most laboratories are transmission 

spectroscopy and attenuated total refl ectance (ATR) analysis [10–11]. (The latter is also sometimes 

referred to as frustrated multiple internal refl ectance or FMIR.) The overlaid transmission and ATR 

spectra of calcium carbonate, plotted in absorbance mode, are shown in Figure 21.13. The pattern 

created by the three strongest peaks (i.e., the very strong, broad band in the region 1530–1320 cm−1, 

accompanied by two weaker sharp bands in the regions 890–800 and 745–670 cm−1) is diagnostic 

for carbonate anion; the specifi c cation can often be inferred from the exact positions of all the three 

bands [12]. Differences between these spectra will be explained in the ensuing discussions of these 

two techniques.

21.5.1 TRANSMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

Transmission spectroscopy is an older technique, and was for many years by far the most com-

monly used infrared technique for a wide variety of samples. However, transmission spectros-

copy also suffers from several disadvantages, especially when analyzing mineral scale and 

scale-inhibition materials. Aqueous media are diffi cult to analyze, both because many IR win-

dows are water soluble and because it is diffi cult to prepare aqueous samples suffi ciently thin 

for transmission spectroscopy. Similarly, solid samples need to be both relatively dry and very 
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dilute in order to avoid exceeding the spectrometer’s operating limits: typically approximately 

10 microns thick for pressed polymer or cast organic fi lms, and sometimes less for inorganic 

materials. Solid samples that can neither be pressed nor dissolved are commonly prepared either 

as very dilute (typically less than 1 wt.%) suspensions in a pressed potassium bromide pellet 

matrix or as dispersions in Nujol® mineral oil. The IR transmission spectrum of calcium carbon-

ate, shown in Figure 21.13, was acquired as a KBr pellet. Unfortunately, this technique can be 

moderately labor intensive and is not suitable for aqueous liquids or wet solids. In addition, the 

interaction of the analyte material with the KBr-pelletizing matrix can cause band frequency 

shifts and other artifacts, including occasional spurious bands. The mineral oil dispersion tech-

nique is no longer commonly used, since it has been superseded by other newer techniques, 

including ATR.

Another application of transmission spectroscopy is the use of an IR microscope (which, in 

many instances can also acquire refl ectance and micro-ATR, as well as transmission spectra) 

[13]. This application is best suited for heterogeneous samples, where several compositionally 

different (but preferably, spatially separated) materials are present on the same substrate, and/or 

for very small samples, where there is insuffi cient material to use one of the other techniques. 

However as in the case of ordinary transmission spectroscopy, there is an upper limit on the 

sample thickness that can be analyzed using transmission IR microscopy. In addition, it can be 

diffi cult to sort out all the constituents in a heterogeneous sample. Ideally, for transmission IR 

microscopy, each of the individual particles should be homogeneous, but there can be different 

spatially dispersed particle species present; for ATR, it is desirable that all of the particles be 

compositionally similar (although it is sometimes possible to obtain useful information when 

several different particle species are present). For most of the applications in our laboratory, 

the samples were suffi ciently homogeneous (and suffi ciently large) that macro-ATR was a more 

appropriate choice.
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FIGURE 21.13 Infrared transmission and ATR spectra of calcium carbonate.
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21.5.2 ATR-IR SPECTROSCOPY

In contrast to the various transmission techniques, ATR spectra can be collected very quickly for 

a wide variety of liquid and solid samples with essentially no sample preparation. In addition, the 

accessories now in use are capable of analyzing samples as small as 300 microns in diameter. 

While this is still considerably larger than the lower limit for a good IR microscope (around 10–20 

microns), it is often suffi cient for a wide variety of samples. Moreover, the cost of a good ATR unit 

can be one-tenth or less than the cost of a good IR microscope. These advantages generally render 

ATR more appropriate as the fi rst-choice approach for the initial screening of boiler scale and water 

treatment samples.

ATR-IR spectroscopy is normally presented by invoking quantum mechanical tunneling [10]; 

however, an alternate conceptual approach which does not require any knowledge of or familiarity 

with quantum mechanics is presented here. Visual information associated with this explanation is 

shown in Figure 21.14. The physics associated with the ATR technique is the same one involved 

when a person underwater in a swimming pool looks up out of the water. If the swimmer looks 

straight up, he or she will see the ceiling of the swimming pool. However, if that same swimmer 

begins to look toward the end of the pool, at some point, instead of seeing the ceiling, he/she will 

see the fl oor at the far end of the swimming pool. This is a practical illustration of Snell’s law. 

When a light ray in an optically dense medium (in this case, water) strikes an interface between that 

medium and a less optically dense medium (in this case, air) at any angle other than zero degrees 

(i.e., perpendicular to the interface), it will normally be refracted away from the perpendicular. As 

the angle of incidence increases from zero, at some point, it will reach a critical angle, beyond which 

the incident ray is totally internally refl ected back into the denser medium. This critical angle is 

defi ned by the two indices of refraction and can be calculated using Snell’s law. Although there may 

be some refl ective loss, rays striking the interface at less than the critical angle (i.e., more nearly 

perpendicular to the interface) will always be at least partially transmitted; however, rays striking 

the interface at anything greater than the critical angle (i.e., more nearly parallel to the interface) 

will always be totally internally refl ected.

Now, replace water in the example above with a high-index material such as germanium, zinc 

selenide, or diamond, and replace the air with a water treatment sample. Suppose that there is some 

means of monitoring the internally refl ected ray, and consider a ray that is incident at a value very 

close to, but slightly greater than, the critical angle. It has already been stated that this ray is nor-

mally totally internally refl ected. Now, examine what happens if that rarer medium is a material that 

has an absorption band occurring at the same energy as the incident ray. Around a strong absorption 

(Snell’s Law)

n1 sin (θ) = n2 sin (Φ) 

θc = Critical angle = sin–1 (n2/n1)  

Incident ray Reflected ray 

n1 (Denser)
n2 (Rarer) 

Interface

Refracted ray 

θ θ’

Φ

FIGURE 21.14 Schematic illustrating principles underlying the ATR technique.
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band, the index of refraction increases drastically. This increased index of refraction means that in 

the region of this absorption band, there is now a different critical angle, which is greater than the 

absorption-free critical angle. If conditions have been chosen appropriately, the net effect is that 

the incoming ray is now incident at less than the new critical angle, and that there will be at least 

some transmission from the denser to the rarer medium. The ray that was formerly totally internally 

refl ected is now said to be attenuated by the portion that was transmitted. If an infrared spectrome-

ter is used to scan the spectral range and to measure the intensity of the internally refl ected refracted 

ray, the result is a spectrum that is qualitatively similar to the conventional transmission spectrum 

of the rarer medium. The effective sampling depth of this technique (which can be calculated using 

quantum mechanics) is dependent on the denser medium and analyte indices of refraction and 

varies as a function of the incident wavelength, but is typically on the order of a few microns. The 

effective penetration depths for several commonly used crystal materials at a variety of incidence 

angles are shown in Table 21.5.

To some extent, the effective sampling depth at any given wavelength can be altered either by 

adjusting the angle of incidence and/or by choosing an alternate substrate medium that has a dif-

ferent optical density. There have been papers on “spectroscopic microtoming,” where successively 

deeper penetration depths would sometimes reveal layers below the surface [11,14]; however, in 

more recent times, this technique has essentially been superseded by the IR microscopic analysis 

of sample cross sections.

As previously noted, one of the major advantages of ATR is the minimal sample preparation involved. 

Figure 21.15 is a schematic of one commonly used ATR confi guration. This is a single-bounce unit 

that utilizes a 45° incidence angle; the crystal material can be germanium (n = 4), zinc selenide, or dia-

mond (n ∼ 2.4 for both). Because the working surface of the ATR crystal is less than 1 mm in diameter, 

only minimal sample quantities are required. Acceptable spectra have been acquired from sample spot 

sizes as small as 0.3 mm in diameter. For solid samples (including deposits on fi lter paper), it is merely 

necessary to use some form of clamp to press the sample into intimate contact with the ATR crystal. 

(Best results are obtained if the surfaces are fl at and moderately smooth; good results have also been 

obtained for many powders.) Liquid samples can be run neat, in a sample cup. Wet solids can be run 

as received, although better results can usually be achieved if the sample is dried fi rst; otherwise, the 

strong water bands will often obscure some of the analyte bands of interest. In addition, this technique 

is nondestructive; analyzed samples can usually be recovered for use in subsequent tests.

Because the ATR method interrogates only the fi rst several microns of the material in contact 

with the crystal, it is ideally suited for the analysis of coatings as well as material deposited on the 

surface of fi lter media (although it is sometimes necessary to digitally subtract the spectrum of the 

fi lter substrate). However, the surface sensitivity of ATR is signifi cantly worse than what can be 

achieved with SEM-EDS.

TABLE 21.5
Effective Penetration Depth (Microns) 
into a 1.50 Index Medium

Crystal
Incidence 

Angle

Wave Numbers (cm−1)

3000 2000 1000 500

Ge 30 0.40 0.60 1.20 2.40

Ge 45 0.22 0.33 0.66 1.33

Ge 60 0.17 0.25 0.51 1.02

ZnSe and 

diamond

45 0.67 1.00 2.00 4.00

ZnSe and 

diamond

60 0.37 0.55 1.11 2.21
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One of the primary limitations of the ATR technique is the necessity of good surface contact 

between the analyte and the crystal window in order to obtain an acceptable spectrum. Although 

this issue has been minimized by the advent of ATR accessories that utilize much smaller contact 

areas, badly abraded or etched surfaces or very coarse powders may not yield suffi ciently good 

contact to acquire useful spectra. However, the fl atness required is still signifi cantly less than that 

necessary for backscattered SEM imaging.

Other limitations are dictated by the basic physics inherent in this technique. Because the effec-

tive sampling depth (and hence, apparent sample thickness) is a function of wavelength, ATR spec-

tra show diminished band intensities in the high-frequency region, and enhanced intensities in the 

low-frequency region, relative to what is observed in a normal transmission spectrum. The peak fre-

quency values can also shift by up to 20 (but usually less than 10) cm−1, relative to the transmission 

values, but often will not shift at all. Some of these differences are illustrated by the calcium car-

bonate transmission and ATR spectra overlaid in Figure 21.13. ATR-induced artifacts can also make 

searching an ATR spectrum against transmission libraries problematic; however, several instrument 

companies now provide proprietary software that does a relatively good job of converting an ATR 

spectrum to a “pseudotransmission” spectrum in order to facilitate such searches.

Another potential issue with the ATR technique is that very thin (less than 0.5 micron thick) 

coatings may not be detected, especially if there are no strong coating bands in the high-frequency 

portion of the spectrum, where the penetration depth is smallest. Moreover, it must always be 

remembered that ATR is a surface technique that may not accurately refl ect the composition of 

materials below the surface. Finally, as in the case of transmission spectroscopy, in a complex mix-

ture, it may be diffi cult to completely characterize all of the constituents; however, the technique can 

be quite useful for simple mixtures, especially ones that are primarily inorganic.

21.6 APPLICATIONS TO WATER-TREATMENT PROBLEMS

21.6.1 METAL-INHIBITOR SALT FORMATION

Scale inhibitors (polymeric and nonpolymeric) used in water treatment formulations may form 

insoluble salts with metal ions (e.g., Fe, Ca, Ba, and Sr) under conditions frequently encountered in 

cooling water systems. The trend toward the operation of cooling water systems under increasingly 

severe operating conditions (e.g., high hardness, high alkalinity, and increased pH and temperature) 

has favored the formation of insoluble calcium-inhibitor salt. For this reason, the metal ion tolerance 

Mirror Mirror 
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detector

Metal  
mounting plate

Ge, ZnSe, or ZnSe-backed 
diamond ATR crystal element

FIGURE 21.15 Generalized schematic of a single-bounce ATR accessory.
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or the ability of the inhibitor to remain soluble in the presence of metal ions is of increasing impor-

tance. The precipitation of metal-inhibitor salt on heat exchanger and RO membrane surfaces lead to 

poor system performance. A typical application of ATR to metal–polymer scaling problem is shown 

in Figure 21.16 [15]. In this fi gure, the diamond ATR spectra of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), a common 

boiler scale inhibitor, and its sodium, calcium, and barium salts are shown in the 1800–1500 cm−1 

region. In this case, the PAA and its sodium salt were supplied as aqueous solutions, which were 

vacuum-dried, following which the spectra of the dried powders were acquired. The calcium and 

barium precipitates were isolated on a 0.22 micron cellulose nitrate fi lter, and then vacuum-dried. 

Spectra were acquired directly from the fi lter, with no subtraction or other correction. For the bar-

ium precipitate, coverage was suffi ciently complete that most of the fi lter bands are masked by 

the barium salt. For the calcium salt, however, there was apparently less material on the fi lter, and 

the underlying cellulose nitrate band near 1650 cm−1 is evident. In Figure 21.16, the chemical change 

occurring as the acid is converted to salt is clearly evident with the loss of the acid carbonyl band 

near 1700 cm−1, and the corresponding growth of the carboxylate salt carbonyl band near 1547, 1543, 

and 1533 cm−1, respectively, for the calcium, sodium, and barium salts. Note that the calcium and 

sodium salt bands occur at almost the same frequency. Moreover, it is also known that these fre-

quencies can vary slightly as a function of concentration, and the calcium salt precipitate is known 

to be a relatively diffuse coating on the fi lter medium. If these samples had not been lab specimens 

whose compositions were well known, this would be an example of the possible need for x-ray/

ICP analysis to distinguish between two possible cation possibilities. Further discussion on metal-

inhibitor salts is presented in Chapter 5.

21.6.2 CATIONIC POLYMER-ANIONIC POLYMER COACERVATE FORMATION

As discussed in Chapter 5, the role of anionic polymers such as PAA in water treatment formula-

tions is to prevent the precipitation of mineral scaling salts such as calcium carbonate and calcium 

sulfate. Cationic polymers such as diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride (p-DADMAC) and copo-

lymers of acrylic acid:acrylamide are commonly used as fl occulating agents to help in removing 

suspended and colloidal matter from the feed water. It has been reported that the low levels (<1 ppm) 
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FIGURE 21.16 IR spectra of PAA and several metal salts. All salts were vacuum-dried. PAA and sodium 

salt spectra were acquired from neat powders. Calcium and barium adducts were on fi lter media. The band 

near 1647 cm−1 on the calcium adduct spectrum is from the underlying fi lter medium.
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of cationic polymer interferes with the performance of anionic polymer used in the water treat-

ment formulation. A second ATR application example is shown in Figure 21.17, in this instance 

using a zinc selenide crystal. These spectra come from a study of anionic polymer-cationic poly-

mer coacervate precipitation. In this instance, an approximately 5000-MW PAA was mixed with 

p-DADMAC. The overlaid spectra (all of vacuum-dried materials) include the PAA, the p-DADMAC, 

and the coacervate precipitate resulting from the mixture of the concentrated solutions of the fi rst 

two ingredients. Although the bands attributable to the PAA dominate the precipitate spectrum 

(albeit with some small frequency shifts), the shoulders near 3400, 1470, and 950 cm−1 suggest the 

presence of the p-DADMAC salt, and correspond roughly to bands seen in the neat p-DADMAC 

spectrum. These data were used to confi rm a hypothesis developed during the turbidity studies of 

PAA-p-DADMAC solutions. Additional information on polymer–polymer interaction is presented 

in Chapter 5.

21.6.3 THERMAL TREATMENT OF DEPOSIT CONTROL POLYMERS

Figures 21.18 and 21.19 present the results from several time-temperature stability studies of 10% 

solutions of PAA and some common co- and terpolymer constituents [16]. The spectra of the actual 

solutions (not shown) consisted mainly of water-solvent bands which masked out the information of 

interest. In order to avoid inducing any additional thermal history to the heat-aged samples, several 

drops of solution were deposited in the ATR liquid sample cup, and dried with an impinging room-

temperature nitrogen stream for in excess of 10 min. The spectra of the residues remaining after 

drying were acquired using a germanium ATR crystal.

Figure 21.18 shows the spectra of a terpolymer of acrylic acid:2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane 

sulfonic acid:sulfonated styrene (AA:AMPS®:SS) monomer both before thermal treatment and 

after two different treatment times. (In order to avoid interference from residual water bands, 

these solutions used 99% pure deuterium oxide, rather than normal water.) The heat-aged sample 

spectra are quite similar; however, both exhibit signifi cant differences from the original untreated 

PAA:AMPS:SS terpolymer, especially in the intensities of the bands near 1649 (amide carbonyl), 
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FIGURE 21.17 IR spectra of PAA/p-DADMAC coacervate/precipitate.
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1196 (asymmetric SO3 stretch), and 1049 cm−1 (symmetric SO3 stretch) and to a lesser extent, the 

band near 1405 cm−1 (asymmetric SO2 stretch); in addition, there are small band shifts in three of 

these bands. The disappearance of the 1649 cm−1 correlates well with the expected loss of amide car-

bonyl band as this moiety is oxidized; the other differences are ascribed primarily to a suspected pH 

shift and other changes in molecular geometry caused by the degradation of the AMPS component. 

In any event, the similarity of the 4 and 20 h traces indicates that most of the decomposition in this 

formulation occurs within the fi rst 4 h.

Figure 21.19 contains the spectra of poly-AMPS before heat treatment and after 20 h heat treatment 

at 150°C and 200°C, respectively. Although there are some small differences between the unheated 
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FIGURE 21.18 PAA/AMPS/SS terpolymer with and without heat treatment.
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FIGURE 21.19 IR spectra of poly-AMPS with and without heat treatment.
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and 150°C spectra, they are quite similar; however, the 200°C spectrum differs signifi cantly. These 

results suggest that poly-AMPS is relatively stable at 150°C, but degrades readily at 200°C.

The spectra shown in these examples represent a few of the IR analyses we have performed to 

obtain information on chemical changes that can occur to boiler water treatment chemicals due 

to precipitation with hard water cations or cationic polymers and during prolonged exposure at 

elevated temperatures. The results of these studies have been and will be used to design more stable 

and more effective water treatment packages.

21.7 SUMMARY

A variety of analytical techniques are available to analyze complex mineral scales and deposits 

commonly encountered in industrial water systems. In selecting a method of analysis, the important 

roles played by various microscopic methods, EDS, and WAXD, in identifying composition, crys-

talline structure, and crystal morphology of foulants should be considered. The utility of particle 

size analysis in studying changes in the particle size of foulants such as iron oxide, clay, calcium 

carbonate, and so on (especially in the presence of deposit control polymers) must also be kept in 

mind. In addition, IR spectroscopy is an excellent tool for detecting chemical changes in polymer 

architecture under conditions typically encountered in industrial water systems.
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22.1 INTRODUCTION

Industrial water technologists use a variety of chemical additives to control corrosion, scaling and 

deposition, and microbiological growth. The chemical selection largely depends on various factors 

including water chemistry, system metallurgy, system operating conditions, and chemical compat-

ibility with other formulation components as well as with cations present in the recirculating water. 

Typical deposit control additives including polyphosphates, organophosphonates, poly(acrylic 

acid) (P-AA), poly(maleic acid), and acrylic/maleic acid-based copolymers are used to prevent 

the precipitation and deposition of unwanted materials (e.g, mineral scales, corrosion products, 

biomass, and suspended matter). A variety of corrosion control chemicals (e.g., polyphosphates, 

organophosphonates, tolyltriazole, benzotriazole, fi lming amines, and oxygen scavengers) are used 

to prevent the deterioration of metal-based equipment such as heat exchangers, pipes, and pumps. 

In addition, oxidizing and nonoxidizing biocides are also used to control the formation and deposi-

tion of microbiological fi lms on heat exchangers.

Currently, a large variety of polymers are commercially available, and they possess a wide range 

of physical and chemical properties including composition, molecular weight, solids (total and active) 

level, degree of neutralization, residuals (e.g., residual monomers, polymerization process by-products, 

etc.) For example, P-AAs, even those with the same “reported” molecular weights produced by dif-

ferent manufacturers can have distinctly different properties. Thus, the selection of polymer should be 

based on technical/business needs and customer requirements. This chapter reviews synthetic poly-

mers, and specifi cally those used for deposit control in the water treatment industry. The parameters 

by which polymers may be characterized are discussed. The history and role of polymers in cooling 

water treatment (CWT) and boiler water treatment (BWT) applications are also reviewed. Several 

examples of applications of laboratory screening tests (discussed in Chapter 5) to evaluate deposit 

control polymers are included as a means to explain how different types of polymers perform.

22.2 POLYMER TYPES

The word “polymer” is derived from the Greek words “poly” (many) and “mer” (part). A polymer is 

a substance made of many small molecules (monomers) connected into long chains. Polymers can 

be categorized as either inorganic or organic (natural and synthetic) as discussed below.

22.2.1 NATURAL POLYMERS

Natural polymers include sodium alginates tannins, starches, lignosulfonates, sodium polyphosphates, 

and silica. Sodium alginate is a form of carbohydrate that is extracted from the cell walls of kelp. The 

alginates function by adsorbing onto the surfaces of the precipitated particles preventing them from 

agglomerating by keeping the particles fl uidized and nonadherent. Therefore, the alginates act princi-

pally as dispersants and crystal modifi ers. Alginates and lignosulfonates are rarely used today because 

of the marginal performance and temperature stability problems.
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Sodium polyphosphate (a well-recognized detergent builder and corrosion and scale inhibitor) is 

an inorganic polymer containing P–O–P units that are made by the dehydration of phosphate ions. 

Although polyphosphate exhibits good corrosion and scale inhibiting properties, it hydrolyzes or reverts 

to orthophosphate ions. Polyphosphate reversion results in the loss of all their corrosion and scale control 

properties. In addition, the orthophosphate ions that form from the hydrolysis process combine with the 

available calcium ions to form calcium orthophosphate deposits. In many cases where polyphosphates 

have been used, they may have been the principal source of calcium phosphate deposits.

22.2.2 SYNTHETIC POLYMERS

Synthetic deposit control polymers include P-AA, poly(maleic acid), and (meth)acrylic acid or 

maleic acid–based copolymers. Synthetic polymers may be classifi ed as homopolymers or copo-

lymers depending on the number of monomers used in the polymerization recipe. For example, 

homopolymers contain repeating units of only one monomer. Table 22.1 shows the list of homo-, 

co-, and terpolymers commonly used in water treatment formulations (a more detailed description 

of structures of various polymers is presented in Chapter 5, Table 5.1). As indicated, the monomers 

used to make these polymers contain different functional groups (e.g., COOH, SO3H, CONH2), as 

well as different ionic charges (i.e., anionic, nonionic, cationic). The copolymers are produced by 

polymerization of two or more monomers of different compositions. Some monomers such as acryl-

amide and acrylate ester may not be hydrolytically stable and therefore polymers containing these 

monomers may not be suitable for high pH formulations.

22.2.3 POLYMERIZATION METHODS

Polymerization refers to the bonding of two or more monomers to produce a polymer. Polymerization 

is also any chemical reaction that produces such a bonding. Polymerization methods for synthetic 

polymers include precipitation, solution, suspension, emulsion, and bulk as discussed below. All of 

these polymerization methods have the advantage of heat and viscosity control during the polymer-

ization. The desired product properties dictate the choice of polymerization process.

TABLE 22.1
Deposit Control Polymer Types

Polymer  Acronym(s)  Functional Group(s)

Homopolymers
Poly(acrylic acid) P-AA COOH

Poly(methacrylic acid) P-MAA COOH

Poly(maleic acid) P-MA COOH

Copolymers of AA and/or MAA and monomers such as
Acrylamide or substituted acrylamide Am or SAm CONH2 or CONR1R2

Acrylate esters AE COOR

Maleic acid or maleic anhydride MA COOH

Sulfonic acid or sulfonated styrene SA or SS SO3H

 or Styrene–SO3H

Copolymers of MA and monomers such as
Acrylic acid and/or methacrylic acid AA or MAA COOH

Acrylate esters AE COOR

Sulfonic acid or sulfonated styrene SA or SS SO3H

 or Styrene–SO3H

Alkenes — (R1, R2)C = C(R3, R4)
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22.2.3.1 Precipitation Polymerization
In precipitation polymerization, all reactants are initially soluble in the polymerization solvent. 

Polymerization proceeds in the solution until the polymer reaches a critical molecular weight when 

the precipitation of the polymer occurs due to polymer insolubility in the solvent. Polymerization 

then proceeds in the heterogeneous medium by absorption of monomer and initiator into the poly-

mer particles.

22.2.3.2 Solution Polymerization
In solution polymerization, all reagents, including the polymeric product remain soluble in the 

polymerization solvent throughout the reaction.

22.2.3.3 Suspension Polymerization
In suspension polymerization, droplets (50–500 μm) of a water-insoluble monomer are suspended 

in water by means of a suspending agent (usually less than 0.1 wt% of the aqueous phase). Both the 

suspending agent and agitation are necessary in order to keep the monomer droplets from coalesc-

ing. By reusing large amounts of dispersing agent (>1 wt%), very small monomer droplets can be 

produced that give polymer particle size ranging from 0.5 to 10 μm. The process is then called 

dispersion polymerization.

22.2.3.4 Emulsion Polymerization
In emulsion or latex polymerization, the polymerization of monomer only occurs with monomer 

that is contained within the micelles (colloidal dispersion) that are formed in water by means of a 

surfactant. These colloidal dispersions are generally stable, and once formed do not need agitation 

to maintain the colloidal state. A hydrophilic monomer is emulsifi ed in water and polymerization is 

initiated with a water-soluble initiator.

22.2.3.5 Inverse Emulsion Polymerization
In inverse emulsion, a hydrophilic monomer is emulsifi ed in a nonpolar organic solvent.

22.2.3.6 Bulk Polymerization
Bulk polymerization is the polymerization of the neat monomer(s).

22.2.4 POLYMERIZATION PROCESSES

Reportedly, there are over 50 P-AA manufacturers in the United States. Many of these products 

are used internally in applications that do not demand the consistent high quality and performance 

requirements of the deposit control polymers used by the water treatment industry. Less than a 

dozen manufacturers are actively supplying the water treatment industry. Not surprisingly, there are 

wide variations in the manufacturing processes as well as the product appearance consistency and 

physical properties of the P-AAs offered.

Deposit control polymer manufacturers that supply the water treatment formulators use a 

variety of manufacturing techniques. The choice of a polymerization process depends on several 

considerations including technology alternatives, product performance and application require-

ments, and economics. Solution polymerization is the primary method for manufacturing scale 

and deposit control polymers. Solution polymerization process variables include polymeriza-

tion medium (water, solvent), initiator/catalyst, chain transfer agent, monomer(s), temperature, 

time of reaction, and agitation. For brevity, these variables are not discussed herein. However, 

it is important to note that polymer manufacturing complexity increases proportionately to the 

number of monomers in part because of the different properties and reaction rates of individual 

monomers.
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22.2.5 POLYMER CHARACTERISTICS

Polymers may be characterized by several parameters including molec-

ular weight, tacticity, end groups, branching, residual monomers, and 

homogeneity or heterogeneity, as discussed below.

22.2.5.1 Molecular Weight
A polymer sample consists of varying (short and long) chain lengths 

as opposed to a monomer sample where all molecules have the same 

length. Hence, a polymer sample does not have a unique molecu-

lar weight, unlike a monomer sample that has a precisely defi ned 

molecular weight. A polymer sample is typically characterized by 

an average molecular weight and molecular weight distribution. 

The actual number depends on the molecular weight measurement 

method, and there may be considerable associated bias. Table 22.2 

provides a listing of molecular weight measurement methods among 

which gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and viscosity are the two most frequently used by 

water treatment polymer manufacturers. Table 22.3 summarizes the major measurements used 

to characterize the molecular weight of deposit control polymers. Figure 22.1 illustrates typical 

TABLE 22.2
Polymer Molecular 
Weight Measurement 
Methods

Freeze point depression

Boiling point elevation

Osmotic pressure

Vapor pressure lowering

Viscosity

Light scattering

Ultra centrifugation

Sedimentation

Gel permeation chromatography

TABLE 22.3
Measurements Used to Characterize the Molecular Weight 
of Polymers

Mn Number-average molecular weight. Emphasizes the low molecular 

weight fraction.

Mv Viscosity-average molecular weight. Used to compare data from GPC 

to data obtained by viscosity methods. Close to the weight-average 

molecular weight.

Mw Weight-average molecular weight. Emphasizes the central portion of the 

molecular weight distribution.

Mz High molecular weight fraction. The larger this is compared to Mw, the 

more high molecular weight fraction is present.

Mw/Mn Polydispersity. Measures the breadth of the molecular weight 

distribution. The smaller this number, the narrower the distribution.
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aqueous GPC molecular weight distribution of a commercial P-AA. Other than composition, 

molecular size is the most important factor that gives the characteristic of polymeric material.

22.2.5.2 Tacticity
Monomers may contain atomic groups that are not involved in the polymerization reaction that 

forms the polymer backbone. These groups become pendant to the main chain. The pendant groups 

may be arranged in a regular manner about the polymer backbone. This gives rise to polymer tactic-

ity. When all the pendant groups are on one side of the planar zigzag polymer chain, the polymer 

is isotectic. When the pendant groups are located alternatively on the opposite side of the plane of 

the polymer chain, the polymer is syndiotactic. If the distribution of the pendant groups is random, 

the polymer is atectic.

22.2.5.3 End Groups
Initiator molecules are used to commence the polymerization process. A fragment from the initiator 

will bond with the monomer to start a chain. The initiator fragment is then attached to one end of 

the polymer chain, thus becoming an “end group.” When the polymer chain stops growing due to the 

chemical reactions that prevent monomer addition to the chain end, another “end group” is formed.

22.2.5.4 Branching
During the polymerization process, chemical reactions take place on the backbone of a polymer 

chain causing the formation of a new polymer chain attached to the original one. This phenomenon 

is known as branching.

22.2.5.5 Residual Monomers
Polymerization reactions or the linking of monomers to form large chains are subject to chain 

termination reactions. Thus, at the end of a polymerization reaction, unreacted monomers or 

residual monomers will be left admixed with the polymeric product.

22.2.5.6 Homogeneity and Heterogeneity
When only one monomer is involved in the polymerization process, the product is homogeneous. For 

example, if two monomers A and B are copolymerized, and both A and B are equally reactive in the 

polymerization reactions, then monomer A and B will be randomly distributed in all of the polymer 

chains, and the product is homogeneous. However, a heterogeneous polymer is made if monomer 

B is less reactive than monomer A. In this case, the initially formed polymer chains contain larger 

amounts of monomer A compared to monomer B. As the concentration of monomer A decreases, 

the polymer chains formed later in the reaction will contain more of the copolymerized monomer B. 

Further, within each chain, the distribution of monomers A and B would not be random.

22.2.6 PARAMETERS TYPIFYING POLYMER PROPERTIES AND SPECIFICATIONS

Most deposit control polymers used by water treatment formulators are supplied as liquid solutions. 

The polymers may be characterized by a variety of parameters as shown in Table 22.4 and discussed 

below.

22.2.6.1 Form
Water treatment polymers are typically water solutions. However, some powdered sodium salts are 

supplied typically for use in applications where dry product dosing systems are desired.

22.2.6.2 Appearance
Deposit control polymer appearance is an aesthetic rather than a performance issue. The goal of 

manufacturers and formulators should be consistent product quality: batch to batch, lot to lot, and 
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shipment after shipment. The polymer manufacturer should have procedures in place to ensure 

that the product meets a visual appearance specifi cation and is free from any contamination. The 

appearance of one polymer compared to another may differ greatly. Examples of the product litera-

ture descriptions for the “appearance” of several commonly used water treatment polymers supplied 

as liquids are shown in Table 22.5.

22.2.6.3 Total Solids
“Total solids” measures the non-water component of a deposit control polymer. The higher the 

total solids, the greater a deposit control polymer’s specifi c gravity and viscosity. The total solids 

for a particular polymer are normally limited by product stability during storage conditions and/or 

handling considerations. Total solids measurements are used to verify that the proper level of ingre-

dients has been used to manufacture the polymer. A deposit control polymer manufacturer’s product 

approval should be based on a specifi cation that includes an acceptable total solids range; typically 

the midpoint ±1%. Polymer manufacturers use a variety of test methods for determining product 

total solids. Ideally, a total solids test procedure should be based on removing the volatile or liquid 

component from the product without burning or degrading the polymer. A microwave-based drying 

method has been reported to give highly reproducible total solids measurements [1].

22.2.6.4 Active Solids
A polymer’s “active solids” content is the difference between the total solids and the coun-

ter ions added by post-polymerization neutralization typically with sodium hydroxide. Post-

polymerization neutralization is frequently not the only source of sodium ions in a polymer. Thus, 

active solids cannot be measured directly. Therefore, active solids values are normally reported 

as a typical value (calculated) rather a measurement. It is important to remember that only the 

synthetic polymeric component of a product, not the counter ions from neutralization, provides 

value added performance. Unfortunately, most deposit control polymer manufacturers still do not 

publish active solids values.

22.2.6.5 Molecular Weight
A consistent molecular weight is critical to a polymer’s performance. Unfortunately, the test proce-

dures for molecular weight determinations are very expensive and time consuming and are therefore 

not well suited for use as quality control tests. Molecular weight test methods are likely to be run by 

the analytical department of a polymer manufacturer’s research and development organization but 

TABLE 22.4
Parameters Typifying Deposit Control 
Polymer Properties and Specifi cations

Form

Appearancea

Total solids (%)a

Active solids (%)

Weight-average molecular weight (Mw)

pHa

Viscosity (cP at 25°C)a

Acid number (mg KOH/g dry polymer)b

Specifi c gravity (or bulk density for powders)

Color

a Recommended specifi cation parameter for copolymers.

b Recommended specifi cation parameter for copolymers.
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are not typical for manufacturing operations. Polymer manufacturers typically defi ne a product by 

total solids and viscosity specifi cations that are closely related to a polymer’s molecular weight.

22.2.6.6 pH
Measurement of pH is used to verify that a product has been produced to established specifi cations 

and is a direct indication of the extent to which a polymer is neutralized.

22.2.6.7 Viscosity
A polymer’s viscosity, as discussed previously, is directly related to molecular weight. Therefore, 

viscosity measurements are a means to verify that a product is within established specifi cations. 

Product approval is based on the established specifi cations and the specifi c test procedure (e.g., 

25°C, RVF # spindle, and rpm) for each product.

22.2.6.8 Acid Number
Acid number measurements are a means to verify that deposit control copolymers are within the 

established tolerances for ratios of co-monomers and the degree of neutralization.

TABLE 22.5
Appearance of Competitive Deposit Control Polymers 
Supplied as Liquids

Polymer Type Appearance

Solvent polymerized P-AAs Clear to hazy, colorless to amber colored

Light amber with a slight haze

Light straw

Water polymerized P-AAs Water white to amber, slightly hazy

Light to amber colored

Clear to slightly hazy

Clear straw colored

P-AA with phosphinate groups Colorless

Clear to slightly turbid yellow

Sodium P-MAA Clear amber

Clear pale yellow

P-MA Amber

Clear amber

P-AA/Am copolymer Straw colored

MA/EA/VoAc terpolymer Clear to slightly turbid amber

Maleic anhydride copolymer Amber with a slight haze

SS/MA copolymer Clear amber

AA/MA copolymer Pale yellow and clear

Acrylate ester copolymer Clear to cloudy, amber to slightly pink

Sulfonate copolymer Clear, dark brown

AA/SA copolymers Clear yellow

Clear

Clear to slightly hazy

Water white to amber, clear to slightly hazy

AA/SA terpolymers Clear yellow

Water white to amber, clear to slightly hazy

Note:  P-AA, poly(acrylic acid); AA, acrylic acid; MA, maleic acid or maleic 

anhydride; EA, ethyl acrylate; SS, sulfonated styrene; VoAc, vinyl 

acetate; SA, sulfonic acid.
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22.2.6.9 Specifi c Gravity
Specifi c gravity provides a measurement of a product’s density. Although specifi c gravity is a rela-

tively easy test to run, the information it provides pertaining to a product’s composition vs. water is 

redundant to the total solids measurement.

22.2.6.10 Color
Color measurement such as Gardner (yellow), Lovibond yellow, and Lovibond red may be used as 

an indicator of a product’s appearance.

22.2.6.11 Other Parameters
There are a variety of other parameters such as turbidity, haze, iron, and residual monomer levels 

that may be of interest for specifi c water treatment polymers and/or for particular applications. 

A brief discussion of each of these parameters follows.

Turbidity and haze measurements are not typical quality control parameters. However, turbid-

ity and/or haze measurements may provide a means to verify that a polymer meets an established 

criterion for appearance.

Deposit control polymers typically contain low levels of iron as a by-product of the manufacturing 

process or that are present in the raw materials. However, iron measurements are not a typical quality 

control test. Only in rare cases will deposit control polymer iron levels be a concern. A polymer may 

contain excessive iron levels if it turns black when fully neutralized with caustic soda.

Unreacted or residual monomer(s) or solvent(s) may be a health/safety work exposure, pro-

duction process effi ciency, or regulatory issue. Neither residual monomer nor residual solvent 

measurements are typically quality control tests. However, periodic testing of residual monomer 

and/or solvent (if applicable) levels may be used by a deposit control polymer manufacturer to 

ensure that the production process is operating properly or to meet a regulatory agency require-

ment for new chemical substances.

22.2.7 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WATER TREATMENT POLYMERS

Acrylic acid based water treatment polymers are normally polymerized as acid but not all polym-

erization processes are the same. Polymers are typically neutralized with sodium hydroxide 

after polymerization to various degrees in order to (a) provide pH values above the DOT limit 

for corrosive materials, (b) ensure product stability in the drum, and (c) meet specifi c customer 

requirements. However, polymer neutralization adds inactive solids and thus, higher pH values 

(a) imply greater gaps between total and active solids and (b) necessitate lower total solid levels 

in order to supply products with manageable viscosities. Accordingly, in addition to molecular 

weight properties, it is important to examine the pH, total solids, and active solids of the com-

petitive polymers in order to ensure “an apple to apple comparison.” Another way to understand 

the differences between water treatment polymers supplied at different pH values is to obtain 

or develop neutralization curves for deposit control polymers such as shown in Figure 22.2 for 

Carbosperse™* K-7028 and Carbosperse™ K-7058 (≈3000 and ≈6000 molecular weight, respec-

tively). Extending the discussion above, it is logical and in practice has been found that concen-

trated polymers (those supplied at higher total solids and lower pH values) more readily facilitate 

the preparation of more concentrated water treatment formulations. In addition, deposit control 

polymers supplied at higher total solids and lower pH values mean less packaging materials and 

freight costs per active pound of product supplied.

Most deposit control polymer manufacturers use aqueous polymerization processes. However, 

solvent polymerization process results in the manufacture of polymers, and P-AAs, in particu-

lar, with performance characteristics that are superior to P-AAs made in aqueous medium. The 

* Carbosperse is a registered trademark of The Lubrizol Corporation.
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distinguishing properties of solvent-based P-AAs (e.g., Carbosperse K-752 and Carbosperse K-732) 

compared to P-AAs of similar MW, made by aqueous polymerization processes (e.g., K-7028 and 

K-7058, respectively) include (a) exceptional calcium ion tolerance (facilitating the operation of 

cooling systems at higher cycles of concentration), (b) greater thermal stability, (c) better silt/clay 

dispersion, and (d) greater formulating fl exibility.

Dubin and Fulks [2] concluded that “polymer structure, molecular weight and even the method of 

manufacture and choice of solvent will strongly infl uence the activity of a polymer. The practical signifi -

cance of this is that gross descriptions of polymers such as polyacrylate or copolymers do not accurately 

describe a polymer accurately or defi ne its performance, especially under different water conditions.”

Lubrizol believes that “it is often desirable to use a polymer product in which the molecules are 

as similar as possible” or to have a polymer with a narrow molecular weight distribution. However, 

others [3] have found that polyacrylates with broad molecular weight ranges are generally more cost 

effective than polyacrylates with narrow molecular weight ranges. Regardless of whether broad or 

narrow molecular weight distributions are optimal, there is a consensus that molecular weight is a 

key factor in determining the optimal polymer(s) for a particular application [2–5].

22.3  THE EVOLUTION AND ROLE OF DEPOSIT CONTROL 
POLYMERS IN WATER TREATMENT APPLICATIONS

22.3.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The use of synthetic water treatment polymers dates back to the 1950s [6]. The early synthetic 

polymers used were high MW (>100,000 Da) P-AAs. With the passage of time, lower MW P-AAs 

as well as poly(methacrylic acids), P-MAAs, and poly(maleic acids), P-MAs, were found to be more 

effi cacious. Researchers have shown that P-AA molecular weight is an important consideration rela-

tive to performance [3–5]. Eventually, copolymers of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, and maleic acid 

were found to provide improved performance characteristics for specifi c applications.

In the late 1970s, Betz Laboratories introduced the Dianodic II® stabilized phosphate CWT 

program, which incorporated the use of acrylic acid/hydroxypropyl acrylate (AA/HPA) copolymer 

[7]. Reportedly, the AA/HPA technology which Betz patented and used for this application was 

not originally intended for use in CWT but in the pulp and paper industry. The Dianodic program 

dominated the heavy industrial CWT market place for a number of years as it provided an environ-

mentally acceptable alternative to chromate-based water treatment programs.
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In the mid-1980s, Calgon Corporation introduced its pHreeGUARD® CWT program based on 

acrylic acid/2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid (AA/SA) copolymer called TRC-233™. 

This copolymer technology [8] was touted as having “improved operating conditions by eliminat-

ing or minimizing acid feed, removed the potential for deposit formation, and increased cycles 

of concentrations.” Subsequently, a barrage of technical papers touted successful applications of 

non-chromate CWT programs including alkaline all-organic [9,10], phosphate-based [10], molyb-

date-based [13], and alkaline-zinc [14] CWT programs. These papers and several others [15–18] 

point out that the secret to the successful application of non-chromate CWT programs was the 

evolution of copolymer technology that is capable of supporting the alternative corrosion inhibi-

tors programs.

The success of the Betz Dianodic II program is largely responsible for triggering efforts by 

other water service companies and merchant market polymer manufacturers to develop alternative 

polymer technology. The rapid research and development period occurred in the 1980s and led to 

the introduction of a variety of merchant market polymers. These proprietary deposit control copo-

lymers as a class have been targeted to provide specifi c performance properties in some cases for 

niche applications, and typically have been progressively more expensive.

22.3.2 CURRENT ENVIRONMENT

The use of synthetic deposit control polymers in water treatment applications has increased dra-

matically since the 1950s. The demands on deposit control polymer performance have increased 

signifi cantly due to trends toward operating cooling water systems using more environmentally 

friendly corrosion inhibitors and under more severe operating conditions to increase process effi -

cacy, safety, and water conservation. Modern deposit control polymers have multifunctional proper-

ties that are typically the key to successful water treatment program application/performance. The 

multifunctional properties of deposit control polymers are precipitation prevention for scale form-

ing salts (i.e., calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, calcium phosphate, calcium phosphonate, etc.), 

stabilizing metal ions (i.e., Fe, Mn, Zn), and dispersing suspended matter that collectively prevent 

and/or control the deposition of unwanted materials on heat exchangers and equipment surfaces. 

It is generally agreed that these polymers operate by adsorption onto submicroscopic crystallites, 

thereby preventing further crystal growth and deposition.

Most of the commercially available deposit control polymers used today are acrylic acid or 

maleic acid based homo- or copolymers. Table 22.6 provides an overview of the types of deposit 

control polymers used by the water treatment industry.

22.3.3 DEPOSIT CONTROL POLYMERS IN COOLING AND BOILER WATER TREATMENT APPLICATIONS

The functions of deposit control polymers as components of CWT and BWT programs are sum-

marized in Table 22.7. Wilkes [6] provides a review of the functions and mechanisms. Other 

papers [10,11,15–17,19] outline the generic components used in non-chromate CWT programs 

and how these programs should be selected and applied [11,17,19].

22.3.3.1 Cooling Water Treatment Programs
The major non-chromate CWT programs used today and the functions performed by the deposit 

control polymer components are summarized in Table 22.8.

22.3.3.2 Boiler Water Treatment Programs
BWT programs in use today and the treatment objectives are described in Table 22.9. Collectively, 

this information indicates that the roles of polymers in BWT programs include sludge conditioning, 

particulate dispersion, and hardness stabilization.
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TABLE 22.6
Types of Commercially Available Deposit Control Polymers

Product/
Acronym Description Supplier

K-752 Solvent polymerized ≈2 k Mw P-AA Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-732 Solvent polymerized ≈6 k Mw P-AA Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-7028 Water polymerized ≈2 k Mw P-AA Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-7058 Water polymerized ≈7 k Mw P-AA Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-765 Water polymerized ≈30 k Mw P-MAA Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-766 Water polymerized ≈5 k Mw P-MAA Lubrizol Advanced Materials

BC200 P-MA BWA water additives

V-TL4 P-SS/MA Alco chemical

K-775 P-AA/SA (75/25) <10 k Mw Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-776 P-AA/SA (60/40) >10 k Mw Lubrizol Advanced Materials

AC3100 P-AA/SA/NI <10 k Mw Rohm and Haas

K-781 P-AA/SA/SS <10 k Mw Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-797 P-AA/SA/SS <15 k Mw Lubrizol Advanced Materials

K-798 P-AA/SA/SS <15 k Mw Lubrizol Advanced Materials

Note:  AA, acrylic acid; MA, maleic acid; MAA, methacrylic acid; SS, sulfonated sty-

rene; SA, 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid; NI, nonionic monomer.

TABLE 22.7
Roles of Deposit Control Polymers 
in CWT and BWT Programs

Deposit Control Function CWT BWT

Scale inhibitors for

Carbonate and sulfate scales X X

Calcium phosphate Xa Xa

Calcium phosphonate Xa —

Particulate dispersants for

Silt, mud, etc. X —

Iron oxide Xa Xa

Sludge conditioners — X

a Copolymers are required.

TABLE 22.8
Major Non-Chromate CWT Programs and Deposit 
Control Polymer Functions

CWT Program Deposit Control Polymer Functions

All-organic Ca-phosphonate inhibitor, dispersant

Stabilized-phosphate Ca-phosphate inhibitor, dispersant

Molybdate-based Ca-phosphonate inhibitor, Ca-phosphate inhibitor, 

Zn stabilizer, dispersant

Alkaline zinc Ca-phosphonate inhibitor, Zn stabilizer, dispersant
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22.3.4 DEPOSIT CONTROL POLYMER MECHANISMS

The mechanisms for deposit control polymers in CWT and BWT applications include (a) scale inhi-

bition, (b) dispersion, (c) metal ions stabilization, and (d) crystal modifi cation. The following sec-

tions present discussions on the performance of deposit control polymers as scale inhibitors, crystal 

modifi cation agents, dispersion agents, and metal ions stabilization agents.

22.3.4.1 Scale Inhibition
In most industrial water systems, the dissolved salts in the feed water are concentrated. If super-

saturation occurs and their solubility limits are exceeded due to increased cycles of concentra-

tion (or increased system recovery in reverse osmosis (RO) processes), precipitation or scaling 

will occur. The precipitation and deposition of sparingly soluble salts results in scaling on heat 

exchanger, RO membranes, and other equipment surfaces. Among the methods used to prevent 

scaling are the acidifi cation of the water and the use of chemical additives (polymeric and non-

polymeric). These methods prevent and/or retard markedly the precipitation and deposition of 

scale forming salts on various surfaces. The acidifi cation method has the disadvantage of expos-

ing metal surfaces to a corrosive environment, while the use of chemical additives seems promis-

ing since only very low concentrations are needed to extend the time required for the initiation of 

scale formation. Also, if the acid feed system shuts down, an increase in pH can cause immediate 

precipitation of calcium carbonate and calcium phosphates. Due to more stringent regulations 

and from a worker-safety perspective, addition of chemical additives seems to be the only reliable 

solution to the scaling problem. Figure 22.3 presents the performance data for the inhibition of 

barium sulfate (BaSO4) in the presence of P-AAs of varying MW. It is evident that under similar 

experimental conditions the BaSO4 inhibition value increases with decreasing MW (from 20,000 

to 2,000), reaches a maximum at an MW about 2,000, and thereafter decreases with decreasing 

MW (from 2000 to 800). Similar correlations of deposit control polymer MW and precipitation 

inhibitor effi cacy has been reported and/or observed for calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, and 

calcium phosphate systems [3,5,6].

TABLE 22.9
BWT Program Types and Descriptions/Objectives

Program Type/Name Description/Objective

Precipitation 

Carbonate cycle

Depend upon the dispersion of calcium carbonate as boiler sludges. Normally, natural organic 

polymers such as starch and lignin derivatives are used in carbonate cycle programs.

Precipitation 

Phosphate cycle

Rely upon the precipitation and dispersion of calcium phosphate sludge (ideally calcium 

hydroxyapatite) to minimize accumulations on heat transfer surfaces. Synthetic polymers 

are used to ensure that the sludge remains fl uid until removed via blowdown.

Precipitation 

Coordinated phosphate

Typically used in boilers operating at ≥800 psig. Alkaline and acid phosphates (e.g., mono-, 

di-, and trisodium) are used to control the free caustic that accumulates in restricted fl ow 

areas. Neutralizing amines and oxygen scavengers are used (usually fed separately) as 

appropriate. Synthetic polymers are used to disperse iron-containing suspended solids and 

stray calcium compounds.

Chelant Typically use chelating agents such as ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) or 

nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) to complex feed water calcium or magnesium so it cannot form 

boiler scale. Synthetic polymers are required to disperse suspended iron compounds and any 

salts that precipitate as a result of the fl uctuations in feed water hardness ions and/or 

treatment programs upsets.

All polymer Rely on the stabilizing properties of polymers as alternatives to EDTA and NTA in chelant 

programs. Polymers also disperse iron and other suspended solids in these programs.
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22.3.4.2 Dispersion
The fouling of heat exchangers and RO membranes by suspended matter is a critical concern to 

water technologists and plant operators. Certain feed waters, especially surface waters, require far 

more extensive pretreatment than sources such as deep wells. Changes in feed water composition can 

occur because of seasonal variations of the water supply. Cooling water is generally contaminated 

with various forms of oxidized iron due to the corrosion of steel equipment, and/or its introduction 

with the feed water. Maintaining this oxidized iron in soluble and in dispersed forms can prevent the 

fouling of heat exchanger surfaces. Although iron-based deposits are common in industrial water 

systems, there are no prognostic methods such as those for calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, or 

barium sulfate. Magnetite (Fe3O4) and hematite (Fe2O3) are the two most common iron oxide depos-

its encountered in industrial water systems. Other suspended matter that can contribute to deposit 

buildup include clay, debris, biomass, carbonate and sulfate salts of alkaline earth metals, etc.

The suspended particles typically encountered in industrial water applications generally carry 

a slightly negative charge. Therefore, anionic polymers are normally the most effi cient dispersants 

because they increase negative surface charge and help keep particles suspended. Cationic poly-

mers can be used as dispersants, but this requires relatively high polymer concentrations in order 

to fi rst neutralize the negative surface charges and then to transfer cationic charge to particles for 

effi cient dispersion. Figure 22.4 shows iron oxide dispersion data as a function of the deposit control 
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FIGURE 22.3 Barium sulfate inhibition by P-AAs of varying molecular weights (BaSO4 = 5.00 × 10−4 M, 

pH 7.00, T = 35°C, 24 h).
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FIGURE 22.4 Iron oxide dispersion by homo-, co-, and terpolymers (100 ppm Ca, 30 ppm Mg, 314 ppm Na, 

571 ppm Cl, 200 ppm SO4, 60 ppm HCO3, pH 7.8, 23°C, 1 ppm polymer).
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polymer dosage for homo-, co-, and terpolymers. It can be seen that terpolymer compared to 

co- and homopolymers exhibits superior performance in terms of dispersing iron oxide in aqueous 

systems. In addition, the data also show that the dispersion value increases with increasing polymer 

concentration.

22.3.4.3 Metal Ions Stabilization
Among the various dissolved impurities present in the natural waters, iron-based compounds pres-

ent the most serious problems in many domestic and industrial applications. In the reduced state, 

iron (II) or ferrous (Fe2+) ions are very stable and pose no serious problems, especially at low pH 

values. However, upon contact with air, ferrous ions are oxidized to higher valence state and readily 

undergo hydrolysis to form insoluble hydroxides.

Manganese (Mn) ions like Fe3+ and Al3+ ions also cause serious fouling problems in industrial 

water systems. In cooling water applications, Mn-based foulants have been identifi ed in both 

once-through and recirculating systems. In these cases various factors such as the presence of 

oxidizing agents (e.g., oxygen, chlorine), pH, temperature, and natural organics appear to infl u-

ence the precipitation of manganese oxides. Manganese solution chemistry is very complex. 

Manganese exits in several oxidation states among which Mn2+ and Mn4+ are the most important 

with respect to water problems. Mn2+ is soluble and less susceptible to oxidation at pH ≤ 7. 

In alkaline pH conditions, Mn2+ readily oxidizes to less soluble Mn4+ (e.g., MnO2). Manganese-

based deposits typically encountered in cooling water systems contain MnO2. Ferrous ion oxida-

tion occurs at a somewhat lower pH than a Mn2+ oxidation, and this is perhaps the reason that 

iron and manganese salts are typically encountered together in domestic and industrial applica-

tions. Additionally, it has been reported that soluble metal ions (i.e., Cu, Fe, Mn, Zn) interfere 

with the performance of scale inhibitors. Thus, from a practical application point of view it is of 

paramount importance to keep these metal ions stabilized by polymeric additives. Figure 22.5 

presents performance data on the stabilization of Mn ions by several homo-, co-, and terpoly-

mers. Based on the performance data, the effectiveness of the polymers as Mn stabilizing agents 

follows the following ranking (from best to worst): terpolymers > copolymers > homopolymers. 

Figure 22.6 shows the optical micrographs of manganese oxide particles collected on the fi lter 

papers at the end of the experiments for K-7058 (P-AA), K-775 (P-AA/SA), and K-798 (a terpoly-

mer of acrylic acid/2-acrylamido-2-methylpropane sulfonic acid/sulfonated styrene or P-AA/

SA/SS). As shown, Carbosperse K-798 is an excellent manganese ions stabilizing agent (the 

darker the brown color, the more manganese oxide precipitated from the solution).
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FIGURE 22.5 Stabilization of Mn4+ by homo-, co-, and terpolymers (104 mg/L Ca, 31 mg/L Mg, 361 mg/L Na, 

202 mg/L SO4, 600 mg/L Cl, 146 mg/L HCO3, 3 ppm Mn4+, pH 7.5, 23°C, 3 h, 10 ppm Cl2, 2 ppm polymer).
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22.3.4.4 Crystal Modifi cation
It has been reported that the presence of low levels of scale inhibitors infl uences the growth rate and 

morphology of crystals as well as the nature of the hydrated phase that forms [18–20]. This may 

be of particular importance in industrial water systems because the presence of certain inhibitors 

may infl uence the nature of the scaling mineral(s). Figure 22.7 presents scanning electron micro-

graphs of calcium fl uoride crystals grown in the absence and presence of 1.0 ppm P AA/SA/SS and 

clearly shows the contrast between crystals grown in the absence of inhibitor (Figure 22.7a) and 

highly modifi ed crystals grown in the presence of inhibitor (Figure 22.7b). The observed change 

in morphology may be explained in terms of surface adsorption of K-798 on the growing calcium 

fl uoride crystals.

22.4 SUMMARY

The information herein indicates that synthetic polymers have important roles in BWT and CWT 

programs. It has been shown that not all polymers are created equal, and the performance of the 

polymer depends on the composition, molecular weight, type, and charge of the functional groups. 

Polymer selection should be based on performance criteria refl ecting use conditions, regulatory 

considerations, system metallurgy, water chemistry, and operating conditions.

Control K-7058 K-775 K-798

FIGURE 22.6 Manganese hydroxide precipitates formed in the absence and the presence of homopolymer 

(K-7058), copolymer (K-775), and terpolymer (K-798).

(a) (b)

FIGURE 22.7 CaF2 crystals grown (a) in the absence of polymer and (b) in the presence of K-798.
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23 Applications of Cationic 
Polymers in Water Treatment

Logan A. Jackson

23.1 INTRODUCTION

The global market for coagulants and fl occulants used in water treatment in 2004 was estimated at 

$2.75 billion dollars annually, with a growth rate of ∼5.5% per year [1]. This includes inorganic and 

polymeric organic coagulants and fl occulants. Synthetic cationic polymers (polyelectrolytes) and, 

to a much lesser degree, naturally occurring cationic polymers constitute approximately 30% of the 

wastewater treatment market and are used in a wide range of industries and applications.
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Cationic polymers are extremely important materials used in the removal of suspended 

and dissolved solids from wastewaters via processes known as coagulation and fl occulation. 

Wastewaters requiring treatment can come from a wide range of sources. This can be as simple 

as water from the local reservoir scheduled for clarifi cation for drinking and domestic use to 

complex industrial and municipal wastewaters. Industrial wastewaters include wastewater from 

the manufacture of paper, industrial manufacturing, and food processing and that generated dur-

ing the extraction and refi ning of petroleum. In general, wastewater comprises either singly or a 

combination of suspended solid particles (organic biological solids and inorganic materials such 

as mineral, clays, coal fi nes, aggregate washings, etc.), dissolved organic matter, and dissolved 

inorganic salts [2].

For the most part, the suspended and dissolved colloidal materials in wastewater bear a nega-

tive (anionic) charge and can be removed using cationic polymers via coagulation and fl occulation 

mechanisms. The mechanisms that produce coagulation and fl occulation include surface charge 

neutralization, complexation/precipitation, charge-patch formation, and polymer bridging [3]. In 

this chapter, the processes of coagulation and fl occulation will be reviewed, followed by a discus-

sion of the industrially useful cationic polymer classes. In discussing the cationic polymers, the 

focus will be on the polymer structure, useful molecular weight regimes, and the general manufac-

turing processes and applications.

23.2 MECHANISMS OF COAGULATION AND FLOCCULATION

23.2.1 INTRODUCTION

To remove small colloidal particles from water, the particles must be induced to form larger aggre-

gates that can then be removed using physical processes (sedimentation, fl otation, and fi ltration). 

The terms coagulation and fl occulation are used to describe the collection of processes that can 

be used to aggregate smaller particles into larger structures that will allow for economical solid 

removal. The terms are often used interchangeably in the literature, therefore there is no well-

defi ned, widely accepted defi nition [4,5]. There are at least two conventions that are in widespread 

use [5]. The fi rst comes from the colloid science community and restricts coagulation to situations 

where particles are destabilized by simple salts or by charge neutralization. The aggregates formed 

are small and densely packed. Flocculation is the situation where bridging between destabilized 

particles occurs to form larger agglomerates. In the wastewater treatment industry, coagulation 

refers to the destabilization of particles by charge neutralization using an oppositely charged addi-

tive (usually a high charge density, low molecular weight polymer). Flocculation occurs by mixing 

to induce the aggregation of the destabilized particles. This is often accomplished by the addition 

of a high molecular weight polymer of opposite charge of the coagulating additive [6]. The bridg-

ing model and the charge-patch model are the two most common mechanisms used to describe the 

aggregation processes of coagulation and fl occulation. These two mechanisms are discussed briefl y 

in the following sections.

23.2.2 BRIDGING FLOCCULATION MECHANISM

Bridging fl occulation is the process whereby a single polymer chain adsorbs and becomes attached 

to two or more suspended particles, as illustrated in Figure 23.1. This fl occulation mechanism is 

dominant at low to medium polymer concentrations. The effectiveness of polymers as bridging 

fl occulants is highly dependent on molecular weight, with higher molecular weight polymers being 

more effective. There is generally an optimum polymer charge and molecular weight for a particular 

substrate.
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23.2.3 CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION AND THE ELECTROSTATIC PATCH FLOCCULATION MECHANISM

Charge neutralization occurs when the negative charge of the colloidal particles is equally balanced 

by the cationic charge of the polymer. (There is an optimum dosage required to achieve the most effec-

tive fl occulation.) This destabilizes the particles and induces aggregation by coagulation and/or fl oc-

culation. Highly charged, low molecular weight polymers tend to adsorb and spread out more in fl at 

conformations. Thus, the tendency for interparticle bridging is small. The charge density of the poly-

mer is more important than the polymer molecular weight. This is indeed the case for low molecular 

weight, highly charged cationic polymers, such as polyamines and poly(diallyldimethylammonium) 

chloride (poly-DADMAC) polymers, which are often called coagulants in the wastewater treatment 

industry.

In reality, when a highly charged cationic polyelectrolyte adsorbs on particles with a weakly 

charged negative surface, it is not possible for all of the surface charge to be neutralized by the 

cationic segment of an absorbed chain. The distance between negative surface charges may be sig-

nifi cantly different than the distance between positive charges on the cationic polymer chain. This 

leads to overall charge neutralization but will leave patches of charge on the surface of the particle. 

This is known as the electrostatic patch mechanism and is shown in Figure 23.2.

Obviously, if patches of charge exist on the surface of the particle, even though the net charge 

on the particle is zero, patch regions can still show strong electrical attraction to oppositely charged 

patch regions on other particles. The attraction between two oppositely charged regions between 

two patches is responsible for coagulation and fl occulation. Flocculated aggregates formed by the 

FIGURE 23.2 Electrostatic patch model for cationically charged polymers and negatively charged 

particles.

FIGURE 23.1 Illustration of bridging fl occulation showing polymer chains attached to particles.
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electrostatic patch mechanism are known to be quite reversible in nature when exposed to high 

shear and can be easily broken up to smaller aggregates by mixing.

23.3 CATIONIC POLYMERS—POLYELECTROLYTES

Numerous defi nitions for the term polyelectrolytes (charged polymers) can be found in the litera-

ture [7,8]. Simply put, polyelectrolytes are charged, polymeric materials that have either anionic 

or cationic charge placed along the polymer backbone or charged pendant groups placed along 

the polymer chain. In the case of cationic polyelectrolytes, the polymers are positively charged, 

with the charge being contained within the backbone or pendant of the polymer chain, as shown in 

Figure 23.3.

Cationic polymers (cationic polyelectrolytes) can be derived from natural, biological sources 

or can be synthetic in nature, prepared from the appropriate monomers. Not all of the materials 

described in the following sections are used extensively in wastewater treatment. However, they are 

industrially valuable cationic polymers in their own right and their areas of application are men-

tioned. A discussion of the two basic classes of cationic polymers (natural and synthetic) with their 

industrial value is given in the following sections.

23.3.1 NATURALLY OCCURRING CATIONIC POLYMERS

Naturally occurring cationic polymers have long been used as coagulants and fl occulants [9]. The 

key advantage with naturally occurring polymers is that, in general, they are nontoxic, biodegrad-

able, and often locally available. However, naturally occurring materials are often not as cost effec-

tive as synthetic polymers, mostly because of the low degree of cationic substitution achievable 

versus synthetic polymers. This type of polymers tend to be used in niche markets, where their low 

toxicity and biodegradability are more important than the cost of the materials.

23.3.1.1 Cationic Starch
Starch is a highly polymerized carbohydrate and its use in treating water dates back thousands of 

years [9]. Cationic starch is prepared by the reaction of a natural starch (nonionic) with a quaternizing 

agent [10,11]. An example of cationic starch is shown in Figure 23.4. The degree of substitution is 

typically low, being 0.02–0.03 [12]. The use of cationic starch in the papermaking industry is very 

well known. It is used to enhance paper strength and as a sizing agent [13,14]. Cationic starch can 

be sold as dry solids and as liquid dispersions in water. In wastewater treatment, cationic starch is 

used as a clarifying agent for the treatment of drinking water and in the treatment of some industrial 

wastes owing to its natural biodegradability. However, cationic starch is rarely used in municipal 

wastewater treatment due to the sludge volumes generated and the cost and performance in com-

parison to synthetic cationic polymers.
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FIGURE 23.3 Schematic of types of cationic polymer backbones showing pendant cationic charges attached 

along the backbone (structure I) and within (structure II) the polymer backbone.
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23.3.1.2 Chitosan
Chitosan (poly-d-glucosamine) is another naturally occurring cationic polymer of note and is pro-

duced commercially by the deacetylation of chitin (chitin is the primary structural element in the exo-

skeleton of crustaceans and the most abundant naturally occurring polymer after cellulose) [15,16]. 

This polysaccharide is composed of randomly distributed, deacetylated N-acetylglucosamine units. 

At low pH, the amine groups of the polymer backbone are cationically charged and the polymer 

is water soluble. The general preparation of chitosan from chitin is shown in Figure 23.5. These 

materials are of great importance from the aspects of low toxicity, biodegradability, and source. 

Although chitosan has numerous uses in the food industry [17] and is a biocide in medical, textile, 

and agricultural applications [18,19], it has found little use in general wastewater treatment. Again, 

this is due to the cost–performance disadvantage in comparison to synthetic cationic polymers.
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23.3.2 SYNTHETIC CATIONIC POLYMERS

Classes of synthetic organic cationic polymers that have signifi cant industrial value include the typi-

cally lower molecular weight polyvinylamines (PVA), polyethyleneimine, (PEI), poly-DADMAC 

and copolymers, and dimethylamine/epichlorohydrin addition polymers (EPI/DMA) and the gen-

erally higher molecular weight cationic polyacrylamide (PAM) copolymers. The PVA, PEI, poly-

DADMAC, and EPI/DMA polymers are lower molecular weight materials ranging from 1,000 to 

500,000 g/mol while the PAM copolymers can have molecular weights ranging from a few thou-

sands to tens of millions g/mol. The lower molecular weight materials (<500,000 g/mol) are often 

described as coagulants (PVA, PEI, poly-DADMAC, and EPI/DMA) for their ability to aggregate 

suspended material into small tight particles. The higher molecular weight materials (cationic PAM) 

are termed fl occulants for their ability to aggregate suspended material into large fl occulated aggre-

gates by bridging fl occulation that can easily be dewatered. However, keep in mind, as mentioned 

above, the terms, coagulant or fl occulant, are well defi ned by any particular convention, but for our 

purposes here these defi nitions will suffi ce.

23.3.2.1 Polyvinylamine
Polyvinylamine is prepared commercially by free-radical polymerization of N-vinylformamide, 

followed by hydrolysis as shown in Figure 23.6 [20,21]. If acid hydrolysis is used for conversion, 

then the resulting polyvinylamine is cationic [21]. Processes to manufacture polyvinylamine in 

dry powder, aqueous solution, emulsion, and dispersion have been described in the literature [22]. 

Polyvinylamine has found utility in numerous areas; however, its greatest value has been in the 

paper industry, where it is used as various forms of papermaking additives [23,24].

23.3.2.2 Polyethyleneimines
The polyethyleneimines constitute a large family of water-soluble polyamines of varying molecular 

weight and degree of modifi cation [25,26]. Unmodifi ed polyethyleneimine (PEI) is produced by the 

ring-opening cationic polymerization of ethyleneimine and has been shown to be highly branched, 

containing primary, secondary, and tertiary amines in the polymer backbone [27,28]. When pro-

tonated (under acidic conditions), these materials are cationic and water soluble. The protonated 

form of PEI is shown in Figure 23.7. The degree of protonation varies as a function of the pH of the 

aqueous solution. At a pH of 10.5, approximately 1 in 40 nitrogen atoms are protonated, at pH 7, 1 

in 10 and at pH 4, 1 in 2 are charged.

PEI is useful in a broad range of applications requiring cationic charge that include papermak-

ing, oil production, textile manufacture, water clarifi cation (coagulation/fl occulation), agriculture, 

and mining. Papermaking is one application where PEI and modifi ed PEIs are used extensively. 

Although the starting material, ethyleneimine monomer, is extremely toxic, its thermodynamic 
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instability and high chemical reactivity yield PEI polymers with essentially no monomer residuals 

(<50 ppb). However, due to the cost of PEI compared to metal salts and other less expensive syn-

thetic cationic polymers, PEI is not used to a great degree in wastewater treatment but has a strong 

position in the papermaking industry and is widely accepted.

23.3.2.3 Polydiallyldimethylammonium Chloride
Aqueous polymerization of diallyldimethylammonium chloride (DADMAC) yields one of the ear-

liest known and least expensive cationic polyelectrolytes used in wastewater treatment [6,29]. The 

DADMAC monomer can be produced in high concentration (60–70 wt.%) by reaction of allylchloride 

with dimethylamine and sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution without further purifi cation [30–33]. 

poly-DADMAC is manufactured by the polymerization of an aqueous solution of DADMAC using 

free radical methods [34,35]. The polymerization yields a fi ve-membered ring structure, with the 

quaternary ammonium group situated away from the polymer backbone [36]. The structure for the 

polymer is shown in Figure 23.8. Molecular weights are low due to chain transfer to the allyl groups 

and typically range between 10,000 and 500,000 g/mol [6]. The polymers are supplied as viscous 

solutions with concentrations ranging from 20 to 50 wt.% of the active polymer.

Copolymerization of DADMAC with acrylamide (AMD) yields low molecular weight polymer due 

to chain transfer to the allyl group of the DADMAC as well as poor incorporation of the DADMAC 

into the polymer chain due to the large difference in reactivity of the two monomers [29].Due to 

the low molecular weight and poor cationic monomer incorporation, DADMAC/PAM copolymers 

have found little utility in wastewater treatment application, and few commercial products exist.
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23.3.2.4 Polyamines
The ring opening condensation polymerization of a primary or secondary alkylamine and an epox-

ide compound allows for the synthesis of a group of polyquaternary fl occulants generally termed 

polyamines in the wastewater treatment industry [37,38]. On the commercial scale, the polym-

erizations are carried out at high temperatures (70°C–100°C) by the addition of the epoxide to 

an alkylamine. These polymers were fi rst developed and commercially manufactured in the early 

1970s and can be prepared as both linear and branched copolymers with molecular weights rang-

ing from 10,000 to 300,000 g/mol. The workhorse of this group is the copolymers of dimethylam-

ine (or less commonly methylamine) and epichlorohydrin. The general synthesis and structure for 

poly(dimethylamine-co-epichlorohydrin) is shown in Figure 23.9.

The presence of a quaternary ammonium group within the backbone of this molecule ensures 

that it maintains its cationic charge throughout the pH range of the application. Polyamines have 

many uses in different applications and are widely used in wastewater treatment. These materials 

have been noted to be used in both coagulation and fl occulation applications [39,40] and are deliv-

ered as aqueous solutions of concentrations up to 50 wt.% of the active polymer. Polyamines are also 

known to be useful for the control of microorganisms (algae and bacteria) [41,42].

23.3.2.5 Cationic Polyacrylamides
By far the largest group of cationic polymers is that derived from acrylamide monomers [29]. Very 

high molecular weights can be achieved, which are usually on the order of 5–10 million g/mol when 

used in wastewater treatment. Cationic polyacrylamide copolymers are manufactured in four dif-

ferent general product forms. These are aqueous solutions, dry polymer powders and beads, water-

in-oil inverse emulsions and microemulsions, and aqueous brine dispersions [29]. The polymer 

molecular weight required, cost–performance benefi t, and ease of use in the application are the pri-

mary driving factors for a particular product form. Cationic polyacrylamides can be produced via 

post reaction of the homopolymer of acrylamide or by copolymerization with a cationically charged 

vinyl monomer. Of the two, the copolymerization route is the most widely used across all of the 

product forms. General methods of manufacture of cationic polyacrylamide copolymers as well as 

the routes to imparting cationic charge via postreaction are described in the following sections.

23.4 MANUFACTURE OF CATIONIC POLYACRYLAMIDES

Cationic polyacrylamide copolymers are manufactured in four different forms. A brief description 

of each is given in the following section.

23.4.1 AQUEOUS SOLUTION POLYMERIZATION

The earliest method for the manufacture of cationic polyacrylamide was polymerization in solu-

tion. The advantage with solution polymerization is the simplicity of reacting the AMD monomer 

or comonomers in aqueous solution generally using free radical initiation systems (azo, peroxy, 
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persulfate, redox, or combinations thereof) [29]. The polymerization reactions can be carried out 

either adiabatically or isothermally with the aim of controlling the molecular weight and fl uid bulk 

viscosity of the fi nal product. The main limitation to solution polymerization method is achieving 

an economical balance between polymer molecular weight, active polymer solids, and handling 

characteristics (fl uid viscosity) in the fi nal product. For example, in the case of the case of cationic 

polyacrylamide derived via the Mannich reaction described in a later section, high molecular weight 

polyacrylamide backbones are required. Thus, low active solid (6–10 wt.%) products are the result 

of the high solution viscosities developed due to the high molecular weight of the PAM backbone 

used [29]. Conversely, high active solid products can only be achieved by polymerization to low 

molecular weight.

23.4.2 DRY POWDERS AND BEADS

Dry cationic polyacrylamide powders are manufactured using both batch and continuous processes. 

In a batch process, the comonomers are placed in a reactor and polymerized isothermally. Control 

of the temperature is achieved by setting the comonomer concentrations and initiator levels appro-

priately to achieve the desired maximum temperature and residual monomer levels. After polym-

erization, the polymer gel is removed for the reactor vessel, sliced up, and then chopped to smaller 

size and dried via conventional processes. Finally the dried cationic polyacrylamide is ground to the 

desired particle size, packaged, and sold.

A number of continuous processes have been developed for the manufacture of cationic poly-

acrylamides. The method generally consists of polymerization of an aqueous solution of acrylamide 

and comonomer on a moving belt [43,44]. The speed of the moving belt can be controlled so that 

polymerization is completed prior to cutting the gel formed into smaller granules. The gel granules 

can then be dried, ground to the desired size, and packaged.

Processes for manufacturing dry cationic polyacrylamide beads have also been developed, hav-

ing the ability of producing bead sizes ranging from about 100–2000 μm [45,46]. The polymer 

beads are produced by polymerization of monomer or comonomers in inverse suspension using 

a surfactant in an acceptable nonsolvent, followed by azeotropic distillation of water. The poly-

mer beads are collected by fi ltration and dried. The bead size is controlled by surfactant type and 

amount, additives, and polymer stabilizers.

23.4.3 INVERSE EMULSIONS

The manufacture of high molecular weight cationic polyacrylamides can be carried out in inverse 

emulsion and inverse microemulsion. Of the two technologies, the standard inverse emulsion 

(water-in-oil) process fi rst described by Vander Hoff is by far the most common process due to 

the higher active polymer solids achievable and lower surfactant amounts required [47]. However, 

microemulsion-based systems have also found utility [48,49]. The advantages of the manufacture of 

polyacrylamide in emulsion form include low fl uid bulk viscosities, facile management of the heat 

of polymerization, and the ease of dispersal in water for dissolution of the polymer. The primary 

disadvantage is the length of shelf life since emulsions are prone to settle with time and remixing 

of the emulsion is required. Note that this is not true for the microemulsions as they are thermally 

dynamically stable and the polymer particle will remain suspended indefi nitely.

In both cases, the process involves preparation of an oil phase containing low HLB ionic sur-

factant and a high boiling point paraffi n oil. In a second vessel, an aqueous phase is assembled that 

contains the comonomers, water, and other additives required. The aqueous phase is then added to 

the oil phase to form the crude emulsion followed by homogenization. In the case of microemulsion 

products, the emulsion forms thermodynamically. The monomer emulsion and microemulsion are 

then polymerized using well-known vinyl-free radical polymerization processes.
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23.4.4 POSTREACTION OF POLYACRYLAMIDE

The fi rst process of industrial value to be discussed here is the postreaction equilibrium reaction of 

polyacrylamide with formaldehyde and dimethylamine to yield aminomethylated polyacrylamide 

(Mannich base) as shown in Figure 23.10 [50]. A wide range of substitutions can be achieved, up to 

about 80 mol % conversion. The polymer is made cationic by protonation of the Mannich base with 

an acid (lowering the pH) or by quaternization of the Mannich base with a quaternizing agent (Figure 

23.10). High molecular weight Mannich-reacted polyacrylamides are almost always produced as low 

active polymer solid solutions (6–10 wt.%). This is due to the fact that continued reaction with residual 

formaldehyde leads to severe cross-linking of the polymer and gelation of the polymer solution in short 

periods of time (as little as a few weeks). The rate of cross-linking and gelation is a function of polymer 

concentration [51]. The addition of formaldehyde scavengers has been described for increasing the 

shelf-life of Mannich PAMs [52]. Due to the ease of manufacture and the low cost of the raw material, 

signifi cant quantities of this type of materials are in use in wastewater treatment. Manufacturing facili-

ties for Mannich polyacrylamides are often sited near the application to reduce shipping costs.

The Mannich reaction process can be extended by the addition of a quaternizing agent (for example, 

methyl chloride) to yield a cationic polymer that is not sensitive to pH. Although quaternized Mannich 

polyacrylamides can be manufactured as low solid solutions, advances in emulsion and microemulsion 

technology have yielded higher solid products. The use of emulsion and microemulsion technology 

allows for the manufacture of very high molecular weight polymers in liquid form that can be easily 

handled and dispersed in water for use [53,54]. Again, the manufacturing scheme involves postreaction 

of a high molecular weight polyacrylamide emulsion, followed by the reaction with an adduct of formal-

dehyde and dimethylamine, followed by quaternization with a quaternizing agent. The emulsion product 

can be further stabilized by treatment with a buffering acid, formaldehyde scavenger, and heat [55,56].
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23.4.5 COPOLYMERIZATION OF ACRYLAMIDE WITH CATIONIC VINYL MONOMERS

Copolymerization of acrylamide with a cationic vinyl comonomer yields one of the most important 

groups of fl occulants to the wastewater treatment industry. The literature abounds with examples of 

various monomers; however, only a handful have found their way to industrial success. A collection 

of monomers of industrial utility are shown in Figure 23.11. The workhorse of this collection is the 

acryloyloxyethyltrimethylammonium chloride (AETAC). This is due to its favorable reactivity with 

AMD, and the polymers prepared using this monomer in combination with AMD yield polymers 

that have a uniform sequence distribution and low cost [57,60]. High molecular weight linear poly-

mers as well as structured polymers have been described and are used extensively [58,59]. However, 

it must be pointed out that quaternary aminoesters are susceptible to base hydrolysis, but are stable 

under acidic conditions. The mechanism of this hydrolysis has been thoroughly studied and discus-

sions can be found elsewhere [60].

Copolymers of methacrylamidopropyltrimethylammonium chloride (MAPTAC) and acrylami-

dopropyltrimethylammonium chloride (APTAC) are hydrolytically stable and yield polymers with 

reasonably random distributions [29]. However, they are more expensive and only very low charge 

(∼3–10 mol %) materials have found signifi cant place in the wastewater treatment market. Figure 

23.12 presents the structure of copolymers of acrylamide with acryloyloxyethyltrimethylammonium 

chloride.

23.5 APPLICATIONS—WASTEWATER TREATMENT

23.5.1 INTRODUCTION

Cationic polymers fi nd their primary use in wastewater treatment in the areas of potable water clarifi -

cation, municipal sewage treatment, industrial raw water treatment, and treatment of paper wastes. The 

cationic polymers described above are, generally, divided into two groups based on molecular weight 

and charge density. The terms used in the wastewater treatment industry to describe the two classes 
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of cationic polymers are coagulants and fl occulants. Each description is based on the physical charac-

teristics of the polymer (charge density and molecular weight). Again, the boundary between what is 

termed coagulant and fl occulant is a gray area, and there is considerable overlap in the defi nitions.

The fi rst group, coagulants, consists of low molecular weight polymers with very high charge den-

sity (prime examples are the polyamines, poly-DADMAC, and PEI classes of polymers). Molecular 

weights are less than 1,000,000 g/mol and most often less than 500,000 g/mol. The high charge 

density allows for charge neutralization while the low molecular weight results in small tight aggre-

gates (due to the reduced degree of bridging that can occur), which can be easily separated from 

the wastewater stream. Coagulants are especially useful in settling applications where suspended 

solids’ levels are low and high levels of water clarity are desired.

The second group, called fl occulants, are much higher in molecular weight and generally lower 

in charge density (the cationic polyacrylamides constitute the largest group of fl occulants). The 

polymer molecular weights are greater than 1,000,000 g/mol and are often in the tens of millions. 

The high molecular weights are favorable to the bridging mechanism for fl oc formation, creating 

larger, more open fl oc. The fl oc that are formed are stronger and more resistant to shear than those 

produce by coagulants. This is important in high shear applications where high speed centrifuges, 

belt presses, or fi lter presses are used [4].

23.5.2 POTABLE WATER TREATMENT (DRINKING WATER)

Potable drinking water generally comes from natural raw water sources. These include streams, riv-

ers, lakes, and reservoirs. The purpose of treatment is to remove suspended colloidal solids (parti-

cles <1 μm in size) that are responsible for color, odor, taste, etc. The suspended solids include clays, 

metal oxides, proteins, microorganisms, and organic substances (all negatively charged species). 

The bulk of potable water treatment is done using inorganic metal salts to destabilize the colloidal 

particles and induce coagulation and fl occulation, the most common being aluminum and iron salts 

with the metal being present as Al3+ and Fe3+ [2,4,5]. The disadvantages with the use of metal salts 

are the corrosive nature of the salts, the requirement of an optimum operational pH, followed by 

posttreatment pH adjustment of the product water, and the high sludge volumes generated by use of 

the metal salts. However, the metal salts can be augmented or even replaced with a low to medium 

molecular weight cationic polymer (i.e., polyamine or poly-DADMAC). This reduces sludge vol-

umes (cationic polymers have 10%–20% lower dosage optimum compared to metal salts [6]) and 

allows for a more effective pH regime (not requiring posttreatment pH adjustment). The separation 

of the solids from the liquid in potable water treatment is done using a sedimentation process.
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23.5.3 MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Municipal wastewater treatment is defi ned as the process of removing solids and contaminants. 

Municipal wastewater includes water from baths, showers, sinks, dishwashers, washing machines, 

toilets, hospitals, and sometimes even small businesses. However, it does not generally include 

industrial or agricultural wastewater. Most treatment plants have three stages of treatment: primary 

treatment (physical removal of solids), secondary treatment (the biological removal of dissolved sol-

ids), and tertiary treatment (effl uent polishing). Cationic polymers play a role in the fi rst two stages 

(primary and secondary treatment) of the treatment process.

High molecular weight cationic polyacrylamide polymers are the workhorses of municipal 

wastewater treatment. They can be manufactured in high molecular weights over a wide range of 

charge densities. High charge, high molecular weight cationic polyacrylamides are used in both pri-

mary- and secondary-treated sludges to improve the dewatering characteristics of the sludge. Often, 

the molecular weight and charge density of the polymer are selected to match the treated sludge of 

a particular treatment plant with the aim of obtaining the highest possible cake solids after sludge 

dewatering. The sludge, once treated, can be dewatered via a variety of mechanical processes that 

include drying beds, vacuum fi lters, belt presses, fi lter press, and centrifuge.

23.5.4 INDUSTRIAL RAW WATER TREATMENT

Industrial raw water includes water from oil drilling and oil recovery, food industry, sugar process-

ing, gravel washing, steel industry, and chemical industry, waste effl uents generated during the 

manufacture of paper, and even waste from the nuclear industry. Most of the equipments used for 

the treatment of municipal wastes are used in industrial wastewater treatment. However, industrial 

sources of wastewater often require specialized treatment processes. As would be expected, cat-

ionic polymers fi nd a variety of uses in industrial wastewater treatment.

23.6 SUMMARY

Cationic polymers are important materials in the treatment of wastewater. The areas of applicability 

range from potable water clarifi cation and municipal sewage treatment to industrial raw water treat-

ment, oil recovery and waste water treatment. The cationic polymers that have greatest industrial 

value are of low cost, are easily manufactured, and come in a variety of product forms such as simple 

solutions, inverse emulsions, aqueous dispersions, dry powders, and beads. Polymers can be manufac-

tured across a wide range of molecular weights and cationic charges, so they can be tailored specifi -

cally to the demands of a particular application. The workhorse cationic polymers in the wastewater 

treatment industry include poly-DADMAC, polyamines (primarily poly(dimethylamine-co-epichlo-

rohydrin), and the cationic copolymers of polyacrylamide. The other cationic polymers described 

above have also found application in wastewater treatment but these are usually in niche applications 

where their unique properties are required. It is expected that many of these polymers will continue 

to hold a place in the wastewater treatment industry.
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24.1 INTRODUCTION

There is no question as to whether or not it is necessary to monitor processes and specifi c chemicals 

in various water treatment applications. The question normally is which parameters of the treated 

water should be monitored continuously, which parameters should be monitored on a regular basis, 

and which parameters should be monitored only occasionally. To answer this question, each 

customer or water treater should fully understand the treatment process and the application specif-

ics, because sometimes the monitoring of the same parameter results in completely different conclu-

sions. Some applications require different chemicals to address the specifi c needs of the equipment 

and/or to achieve specifi c goals. Once the treatment agent is chosen, the next big task is to establish 

the right protocol for its monitoring.

The monitoring practices normally include two major approaches: laboratory methods and on-

line (process, continual, or continuous) analyses. The major difference is obvious—the frequency 

of the analyses, while there may be some other differences between the laboratory and on-line 

methods and approaches. Another signifi cant difference between these two approaches is in the 

accuracy of the results. Usually, lab methods are developed to achieve high accuracy of the analysis 

throughout the entire range, while the process control approach often does not need this feature. 

Therefore, many on-line instruments may not be extremely accurate throughout the entire range of 

concentration, but will accurately measure the analyte concentration around the calibrated set point. 

Thus, such lack of accuracy requires more frequent calibrations. Naturally, there are exceptions to 

this rule—some process analyzers use the same chemical methods as those developed for labora-

tory analyses. These major considerations, along with economic reasons (the cost of a single analy-

sis is always lower with the use of process instrumentation), should always be taken into account 

when a decision on monitoring is being made.

Water treatment in various industrial applications may seem as different as the applications 

themselves; however, at a closer look it appears that many of the treatment practices are very simi-

lar in nature. Therefore, monitoring chemicals in these applications sometimes comes to the same 

techniques and methods. The majority of treated waters are routinely monitored for several basic 

parameters such as temperature, pressure, pH, conductivity, and disinfection. For example, the effi -

ciency of disinfection is one of the most-often-monitored characteristics of any water, because it is 

hard to overestimate the importance of this parameter for ensuring the equipment working condi-

tions, water reuse safety, and public health, to mention just a few. Depending on the application, 

there are plenty of parameters to be monitored specifi cally: silica, hardness, alkalinity, corrosion 

inhibitors, biocides, suspended solids, etc. Monitoring of these parameters is vital for controlling 

the treatment processes effi ciently and in this chapter we review the modern techniques for monitor-

ing both general and specifi c parameters relevant to major industrial applications, such as the power 

generation industry, cooling technology, and beverage production.

24.2 DISINFECTION MONITORING

The monitoring of treatment against microbial growth in water may be the most common applica-

tion of various chemical methods and technologies and is very important to ensure the quality of 

processed water. Disinfection monitoring and control is often an area of water treatment that is 
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regulated both by internal drivers (cost optimization) and external regulations (EPA, FDA, etc.) For 

example, the beverage industry is subject to strict regulations on sanitation. Some typical applica-

tions for process monitoring at a beverage plant are presented in Table 24.1.

Some of the parameters listed in Table 24.1 may be covered by laboratory methods and do not 

require continuous analysis; however, the effi ciency of on-line (process) monitoring has proven its 

implementation for process optimization and cost control. A case study [1] has been conducted and 

proved the effi ciency of the on-line monitoring of CIP processes. Beside the CIP processes, one 

of the most challenging applications to monitor is the cooling water disinfection, because it pro-

vides ideal conditions for the growth and development of all kinds of harmful bacteria—moisture, 

warmth, and darkness. The most widely used disinfectants for cooling water are chlorine, chlorine 

dioxide, bromine, and ozone.

24.2.1 CHLORINE DISINFECTION

Chlorine is the most widely used disinfectant and may be applied in various states from gas-

eous (Cl2) to solid (sodium or calcium hypochlorite) and is monitored in water in forms of free 

chlorine (HOCl—hypochlorous acid, OCl−—hypochlorite ion), or total chlorine (mono-, di-, and 

trichloramines in combination with free chlorine species). The monitoring of free and total chlo-

rine species is usually conducted by an array of laboratory and on-line methods based on either 

colorimetric or amperometric technology. Colorimetric detection is a method based on the N, 

N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine (DPD) reaction with active halogens. This reaction is a standard 

analytical approach for the analysis of residual chlorine species and is based on the formation of 

colored products with DPD proportional to the analyte concentration. In a laboratory, DPD anal-

ysis is conducted on various instruments commonly called spectrophotometers or colorimeters. 

Minimal training is required and the handheld colorimeters are specifi cally designed as portable 

devices for fi eld use.

TABLE 24.1
Typical Applications for Disinfection Effi ciency Monitoring 
in Beverage Industry

Typical Applications Common Disinfection Parameters

Infl uent water Chlorine, UV, and ozone

Turbidity, chlorine, conductivity, pH, alkalinity, sulfate, 

aluminum, and hardness are other commonly monitored 

parameters

In-process water UV, ozone, and chlorine dioxide

Alkalinity, chlorine, bromate, chlorite, conductivity, 

total hardness, calcium hardness, pH, DO, iron, color, 

and turbidity are other commonly monitored 

parameters

Clean-in-place (CIP) Quaternary ammonia, peracetic acid, chlorine, ClO2, 

ozone, and conductivity for the identifi cation of 

product/CIP chemical/rinse water interfaces.

Bacteria, coliforms, E. coli, and total plate counts may 

also be monitored

Effl uent Chlorine and UV

BOD, COD, pH, TSS, chlorine, and nutrients are other 

commonly monitored parameters in beverage water 

effl uent with high organics (beer, wine, fresh fruit juice, 

milk)
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Laboratory amperometric analysis is performed using titration methodology and the procedure 

may be either manual or automated. The digital titrator requires an operator to manually add titrant to 

a sample and visually (subjectively) identify when the end point of the titration has been reached.

Process instruments for on-line chlorine monitoring have become essential tools for many and they 

employ the same two most common methods as used in the laboratory. There are instruments using 

the DPD technology available from HF Scientifi c (CLX), Hanna (PCA series), and Blue I (HG702).

Amperometry is an electrochemical technique that measures the change in current resulting 

from chemical reactions taking place as a function of the analyte concentration. A typical ampero-

metric sensor consists of two dissimilar electrodes—an anode and a cathode (i.e., silver/platinum or 

copper/gold). Below is a general schematic of the reduction–oxidation reaction taking place in the 

amperometric system.

Cathode (working electrode):

 + − −+ + → + 2HOCl H 2e Cl H O (reduction of hypochlorous acid)  (24.1)

Anode (reference electrode):

 − −+ → +Cl Me MeCl e (oxidation of chloride ions)  (24.2)

The anode may be split into two parts—a reference and an auxiliary (or counter) electrode making 

the measurement more stable. Such systems are called three-electrode sensors.

Typically, electrodes are covered with a membrane, which provides better selectivity of the anal-

ysis (Figure 24.1a). Additionally, a small electrical voltage is applied across the electrodes. In the 

case of no membranes, the system is called open cell or bare-electrode amperometric and in the 

case of no applied voltage, the system is called galvanic (Figure 24.1b). From a technical standpoint, 

many electrochemical methods fall under the amperometric measurement category, including sys-

tems, sometimes wrongly referred to as polarographic.

It is important to note that on-line amperometric sensors do not use the same methodology as 

the laboratory amperometric titration apparatus. Additionally, it should be considered that the DPD 

methodology and amperometric titration are standard measurement methods that provide adequate 

accuracy throughout the entire measurement range. In contrast, on-line amperometric sensors are 

designed for process control and, therefore, provide adequate accuracy only around the calibrated 

Electrode
connector

Electrolyte
filling screw

Probe body

Screw cap
membrane
(a) (b)

FIGURE 24.1 Two schematic examples of common amperometric systems. (a) Probe-type (membrane cov-

ered), closed amperometric cell and (b) bare electrode system (open amperometric cell).
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set point (normally, within ±1 ppm or ∼20% of the set point). With this being said, the amperometric 

technology may be considered to be the main candidate for the monitoring and control of industrial 

water treatment given the analyte concentration within a specifi ed frame.

24.2.1.1 Technology Limitations
Currently, no “ideal” method exists for quantifying chlorine and chloramines in water. Both chemi-

cal and amperometric methods suffer from interferences due to the presence of some specifi c com-

pounds. The most signifi cant interference to the amperometric method is provided by pH. In free 

chlorine applications, a pH level of 5.0–7.0 is the ideal operational range for an amperometric sen-

sor, due to the high percentage of hypochlorous acid (HOCl) (>80%) in the sample and the steepness 

of the free chlorine dissociation curve in this range (see Figure 24.2).

In the pH range of 7.0–8.0, the HOCl concentration is much lower versus the OCl− (hypochlorite 

ion). Amperometric free chlorine sensors directly measure only HOCl, not OCl− or Cl2, so any 

change in pH levels within this range will substantially affect the accuracy of the on-line unit. When 

pH infl uence is mathematically compensated, the instrument will read more consistently; however, 

there always exists a possibility of readings drift. In contrast, the DPD method is equally sensitive 

to all present chlorine species, plus, it is pH independent because the sample is buffered during the 

on-line measurement and the pH level of the reaction is under control. At a pH level of 8.0 or greater 

(often the operating range for facilities trying to minimize corrosion), the HOCl part of free chlorine 

concentration is very low (<20%), therefore the accuracy of the amperometric probe suffers signifi -

cantly with any slight changes in the pH level.

It has been demonstrated in the fi eld that internal pH compensation greatly improves the potential 

accuracy of on-line amperometric sensors. However, having a changing and complex water matrix 

will lead to poor accuracy and more frequent changes of the electrolyte (sensor maintenance). In 

external pH compensation applications, a buffer from an external reservoir is added to the sample 

to adjust and control its pH. Although this approach provides improved accuracy, the on-line instru-

mentation often loses its “reagentless” appeal.

Design of the fl ow cell is a critical component to the overall performance of amperometric sen-

sors. Due to the fl ow and pressure sensitivity of these sensors (Figure 24.3), a fl ow cell design that 

does not adequately compensate for these changes will allow for continued poor accuracy.

In some cases, amperometric sensors have been mounted in-pipe with no fl ow cell and it has been 

reported that the sensor’s accuracy is completely lost if the sample pressure changes more than ±5 psi. 

In any membrane-based measurement system, varying sample pressure will change the thickness 
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FIGURE 24.2 Free chlorine dissociation curve.
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of the micron-sized electrolyte layer between the membrane and electrode surface, which leads to 

erratic responses. Amperometric sensors are always sensitive to temperature changes, as illustrated in 

Figure 24.4. Two areas that are affected by temperature are the membrane permeability rate and the 

pH compensation, which is done by calculation. No mathematical algorithm can accurately refl ect all 

the changes in the water matrix, and eventually the response of chlorine to those changes.

In summary, any essential changes to the water sample matrix may require the recalibration of 

the amperometric sensor. In contrast, DPD technology does not require calibration due to the estab-

lished proportionality between chlorine concentration and light absorbance.

24.2.2 CHLORINE DIOXIDE DISINFECTION

Chlorine dioxide (ClO2) is commonly used to control microbial growth in cooling water, because 

it can effectively penetrate biofi lm and kill slime-forming organisms, which can diminish heat 

transfer effi ciency. It is also an effective biocide at pH > 7. Chlorine dioxide is also used to sanitize 
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FIGURE 24.3 Dependency of an amperometric sensor readings on the sample fl ow rate (steady chlorine 

concentration ∼2 ppm).
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food-handling equipment in a variety of industries including vegetable processing, poultry chiller 

waters, and beverage industries. It is also approved for the treatment of fl ume water used in veg-

etable processing. Chlorine dioxide can be used to oxidize both iron and manganese, which may be 

more applicable to control the quality of source water for industrial application.

In pulp and paper bleaching processes, chlorine dioxide is by far the most prevalent agent. It is 

an oxidizer that can be used in delignifi cation (lignin is the “glue” that holds wood fi bers together) 

or in the fi nal bleaching stages to obtain strong, stable high-brightness Kraft pulp. ClO2 selectively 

destroys lignin without signifi cant degradation of the pulp fi bers, and preserves pulp strength while 

providing stable high brightness.

There are several manufacturers offering on-line instruments for ClO2 measurements—Hach, 

Severn Trent, ATi, E&H, etc. All these sensors are built on the amperometric technology; therefore, 

as an example of such instrumentation, we will discuss the Hach 9187sc analyzer. The 9187sc 

chlorine dioxide analyzer is an on-line single-channel analyzer that measures chlorine dioxide in 

applications that require monitoring of chlorine dioxide at the 0–2 ppm range, especially at low 

levels (20–200 ppb). The molecules of chlorine dioxide contained in the sample diffuse through the 

membrane and are then found in an electrolyte zone of very slight thickness between the membrane 

and the cathode. A constant work potential is applied to the work electrode (cathode) where ClO2 is 

reduced according to the reaction:

 − + −+ + → +2 2ClO 5e  4H Cl 2H O  (24.3)

At the silver electrode (anode), the silver is oxidized:

 + − −+ → +Ag : Cl Ag AgCl e  (24.4)

The reduction in chlorine dioxide at the cathode generates a current that is directly proportional to 

the partial pressure of the analyte in the sample. The electrochemical reaction and diffusion through 

the membrane are dependent upon temperature; consequently the probe is fi tted with a temperature 

sensor that enables the automatic compensation of measurement variations according to tempera-

ture. A diagram of the 9187sc amperometric electrode is given in Figure 24.5.

1

1     Membrane   7   Electrolyte
  8   Probe body
  9   Cathode
10   Membrane/sample interface
11   Sample

2     Membrane holder
3     Anode
4     Electrolyte filling plug
5     Electrolyte filling hole
6     Assembled electrolyte

2

3 4 5 6 7 8

9

10

11

FIGURE 24.5 General schematic of the Hach 9187sc electrode. (Courtesy of Hach Company, Loveland, CO.)
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There is a number of available laboratory methods for chlorine dioxide, both colorimetric and 

amperometric, for different concentration ranges. In addition, there are amperometric and chro-

matographic methods available for chlorite, which is the ClO2 disinfection by-product.

24.2.2.1 High/Mid-Range Direct Read Method
Since chlorine dioxide at high concentrations imparts a yellow color to water, it can be measured 

directly without the use of reagents. The yellow color is linearly proportional to the chlorine dioxide 

concentration. The high-range (HR) test covers the range of 5–1000 mg/L, while the mid-range test 

covers the range of 1–50 mg/L. The HR test is in an appropriate range to test the chlorine dioxide 

generator output.

24.2.2.2 DPD/Glycine Method
The DPD/Glycine method is an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-accepted colorimetric 

method for chlorine dioxide (based on Standard Methods 4500 ClO2-D). Glycine is added prior to 

DPD and binds chlorine present in the sample, leaving the chlorine dioxide available to react with 

the DPD powder pillow. Because the method uses DPD chemistry, it is also subject to the same 

interferences as the DPD chlorine test (including other oxidants such as oxidized manganese).

24.2.2.3 Chlorophenol Red Method
The chlorophenol red (CPR) method is a low-range method applicable for 0.02–1.00 mg/L ClO2 con-

centrations. The main benefi t of this method over the DPD/glycine method is that the CPR method 

is not susceptible to interference from other oxidants such as free chlorine and chlorite.

24.2.2.4 Other Methods: Amaranth and Lissamine Green B
Chlorine dioxide is an effective bleaching agent for many dyes; therefore, there are numerous me thods 

for chlorine dioxide using a variety of dyes. Some of these include Amaranth and Lissamine Green 

B (commonly referred to as the LGB method). The Amaranth method is particularly sensitive to low 

levels of chlorine dioxide, measuring concentrations of up to 500 ppb only. However, the Amaranth 

method reagent sets are available only in Europe. The LGB method includes a procedure for using 

horseradish peroxidase to convert chlorite into chlorine dioxide and determines the chlorite level 

by difference between two measurements of chlorine dioxide. This is an extremely complicated and 

time-consuming method requiring frequent calibrations. A newer simplifi ed method based on this 

approach is currently being developed by Hach Company.

24.2.2.5 Laboratory Chlorine Dioxide Amperometric Methods
Chlorine dioxide and chlorite titration method is an EPA-approved method, based on Standard 

Methods 4500 ClO2-E. The method consists of four forward titrations. In the fi rst titration, phos-

phate buffer and potassium iodide are added to the sample. The sample from the fi rst titration is 

then acidifi ed and left in the dark to react for 5 min before being titrated again. These titrations are 

repeated on a nitrogen-purged sample for the third and fourth titrations. The Hach AutoCAT 9000 

guides the user step-by-step through all of the titrations involved in the analysis and calculates the 

chlorine dioxide, chlorite, and chlorine from the results of these four titrations.

24.2.3 OZONE DISINFECTION

Ozone is a strong oxidizer (Redox potential = 2.1 eV), stronger than chlorine (0.8–1.6 eV) or chlorine 

dioxide (1.5 eV). Beyond clean in place (CIP) processes in the food and beverage industries, primary 

applications of ozone are for the fi nal disinfection of bottled water, for disinfection of fresh produce 

[3], and in fi sh hatcheries [4].
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There are several major techniques for monitoring ozone levels in process water—on-line UV 

or amperometric methods and laboratory methods based on spectrophotometry. On-line ampero-

metric instrumentation is offered by Hach Company (9185sc), ATi (Q45/64), Rosemount/Emerson 

(499AOZ), Orbisphere (Model 410), and some other manufacturers. Different technologies lie in the 

basis of the instrumentation manufactured by IN USA (dual-path UV absorbance) and Eco Sensors 

(heated metal oxide sensor technology [HMOS]). The latter instrumentation measures ozone levels 

in the gas phase after stripping it from the water sample. All instruments besides the Eco Sensors 

feature different measurement ranges, but similar technical specs such as accuracy and precision, 

while the HMOS-based technology has demonstrated poor accuracy and high sensitivity to airborne 

contaminants [5]. The most widely used industrial applications instruments employ amperometric 

technology and their operation is based on the same principles as discussed above.

The laboratory methods are based on bleaching chemistry and include the Indigo method 

(Standard Method 4500-O3 B), the DPD method (Hach, Palintest), and the Iodometric method. Hach 

offers the indigo trisulfonate method [6] for determining ozone residuals with a spectrophotometer, 

colorimeter, or color wheel. Because this is the only method based on the Standard Methods [7], it is 

considered to be a reference method for the calibration and verifi cation of on-line instruments. The 

DPD compound used to determine chlorine, bromine, and iodine will also react with the ozone and 

may be used to determine ozone concentrations. Many manufacturers offer this method for deter-

mining ozone. The major drawback of using the DPD method is that the method is not specifi c for 

just ozone, therefore chlorine or other oxidizers present in the sample will bias the results.

24.2.4 BROMINE DISINFECTION

Disinfection with bromine is often used in cooling tower applications to reduce the risk of corro-

sion. A reaction with DPD is a common method for analysis of this disinfectant. Although bromine 

is a common oxidizer, its potential is signifi cantly lower than the potential of ozone, chlorine, or 

chlorine dioxide, therefore, the DPD method is subject to interference from all these oxidizers. 

This method is offered by almost all manufacturers for laboratory analysis and there is currently 

no on-line instrumentation designed specifi cally for bromine. The following question often comes 

from customers who wish to measure this parameter on-line—is it possible to use a DPD process 

analyzer for measuring bromine? There is no simple answer and therefore we suggest asking the 

manufacturer for specifi c recommendations. Being a common oxidizer, and also being fed along 

with chlorine compounds, bromine can also be monitored by the oxidation–reduction potential 

measurement that is discussed in Section 24.2.5.

24.2.5 OXIDATION–REDUCTION POTENTIAL

Oxidation–reduction (redox) potential (ORP) is a measure of the state of oxidation of a system. 

The ORP sensors are often used for the control of disinfection processes based on treatment with 

oxidizing biocides such as the ones listed in the previous section. The sensors measure the chemical 

equilibrium potential of the water system, which is generated by the relative concentration (ratio) of 

chemical oxidants and reductants in the sample.

Using ORP for chlorine control has been done successfully in many plants; however, there are several 

considerations that must be taken into account. Among these are chlorine dissociation (Figure 24.2), 

pH level and temperature, mV variations, verifi cation with direct chlorine measurements, placement 

of sensors in water streams, and instrument options. We know that HOCl is a much more power-

ful oxidant than OCl− (1.6 eV vs. 0.8 eV), so with any change in pH, the percentage of HOCl to 

OCl− changes (Figure 24.2). Samples with pH levels below 5.5 will not have a large change in ORP. 

Samples above pH levels of 9.5 will be impossible to control based on the very low percentage of 

HOCl. Additionally, the curve is slightly affected by temperature. As the temperature increases, the 

curve shifts to the right, and as the temperature decreases, the curve shifts to the left.
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The graph [8] presented in Figure 24.6 shows the general relationship of ORP, pH, and chlorine 

concentration. The purpose is to demonstrate how the pH levels affect different chlorine set points.

Other variables in this measurement are the difference in probes and drift. It is important to 

establish a chlorine baseline with each ORP probe because a different probe might yield an ORP 

difference of up to 25 mV. This is usually explained by pH levels or temperature variations, but 

changes in metal concentrations, specifi cally manganese, dissolved oxygen, or other redox reac-

tions may infl uence the ORP even at constant chlorine feed rates. Since the ORP measurement is 

not specifi c to any parameter, disinfection with any oxidizing biocide may potentially be controlled 

with this method because the potential provides a strong correlation between the bacteria kill rate 

and the mV value. The Nernst equation has been used for many years to control cooling tower 

disinfection:

 0  log ([Oxidants][H ][Reductants])E E kT += +  (24.5)

Therefore, the presence of either will contribute to the overall ORP value and the relationship is 

expressed on the chart below (Figure 24.7).

The g eneral working principle of an ORP sensor is of any potentiometric electrode, such as a 

pH sensor, for example, and will be discussed in Section 24.4.3.2. The difference between pH and 

ORP sensors is that the pH-electrode is covered with a glass membrane that provides selectivity for 

protons penetrating the membrane, while the ORP electrode is a bare electrode (Figure 24.8a). An 

example of the ORP sensor is displayed in Figure 24.8b.

As discussed above with regard to the example of chlorine disinfection control, ORP technology 

and sensors have their drawbacks and limitations that do not allow this method to be the universal 

one for every application. Other technology limitations include variations in background poten-

tial known as “poise.” Poise refers to the amount of potential existing in the natural water from 
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existing or introduced chemicals that will exert a small redox potential. For example, water with no 

oxidants is not zero mV. It may be anywhere from 100 to 300 mV. This background potential must 

be accounted for and considered when determining the actual mV control range for the system. 

Commonly, this is achieved by comparing the expected mV range to the accepted microbiological 

test results such as plate counts and/or ATP results. From a series of side by side comparisons, an 

mV control range can be determined that is acceptable for the system.

Along with oxidizing chemicals commonly used in a majority of disinfection applications, there 

are several compounds known as nonoxidizing biocides, which are used in conjunction with oxidiz-

ers and mostly in cooling tower applications. These compounds are represented by gluteraldehyde, 

isothiozolines, triazine (triazone), and quaternary ammonium compounds (QAC), to name a few [9], 

and their use is aimed at enhancing disinfection in some specifi c applications, normally, for cooling 

water. The concentration of these chemicals is commonly monitored off-line by gas or liquid chro-

matography (GC, GC/MS, LC/MS) or by using the NMR method. These analyses are usually pro-

vided by well-equipped specialized off-site laboratories. Currently, only gluteraldehyde and QAC 

can be analyzed on-site by simpler colorimetric methods [10,11].
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FIGURE 24.8 Examples of ORP electrode (a) and sensor (b). (Courtesy of Hach Company, Loveland, CO.)
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24.3  ON-LINE MONITORING AND ANALYSIS OF COOLING 
AND BOILER WATER TREATMENT PARAMETERS

In today’s challenging fi nancial environment, utility sections of the plant are required to tighten 

control and realize cost savings. Accurate and consistent blowdown control optimizes the cycles in 

the boiler without jeopardizing the integrity of the equipment and minimizes fuel costs. A reduction 

in the blowdown requires less makeup, saves water and energy, and reduces wastewater expenses. 

The effective use of on-line monitors and process analyzers allows to achieve these results.

24.3.1 PRETREATMENT, BOILER, STEAM, AND POWER SYSTEM

24.3.1.1 Silica Analyzer
A silica analyzer should be used for the early detection of deionized fi lter breakthroughs in boiler 

water pretreatment to decrease potential contamination in boiler-feed water resulting in increased 

cycles. Traditionally, resistivity is used to detect a breakthrough in anion or mixed bed deionizers 

and condensate polishing systems. Silica is weakly ionized, and resistivity does not register an 

anion breakthrough until approximately 50 ppb of silica is detected. Continuous on-line silica ana-

lyzers with lower detection limits (LDL) of 0.5 ppb, therefore, detect cation breakthrough 100 times 

sooner than resistivity.

Continuous monitoring of condensate return percentage for process control requires fl ows of var-

ious parameters like feed water, makeup water, and/or condensate return. If some of these param-

eters are not monitored for fl ow, an on-line silica analyzer with a sample sequencer could be utilized 

to detect silica in feed water, makeup water, and condensate return, and a mass balance calculation 

could determine the total condensate return. Carryover and in some cases boiler cycles based on 

silica (systems > 1000 psi) could also be detected and optimized using this approach. This allows 

operators to maximize boiler cycles while maintaining the integrity of the system.

24.3.1.2 Dissolved Oxygen (Parts per Billion) Analyzer
Industrial steam systems often are most susceptible to dissolved oxygen excursions due to the vary-

ing condensate return quality. Makeup water entering the deaerator contains 7000 ppb dissolved 

oxygen (DO), and as makeup needs change from 20% to 30% based on the grade produced, the DO 

could vary greatly. This is often negated through the use of chemical oxygen scavengers fed to the 

drop-leg of the deaerator to remove the oxygen not removed through mechanical means. In order 

to compensate for the varying condensate feed quality, these scavengers are often fed at rates high 

enough to accommodate the maximum possible oxygen level in order to protect the system. This 

can result in the excessive use of chemicals, and can also reduce the pH level of the feed water, 

requiring the addition of chemicals (caustic) to raise the pH level back to the operating pH level.

Dissolved oxygen monitors are not new to the industry. Historically however, DO sensors (gen-

erally electrochemical sensors) were often installed, only to be taken out of service as a result of 

maintenance complexity, stable fl ow requirements, and the continuous need for recalibration to 

maintain accurate readings. The latest technology for oxygen sensors uses luminescent technology, 

eliminating the need for membrane replacement, eliminating fl ow requirements, and drastically 

reducing the maintenance requirement. The automatic calibration feature allows for a consistent 

and accurate DO readout, and requires 5 min of maintenance annually.

24.3.1.3 Sodium Analyzer
Due to the high energy and steam demands, many large industrial plants today are equipped with 

steam generators that also produce electricity. These cogeneration boilers receive condensates from 

the steam turbine, as well as from the steam used in the process. As discussed earlier, returning the 

maximum amount of condensate is imperative to optimizing energy savings in the steam/power cir-

cuit. Returning poor quality condensates places the turbine and boiler in jeopardy. Conductivity is 
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still used as an indicator of the quality of the condensate to either recover this high quality water or 

reject the polluted condensate. Due to the high content of sodium salts in most of the process steps 

where the steam is used (phosphate/sodium blend boiler chemicals, caustic soda in some processes), 

the sodium represents a better alternative for detecting condensate contamination.

Sodium analyzers have been labor intensive, requiring regular etching and recalibration of 

probes. The latest sodium analyzers offer automatic calibration and auto regeneration of the ISE 

probe without the use of harsh chemicals. An LDL of 30 ppt, compared with the best estimation of 

0.1 ppm (100 ppb) expected from a good conductivity measurement, makes today’s sodium analyz-

ers about 300 times more sensitive than conductivity probes.

24.3.1.4 Hardness Analyzer
Many plants use sodium zeolite softeners for pretreatment to reverse osmosis, for low pressure 

boiler applications, or for chemical makeup. Hardness monitors can also be used to prompt the 

regeneration of softeners instead of throughput. This increases the longevity of ion exchange res-

ins, while offering alarm conditions for hardness detection in water. Using a hardness monitor for 

regeneration reduces water, wastewater, and energy costs, while freeing operator time. A hardness 

monitor in the condensate in return protects the boiler from hardness intrusion by alerting opera-

tors in a timely fashion, while reducing testing frequency and offering maximum boiler protection. 

Hardness excursion could severely impair heat transfer effi ciency and reduce energy consumption 

while attributing to potential tube failure.

24.4 COOLING TOWER CONTROL

For effi cient cooling, the heat transfer surfaces must be protected from corrosion and scale. After 

the water is cooled, it is collected in a sump and pumped back through the process piping. Proper 

control of key parameters will keep the tower operating effi ciently and prevent damage to the vital 

parts from scale, corrosion, and biological growth. As air fl ows through the tower, airborne con-

taminants are picked up by the water/air interface and pH is one of many parameters that control 

the water chemistry of the tower. Maintaining a pH level between 6.0 and 8.0 is fairly common. 

Depending on the pH level of the supply water to the tower (lake, stream, or municipal water sup-

ply), an acid control scheme is often used to maintain the pH level in this range. Blowdown from the 

cooling tower is concentrated from three times up to ten or more times. This concentrated stream 

goes to the waste treatment plant, if it exists, for additional treatment and discharge.

24.4.1 ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS

The presence of any organic chemical in the reuse stream makes the water unusable for any reuse 

purpose without further treatment. Acceptable organic levels are essentially near zero. Laboratory 

tests for organics include an oil and grease test, plus tests for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), 

chemical oxygen demand (COD), and total organic carbon (TOC). The oil and grease test is used 

less often than the others. A description of the testing and on-line instruments for COD, BOD, and 

TOC are presented in the following sections.

24.4.1.1 Chemical Oxygen Demand
The COD test uses a strong chemical oxidant in an acid solution and heat to oxidize organic carbon 

to CO2 and H2O. By defi nition, COD is “a measure of the oxygen equivalent of the organic mat-

ter content of a sample that is susceptible to oxidation by a strong chemical oxidant” [12]. Oxygen 

demand is determined by measuring the amount of oxidant consumed using titrimetric or photo-

metric methods. Toxic substances do not adversely affect the test, and test data is available in 1–1/2 

to 3 h, providing water quality assessment and process control. COD test results can also be used 

to estimate the BOD of a given sample. An empirical relationship exists between BOD, COD, and 
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TOC; however, the specifi c relationship must be established for each sample. Once a correlation has 

been established, the test is useful for monitoring and control.

24.4.1.2 Biochemical Oxygen Demand
BOD is the amount of oxygen, expressed in mg/L or ppm, that bacteria take from water when they 

oxidize organic matter. The carbohydrates (cellulose, starch, sugars), proteins, petroleum hydrocar-

bons, and other materials that comprise organic matter get into water from natural sources and from 

pollution. To determine BOD, the amount of oxygen is calculated by comparing the amount left at 

the end of 5 days with the amount known to be present at the beginning. During the 5 day period of 

a BOD test, the bacteria oxidize mainly the soluble organic matter present in the water. Very little 

oxidation of the solid (insoluble) matter occurs in that short time.

Two methods are widely used for BOD measurement. One method, the dilution method, is a 

standard method of the American Public Health Association (APHA) and is approved by the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). The other method, the manometric method, has been 

used for over 75 years in many sewage plants and other installations throughout the world. The dilu-

tion method involves putting incremental portions of the sample into bottles and fi lling the bottles with 

dilution water. The dilution water contains a known amount of dissolved oxygen, a portion of inorganic 

nutrients, and a pH buffer. The bottles are completely fi lled, freed of air bubbles, sealed, and allowed to 

stand for 5 days at a controlled temperature of 20°C (68°F) in the dark. At the end of the 5 day period, 

the remaining dissolved oxygen is measured. The relationship of the oxygen that was consumed dur-

ing the 5 days and the volume of the sample increment are then used to calculate the BOD.

Measurement of BOD using the manometric method is easier because the consumed oxygen is 

measured directly rather than with chemical analysis. Because the sample is usually tested in its 

original state (not diluted), its behavior more closely parallels that of the waste in an actual treat-

ment plant. As the oxygen in the sample is used up, more will dissolve into the water from the 

air space over it. The manometer measures the drop in air pressure in the bottle. This continuous 

indication of the amount of oxygen uptake by the sample is an important feature of the manometric 

method. By graphing the results one can fi nd the rate of oxygen uptake at any time and thereby gain 

considerable insight into the nature of the sample.

24.4.1.3 Total Organic Carbon
The total organic carbon (TOC) test uses a strong chemical oxidant with either heat or ultraviolet 

light (or a combination of these three) to oxidize organic compounds to CO2 and H2O. Oxygen 

demand is measured indirectly by determining the amount of CO2 produced using infrared spec-

troscopy, conductivity, or coulometry (an electrochemical technique). The CO2 is measured and 

reported as mg/L of TOC. Because BOD and COD tests directly measure the amount of oxygen 

required to stabilize a waste sample, the results refl ect the original oxidation state of the chemical 

pollutants.

24.4.2 ON-LINE ANALYSIS

On-line analyzers exist for all three tests—COD, BOD, and TOC. The largest installed base for on-

line analyzers of this group is for TOC analyzers. The TOC analysis will measure all natural/biode-

gradable organic carbon and all synthetic organic carbon. There are two key oxidation techniques: 

the UV persulfate oxidation technique and the high-temperature oxidation technique.

The on-line TOC analyzer is considered to be the simplest and cheapest approach for obtaining 

this information.

24.4.2.1 The UV Persulfate Technique for TOC
The UV persulfate oxidation technique utilizes high-energy ultraviolet radiation to catalyze the 

chemical oxidation of a liquid sample in the presence of a strong oxidizer, sodium persulfate. Due to 
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the oxidation, the organic carbon in the sample is converted to CO2 gas, and then the gas is sepa-

rated from the liquid and analyzed with a nondispersive infrared detector (NDIR). The CO2 con-

centration is directly proportional to the carbon concentration in the sample. Total inorganic carbon 

(TIC) will cause interference and it is removed from the sample by adding an acid to lower the pH 

and sparging the CO2 produced from the TIC in the sample.

24.4.2.2 The High Temperature Oxidation Technique for TOC
In this technique, a furnace at 680°C or higher and an oxidative catalyst (generally a mixture of 

platinum and palladium) are employed to convert all the carbon in a liquid sample to CO2 gas. The 

gas is separated from the liquid and analyzed with a NDIR (Figure 24.9). The CO2 concentration is 

directly proportional to the carbon concentration in the sample. In the same manner as in the UV 

persulfate technique, TIC must be removed by acidifying the sample and by sparging the CO2.

24.4.2.3 TOC Test/Analyzer
The TOC test is the most widely accepted test for quick results. TOC analysis time for both labora-

tory analyzers and on-line instrumentation may be as short as 4–5 min. This gives a plant the ability 

to make quick decisions about whether to use a water stream or divert it to a holding pond or for 

further treatment. The best recommendation for a plant wanting to compare BOD/COD/TOC is to 
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run a side-by-side analysis for several months and compare the results. In this way, an empirical 

relationship can be determined for each stream.

24.4.3 pH MEASUREMENTS AND CONTROL

Almost all processes containing water have a need for pH measurement. All human beings and 

animals rely on internal mechanisms to maintain the pH level of their blood, which must have a 

pH level between 7.35 and 7.45 and exceeding this range by as little as one-tenth of a pH unit could 

prove fatal. The pH level of wastewater leaving manufacturing plants and wastewater purifi cation 

plants, as well as potable water from municipal drinking water plants, must be within a specifi c pH 

control limit as set forth by local, state, or federal permits. This value is typically between 5 and 9 

pH, but can vary from area to area.

24.4.3.1 Defi nition of pH
pH is the measurement of the hydrogen ion concentration [H+] in a solution and is defi ned as the 

negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration. This defi nition of pH was introduced in 1909 

by the Danish biochemist, Soren Peter Lauritz Sorensen. It is expressed mathematically as

 +−pH = log [H ]  (24.6)

where [H+] is the hydrogen ion concentration in mol/L

The pH value is an expression of the ratio of [H+] to [OH−] (hydroxide ion concentration). If the 

[H+] is greater than [OH−], the solution is acidic. Conversely, if the [OH−] is greater than the [H+], the 

solution is basic. At pH 7, the ratio of [H+] to [OH−] is equal and, therefore, the solution is neutral. 

Because pH is a logarithmic function, a change of one pH unit represents a 10-fold change in the 

concentration of the hydrogen ion. In a neutral solution, the [H+] = 1 × 10−7 mol/L. This represents 

a pH of 7.

 7 7pH log (1 10 ) (log1 log 10 ) (0.0 ( 7)) 7.0− −= − × = − + = − + − =  (24.7)

Since the concentration of hydrogen ions and hydroxide ions are constant in a stable solution, either 

one can be quantifi ed if the value of the other is known. Therefore, when determining the pH 

of a solution, (even though the hydrogen ion concentration is being measured), the hydroxide ion 

 concentration can be calculated from:

 14[H ][OH ] 10+ − −=  (24.8)

24.4.3.2 pH Electrode
A pH electrode is constructed with two types of glass as shown in Figure 24.10. The stem of the 

electrode is a nonconductive glass. The tip, which is most often bubble-shaped, is a specially formu-

lated “pH sensitive” lithium ion-conductive glass consisting of the oxides of silica, lithium, calcium, 

and other elements. The structure of the pH glass allows lithium ion electrons to be exchanged 

by hydrogen ions in aqueous solutions, forming a hydrated layer. A millivolt potential is created 

across the interface between the pH glass and the external aqueous solution. The magnitude of this 

potential is dependent on the pH value of the solution. The difference of potentials (V1 − V2) created 

at the outer and inner hydrated layers of the pH glass can be measured using silver/silver chloride 

electrodes.

Since the internal solution of the glass electrode is buffered, its pH value is kept constant, mak-

ing the measured potential difference dependent only upon the pH value of the external solution 

being measured. Differential pH systems drastically reduce drift associated with traditional pH 
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for increased accuracy and reduced calibration requirements. The following depicts the difference 

between traditional pH and differential pH (Figure 24.11).

The potassium chloride fi ll solution is not buffered from the process and contamination will 

result in measurement error over time (drift). Complete sensor dismantling is required to replace the 

reference electrode (E2), which is time consuming and costly. Ground loops fl ow through the refer-

ence electrode causing a measurement error. Contamination from the process coats the low-imped-

ance reference electrode, altering the resistance of the electrode and the overall pH measurement.

A double-junction salt bridge minimizes the contamination from entering the inner chamber of 

the reference electrode (E2), thus providing a physical barrier, but allowing an electrical pathway to 

maintain measurement accuracy over time (Figure 24.12). A concentrated pH 7 buffer protects the 

reference electrode and minimizes the dilution effects from any contamination, which signifi cantly 

minimizes the measurement error and drift. The double-junction salt bridge and the pH 7 buffer 
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solution can be replaced in the fi eld, making the sensor economical to maintain. Ground loops 

pass through the ground electrode (E3) instead of the reference electrode, preventing measurement 

errors. A high-impedance reference electrode minimizes the effects of contaminant coating.

24.4.4 ALKALINITY

Alkalinity is a measure of the capacity of water to neutralize acids. The alkalinity of water is due 

primarily to the presence of bicarbonate, carbonate, and hydroxide ions. Salts of weak acids, such as 

borates, silicates, and phosphates, may also contribute. Salts of certain organic acids may contribute 

to alkalinity in some waters, but their contribution usually is negligible. Bicarbonate is the major 

form of alkalinity. Carbonates and hydroxide may be signifi cant when algal activity is high, and in 

certain industrial water and wastewater, such as boiler water.

Alkalinity is expressed as phenolphthalein alkalinity or total alkalinity. Both types of alkalinity 

can be determined by titration with a standard sulfuric acid solution to an endpoint pH, shown by 

the change in color of a standard indicator solution. The pH also can be determined with a pH meter. 

Phenolphthalein alkalinity is determined by titration to a pH of 8.3 (the phenolphthalein endpoint) 

and gives the total hydroxide and one half the carbonate present. Total alkalinity is determined by 

titration to a pH of 4.9, 4.6, 4.5, or 4.3, depending on the amount of carbon dioxide present. The total 

alkalinity includes all carbonate, bicarbonate, and hydroxide alkalinity.

24.4.4.1 Chemical Reactions
Sulfuric acid (hydrochloric acid may be used) reacts with the three forms of alkalinity, converting 

them to water directly or carbonic acid as an intermediate. If hydroxide is present, it reacts to form 

water:

 − −+ → + 2
2 4 2 42OH H SO 2H O SO  (24.9)

This conversion usually is complete at a pH level of about 10. Phenolphthalein alkalinity is deter-

mined by titration to an endpoint pH level of 8.3, which corresponds to the conversion of carbonate 

to bicarbonate.
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 − − −+ → +2 2
3 2 4 3 42CO H SO 2HCO SO  (24.10)

If hydroxide is present, titration to pH 8.3 will indicate the alkalinity due to all of the hydroxide plus 

one-half of the carbonate. Continued titration to pH 4.5 completes the conversion of carbonate plus 

any bicarbonate present to carbonic acid. This value is termed total alkalinity.

 − −+ → + 2
3 2 4 2 3 42HCO H SO 2H CO SO  (24.11)

The color indicator traditionally used is methyl orange, hence, total alkalinity is referred to as 

methyl orange alkalinity. Some procedures use a mixed indicator solution, bromcresol green-methyl 

red, for a more distinct endpoint change in color. The mixed indicator goes through a series of color 

changes from blue to pink in the pH region of interest. A pH meter is required to titrate to the alter-

native pH endpoints of 4.9, 4.6, and 4.3.

There are several process analyzers designed to measure alkalinity on-line and the measure-

ments are based on either colorimetric or potentiometric titration and both technologies have their 

advantages and drawbacks, such as different accuracy/precision, regent consumption, etc. However, 

in order to fi nd the right instrument for the application, we recommend contacting the manufacturer 

in every specifi c case.

24.4.5 CONDUCTIVITY/TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS

Electrolytic conductivity is the measure of the ability of a solution to conduct an electric current 

and is sometimes referred to as “specifi c conductance.” Electrolytic conductivity is defi ned as 

the inverse or reciprocal of electrical resistance (ohms) and uses measurement units called mhos 

where one millionth of a Siemens unit equals one microSiemens (μS/cm). Resistivity as the inverse 

of conductivity is defi ned as the measure of the ability of a solution to resist an electric current 

fl ow. Conductivity is an indication of the quantity of ions contained in a solution. In ultrapure 

water, for example, minute amounts of ions affecting the conductivity measurement by as little 

as 0.05 μS/cm can produce unwanted deposits on plated parts; can cause signifi cant problems in 

manufacturing semiconductors, and can damage turbine components used in the power industry. 

The conductivity of the solutions used in various applications must be measured and kept within 

acceptable limits. For all cooling and reuse water, a conductivity range can be set to be appropri-

ate for that stream. Since the measurement and monitoring of conductivity or total dissolved solids 

(TDS) can be done by handheld or on-line instrumentation, the control of conductivity is relatively 

straightforward.

24.4.5.1 The Conductivity Spectrum
If all salts and free ions are removed from water, what remains is referred to as theoretically 

pure water. Theoretically pure water has, at 25°C, a specifi c conductance of 0.056 μS/cm and a 

resistivity of 18.21 MΩ · cm. High-quality condensed steam and distilled or demineralized water 

have a specifi c conductance of 1.0 μS/cm or less. This value is caused by about 0.5 ppm of dis-

solved salts. Table 24.2 shows the typical conductivity ranges.

24.4.6 TDS RELATIONSHIP TO CONDUCTIVITY AND RESISTIVITY

TDS is the amount of solids dissolved in a water sample. Suspended solids (SS) is the amount of 

solids that have not dissolved into a water sample, or solids that are insoluble in water. Total solids 

(TS) is the sum of TDS and SS. In laboratory analysis, measurements of these parameters are made 

by fi ltering and weighing to determine the amount of SS, then drying and weighing to determine 
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the TDS. In a process stream, TDS is commonly measured with a conductivity analyzer. However, 

this measurement is only an approximation because it is based on a multiplication factor of 0.4–0.75 

times the raw conductivity value. The variation is due to the type of dissolved solid(s) that are in the 

sample. The conversion between conductivity, resistivity, and TDS is shown in Table 24.3.

24.4.7 TURBIDITY AND SUSPENDED SOLIDS

An important water quality indicator for almost any use is the presence of dispersed, suspended 

solids—particles not in true solution. These often include silt, clay, algae, and other microorgan-

isms, organic matter, and other minute particles. The extent to which suspended solids can be toler-

ated varies widely, as do the levels at which they exist. Industrial cooling water, for example, can 

tolerate relatively high levels of suspended solids without signifi cant problems. In modern high 

pressure boilers, however, water must be virtually free of all impurities. In almost all water sup-

plies, high levels of suspended matter are unacceptable for aesthetic reasons and can interfere with 

chemical and biological tests. Suspended solids obstruct the transmittance of light through a water 

sample and impart a qualitative characteristic, known as turbidity, to water. The APHA defi nes tur-

bidity as an “expression of the optical property that causes light to be scattered and absorbed rather 

than transmitted in straight lines through the sample.” Turbidity can be interpreted as a measure of 

the relative clarity of water. Turbidity is not a direct measure of suspended particles in water but, 

instead, a measure of the scattering effect such particles have on light.

TABLE 24.2
Conductivity Ranges of Common Solutions
Pure water 0.05 μS/cm

Demineralized water 0.1–1.0 μS/cm

Distilled water 1–10 μS/cm

Tap water 100–1000 μS/cm

Polluted water 1000–10,000 μS/cm

Sea water 30,000–50,000 μS/cm

5% sodium chloride solution 70,000 μS/cm

10% sulfuric acid solution 40,000 μS/cm

TABLE 24.3
Conductivity/Resistivity/TDS Conversions

Conductivity 
(μS/cm) at 25°C

Resistivity (𝛀 cm) 
at 25°C

Dissolved Solids 
(ppm)

Pure Water

1.110 900,000 0.566

1.250 800,000 0.625

1.430 700,000 0.714

1.670 600,000 0.833

2.000 500,000 1.000

2.500 400,000 1.250

3.330 300,000 1.670

5.000 200,000 2.500

10.00 100,000 5.000
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24.4.7.1 Turbidity and Total Suspended Solids
TSS include all particles suspended in water that will not pass through a fi lter. Traditional solids 

analysis, usually completed by gravimetric methods in the laboratory, is time-consuming and tech-

nique sensitive. Generally, it takes from 2–4 h to complete an analysis. Therefore, it is important 

as a lab result but not as a process control tool. On-line analyzers for either turbidity or suspended 

solids are in wide use for continuous control and monitoring. Since the properties of suspended 

solids in different applications may vary (size, shape, color, etc.), the effect on the light transmis-

sion or turbidity may vary. For example, a stream of municipal wastewater, with a suspended solid 

concentration of 50 mg/L could have a different turbidity than a stream of coal plant effl uent also 

carrying 50 mg/L of suspended solids. The makeup of the suspended solids differs and will scatter 

and absorb light differently.

24.4.7.2  Four-Beam and Advanced Measurement 
Techniques for Suspended Solids

Most on-line TSS analyzers use a backscatter measurement or a 

light-absorbance measurement to determine suspended solids con-

centration. A typical four-beam style sensor emits light from two 

LED light sources and measures incident light by two receivers 

(Figure 24.13). Light measurement is correlated to a laboratory 

TSS determination to calibrate the analyzer. The system will need 

to be calibrated occasionally to compensate for any color changes 

in the sample or fouling of the system. Operators clean the system 

automatically with a self-cleaning air or water blast or manually by 

removing the system and wiping the sensor off.

The latest suspended solids system uses a different measure-

ment technique, measuring the backscattered light with two detec-

tors—one at 140° and one at 90°. The measurement of turbidity 

only involves a measurement at 90°. The sensor controller reads 

this light measurement as a suspended solids value based on the 

calibration against a laboratory grab sample reading. A self-clean-

ing sensor signifi cantly reduces maintenance (Figure 24.14).
FIGURE 24.13 Four beam sus-

pended solids measurement.

Wiper

LED window
Wiper
area

140° backscatter
detector window

90° detector
window

FIGURE 24.14 Advanced suspended solids sensor.
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24.4.8 CONTROL AND MONITORING OF CORROSION

In most open-loop cooling water systems, corrosion is controlled through the addition of water 

treatment formulations containing scale and corrosion inhibitors. Although molybdates or rather 

molybdenum-based compounds are recognized as highly effective inhibitors, lately they are sel-

dom used as the primary means of corrosion control, partly for economic reasons and partly due 

to environmental compliance concerns. Therefore, open loop cooling towers do not typically use 

molybdate for corrosion control. To reduce cost and environmental impact, polymers have largely 

replaced molybdate and other heavy metal treatments.

As with all treatment programs, close monitoring is required to ensure effective polymer con-

centrations are maintained in the system. Phosphonate and polymer fi eld test methods used for 

determining the treatment dosages are often inaccurate and diffi cult to use, which can result in 

costly overtreatment or undertreatment, incurring higher potential for scaling, corrosion, fouling, 

or the unnecessary loss of water in blowdown. The inability or impracticality to effectively test for 

these inhibitors is why molybdate continues to play an active role in cooling water treatment pro-

grams. Molybdate at very low concentrations is often used as a tracer in these products. Low levels 

of molybdate are included in the polymer to provide a means to more easily determine the polymer 

concentration in a cooling water system (i.e., a 0.2–0.5 ppm molybdate [as Mo6+] level may indicate 

100 ppm of the product).

With the molybdate tracer, dosage rates of water treatment inhibitors are typically controlled 

based on intermittent measurements (from grab samples) of the molybdenum concentration in the 

system water. Because this method is intermittent, the results are variable and can bring lengthy lag-

times between concentration adjustments. A case study [13] has been conducted to prove the perfor-

mance of a process analyzer designed to measure the molybdenum concentration in the ranges of 

both tracer and corrosion inhibition applications.

However, there are other tracing technologies based on the same principle, but using different 

tracing agents and methods of monitoring. The control of cooling water and boiler water chemi-

cals is now commonly provided by using fl uorescent dyes as tracers. This technique was intro-

duced by Nalco Company approximately 10 years ago. The fl uorescent dye programs are called 

TRASAR® with the latest version called 3D TRASAR. This technique involved blending various 

specifi c proprietary fl uorescent dyes into the various water treatment chemicals at a predetermined 

concentration. The treated water sample is then fed into a sample chamber in a device containing 

a fl uorometer. The test results in the detection of the fl uorescent species in the analyzer is then 

considered proportional to the treatment chemical much like any other tracer, such as molybdate 

discussed in detail above.

Another modern approach for process monitoring, control, and optimization involves a more 

sophisticated methodology of combining the results of several relevant measurements in an algo-

rithm to see the trends of the treatment process. This approach involves either several on-line instru-

ments sending their readings to a “central brain” (i.e., SCADA) or a multiparameter analyzer able 

to process the data. These systems sometimes allow predictability in the behavior of the process, 

especially when the “brain” knows the historic trends.

A new approach utilizing an online multicomponent analyzer for use in industrial water treat-

ment has recently been developed. The analyzer is capable of measurement and control of mul-

tiple active key treatment components, including polymeric dispersants, corrosion inhibitors, and 

oxidizing biocides. The MultiTrak™ analyzer (Figure 24.15) has the following major performance 

characteristics [14]:

The MultiTrak analyzer measures the active ingredients using reagent-based colorimetric • 

methods rather than measuring product tracers.

A large number of readily available and well-documented reagent-based methods can be • 

adapted.
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The MultiTrak analyzer is capable of measuring more than one component at a time, such • 

as active polymer and free chlorine.

Unit results can be verifi ed using readily available grab sample/bench top methods.• 

Historical data can be plotted and trended.• 

The MultiTrak analyzer has internal data logging with a 40 GB hard drive that is capable • 

of maintaining years of data.

The MultiTrak analyzer has a computer-based control board that enables the unit to be • 

programmed with an unlimited variety of methods.

Downloading data, upgrading software, or adding new methods can be performed easily • 

through a USB port with a jump drive.

One of the main differences from regular process analyzers is the ability of this instrument to com-

pare active ingredient levels to theoretical concentrations, which leads to the determination of the 

product functionality and performance. For example, if the corrosion inhibitors are below specifi ca-

tions and polymeric dispersants are not, it may indicate that a product with different inhibitor ratios 

is needed. This ability provides some degree of intelligence to the process analysis at the point of 

measurement and may, therefore, shorten the time for decision making and help further process 

control automation.

24.5 SUMMARY

No matter what technique and methodology is chosen for monitoring of a water treatment process, 

the ultimate goal is always to optimize the process and cut costs. Thus, employing of on-line analyz-

ers provides for a faster response to the changes occurring in the process, compared with the use of 

laboratory analyses. The next step in monitoring and control is to use the process instrumentation 

to distinguish between the reasons for the observed changes in the process—is it due to the process 

itself or because of malfunctioning instrumentation? The analyzers equipped with self-verifi ca-

tion functions and the ability to track and analyze historical and multiparametrical data provide 

additional benefi ts for the customers helping to automate the system response by minimizing the 

involvement of the operators.

The ultimate future vision of the water treatment process control is the intelligent information 

management (IIM) systems, where the role of on-line instrumentation is not only to provide data 

for a central brain, but to ensure the reliability of the data. This function of on-line analyzers seems 

to be vital to ensure the overall performance of an IIM system, which will provide a completely 

FIGURE 24.15 ChemTreat Multitrak analyzer. (From Richardson, J. et al., On-line analysis of water treat-

ment programs, in Proceedings of the 67th Annual International Water Conference, IWC-06-08, Pittsburgh, 

PA, 2006.)
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automated process control even in an emergency situation and will eventually eliminate the need for 

multiple operators working in multiple shifts.
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A

Absolute supersaturation (AS), 275

Acid treatment method

pH control, 286

procedure, 285–286

proportional fl ow control, 286

Acquired resistance, 400

Activated sodium bromide, 389–390

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-based biomonitoring, 

123–124

Aggregate fi ltration, 300

Alkalinity monitoring, 498–499

Alkyl epoxy carboxylate (AEC) inhibitor, 115

Aluminum silicate scale

amorphous aluminosilicate, 194

biological systems, 199

control, brine pH adjustment, 196

formation, 194

three-dimensional structures, 194

Amaranth method, 488

Analytical techniques, see Scale identifying techniques

Anionic polyelectrolytes, 23

Anodic inhibitors, see Passivating corrosion inhibitors

Antiscalants, 263–264, 292–293

Aqueous solution polymerization, 472–473

ATR-IR spectroscopy

advantages, 440

calcium carbonate, 438

effective penetration depth, 440

limitations, 441

principles, 439

B

Backscattered electron contrast (BSE) mode, 430

Bare electrode amperometric systems, 484

Barrier fi lm corrosion inhibitors, 329

Benzotriazole (BZT) inhibitor, 117, 330

Binary plant cycles

amorphous silica supersaturation, 163

pH modifi cation (see pH-modifi cation)

rapid thermal quenching, 165

silica concentration and solubility, 164–165

thermal and kinetic stability, 164

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), 494

Biocides, 120–121; see also Biological growth control

application strategies

adjuvants and biodispersants, 403–404

cooling system design, 402

monitoring, 404

synergistic blends, 403

water quality, 402–403

mechanisms

membrane active, 400

moderate electrophiles, 399–400

oxidants or extreme electrophiles, 398–399

protonophores, 400

resistance, 400–401

microbial growth problems, 383–384

microorganisms, industrial systems, 383

regulation, 384–385

resistance, 400

selection

nonoxidizers, 394–398

oxidizers, 385–394

Biofi lms, 118–121, 123

Biofouling, 17

causes, 366

costs, 366–367

defi nition, 365

heat exchangers

biofi lm formation, 365

cooling water recycling, 374

corrosion, 371–372

design consideration, 373–374

heat transfer rate, 372–373

membrane systems

biofi lm formation, 366

fl ux decline data, sand fi lter, 375

molecular dynamics simulation, 

alginate oligomer, 375

permeability, 374–375

microbial fi lms

bacterial metabolism, 370

buildup processes, 367, 368

development processes, 369

fl uid velocity, 369–370

nutrient depletion, 370–371

optimization factors, 378

prevention strategies, 377–378

Biological growth control

algae growth, 120–121

biodispersants, 123

biofi lms, 118

biomonitoring

biochemical markers, 123–124

culture-based method, 123

performance indicators, 124

cooling towers, 120–121

fungi attack, 120

Legionella bacteria control, 119

macroscopic life forms, 118

microscopic life forms, 119

nonoxidizing biocide

activity and types, 122

biofi lms, 121–122

dosage and frequency, 122–123

shot feed, 122

oxidizing biocide, 121

planktonic organisms, 119

plenum, 120

Index
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purpose, 118

sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), 119, 125

Bishexamethylenetriaminepenta (methylenephosphonic 

acid) (BHPMP), 140

Bisphosphonates

HAP growth inhibition, 110, 111

osteoporosis, 110–111

Boiler system

ion exchange process

cleaning procedure, 304

dealkalizer, 304–305

mechanical problems, 302–303

resin beads and applications, 301–302

water softener cycle, 302

pretreatment process

clarifi cation, 298–299

fi ltration, 299–301

reverse osmosis method, 305–306

scale control

chelant approach, 311–312

chemical feed points, 316

condensate, 313–316

dispersants, 312–313

precipitating approach, 310–311

treatment

feed water tank, 306–308

oxygen scavengers, 308–310

Boiler water treatment (BWT)

deposit control polymers

crystal modifi cation, 462

dispersion, 460–461

metal ions stabilization, 461–462

roles, 458

scale inhibition, 459–460

types and descriptions, 459

monitoring (see Cooling water treatment (CWT))

Bottoming cycle heat recovery system, 163–168

Bridging attraction force, 354

Bridging fl occulation, 349, 466–467

Bromine-based biocides

activated sodium bromide, 389–390

bromine-releasing isocyanurate, 391

bromochlorodimethylhydantoin (BCDMH), 390–391

dibromodimethylhydantoin (DBDMH), 391

disinfection monitoring, 489

properties, 390

stabilized bromine chloride and hypobromite, 390

Bromochlorodimethylhydantoin (BCDMH), 390–391

2-Bromo-2-nitropropane-1,3-diol (BNPD), 396

Bulk polymerization, deposit control polymers, 450

C

Calcium carbonate polymorphs

aragonite crystals, 62–63

calcite crystals, 63

crystallographic description, 62

DETPMP effect

crystal morphology, 71–72

scale kinetics, 71, 72

supersaturated solutions, 76

synchrotron radiation, 75–76

wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) 

measurement, 73–74

X-ray diffractogram (XRD) analysis, 72–73, 74

dissolved iron ion effect, 63

magnesium ion effect

crystal morphology, 64, 65

Mg2+ concentration, 64–66

surface deposition, 63–64

surface roughness, 66–67

organic phosphonates, 67

PPCA effect

crystal morphology, 68–70

kinetics, 67–68

surface deposit, 68, 69

XRD analysis, 69, 71

scale composition, 68

scale inhibitors, 63

scanning electron microscope (SEM), 428

vaterite crystals, 62–63

Calcium carbonate scale

amorphous, 39

control

calcite dissolution, 55–56

1-hydroxy ethylidene-1,1-diphosphonic acid 

(HEDP), 52

mineral acids, 50

phosphonate, 52, 54

polymers, 52–54

polyphosphates, 51

surface-diffusion-controlled crystal growth, 51–52

threshold inhibition, 51

crystallization fouling, 39

kinetics

concentration profi le, 49–50

crystal growth from solution, 48–49

encrustation, 46

equation, 48

induction time, 46, 47

nucleation, 44–45

pH-stat method, 47–48

rate expression, 50

surface charge, 50

physical processes, in aqueous media, 40, 41

polymorphism, 39

scale inhibition

co- and terpolymer heat treatment, 94–95

crystal morphology, 98, 99

deposit control polymers, 97

DETPMP inhibitors, 144–145

homopolymer heat treatment, 93–94

phosphonates, 95–96

polymer dosage, 93

polymeric and nonpolymeric, 92–93

polymer/phosphonate blends, 97–98

PPCA inhibitors, 144

temperature effect, 95

water chemistry, 97

thermodynamics

Langelier index (LI), 43, 44

mixed substrate products, 42–43

Ryznar solubility index (RSI), 43, 44

seeded growth technique, 42

solution distance, 40–41

Stiff and Davis index (SDI), 43–44

supersaturation, 42

water-carrying pipes, 39–40
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Calcium hypochlorite, 389

Calcium oxalate; see also Crystal growth inhibition

additives effect, 34–35

biomineralization, 32–33

crystal habits, 33

hydrated forms, 33–34

mono and dihydrates, SEM, 429

urolithiasis, 33

Calcium oxalate dihydrate (COD), 32–34

Calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), 32–34

Calcium oxalate trihydrate (COT), 33–34

Calcium phosphate scale

bisphosphonate inhibitor, 110–111

brushite

dissolution rate vs. step length, 107, 108

pit formation, 107

constant composition (CC) experiment, 107

critical pit size, 107–110

crystallization/dissolution theory

nucleation process, 106

supersaturation, 105–106

undersaturation, 107

hydroxyapatite, CC dissolution

dissolution termination, 108–110

titrant volume vs. time, 108, 109

Calcium−phosphonate inhibitor

interaction

Ca-HEDP inhibition, 88

turbidity vs. phosphonate concentration, 87

scale inhibition

CWT programs, 90

iron (III) effect, 91–92

polymer composition, 90–91

polymer dosage, 91

polymer solution temperature, 91, 92

Calcium−polymer inhibitor interaction

Ca ion compatibility, 86

Ca ion tolerance, 85

heat treatment effect, 86–87

turbidity vs. P3 concentration, 85–86

Calcium silicate scale

biological systems, 198

formation, 195

Calcium sulfate; see also Crystal growth inhibition

equipment failure, 29–30

kinetics and mechanism, 30–32

nitrilotrismethylene phosphonic acid (NTMP), 30

phosphonates, 30

polyelectrolytes, 30

Cal Hypo, see Calcium hypochlorite

Carbon fi lters, 262

Carbonic acid corrosion, 313–314

Carboxy methyl inulins (CMIs), 132–133

Cationic polyelectrolytes, 88

Cationic polymers

applications, water treatment

coagulants and fl occulants, 475–476

industrial raw water, 477

municipal wastewater, 477

potable drinking water, 476

mechanisms

bridging fl occulation, 466–467

charge neutralization, 467

electrostatic patch fl occulation, 467–468

natural type

cationic starch, 468–469

chitosan, 469

polyacrylamides

aqueous solution polymerization, 472–473

copolymerization method, 475, 476

dry powders and beads, 473

inverse emulsions, 473

postreaction method, 474–475

synthetic type

manufacture methods, 472–475

polyacrylamides, 472

polyamines, 472

polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride, 471

polyethyleneimines (PEI), 470–471

polyvinylamine (PVA), 470

Cationic starch, 468–469

Charge neutralization, 349, 467

Charge patch neutralization, 349

Chelant, 311–312

Chemical diverters, 130

Chemical equilibrium method, 284

Chemical feed points, 316

Chemical oxygen demand (COD), 493–494

Chemical pretreatment

acid/caustic, 264

antiscalant, 263–264

bisulfi te, 264

lime, 263

ChemTreat Multitrak analyzer, 502–503

Chitosan, 469

Chlorine-based biocides

calcium hypochlorite, 389

chlorine gas, 388

disinfection monitoring

amperometric titration method, 484

colorimetric method, 483

limitations, 485–486

on-line amperometric method, 484–485

oxidation–reduction potential (ORP), 489–491

properties, 387–388

sodium dichloroisocyanurate and trichloroisocyanuric 

acid, 389

sodium hypochlorite, 388

Chlorine dioxide biocide

Amaranth and Lissamine Green B (LGB), 488

amperometric method, 488

chlorophenol red method, 488

DPD/glycine method, 488

food-handling equipment sanitization, 486–487

Hach 9187sc analyzer, 487

high/mid-range direct read method, 488

Legionella disinfectant, 419–420

preparation methods, 392–393

properties, 392

pulp and paper bleaching process, 487

Chlorine gas, 388

5-Chloro-2-methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one (CMIT), 397

Chlorophenol red (CPR) method, 488

Clarifi cation

coagulant, 299

procedure, 298

Closed loop cooling water systems, 327–328

Coagulants, cationic polymers, 476
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Coiling index, 347–348

Collision effi ciency factor, 357

Collision volume, 349

Colloidal fouling, 17

Concentration factor (CF), 244

Concentration polarization, 234–235, 252–253

Condensate treatment

carbonic acid corrosion, 313–314

fi lming amine, 315–316

neutralizing amine, 314–315

Constant composition (CC) crystal growth 

and dissolution, 107

Continuum mean fi eld lattice model, 353

Cooling tower monitoring

alkalinity, 498–499

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), 494

chemical oxygen demand (COD), 493–494

conductivity/total dissolved solids, 499–500

pH, 496–498

total organic carbon (TOC), 494

high temperature oxidation technique, 495

test/analyzer, 495–496

UV persulfate technique, 494–495

turbidity, 500–501

Cooling water treatment (CWT), 82

applications

chemical feed control, 124

data management, 126

monitoring system, 124–126

calcium carbonate inhibition, 97

deposit control polymers

crystal modifi cation, 462

dispersion, 460–461

metal ions stabilization, 461–462

roles and evolution, 456–458

scale inhibition, 459–460

design treatment

biological control, 118–124

corrosion control, 116–118

deposit control, 114–116

formulation components, 89

iron (III) effect, 91–92

monitoring

hardness, 493

silica and dissolved oxygen, 492

sodium, 492–493

phosphonates, 87, 90

system performance and cost optimization, 113, 126

Copper-based alloys corrosion inhibitors, 330

Copper–silver ionization method, 418–419

Corrosion control

boiler systems

dissolved gases and solids, 331

erosion corrosion, 333–334

general corrosion, 331

localized corrosion and cracking, 333

polymers, chelants, and phosphates, 332

steam condensate, 334–335

steam purity, 335

underdeposit corrosion, 332–333

cooling water

barrier fi lm inhibitors, 329

closed loop systems, 327–328

copper-based alloys inhibitors, 330

microbiofi lm treatment, 330

once-through systems, 327

open recirculation systems, 328

organic inhibitors, 329–330

passivating inhibitors, 329

desalination systems, 335–337

design

HRA inhibitor, copper corrosion, 117

metallurgy type, 116–117

microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC), 118

phosphate inhibitor, mild steel corrosion, 117–118

geothermal systems, 339

monitoring, 502–503

Corrosion coupons, 339

Corrosion-related fouling, 17–18

Cross fl ow membrane fi ltration, 244

Crystal growth inhibition

calcium oxalate crystallization

additives effect, 34–35

biomineralization, 32–33

crystal habits, 33

hydrated forms, 33–34

urolithiasis, 33

calcium sulfate crystallization

equipment failure, 29–30

kinetics and mechanism, 30–32

nitrilotrismethylene phosphonic acid (NTMP), 30

phosphonates, 30

polyelectrolytes, 30

mechanism

additives, 23–24

crystal morphology modifi cation, 25–26

growth rate retardation, 24

nucleation delay, 24–25

scale

formation, 22

inhibitors, 23

problems, 22–23

theory

impurities, 27–28

kink blocking, 27

Kossel model, 26–27

step edge adsorption, 28–29

step pinning, 27

Cyclonic fi ltration, 300–301

D

DBNPA, see 2,2-Dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide (DBNPA)

Deaerator, 308

Dealkalizer, 304–305

Dealloying, 324

DEHA, see Diethylhydroxylamine (DEHA)

Deposit control design

alkyl epoxy carboxylate (AEC) inhibitor, 115

phosphonates-based treatment, 114–115

stress-tolerant polymer (STP)

effi cacy, 116, 117

performance, 115–116

water analysis, 114

Deposit control polymers

BWT and CWT programs

mechanisms, 459–462

roles and functions, 456–459
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characteristics

end groups and branching, 452

homogeneity and heterogeneity, 452

molecular weight, 451–452

residual monomers, 452

tacticity and residual monomers, 452

commercial types, 458

comparison, 455–456

deposits

category, 81

control, 81–82

dispersing particulate matter

iron oxide dispersion, 99–100

iron (III) stabilization, 100–101

suspended and colloidal matter, 98–99

industrial water system, 82

laboratory screening tests, 82, 85

molecular weight distribution, 451

performance evaluation

calcium carbonate, 92–98

calcium phosphate, 90–92

calcium–phosphonate interaction, 87–88

calcium–polymer interaction, 85–87

polymer–polymer interaction, 88–89

pilot testing, 82, 85

polymeric and nonpolymeric additives, 83–84

scale identifying techniques, 443–445

specifi cation parameters

appearance, 452–453, 454

form, 452

molecular weight, 453–454

pH, viscosity and acid number, 454

specifi c gravity and color, 455

total and active solids, 453

turbidity, haze, iron, and residual monomer levels, 455

types

natural polymers, 448–449

synthetic polymers, 449

Depth fi lters, 261

DETPMP, see Diethylenetriaminepenta 

(methylenephosphonic acid) (DETPMP) 

inhibitor

Dezincifi cation corrosion, 324

Diafi ltration, 244

Diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride homopolymer (P17), 

88–89

Dibromodimethylhydantoin (DBDMH), 391

2,2-Dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide (DBNPA), 396–397

Dichlor, see Sodium dichloroisocyanurate

4,5-Dichloro-n-octyl-isothiazolin-3-one (DCOIT), 397

Diethylenetriaminepenta (methylenephosphonic acid) 

(DETPMP) inhibitor

calcium carbonate, 67

crystal morphology, 71–72

scale kinetics, 71, 72

supersaturated solutions, 76

synchrotron radiation, 75–76

wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) 

measurement, 73–74

X-ray diffractogram (XRD) analysis, 72–73, 74

with carbonate rock interaction, 148

molecular formulae, 68

oilfi eld scale inhibitors, 144

vs. PVS inhibitor, 145

Diethylhydroxylamine (DEHA), 309–310

Differential pH electrode system, 498

Dimethyldithiocarbamate (DMDC), 396

Disinfection

Legionella
chlorine dioxide, 419–420

comparison, 417

copper–silver ionization, 418–419

hyperchlorination, 417–418

selection criteria, 416

superheat-and-fl ush, 416–417

monitoring

bromine, 489

chlorine, 483–486

chlorine dioxide (ClO2), 486–488

ozone, 488–489

parameters and applications, 483

Dispersants, 312–313

Dissolved oxygen analyzer, 492

Dodecylguanidine hydrochloride (DGH), 398

Dual polymer fl occulation, 351

E

EDTA, see Ethylenediamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA)

Electrical sensing zone technique, 435

Electrophilic biocides, 398–399

Electrostatic patch fl occulation, cationic 

polymers, 467–468

Electrostatic repulsion force, 354

Emulsion polymerization, deposit control 

polymers, 450

Energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDS) analysis

calcium carbonate and silica, 431

operating procedure, 430–431

Environmental cracking, see Stress corrosion 

cracking (SCC)

Environmentally acceptable inhibitors, 132–133

Erosion corrosion (EC), 333–334

Erythorbic acid, 310

Ethylene-bis-dithiocarbamate (EBDC), 396

Ethylenediamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA), 311–312

Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), 367

F

Feed water tank system, 306–308

Field testing, 339

Flocculants, 344–345, 476

Flocculation model, see Population balance 

model (PBM)

Flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC), see Erosion 

corrosion (EC)

Fluorocarbon treatment, 173

Flux rate, 232

Fouling; see also Scaling

biofouling, 17 (see also Biofouling)

colloidal fouling, 17

corrosion-related fouling, 17–18

membrane, 234–235 (see also Reverse osmosis (RO) 

membrane fouling)

Four beam suspended solids analyser, 501

Fujiwara test, 259
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G

Geogard SX (GSX) inhibitor, 174–175

Geothermal silica scale

ammonia, 171

common scale inhibition method

brine dilution with freshwater, 161

brine pH modifi cation, 161–162

controlled silica precipitation, 162–163

water/brine processing, saturation, 160

Geogard SX (GSX) inhibitor, 174–175

geothermal power generation, 155–156

hybrid plant design

heat and mass balance, stage 1, 168, 169

heat and mass balance, stage 2, 168–170

relative silica deposition rates, 170–171

thermal and pH stability, stage 2, 170

limiting factor, geothermal energy, 175

organic additives

crystalline silicate control, 172

early studies, 172

fl uorocarbon treatment, 173

inhibition effi ciency, 172–173

inhibitor treatment costs, 173–174

urea-sulfuric and urea-hydrochloric acid, 173

polyoxyethylenes, 171

scale control techniques, supersaturation

binary-type heat exchangers, 165–166

brine acidifi cation, 164, 165

multiple fl ash processes, 166

pH-modifi cation, 166–168

rapid thermal quenching, 165

silica concentration and solubility vs. fl ash 

temperature, 164–165

silica stability, 163–164

silica deposition, 158–159

silica precipitation kinetics, 159–160

silica solubility

amorphous silica and quartz, 156–157

NaCl effect, 157

pH effect, 157–158

silicates, 158

Glutaraldehyde, 396

Green rust, 16

Green scale inhibitors (GSI), see Environmentally 

acceptable inhibitors

H

Hach 9187sc analyzer, 487

Halogen-resistant azole (HRA) inhibitor, 

copper corrosion, 117

Hardness analyzer, 493

Heat exchanger biofouling

biofi lm formation, 365

cooling water recycling, 374

corrosion, 371–372

design consideration, 373–374

heat transfer rate, 372–373

HEDP, see Hydroxyethylidene diphosphonic acid (HEDP)

Hexametaphosphate–steel corrosion inhibitor, 329

High/mid-range direct read method, 488

High-temperature additives treatment, 287

High temperature oxidation technique, 495

Hybrid treatment method

advantages, 287–288

case studies, 288–289

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 393

Hydrologic cycle, 2–3

Hydroxyapatite (HAP)

CC dissolution, 111

dissolution termination, 108–110

titrant volume vs. time, 108, 109

precipitating program, 310

Hydroxyethylidene diphosphonic acid (HEDP)

CaCO3 inhibition, 96–98

Ca-HEDP inhibition, 87–88

chemical structure, 110

Hyperchlorination, 417–418

I

Inductively coupled plasma (ICP), 435

Industrial bleach, see Sodium hypochlorite

Industrial water systems

cooling and boiler systems, 327

crevice corrosion, 322

dealloying, 324

erosion corrosion, 324–325

galvanic corrosion, 320–322

general corrosion, 320, 321

intergranular corrosion, 323–324

pitting, 322, 323

stress-corrosion cracking (SCC), 325–327

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy

ATR-IR spectroscopy

advantages, 440

calcium carbonate, 438

effective penetration depth, 440

limitations, 441

principles, 439

PAA/AMPS/SS terpolymer, 443–444

PAA/p-DADMAC coacervate, 443

poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), 442

poly-AMPS, 444–445

transmission spectroscopy, 437–438

In situ chemical activation, 393

Instantaneous corrosion rate meters, 339

Interaction energy profi le, 354

Intergranular corrosion, 323–324

Intrinsic resistance, 400–401

Inverse emulsion method, 473

Inverse emulsion polymerization, deposit control 

polymers, 450

Ion exchange process, boiler system

cleaning procedure, 304

dealkalizer, 304–305

mechanical problems, 302–303

resin beads and applications, 301–302

water softener cycle, 302

Iron-removal fi lters, 262

Iron silicate scale

biological system, 198

formation, 192–194

J

Jeddah-I and II power and desalination plant, 286
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K

Kink blocking, 27

Kossel model, 26–27

L

Laboratory chlorine dioxide amperometric methods, 488

Langelier saturation index (LSI), 280

Laser light scattering technique, 435

Legionella
colonization control

disinfection criteria, 416

monitoring control measures, 416

water safety plan (WSP), 415–416

disinfection methods

chlorine dioxide, 419–420

comparison, 417

copper–silver ionization, 418–419

hyperchlorination, 417–418

selection criteria, 416

superheat-and-fl ush, 416–417

infection

amoebae, 415

biofi lms, 413–414

growth-promoting conditions, 413

hot water storage tanks, 414–415

minimum contaminant level (MCL), 413

source, 412–413

water constituents and plumbing materials, 414

water quality, 411

Legionellosis, see Legionella

Legionnaires’ disease, see Legionella

Lissamine Green B (LGB) method, 488

Localized corrosion and cracking, 333

Low-temperature additives treatment, 287

Lytic biocides, 400

M

Machine-based activation, 392

Magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate (MAP), 

205; see also Struvite scale

Magnesium ion effect, calcium carbonate

crystal morphology, 64, 65

Mg2+ concentration, 64–66

surface deposition, 63–64

surface roughness, 66–67

Magnesium silicate scale/foulant control, see Silica 

and magnesium silicate foulants

Maximum supersaturation, 278–279

Mean fi eld lattice model, 353

MED, see Multiple-effect distillation process

Membrane active biocides, 400

Membrane biofouling, see Reverse osmosis (RO) 

membrane fouling

Membrane bioreactor (MBR) technology, 235–236

Membrane cleaning, 260

effi ciency vs. membrane hydrolysis, 265

formulas, 265

membrane life, 264–265

off-site and clean-in-place (CIP) cleaning, 265

Membrane fouling, see Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane 

fouling

Membrane operations

data collection, 257–258

data normalization, 258–259

membrane autopsy, 259–260

Membrane technology

boundary layer, 243

brackish water, 243

brine (see concentrate)

characteristics, 228

chronicles

asymmetric permeability differences, 229

electrodialysis, 229

Fick’s laws of diffusion, 229

membrane gel structure, 229

microfi ltration (MF) membrane, 229

nanofi ltration (NF) membranes, 230

osmosis, semipermeable materials, 228

pore size regulation, 229

pressure dialysis, 229

reverse osmosis (RO) membranes, 229

synthetic membrane, 229

ultrafi ltration membrane, 229

concentrate, 243

crossfl ow fi ltration, 230

fl ux rate, 232

membrane bioreactor (MBR) technology, 235–236

membrane element confi gurations

capillary (hollow) fi ber, 233–234

packing density., 234

plate and frame, 233

spiral wound, 234

tubular, 233

membrane fouling, 234–235

membrane processing system design, 236–238

microfi ltration (MF), 230

nanofi ltration (NF), 231, 232

properties and features, 232

reverse osmosis (RO), 231–232

system performance, 234–235

testing

applications testing, 241–243

applied pressure, 239

cell test, 240–241

design factors, 238

feed water chemistry, 238–239

fl ow conditions, 240

membrane area, 239

membrane element array, 240

membrane element confi guration, 239

membrane polymer, 239

pilot testing, 243

pretreatment requirement, 240

recovery, 239–240

temperature, 239

ultrafi ltration (UF), 230–231

water contaminant, 228

Methylenebisthiocyanate (MBT), 398

2-Methyl-4-isothiazolin-3-one (MIT), 397

Microbial analysis, 260

Microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC), 118

Microgalvanic corrosion, 322

Mineral scales and deposits, see Fouling; Scaling; Water

Minimum inhibition concentration (MIC), 140

Molecular weight cutoff (MWCO), 230, 244
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Monitoring system

biofouling tube tracking device, 126

biomonitoring methods, 123–124, 125

chemical tests, 124–125

continous performance monitoring, 124

corrosion-monitoring techniques, 125

DAT and MonitAll units, 125

fl ow meters, 125

MSF, see Multistage-fl ash distillation process

Multimedia fi lters, see Depth fi lters

Multiple-effect distillation process, 273, 274

Multistage-fl ash distillation process, 273, 275, 276

N

Nano-fi ltration membranes, 134; see also Membrane 

technology

Natural organic matter (NOM), 344

Natural polymers

cationic polymers

cationic starch, 468–469

chitosan, 469

deposit control polymers, 448–449

Neutralizing amine, 314–315

Nitrilotrismethylene phosphonic acid (NTMP), 30

N, N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine (DPD) analysis, 483

N, N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine (DPD)/glycine 

method, 488

Nonoxidizing biocides

aldehydes and dithiocarbamates, 396

application areas, 395

effi cacy properties, 395

isothiazolones and quaternary compounds, 397

limitations, 394

organobromines, 396–397

vs. oxidizing biocides, 394

physical and chemical properties, 396

Nucleation inhibitor index, 52

O

Octadecylamine (ODA), 315–316

Oilfi eld scale control

brine mixing, ion exchange, and scale precipitation, 

136–137

environmentally acceptable inhibitors, 132–133

hydrate inhibitor impact

barite nucleation, 138–139

barite solubilities, 137–138

halite solubilities, 138, 139

model, 138–139

in salt solutions, 137–138

scale inhibitor effi ciency, 140

inhibitor interactions and reactions, rock substrates

adsorption/precipitation mechanism, 146–147

calcite and NTMP reactions, 147–148

carbonate rocks−DETPMP inhibitor 

interactions, 148

inhibitor/core material reactions, 147

surface poisioning, 147–148

low dosage hydrate inhibitors (LDHIs), 137

mineral scales, 129

nonaqueous inhibitor solutions, squeeze treatment, 

131–132

oil and gas production, 148–149

polymeric scale inhibitor, 133

scale formation, precipitation, and deposition

barite kinetics, 143

RDC technique, 141–142

SXRD technique, 142–143

scale inhibition

diethylenetriaminepenta (methylenephosphonic 

acid) (DETPMP), 144–145

phosphinopolycarboxylic acid (PPCA), 143–144

polyvinylsulfonic acid (PVS), 145–146

sulfate removal, injection seawater

barium sulfate scales, 133–134

Ba2+ vs. SO4
2− concentration, 135, 136

cost-effectiveness, 135–136

desulfation, barium concentration, 135

nano-fi ltration membranes, 134

reverse osmotic process, 134

thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors (THIs), 137–138

viscosifi ed fl uids, chemical placement, 130–131

Once-through cooling water systems, 327

On-line amperometric sensor

chlorine fl ow rate, 486

free chlorine dissociation curve, 485

temperature change, 486

Open recirculation systems, 327–328

Optical microscopy

calcium carbonate, 427

iron oxide, 428

Organic corrosion inhibitors, 329–330

Organophosphonate, 87

Orthophosphate–steel corrosion inhibitor, 329

Oxidation–reduction potential (ORP), 489–491

Oxidizing biocides

bromine-based biocides, 389–391

chlorine-based biocides, 386–389

chlorine dioxide, 391–393

disadvantages, 385

gas systems, 385–386

hydrogen peroxide, 393

liquid and solid systems, 386

ozone, 394

peracetic acid, 393–394

Oxygen scavengers

operating procedure, 308–309

properties, 310

Oxygen solubility chart, 307

Ozone, 394

Ozone disinfection monitoring, 488–489

P

PAA, see Peracetic acid

Packing density., 234

Particle size analysis (PS), 435, 436

Parting corrosion, see Dealloying

Passivating corrosion inhibitors, 329

1,5-Pentanedial, see Glutaraldehyde

Peracetic acid, 393–394

Percent supersaturation (PS), 275

Permeate, 245

pH control method, 286, 497–498

pH-modifi cation method

acid treatment, 166
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brine pH vs. fl ash temeprature, 164

dosing curve, 167

dual-fl ash brine, 168

single-fl ash brine, 167

Phosphate-containing scales

inorganic orthophosphates and polyphosphates, 223

MAP formation, 206

phosphorus concentrations, wastewater, 205

solubility isotherms, 207

struvite scale

chemical composition, 208

inhibitors, 218–223

magnesium source, 209–214

MgCl2 · 6H2O vs. MgSO4 · 7H2O, 214–215

morphology, 215, 217–218

precipitation kinetics, pH stat method, 207–208

spontaneous precipitation, 207

supersaturation ratio, 209

thermodynamics, 206–207

thermodynamic solubility products, 207

Phosphate inhibitor, mild steel corrosion, 117–118

Phosphinopolycarboxylic acid (PPCA) inhibitor

calcium carbonate scale inhibition, 143–144

surface and bulk scaling, 146

Phosphonates; see also Calcium−phosphonate inhibitor

CWT programs, 87

types, 87

Pitting corrosion, 117–118, 322, 323

Pitzer theory, 139

Poly(dimethylamine-co-epichlorohydrin), 472

Polyacrylamides, 472

Polyadsorption

collisions, 345–346

conformation

complexation, coiling index, 347–348

concentration and pH, 347

schematic representation, 346

dependent factors, 345

mean fi eld lattice model, 353

Polyadsorption model, see Mean fi eld lattice model

Polyamines, 472

Polyaspartates, 133

Poly-D-glucosamine, see Chitosan

Poly diallyldimethylammonium chloride (DADMAC), 471

Polyelectrolyte–particulate matter interactions

adsorption, 345–348

characteristics

fl occulants, 344–345

NOM and suspended particulate matter, 344

fl occulation, 348–352

mathematical modeling

fl occulation, 354–359

interaction forces, 353–354

polymer adsorption, 353

Polyelectrolytes, 88; see also Cationic polymers

Polyethyleneimines (PEI), 470–471

Polymer conformation

adsorption

complexation, coiling index, 347–348

concentration and pH, 347

schematic representation, 346

fl occulation

collision volume, mechanisms, 349

complexation, supernatant turbidity, 350–351

pH and ionic strength, 349–350

Polymeric calcium phosphonate inhibitor, see 

Calcium−phosphonate inhibitor

Polymer-induced fl occulation

collision volume, 349

conformation, 349–351

cooling and boiler applications, 351

fractal aggregates, 348–349

molecular weight, 352

population balance model (PBM)

aggregation rate, 356

collision effi ciency factor, 357

fl uid fl ow, shear rate, 359

framework, 355

mechanisms, 357–358

particle number concentration, 356

surface coverage vs. mean fl oc diameter, 358, 359

steps, 345

surfactants, 351

thermal and irradiation degradation, 351–352

Polymer−polymer inhibitor interaction

anionic-cationic polymer interaction, 89

polyelectrolytes, 88

water chemistry, 89

Poly[oxyethylene(dimethyliminio)ethylene-

(dimethyliminio) ethylene dichloride], 397

Polyphosphonocarboxylic acid (PPCA)

calcium carbonate, 67

crystal morphology, 68–70

kinetics, 67–68

surface deposit, 68, 69

synchrotron radiation (WAXS), 75–76

XRD analysis, 69, 71, 74

oilfi eld scale inhibitors, 144–145

Polyvinylamine (PVA), 470

Polyvinylsulfonic acid (PVS) inhibitor, 145–146

Population balance model (PBM)

aggregation rate, 356

collision effi ciency factor, 357

framework, 355

mechanisms, 357–358

particle number concentration, 356

shear rate, 359

surface coverage vs. mean fl oc diameter, 358, 359

PPCA, see Phosphinopolycarboxylic acid (PPCA) 

inhibitor

Precipitating/cathodic inhibitors, see Barrier fi lm 

corrosion inhibitors

Precipitation polymerization, deposit 

control polymers, 450

Pressure dye test, 259

Probe-type amperometric systems, 484

Proportional fl ow control method, 286

Protonophores, 400

PVS, see Polyvinylsulfonic acid (PVS) inhibitor

R

Recovery, 236–237, 239, 245

Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane fouling

biofouling

biofi lm formation, 366

boiler system, 305–306

fl ux decline data, sand fi lter, 375
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molecular dynamics simulation, alginate 

oligomer, 375

permeability, 374–375

concentration polarization, 252–253

control

chemical pretreatment, 263–264

low-fouling membranes, 261

mechanical pretreatment, 261–263

membrane cleaning, 264–265

membrane fl ux, 261

RO system recovery, 260

temperature, 260

velocity, 261

water analysis, 260

data normalization, 266–267

demineralization technique, 248

feed water quality guidelines

fl ow rate, membrane module, 253

fouling, 249

recommended fl ux, 253

scaling, 254, 256

foulants, 248

colloids, 249–250

elemental metals, 250

hydrogen sulfi de, 251

organics, 250

high-effi ciency fi lter system (HEF)

cross section, 268–269

electrodialysis reversal (EDR) membrane, 

267–268

multimedia fi lters (MMF), 268

pilot test, 269

hybrid membrane systems, 266

identifi cation

membrane operations, 257–260

water quality, 256–257

mechanical and chemical pretreatment techniques, 

248, 249

membrane degradation, 255–256

membrane scales, 248

calcium carbonate, 254

performance, 255

precipitation, 254

silica, 254–255

sulfate-based scales, 254

occurrence, 248–249

performance problems, 251–252

proper monitoring and analysis, 269

Reverse osmosis system, 183

Reverse osmotic process, 134

RO, see Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane fouling

Rotating disk crystallizer (RDC) technique, 141–142, 144

Rotating disk electrode (RDE), see Rotating disk 

crystallizer (RDC) technique

S

Sand fi ltration, 300

Saturated solution, 275

Scale control inhibitors, 51–52, 63

boiler system

chelant approach, 311–312

chemical feed points, 316

condensate, 313–316

dispersants, 312–313

phosphate precipitating approach, 310–311

calcium carbonate polymorphs, 63

thermal desalination systems

additives, classifi cation, 292

antiscalants, 292–293

green additive, PMA, 293–294

silica inhibition, 293

sodium-hexa-metaphosphate (SHMP), 291

Scale control survey, thermal desalination system

consultants, 290

plant operators, 291

plant suppliers, 290

Scale identifying techniques

advantages and disadvantages, 426

applications

coacervate formation, 442–443

metal-inhibitor salt formation, 441–442

thermal treatment, deposit control polymers, 

443–445

EDS analysis, 430–431

inductively coupled plasma (ICP), 435

infrared (IR) spectroscopy

ATR-IR spectroscopy, 439–441

transmission spectroscopy, 437–438

optical microscopy, 427–428

particle size analysis, 435

scanning electron microscope (SEM), 428–430

wide angle x-ray diffraction, 432–435

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 436

Scale squeeze treatment

barium ion concentrations, 137

downhole, 133

nonaqueous scale inhibitors, 131–132

polymeric scale inhibitor, 133

Xanthan viscosifi ed scale inhibitor, 131

Scaling; see also Fouling

boiler scale deposits, 10

calcium carbonate deposits, 11

calcium fl uorides, 14

calcium oxalates, 14

calcium phosphate scale deposits, 13–14

defi nition, 22

hard scale, 22

iron-based scales, 16

metal sulfate scale deposits, 11–13

periodic descaling, 23

silica/metal silicates, 14–15

Scaling index, 280–281

Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

BSE mode, small particles, 430

calcium carbonate polymorphs, 428

calcium oxalate mono and dihydrates, 429

Selective leaching, see Dealloying

Self-consistent mean fi eld lattice model, 353

Shear-thinning fl uids, 130

Siderite, 16

Silica analyzer, 492

Silica and magnesium silicate foulants; see also 

Geothermal silica scale

aluminum silicate scale

amorphous aluminosilicate, 194

biological systems, 199

control, brine pH adjustment, 196
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formation, 194

three-dimensional structures, 194

amorphous silica formation and growth

bulk precipitation, 182

in living organisms, 182

pH level, 180, 181

polymerization, 180–181

silica precipitation, 182

solubility characteristics, 180, 181

surface deposition, 182

calcium silicate scale

biological systems, 198

formation, 195

inhibition and dispersion, 183

iron silicate scale

biological system, 198

formation, 192–194

magnesium silicate

composition, 188–189

EDTA effect, 196–197

formation mechanism, 191

FT-IR spectrum, 190

heat exchanger, 189–190

inverse solubility, 191

magnesium hydroxide infl uence, 191, 195

pH effect, 191–193

practical scale control guidelines, 197–198

precipitation, 190–191

Na+ and K+ effects, 195

organic and inorganic foulants, 179–180

pH effect, 199

polymeric additives

cationic polymer–induced fl occulation, 187

detrimental effects, inhibitory activity, 186–187

reverse osmosis system, 183

schematic structures, 183–185

silicate polymerization, 187

silicic acid stabilization, 183, 186

zwitterionic and cationic polymers, 183, 187

scale inhibition mechanism, 188

silica scale control, 182

Silica scale control, see Geothermal silica scale; Silica and 

magnesium silicate foulants

Silt density index (SDI), 249–250

Sodium analyzer, 492–493

Sodium chlorate methods, 393

Sodium dichloroisocyanurate, 389

Sodium-hexa-metaphosphate (SHMP), 291

Sodium hypochlorite, 388

Sodium softeners, 262–263

Sodium trichloroisocyanuric acid, 389

Solubility scale prediction method, 281–284

Solution polymerization, deposit control polymers, 450

Squeeze treatment, see Scale squeeze treatment

Stability index (SI), 280

Step edge adsorption, 28–29

Step pinning, 27

Stiff–Davis stability index, 281

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC), 118, 325–327

Stress-tolerant polymer (STP)

effi cacy, 116, 117

performance, 115–116

Struvite scale

chemical composition, 208

induction time vs. Mg2+ concentration

MgCl2 · 6H2O, 213, 214

MgSO4 · 7H2O, 211

induction time vs. supersaturation

MgCl2 · 6H2O, 212–213

MgSO4 · 7H2O, 209–211

initial precipitation rates vs. relative supersaturation

MgCl2 · 6H2O, 213–214

MgSO4 · 7H2O, 212

kinetics, pH stat method, 207–208

MgCl2 · 6H2O vs. MgSO4 · 7H2O

nucleation process, 214–215

precipitation kinetics, 215, 216

precipitation reactions, 214

scanning electron micrographs, 215, 217–218

x-ray powder diffraction patterns, 215, 216

organic soluble compound inhibitors

chemical structure, 218, 219

concentration and struvite precipitation, 220–221

induction time and initial precipitation rate, 

218–220

Langmuir-type adsorption model, 223

relative inhibition, 221–222

supersaturation, 220, 221

spontaneous precipitation, 207

stability diagrams

MgCl2 · 6H2O, 212, 213

MgSO4 · 7H2O, 209, 210

supersaturation ratio, 209

Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), 118, 119

Superheat-and-fl ush disinfection methods, 416–417

Supernatant turbidity, 350–351

Supersolubility, 279

Surface poisoning effects, 147–148

Suspended particulate matter, 344

Suspension polymerization, deposit control polymers, 450

Synchrotron XRD (SXRD) technique, 142–144

Synthetic polymers

cationic polymers

manufacture methods, 472–475

polyacrylamides, 472

polyamines, 472

polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride, 471

polyethyleneimines (PEI), 470–471

polyvinylamine (PVA), 470

deposit control polymers

polymerization methods, 449–450

polymerization processes, 450

types, 449

T

Tangential fl ow fi ltration (TFF), 245

Tetrakis-hydroxymethyl-phosphonium 

sulfate (THPS), 397

Thermal desalination systemic scale control

absolute and percent supersaturation, 275

inhibitors

additives, classifi cation, 292

antiscalants, 292–293

green additive, PMA, 293–294

silica inhibition, 293

sodium-hexa-metaphosphate (SHMP), 291

maximum supersaturation, 278–279
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methods

acid treatment, 285–286

additive treatment, 287

hybrid treatment, case studies, 287–289

multiple-effect distillation process, 273, 274

multistage-fl ash distillation process, 273, 275, 276

prediction techniques

chemical equilibrium method, 284

kinetics and transport phenomena, 284–285

scaling index, 280–281

solubility, precipitation, 278

solubility product, 277

survey, 289–291

types, 279

Threshold inhibitors, 51

Tolyltriazole (TTA) inhibitor, 117, 330

Total organic carbon (TOC) analysis

high temperature oxidation technique, 495

test analyzer, 495–496

UV persulfate oxidation technique, 494–495

Traditional pH electrode system, 497

Transmembrane pressure (TMP), 245

Trichlor, see Sodium trichloroisocyanuric acid

True color, 250

Turbidity monitoring, 500–501

U

Unactivated sodium chlorite, 393

Underdeposit corrosion, 332–333

Unsaturated solution, 275

Urea-hydrochloric acid, 173

Urea-sulfuric acid, 173

Urolithiasis, 33

UV persulfate oxidation technique, 494–495

V

Van der Waals attraction force, 354

Viscosifi ed self-diverting treatment, 130–131

W

Water

characteristics

aluminum, 6

barium, 6

bicarbonate, 8

calcium, 7

carbonate, 8

carbon dioxide, 9

chloride, 8

chromium, 7

color, 5

copper, 7

detergency, 5

fl uoride, 8

hydrogen sulfi de, 9

iron, 7

magnesium, 7

manganese, 7

odor, 5

organic chemicals, 9

oxygen, 9

potassium, 7

selenium, 8

silica, 7–8

sodium, 7

strontium, 8

sulfate, 8

temperature, 5

turbidity, 5–6

zinc, 8

feed water

analysis, 9–10

classifi cation, 6

quality, industrial application, 18

resources

ground water, 4

lake water, 4

seawater, 3–4

surface water, 4

reverse osmosis (RO), 2

universal solvent, 2

water cycle, 2–3

Water safety plan (WSP), 415–416

Water softener cycle, 302

Water-soluble inhibitors, 51, 56

Water treatment chemicals monitoring

cooling tower

alkalinity, 498–499

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), 494

chemical oxygen demand (COD), 493–494

conductivity, total dissolved solids, 499–500

pH, 496–498

total organic carbon (TOC), 494

turbidity, 500–501

corrosion, 502–503

CWT and BWT parameters

hardness, 493

silica and dissolved oxygen, 492

sodium, 492–493

disinfection

bromine, 489

chlorine, 483–486

chlorine dioxide (ClO2), 486–488

ozone, 488–489

parameters and applications, 483

oxidation–reduction potential (ORP), 489–491

Wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD)

calcium carbonate polymorphs, 433

calcium sulfate and silica, 432

mass absorption coeffi cient, 434

phase composition, 435

X

Xanthan viscosifi ed scale inhibitor, 131

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 436

X-ray sedimentation technique, 435
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